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EDITOR'S PEEFACE.

To those among Dr. Bernard's pupils, who had, like myself, the

good fortune to read the book of Job with him, I feel that no

reason need be assigned' by me for offering the following pages to

their notice—knowing, as I do, how great and universal a desire,

nay even longing*, was evinced by them, whilst he was still in the

possession of his eyesight, to see his masterly exposition of one of

the grandest books of the Bible given to the world, and again,

how great and universal was their regret, when, from his be-

coming blind, they were led to fear that it would descend with

its author to the tomb.f

* That I may not be accused of exaggeration for using the somewhat strong

word, longing, I will here relate a fact. One of Dr. Bernard's pupils—a Fellow

of his College—was so struck by his master's interpretation of tlie Book of Job,

that he actually read the Book six times with him, and paid him seven guineas

each time. This really inordinate appreciation of his labours naturally gratified

Dr. Bernard, but it also filled him with alarm ; for what, said he to me more than

once, can this man's object be, unless he have some idea of publishing a Com-

mentary on Job ? And to this alarm, indeed, I think we may fairly ascribe the

appearance of the present work, at least in a complete form, for I know that

when I went down to Cambridge to help Dr. Bernard, he was filled with dread

lest he should be forestalled, and was not tranquillized until he had advertised

that he was preparing his Commentary. Now, had he not thus been spurred on,

he would very probably have waited, and had he waited but a few montlis

longer, this work would never have been completed. (1863.)

I How nearly these fears were realized may be inferred when I state that the

manuscript of this work was not completed before May or June, 1857, and that

Dr. Bernard died on the loth November following. (1863.)
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To those, among his pupils, however, who never read the book

of Job with him, as well as to the public generally, I may,

perhaps, be allowed to enumerate the advantages that this

exposition, which it has fallen to my lot to preserve to the world,

possesses over all others that have been published of the book

of Job.

They are :

—

1. That, according to it, the speakers, one and all, though more

especially Job, will be found to remain true to their characters

throughout, without deviating for one instant from the principles

which at the outset they respectively profess.

2. That the speech of Elihu, the son of Barachel, which

has been, by so many Commentators, variously characterized as

empty, bombastic, laboured, insipid, diffuse and unintelligible, in

the mouth of a shallow, conceited, presumptuous and arrogant

young man,* is, by the clear and well-defined line of demarca-

tion which Dr. Bernard has drawn between the reasoning of that

* II n'y eut qu'Eliu, qui etoit le plus jeune et le moins judicieux, qui ne se

rendit pas .... par un vain etalage de paroles Eliu rend ici raison, &c. (Calmet

sur Chap. xxii. 1.)

Dr. Luther sahe bios von ihm die iible Seite eines windigen

jungen Menschen, voller Stolz und Einbildung (Michaelis Uebersetzung des Alten

Test. 2te Ausgabe, Ister Theil, Anmerkungen zu Hiob, Cap. xxxii. S. 136).

In Elihu 's Reden weht ein ganz anderer Geist, sie sind sehr breit und ermiiden

durch die darin herrschende Redseligkeit (Berthold, Histor. Krit. Einleit. in d.

A. u. N. Test., 5ter. Th., Erlangen 1815, § 498, S. 2157).

Elihu tritt .... iiberklug mit jugendlichem Diinkel auf, und spricht wie ein

Orakel. Er perorirt Gemeinpliitze, anmaszend, eingebildet und allein weise .

Er . . . . spielt mit Floskeln, und macht Tiraden und kettet Bild an Bilder

—

Alles ohne Zweck und Ende (Eichhorn, Einleit. in d. A. Test, 3ter Band, S. 562).

Als ein fremdes spiiteres Einschiebsel verrathen sich diese Reden durch das

Matte, Weitschweifige, Gesuchte, Unklare des Inhalts und Vortrags (De Wette,

Lehrbuch der Histor. Krit. Einleit. in die Bibel, 7te Ausg., Berlin, 1852, § 287,

S. 385).

Nach Cap. xxxii.—xxxiii. V. 8, ist der junge Kampfer zu deutlich als ein

eingebildeter und dabei leerer Schwatzer gezeichnet. Wer vermiszt aber nicht

alle lahmende Kraft in der breiten und schwulstigen Redseligkeit des

sich spreizenden diinkelhaften Sprechers, so dasz sein leerer Wortschwall, &c. !

(Umbreit, das Buch liiob, 2te Auflage, Heidelberg, 1832, Einleitung, S. xxvi,

Fusznote).
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speaker and the arguments of the other three friends of Job, shown

to be, with the exception of the speech of God Himself, the

brightest ornament of the work, and well worthy of the tacit

approbation of God, as implied by His confining His severe

rebukes to Job and his three aged friends.

3. That in it the book of Job (and the same may be said of all

the other books of the Old Testament expounded by Dr. Bernard

to his pupils), is interpreted by the help of the Plebrew contained

in the Bible itself, and not, as is so unfortunately become the fashion

of the day, by constant recourse to the Cognate languages (1) ; so

that very few instances indeed will be found in the present work,

in which recourse has been had even to the dialect of the

Mishnah and Gemara, a dialect, which, in spite of all that is said

against it—and all that is so said will be found to proceed from

those who can read neither the Mishnah, nor the Gemara—bears

the greatest affinity to the Hebrew of the Bible, and may,

therefore, be much more fitly and safely referred to for the

elucidation of the same, than any other of the Cognate dialects,

the more especially as it was spoken by the Hebrews themselves

at the time when they had yet their high-priest and their temple-

service.

4. That it will be found to contain, not only Dr. Bernard's

reasons for the manner in Avhich he translates the book, but also

the construction of the more difficult passages, whereby the

Hebrew student will derive the more advantage, as there is not,

to my knowledge, any work, by which he might learn to construe

the Hebrew Bible. Moreover, that scarcely a verse, or even a

word, will be met with, in the interpretation of which Dr.

Bernard disagrees with the Authors of the Established Version,

without his assigning a reason for his doing so, and justifying his

own translation by similar passages in the Bible. Nor will there

again any instance be found, in which a transposition of words

has been adopted, or an ellipsis supplied, without the support of

appropriate passages from the Bible ; and, as the ellipses are

always supplied in pure Biblical Hebrew, the reader will at once

(1) For this note sec p. xv.
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be enabled to see how the poetical parts of this book may be J

resolved into prose.*

In order that Job might be exhibited true to his character and

principles, and not, as is the case with all the Translations and

Commentaries that have hitherto been brought before the public,

in continual contradiction with himself, often eating, so to say, in

the latter part of a chapter, nay sometimes even of a verse, the

words he had used in the earlier part, it was absolutely necessary

for Dr. Bernard to refuse him any knowledge of an immortal

soul and of a future state, until the time when God revealed

Himself to him. At this, I know full well, a great outcry will be

raised, but what does an outcry prove? Will it confute the

arguments, by which Dr. Bernard defends this opinion of his,

and of which I will only say here that they stand upon too firm

a basis of their own to need any support from me. I will,

however, observe that this opinion was long since advocated by

an eminent English prelate,f though he went to the length of

classing David and Solomon in this respect with Job, a length,

to which Dr. Bernard declines to follow him, as it is his

firm belief, that men, who, like those inspired bards, had held,

either directly or indirectly, communion with the Deity, must

needs have been aware (as Job himself became upon the

appearance before him of Jehovah) X that they were not mere

animals, and that their existence would not terminate with their

life.

* The reader should bear this last remark in mind, and remember that with

Dr. Bernard, " supplying an ellipsis " is equivalent to " turning poetry into prose,"

for else he will certainly accuse him of constantly violating the laws which regu-

late and limit ellipses. When Dr. Bernard says, " so and so for so and so," or

" so and so standsfor so and so," he by no means always wishes to express that

there is an ellipsis in the strict sense of the word; his intention very frequently

is rather to expand into intelligible prose, concise and perhaps somewhat unin-

telligible VERSE. In fact, he often explains in Hebrew what other Commentators

are content to explain in their own mother-tongue. He would, however, have

done well to use the sign = , instead of for or standsfor, as he would not then

have exposed himself to any misinterpi'etation. (1863.)

t Vide Warburton, Div. Leg. Vol. v. p. 31.

\ But see Translation, p. 511, note *. (1863.)
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Equally imperative upon him did Dr. Bernard consider it to be, to

put from Chap, xxvii. 13 to the end of Chap, xxviii. into the

mouth of Zophar the Naamathite, instead of into that of Job, as

is done in the original text, and to make other transpositions,

which it would take up too much space to specify ; and here, again,

I think I may safely challenge those who are disposed to protest

against such transpositions (2) to upset Dr. Bernard's arguments

if they can. At the same time, I will mention here that in the

first chapter of Lamentations only do the first letters of the

verses (in the original) form the Hebrew alphabet in its regular

order, whilst, in the 2d, 3d, and 4th chapters, the D " instead of

coming after the i/ , comes before it—an incontestable proof that

there are at least some verses in the Bible which do not occupy

the place they should. In the 3d chapter, indeed, in which every

letter of the alphabet is found at the beginning of three con-

secutive verses, all the three verses beginning with 2 must be

transposed and put after those beginning with j/ , in order that

the alphabet may be exhibited in its proper order.

With regard to the Hebrew tenses, simple as well as converted,

it has been clearly shown in Mason and Bernard's Grammar
(Letter li. § 8), that the rules laid down for their employment

hold good only in the narrative, and not in the poetical and

prophetical parts of the Old Testament, as the poet and prophet,

carried away by their enthusiasm, cannot submit to be fettered

by a strict compliance with such rules. The reader will not,

therefore, it is hoped, take offence at any apparent violation of

them by us, in the translation of the poetical part of our book,

for how could we do otherwise than follow our author 1 In some

cases, however, where in the Hebrew the tenses have been used

in strict accordance to rule, the exigencies of the EngHsh
language have prevented us from giving a literal translation

;

thus, for example, in chaps, ix. 11, xix. 7, the futures ^2V^_ and

n^n^ , pI^V*^ and <l-'l^*X , are evidently used in a frequentative

sense, and should therefore, strictly speaking, be respectively

rendered, He constantli/ passes. He constantly goes hy^ and / re-

(2) For this note see p. xvi.
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peatedly cry, I repeatedly cry aloud ; but to whom would not such

renderings be tiresome and annoying % and who but a pedant

of the first water would venture to be guilty of them ? In the

narrative pq^rts of the book, however, I have done my best to

translate the tenses in accordance with the rules laid down by the

first Hebrew grammarians.

Dr. Bernard has always considered it his duty to caution his

pupils against bestowing implicit reliance upon those, who

comment upon, and translate, the Hebrew Bible, without having

proved their fitness for the task they have undertaken, by shewing

in what way they write, point, and express their ideas in, Hebrew.

The importance, nay, the necessity of such a caution, was never

felt by me so fully as it is now that I have, during the progress of

this work, thoroughly sifted nearly all that has been said by

modern Commentators on the Book of Job, and found the

deficiencies of some of them in Hebrew to be great beyond con-

ception. In saying, however, that I have sifted the productions

of these gentlemen, I do not mean to express that their blunders

are so few and far between as to require careful examination

to detect them ; on the contrary, so numerous and so glaring are

they in the majority of cases, that the difficulty rather was to

discover anything else. Everyone, indeed, who is pretty well

acquainted with the rules of Hebrew grammar and syntax, and

tolerably well versed in Hebrew composition, must wonder at the

extreme presumption displayed by men so ignorant of the

language, in daring even to lay their hands upon the Hebrew

Bible. Some few of their blunders I have thought it right to

expose in the Commentary, but should it be considered that they

have been there judged with too great harshness, I would beg of

those who are of this opinion, before they give their final verdict

in favour of the defendants, once more, and accurately and

impartially, to weigh the grossness of the blunders against the

harshness of the censure, when, if they should still abide by the

conclusion that the blunders are, I will not say justifiable, but in

any, even in the slightest degree excusable, 1 solemnly pledge

myself to acknowledge my error, to retract all that I have said

upon the subject, and to make every apology. But if, on the
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other hand, it should be allowed to be the fact that blunders have

been committed, such as no tyro, who had been under the

guidance of a competent tutor for one month, could possibly

commit—that Hebrew has been written which no student who
had written Hebrew exercises for one week, could possibly write,

and that hardly one page can be found in more than one of the

Commentaries in which some error of punctuation * does not

occur, and that even in words which are merely transcribed from

the Hebrew Bible—then I must say I conceive it to be the duty

of every one who is aware of these facts, and to whom the Word
of God is precious, to raise his voice to give the alarm, and

to conjure the Biblical student, not to take, as is too often,

unfortunately, done in our day, j* for his guides men, who

—

notwithstanding the pompous display they make of Syriac

Coptic, Samaritan, Arabic,^ Persian, J and maybe another score or

* This will be found to be strictly and literally true in the case of Rosenmiiller's

Commentary (2d Edit., Leipsic, 1824).

t Thus, for example, in a new translation of Job (Conant's), which is now being

brought out in America, and of which we have the first two parts, comprising

twenty-nine chapters, the names of Schultens, De AVette, Ewald, Schlottmann,

&c., are mentioned often enough, whilst those of Aben-Ezra, Jarchi, Kimchi,

Ralbag, Wolfssohn, are altogether proscribed, not the slightest indication being

given that the translator had ever even heard of such commentators.

X So Bouillier says on nD37~l (Chap, xxxix. 19) :
" Nescio quid aliis videatur ;

at meo saltern judicio operosus ille eruditionis Arabicse apparatus tantum ab

illustrando loco abest, ut potius nobilis figura; splendorem offuscet atque obliteret."

We should like to know what he would have said if he could have seen Dr. Lee's

" Book of the Patriarch Job," a work, which, from its author's constantly tres-

passing against the most vital rules of Hebrew grammar and syntax, and from his

giving to pure Hebrew words, by tracing them to Arabic roots, a totally different

meaning from that which they have in the other places of the Hebrew Bible, in

which they occur, may much more fitly be termed a travesty, than a translation,

of Job. The wantonness with which Hebrew grammar is violated, and the

commonest Hebrew words are strained and tortured (cf., for example, chap. xii. 2,

where he translates D?J wise!!!) is only equalled by the carelessness with which

the work is executed. Thus, for example, in the very first chapter, verse 3, Job

is made to possessive thousand yoke of oxen instead oi Jive hundred, and in the

last chapter Eliphaz and his two friends are commanded by God to take not seven

bidlocks but seven heifers! ! ! And yet, probably, these two verses will be found

by those who are possessed of energy enough to wade through the whole work,

and whom even the "men black with cold," spoken of in chap. vi. 16, have not

deterred from its perusal, to be among the most tolerable in the whole translation.
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two of Eastern languages (3), with which they try to dazzle the

reader—give such conclusive proof that of Hebrew they know

nothing, or even less than nothing.*

When Dr. Bernard made the Book of Job his study, his

endeavours were exclusively directed towards ascertaining the

true train of reasoning pursued therein with what success

it will be, of course, for the reader to determine. Into such

questions, therefore, as—to what class of composition the book

may be considered to belong; whether the men who are intro-

duced as speakers into it ever existed, and if they did exist, when

and where they lived ; who the author of the work was, and

when, and where, he lived,—Dr. Bernard has forborne to enter,

unwilling to hazard an opinion upon subjects, with regard to

which, from the want of sufficient data, it must always remain

impossible to arrive at any satisfactory conclusion. For my own

part, feeling no inclination to undertake a task to which Dr.

Bernard has found himself unequal, I content myself with

giving, for the satisfaction of the reader, a translation (the first,

I believe, that has been made in English) of Ben-Zev's introduc-

tion to the Book of Job, which, as coming from the pen of one of

the most eminent Hebraists that ever lived, will, I doubt not, be

found interesting. With this translation I have thought fit to

give the original for the benefit of the Rabbinical student, who,

however, will do well, before venturing upon it, to make himself

familiar with the passages quoted in the Commentary from Wolfs-

sohn, this Commentator's Rabbinic being far less concise and

idiomatic, and therefore much more easy than that of Ben-Zev.

The plan, which Dr. Bernard adopts in expounding the Hebrew

Bible generally, and the Book of Job in particular, to his pupils,

(3) For this note see p. xx.

* I must beg of the reader to consider the severe remarks contained in this

paragraph as proceeding rather from Dr. Bernard than myself. In me it would,

perhaps, be esteemed presumptuous to pass such severe strictures, however firmly

I might be convinced of their truth ; in him it could not be esteemed presump-

tuous by any one, who had had the opportunity ofjudging of his very remarkable

knowledge of Hebrew. (1862.)
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is, in the first instance, after reading and translating a verse, to

comment npon it, so as fully to develop all the ideas contained

therein, explain its meaning, and point out its connexion with the

verses which precede it or follow it, either immediately, or at

some distance ; then, to dwell upon every word in the verse,

which may call for any critical remarks, and shew how its signifi-

cation bears upon the general drift of the verse ; next, in the case

of such verses, as, owing to transpositions which have to be made,

or ellipses which require to be supplied, seem to offer some diffi-

culty of construction—first, to resolve them into prose, by making

such transpositions, or supplying such ellipses, in pure Biblical

Hebrew, then to construe them, and shew how, from the meaning

of the individual clauses of the verse may be deduced the sense

already assigned in the Commentary to the whole verse. This

plan, according to which 'the sense of different passages is given

more than once, Dr. Bernard made it a sine qua non that I should,

when developing into a Commentary his interpretation of the

Book of Job, pursue in all its particulars, and this he did, urged

by the following weighty motives: 1. Because, in the case of

verses in which great brevity of language is combined with great

profundity of thought, the sense attributed to them is made more

palpable to, and impressed more forcibly upon, the mind of

the reader, by his having it laid before him more than once, in

different places and in somewhat different words. 2. Because, as

.

a practical Hebrew teacher, he knew that a work, by which the

Biblical student might learn to construe the Hebrew Bible with

accuracy had never yet appeared, while the want of it was greatly

felt. I, of course, was but too happy to adopt a method, by which

I knew Dr. Bernard to have produced in the University of Cam-
bridge so many Hebrew scholars, and by which I myself had

been benefited so much ; but, in doing so, I am fully aware that

I have laid myself open to the charge of prolixity, particularly as,

with the view of assisting the reader to run over a chapter before

reading it accurately with the help of the Commentary, I have

appended foot-notes to the Translation, in which the explanations

given in the Commentary are embodied. To this charge, if made,

I should have readily pleaded guilty, but Dr. Bernard insisted

upon taking the fault, if fault it be to afford every possible
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assistance to the Biblical student, entirely on his own shoulders.*

For any other charges also that may be brought against the Com-

mentary, or foot-notes of the Translation, Dr. Bernard requests

me to say that he holds himself responsible,*!" whilst, as far as

regards the Translation—it being entirely my own—I, and I

alone, am responsible for any fault that may be found with it, as

I am also for any misprints, faulty references, &c., that occur in

the whole work, since, in consequence of Dr. Bernard's grievous

affliction, upon me alone has devolved the care of consulting the

different works made use of, and of revising the proof-sheets. In

conclusion I will say, that, whatever advantage or pleasure the

reader may derive from the study of this work, to Dr. Bernard,

and to Dr. Bernard alone, should his thanks be rendered, as the

only claim which I wish, or conceive myself entitled, to make,

is to be allowed to say with Job ; J

-i-irb ^n^^n ^2^^
•• • T • • T •- ..

Eyes was I to the blind. (4)

20, FiTZWrLLlAM-STREET, CAMBRIDGE,

June, 1857.

* It is but right, however, to say that the foot-notes were added to the Trans-

lation after we had come to the determination of making a separate volume of it,

a determination, to which we were led by the consideration that, in this manner,

the Commentary and Translation could be compared together with much greater

convenience, than if they together formed a single volume, whilst those who did

not wish to enter into the matter deeply would be thus enabled to procure the

Translation separately. [I subsequently decided, however, upon including the

Commentary and Translation in one volume ; but, notwithstanding, I deemed it

advantageous to retain the foot-notes. 1862.]

t Dr. Bernard's responsibility is, however, of course much lessened by his not

having lived to conduct the work through the press. (1863.)

X Chap. xxix. 15, first hemistich.

(4) For this note see p. xxii.
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NOTES REFERRED TO IN PP. vii, ix, xii, xiv.

(1) p. vii. See p. xi and p. xx, note 3. Dr. Pusey, in the Introduction to his

Commentary on the Minor Prophets (1860), seems to think that this practice of

constantly appealing to the Cognate dialects is on the wane. I cannot say that I

have discovered any very evident signs of this, whilst I continually see fresh

signs of the practice being still in vogue—but, I trust that Dr. Pusey may be

right. At any rate, nobody can have contributed more to the extinction of this

most illogical and pernicious habit in England than Dr. Bernard, who, during the

seven-and-t%venty years he was Hebrew teacher in the University of Cambridge,

never lost an opportunity of inveighing against it, and constantly inculcated into

his pupils the importance of interpreting Hebrew through Hebrew alone. Now,

as he had a great many pupils, and several of them have since become eminent

teachers of Hebrew, it is probable that his views upon this point have become,

or are becoming, widely disseminated through England. Dr. Pusey's words are :

" But the comparison of the Cognate dialects opened for the time an unlimited

licence of innovation. Every principle of interpretation, every rule of language,

was violated. The Bible was interpreted with a wild recklessness, to which no

other book was ever subjected. A subordinate meaning of some half-understood

Arabic word was always at hand to remove whatever one misliked. Now, the

manifoldness of this reign of misrule has subsided. But interpretations as

arbitrary as any which have perished still hold their sway, or from time to time

emerge, and any revisal of the Authorized Version of the Old Testament, until

the precarious use of the dialects should be far more settled, would give us chaff

for wheat, introducing an indefinite amount of error into the Word of God."

The first part of the last sentence may by some be thought more or less applic-

able to Dr. Bernard's Commentary—and I will not contest that he is at times

arbitrary, though I think that few of his age, and possessing the same wonderful

practical knowledge of Hebrew, would be less so. For my own part, I will take

this opportunity of saying that, wiienever I see an interpretation of any passage

in Job, which pleases me better than that advanced by Dr. Bernard, or by myself,

I shall not fail to adopt it, and to record my adoption of it, if I have the oppor-

tunity. There is no really difficult passage in Job, upon which my mind is so

thoroughly made up, that I could not be prevailed upon to alter my opinion.

I retain my present views provisionally—until I meet with something better.

Sir G. C. Lewis also, in his "Astronomy of the Ancients" (p. 391), has

some very pertinent remarks, though they refer to Coptic and Egyptian, and

not to Arabic and Hebrew. He says :
" Now when the tradition of a language

is lost, but its affinity with a known language is ascertained or presumed, the

attempts to restore the signification of words proceed upon the hypothesis that

the etymology of the word can be determined by its resemblance, more or less
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close, to a word in the known lanjijuage, and that the etymology of the word is a

certain guide to its meaning. But, although there is a close affinity between

etymology and meaning, yet etymology alone cannot be taken as a sure index

to meaning. When the signification of a word is ascertained, it is often difficult

to determine the etymology But, when the process is inverted, and it is

proposed to determine the signification of the words of an entire language from

etymological guesses, unassisted by any other knowledge, the process is necessarily

uncertain and inconclusive, and can be satisfactory only to a person who has

already made up his mind to accept some system of interpretation." Sir G. C.

Lewis then quotes an example which may be found in Diez, Roman. Worterb.,

p. 356, s. V. troja. If then, even when the tradition of a language is lost, it is neither

satisfactory nor safe to guess at the meaning of its words by the help of a cognate

language, how much more unsatisfactory and unsafe must it be to make such guesses

in the case of a language, in which the traditional meaning of nearly every word has

been preserved, as it has been in Hebrew ! Yet Gesenius very frequently rejects the

traditional meaning of a Hebrew word, and assigns a new one to it, based upon

some "half-understood" root in a language (Arabic), of which we have no

reason for supposing that he possessed any intimate knowledge. Besides which,

everybody who has consulted an Arabic dictionary is well aware that an Arabic

root has frequently half-a-dozen, or even ten or twelve diffiirent meanings,* so

that it naturally often happens that one finds something suitable. The very fact,

that it is sometimes difficult in Hebrew to obtain good sense, without departing

from the traditional meaning of some word in the passage, goes far to prove that

the traditional meaning is the correct one— for one never invents a meaning

which does not suit the context.

It must not, however, be inferred that, because Dr. Bernard rejected Arabic as

a means of interpreting Hebrew, he had no knowledge of Arabic. On the

contrary, I believe he had a tolerable knowledge of it, and I have heard him say

that he once drew up a list of Arabic and Hebrew roots, which had the same

or corresponding letters, and yet differed altogether in meaning. I myself,

too, know quite enough of Arabic to be able to find a new meaning for as

many Hebrew roots as anybody, even a second Gesenius, would wish to re-

interpret. (1862).

(2) p. ix. My own opinion with regard to the ahsolute necessity for these trans-

positions has become somewhat modified since I wrote the above—^as will be seen

in the Appendix. At the same time I will observe that very ^evf Commentators

and critics will be entitled to protest against the transpositions, which Dr.

Bernard makes, as impossible, inasmuch as it happens to be the fashion just now

to go much farther, and to ascribe the different books of the Bible to any one,

rather than to the writer to whom tradition has so wantonly assigned them. And

yet Conant, with truly marvellous inconsistency, designates the transposition in

Chap, xxvii., first proposed by Kennicott, and adopted by Dr. Bernard, as " the

• Comp. the roof? ( wv=»- •

(J V=*" (^ ^^^^ ^^ ^''^^ ^^^ come), in Richardson's Diet.
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slashing criticism of his (Kennicott's) time," whilst Ewald, who declares the

whole of Elihu's discourse,* and part of God's, to be an interpolation, is not only

not blamed by Gonant for this merciless proceeding, but is lauded to the skies, his

view of the book of Job being styled, " a view well worthy of the great mind
from which it emanated." (Introd. p. xvii.) Why, the critics of the last century

were but lambs as compared with that tiger Ewald, who rends and tears whatever

he lays hold of, and calls this mangling process criticism! And yet one sees why
this species of criticism, which he seems to have been one of the first to invent, is

becoming popular. Years of study are required before one can acquire a profound

knowledge of Hebrew, and if one does at length succeed in mastering the

language, a Commentary, which is the result of all this study and which contains

merely the interpretations of the difficult passages, and the explanations of the

grammatical difficulties, and does not venture into the alluring paths of theory,

meets with but few readers, and yet is a very laborious task. Here the road to

fame is very toilsome, and the fame ultimately attained is but very small, and

does not extend beyond the limits of a very narrow circle. A work on the other

hand, which, like some late productions, contains anything paradoxical and

startling with regard to the books of the Bible, and confidently affirms that every

one of these must be dismembered and assigned to different authors, attracts

immediate attention, and is eagerly sought for by the public, ever greedy of

excitement and novelty. The author, though, perhaps, but yesterday a teacher

of arithmetic, is at once exalted to the rank of a Biblical critic of the first order,

and it is besides straightway inferred that he must be a profound Hebrew scholar

(though all the time he is probably only a smatterer) t—for how else could he

* Ewald evidently rejects Elihu's discourse, because it does not accord with his otcn

interpretation of the preceding portion of the book. His argument seems to have been

this. I am infallible ; whatever view, therefore, I take of Job's character, it must be correct

;

any part of the book, therefore, which does not accord with my view, cannot be genuine.

Elihu's discourse does not accord with my view of Job ; therefore, it cannot be genuine.

f Thus, Bishop Colenso, when comparing two corresponding and very nearly identical

passages in Ps. Ixviii. 2, and Numb. x. 35, asserts most holdltf (Part ii, p. 293) that the

forms i'5)i»< , isin;, iDW, which he finds in the Psalm, and in which the scriptio plena is

used, are older than the corresponding forms in Numb., viz., ^J'n , ^^p; , 'rr , in which the

scriptio defeetiva is used, and hence he derives an argument in favour of his view, that the

Psalm was written before the pass, in Numbers. Now I thought that every one pretending

to the least familiarity with Hebrew was aware, that the scriptio defeetiva is found chiefly

in the oJder books, and that the more modern the Hebrew, the more common does the

scriptio plena become, until at last in Rabbinic the scriptio defeetiva (as far at least as

Short Cherik {Defective Long Chei-ik), and Kihhuts [Defective Shtirik) are concerned)

becomes quite the exception, and, indeed, i and ' are frequently introduced where they

are never found in the Bible. See Gesenius, Lehrgeb. p. 51 ; Ewald, Krit. Gramm. pp.

40—46, and especially, pp. 53, 54, 60—62j 159; and Kalisch, Gramm., Part i., pp. 9, 10.

It is very evident that Bishop Colenso has not read much Hebrew, or that, if he has, he

has read it very carelessly, for else he could not have failed to note this prevalence of the

fuller forms in the later books. We see then that the only possible conclusion, which can

be drawn from a comparison of the full and defective forms in the two pass, quoted above,

is that the pass, in Numbers is the older—a conclusion, the veri/ opposite of that whicli

h
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possibly determine when there was a difference of style sufficient to justify his

inferring a different author—a point upon which but few could pronounce even

in their own native language. Fame is thus at once and cheaply attained, and

our author is set down as a man of far greater grasp of intellect than those dull,

plodding fellows, who content themselves with facts, and scarcely stir beyond the

narrow limits of their grammars, their lexicons, and their text. And yet all that is

required to command success as a critic of this kind is plenty of imagination

uncontrolled by judgment, and plenty of unshrinking dogmatism !

Bishop Colenso draws. But he has not only committed this very gross blunder,* he has

also shown himself greatly deficient in soberness of judgment—for who, let me ask, with

but a grain of caution, would go and base an argument of this importance upon such an

uncertain foundation as the scriptio plena and defectiva, concerning which Gesenius

remarks (op. cit., p. 49) that a great deal depended upon the caprice of the copyists ? Dr.

Colenso should at least have compared all the most trustworthy editions and codices. Let

the readers, therefore, of Dr. Colenso's criticisms upon the Books of the Old Test, receive

with great caution any argument which he bases upon the use of certain Hebrew forms or

words, and let them remember that they have to deal with a critic, whose zeal is apt to

run away with his judgment!

I would also caution the reader against putting his trust too hastily in Dr. Davidson,

a critic of the same class as Bishop Colenso, who looks up to him (Pref. to Part iii., p. xi.)

as a profound Hebrew scholar. This profound Hebrew scholar has, however, made a

most gross blunder (first pointed out by Mr. Wright, " Journal of Sacred Lit.," for April,

1863, p. 185) in the second vol. of his Introduction to the Old. Test., p. 338, where he

says that «'©P '^;o "jntoS, in Prov. xxxi. 1, cannot mean, Leinuel, King of 3fassa, be-

cause this would be in good Hebrew Nf? 'Tyban 'jyiin'p !!! I suspect, indeed, that Dr. David-

son has here really only been guilty of an oversight, and that he meant to say «tep (and

not ^)^) should have the article prefixed. But, even if this is so, he is still guilty of the

most gross carelessness ; and that he is careless, I have further evidence, for in the list of

errata to his first vol. I find, "Page 373, line 18, read "^TiP^-?
." Suspecting the mistake,

I turn to p. 373, and there I find ^J^i;;? without a dag. in the P , but with a "o instead of a '^-i

.

Dr. Davidson, therefore,whilst correcting one mistake in his errata, allows his printer to make

another, and a very much more palpable one. In every book containing much Hebrew, one

expects to find several misprints in the text, and one thinks none the worse of the author for

them, but who expects to find a misprint in the corrections of errata !!! Surely nobody but an

excessively careless person could allow a misprint to escape him in such a place ! But, to revert

to Dr. Davidson's first blunder, even if he did mean to write N©in TjSp "j^to^ (which is the

most favourable construction that can be put upon his blunder), he would still be guilty of

a mistake, for it is by no means necessary to put the article before the name of the town

or country following, and governed by "^^^ , so that vifo '^^? '''?'"2^ = Lemuel, King of

Massa, would, in spite of Dr. Davidson's most dogmatic assertion to the contrary, be most

unexceptionable Jlebrew. We do, indeed, find jean •rybo King of Bashan, almost always, if not

always; but, with regard to other names of towns and countries, the difficulty is really,

rather tofind instances in which the article is prefixed, to such a degree do examples in

which it is omitted crowd in upon one. Comp., for towns, te ^bn (2 Kings xxiv. 11, Isa.

xiv. 4, &c., &c.), DTD -^ (Gen. xiv. 2, 8, &c.), DSjrm; rjbo (Josh. x. 5), &c., &c., &c. ; and

for countries, d>j Tjba (1 Kings xx. 20, &c.), ito« Tjbo (2 Kings xvi. 7, &c., &c.)

HTirr rjbo (2 Kings ix. 21, 27, &c.), and a great many others.

* The grossness of the blunder is of course materially increased by Dr. Colenso's so boldly basing

an important argument upon it.
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This dogmatism, this would-be intellectual despotism, would really be amusing,

if it were not so pernicious. Upon myself, indeed, and no doubt the same is the

case with others who, like myself, have become case-hardened, it produces much

the same effect as a shower-bath, that is, it takes away my breath for a moment

by its very impudence, but then refreshes and exhilarates me ; but many, I fear,

are awed and crushed down by it, so as to sacrifice their own judgment. And
yet what is this dogmatism, but either credulity or dishonesty ? credulity, if the

dogmatist places absolute belief in his own intemperate and hasty judgment, or in

the fallible judgment of others ; dishonesty, if, by trumpeting abroad the infallibility

of arguments, which he himself either does not believe in, or knows to be weak,

he hopes to induce others to accept them, and to look up to him as their guide.

Now Ewald and Colenso are among the greatest of dogmatists I know, but I

class them among the credulous, and not among the dishonest of their kind. I

believe them to be sincere, and I think that it is much to be regretted that the

marvellously large store of the very deepest faith, which the former places in

himself alone, and the latter, both in himself and in those whom he looks up to,

rationalists, men of science and the like *, has not been placed where it might do

• This may be called the age of exact scientific inquiry, but to me it seems rather the

age of hasty, rash, and dogmatic generalizations from small (often very small) groups of

imperfectly ascertained and incompletely digested facts. The public—such is the advance

which it has made in scientific knowledge—is now admitted to the consideration of ques-

tions which, not so very long ago, would have been regarded as altogether beyond its pale
;

and the natural consequence is, that the so-called scientific theories, which have of late been

advanced, have not been prepared with the same care that would have been bestowed

upon them, if it had been intended to submit them only to the criticism of men thoroughly

competent to deal with them ; whilst, by way of compensation, they have been propounded

with that highly magisterial and dictatorial tone, which imposes so much upon the public,

but which may always be regarded as an infallible sign of weakness, be it conscious or uncon-

scious. It is the public now, which, in consequence of its immense numerical majority,

pronounces the verdict, and so the framer of a new theory, if he can only satisfy the

public (no very hard task;, can afford to disregard the opinion of his scientific brethren.

His chief care must be to make his theory as plausible, interesting, exciting, in short, as

sensational, as possible ; for, if he can do this, and is an adept at dogmatizing, his success

is assured. The art of book-making* has, in fact, been introduced into science, and the result

is what might have been predicted—gain, it may be, to the public, but injury to science.

Biblical criticism and scientific inquiry, therefore—I mean as practised by those who write

for the public—seem at the present time to occupy the same low level. Theories spring

up like mushrooms, but, fortunately, they will be, most of them, but little longer-lived.

The patience of our forefathers seems to have forsaken us ; we write for our contemporaries

only, they wrote for posterity also.

It must be observed that I here speak only of the scientijic theories of the present day,

and by no means of the scientijic facts, of which no one can possibly appreciate the im-

portance more highly than I do. But as for the theories—and it is in the theories that

Bishop Colenso and others mainly put their trust—they are to the facts much as an

elaborately-tooled and richly-gilt cloth binding of Shakespeare is to the contents, both as

regards their comparative value and durability.

By book-makinff, here, I understand putting books together in such a way, as rather to please

the public and sell well, than to satisfy the requirements of really scientific men.

b 2
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themselves good, and could do nobody else any harm. But, unfortunately, we

cannot place our faith where we like ; every one almost seems to have a certain

share of it, and if he cannot place it where it is best placed, he will certainly—and

that, perhaps, while scoffing at the credulity of others—accord it to mere fancies

and speculations, such as the identity of Arabic and Hebrew roots, the origin of

man, species, &c., &c., the evidence in favour of which is of the most unsub-

stantial and inconclusive kind,* and which, therefore, however plausible as

conjectures, yet, from the very nature of the subjects, never can be exalted into

established facts, and, consequently, should not, in accordance even with the

principles of their originators, be accepted as matters of belief, and yet,

notwithstanding, are firmly believed in by them. Ewald frequently disdains

to produce any arguments at all ; he most coolly states that a thing, of which

nobody ever heard before, is so, and he expects his readers to believe it ; and

by this astounding impudence he but too frequently succeeds in imposing

his fancies upon them. Thus in his Krit. Gramm., p. 539, he says of

Dn?*1 " entstanden aus ^Fl?"*
'^t'71 etfactum est, fit (ut) scriberet," and he goes on

to shew how '^^'71 ^^^ become shortened into 1 followed by a dagesh. He does

not oflPer this as a conjecture ; he says it is so, and he has succeeded in inoculating

many with a firm belief in this mere assertion. Thus Nordheimerf (Gr. vol. i.,

p. 128) speaks of this view, as of a matter offact, and in a recent number of the

Athenceum (June 13, 1863, p, 772), I find the following, which no doubt alludes

to the same view, " we should also dismiss vau conversive, and give the true

philosophy of the matter." Kalisch is much more cautious, and (Gr., Part i., § 49)

characterizes a view very similar to Ewald's, viz., that T conv. is a contraction for

n^n (""in) = TVT}
^ merely as " tlie most plausible explanation of "1 conversive

yet proposed." To such language as this last I can have no objection, only let no

one convert what is, and ever must remain, a mere conjecture, into afact ! (1863.)

(3) p. xii. The Commentators, who make use of these languages in the interpre-

tation of Hebrew, are no doubt sincere in their highly illogical belief that any Hebrew

root, with the traditional meaning of which they are dissatisfied, must\ have the

same meaning as a root with corresponding or equivalent letters in one or other

of the cognate lang., still this is by no means the only reason which leads them

to study these languages ; another, and with many I fear, a much more powerful,

reason operates with them as an incentive. They are well aware, namely, that,

* It is really a marvel to me how men, who are materialists and consequently believe the

human mind to be a mere quality of matter (the brain), yet place in their own minds

a faith which would not disgrace the most sincere believer in revealed religion. Which

then is the more credulous of the two ? I think the so-called sceptic, for he places the

same amount of faith where it can do neither himself, nor anybody else, any good.

f Nordheimer, however, is by no means blind to Ewald's faults. The estimate, which

he has formed of Ewald's Krit. Gr. (see the Introd. to his Gr., vol. i., pp. xvi, xvii),

seems to me perfectly just, and I agree with him both as to the merits and the demerits

of this work, though I am sure very WhIg practical Hebrew is to be learned from it.

{ I say must advisedly, for may is a word but very seldom used by these dogmatic

gentlemen.
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with the public generally—and even with the learned who are unacquainted with

Oriental languages, or have but a slight knowledge of them a man, who gives

evidence of an acquaintance with Hebrew, Syriac, Arabic, Coptic, &c., passes for

a better Hebrew scholar than one who knows no Oriental language but Hebrew

—and hence they study and quote * these cognate languages. For every word

they quote t, they know they will get credit for at least a hundred, so who can

blame them for quoting ? And besides this, they save themselves so much

labour. Many years' toil is needed before one can acquire a profound knowledge

of Hebrew, but if one will only study a few of the cognate languages, then three

or four or more years' less study may be bestowed on Hebrew, and yet a much

greater reputation for a knowledge of it be obtained. J But some one from among

the uninitiated may say, it surely must require three or four or more years to

acquire a knowledge of these cognate languages ! Well, some years might

possibly be required by one, who had never studied any Eastern language, and had

never been well grounded in any other, but one who had some knowledge of

Hebrew, and had learned one or two other languages accurately, would, I think,

in a very few months acquire as much of one of these cognate dialects as would

serve his purpose—and, indeed, I think, he might accomplish six of them in one

year, if he devoted his whole time to their study. He would not be called upon

* They must quote, else the study remains unknown.

t There is great art, too, in quoting. Just as a man, who has, perhaps, only been

snubbed by a nobleman, or told to get out of the way by the nobleman's footman,

may, if he be very cunning, succeed in persuading his friends that he is upon intimate

terms with this nobleman ; so a man, who knows but a few words of Arabic, &c., may,

by a skilful use of them, convey the impression to his readers that he is familiar with

the language.

{ I find an excellent illustration of my argument in a so-called Persian Grammar,

written by a Mr. Bleeck (London, Quaritch, 1857). Besides the Grammar, this book

contains a "new plan for facilitating the study of languages; " and this plan, which is

exceedingly simple but impracticable, and, as it seems to me, by no means novel, is

illustrated by specimens from fourteen languages, most of them oriental and with very

difficult looking Alphabets, whereas one specimen would have sufficed, if Mr. Bleeck's

intention had been simply to illustrate his plan. But Mr. Bleeck evidently cared very

little about his plan, and was only anxious that his readers should be struck with

profound admiration for the linguistic attainments of the " Young Orientalist," as he is

careful to style himself in his preface. Now there is no means of ascertaining whether

Mr. Bleeck translated all these different specimens himself, but, even if he did, I will

venture to say that any adult with a taste for languages, and possessed of moderate

ability and perseverance, could acquire a sufficient knowledge of these fourteen languages

to translate these specimens from them, in less time, than it would take him to acquire

a thorough knowledge of any o??e of them. I should be sorry, however, to accuse Mr.

Bleeck of anything more than vanity, but sometimes actual dishonesty is practised for the

purpose of attaining the same end, which Mr. Bleeck had in view. A gentleman, from

whom I learned an Oriental language, and himself a native of the East, once coolly suggested

to me that I should write a pamphlet in English, give it to him to translate into his

native language, and then publish the translation under my own name ; and he added,

as an inducement, that he had already done this for another pupil, who had thereby

obtained some reputation as an Orientalist I !

!
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to do more than to make himself tolerably familiar with the alphabets of these

languages, to learn the interchanges of letters between them and Hebrew, and to

run through their grammars, noting the principal rules, so as to be able to refer

to them if necessary.* He would then know what a Hebrew root might

become,^ in any one of these kindred tongues, and he would, therefore, know what

to look out for in his dictionaries. But he might do less than this, and content

himself with learning the Alphabets only, inasmuch as for the interchanges he could

always refer to Gesenius, who gives them in his Thesaurus, and Lexicon, at the

beginning of each letter.:}: At the same time, if he could learn to translate a little

from these languages, he would be amply repaid for his trouble, for is it not

entirely owing to the very numerous quotations from the Arabic, and to the

translations which accompany them, that Lee's Commentary on Job not only still

keeps afloat, but is assigned the highest rank among the English Commentaries

on this book, by the author of the article " Job " in Smith's Diet, of the Bible ?

It must not be supposed, however, that I deprecate the study of these cognate

languages ; far from it—I only deprecate the interpretation of Hebrew by their

means. It is, I think, very interesting and instructive to compare Hebrew with

the other members of the same family, but this, it seems to me, is the business of

the Philologist, or of the Grammarian, rather than of the Commentator, who
should make it his amusement only. It is the business of the Philologist to learn

* That I may not be charged with exaggeration, I may mention that some five

years ago, when I was in Berlin, I accidentally met one of Dr. Bernard's former pupils,

who had now learned, however, to look down upon his old master (though he still allowed

him to be unrivalled as a ^j?-ac</c«/ Hebraist), and had come to Germany for the purpose of

studying the cognate languages. Being at that time uninitiated, I expressed my astonish-

ment at the magnitude of the task which he had undertaken. " Oh," said he, " it is not

quite so bad as you imagine; for example, I am assured by an eminent Orientalist that I

shall not require more than four hours (!!!) to learn as much ^ihiopic as will serve my
purpose."

t Let us take for example the Heb. root "jni . He would know that ^ in Heb. corre-

sponds to 1 or T in Chald. and Syriac, and to J and <^ in Arabic, whilst n corresponds

to the Arab. ^ and ^ , and he would therefore look out for "jm , *?:« , bm , bm . If

he found nothing, he would then possibly, remembering that ^ is sometimes replaced by
3 and 1 in the cognate dialects, as a last resort, look out for p , nm, p, im

, &c. It

would be strange if, with all these chances, one did not sometimes find something.

X Under the letter "?
, I notice a very singular mistake in Tregelles' Transl. of Gesenius'

Lexicon. ^ is said, namely, to be interchanged with 3 , and as an example is given " yrt^

and yn: tohurn." Knowing the meaning of these verbs to be, to urge, press, opjyress, and
not to burn, I turn to the letter ^ in the Thesaurus, and find them interpreted ursit, which
Dr. Tregelles has therefore transl. as though it were arsit. This is not mere carelessness

;

for, though one might, perhaps, inadvertently read arsit for ursit, yet Dr. Tregelles, if he

pretends to be a Hebrew scholar, ought to have known at least the meaning of the verb
ynb (which occurs several times) inde2)endently of Gesenius' translation. Nor Is this the

only mistake which I have had occasion to notice in Dr. Tregelles' Transl., for he gives

quarrel as one of the meanings of n'ip , whereas Ges. has querela, complaint ! Here, I

think, it must be allowed that Dr. Tregelles has laid himself open to the charge of

ignorance, both of Latin and of Hebrew.
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a great number of languages in the superficial manner which I have described

(a deeper knowledge would frequently be useless to him), and to compare them
;

it is the business of the Commentator, on the other hand, to study the language,

to which he especially devotes himself, profoundly, and when commenting, to

stick resolutely to that language ; for, if he once allows himself to invoke the aid

of a kindred dialect, he will quickly become impatient whenever he meets with a

difficult passage, and, instead of thinking over it, and resolutely endeavouring to

puzzle out its meaning, he will quickly abandon the contest, and fly off for help

where he thinks he has found it before*. A Philologist will seldom make a good

Commentator, because, in the first place, he will but seldom have devoted himself

sufficiently to the study of one language ; and in the second, even if he has done

this, he will but rarely, when commenting, have sufficient command over himself

to lay his philology for a time upon the shelf. (1863.)

(4) p. xiv. It may be interesting to Dr. Bernard's pupils to learn how the Com-
mentary and Translation were written. When I went to Cambridge (3 1st of May,

1856), in order to help Dr. Bernard with them, I expected to find the materials for

the work, or at any rate a portion of them, already collected, for he had told me that

he should not require my assistance for more than about two or three months.

Great, therefore, was my surprise, when I found absolutely nothing ready, but that

eternal little list of the principal references, which every pupil of Dr. Bernard's,

who read the Book of Job with him, must remember well ! We set to work, how-

ever, at once, and the Commentary and Translation, exclusive of the Prefaces, were

finished by about the end of April, 1857. The plan we adopted in writing them

was as follows : Each Chapter was thoroughly completed before the next one

was commenced. I began by reading over the whole Chapter to Dr. Bernard in

Hebrew ; then I read the English Version to him ; next followed Wolfssohn t,

Umbreit, and Schlottmann's German translations, and, lastly, whatever other

translations we made use of. % I next read the ivhole of Wolfssohn's "^IS^?

(Hebrew Commentary) § , together with Homberg's criticisms upon it, and nearly

the whole of Rosenmiiller's Commentary ; but of the remaining Commentaries

which we had before us, such as those of Aben-Ezra, Jarchi, Ralbag, Schultens,

* He is, in fact, like a school-boy with a crih.

t Hebrew Commentary on the Book of Job, with a German translation in Hebrew

letters. Edited, with additional notes, by Herz Homberg, under the nom de plume

of D-nDH the Vine-dresser. See Second Preface, p. Ixxxv, note f.

X These it would be tedious and useless to enumerate, and I will therefore say, that,

with the exception of Ewald's work, which did not come into my hands till 1862, there

was no Commentary or Translation of importance, which was not consulted by us.

§ This work may be said to have formed our text-book. The Commentary is very good

as far as it goes, but it is much too brief. It is characterized by soberness of judgment
and great good sense, and especially by frankness, for Wolfssohn—forming therein a great

contrast to arrogant and dogmatic Ewald, self-sufficient Conant, &c.—never fails to inform

the reader when he is unable to give a satisfactory explanation of a passage. Wolfssohn

was a great favourite with Dr. Bernard, especially, I think, on account of the elegance of

his Hebrew, for in opinion they very frequently disagree.
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Umbreit, Schlottmann, Conant *, &c., I only read the notes on such passages as

presented any difficulty f . Then, if there were any words of doubtful meaning,

I read out what Kimchi and Ben-Zev, in their Hebrew Lexicons, said about

them. Thus equipped, Dr. Bernard proceeded to dictate the Commentary to me

in such English as he could command extempore %• The plan which he had

originally proposed was that he should go over each Chapter with me, explaining

his views, and communicating to me, in substance rather than in detail, the notes

which he thought ought to be made, and the criticisms which he thought ought

to be passed upon the interpretations of others, and then that I should elaborate

the Commentary out of these materials to the best of my ability, and afterwards

submit it to him for revision. But I thought that in this way much time would

be lost, and that in the end his own views would, in spite of my familiarity with

them §, probably be less clearly set forth than if he himself expressed them fulli/ in

his own words ; and I therefore begged him to dictate to me, and he assented to

my request. Ultimately, it proved very fortunate that this plan had been adopted,

for, considering the length of time which elapsed after Dr. Bernard's death before

I was able to put the manuscript into the printer's hands, I should otherwise

certainly have been sorely teased with doubts, and that continually, as to whether

the Commentary always faithfully expressed his views, and I should have fancied

that I had misunderstood him, or that he had misunderstood me—whereas, by

the plan which we did adopt, I had his own words before me
|j

. As soon, then,

as he had dictated a Chapter to me, I proceeded to add, alter, or retrench ^ as I

thought fit ; and then, on the following day, or as soon as I had finished, I read

the revised Commentary to him, as well as the translation of the Chapter, which

I had made in the mean time in accordance with the Commentary. Any altera-

tions which he suggested were made, and then the Chapter was put on one side,

* The first part of Conant's translation of Job appeared just before we commenced the

Commentary ; the second part came out whilst we were engaged on our work ; the third

and last part, however, which began with chap, xxx., was not published, or did not reach

England, until after our Commentary was finished.

t I believe that Dr. Bernard had never previously consulted any Commentaries on Job

excepting the Hebrew ones above-named. His own Commentary was not based upon

what he found in other writers, but upon a profound and independent study of the

original, and hence, I think, Its chief value. If I had read no Translations or Com-

mentaries to him, his Commentary would have remained essentially the same, for he

borrowed but very little from what he heard. His opinions were the result of mature

reflection, and as such were not likely readily to be disturbed.

X And very good English this frequently was.

§ I had read the Book of Job twice with Dr. Bernard, the last time about two years

before 1 undertook to help him with the Commentary.

II
In writing from Dr. Bernard's dictation, I always kept the lines so wide apart as to

enable me to make all the necessary corrections upon the same paper ; and, as I merely

passed my pen lightly through the words or sentences which I removed, I still know how

the original stood.

^ This process Dr. Bernard used to designate by the Germ, veih feilen, to file, but this

verb which, strictly speaking, only indicates removal, scarcely expresses what was really

done, as I certainly added much more than I took away.
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and the next Chapter proceeded with in the same manner. As soon as ten

Chapters were thus completed, they were again read over to him, and any further

improvements which suggested themselves were made. The last ten or twelve

Chapters, however, were not subjected to this second revision*, and this I

much regret, as they certainly include some of the most difficult Chapters in the

book.

From this account it must be evident that the language of the Commentary

is neither Dr. Bernard's, nor yet mine, but a mixture of the two j-, and as such

—

I trust it will not be too severely criticized.

The foot-notes in the Translation, which were added at my suggestion, were

made in the same manner.

As for the literal renderings in the margin of the Translation, some were made

by me at the time that I made the Translation, and these were submitted to, and

revised by, Dr. Bernard ; but the greater number have been added since his

death ; and as I could not well distinguish between these two classes, and they

are therefore inextricably mingled, I must be held responsible for them all. And
my responsibility extends also to the marginal references, X which were all added

whilst the work was in the press. (1863.)

£0f the dogmatism of Materialists, to which I have referred supra p. xx, note •, I may,

perhaps, venture to quote the following really ridiculous specimen, which has just come

under my notice, and will be found in the Anthropological Review for August, p. 231, in a

translation of an address on the " Creation of Man and the Substance of the Mind,"

delivered at Goettingen in 1854, by Prof. Rudolph Wagner, a very distinguished Comparative-

Anatomist. Prof. Wagner, after stating, as the opinion of an eminent philosopher, then

present, " that materialistic theories, which have existed at all times, have in recent times

been greatly encouraged by the progress of natural science," goes on to quote some

passages " from the second edition of a work by a well-known and highly-gifted author "

(whom, however, out of friendship perhaps, he forbears to name)—from which I select the

following : " The seat of consciousness, of the will, is solely to be found in the brain.

To assume the existence of a soul which uses the brain as an instrument, with which it

can work at pleasure, is pure nonsense." " All mental activity ceases with death."

"Physiology thus decidedly and categorically declares against individual immor-

tality, and against all notions which attach themselves to the special existence of a soul."

The conclusion he arrives at is : " With regard to myself, I can only say that every

Naturalist, if he thinks logically, must come to the same conclusions. I will not, how-

ever, deny that there are idiotic and obtuse Naturalists." That is, if a man of abilities at

least equal to my own, and equally competent to pronounce an opinion upon a given

subject, happens to differ from me, therefore he is obtuse and idiotic ! ! But why he and

* It was put off from time to time, until I left Cambridge without its having been done.

t If any one, who is now studying with the view of becoming a Biblical critic after the

manner of Ewald, Davidson, Colenso, &c., wishes to test his critical acumen, let him

point out to me what Dr. Bernard and what I myself have written, and I pledge myself

not to conceal the truth from him.

J I do not wish, or expect, the reader to consult all these references, but I would

recommend to his notice those which are from the Book of Job itself (cross-references),

as by their aid light will sometimes, 1 think, be thrown upon Dr. Bernard's interpretations

and \lews.
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not I ? It is really wonderful that a man like this should presume to appeal to logic !

His deductions are, however, the only ones which can be legitimately drawn from his

premises, but they are by no means new, and have been defended, amongst others, by

Miss Martineau (see Carpenter's Human Physiol., 4th edit., p. 795, note). They are,

that " Free-will does not exist, and consequently no responsibility and accountability,

such as moral or criminal jurisprudence would impose upon us. We are at no time

masters of ourselves—of our intellectual faculties ;—as little as we are masters that our

kidneys should secrete or not secrete."

It must be observed that I myself have nothing to do here with the question, whether

Materialism is, or is not, true. My object is only to point out the extreme presumption

and inconsistency—to use mild terms—of a man (and his is by no means an isolated case),

who maintains that his mind is merely an attribute of his brain (i.e., of perpetually

changing and shifting matter), and yet, in the same breath, holds up his opinions, the

products of that brain, as infallible guides for other men, his equals ! Dogmatists upon

points like these would do well to turn to Job, chaps, xi. 7—9, xii. 2, 3, xxviii. (throughout),

«S:c., and to ask themselves whether, in spite of their boasted learning, and, in spite of

the boasted intellectual progress of mankind, they may not learn a lesson from a man

who lived 3000 years ago ; and whether, in spite of the boasted advances of science, there

are not many of the questions asked in chap, xxxviii, which, though apparently quite

rudimentary, scientific men of the present day are still as altogether unable to answer, as

Job. It would be well, too, if they would remember that maxim twice quoted by Ben-Zev

(in his Preface to Job, see pp. xlvii, Ixvi), and proclaimed in other words by Job himself (or

by Zophar, see chap, xxviii. 28), namely, that The perfection of human knowledge is t3

know how small that knowledge is (1863).]*

* It is only due to Prof. Wagner to state, that he expresses himself most prudently and
cautiously, and that he, at least, if forced by his convictions into Materialism, would find therein

cause for lamentation, rather than for exultation.
t
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" Adjectives in ''^- form their plurals, sometimes in D'-r , and, sometimes in ''-r

.

Thus 'IPJ makes c^d:, ';?: makes D'!i:3 , '3!^ makes c???^ , whilst '^^i? Hebrew, commonly

makes d'"}35, but once (Exod. iii. 18) c""i5» . Comp. also d';")? Arabians (2 Chron. xxi. 16),

and C'«'?i? (2 Chron. xvii. 11). See Nordheimer, vol. 1, p. 233. These adjectives do not

often occur in Hebrew (excepting as j3fl^ro?jy7;um or gentilia), but in Rabbinic they are very

common, and I think that in this dialect the termination D'^i-^- is the more usual, whilst in

Heb. the term, d'-^- seems to predominate. Still, in the next par., line 9, we find c'Jioip (as

in Heb.) and not D"3iqtp . Observe that in Heb. the shorter words seem, as a rule, to take

the longer ending, as though the object were to increase their length ; and certainly

euphony does not suffer thereby, as C':? , for example, sounds much better than C'3V

or D^:y would.—£•(?., 1863.

* Obs. that tt-'iTn is here fern, but, infra line 6, masc, but the student must not be

surprised at any irregularities of gender, number, construction, &c., which occur in

Rabbinical writings.

—

Ed., 1863.

' This word occurs freq. in this pref., and is evei-ywhere, I think, spelled, as here, with

two I's, excepting in sect. 3
,
par. i , last line, where it is spelled ni3'i , and in the heading of

sect. T, where it is spelled ni3T , Buxtorfonly gives rns'i and msi., and he always uses one i

only at the beginning of words of a similar form. Thus he gives "i^! from ht
,
^W! from tt'

,

nnn frotti in', &c. Under the root "i^, however, I find pmn'o with double i. These forms

seem for the most part to be derived from the Pi-dl, (or Hithp.), and hence one reason for

the Dag. in the 2ndrad. Cf. the Heb.
•^)l

(Gen. xi.30), from ir , nTinn, rnpn
,
nsinn from ht

,

2?T, andn3\ Why then does Ben-Zev use the double i? Winer (Gr. d. Bibl. u. Tar;,'. Chald.

p. 18), and Schaaf (Op. Aram. p. 2) say that the double i is freq. used in the middle (or body) of

words to shew that the i is a consonant,* either simple or dageshed ; and this rule certainly

* It may be noticed that we use double u (lo) as a consonant, and that in Germ., when written

with Hebrew Icttei's, the w (= oar v) is always represented by n

.
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accounts for the double "i here, and we have other exempliflcations of it in this preface, as

in nj-ns freq,, = njjs
,
piso (sect, i, par. «, line 1) = IJJn, &c., though, when the i is a

simple consonant, Ben-Zev seems to prefer to write it single, for I find Q^nsinn four times

(viz., sect. 2 ,
par. i , lines 4 and 5, sect, t, pars. 1, 4, lines 4 and 1 resp.), and nDinn once

(sect. T, par. 7, line 8), whilst with a double i I only find one example, viz., nDiinn

(sect. T
,

par. 5, line 3).* But in this rule no mention is made of double i at

the beginning of a word, as in mon (without a prefix, sect. 3, par. i, line 1), and "n?Ti

(sect. 3 ,
par. "i , line 5), nor will the rule explain this double "i , inasmuch as i the

conj. occurs a great many times in this preface as a consonant beginning a word, and yet it

is never written "ii . It seems to me probable, therefore that the double i is used at the

beginning, in order to distinguish "i radical from i servile, the latter being very common

whilst the other is comparatively very rare, so that the tendency, in the case of a word

which was not familiar, would be to regard t initial as "i the conj.t At all events, it is a

fact that Ben-Zev in this preface never uses the double "i at the beginning of a word,

excepting when the i is radical. ' is also doubled in much the same cases. Thus,

sect, n
,
par. 3, line 2, we have ^^^Q = ^^pjo

; still, sect. 3 ,
par. t

, line 3, we find nffi'

(p.W]), and sect. 3 ,
pars. 3, 4, 5, line 1, resp., on'no , all with only one ' . 'at the beginning,

if written single, might be mistaken for the preformative of the future.

—

Ud., 1863.

" cMj? DV nil is no doubt put for nbir liT d»
, for the sake of euphony.

—

Ud., 1863.

' As Buxtorf gives the Hithp, of this verb only in the meaning of to murmur^ Dsnn may

be either a misprint for cinnrt , or else di. contracted form for it, like coinx (Isa. xxxiii. 10),

for DoiiDN . Or can it be the Niph. =, as is freq. the case, the Hithp. ? In this section,

par. 4, line 3, and sect. i
,
par. 4, line 7, we find csnnn in the same sense. Similarly, in

sect."', par. 7, we find line 3, n?' (apparently the Niph., yy^":), and line 8, l"i3?n', the

Hiph., although, the Niph. is not used in Heb., and, if we are to believe Buxtorf, is not

found in Rabb.—^c?., 1863. [cynnn is the correct reading, see p. Ixxiv (^)].

* But in these words D'TOino and HDinn the i is really initial. See next note.

+ Thus niDn , iril, if wi-itten niDi , lyi, might be read niDl (and strength), "©i and until.

Another argument in favour of this view is that, when a simple 1, though radical and realli/

initial (as in DTiDinrD, riDinn) yet, from its position, cannot be mistaken for "i the conj., Ben-Zev,

as ah^eady noticed, prefers to write it single. It must be owned, however, that even such men as

Ben-Zev are rather loose in their Rabbinical orthography (perhaps designedly so in imitation of

older writers), and manifest a decided tendency to the employment of the scriptio plena, the love

for which is so characteristic of the Rabbins,—still, in the present case, there seemed to me to be

some method, and, therefoi'e, I have called the attention of tlie student to the matter.
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" That Ben-Zev takes T;to in the meaning of line here = '•^'i® or ts^d line (see Buxt.

TQB^ip, T2'^-;p lineas clucere), is evident both from its connection with i;?, and because,

in his Heb. Lexicon, s. v. TJffi , he suggests that this word (which is only found in Isa.

xliv. 13, and there is connected, as here, with ^i;), is = '^"^c , and so means line, though

Kimchi transl. it red-chalk, b-h^ Gesen., m/'/, style.—Ed., 1863.

' In my edition there is inVniTi his heyinning (was silence). This makes very good

sense, for Job did remain silent for some time; still, as Ben Zev is very fond of using

Biblical expressions, and in Ps. Ixv. 2, we find ^^J)^ ^^1 ^ , I think '^^^^^:^ is probably a

misprint for in^nn his praise, and this both accords better with the context, and yields a

much finer sentiment. See p. xxx, note ", p. xxxii, note °.

—

Ud., 1863. [inVin is right,

see p. Ixsiv (')].

' «JN is of com. gend. Comp. Job xx. 26, where it is used in both its gend. in the

same hem.—^d, 1863. " See Job xvi. 11.—Ed., 1863.

' See Zcch. iii. l.—Ed., 1863. ^ See Gen. viii. 2.—Ed., 1S63.
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oi)Ti:^V) T'iv 65 p5ipp 3v6i • id6-)3 wd6 3v6 53P d6i ,v3-)73 5i]; I'fii )5r>? p'pp

j'DPP 6i?i , v-)37 5]; WPP 6ip '53P V73P p6 Pi:p 6i?d 7^ DOnzi c^'pp') • pp' 65

D'lPPI pplPI ")37P1 ,P1311P D7P5 Dp31 6lp'56 op PJPI ' PPP 1'-)p6 PJIU ]'6l V7373

, PDPP 3v6i 3v65 6"7ipi 1375 qpn • p'-)373 ipij pjd: 3v6 ]'6i 3v6 'pp o:vv 6ip5

,5533 d5iu? p5dppi onii'P '65?p pi56d r:p5 dd'i ,3v6 56 737P1 odp ^5:: ]np6 71;

•"'006 Pi;'7' P'53P 6'D ipy'7' iiip p];'7' '3 r>7n /r'3 15 r>jr»;i 'p )375 3v6 ws: f'V)"

P'P 65 '3 ^D'liP'P i53p5 ppppp P3P 65i 3r6 p56[; bv p3idp odp r:i?P3 6iPJ 65i

P3 PDJ; PP bv) yi7P vni' oi; ^3DPi ^)"3 op5 )'pi5iu5 5i; 5::>pp pdp Prp5 D)h

" There seems to be an ellipsis here of ve) fin his mouth.—Ed., 1863. [VQ n« should be

inserted, see p. Ixxiv (*)].

* Before '31 we must, I think, supply some verb from DStnn (or lai) such as said or

complained. See eleven lines farther down, where "Si occurs in just the same way, and

where we have supplied maintaining before it. See p. xxxii, par. «, line 2, where there is

another '3i of the same kind.— ^^., 1863.

* = nj n; '7S^ . Ed., 1863.

"^ rT| seems to mean in it = in this matter ; or perhaps it means hy it, and corresponds

to i^.—Ed., 1863.

^ nffi3!< prop, an adj. = mortal, human, seems, here to ^= a mortal-one, a human-one,

a mortal, a human being, and to be governed by nyn; in constr., unless we read '©^:j? n»'T

,

and take '^^3« to be used in contempt of all grammar for ri'CT« . Ben-Zev, however, in

common with all Rabbinical writers, does freq. violate the rules of gender in this Preface,

but never so flagrantly, I think, as he does here, if the second suggestion be correct.

But of. 3iiD njrVyrr, Comm., p. 386, and note upon it in the Addenda..— Ed., 1863.

/ = D11 nto.—^(/., 1863.

* This I have transl. as though it were ^in
, for which I think tot is very likely a

misprint (n and n are very freq. interchanged by compositors, see p. xxxii, note"), as in

the first place dS' iffin to answer with, is a very unlikely construction, and in the second,

infra section "i, par. 8 (beginning hdi-qh), line 3, we find iTOip » a-on, i.e., the very same

construction, and evidently the very same meaning, only 2irn for 3tt)n . Besides, if we

read iTiJn , we can take it to be the ^jar<. Kal (iffin),* which would corresjjond with

* In Rabbinic, indeed, the part. Kal is ver}' commonly written with full Choiclem ; still, if Ben-

Zev's own rule lie true, that Chovhm should be wi-itten defective when T follows, as then one dot



i^^2D XXXI

^pi6 n^D ^Df" nnf^ ,
ip753 736 p'7ip p6 3111? ?•? i56

,
^pidp pd^d P'P ]oj ^"^T

iw flip)
, ^PiP3 ]wi pDTi pib 16 d:p 362^3 ipoir^i / p7:ni idv? pi5i?r>3

VJ3 ippr? i6 ,
p:d)i5 is? i5 3D'i

,
ir:i; nirjo iPifi ppd d"i? • ipp7i3 pooi

,
]vpi3

?pii3 nvf^) ,ipd6 nij;: id:^ D7p5 -jni p'p ]D of" o ,5'P3pi 5o' ?'? 6i> vpo3i

)b p'PPM • O'lDi^ 711? 75p 31DP ?:)Df'13 0'75' PIDP PP75 HPf" '3
, PJ7P p5 P'PP

• jIDfi-)? -JPPW -)PPPC>

?•? fiiw D'6 PD fii? PIP 19P3 i:op 31-6 DDp ,Diipp D'P3PP ]'3 D' pyp^hv piMH
P13DPP Pifi'iP flip ofi) ?vp p d:i v5u onpfij? o'Dnrip bz) ^pwip ]p ]rir3

i73P D' , Pifi'iP ii o'PP'Pp ]'3 DJ1 • 13 pi-):p ooj; 5dp5 vdppi odp f"iPP ? npiPP

{7"' 3"3) 7ip5p3 6jpp ipifi'ip ]PDi iPif"iP3 pipiip? Piri7Pi * nm upr3 pp5ppi

r]b^:iin •^bira nvw inns m'St ••"-i n^n nwiz ^a^n 2V« -ij:« b'n b"-i

n^n bwr:^ wbK s-ina wbi h^n sb nvs nss .]:ma sinm 'i3i n"^n

lb 16 ppfi liD 06 ,")Pip? 'pip ';dp PP7 bi bv bzuv P)2vvr) D'D pp p^d^-) 6*3^1

P")liP iy P'P p flip; j3 )'Ji?P b O POJ d6 • Dn37 1D9\ )DV1Z0 t>'2t> ^''pfil
,
iDP

• pifip POPUP jlPDi D' pfifP PP:PP iP / pfifP

DnPPP3 ]11DP D'fip ]0p5 PPVPD PP 3d P'P'D bV93 Plf"iP3 P0P7tPP pip-) flip (^
POiDI Pi:3 oiD • jfii ':>bb PWDI P'J3 PP3D * WD ,DPP ,DiD DPD P'D7ppp

• puipfi p"pi ")p3 p"pi • G'bm 'pifi

,3'lf'P7nDP ,3Vf'i PPT :^l]^n PipD OPP 533D , Plf"iP3 Pi:P7tPP pIPl 61P p IPO (2

7D1 P7f'P VP63 P"P Pn PPDJ -506 53 1PP 16 )bblji , P'3P pi'PJPI , D'PDP ofi pi'PJP

Pi:P7IPP pi • 31'^5 ^D35 f>3i iO'D , 7Pf> D'^P ")PV fiil PIP? tb -jfiDJ 7'PP1 PPP3

• Pif"iP3 pipi 61? 63 PI1 fiiv pr ,pfiip

PDW lZ)b iD Pfi P7' O ,TiVW p^3 IDf" ")P1PP ifi 1375 P'pifi PH 13P p7 PI'6 (J

'J3 'DPP 5y ,PPPr> 71P ^'7)V^ 17P' lDf> Vf'3i i)fi P'pif) )37 PP1 'ibwv 0'PD3

pii; 1P1PP1 PP'PDP u':p id6-)i Pi^^ 3iP p5p pf> o ' ? 'p pf> ]i:dp pjp ppi ,
P7fi

• 13 7T1

h^zna
, and be a much easier construction than y^ , which is commonly the inf. absol.

(Hiph.) of 31® (see p. xlii, note %). n« irai = to reckon with is found in 2 Kings xii. 16,

xxii. 7. [But see p. Ixv, note-']. If, however, we retain acn, we must trans), to keep

answering questions loith his creatures, i.e., to hold Himself responsible to them.

—

Ed.,

1863. [Ben-Zev has m?m , see p. Ixxiv (*)].

" See p. xlvi, note *.—Ed., 18G3. [Ben-Zev has "nm, see p. Ixxiv (')].

[' Here m ^'« should be inserted ; see p. Ixxiv (")].

does duty for the Chowlem and the il5 , 2^rT would be better than 2tt5in — especially, when, as

here, 1 is prefixed, for he says himself, in another rule, that an accumulation of serviles is to be

avoided. See his rules with regard to Full and Defective Chowlem in his Talmud L'Shoii

'IvVoe, ".s p'jn , "iiONO, "i<p"iD, and in Nordheiniei-'s (Iv. vol. 1. i>.
1"(.



7p6 33 PT'i" ^Vivn) p:i;ui poii n373 inpi if" D'f" n37i '3 ,py7? 5u obD> p2'6 (-7

^ipf" '33 ,7' •)pfi33 D'3ipDl DOny Onip D'lvf^V3 V-)37 -)7DM ,r3:D: Pi'3p3 )DD1

' V3): ]'rPD vpp ri'3p py^o * o'-)37P 3id'i ,3i3y)

]0JP1 , PlPi '1317 033 ,D'i'3p d33 ,D'-)-)1DP d33 V?'D ,PW7r?? -)p' flip 03 (-1

•d333 r3ii? 7Pfi

PU1d3p 331 J'13P1 31*6 ]'3D PUyppI PUDUPI D'-537r) 33 10l3 ^D'fi ]n3t p'PP' PD'fi (T

,PijiD Pi3p3 ]':i;? Pipp3 iDP'f' iDf" ,PDyp ")ir'P3 rop ")37 pr ]? • ]P'iri3i jPiiis

'3 iPif" ")Pf"D • W113P r7P9:i ri'3pp pppd: , p3p pud3 iDf» , ri'3p '1373 '3 qf»

WD 1D6 P'-)37? IPPP 31? V73 3PO) ,Ui;i PDpl' p32P M'2) ^ D'P31PPP '3:) 31? 7P12; D'6

f'D3l l)pp3 , P:113P r:n33 PJ)1Df'-)3 UDU P'P3PP 7I?11 P'3 ^3 O • P'P31PPP 'PP fijv

313PP1 , iPnP3 PPD ")p6p 3u 3vfi pfi n'3P 1P1WP , p-)p Pipp 1^ , Ti)y'^n |p3i

• ]r'PDP3 Dn37P V\>i 0^ ]11?U3 D'D PP PI • PO'IP 3l7 lf>3 Dn37P

33P ,ifi")3: bb\ vp ^3 d33 vpnipi vd^p p:ii ,0'^? dd d: pDT> 33 '3 ,P':); ^^^^
• p36p T^yivoT^ ]iyD3 d' ,-)9ipp 33p b)i3

PPPPP"7'' '13 Pi-):p PJ113P 36l 3dPP 3f) D'PP'PP 'p33P ,D'")37 U-)U1P3 Pi") pp (^
]PPan ]'f» '31 -^ 31'^ P03 P1PD UIPP' nPP DP1P3 ]31 ,1PW3 P3-)P1 ^d'p36 p33 ipd6

(U"' DD) Pi'3pp D':93 ]31 • pfi-) TiMM PP31 , 71U 'P "706 D'JDP U19) , 'PV3

p'-)ip o33 ; f>'3 ,'3 ,u"3 PD-)P 331 Tm;sb mr ''nY\ /p'^mn '•bra ^ns

,D':93 0P3 P'P "?d6 171331 nopp ipp' 1063 ,Pif'iP: pi3i];p 3p ,pi7'P3 63i pfi-)P3

• P1PPDP P1PP3 ppip3i 1133 p'pi ,333:p v3i? -jppj P3'f>i • d'3iup vd^ppi

3f'piP') p'fiiPJ P'D^fi 1*3 3f'pip' f"3:p if"3P yb , f^i3i 631 v:^ f>3 3i'fi d6 (2
qfii * 2V«i bs^3i m HDina nbsn D^ti72sn nirbir? vni (7"' ,7"'

p;p , fi")3: 631 p'p 63 3v6 ")p6 ")d6 ]:31p 6ipp 13 iipp3 p:di:3 pi ipp3 63 7ip3p3D

• P'ptP IDV 6'3JP '137

]Pi3 D'6 'p '3 137P Dvb 61P1 ,")pipp 'p3p 'JD ]'3 riiPPP 117P ppp3 •,i3:p ]3 ^i;

IPlpI ,lDV3ip7i3 p'IPPI ,71333l p37:3l IDvb DPIPP P'PI ,31*6 1PD1 P'JPIP ]P

" This I believe to be a misprint for rnrr''] (which verb is very freq. used with nm in

Job), and I have transl. accordingly. If rrrr' is retained, we must transl. and yet [as

to] every one, Ms opinion should he, when there would be an irregularity of gender.

—

Ed., 1863. [Ben-Zev has nim
, see p. Ixxiv (")].

" See p. xxvii, note \—Ed., 1863.

' This must be read nir;:, and = nD]? (Ezek. ix. 2, 3, 11) inkstand, for which it is

prob. a misprint, as, though the Rabb. freq. use D for the Heb. to , I believe that they

do not (or very rarely) use to z= the Heb. D , though this latter interchange is rather com-

mon in Job, and is, I think, an argument in favour of the antiquity of the book. Comp.

to?3 (for Di-3) v. ii., vi. 2, x. 17, xvii. 7, and in no other book. But, perhaps, Ben-Zev,

trusting to his memory, thought the word was spelled in the Bible nto;? with to.

—

Ed.,

1863. *
i.e., btoo -pi. Ed., 1863.

' This is transl. as though it were to^iQO ; but it is a question whether it is not loiop =
TDIB in the next clause, detail. Buxtorf gives neither the Pi-dl of tcis

, nor yet any noun

TDxn (of the form "^edo ), so the reader must decide. " And so . . . the detail (specifi-

cation) of the names, &c.," would make very good sense, and T2"idq would then be parallel

in constr. to nnort, I think, however, it is prob. a part., «in being omitted.

—

Ed., 1863.

•'' '21 . Before this we must' supply some such verb as adds, if mso is a verb, and if it

is a subst., some such subst. as addition, information, fact. See p. xxx, note '.

—

Ed. 1863.



« 1 n D xxxiu

PPP ,)yivb ^5lPw-' 1V2 ?I? D'^^l • VJU il? qpU" OniP'3 6D7i1 , VPD3J1 7")M ]1pfi

DW72 ,P:P)5 1;PP 0D>) ,P'")Vi? ")DD3 PDPI* Pi'ipp ])1P2 )D)f^ It') ^P'PPfip Pn37P p
' 'p")PfiD PP 53 iy ij5-)5 '72

, i5dp3 finsi Pi") IDf" D'fip p533i

i6 P176 p6p D3T ,pip npp3 PD3 o'")3r:p o'D^fip 3Dw3 d'Ppvp? pij'7P?i pni?P ^'2

^^M:iW^ ^w^w (fi'b '7 T>yt) Dn6i> ppvp 6ipi • py pfip p'p svfi • p5 3npP
• (p"3 ,V'i'fi')3) iDP 03 Pi75)P3 py PD -jso jsi v")y v"^«n nntt?v miN nn

(fi"' ,l"5 DD) IDI* 033 3'j nSOp /P'5f) 'pfi /]P'P PPDD tup P'PD '
, OP'PP tD^'?^^

p'Tin nxs^n ti^ ]>Nn (/t ,\>"v ''pt) d'P2P3 p^i? tup pi^pp pi

*p"»n2 tt;« ••nnbtt?') (3"' ,'6 pwi?) * ]n>na nmn n^nns") (/'' ,p"o 'piP-)

• D1765 P'PPVP oi^i

p3tiK'> nSI ('3 ,P"3 'f'-)3) PTUpP l5 -^D^ DP")3fi 'fii^iP , P1D ")P6 PP'PP Ti'?^
• ('P ,U"P P'PT) ]77 1P3 *07fi pf'3 3DV ^IP filPI nitt? nW"l

\ib 5)3« (6"P ,i"u) i^Dip'3 r)')^\iv^ yv t'o '3ifi ,pppj ")pfi pp'pp -|^^^^

0176

yD :>"iVP':>0 3npi ,]P'Pi ]77 pd (:i"3 ,p":) p'pt3 ")3op n3 ipfi pp'pp 'in'''?^^

• p5 P21PP nppp 16 Dn6 ]ib]^

J))!^)^^ i:01P7p P)i?71 ,U5PP3 l-)3h ]'6 -)37 D"3 ^IP V'O OD ptP 'fi 3v6 PP' DJDi<
Ton : np6 (7"' 3"3) '5p3 pd d"j 6ipi • i:pi3i iPi6'iP3 ppp5pp3 3": 13

laVMT inb wi^sD ^S3n inb^ai^ /d"u'i:i 1^2? 2VN"i dh'wrt misiwn n^n

137 y7' 6i 1PPP D)vmnr) 6'iipi D'D pp 53 o ,p6-5j ]2i "n'^d inb win bs-)K?>!3

•)DM pp D'6 '-)37 in37 531 ,VD9DP1 56lD' 'pPP 137 651 , p5lPP P136p 65l ,PDP DyDV
,PDP ':p5 p'p ]5p5 ihD'O PP3 )37 PIP Pi575 l5 -)D9'6 C)'P 65i ,PDP P7P fii ID^

i::'6 PI PJ1 pp-)36 'p6 nip; np6 ipp'5 p'in Dtpm • pup ]pp opj 'j ^^6

• piP") ")37

" See p.xxvii, note \—Ed., 1863. * See Jer. xxii. U.—Ed., 1863.

" The TD in rrmu is rather puzzling; but we shall understand it, I think, if we lay

stress on ''20\-in
, Eliphaz the Temanite, " because {for) he was from Teman," —

Eliphaz, the Temanite, so-called, because &c., or— Eliphaz was called the Temanite,

because, &c., 'JO'nn corresponding, therefore, pretty nearly to p'n in« crrno , the form used

in the next three paragraphs. For this suggestion I am indebted to Mr. Randolph.

Ed., 1863.

'' [Ben-Zev has p^T did h^ here, between p'n and K'';m 'n« . See p. Ixxiv ('")].

" In the original, there is ci« Syria, but this must be a misprint for m« (spelled sujyra

and infra dhn) Edom. i is very freq. printed for f , and vice versa.—Ed., 1863. [Ben-

Zev has n-nx, see p, Ixxiv (")].

^ i.e., D© ]'V see there.— £<Z., 1863.

* irTjis stands for pn^s, and inb for prr^. In the Talmud the final : is sometimes

omitted in the affixes of the 2nd and 3rd. pers. plur. See Schaaf, Opus Aram, p. 38.

For«T2D, there is in the original nnuD, a rather gross misprint. See p. xxxv., note*,

and i>.hx\l—Ed., 1863. * i.e., nnni^ c>o ,

—

Ed., 1863.



XXXIV ^^^^

VD56r) D'6l D'6 i3 'P3 1P1PD ODD D'137ni ]';PP ipv bv p53l3 PPpD? D'D: D^
PP 'P3 'lf>-)P 17D? ii; 0001?? Plli -)PD O fiiW , T59P3 PP Dp5 DD IDf"

• )i 7P" ")Df> 1P:0P 'P3 137P D'f) D'f> , Ptp 113P3 IPilD P1p5d1> )37P wf) 3"PPD

D'PJiPPP DIP )3JPP '?3 ,?Dp ,PDi") ^''pfii ^po") )p3pp uoy WW P)bvm riy poipi

pouu 5i? PJ13P1 i;7P3 PD^DP iDV) ,pipipi P13") 1'poyu ,ipv;:» d6-)p ^ip ^vi^
i'')37 nf^ onpiPP 7Piii 77^3 tp'ifi yvi pd5d 5y 3'Dp3 7'pp ]Oj f>ipi • r-)3P

1P1P IV) )Df'-)P V737 io • pt -)pfi PI DP16 Pi:P 61PI • Pt PPPI Pt 01?9 P)5'3p
•
')p7i3 7Pii;i D'-)iP' ii3pi P3 ['Pfi ,pii-)3 pu) Piw5 po P3ii3 ip:op ,p'73 z>'f>:>

3iD'i pp;' p-)pp 7r> vpiu:^:> bv) pu'7'p 5i? , mi ppp3 ]3 63 d'5p p2i p3 qnp' p6}

Dn373 ppipi pj'pi pof'P3 3n3 ip:up '137 vd:> • uiob U3i; lofi pii^pp ]pPM

• P3PP1 p;OP O'lDDT^

b)W' 63 'P '3 * p3pP1 P'PIPJP n37 V137 P'Dfil • 3V6 oiyp IID^IP tD'*'?^^

PPf" l6 , up UUP " r-)375 fiD' 6i 'PI , 1D9: ")P3 137' O O'Dp DHIP' 331P iP

^ PJnpf" 71? , n37 5PP3 7DP u3m
,
3V6 Pp7i3 p?PPP3 31DM , PIDpi n37 09P' " Pp6

n373 :>rii rz 31*6 p:n , t^vb]):)7> T)iib2 dd vizi pp3' 65^ , lop irp p^ppp to'

D'i?p)DP ](fi -)'y' p;j;n pjup i33i • i33 c^pv " iri 1217 qip ip5if> o ,
^Pifi 3"pm 'P7

: PW7 pin'7'P ipfi pnii:i Piin: o in37 if" 3'Dpp5

Pi33ip \ww^) ' n''o^\:)'OT> dp; pip -533 ,3vfi pfi-)p5 3i; ^iv fiiP iDf": TT'73
nT>:> '")37i ow npf" i>U3 5'!p3 711) pu P'p 63 oi^n qi'i3i ^p^php nrpopi

3V6 01? -)37i PJDJ1 ,V137 pipP3 IPDJ P'P p6f 5331
, l5 D7pD IP'i>63 V-)37 P'D6-)3

3113 ilPJI ^l5 ]1PJ 311: 3") '16 ,Ppi P7p UDP '33 V-)373 VJIP' p6 '6:P31 Pl^U '")373

,
PJ0P1 pipp ]'6p

,
pfp z^:vi^) d:i:p ii; Pisp i37' , v):)'\T> 132Pw"'3 16 • liup 'p ii;

'31 ,il>i?p 'p 3u v-)ip' '3 ,-)ipj u5pv-'3 U'ip'1 ,upp D'P' p:id6-)3 p^ppd '6:pp d:i

,i5'7u bv py)P' PI pp5 ,pi?-) o'PDiP 53 p'-)p6 o6i ,p6'")3P n7p i:pd' 65 ip;i;p5

DPI?") ]rP7 O'D'I , 76P T>W PV)I363 O'l^DlP nnvb pi pi? T'iPI • 31U Pip' P3'6l

•|6 • ^37 65d pp 137 )5 )6d: 65 i563
,
137 D7P' 65 ]'\iTib^ ip:pp3i • 3v6 pidi5

• 637P3 PP'03 61P iv)y

1P31 ,Pii'5pi poi;u3 ,iPiP7pD v-)'3P p5yp5 ip5i?p wdp 65i 0^30 5pp b\^ "IDII^

V137 5'7JP1 PIPP i})T> i5dP pO q'P1p5l ,7753 '137 P:1j1 5pi3 pi 61P P'lP 7P

61P ^^i^ • p;i3P1 Pl?7 '-)p63 P311Pp5 P3 lil? 65 106 5l?l , 137 D7P '53 P3'P-)P1

• VP 1P5 7' D'DPI P31PPP l\'Ob 110 id6 ]id6ip

, 1"U ]P '3P1 • l"U 71? '7 PDIP ]P '6p Pp5ppp • Pip5pp d5D3 D'P13'1P D'p5pp {^^-j

'3 ,1'13P5 Pl6lp5 1p:i?l53 3V6 V'^^T^ ]1D6iP PI313 • l"3 71? 3"3 ]P 'JPI •3"3 71?

5i? 3'Dp5 o'i6i d:'6 3"i? ,mw o5i?:i ii?7' id6 137 ]'6i ,r^r>\bv vbv ]iip' dp5 yb

,nmw ^27 b« ^3S oblH :iip63 d'p56 56 iupdp dd-i i'piji5p 53 1:051 1-137

131 ,pDpp 61P ':dp P131P .'p' DDp 7:1: i'i37 '3ii?p 531 Y'SHs bs b» H^im

" In Ezek. xvi. 47, the only place where this expression occurs in the Bible, we find

TLl ^vr^^.—Ed., 1863.

* In Eccles. vii. 27, we have nns'^ nn.si
; and comp. Isa. xxvii. V2.—Ed., 1863.



o'Dzi 111 pi o V'hv:>h iDP; DM'ir) pnp3 3vb v^y 13
,
pnPD D'hD'nz rwi?up 03pp'

'i:"! b^n "1-123 D2 ipniy vn> q^vwi s^na ('i /
^'2 dd) , 7:3 '7:13 53 )5d , pp5i

7"3 rDli'31 , DVV)0 ]lfi n37 56 PPP 3rf' dp: nn 13D 16 ,V737 DD^h Dp3' ")9l5

rDiP3 13'ipp nofi n37 prpi srfi 590 , rpii 0317 rfii 533i D'yoir 'Du^p nipp3

Pi:r>P ")f>D: 3rf'i , o'-)37 ]'fii ir»f^ yb (r"3 dd) lip v:vm v)37 3'Dp 77^3 • 6"3

rupD rp: 16 • Pi: iDf" n'3P 'pp3 ii; pn fii? " pvp 5'-)P3 nnf" ip:i , i'")3p pf>

" If we compare rirn ^nci nn« with

nvn ynpi n^i* (Isa. xxxv. 9),

and remember that we have had several examples in this Preface of Ben Zev's tendency

to press Biblical expressions into his service, we shall be disposed to believe that '''id3 is a

misprint for yiEi , the more especially as V-q is a word which is not to be found either in

Hebrew, or Chaldee and Rabbinical, Lexicons, and of which not even the apparent root /"la

is known. At the same time, it must be allowed that it is not easy to explain how "i and y

have become changed into such, apparently, very dissimilar letters 3 and ''
. It may be

observed, however, that between i and a , there is some connection, inasmuch as a without

dag. lene, is, by the Jews at least, pronounced, like i ; and besides, it is not absolutely

necessary to suppose a misprint here in the case of the a , as Ben-Zev may have intended

to write nvn ynca nn« = (vna being taken collectively) a lion amidst fierce wild beasts,

when the beasts would be a compliriientary epithet applied to Job's friends. But what

resemblance is there between ^ and V ? Well, it must be remembered that Ben-Zev, or

the transcriber of his Preface, probably wrote it out in cursive Hebrew,* as beirg much

more readily written than square Hebrew, and in cursive Hebrew there is undoubtedly

considerable resemblance between the lower part (the body) of &final Tsaddik (of which

the hoohs at the top would readily become entangled in the line above and so escape

observation) and Lamed, and still greater between ^na/ Tsaddik Sind final Lamed (which

is sometimes used in curs. Jleb.). At any rate, if ''"ica does not stand for "pea or 'p^i, I

can offer no other explanation. Mr. Randolph, however, who is scarcely satisfied with

my suggestion, and thinks that the misprint is too gross to be probable, f suggests, that

V"iD may be the Lat. prcelium, when the meaning would be as a lion in the battle of the

beasts. This suggestion I own to be very ingenious, but I consider it to be even more

improbable than my misprints, for, in the first place, why should Ben-Zev use a word, which,

from its not appearing in the Lexicons, he must have known would not be understood by

one in 500 of his readers, especially when he had the choice of two Hebrew words (mn'^ra

and 3ip) meaning battk, war ? Again, Lat. Avords are, I think, rarely introduced into Rabb.

Hebrew, though Greek words are, with many Rabb. authors, very common. We have,

however, in this preface (sect. 3 ,
par. n , line 1 ), the Lat. word siffiium. And, lastly, when-

ever, short Lat. and Greek words are used in Rabb. they are, as far as I have observed,

commonly not abbreviated, but retain their terminations in full. Thus Xryo-rijy has become

D'CDb (see Comm., p. 43, Une 14 from bottom of text), and sigiium has become pJ^D
, though

we have made sign of it ; and similarly I should expect prcdiufn would become Jvb'TD (like

]VTT3ic from noTTjpiov, jwferium). I cannot, therefore, approve of Mr. Randolph's suggestion.

[The correct reading seems to be nvn ynsa
, see p. Ixxiv ('-)].

* I knmv that Mr. Mason \vrote out at least a part of the Hebrew in Mason and Bernard's

Gramm. , in cursive Hehreu\ and ciu-sive Hebrew is much better known in Germany than England.

t For this note, see p. Ixxiii.

+ It should be borne in mind, however, that very few compositors know much Hebrew, and

that exceedingly few, if any, would be able to seize the meaning of such a preface as Ben-Zev's,

whilst they were setting it up in type, and everybody, who has had to revise proofs in lan-

guages unknown to the compositors, is well aware that the blundei-s committed by them in

these cases are infinitely more gross than, and cannot be measured by, the niisjirints of

c 2
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which they would be guilty in a language familiar to them. Thus I lately found atom

printed for the Lat. atque. This was quite exphcable to me when I looked at the manu-

script, for I there found the tail of the q faint, so that hurriedly glanced at, it looked like o,

whilst the ue, as having three down-strokes, did look something Uke m ; but, if I had been

unable to refer to the manuscript—and in our present case I of course cannot refer to the

manuscript— this misprint would have seemed to me quite as inexplicable as those now under my
consideration. Besides, one cannot, from considering printed alphabets, form any opinion as to

what letters may, or may not, be confounded when ivritten, inasmuch as in the licence taken almost

invariably in handwriting (a licence sometimes really quite intolerable), letters are very frequently

confoimded, which ought to be as distinct as night from day,

" See p. xxviii, note '', and p. Ixxiv ('^).

* See p. xlvl, note *, and p. xxxi, note "
. [It should be "mn'? , see p. Ixxiv ('^).]
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" No doubt should be '"j
. According to my experience, the compositors very frequently-

interchange ^ and i.

—

Hd., 1863. [It should be 'b; see p. Ixxiv ('^).]

' Two strokes put over a word, do not always indicate an abbreviation ; they are

sometimes used with the view of indicating that the word, whilst retaining its ordinary

sense, has a second and special meaning (see Buxtorf, de Abbrev. Hebr. (1708), p. 9).

This seems to be the reason why n^in essence, has here two strokes, for, whilst retaining

its usual meaning of essence, it is here used speciaUi/ of the Divine essence, i.e., Jehovah,

for Jehovah, as coming, like rnn , from ^^ or rnn , to be, denotes especially the essence

of God. But why Ben-Zev here uses n"'in and not " the ordinary abbreviation for

mrr , or 'n , which, though, according to Buxtorf, standing for dtSh , still is commonly

used = mn'—I know not, unless it be that n"'in contains all the letters of nirp (which he

dared not write), only in a different order. The occurrence of n"'in nran line 4 of this

paragraph instead of, as before, 'r^"'^^r^ nc , seems to shew that Ben-Zev considered n"'!:!

almost = a j)ro2)er name, like rnn' , though, no doubt, we find several instances in the

Bible, in which a noun with the def. art. is used instead of a noun in construction.

—

Hd.y 1863. ' [Should be f]iDai tJN-ia'C , see p. Ixxiv ('^).]

*
i.e., f\^p^ trsp.. See Buxtorf, s. v., '-is .—^^/., 1863.
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INTRODUCTION

COMPOSED BY

JUDAH LEV BEN-ZEV.

JOB.

I. THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE BOOK AND ITS OBJECT.*

^ Supreme Providence and its dispensations with regard to intelligent creatures,

^ form a subject of inquiry, in which men of renown, ^ [that were] of old, have

found great difficulty ; yea, even the prophets, peace be with them ! sought for

^ light upon this [matter] from God, may He be exalted ! ^ on account of the bad-

ness of the arrangement which they perceived ^ in such dispensations. Moses, the

* Ben-Zev's Hebrew, his purely Biblical, as well as his Rabbinical, stands, as must be

admitted by every one familiar with his writings, after that of Aben-Ezra, unparalleled

and unmatched. Indeed, of those, who have attempted to write in the style of Aben-

Ezra, he is the only one who has been successful ; concise, therefore, and idiomatic as his

model, he is equally difficult to translate. To render him literally, indeed, is a mere sheer

impossibility ; still, for the benefit of the Hebrew student, I have endeavoured, in this

translation of his preface, which is written in Rabbinical Hebrew, to keep as close to the

original as it is possible to do without injury to the sense. The reader will therefore excuse

any disregard that may be shown to the syntax or idiom of the English language.—(Note of

Editor.) [For the correctness of this translation, I must be held entirely responsible. I did,

indeed, read over both the original and the translation to Dr. Bernard, and he gave me

his opinion with regard to the meaning of the difficult passages, of which there are, in

my opinion, not a few; but this was done so hastily, that it would be quite unfair to throw

any part of the responsibility upon his shoulders. After he had thus heard the transla-

tion, and made his suggestions, which— as having him always at hand, and trusting to

' The supreme Providence and Conduct (i.e., rule, government, discipline). ^ This

[is] an inquiry in which, &c. ' This might be understood " in which men of renown

have of old (or, from of old, see 1 Sam. xxvii. 8), found great difficulty
;

" but, as the

expression is prob. borrowed from Gen. vi. 4, D'crr '©jift D^i5?n t^w.
, I think it is prob.

Viyn belongs to C'l^n 'ir:N Comp. also Jer. v. 15, Nin obiya 'i3 a nat'mi, which is of old.

* light, enlightenment, of eyes. ^ for that (because that) they saw [the] badness of

the arrangement. * in the [Divine] conduct (rule, &c.) See note '.
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master * of [all] the prophets, said [Exod. xxxiii. 13] : "Make me, I beseech Thee,

to know Thy ways," t ^as it is explained in the Talmud (B'rachoth, fol. 7|). The

poet Asaph said [Ps. Ixxiii. 3] :
" For I was envious of the foolish, [when I saw

the prosperity of the wicked]." Jeremiah said [Chap. xii. 1] :
*' Wherefore doth the

way of the wicked prosper ? " And Habakkuk said [Chap. i. 13] :
" Wherefore

lookest Thou upon them that deal treacherously, [and hddest Thy tongue, when

my memory—I did but imperfectly note down, I carefully went over the whole of it again

by myself, and made very numerous annotations in pencil, with the view of submitting

them to him at some future time, when I should also have fully discussed the difficult

passages with him, and have asked him to construe at least some of them to me but

his death, alas ! upon which I had not counted, broke off my plans, and threw me entirely

upon my own resources. Fortunately, however, I found in Mr. Randolph (see 2nd Pref.),

a friend able and willing to assist me, and with him I have discussed all the difficult

passages—with great advantage to myself, though I have been but seldom able to record

my obligations to him.

As for the numbered literal translations and notes in the margin, they have all been

added in the course of the present year, 1863.]

* Master must be understood here in the sense of teacher, the prophets being in some

manner considered as the disciples joi Moses, since he brought down the Law from Sinai.

—(Note of Editor.)

t The Eng. Vers, has here Thy icay, wrongly, for tjdtt stands for ^3"v| Thy ways, just

as '?!]?: '^'^E^^i (Ps. cxix. 175,) stands for '3"iis: rpMiiJipi and let Thy judgments help me,

as correctly rendered in the Eng. Vers. Thy way (in pause) would have been expressed

by ir."!. (N. of Ed.) [See note in Appendix, on D'T'ri'rtw Job i. 5.—Ed., 1863.]

X See p. Ixxiv ('). The passage in the Talmud referred to runs thus :

—

"?Niir' to n3"'3ii5 mirmc cpi • ^b \T\y\ n"2pn 'jcbo n«n \cp2 onn niDbTr 'DV n^ mco pnv Vni

tt5p3
• "joi-i ':n ly'jc:^ tow© ib ]n3i "^ni©' to pi n:'3ffi m©n Nb© ©pi • 1:05? ysi^i vrbr\ yawio i"? ]n3i

11101 pns ©' no 'JDTD d"?i» b© i:in vjob 'nw • ym n« nj '35?mn ':© t"? \rcy vf'-::'7i "juj vdit imn"?

lb j?ii pns • pns p pns ib avji pns nira ib ton • ib m rsn «' V? nisi »©t \2r ib jni p'ls «i ib

rcT p r«n ib rii ytn ••^f'-rs p run ib aiiDi »«n -y^T \i pn^

'lUN n« 'ni:m 'w ib i:n: nb nn«i ib i2ni 'tiid tno Y'nt two |^^^ O'bm

• ]i3n iVNiD D"yN 'mw 'ir« ns 'nnmi • ]i3n irwttJ d"»« pn«

" And Rabbi Jochanan said in the name of Rabbi Jose :—Three things did Moses ask

" of the Holy One, blessed be He ! and He granted [them] to him. He asked, that the

" Shechinah * should dwell in f Israel, and He granted [it] to him, for it is said : IFor

" wherein now shall it he known, that I and Thy people have found grace in Thy sight f]

" Is it not in that Thou goest tvith us ? [Exod. xxxiii. 16.] He asked, that the Shechinah

" should dwell only (i.e., exclusively) in | Israel, and He granted [it] to him, for it is said :

" So shall we be separated, I and Thy people [from all the people, that are upon theface of

"the earth [Ibid.]]. He asked to make him know the ways of Jehovah, blessed be He !

" (i.e., the rules, by which the dispensations of Providence are regulated), and He granted

"it to Him, for it is said: 3Iake mc note to know Thy tcays [Ibid. ver. 13]. He
" (Moses) said before Him : O Lord of the universe ! why is there a righteous man,

' as it comes (occurs, as we find) concerning this in the Talmud. ni3 to come, seems

here to be used = the Germ, yoxkommen, to occur.

* i.e., the Majesty of GoH.

+ or with ; but lit. over (Israel).
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the wicked devoureth him that is more righteous than he ?
"] Now upon the

poles of this investigation '** turns the controversy, which [takes place] between Job

and his companions in the form of objection and answer.

This ancient book, anterior to all " Hebrew books, [considered] '* wonderful by

generations of old, and glorious '^ by latter generations its beginning and end

are a narrative of facts, and the '^ middle thereof is paved with lovely poetry

concerning Providence. And as to the narrative ''^generally, the author of the

book mentions the name of a man, distinguished for the ' highest degree of

righteousness and uprightness, and [his] ^ high position in the ranks of men in

respect of riches, greatness and honour, nor was there wanting to him ^ any sort of

perfection, by which a man is made ^ perfect ; but all these were ^ lost to him

suddenly, so that he ^ came to the '' highest pitch of evil and ^ misery, and was more-

over chastised with a pain, greater than which there is not. Behold then [there

" who fares well, and a righteous man, who fares ill ? A wicked man, who fares well,

" and a wicked man, who fares ill ?—He (God) said to him : O Moses ! the righteous

"man, who fares well—[he is] a righteous man, [who is] the son of a righteous man

;

" the righteous man, who fares ill—[he is] a righteous man, [who is] the son of a
^' wicked man ; the wicked man, who fares well—[he is] a wicked man, [who is]

" the son of a righteous man ; the wicked man, who fares ill—[he is] a wicked man, [who
" is] the son of a wicked man
" And they (the Rabbins above mentioned) differ from Rabbi
" Mayeer, for Rabbi Mayeer said : Two [requests] were granted to him, and one was not

^' granted to him (i.e., the two requests respecting the Sheehinah dwelling in Israel, and

*' exclusively in Israel, were granted to him, but the request respecting the ways of

** Providence was not granted to him), for it is said : And I icill he gracious to whom I
^^ will he gracious [Ibid. ver. 19], although he be not worthy, and I will shew mercy upon

"whom I will shew mercy [Ibid.], although h? be not worthy (i.e.. My motives for

" shewing mercy must remain a mystery to man)."

In the treatise Avoth (Chap. 4) we have the following IfisJinah :—

" Rabbi Yanai says :
* It is not in our power [to account] either for the prosperity of

" the wicked, or the afflictions of the righteous (i.e., the rules, in accordance with which
^' rewards and punishments are distributed in this world, must remain a mystery to man)."

,;(N. of Ed.)

'"
is turned, turns itself. " books of the Hebrews. '- wonderful with

(i.e., in the estimation of) generation[s] of old. '' even to latter (later) generation[s].

" i.e., the interior, body; see p. liv, note ". '^ [by] way of generality. ' perfection

of. ^ height. * of all [the] sorts of perfection [or prosperity]. * or, prosperous.

•^ perished from him suddenly (see Job xi. 20). ® attained. ^ see note '. * p3' is

more comm. rend, grief, but it may also --= affiiction or misery. So we use affliction =

* The lit. transl. is apparently, "there is nought in our hands, either of the jjrosperity or of the

afflictions," &c. i. e. , they are not at all in our hands, we have nothing whatever to do with them,

we have no control at all over them, they do not rest with, depend upon, us in any way (of. Eccles.

Jr. 13, Ezra viL 25)—the n being taken partitively, and serving with the help of the neg. p« , to

express the total absence of any share or part, whereby the force of the expression is greatly

increased ;—unless, indeed, we supply some such verb as to give an explanation, or io pronounce

decidedly (cVrrnb), when D would = concerning, with regard to, in which sense it is used in this

Pref. after "i^T
, &c., as e.g., in sect. T

,
par. 6, line 6 from end.
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is] no man, ^' who could have more reason to murmur against God's Providence than

he, yet he ^ perseveres in his righteousness ; so, ^^ by way of paying him his reward,

God restores to him ^^ twofold the temporal blessings, ^'^ of which he had been

deprived. And, as to the details of this narrative, he (the author) portrays the

man ^^ as being pious, and upright, and one fearing God, and escheioing evil;

and '* with regard to the perfection of possessions, he ^^ bestows upon him all the

principal things, which were considered [necessary] for prosperity in those

primeval days, "^ namely, ^^ a house blessed with sons and daughters, and with

substance, oxen and sheep, camels and asses, men-servants and maid-servants ;

for silver and gold, and '* highly prized jewels and diamonds, ^^ were scarce in

those days, ^^ neither were luxuries abundant. And just after he had depicted

him with this great prosperity—all these blessings ^' were lost to him in the most

sudden manner ; woe upon woe, breach upon breach cleave together ; one runner

22 meeting another runner, and one ^^ messenger ^^ meeting another messenger, the

one going away ^^ after [having brought] sad tidings, and another coming with

tidings 2^ yet more sad. ^^ His first stroke came upon his possessions, upon [his]

oxen [namely], and [his] sheep, and from -^' these [it came] upon his children^ and

sorrow and calamity ; and grief is also vulg. used = calamity. At any rate, Ben-Zev

gives Elend as one of the meanings of p^'

,

*' there could be to him cause to murmur
more than he. ' [is] standing, persisting. '" for (as) retribution, payment,

of reward. " to, up to, or into double, i.e., so as to be double, of the temporal blessings.

n3tt?D, being a subst., could not well be used advei-hially without the addition of some

prep., and here ^ seemed most suitable. Comp. "? n^n to become, in Germ, zu Etwas

werden; and Job xlii. 10. In the lines from f]D«nn , however, quoted in p. xlii., we find c:^???.

The meaning seems to be some of the temporal blessings twofold (p being used partitivelg,

see p. xl, note *, this par. lines 4, 8, p. xxx, line 3, sect. 2 , 1st. par., line 7, and last par., line 2

from end); for, as Ben-Zev tells us, though indi7-ectly, in the last par. of this sect. (p. xlviii),

God did not restore everything to Job twofold. If this is the sense, the construction would

have been more easy, if J^.?^^?? could have come after ninan )p , but this it could not do on

account of the relative sentence which follows. I do not think that ]? here can = more than,

twice more than. [But see Exod., xvi. 5J. Or, as Mr. Randolph suggests, the p may be used

for the purpose of distinctly singlingout the blessings which are meant, just as we say, " q/gold

he gave him double the quantity," i.e., of gold, and not of anything else ; still, the p would

then be somewhat pleonastic, and, indeed, doubly so, for, in the first place, nothing can be

restored to a man which he has not had before, and, secondly, the relative clause distinctly

points out what blessings are spoken of And, lastly, the p may possibly be merely a ge-

nitive," double of the blessings," and be used instead of the stat. constr. Comp. Job xx. 3.

So in n'«'a:n nsDo icD "jd
, an expression which I have just met with, the o is prob. a pure

genitive, though it may mean out of Comp. sect t, par. 3, last line, par. 7, lines 5 and 7,

par. 8, lines 5 and 6. '' which had failed from him (see note '). '^ with the qualities

of pious (perfect, pure, blameless, (integer)), &c. See p. xlviii, line 2. '* or, of the

perfection, &c.
;
perfection o( possessions, in opposition to the perfection of moral qualities.

'* attributes, assigns. '* and they [are]. " the blessing of the house with sons, Szc.

" high-things. " teas precious, rare, or a rarity. See p. xxvii, note *. ^^ no luxury

(deliciai) [was] spread abroad, diffused, general, abundant; or we may, perhaps, supply

na i^tiN in which (no luxury, &c.). Buxtorf only gives Ni?=i3B .
"' Se« note ^ ^' to

meet. ^' teller, announcer. ''* from. " worse than they (lit. it). -* the

beginning of the stroke was. '*' lit. from it to his, Sec, the sing, referring to each, or to
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from these [again] upoa his own bone and flesh. And behold ! the sudden succession

of the troubles one upon another, and ^7 their gradual increase in magnitude, the

later ^s above the earlier, this is what brings a man to the ^9 highest degree of

bitterness. And this ^o shews the perfection of the ^^ author, that he has not omitted

ought of all the ^2 circumstances, which were needed for his object ; and [that]

he has not left out a line or a stroke, which could make his picture perfect in all

its parts. But, between the ^3 blow [dealt] to everything, which ^4 belonged to him

(Job), and the smiting of his body, he (the author) allows a space of time. As

long as his (Job's) body was whole, he was ^5 giving thanks and praises [saying,]

Jehovah gave, and Jehovah hath taken away, blessed be the name of Jehovah ;

but, when the stroke came upon his bone and his flesh, ^^ his praise consisted in

silent-resignation * And, with regard to the ^^ blow [to be dealt] to his body, he

[the author] ^s selected that, which was the most painful among afflictions, that is,

grievous sores from the sole of his foot ^^ to the crown of his head ; and, in order

^0 to make yet greater his affliction, lo ! everything he had ^' was lost to him ; upon

his cattle rushed a troop, or fire "^^ came down from heaven and consumed them,

as well as his servants ; upon his sons and daughters the house fell, and there

they were buried ; but, as to his wife, her he left him, *' not one hair of her head

did he suffer to fall to the ground— [was] not [this], in order that she might

^ very sorely provoke him, so as to make him chafe ? t

* And they sat down with him on the ground seven days and seven nights, none

speaking unto him a word ; for they saw that his pain was very great. After this opened

Job his mouth, &c. (Chaps, ii. 13; ili. \.)—Note of Ed.

f Dr. Bernard recollects having, about half a century ago, read in a number of the

Berlin Periodical ^^J2 some lines, which ran about as follows :

—

'Ti-iOT '^35 ^yi ^srp'o nnj^ fe ;n

? no? i^'!;? nr«ri >"? n-^ttJn 51TO1

D'br)53 %rt ?jb T±!t ny sr ><2 '3 'nn'

*D'o?jD ms 3cn 'nbab ••nniTb «b nxt pj

the last, of the preceding nouns. " their superiority, or excess. =* over, beyond.

*' perfection of.
^° (is) pointing upon, to, the perfection (weist auf die Vollkommenheit),

or teaches concerning, &c. ^' master, lord, of the book. ^- revolutions, turns, circujVs,

i.e., circumstences. ^* striking of everything which. ^^ [was] attributed to him.

'' or confessing (praising) and celebrating. '* his praise (see p. xxix, note '') [was] silence.

" the smiting of his body. '* he chose the pain, [which was] the greatest among

afBiction(s) ; or, perhaps better, the greatest in anguish. ^^ even unto his crown

(vertex) *" to make great ^' perished from him. '*- fell. " he did not make

fall [any] of the hair of her head.

' provoke him even a provocation. See 1 Sam. i. 6, whence the expression has been

* Why liSn ^nbab and not T<ir\ 'nba*)? \7iblb is, I believe, in every case followed by an inf.

ccmstr., whereas ydn is generally regarded as, and certainly commonly is, the inf. ahsol. In a

note in the Append, however, on ix. 18, I suggest that ixpn may, perhaps, be also sometimes a
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And in this, too, the - author of the book ^ was careful *, [namely], in shewing

from [the very] beginning ^ how the matter would end ; and from the [very]

beginning he does not speak mysteriously with the reader of his book, but [at

once] solves him the enigma, why Jehovah had acted thus, to punish a just

man ^ without there being any wrong in his hands, and to smite a noble-

minded man ^ in spite of [his] uprightness ; and he makes known to us the "^ ways

of God in the heavens above, and opens to us the windows of heaven, and

shews us Jehovah of hosts sitting upon His throne, and the sons of God
standing near Him on His right hand and on His left. And Satan also is

among the comers ; and he had but ^just ascended from ^taking a survey of the

* He had said before that the author had omitted nothing which could make his picture

perfect, or, in other words, he had praised his great carefulness. (1863.)

borrowed. ^ See p. xlii, note '". ^ was guarded, wary, taking heed, careful, to declare.

* [the] end. See Isa. xlvi. 10. * in spite of [there] not [being] violence (wrong), or, in spite

of no-wrong (i.e., in spite of blamelessness, innocence, integrity) ; or, if the transposition

be adopted, " not because of any wrong," i.e., without any wrong. That ddh wb is here

used as a compound word = no-wrong (i.e., innocence, blamelessness) is prob. from the

addition of iiu' , to which Don n"? would thus exactly correspond. Still, dtdh vh bv might

well be taken =: " in spite of (or, because of) [there] not [being] wrong," just as

'^v!*< 'I??? kP^^. "'^ca in Job xxix. 3, = " on the secret-blessing of God [being] on my tent,"

where we have to supply nvn. It is not clear how Ben-Zev took D^n n"? hv in Job xvi. 17.

It might also mean, " for, because of, no-wrong " (i.e., because of blamelessness, innocence),

and 11U' ^ because of iqn-igldness, and it was indeed because of Job's uprightness that God
allowed Satan to smite him, in order that he might be proved ; but I doubt whether Ben-

Zev uses the words in this meaning (cf., however, p. xlvi, note ^'). Could te =2 for, in ex-

change for = nrtiT? See note in Comm. and Append, on chap. xvi. 17. ® against, i.e.,

notwithstanding, in spite of (see Comm. on xiii. 14). ' the manner of God, i.e., His

goings on, proceedings. ^ the inf. seems to be coupled with the tense here, for the

purpose of indicating the continuance of the action of ascending, until the beginning of

the next action described (i.e., God's speaking). We thus see, as it were, Satan completing

his ascent before us, and great vividness is hereby imparted to the description. We may
transl. therefore, lit. " and ascending he had but ascended," = and he had but completed

his ascent, or he had but just ascended, Just giving the force of the inf., which thus

virtually adds strength to the "[!< , as much as to the tense. The construction is evidently

borrowed from Gen. xxvii. 30, ict"! 3i?r ks; nt tjn trans, in A. V., "Jacob was yet

scarce gone out when Esau." Ges. indeed (see Tregelles' transl. s. v. ^n) renders

the '^« (alone) just now, but scarcely, but so he does not transl. the inf. at all. * or

shortened form of y-i^n the inf. con.^lr. ; and as equivalent to yen Dr. Bernard certainly seems

to have regarded it here. (18G3.) [There are the following discrepancies between these lines as

given here, and in the fac-simile :

—

In the heading. For anai^j;ii and its (the question's) answer, there is in the fac-simile (which

see for a translation of these lines) in3iil>ra and His (God's) answer.

Line 2 of Job's question. In the fac-simile there is npSi instead of sinm .

Line 1 of God's answer. In the fac-simile there is «T '3 instead of Nr n3 '3

.

Line 2 do. In the fac-simile there is 'ri'iNCn instead of 'niTi?^ N? ; and nb is

inserted after 3i^n .—Ed., 1863.]
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earth and the inhabitants thereof, when God hastened to •^ask him what his

opinion [was] with regard to his servant Job ; and behold !
*' Satan lacks not

power to find ^^ occasions for speech even against the '^ best of men, saying that

Job serves God on account of the ''* greatness of the blessings which He has

abundantly bestowed upon him. And he ^^ asked that God should try him (Job)

in the furnace of trial, and God consented to his words, and gave him power over

everything he had '® with the exception of his person, which he v/as to preserve.

And when ^"^ the power is given to him, there is not a destroyer more

prompt than he to consume and to destroy, and with ^^ the greatest celerity he

overthrows the house of Job from the [very] root. And after he has completed

his work, the author suffers him to ascend a second time to heaven, '^and allows

him ingress among the sons of God ; and when God asked Satan a second time

respecting his servant Job, Satan found a ^"pretext to smite [even] the body

of Job, which was ^' a much more severe trial than the former, and God

searching, spying out. '" to ask (inquire at) his mouth. As it is by the mouth we are

answered, we may well be said to ask questions of a person's mouth. See p. xlvii,

line 11. " the hand of Satan is not short. '" Ben-Zev, like the Hebreiv

Commentators generally, takes nVbj? in onii riyb_5^ = the Chald. and Rabb. n^? causa,

occasio, and he transl. this expression in Deut. xxii. 14, 17 (where alone it occurs) /a/sc/2e

Beschuldigungen, false accusations ; and therefore, as Bea-Zev is the author of this

Preface, we must take this to be the meaning intended here. '^ choice of men. *• or

multitude. '* was seeking, petitioning. '® In the translation given above, which had

Dr. Bernard's sanction, in^iT is translated as if it were rtii without the affix ; i.e., as though

the 1 were paragogic. Now, in Heb. we do find 'nbn with ' paragog., but never inbw with

paragog. 1 ; and it is a question whether inVii is so used in Rabb., although I rather think

Ben-Zev in his Lexicon sometimes uses it so. inbii might, however, be a misprint for

Tibn (see p. xxxvii, note "). As, however, in Job ii. 6, from which the pres. pass, is evidently

borrowed, we find ttnp iujp: n« tjs( only his life preserve, one feels inclined to translate

here excepting this (lit., it) [thaf] he should preserve his life, but here again the affix is in

the way, and the constr. of "iQ''U with 3 , = to preserve, is somewhat uncertain, though Ges.

transL it so in 2 Sam. xviii. 12. In this pass., however, Kimchi takes -\'0V to mean to

beware (cf. Josh. vi. 18), and explains, beware {take heed) that no one touch the youth. Mr.

Randolph would adopt this meaning here, and then the sense would be, " excepting this,

that he should beware of (touching) his life," or better, inasmuch as it is harsh to supply

the verb to touch, " that he should beware in regard to, as to, his life." I think, however,

that Ben-Zev probably uses itiic in the sense in which it is used in Job ii. 6. Ben-Zev

does not quote the pass, in Sam. in his Lex., so that I do not know how he understood

3 yam there. Lastly, the affix in "mbn may, I think, possibly be simply pleonastic ; " and

gave him power over everything he had, excepting this [viz.] over his life." It is well

known that in Rabb. pron. aff. are very freq. used pleonastically, cf. p. xUx, note ". At

any rate, niii alone would have been very inharmonious. " or. He has given him the

power. '* we might, I think, say, " with the utmost alacrity," for alacrity implies

both promptitude and eagerness. " even so as to give him walks, i.e., so as to allow

him to walk among, consort with, Ben-Zev transl. Q'?bno in Zech. iii. 7, whence he has

borrowed this expression here, Utngang, Wandel. The inf. with "? here seems almost ^= a

finite verb. See note in App.. on mtob Job v. 11, and infra note '^ ^'' or occasion. See

note '. "' the trial the more severe than the former (with emphasis on the the), i.e., the

trial the most more severe than the former, i.e., which exceeded the other in the greatest
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^^ acceded to him even in this respect. And after Satan had completed his work
2^ and heaped every sort of calamity on Job, then the windows of heaven were

closed ^* [to the reader], so that he should not again return to heaven, and we do

not any longer know what is being done there ; for, seeing that he [the author]

wished to tell us in this poem that the afflictions of Job were ^^ by way of trial

and ordeal, therefore, when he has ^^ effected his intention, he shuts up the

gates of heaven, and returns to his narration and to the words of Job and his

companions, who are on earth. And Satan [too] ceased [from his work], and
^ was at rest.

And behold ! the three friends of Job gathered themselves together, [and] came

everyone from his own place at ^^ this sad report, and they found him stricken with

sores, sitting among ashes. So they sat down with him on the ground seven

days, and were not able to speak a word because of the sadness of their souls, until

Job opened [his mouth] to speak, out of the abundance of his complaint and * grief,

and murmured - because of his existence, ^ seeing that his "* non-existence would

have been better for him than his existence. Then his friends ^ also opened their

mouths to speak—not to mourn with him and comfort him, as their first intention

had been, when they came, wept, rent their garments, and sprinkled dust upon

possible degree. There were other more severe trials, but this was t?ie more severe one

par excellence, i.e., the most more severe one, the severest of the more severe trials. So in

Heb. the superlative is freq. expressed by the addition of the def. art. to an adj. Thus
D'\^35 norr (Cant. i. 8, v. 9, vi. 1) = "the beautiful one among women," par excellence =
the most beautiful, &c. See p. Ixi, note ', and sect, t, par. 5, line 1. See also p. xlii,

note '', and p. xl, line 13. It was certainly Satan's wish to select the severest trial

possible, for he knew that he could not otherwise possibly attain his object. See

Appendix, p. 567, near top. Still, as the def. art. is freq. used with a noun in Heb.

when we should use the indef. art. (cf. "^DDDn last line of this section), and as when
the subst. has the def. art., the adj. must also have it, it is possible that the meaning

here may be merely, " a more severe trial than the former." invn prefixed to an adj.

does, however, certainly sometimes mean the most, as in the pass, quoted above from the

preface (par. 2 of this sect., line 4 from end). Comp. the Fr. le plus sage = the wisest.
''" accepted [his] face for him even as to (or for) this matter. See Job xlii. 8. ^' so

as to thrust, or in thrusting, every evil upon (or against) Job ; or [which was] to thrust,

&c. "^^ This clause and the next might refer to Satan, who did not again return to

heaven, and it is certainly easier to take Satan (or the author, see four lines farther on

(in text)), to be the nom. to 2ic , and the interpunctuation in the text, though this is

very bad, certainly points to one of these two interpretations. The transl. would then be,

and he (Satan, or the author) does not return again to heaven. ^* on the side of. See

p. Ixiv, note 14. '^* completed, perfected. "'' drew his breath. See Exod. xxxi. 17,

whence this pass, is borrowed. ^' the.

' See 1 Sam. i. 16, whence this pass, has been borrowed and where Ben-Zev renders n-'o

(as freq. in Job) Klage. • or, against his existence. ' iietween the i and the o we
must supply from crnnn some such verb as complained, and he complained that. See

p. XXX, note ''. * deprivation, lack [of life]. * found opening of mouth (see

Ezek. xvi. 63, xxix. 21), to speak likewise, i.e., found their tongue, found utterance; they

had not been able to speak for grief, but now they found they had recovered the power.

Ben-Zev in the second of these pass, transl. ns jinns Muth zu sprechen, and this would
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their heads, but they began to ^ provoke him with their words, for ^ they knew

nought of the things which the writer has narrated to us * as having taken place

in heaven above between God and Satan. So the matter was impossible in their

eyes, and they sought [therefore] to justify the judgment of God, and cast ^ doubts

and aspersions on the righteousness of Job, or [imputed to him] ^^ impure mo-

tives in his service [of God] ; and, ^^ in addition to this, these wise and notable

men "' declare everyone their opinion with regard to God's Providence, and ^^ that

which beftills the sons of men, but, '' they all agree in this point [that] Jehovah

is right in His '^ controversy with Job, and that Job bears [the consequence of]

his sin. And Job returns answer to the words of everyone of them, and combats

their words, and '''stands up for himself to justify himself, and by this means

the dispute increases. At first they spake '^gentle words, until they plunged

deeply into the controversy, and their hearts grew warm, when they answered

^^ wrathfuUy, and instead of '^ friends turned to [be] his opponents. Now, as to

this sufferer, was it little '^ for him to bear his disease and his pain, that he should

besides hear '^ hard words, and the ^^ angry speeches of his friends, who provoked

him ? Yet, ^^ notwithstanding [all] this, ^^ during the whole length of the

dispute, behold ! Job stands like an iron pillar upon its base, ^2' praising his

uprightness, and the integrity of his heart, and the purity of his hands, and

maintaining [that] he is suffering ^^ for nothing ; and if, in the overflowing

of his indignation, he ^' vents some words against God's Providence, he very

do here. ° If TePil is connected with the Gr. Kevrpov, as is prob., then it strictly means

to prick, sting, goad (stimulare). ' did not know [any (one)] of the things.

8 which was (were, had been) done. See p. xxvii, note*. ^ doubt and stain.

'"
lit., or [cast] thoughts of uncleanness on his service, worship. " with this.

'"Notice that we have here d"iD]«, instead of "ffiurt (with the def. art.), as it would

be in Heb. It is a common practice in Rabb. (I suppose for the sake of economy)

to leave out the def. art. before the subst., and to put it only before the adj., or adjs.,

belonging to the subst. and several examples occur in this Preface. See note '"',

and p. Ixvi. note ^*
, &c. No ambiguity results herefrom, as the definite article with the

adjective is quite sufficient to shew that the substantive is to be taken definitely.

'- upon the chances, accidents, of the sons of men. '"' [the] side that is

equal (i.e., the point of agreement) among (between) them [is that] Jehovah, He
is the righteous just one, &c. '^ his cause. '^ This phrase

iTTM ;» nor is borrowed from Esth. viii. 11, ix. 16, where it is transl. in the A. V. to

standfor one^s life, and by Ben-Zev, sich vertlieidigen ; else one feels inclined to transl.

it to stand upon one^s will, purpose, to persist in one's determination. And, indeed,

Ben-Zev gives ^to-S this meaning, \\z. = heliarren, in Ezra x. 15, and he quotes

iny-i bi2 lois) from the Talm., imderstanding it no doubt, persisting in his opinion (auf

seine Meinung bestehend). Comp. infra, p. Ixlii, note *. '^ soft things (Job xl. 27).

'* wrath. " lovers, were turned, turned themselves to (for) him to opponents. '* his

bearing. " hard-things. See note ". -'" anger. ^' with this. See

note ("), where nj ds> with this, means in addition to this. "" The transl. sanctioned

by Dr. Bernard was " [and] notwithstanding all the length (i.e., the long duration) of

the dispute," but against this is, firstly, the absence of i and, and secondly, the pre-

sence of the word ''^ .
^'' to bless, praise. -' for no-thing. This looks as if Ben-Zev

understood con ab bj? in the preceding par., line 2, for no-tvrong ; see note on it. "* pushes
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speedily turns and repents of his ''" words. But they, who reason against him,

assert, that, as for the Rock, His work is perfect, and there is no iniquity in

His ways, and [that], if Job suffers, his guilt is upon his head (i.e., he has brought

his sufferings upon himself by his guilt) ; but Job is not humbled because of

their noise, nor is he dismayed because of their ^^ multitude (i.e., because they are

three to one), and he prevails against their words, until [at last] he gets the better

of his companions, so that [they] cannot find any answer to his words, and

[then] he extends his speeches, and there is
''' none * among them answering

his words. Then behold ! Elihu arises, and seeks to renew the controversy

;

so he speaks, and then stops and holds his peace, ^ [in the hope] of obtaining

an answer from the mouth of Job ; but Job does not enter into ^^ discussion

with him. Then he speaks again, and calls to Job, but Job [is still] silent, till

at last God reveals Himself, and speaks to Job, and puts questions ^' to him

concerning the /^^ wondrous things of [His] creation, and the government of the

universe generally. And ^^ thus Job ^* becomes humbled at the words of Jehovah,

and ^^ abases himself before Him, and confesses, that the knowledge of the ^^ short-

comings of his knowledge is the ^^ perfection of a human being's knowledge. But in

the answer of God no reply is found to the questions of Job, nor any sufficient

reason for his suffering ^^ such afflictions ; for it would not have been suitable

3^ for God to excuse Himself for His doings before flesh and blood, or to reckon

with His own creatures, why and wherefore He had done so and so ; but it is

enough that man should limit himself to his own boundaries, ' and should not

break, nor burst forth, from the station assigned to him, to * pry into the " recesses

of the mysteries of God and His ^ dispensations.

* Two copies of this Preface which we have before us do not agree as to the word

translated here to pry ; one has iinV
, and the other '^'^'^^

, but, as neither of these would

make sense, we suppose that the right reading must be ^^n^b , and have translated

accordingly.

—

Note of Ed. [I leave this note, because the suggestion made in it is very

[forth]; cf. the Germ, ausstossen. "^ word. "' This might mean, however, " their

tumult." Cf. Isa. xxxi. 4, whence the words have been borrowed, though Ben Zev has

transposed the two verbs, apparently because nn^ is a stronger word, and has a fuller and

more ^aMS«7 form than nar

.

^' see Job xxxii. 12, whence the expression has been

taken. ^' from, out of, them. ^^ [so as] to find an answer. '" words. ^' before him.

''wonders of formed (created) things. " by means of this. '* bowed himself.

'^ humbled himself to Him in it (this matter), or by it. See p. xxx, note ''. '° shortness,

brevity, imperfection. '^ end, limit, perfection, or completion, i.e., the utmost extent.

'^ the (these) afflictions. ^^ for God to be defending Himself.

' lit., and should not break forth from his station, and should not burst forth ; but as,

when two verbs refer to the same noun, it is not unusual in Heb. to place one verb before,

and the other after, the noun, I have transl. in the text as though i3S»5p belonged to both

verbs. Comp. Isa. xlii. 21, t-i.^:i nrin V^j: = rnin in^ii b-^y
, in AN., " He will magnify

the law and make [it] honourable," the idiom, which is also common in Eng., being pre-

served, though we have to supply a pronoun after the second verb. Comp. also note in

Append, on naii nTcrr masi Job xxxix. 13. The language here is, I think, no doubt

borrowed from Exod., Chap, xix., where we find, in ver. 21, nirr "j^ ^uvr ]B in A.V.,

"lest they break through to the Lord" (Jehovah), and in ver. 22 rrin;* cna ^np) ;e "lest

Jehovah break forth upon them." " secrets of. * His custom, habit, i.e..
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And the writer would not have done right, if he had left the righteous man * to

perish in his righteousness, after having represented him with the excellencies of

uprightness and righteousness, and afflicted him with pain without a cause,

merely for the gratification of Satan, in order to prove him, and yet he stood fast in

the trial, and ^ vindicated his righteousness therefore he (the writer) made

him glad ^ according to the days wherein he had afflicted him, and restored him

everything twofold ; only the number of his sons and daughters he could not

[well] make double, for, '^ had he done so, it would have been necessary [for him]

to renew his (Job's) wife's youth like [that of] an eagle ^', so that, * after she

had waxed old, she should [still] have pleasure ; for, ^ after having first borne ten

children, she '" would have had to bear twenty more ; and therefore "*' a number

[of children] like the first number seemed sufficient to him (the writer).

ingenious, and is Dr. Bernard's and not mine, "iin might well be a misprint for nnnrr

,

for I have more than once caught myself, when transcribing these reduplicated verbs,

leaving out the reduplicated, or the apparently reduplicated, letter. This would give us

here "nn , and the change from this to i^n is very easy, for every one, who has had Hebrew

printed, must know that the compositors frequently print t for "i , and vice versa.

See p. xxxiii, note d. Again, irnn is just the word we require here, for do not we

find in the Talmud (see Buxtorf, s.v.) niun 'njya nn« imn'? ]V , lit., iVow est cogitandum

post opera Dei. At the same time, I think it is pretty nearly certain that Ben-Zev

intended to write "nnb (or nnb), for in section ^, § 8 (beginning with mroi), line 4,

we find "mnV (used exactly in the same sense), where the use of the t forbids the sup-

position that there is a misprint for "imnV . The question therefore is, whether "nn

,

or ^^^ , can have much the same meaning as Tnn . Dr. Bernard seems to think they

cannot, but I am inclined to believe they can. As for 'Vi'r\ it properly means to retui'n,

and Buxtorf gives '^a "ilH, converte te, resipisce, so that it would seem to correspond

exactly to the Fr. rentrer en soi-mhne, and the Germ, in sich gehen = to reflect upon

one's ways, to repent. Again, under iin , which also means to return, we find '^| il^

= with exactly the same meaning as '^| iZiJ , whilst '^V!nr\ ]^:3 = the eeflective voice,

the Hith-padl. See Mason and Bernard's Grammar, vol. ii., p. 291. I think, therefore,

that "n^ might well be taken in the sense of to reflect upon, and so in a bad sense = to

scrutinize, pry into. But there seems to me but little doubt that "iinb is the true reading

here, for Ben-Zev (in his Lex.), following Kimchi, gives the verb "nn in the disputed

passage in Ezek. xxi. 19, onb m"jhrt .... ann
, the meaning eindringen, in das Lmere

dringen, a meaning, which well accords with that of the noun "vin penetrate (from j)enetro)

inneres Gemach (and fig., (like penetrale), t7i?termost jjart of a thing, recess), and is exactly

what we require here, "nnb would, therefore, be a misprint for "nnb , n being substituted

for n , as it very freq. is by compositors. See p. xxx, note g.—Editor, 1863. [Ben-Zev has

•nnb , see p. Ixxiv (')].

His way with men; but J^do seems also to be used = n:n]n (see p. xxxviii, note '),

conduct, rule, government (see infra p. Ixv, note *'') * perishing
;
prob. part.,

though without Full Chowlem. Cf. ti'i rrby , sect. 2 , par. 3 , lines 3, 4, and DnTCi-n

sect. T, par. 6, line 3 from end. * The lit. rend, seems to be, and disputed,

contended concerning, on behalf of, his righteousness, contested, maintained, his righteous-

ness. * according to the days of (i.e., during which) He had afflicted him—a tense

governed by a noun in constr. See Ps. xc. 15, and note in Comm. and Append, on Job

xxix. 2.
''

if so. " See Ps. ciii. 5; and infra note ". * see Gen. xviii. 12.

® after her having borne. .

'" more lit., she would again have borne twenty more.

"" the number, i.e., the number which was like the former. See p. xliv, note ^'. Mr.
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II. " WHETHER THE NAME OF JOB WAS [THAT OF] A
REALLY EXISTING MAN OR NOT?

'" Various opinions there '^ were among the wise men '^' of old, as to whether the

name of Job, mentioned in this book, [was] the name of a '^ real man, [who] existed

at a certain period of time, and all " the events told of him also took place, or

whether '^ it was a creation of the "^ fancy of the writer, [who] called the name and

'^ the events connected with it into existence, '* so as to express in the form of a

parable '''the lesson he intended to convey. But even among those who attribute

to him (Job) real existence, there is a difference and disagreement as to his time and

generation. Now the different opinions with regard to his existence, and to the time

of his existence, ^^ will be found in the Talmud (Treatise " Bava Bathra," fol. 14),

[where we read], Rabbi Levi, son of Lackma, says Job ivas in the days of 3Ioses.

Rnbbi Jochanan and Rabbi Eliezer say Job was ^' among those, who toent up out

of the captivity, &c. : and ^- a certain Rabbi says, Job neither existed nor tvas created,

Randolph would take P''^vt\ a.ct.=suppedttare, a meaning which it sometimes has, and would

render, " So he (the writer) supplies him with the number [which was] like the first number."

The rend, in the text had Dr. Bernard's sanction, and I think it agrees better with the con-

text. See sect. «, par. 4, line 4 from end, and sect. 3, par. "i, line I. I think, too, that if the

other meaning had been intended, we should prob. have had another verb, such as Ben-

Zev's favourite en' to assign, attribute. " the name of Job, whether it [was that of] an

existing man, &c. The Hebrews, having no other way of expressing that of, than by

repeating the noun, frequently do repeat it; but sometimes, finding, perhaps, the repetition

tedious, leave it out as here. Thus, we might have had here «?'« cu? Nin « 3vn c\d
, as

in the very next line. Comp. the preceding par., line 3 from the end, where

in«« mw -von iDinb = the much more prosaic iC3n >nw:3 imr« myj rinb . The «in here,

however, might jiossibly be referred to 3vj<, but, then Ben-Zev would be guilty of careless

writing, whereas, according to the other view, he has only adopted a well-known Hebrew

idiom. '" divided opinions. So in Fr. avis partages. '^ are. '"' See p. xxxviii,

note '. " an existing man [who] was in a time of the times, i.e., at some time among

all the times (ages) which have passed. '* the deeds, actions, facts, which are told

concerning him. '^ the «in might well refer to 3v« and be transl. he (was a creation,

&c.). '* thoughts. " its deeds, actions, facts. '* for the parabUng of (i.e., to

serve as a parable for) his subject (or object) the (one) intended by him. The expression

ij'os? "jirTDb is prob. borrowed from cw "^iiw Job xvii. 6, though "jco there seems to mean

rather to serve as an example * (see Comm. and Append.), than to serve as a parable as

here—still the constr. is the same. The meaning evidently is, so as to allegorize, or for the

allegorization of, his subject, &c., i.e., so as to form his subject (object, meaning) into an

allegory (or parable). I do not think that '^ca is here to be taken as a subst. ; 'JU?'3 might,

however, I think, well be regarded as the Pi-al, and so mean at once, to parable, make into

a parable, &c. See p. Ixix, note 14. " The expression i3 •rr2^vr\ ^vys is somewhat

pleonastic, for i:'2X? alone, or i3 m-yTf p3?n would yield very much the same meaning.

'"' thou wilt find ; or, it might be the fut. Niph. «?on , with an irregularity of number.

Dr. Bernard, however, adopted the former view, which I also think the more

probable. -' from, out of, those, de ceux, von denen. " lit., that one of the

* But would not to exemplify make very good sense here ?

d
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but was [pnlyl
'^^ an allegorical personage. Now, I will first bring forward -* what

^ reasonable objections there are "^^ to every opinion on both sides of the question,

whether the '^ whole of the book is -* fact or an allegory, and afterwards I will

bring forward the decision and explanation of the mattei'. If [then] we "^ suppose,

that the whole matter ®' was so [and] so existed according to this description (i e.,

according to the description given in the work), against this supposition 3" the

following objections may be raised :

1. It is very ^^ unlike an occurrence ^Mn real life, ^^that everything assigned

to the man in the way of possessions ^* should tally with the sacred t numbers,

which are, three, five, and seven,—[namely], seven sons and seven thousand sheep,

three daughters and three thousand camels, five hundred [yoke of] oxen, and

five hundred she-asses.

2. ' In like manner, it is ^ very unlike an occurrence in [real] life, that every time

an evil chance befell Job, [whether] by the spoiling of the enemy, by the falling down

of fire from heaven, or by the fall of the house, everything which had "" the

t i.e., numbers, which on certain occasions (such as in the descriptions of religious

ceremonies, sacred buildings, &c.), are employed in the Bible in preference to others.

Comp. Gen. xv. 9, " Take me an heifer of thuee years old, and a she-goat of three

years old, and a ram of three years old;" 2 Chron. iii. II, " One wing of the one cherub

was FIVE cubits and the other wing was likewise five cubits, &c." Job xlii. 8,

" Therefore take unto you now seven bullocks and seven rams."

—

Note of Ed.

Rabbins. See sujjva, p. xxxii, par. i , line 3. "' a proverb, parable, an allegory.

** ce qu'il y a d'objections raisonnables. " objections of intelligence, i.e., inteUigent,

sensible objections. -^ against every opinion from (of, on) the two parts (sides) of the

opposition, contradiction (dispute).
"''

the whole of it.
"' truth, or the whole of it

[is] an allegory. '^ lay down, suppose ; of. the Fr. poser, Germ, setzen. ^'" so existetl,

so was. ^^
lit., il y a a objecter ces objections. " far of coincidence, or occur-

rence, i.e., unlikely to coincide, occur. m3onn is not given in Buxtorf ; but we find the

verb \^o^^v^ = to agree, in Dan. ii. 9, whilst in the Targ. (Amos. iii. 3) pTi« is, according

to some, used in the same sense, and, in other places, like ]mM in Rabb. = occurrere,

olvenire, convenire, to meet, come together, from which meanings it is easy to derive

that of concurrence, coincidence, or occurrence. Comp. the Fr. rencontre = meeting and

occurrence, and se rencontrer = to meet, agree, coincide. For pirn far ^= improbable,

comp. our farfetched and its equivs. in Fr., Germ., &c. The opposite 3i"»17 near, is used

= ^ro6fl6^e, e.g., p. xxxiii, sect. 3, par. 5, line 1. '^ in existence in fact, deed, reality,

i.e., in actual, real existence, life. The periphrasis with '^'S^ci seems to have been used,

because there was no adjective in '— ('''2^2) formed from ''SD (like 'i2i:« from ot:« , &c.),

and corresponding to our actual (from act). '^ that all that which is assigned for

the possession of the man. Job is also called " the man " supra p. xli, lines 4, 5, and

infra p. liv, line 5. ^* should be set, disposed, arranged in (or according to) the sacred

numbers.

' like thus (this). ^ See siqira note ^'. ^^ borrowed from Gen. vii. 22. The

meaning is, lit., the breath of the spirit of life ; or, according to Kimchi, the breath,

the spirit, of life, D'^rr nnuJ: the breath of life, referring to man, and D".i? nn the spirit

of life, to animals. But I prefer Mendelssohn's opinion, that np©: refers rather

to the act of breathing, to the motion backwards and forwards of the breath.

Comp. Ps. xviii. 6, is?? nn rftD\iJ3p -at the blast of the breath of His nostrils. We might
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breath of life in its nostrils, ^ should be either spoiled or should die, * man as

well as beast, and that there ^ should be always left neither more nor less than

one man, ^ to come and announce the tidings to Job ; and likewise this "^ coinci-

dence, ^ that one should go out just when the other came in, ^ would be very-

singular in real life.

3. Which way did the Spirit of God pass to '" commune with the writer, who
[was] in the earth below, so that he should know everything, which was done in

heaven above, and what God spake to His hosts, " with whom He held together

sweet counsel, with regard to the actions of the sons of men, and what Satan

answered Jehovah ? [This could not be] '^except a ladder was set up on earth

and the top of it reached to heaven, and the writer '^ was ascending and

descending on it.

4. How can '* one conceive that they '^ should be talking every man with his

'* fellow "^ in words of controversy, and with '^ objections and answers, and yet every

one should '*' declare his opinion in '' lofty poetic language, and arrange his words

in short '"sentences, well-ordered and weighed, [and all this]^' as it were offhand,

transl. then, lit., which had the breathing of the breath of life in its nostrils, i.e., through

whose nostrils the breath of life passed backwards and forwards. ' was (or, should

have been) spoiled and died (or should have died). ' from man and even unto cattle.

* was (or, should have been) left remaining. " who was (or, should have been) able

to come (i.e., who might come) to announce. ' or, occurrence. * [namely] this-one

going out, and this-one coming in. ^ it [would be] far (improbable) in existence.

'" to speak to the writer. ''' with whom together He sweetened, made sweet, counsel.

See Ps. Iv. 15. '^ If we put a dash before except, and add indeed (—except (unless)

indeed, a ladder, &c.), it is, I think, hardly necessary to supply anything. Still,

as the words cm o {except) are so far distant from the first clause in the sentence

'131 ^23^ "JIT m >« which way did the Spirit of God pass, &c. (or, perhaps better, which way
could . . . have passed, &c.), upon which they evidently depend, and as the

connection between them, therefore, would be but obscure, even with the help of a

dash, I have thought it well to introduce the words, " This could not be " [=m |'«, which

ought really to liave been in the text. See p. Ixxiv (*)].
'^ n?y and tt are parts.

and not pasts, though they have not Full Chowlem. The pass, is borrowed from Gen.

xxviii. 12, i:i onr'] D'b3>. '* it go (come) up upon (enter into) the mind.^' i^! ''? ^"^^

is found in Heb., viz., Jer. iii. 16, vii. 31, &c. '*
lit., were talking together ; comp. the

Fr. S'entretenir. It is, 1 think, more in accordance with the Eng. idiom to use should be

than the j^as^, were, and I am entitled to do this, for Ben-Zev himself uses the future in

the rest of this paragraph. We, however, are more strict than the Rabbins, and do not

like to change from one tense to another as they do, but generally keep on with the tense

we have begun with. We might, however, say, were talking, declared, arranged, was

;

or, even were talking, and then should declare, should arrange, should be. In this latter

case, the meaning would be, " how can one conceive that, though they tvere talking,

yet that every one should declare," &c. ? This note applies, also, to sujn-a, pars. 1 and 2

of this sect., in the first of which thefut, and in the second the ^as^, is used, though in

Eng. I have found it better to transl. both as futs. (i.e., by shoidd). '* to his friend,

neighbour, fellow. " or, on matters of controversy; but icoi-ds is, I think, better.

See par. 6, line 1. '* and [with] objection and answer, the 3 being supplied from

nna . We might equally well transl. " with words of controversy, objections and

answers," the i before nDsa being omitted as superfluous in Eng., as infra, par. 6, line 1.

'*' See p. xxxii, note a. '" exalted poetry. -" sayings, expressions. '' as [it were] after

d 2
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without any hesitation or delay—and [that] the ^^ arrangement of the words should

be welling with poetry from his mouth like a gushing spring.

5. This also [would be] a ^ strange coincidence, that they should ^^'
all be

bards, all poets, ^* all elegant speakers, and that one '^ style ^ should be adopted

by all of them.

6. How could the memory of man suffice to remember all the words, '^' objec-

tions and answers, which [passed] between Job and his companions, and all the

2* speeches ^^ just as they were formed and really were ? Lo ! this were a difficult

matter [even] in ^''a historical narrative, ^^ the subject of which might be treated

(behind) hand:=carelessly. The expression may be derived from one's tossing out of one's

liand backwards over the shoulder what one does not care about. See Buxtorf, s.v. t .

''- This word 3i^a' is very puzzling. It is, no doubt, to be pointed 21^: , and, indeed,

in my copy, the word has an indistinct dagesh in the ©, as though to prevent its

being taken for 2W , the fut. of iiiu . [But there is no dagesh in Ben-Zev. See

p. Ixxiv]. But what is the meaning of y^^]? Buxtorf gives it two meanings, viz.,

orbis, vel terra liabitabilis (as opposed to i|i.'3 terra desertd), and soliditas, solidus

sensiis, but neither of these meanings make sense here. I would derive it, therefore, from

the Pi (11 of ittJ' , which is used in Ezek. xxv. 4. = to mahe to sit, set, place, and in Rabb.

has, according to Buxtorf, the meaning collocare, disponere, digerere ; when we should

obtain the meaning setting, disposition, arrangement—a meaning which does not ill agree

with the words [shoidd) arrange, icell-ordered and weighed. And the beauty of poetrg

certainly does depend in no slight degree upon the harmonious arrangement of the words,

for people, and people of intellect, have frequently been known to recite verses which

delighted thera by their harmony, although, when asked to explain their meaning, they

have been obliged to confess themselves unable to give it.* This interpretation had the

sanction of Dr. Bernard, who, indeed, was inclined to translate 2116^ floiv, which is about

equivalent to harmonious arrangement. We might, therefore, almost render nmn iw by

our one word diction. If again miu' could mean the setting of precious stones, &c., we

should also obtain a very good meaning ; but, in Hebrew, at any rate, the verb K^? was

used in this sense. Notice the, to Eng. minds, awkward, but voy Heb., repetition of

the word 2>3i3 , and see p. Ixiv, note '* ^' rare of occurrence, coincidence. ^^' all

of them. '* all of them speakers of bright-things. See note in App. on Job xii. 20,

p. 705, note % ; and also Isa. xxxii. 4, whence the lang. has been borrowed. " ]i33p is

the Lat. signum, and means standard, seal (cf. our signet), and style. Comp. the Fr.

cachet = seal and stamp. ^* should be coming up (i.e., should suggest itself, occur,

present itself) to all of them ; the style offers itself to them, and they adopt it. See

Buxtorf, who s.v. p^JD interprets the verb nbs? in a very similar passage obvenit. Comp.

the phrase W\r\ bv nb:? , supra, par. 1 , line 1. -' and the objections and the answers.

^' tongues, but in Kabb. also speeches, words. '-" according to their form and according to

their essence, i.e., just as they were in form and essence. '" a narrative (relation) of

fact(s), a history, which virtually = prose, as histories are commonly composed in

prose. " [in] which [it is] possible to grasp, handle, treat, the subject with different

words, i.e., in which, as being prose, the same subject-matter might be reproduced by the

hearer in different words, without its suffering any great disfigurement or distortion. Even

in. the case of a long piece of prose, when the reporter would not be tied down to the

precise words used, there would be great difficulty, if he trusted to his memory alone, in

reproducing all the statements, arguments, &c., of the speaker—how much greater then

* In " Rogers' Table Talk "
(p. 253) there is an instance given of this kind.
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of in different words—much more in ^^ poetical language, where, by changing one

word, the poetry is marred and the meaning is ^^ lost. ^^ Will any one say, that

a man [was] standing ^^ near the disputants, with a roll in his hand, ^^ an inkstand,

and a pen, and writing down with ink ^^in a book the words which he heard

^* proceeding from the mouth of the disputants ? ^^ Surely, at first they were

not gathered together, as it were *'^ in a house of assembly of ^' wise men with

*^ the fixed intention of investigating and *^ discussing matters of investigation,

the difficulty in the case of a long poem, of which every single word would have to be

reproduced ! '^ words of poetry. ^' or destroyed, spoiled. ^* will a sayer

say? For this idiom comp. 2 Sam. xvii. 9, Deut. xxii. 8, &c. Comp. also Matt. xiii. 3,

" Behold, a sotcer went went forth to sow." ^^ upon, at, near, the backs, of those

disputing. i| "JS, '13 ^5 in Rabb. = simply''?; see Buxtorf; and in Append, note on

'1' ''?> Job xvi. 11, ** and an inkstand. For this repetition of i before every noun

see note in Append, on «Ti Job i. 2. " upon the (a) book. ^* notice the sing.

Nsv referring to the plur. nnmn , and comp. in the last line of par. i the fern, nms

referring to i""D' , which is, no doubt, masc. ; and see p. xxvii, note b. '" or But.

*" according to the rule I have laid down in the Append., note on n^a, Job i. 4

(p. 519), we ought to have nm nna , unless indeed n'3 be regarded as an ace. =
did not come together, were not gathered together, to, into, a house.* ^' But is it

not better to take coDrm to be the nom. to nsna? "Surely, at first the wise men were

not gathered together in a house of assembly, &c." lyi'' n^'n alone seems freq. to = a

house of assembly of wise men. Cf. p. 1, line 9, where Job is called the, and

not THIS, man. " with a fixed intention to investigate, &c. " and to

take (receive) and give (arguments) in (or concerning) investigations, i.e., to discuss

investigations, matters of investigation. These two verbs graphically express the inter-

change, or bandying, of arguments, or the exchange of ideas. Buxtorf gives laia ]r\y\ nhj:

agere DE re aliqua. It is a question, however, whether m^n can be taken neutrally =
matter of investigation. Infra, sect, n, line 1, it is used actively ; still nouns of the same

form are certainly used neutr., as e.g., TTcrD
,
n^s'nn . But we might also rend, to take and

give in investigations,^ to exchange ideas whilst investigating, or to adduce and receive

arguments in the course of investigation. Or may in investigations mean in the matter of

(the Fr, en fait de) investigations ? They might have discussed other matters, plain

matters of fact for example, but they did not, they occupied themselves with investigations.

This would be the meaning also if we took nn'pni adverbially, i.e., with investigations =
investigatingly. a is often thus used with a subst. See ntTin infra par. m

, line 5, and

nnnn sect, t
,
par. 4, last line. Lastly, it may be, " to investigate, and to take and give

in (or concerning) [their] investigations," i.e., to discuss their several investigations. If

Tipn'' to investigate, alone had been used, it might have meant that they confined their

investigations to themselves, whereas the addition of Y^h^ ntd'j expresses that there was an

interchange between them, and that they communicated their investigations one to the

other. See Job v. 27, where Job's friends say to him, " Lo this, we have searched it (our

very verb T"), so it is ; hear it, and mark it, for thyself." I do not know exactly how

Dr. Bernard understood the pass. It seems that in Eng. to give and take, is sometimes

used in much the same way. Thus, in the " Saturday Review " of Oct. 17, 1863, it is said

of the late Archbishop Whately that, " in the quick give-and-take of Oxford conversation,

he was perhaps unrivalled." For a similar form of expression, cf. the Fr. va-et-vicnt.

* This is plausible, for TTiJ is fre(i. followed by "?
( :n ), though, seemingly, only of coming to-

gether with a jKrson, and not to or at a place.
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bat ** it so happened [that] his companioas ^^ found Job [sitting] ^^ in the ashes,

[and ^'''2 there they ^"^ came around him, and *'" in consequence of the turn which the

words took, ^^ became involved in the controversy. This is ^^ what may be

objected, if we take the words ^"^ in their strict sense.

But, if we suppose that the whole subject—both the name of the man, and

his doings and his fortunes, ^' none of them ever were, or had any existence,

[but that] all was invented ' by the mind of the writer, ^ the following objections

may be raised

:

1. What intention ^ could he (the writer) have had in ^ particularizing matters

which bear no relation to the allegory, and to the object ^ aimed at in it ; for

example, ^ Job's wife's enticing [him] to curse God, and many [things] like it ?

^ So in like manner at the close of his book, ^ he specifies the names of Job's

daughters, and [tells us] that ^ they had not their like for beauty ; also, the '"precise

number of years, which he still lived, and how many generations he saw. And so

[again] in the '^ middle of the poem (chap, xix), [Job is made to say] Mi/

brethren hath He 'putfar from me (ver. 13); Mi) breath is become offensive to

my wife (ver. 17); and, as to all the chaps. 29, 30, 31, they all point '^visibly,

and not enigmatically, to real '^events, just as though he were giving an account

of the riches and dignity with which he was [invested] in former times, and of

his good deeds, and how the wheel [of fortune] '^ had turned against him, and how
he had become [an object of] contempt and reproach ''^to the lowest of families.

2. If Job '^ never was, and never existed, how [is it that] the prophet Ezekiel

introduces him among "' men that had really existed [saying, namely,] (chap. xiv.

^* a chance chanced ; cf. note ^\ Observe the omission of the tlial, which is common with

Ben-Zev. See last par. of this sect, line 2 ; sect. 1, par. 4, Hne 9 (in original), p. xlvi, line 8

(in transl.) ** his companions hit upon, came upon, lighted upon, fell in with, met

him [namely] Job ; stiessen auf ihn. Notice the pleonastic affix, and comp. Exod. ii. 6.

** on the ashes. *''' For the omission of the i, see p. Ixii, note '*^

.

*'' surrounded

him. *'"' by means of, through, the turning, going round, of the words. Comp. our "in

the course of conversation." '" they came upon the dispute, i.e., got into the dispute,

entered tqwn it.
'"'

lit., ce qu'il y a a objecter. ^'' according to their hearing (or

sound), i.e., literal meaning. ^' all of them were not, and were not created.

' out of the heart of. ^ lit., il y a a objecter ces objections. ^ or, what did he

wish, aim at? ou en voulait-il? "* Buxtorf has the subst. iDTiTDiia, but does not give the

verb tOTJDiE
, still our word is prob. a verb and not a subst. * see note ^. The meaning

may be " aimed at by him ;

" see the first par. of this section, line 3 in the original, and

line 6 in the transl. * lit., the enticing, incitation, of his wife to curse. ' and so.

* see p. xxxii, note '. ^ there was not their example, like. ^° the detail, specification,

of the years. " interior, body. Ben-Z;iv probably considered the historical parts (i.e.,

chaps, i., ii., and part of chap, xlll.) as in some measure tvithoui, outside of, the poem

(see Buxtorf, s.v. 0'3D), and if so, within (or in the body of) the poem would be more

correct here than in the middle of the poem, which would generally be understood to =
about chap. xxi. See p. x1, note ", and p. Ixxii, just before note '^ in text. '^ by sight

and not by riddles. ^^ deeds, facts, acts, circumstances. ^* was turned, turned

itself. '*
lit., •with, in, among, the low of families. Observe the masr. sing, mns

with the fem. plur. ninD\DO
j and see p. liii, note

^
'.

'* was not and was not created,

"existing men.
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14), Though these three men, Noah, Daniel, and Job were in it? And although

in the Talmud they did not '* adopt this as an objection, so as to oppose with it

that one of the Rabbins, who said Job '® never was, and never existed, behold !

the words of the prophet are more ^" weighty.

Therefore, what is right is to ^' take the ^" middle course between the two

opposite extremes, ^ namely, [that] the truth of the matter is, that there lived a

man " at a certain period of time, ^^ whose name was Job, and who was celebrated

*for riches, dignity, and honour, and took fast hold ^^of righteousness and

uprightness, and yet misfortune befell him, and he ^*lost his possessions, and

was crushed with afflictions in ^^ addition to his poverty. And this man the

writer selected for his subject; [and] ^^ taking up some of the ^' real facts, he

fashioned him with the graving-tool of poetry, and ^^ painted the pictures with

bright colours, and made of him an image, according to the likeness and ^^ form

of the man, whom he wished to ^^ give life to in his allegory, in order to

^"^ illustrate everything that I have mentioned.

III. WHO JOB WAS—FROM WHAT PEOPLE AND COUNTRY HE
AND HIS COMPANIONS WERE.

With regard to all the cities and ^^* regions assigned as the dwelling-place

of the men, who are mentioned by name in this book, ^''most of them are from

the land of Edom, or ^^ its neighbourhood. Job was of the land of Uz, which

is assigned to Edom (Lament, iv. 21), Rejoice, and be glad, daughter of Edom,
that dwellest in the land of Uz ! And the name ^^ Uz is likewise mentioned

among the generations of the sons of Esau (Gen. xxxvi. 28).

'* take, receive. '" was not and was not created. "" strong. -' take hold

of the middle way, path. "" the two parts (sides) of opposition, i.e., the two opposing

parts, sides. ^^ and it, that, is. We must here stipjiJt/ '3 after Nim . It could not well

be expressed, on account of the second '3 immediately afterwards. Ben-Zev. freq. omits

a '3 . Cf. sect. « , par. 4, line 9, p^sn xin mn' for 'i3i mrr >d
, and supra par. i , Hne 6,

imrjD for iniy^D '3 , a comma being used instead of the o . ^4 at a time of times

;

see p. xHx, note ". " and his name [was] Job, and he was celebrated,

&c. ^^ for riches and for greatness and for honour. Notice the repetition of

the prep, and conj., and comp. note in Append, on Job i. 16 (p. 554), and supra p. liii,

note '*. " on righteousness and on uprightness. See note (^'''). ^* went
down, descended, (fell) from his riches, property. -° added upon his affliction, misery,

distress, poverty. For the siug. F]Di: referring to the plitr. C'liD' , see p. liii, note **.

But rp^j may, perhaps, be used as a subst. (like para in Job xxxviii. 38, &c.). and, if it

can, 1,hen the meaning will be [««] an addition. Comp, nicpb in Isa. xv. 9, which is

transl. in the marg. of the A. V. additions. "" took hold of, grasped, seized. " true.
' and anointed (smeared) with vermilion (i.e., with bright and vivid colours).

See Jer. xxii. 14, and infra p. Ix, note^ '' and accorrling to the form of. Notice
the repetition of the 3 , and comp. note (-"), and p. hii, note {^^), ^j ^q create; i.e., the
author wished his chief character to be life-like, and, therefore, he based it upon a man
who had really lived. " lit., to make a sign by nodding, to indicate, point out, allude

to, hint at.
^''" or provinces, but these countries could scarcely be called prorinces.

Notice the viasc. 'cnvo referring to the two ferns. and njno .
^s

^j^^jj. multitude, or
greater part, is. " from near to it. '" And so the name of Uz is mentioned, &c.
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39 EHphaz, the Temanite, was of a city, the name of which [was] Teman [^'' after

Teman], the '*'' brother of Eliphaz, who is also mentioned among the sons of Esau

(Gen. xxxvi. 11). ''"'This city [was] moreover celebrated for wise men (Jer.

xlix. 7) :
^^ Is ivisdom no more in Teman ? [It is also mentioned inj Ezek. xxv.

13, And I will make it ^'desolate from Temati ; [and in] Amos i. 12, But I

loill send a fire upon Teman ; and ''^ all of them '*'' belong to Edom.

Bildad [was]/elated ^to Shuah, [who was] of the offspring of Abraham, which

he had by Keturah (Gen. xxv. 2), And Ishbak and Shuah. And, as for him

(Shuah), he dwelt in Edom, as did Dedan* (Jer. xlix. 8).

Zophar ^ belonged to [the city] Naamah. This [may], perhaps, [be] the city

mentioned in Joshua (chap. xv. 41), on the border of the land of Edom.

Elihu 2 belonged to Buz, which is mentioned in Jeremiah (chap. xxv. 23),

together with Dedan and Teman ; and it is ^ probable that it was also a city of the

land of Edom, or of a ^ region adjoining it.

But, as to the ^ extraction of Job, of what people he was, this is also a matter

^ which cannot be absolutely cleared up, and the opinions of our predecessors are

divided thereupon ^, just as they are divided with regard to his existence and his

time. And this is also [mentioned] ^ in the place already quoted from the Talmud

(Bava Bathra, fol. 14). They say, There was a pious man among the nations of

the world (i.e., not among the Israelites), tvhose name [was'] Job, &c. (Vide in

loct) But all the Tannaim^ think that Job teas of [the people of] Israely

* Ben-Zev seems to think that, as Shuah and Dedan were of the same family, and

Dedan dwelt in Edom, as shown by there being a city of that name there, Shuah must

also have dwelt in Edom.

—

Note of Ed.

t The passage in the Talmud runs as follows

:

n3''pn lb bD3 f]12qi nino b^nnn ]mD'(6) vby i«i totd ^i]h n3 k"?!* rh\sh «3 wbi mia ivni (a) n"Ni n^n tdh

" There was a pious man among the nations of the world (i.e., not among the Israelites),

whose name [was] Job, and he only came into this world in order to receive his reward.

When afflictions came upon hira, he began blaspheming and reviling (God) ; then the Holy

One, blessed be He ! doubled him his reward in this world, in order to thrust him out from

the world to come."

—

Note of Ed.

X The Tannaim (o'wjn from the Rabbinical verb «3n to teach) are the doctors of the

Talmud.—iVbi!e of Ed.

^'
lit., Eliphaz, [called] the Temanite, for he was. See p. xxxiii, note °. 39' should

be " after the name of Teman," and not in square brackets ; see p. Ixxiv (^°). ^" Ben-Zev

liere makes a mistake, for according to the pass, in Gen., Teman was the son of Eliphaz.

^0' and so, also, this city, &c. " or. Is there no longer any wisdom in Teman? *- a

desolation. *^ i.e., all these Temans. '''' are assigned to Edom.
' after. - was related (lit., registered, enrolled) after. ' See ^. * near. See

note on pim far = improbable, p. 1, note *'. * or province. * family, race.

' [which] it is not [possible] to make pure, clear, absolutely (cf. the Germ, etwas in's

Reine bringen). ^ also (likewise), like their division, but in Eng. the also is scarcely

wanted. ' there in the Talmud, i.e., in the place already quoted (see pp. xlix—1).

In the Edition of the Talmud in the British Museum, it is in fol. xvi.

(a) i.e., '?ii-n nTOixi

.

(h) In the edition of the Tahnud, in the Brit. Museum, there is y'n T\':^'\!'r[ vt'^yn , i.e., when the

Holy One, blessed be He! brought {offictions) upon him.
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excepting ^' some few who say [the opposite ^^j. And so it would seem, for"

[from] all that one can get '^ out of the book, according to its plain-meaning,
•^'

[it is evident that] he knew nothing of the Law of Moses, nor of the fathers

of old, '^ nor of the statutes of Israel and its ordinances. And all his words are

the words of a pious and upright man, who ^'^ does not belong to the Law of

Moses; nor was it possible for him to know anything of 'Mt, [inasmuch as],

according to what will be clearly shown farther on, he was before Moses, much
more before the giving of the Law. And some ^^ would make him related to

Nahor, the brother of Abraham, '^ which is also a thing not out of the way.

IV. THE ^«PLAN AND CHARACTER OF THE DISPUTE, AND THE
'^ PRINCIPAL FEATURES OF THE REASONINGS 20 BETWEEN
JOB AND HIS COMPANIONS.

If we ^' take a general survey of the main ^^ features of the subject, and of the

words, which the writer has put in the mouth of every one of his ^^ personages

to whom he has ^^' given a mouth in his book, we shall find that he has ^^ preserved

Lis subject-matter in proper form and fitting order, in accordance with that which

the case ^* required of him for the ^ complete attainment of his object in this

composition — every one speaking according to the 2 character, which he

has 3 assigned him. So the dispute ^ gradually rises according to the nature of

its subject *'; ^ in the beginning it is carried on gently, but afterwards with

more and more violence, the discussion waxing more and more vehement in

proportion as the heat of the disputants grows fiercer and fiercer.

" there are saying, there are who say. '"
i.e., that he was not an Israelite.

" quant ii tout ce qu'il y a ii faire sortir (tirer). •= from the plain-meanings of

the book. '^' See p. Ixviii, note ". " and not a thing of, &c. " [is]

not of the Law of Moses. '^ this. '* wish to relate him, make him
related, after Nahor. '' and [as for] this too, it is not a far (improbable)

thing. See note •. '* arrangement, disposition, plan = rt:i3n in the heading of the

first section ; but njian also (see infra, notes -, "), means dispositioti , character, so I think

we might transl. pn here^j/an and character, which nearly agrees with essential arrange-

ment and essence, the renderings approved of by Dr. Bernard. '° root; i.e., the essence,

main features of. ^'' which [are, take place] between. ^' set, place (take) a general

look, glance upon (at). " root ; see note ". ^' men. -" set, assigned.

^ kept the form of the subjects on (or, according to) the proper order. By subjects Ben-

Zev seems to understand the different personages, their language, arguments, and all that

appertains to them; and all these difterent parts of his sidiject (see line 1 of this par.), or

subject-matter, the writer has, whilst taking care that each part shall be consistent with

itself throughout, so skilfully arranged and fitted together, as to form an harmonious and

artistically graduated whole. " [was] making him a debtor, condemning him, i.e.,

obliging him, requiring, exacting of him, making it his duty.

' perfection of. -' his disposition; see supra note '", and infra ". ^ singled out

for him, set apart for him, appropriated to him. * ascends by dcgi-ees. *'
i.e., as one

might expect from the nature of the subject. * its beginning [is] gentle -things, but

after this, it is hard, hard (i.e., violent, violent, increasing in violence) ; according as the

heat of the disputants makes itself strong (becomes strong, mighty), the argumentation

(discussion) strengthens itself. 'UJnn is the inf. and not the past.
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^ Job is the chief and principal [personage] ; his arguments are many and

forcible, and '^ more in unison with knowledge and intelligence ^ than the arguments

of his companions. And he is always ready to return answer ^ to his three fi-iends,

Eliphaz, Bildad, and Zophar, who combat his words '^ alternately, sometimes

one, and sometimes another; and he overcomes them, one after another. All

his words "from beginning to end [are] ''like [those of] a just man; his

'3 disposition is ^^ kind, ^'^ and though readily irritated, he is readily ^^ conciliated ;

[he is] mighty in power to bear '^ afflictions, yet '^ remains steadfast in his

righteousness, and, if here and there, in the fury of his spirit, -^ he rashly utters

words [that are] not right, respecting the ^' Omniscience and Providence [of

God], he speedily repents, and again makes straight ^^ that which he had made

crooked ^^ in his language. The ^* opening words of his discourses are for the

most part with lamentation and wailing, but he ^^ closes [them] with words which

excite pity and compassion.

Eliphaz is the first of those who answer Job. ^'^ In the beginning, his words are

words of consolation and pity, for who would not have pity upon ^'^ one suffering

cruel afflictions, when he speaks in the bitterness of his soul, and who would not

for a little while forgive [him] his words ? But one by one his words ^ become

* As for Job, he is the head and the root. ' joined to, connected with knowledge, &c., or

might it be rend., joined, put together with more knowledge and intelligence, than, &c. ?

the position of the inv is, perhaps, against it. * over, beyond. For this use of V? , comp.

Job xxiii. 2. ® towards, against. " [in] successions, changes. " from his

head (beginning) and (even) unto his end. '- The Hebrews having, no expression

exactly equiv. to that of, those of, &c., are obliged either to leave it out (as here)

or to repeat the subst. which they freq. do. Thus we might have had here P'l^ HJ'X '"m3

.

See Append., p. 586, note | ; and supra, p. xlix, note " " See note -, and p. Ivii, note ".

'^ good. " [he is] easy to be irritated, but easy to conciHate. It is much better, I

think, to supply s^'in (which is freq. omitted before parts, and adjs., see App., note on nm
,

Job ix. 8, and Index) before ni2 , as before yo^ , than to take the masc. ni: to refer to

the fem. :^2^':^n , though this constr. would be quite possible. See p. liii, note ^^ , and

Addenda, on p. 386 (in Comm,). ^^ m:^i'' should prob. be pointed ni^ib (see Job xx. 10),

for though Diy^b is the Kal, and so must mean TO BE irritated, I do not know that nsn (in

Kal) can = to be appeased, conciliated—a meaning which seems to be appropriated to the

Rabb. nainn and rnivij (see Buxtorf). '' or chastisements. '' [is] standing, abiding,

enduring. This might mean, yet he persists in his righteousness, i.e., in asserting his

righteousness, but this does not agree with what precedes, or what follows, where Ben-Zev

praises Job. *" thrusts out, i.e., rashly or angrily utters, gives vent to (the Germ,

ausstossen). *' knowledge, i.e., as applied to God, Omniscience. See note in Comm.

on ^n5?i Job x. 7. ^" the perverted (crooked), which he had made crooked (perverted).

The verb ^3» in Pi-al has in Joel ii. 7, much the same meaning as vm and nw, viz.,

pervertere. It is scarcely probable, I think, that T^ys is a misprint for mj? , though

this as following m3?rD (part of the same verb) would, perhaps, be a more idiomatic

Hebrew. [Ben-Zev has 1233?; see p. Ixxiii.] ^' or with his tongue. Dr. Bernard

pronounced in favour of the rend, given in the text. "* the opening of the

Avords of his replies (lit. reply). ^^ [is] ceasing, ceases, breaks off. ^* the

beginning of his words [is]. See su2)ra note *. "' one bearing hard (cruel) afflictions

(or chastisements). See supra note '*. "^^ are turned into har-li, cruel ones. Observe
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harsh, and he turns [round] as though ^^he had doubts about the righteous-

ness of Job, and 3*' hides suspicion ^' in the secret covert of his words, till

at last he removes the veil from his face, and no longer covers his words with the
^* cloak of concealment, but rebukes Job with a high hand, with words of censure,

and lays to his charge that his own foolishness has ^^ perverted his way, and [yet]

his heart frets against Jehovah. And in every ^* one of his replies he arouses

the ear of the hearers to attend to his words, for with him [are] great and ^^ hidden

things of ^^ sublime knowledge.

3'^ When Bildad comes forth ^^ to stand up against Job, the soul of the disputants

has already become embittered ;
^' their hearts have waxed hat, and their spirits

stormy ; so [he (Bildad), being already] ^^ in anger and fury, it was no longer time

[for him] to distil *^ pleasant speeches, and ^' gentle words like dew at the com-
mencement of his speeches, as Eliphaz [had done], who *^ spake before him. But,

for all that, he was guarded at the beginning of his speeches, and *^ entered into

discourse with Job with ** reasonable words, and *^ with the assurance [that],

provided his afflictions ^^ (as he himself said) had not been preceded by trans-

gression, then a great deal of good [was still] stored up for him, and a good
*^ reward, according to his works ^ when, however, the dispute *^ becomes more
vehement, he speaks *^ harsh words against this oppressed and afflicted man,
^'^ without compassion or mercy, and even the ^' conditional language he at first

that 12T is made fern., or used both as a masc. and. fern., and comp. 5J{/;m note "'; but,

very likely, nvijp here = harsh-things ; see m3i
, p. Ivii, note *, and esp, nittJp , infra

note *^ and p. xlvi, note ". "^ doubting. *" wraps up, hides. " i.e., in

the ambiguity of his words, in his ambiguous words. '- garment, or mantle,

cloak. '' overturned his way, i.e., ruined him; notice the tnasc. verb following

the fern, noun, though in Prov. xix. 3, whence the lang. is borrowed, the verb is

/e?n. '* reply and reply. ^' guarded, kept, hidden-things. Comp. Isa.

xlviii. 6. ^^ high, lofty, knowledges. Comp. niopn Prov. xxiv. 7, &c. " As for

Bildad, when he. '' standing up to meet. '" and the hearts, &c. ; cf. supra,

p. liii, note '*. '^ 'd d? Fjyn rrn to be in a rage with one, is found 2 Chron.

xvi. 10. '" sayings, words, of pleasantness. " words of rest, quietness, gentleness.
*" preceded him. " entered to speak, upon speaking, began to speak, "ot must,

I think, be a verb (lai), and not a subst. ** words of ta^tc, discernment (see Job
xii. 20), judgment. *^ with the condition. " were, according to his [own] words
(i.e., as he himself said, maintained), without transgression before them. *' requital,

retribution, recompense. *^ makes itself strong, mighty. See note \ '" hard, cruel-

things. ^^ away from, apart from, no (i.e., any] compassion, kc, i.e., so that there is

no compassion, Sec. The Q here does not depend on "i3t alonr, but on mcp -ot
, these two

words forming together the opposite idea to that expressed by T^b^T^ and n3':n ; for, when
o is thus used jjrivatively after verbs, it is always preBxed to a word (verb, subst., &c.)

expressing either just the opposite to, or something removed from, in opposition to, con-
trasted, or incompatible, with, the notion contained in the verb. See note in A pp. on'ibap

,

Job xix. 2G. The ]'»* here is not ahs'ilulely neressarg, but, as is not unfreq. the case with a
double negative in Heb., imparts much additional force, and expres,ses the total absence of
any compassion or pity, whilst at the same time it shews unmistakeably how the o is to be
taken. Comp. c-is"?

, Hos. ix. 12, with cix J\^"^, laa. vi. 11. The J'x i.s, I think, more
commonly added when we can use anif in Eng. ^' condition which he conditioned to
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made use of to him, he ^- removes from him, and ^^ asserts in the most absolute

manner that his aflBiictions are according to his works, and that for his sake the

^* order of creation ^^ cannot be altered. For why [says he], if the end of

all wicked men is ^^ evil, should he thus murmur at his lot, and how can he

hope for good ? And ^^ after this he depicts the end of the wicked with ^* very

cruel wrath, and makes a comparison of their calamity with the calamities of

Job ; and, in his last reply, he ^ introduces nothing new, as though there was

^ nothing left him which he had not already said, but he [again] rebukes the

crushed man ^ censoriously.

^ Zophar is the least among them, and his degree does not come up to the degree

of his companions who preceded him, in ^ argument or in poetry of language.

And, like ** an echo, he only "^ repeats and reiterates the words of Bildad ; and, in

order to increase the ^ brilliancy of his ^ figures, he '" strains and " exaggerates his

^^ language, and '^ amplifies it '* without saying one new thing. And inasmuch as

he ^^ has not power to reason with words of ^^ wisdom and understanding, behold I

he is the first who '^ draws back from disputing, and puts his hand to his mouth.*

* Ben-Zev, of course, like many others, thought that Zophar spoke only twice, whilst

the other two friends each spoke three times, but the reader will find that, according to our

arrangement of the book, Zophar really speaks three times. (N. of Ed.)

him. ^^ or it may be, he goes back, withdraws, from it (the condition) see Job

xxiii. 12. The rend, given in the text is that sanctioned by Dr. Bernard, 'ii^'ori

is used both trans, and intrans. ^^ declares absolutely with perfect absoluteness.

^* orders of.
*^ cannot alter themselves. Ben-Zev is very fond of HithjM-dls.

See notes *^, *. *° bad, calamitous, miserable. " with this. See p. xlvi,

notes " and "', where ^. D5 is transl. in addition to this, and notwithstanding

this, resp. Here it may either mean after this, as in the text, or along with this^

at the same time. Dr. Bernard sanctioned the first of these rend., and I think this is

the best, for Ben-Zev is evidently alluding to chap, xviii., in the Jlrst 2}art of Avhich Bildad

tells Job " the earth cannot be forsaken for him," i.e., the order of creation cannot be

altered on his account, and then goes on to describe the terrible fate in store for the wicked.

Still along with this might be understood in much the same sense. ^* cruelty of wrath ex-

ceedingly. fi*o seems to be used nearly as an adj. See Comm. and App. on Job xxxv. 15.

' he does not make a thing (or word) new. " not left to him some (any) thing which,

&c. The no must be taken with "in
, = some thing, no what, which in Heb. sometimes =

rraixo something, somewhat, in Rabb., freq. is joined with a noun (which it follows) in the

sense of so7ne. See Buxtorf s. v. So the Germans familiarly use was=etwas, and say, etwas

Milch, lit., SOMETHING milk=some milk. ' with rebuke, reproof, reproach, upbraiding.

* As for Zophar, he is the least who is among them. * arguments and poetries.

* the sound of mountains, borrowed from Ezek. vii. 7, where Ben-Zev transl. in echo.

The more usual Rabb. for echo is the very expressive "jip na the daughter of a voice.

' doubles and repeats. * l^p (Ezek. xxvii. 16, xxviii. 13, &c.) is a precious stone, by

Ben-Zev and others interpreted emerald, by Sept. avdpa^ = carbuncle. Here it seems

to be used metaphorically =^ brilliancy. Similarly above Ben-Zev used vermilion =
bright colours in general. See p. Iv, note ^^ ^ figure, figurative language.

'" extends, amplifies. " magnifies. '- words. '^ widens them out.

'* without making new a word. '^ has not restrained, retained strength,

has not strength enough left, or simply, has not strength enough. '" knowledge.

' See Isa. i. 4, whence the expression has been borrowed. Ben-Zev there transl.
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And there are those who divide the '^ controversy into three ^^ parts, the first

part from chap. iv. to chap, xv., the second from chap. xv. to chap, xxii., and the

third from chap. xxii. to chap. xxvi. In the ^'^ first, Job has [just] ^' come so far

in his arguments as to shew to his companions that, they have not ^- the least

superiority over him, and that there is not one thing which they know ^^ that is

concealed from him, [and that] therefore they are not ^'* competent to answer his

words, and make all his murmurings subside. And he then ^^ lays his cause before

God—when he says [namely, chap. xiii. 3], But it is to the Almighty that I ivish

to speak, and to reason ivith God that I desire—and all the ^^ ordering of his words

is before God, may He be blessed ! The second dispute is -^ the fiercest one, and

in it the arguments ^* are hurled backwards and forwards with the ^^ extremest

violence. In it Job, in the ^° vehemence of the bitterness of his soul, ^' goes so

far as to declare positively that only the way of the wicked is prosperous, [and that]

all ^" they that deal very treacherously ^^ enjoy peace, [for'.he says], (chap. xxi. 7),

Why do the ivicked live ? They become old, yea, grow mighty i?i poiver, &c.

Zophar seeks to ^^ overthrow his words, but the soul of Job has already become
^^ too much embittered for [him] to give an attentive ear to his words, and in

chap, xxiv., ''^ when he rehearses the deeds of the wicked, ^^ whose way, for all

that, is prosperous, ^^ he reiterates the assertions which he had made in chap, xxi.,

it sich zurilckziehen, sich entfernen. For the connection between strangeness and

withdrawal to a distance, removal {J^at^evrvvLng, eloignement), comp. Job xix. 13, where

=i"ij is coupled with o (denoting separation, re7noval),&nA corresponds to V^Tyfi ,
'* con-

troversies, disputes. " or divisions. ^" first controversy, i.e., the first division of the

controversy. ^' reached, attained. Comp. the Fr. est pabvenu a demontrer ; and see

infra ". ^^ superiority over him [in] anything. See 1 Sam. xxi. 3, where rrowo seems

to be used adverbially = in anything, in any respect, at all ; though, perhaps, it is used

adjectivally here, like no in par. 4, last line but one (see p. Ix, note ^), when rraiNO pin'' ]'«

would have much the same meaning as ]n"i' V3 ]>*< .
" and it is hidden. '-'

fit, suitable.

" sets, directs, his cause to God. ^* arrangements, orderings. The meaning, of course,

is, "and all his words are ordered," or, "he orders all his words." In chap. xiii. 18, he says,

he has ordered his cause (before God). "' the hard, harsh, cruel one par exce/lence, i.e., ihe

j7iod hard, &c. See p. xliv, note ^'. ' lit., twist, entwine, interweave, themselves, and

so interlace, intermingle, pass to and fro, are bandied about. Just as an interlacement of

threads is produced by the swift to and fro movement of the shuttle, fio here a tveb of argu-

ments is formed. Comp. also our to retort, lit., to ttvist {hurl) back—torquere meaning

both to twist and to vibrate, hurl. Originally I had turn, which looks as if I had read

lamnon from 33D , but the absence of a i (Full Chowlem) after the n is against this reading,

else the word would yield good sense. Note the Hithp. which is certainly much more

freq. used in Ilabb. than in Heb. See p. Ix, note ". -' perfection, or extremity,

of strength, violence. '" strength. " reaches, attains, arrives, to declare,

at declaring, absolutely, i.e., goes so far as to declare absolutely, positively.

See note "'. '" deceivers of deceit, or they that deceive deceit, i.e., deal very

deceitfully, treacherously. The expression is borrowed from Jer. xii. 1, and so is the

preceding clause. '" or happiness, prosperity. '' or to contradict ; but inn also signifies

to destroy, demolish, and we speak of demolishing a man's arguments. '^ bitter from

giving, i.e., so bitter as not to give. See p. lix, note ^^ '' in his relation of (lit., from ; cf.

the Germ, von, and Fr. de = of and from). " and for all that their way is prosperous.

*' Job doubles, in order to strengthen, confirm [them], his words which he had asserted in
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byway of enforcing [them]. Bildad ^* returns answer in a short discourse (chap.

XXV.), ^^ [as having] no [longer] speech or language, and Job remains *" the

victor over his companions, and, *' like a lion, or fierce beast, he ^^ tramples

upon the high-places of his companions, whom he has vanquished. Then the

spirit of his wrath *^ becomes tranquil [and] is at rest, and he repents him of

his words, which he spake concerning the prosperity of the wicked, and he

asserts ^* the reverse (chap, xxvii. 8), For what is the hope of the hypocrite,

&c. ? Will God hear his cry, &c. ? and all [the rest of] the matter there.

And he adds a poetical piece with lofty figures ^^ which forms a crown to the

whole book, and he concludes (chap, xxviii. 28), Behold ! the fear of the Lord

that is icisdom, and to turn away from evil [that is] understanding.'^ And in

the three chapters which ' follow, he ^ again speaks of the dignity which had

* The reader will perceive that according to our arrangement, the last eleven verses of

chap, xxvii., and the whole of chap, xxviii., are spoken not by Job, as Ben-Zev considered

iheni to be, but by Zophar. (N. of Ed.)

chap. xxi. According to this, which seems to me the true construction, vim is governed,

both by "JSia and pfr^'^ . But "jsis might ^wssihly, be joined with "nuw , and then the transl.

would be, " Job repeats, in order to strengthen (confirm) his words, that which he had

asserted," &c., but this is less natural, for iii3f< seems to belong to vnaT. A third mode of

understanding the passage is, " Job repeats (i.e., repeats what he had before said, the Fr.

se repefe), in order to strengthen, confirm, his words, which," &c. And one does not see why
bDD should not be used neutrally in this way, as njnj (to do a second time, repeat) certainly

is. I do not, however, know that "js^ is thus used, whilst in the pass, quoted from the

Talmud p. Ivi, it is used actively, and in sect, t
,
par. 5, line 2, it is followed by an ace. '"i3"i

,

just as here, and = to repeat. Lastly, V^'^'^ might be taken absolutely = to strengthen, i.e.,

for strength's sake, for the sake of emphasis; for Buxtorf, s.v., "P"^, says that I'^yn pinb is

ire({. yi^edi = ad corroborandam sensum, ad emphasin. In all these explanations I have

regarded V'^^'^ as = V)'D\ , for I do not think it can be pointed here Pp] for strength. I do

not exactly know how Dr. Bernard understood the pass. At all events, whichever con-

struction be the correct one, the meaning is quite clear. ^' [is] returning his words, i.e.,

returns answer, says what he has to say in answer. I'ln might, possibly, refer to JoVs words,

but, in this sense, Ben-Zev commonly uses vniT Vy yiir\ , as in lines 3—4 of this paragraph,

sect, i., par. 4, line 10, sect, iv, par. 7, line 4, &c. *' see Ps. xix. 4, whence the

expression is borrowed. "• the one vanquishing his companions. ^' see

Isa. XXXV. 9, whence this expression has, I believe, been taken ; and for the supposed

misprint, see p. xxxv, note", ni'rj yns \\t.,mea.n?, a violent one of beasts; Ben-Zev, how-

ever, gives V""''^ in the pass, in Isa. the meaning of verwegen, t,-ermessew=bold, audacious.
''- treads upon the heights, high-places of his companions, i.e., tramples upon their

haughty crests, casts them down from the lofty position which they had assumed.
" This pass, is borrowed from Isa. xiv. 7. Note the omission of i , and see note in

Append, on 'ito? toj? Job xxix. 8. " its inversion, converse, reverse, contrary,

opposite. " the crowning (i.e., which are crowning), the whole book. D'Tii-n of

course refers to ''jco figures, but in English it is better, I think, to transl. as though it

referred to ns^'^o

.

' [are] after it. - he returns to call to remembrance, commemorate, make mention of.
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been ^ his, and of his prosperity in the days of his youth, and '' of his righteous

deeds, which he had done, and how the wheel [of fortune] has been turned

against him now.

As to Elihu, he also was a man wonderful for [his] wisdom, but he '' could not

bring himself to stand up to speak before ^ these very old men, ^ he himself being

young, until they were silenced and Job was the victor ; then came he forth to

meet Job, * thinking in his heart to prevail against *' him by the superiority of his

wisdom, more than his friends [had been able to do]. So time after time he

^ challenges Job to engage with him in dispute, but Job keeps silence, and does

not '"care to answer his speeches. And in " the beginning of his words it is

his custom to take hold of '" some of the words of Job, and "" to oppose them ;

' to him. * his righteousnesses. ^ The interpretation given above had Dr. Bernard's

sanction and makes very good sense, and I, therefore, leave it, although it is not altogether

easy to see how the words obtain this meaning. It seems to me, that ("'^i'') iircn td? here is

probably equivalent to (pT^i'nb) tod3 bv imv (sect. 1, par. 4, line 10), which I have translated,

stands up for himself {to justify himself), and we may comp. in the same par., line 13, 3S3

(ycab) iiQj? bv "jrii tiqm 2v« Job dands like an iron pillar upon its base {to praise), i.e., was

extremely firm and resolute in praising. The meaning here would then be he did (or

coidd) not stand up for himself to speak, i.e., he shrank from speaking, could not bring

himself to speak; and this is no doubt the meaning, for Ben-Zev evidently wishes to

express here in other words the same meaning which is conveyed in Job xxxii. 6, where

Elihu says : 03n« 'ri mno ktni 'rtm p bv therefore hung I bach {tear ich schiichtern—
Ben-Zev) and was afraid to shew you my opinion. The difficulty here is that in the trans),

in the text, to stand is taken quite in a concrete sense, whilst in sfanditig up for oneself,

to stand is more fii/uratively used, or rather is merged in the meaning of resolution.

i^'Dja ~\us might possibly mean stood, endured, teas firm, resolute, in himself, in his mind

;

and then the meaning would again be he did (or could) not bring himself to speah, but

not to stand {up) to speak, because here again, yov has already been used up in eliciting the

meaning to bring himself. Comp. Ezek. xxii. 14, "^^b toJ'U, A. V., can thine heart

ENDUKE? and where Ben-Zev gives ts^ the meaning of Muth hahen. And, indeed, the

phrase "ncD3 bv nw he explains in much the same manner, for he says its meaning is

iffis: cvp TJ2 pinnnb to strengthen, fortify oneselffor the preservation of one's life, where

TO2?=pinnn, i.e., to take courage, exhibit resolution. Again, itt?C]a -\yys might mean to stand,

take up one's stand, upon oneself, to rely upon, have confidence in oneself. But this again

gives much the same meaning. * the very old men. See Ch. xv. 10. ^ and he a young man.
* and he [was] thinking, or thought, according as we take it to be the pres. part, or the past.

" Job. See p. Ixv, note -*
.

' he seeks that Job should be mixed up, mix himself up

with the dispute, i.e., he tries to bring about that .Job should. Sec. ; or he asks that Job

should mix himself up, i.e , he a^^ks, challenges Job to mix himself up, engage. Dr.

Bernard seems to have preferred the latter interpretation, which agrees better with

what really took place (see chap, xxxiii. 5, xxsii. 4). See infra note ". For the form

2->r' see supra p. xxviii, note ''. '" en no doubt comes from the thoroughly Rabb. corr

sollicitum esse, curare (see Buxtorf), though, as far as form goes, it might come from tt?irr

to hasten, or en (Rabb.) sentire. The last, however, would hardly make sense unless it

could = to give heed ; whilst imn to hasten, scarcely yields a better meaning, inasmuch

as Job, so far from hastening to answer Elihu, did not answer him at all unless,

indeed, which I think improbable, icn nb may = our he made no haste, was in no hurry

(to answer), which latter is freq., though rather vulgarly used = he took care not (to

answer). " his first words, i.e., in the first part, or chapters, of his discourse; in

opposition to aftri irards, five lines lower down. "' some words of the word*. "" and
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'2 and, though he does not absolutely condemn Job, so as to declare, as his

companions [had done], that he is a worker of iniquity and has '^ acted wickedly,

yet, behold ! he does condemn him, '* in that he justifies the judgments of God ;

and afterwards he '^ enlarges poetically upon the '^ awful works of God. And,

seeing that one of the '^ attacks, which Elihu made upon Job, was on account of

^^ his asking that God should engage with him '^ in dispute face to face, and

that he [Elihu] had said that God does not speak with a man '^ when awake,

but only speaks with him in dreams, and [then] opens his ear to instruction,

^" therefore an answer comes to Job ^' from God ^^ himself, as it were upsetting

the ^^' assertions of Elihu, and putting -^ an end to his words.

22' When God answers Job, He does not come to condemn

[he is] opposing them. '- and, as for him, although he is not condemning Job, so as to

declare absolutely, positively. '' done wickedly in his deeds. " lit., from the side of

his justifying = from, because of, his justifying, the ^:^ being somewhat pleonastic,

as '3| is in \33 ?? = V? (see p. liii, note ^*, and ^2^ bv sect. 1, par. 3, line 3 from end).

The use of the ^^ may, however, be explained here. There are two sides to every

question, and two opposite icays in which every moral action at least may be performed.

And so here; it was possible for Elihu to condemn Job either directly (explicitly), or

indirectly (implicitly), and he adopts the latter course, he- turns to the latter side ; and

from that side, i.e., from the side o/" justifying God, he condemns Job, and not /rom tJte

side of declaring him to be wicked. And so again in the case of ]VD2n is b^ quoted

above. Afflictions may come upon man from God, either as a punishment, or as a

trial ; in the former case, they are on the side of punishment, in the latter on the side of

trial. So we may say " to err on the side of humility." In translating, therefore, as I

have done ]vD:rT is bs , "by way of trial," and ipnsn iso , "in that he justifies," I give

rather the sense than the true meaning of "Rf , which I hope I have shown can scarcely be

caWed pleonastic. " he widens, enlarges poetry. In these cases the noun may commonly

be rend, in Eng. by a verb, and the Hiph. by an adverb. Thus he poetizes widely (at length)

would express the sense here. See App. note on Job v. 7.
'^' prob. the fearful (awful)

things of the works of God, for else the adj. would precede the subst.,—though instances

of this do occur. See note in App. on m« p"i'«"i Job xv. 7. He could not have said

Cttjn ni«ii: mbiSQa, and nxTi:n dmjh m'jirDi would have sounded much less well than what he

has. I think, therefore, nixn: may be a part, agreeing with mbiys , i.e., that it may be

pointed nitfii:. It could scarcely be in apposition to mbu-D. "' oppositions

(attacks) [with] which Elihu opposed (attacked) Job. Observe that the Heb. are

very fond of using a verb with a noun from the same root, whilst we as a rule

studiously avoid it. There are many examples of this fondness in this preface. See the

first line of the preceding par. They also freq. repeat a subst., where we should

either use a different one, or else a pronoun, or even leave the second subst. out

altogether. See supra lines 4 and 8 of this par., and (in the original), line 1 of the

next, pars. 5 and 6 of this sect, line 1, sect, ii, par. t, last line, &c., &c. " his

petition, request. This is in favour of the interpretation given in the text of ©P^o
,

line 3 of this par. (see note '). '" to dispute. " on [his] waking, being awake.

^° on account of this. ^' from with God. -'- in Himself, in propria persona.

^"' words. "' ends. See Job xviii. 2. ^^' on God's answering Job. Notice that a

substantive here governs an ace, and for examples, in the Bible, see note in append,

on 'J?'?? Job vii. 19. We have here one of the innumerable instances which shew that the

Hebrew writers (i.e., those who write in Hebrew), although in their Grammars, Com-

mentaries, &c., they do not note all the idiomatic constructions so fully as their Christian

(non-Jewigh) rivals, such as Gesenius, Ewakl, &c., yet are really perfectly familiar with
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^* Job, and pronounce him guilty, ^^ seeing that He had said. And thou hast moved

Me to destroy him without cause (chap. ii. 3) ;
^^ nor does He come as excusing Him-

self for 2^' having afflicted him ; for what is frail man, that he should ^^ examine into

the ways of Jehovah, and reckon with his '" Maker, to require ^ of Him an account

of His doings ! But what God ^ urges against him is this, that He regards it as

haughtiness of spirit in a man, ^^ when he seeks to ^' pry into the counsel of

Jehovah, and into '" His superintendence of the world. And '^ on this account

He lays open before him all the treasui*es of creation, and ^ puts many and

various questions to him concerning the wonders of things created, in order to

show him the greatness of the glory of His wisdom, and the depth of His ^^ search-

them, so familiar, indeed, that they are able to use them in writing. The fact is, it is

because they are so familiar with these idioms, that they do not deem them worthy of

note ; the very circumstance that they are not struck by the idioms proves their great

knowledge of the language. Thus, an Englishman is much less struck by the idioms in

his own language, than a Frenchman is. -'' Notice the two Jobs, which are awkward

Eng., but not in Heb., and see p. Ixiii, note ". '*' after that. " also he does not come.

^^' His afflicting him. ** visit upon, i.e., cast one's eyes upon attentively, scrutinize.

^' his Possessor, Owner, Master. Ben-Zev, however, gives the verb njp in Ps. cxxxix. 13,

Gen. xiv. 19, &c., the meaning of create, in which he has been followed (though prob.

unconsciously) by Gesenius. It is probable, therefore, that we ought to translate here his

Maker, Creator. And, indeed, Mendelssohn in these two pass, gives n:p the meaning of

batten, ^e?Tor?»nn^e?j, whilst Jarchi says, hdj? in the pass, in Gen. = nxn?, though he qualifies

this statement by adding—that He, God, made heaven and earth as a possession for himself.

The present pass, is, however, no doubt borrowed from Lev. xxv. 50, where we find

in:|: m y&n) =and he shall reckon loith his buyer, i.e., with him that bought him, his

owner, master, lord, so that it is not improbable that Ben-Zev uses "nap here in this sense

and, indeed, I originally, had Master, which Dr. Bernard sanctioned. The considera-

tion of this pass, also inclines me to believe that I have erred in taking ^crr, in nr aunt

1^1^' sect. 1, par. 4, line 3 from end (see p. xxx, note ^), to be the ^res. part. Kal, for 2wn

seems to have the meaning of to reckon only in the Pi-dl, and if so, 212m must be

pointed there, as here, either i^^rTi or 2^^171 , when the meaning will be and [thaf] He
should reckon, or so that lie should reckon. ** from with Him pleading (i.e., justification,

excuses), and account concerning His doings. We have transl. p pleading, in Job

xxxvi. 17. pa®m p is probably a set phrase, though I cannot find any other examples of

its use. At first sight there seems to be but little connection between the words, but by

comparing their equivs. in other lang. we discover some. Thus I12^tJ^ = reason in Eccles.

vii. 27, and = the Lat. ratio in more than one sense, while p = cause, Lat. causa, and

cause, and reason like causa and ratio, are certainly akin in meaning. ^' argues, objects,

urges against him, charges him with. The sense is of course, The reason why God

rebukes him is that He regards it as haughtiness, &c. There is, however, some incon-

gruity between the first clause and the second. '" who seeks. " see p. xlvii note *.

'" His conduct, rule, government. Wr^vri nx is either the ace. after the subst. "ijnso (see

note -^'), or nw means tvifh, towards—hut I much prefer the first explanation. If, however,

3™»3 here has the meaning custo7n, habit, way (the only meaning given it by Buxtorf),

then nN will certainly mean with, towards. See su2)ra p. xlvii, note '. The rend, superin-

tendeyice given above had, however, the sanction of Dr. Bernard, and considering the

meaning of the root Jn: ducere, seems a natural one. '" for this. *' sets before him

questions from [among] various (difl'erent) questions. " lit., of the (= His) eyeing,

inspection, consideration, contemplation (or scrutinizing glance), i.e., of His view into

e
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ing-ken, and the recesses of His sublime mysteries, of which the intelligence

of frail man 2*" falls short to comprehend ^^ even a thousandth part, and that

everything is arranged ^^ in a good and profitable order, and [that] it is folly ^^ in

man to search out the ^^ judgments of God and His ways, because of the ^^ short-

comings of him who '*° would comprehend, and the profundity of that which is

to be comprehended. And this is what the poet said—that the "" uttermost we

can know is [to know] that we do not know, &c. ; for this is our portion of all

the labour of *^ our understanding, and of [our] knowledge of Providence. And

by this means He (God) severs the great knot which *^ is tied in the coils of

created things, amongst which is of course included the heart of man, and especially

Job's heart. The allusion is, perhaps, to ni''« "lijn in Job xi. 7, which is rend, in the

transl. the searching-ken of God, and which I have suggested in the Append, may mean

the depth (i.e., the unfathomable wisdom) of God, a meaning which ]v^s may, therefore, also,

perhaps, have. That the definite art. in Heb. sometimes = a poss. affix and = his, her, &c.,

is well known. See note in Append, on icb?
, xxxv. 15; note "•-; and p. lix, note ^s'. Originally

I had the dejith of the investigation [into such matters'], and I believe this had the sanction of

Dr. Bernard, though he would seem himself to have been doubtful how to understand Ivi'n .

Buxtorf does not, inded, give P'S? this neuter meaning, but I see no reason why it may

not be used neutrally, as our corresponding terms speculation and investigation sometimes

certainly are. Thefor m says nothing, for words of the same form are freq. used neutrally,

as ii«'3 commentary, iian composition, treatise, &c. The def. art. is certainly rather in

favour of this view, as is also the use of the word po^: depth, which is, I think, more

appropriate as applied to an investigation, than as applied to a glance, when it would have

to be taken = \\\e power of penetrating to a depth. Nor can it be objected that this view

does not accord so well with the context, for two lines farther on we have :ittJiQn pay the

depth of that which is to be comprehended—or exactly the same sentiment. Moreover,

God's discourse is not intended to point out to Job so much the piercing ken of God, of

which, as is evident from chap, xxvi., 5, 6, Job was already perfectly aware—as the depth,

nay the utter unfathomableness, of the wonders of God's creation, and so, implicitly, of His

ways in general, which Job had presumed to pry into. *^" has been, is short. Notice

the fetn. verb referring to the mosc. subst., i,3« , which is very unusual in Heb., when, as

here, the noun and verb agree in number. See p. xxvii, note *, and Ges. Lehrgeb., p. 718.

^* one thing from (of) a thousand. See Job ix. 3. ** upon, according to, the good and

profitable order, arrangement. In Heb. the def. art. would be required before "mo , but

in Rabb. this is freq. left out, as the reader will have inferred from the numerous examples

of the idiom which occur in this Preface. See p. xlvi, note '". The same idiom is, how-

ever, though rarely, found in Heb. Comp. "i*ai»n ^'n, 2 Sam. xii. 4, and Ewald, Lehrg.

(1863), p. 740. *' from, on the part of, man. ^' or, the ways of God (see

p. xliii, note ').
*' shortness, imperfection. '"' It is well known that the pres.

participle frequently denotes, in Heb., not the act of the person to whom it is applied,

but his intention, or wish, and the same of course, holds good of the past part. See

Appendix, p. 543, note *. *' the end, limit (or perfection), of that which we know [is]

that we do not know. *' the understanding, i.e., our understanding. Here again the

def. art. replaces a poss. pron, aff. See note ^*. " which takes hold of, cleaves to—or,

perhaps, better, which is caught, entangled in, the intertwining, entanglement, coils ; for the

expression is taken from Gen. xxii, 13, where pen in«2 means caught in a thicket {or hedge).

We should, indeed, scarcely speak of " a knot's being caught or entangled in a rope," but

I can imagine that such an expression might be used by people who look upon knots as

distinct etitities, and speak loosely—and, indeed, I am informed by a lady that workwomen
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the mighty cable, which is fastened "** at its two extremities [namely], [to] the

Prescience (of God) *^ at one end, and [to] the Providence [of God] at the

other end.* The pleasantness of the *^ glorious beauty of the poetry of this

book is felt in the heart ; but with the mouth ^ it is not possible to express it in

words and speeches.

v.—WHO THE WRITER OF THIS BOOK [WAS], AND IN WHAT
LANGUAGE IT WAS WRITTEN.

*In every investigation which we may endeavour to make concerning this

book, we meet with doubts and different opinions, ^ respecting which it is

impossible to decide with absolute certainty, which of the opinions is * correct, and

this also is the case in our present inquiry, [namely] as to who wrote the book

of Job, and in what language it was written. The opinion of the sages ^ of the

Talmud (Bava Bathra, fol.t 14), [is that] Moses icrote his own book, and the

hook of Job ; but this ^ cannot be an opinion generally agreed upon, ^ for, if we

look to the fact that there is one [sage], who says Job was in the days of

* i.e., He summarily disposes of the great difficulty which there is in reconciling the

Fore-knowledge with the Providence of God, i.e., in understanding how it is that, if God
fore-knows what is to come to pass. He allows so much that is wrong to take place ; and

His summary solution consists in pointing out to Job that man should not transgress his

limits, and endeavour to penetrate mysteries which, although of course admitting of a

satisfactory explanation, yet never can be fathomed by a being of such limited intelligence

—though of such unlimited conceit—as frail-man. See p. xlvii, near end (of text).

—

Note

of Editor.

t In the edition in the British Museum, it is fol. 15.

—

Ed. 1863.

do talk of knots being caught in their thread. It is merely an inversion of " a rope

(string, thread, &c.) caught in a knot," which I certainly have heard myself. ** at

(to) two heads (i.e., to two points of support, Fr., points d'appui), [which, are] the

fore-knowledge, &c. T^ni here seems to me to mean, not so much the ends of the

cable, as the two points to which the two ends are fastened, as the chains of a suspen-

sion-bridge are to its abnt7nents ; and these two points, these two abutments, here are the

Prescience of God on the one side, and the Providence of God on the other, and the cable

(or chains) represents the connection between these two, the knot (i.e., the difficulty) in

which God refuses to untie, and severs. " at [the] end on this [side], and .... at

[the] end on this [side]. ** glory of the beauty.

' there is not to babble, i.e., it is not possible to express even M-eakly and feebly.

^ [as for] every investigation and investigation (i.e., every single investigation) which we

may endeavour to know (i.e., to prosecute, or to ascertain the truth of) concerning

there are in it, &c. ' as to which (or, which) it is not (i.e., it is impossible) to decide

with complete (perfect) absoluteness. * justice. * in. * is not able to be.

' for, according to (i.e., if we consider, judge from) the one who says Job was in the days

of Ahasuerus, and similarly from (i.e., judging from, according to) those who retard (delay,

defer) his existence, it is impossible [for them] to agree that Moses wrote his book.

*D would thus almost = 'eV which might be substituted for it. rtonDi lit, and as like,

similar, = and the like, and likewise, and similarly. See the vocabulary in Dr. Bernard's

Maimonides. ]n might, however, perhaps, be taken = concerning, with regard to, (as

e 2
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Ahasuerus, and that others again place his existence later [still, we see that '''] it

is impossible that they can have agreed that Moses wrote his book (i.e., the book

of Job).

But, if we * appeal to wisdom, and address intelligence, and ^ also listen to our

own feelings, '" [behold] they all bear witness to, and declare, the early origin of

this book, and "^' that it is ancient of days ; and in those early days there was not

found a man '

' more proper and fit to write a book so precious as this, and in such

sublime poetry as this, than Moses the man of God, and this book '^ is quite

worthy to be attributed to him.*

* It must not be supposed that all the views put forward by Ben-Zev in this Preface

have met with the approval of Dr. Bernard and myself. Ben-Zev generally writes very

sensibly, but here he ventures upon ground, from which we have deemed it prudent to

keep ourselves aloof (see 1st pref. p. xii), and indulges in speculations, in which, in spite of

his assertions, wisdom and intelligence have had but little share. It must not be supposed

either that, because I do not think fit to enter upon the consideration of the age of the

Book of Job, I have not read what the most eminent modern Critics (?) say upon this

point. I have read what they say, but in spite of Davidson's ultimatum (Introd. to O. T.,

vol. 2, p. 200), viz., that " Between these limits" [Solomon and the exile] " true criticism

will soon fix the proper date to half a century " (I wonder he did'nt say to half a year !)

sect. T
,
par. 6, line 5 from end p in to speah of, concerning, and sect. « ,

par. 4, line 6

from end, cma^n weq conceening, with regard to, the wonders of created things, thus

= ''n'?di in sect, t
,
par. 8, line 5)—and then the meaning would be, " and similarly with

regard to those, &c.," i.e., and the same may be said of those, &c. We could scarcely,

I think, supply ran 'Db according to the opinion (of those who, &c.), before p , though p
is sometimes used = a genitive. See note in Append, on '^nran mi , Job xx. 2.

"imw^D nnnNDn Tp may indeed, perhaps, mean according to those [others'\, who [cilso'] place

his existence late, i.e., as well as the one who says Job lived in the days of Ahasuerus ; still

I prefer the interpretation ^/ace his existence later still, as being more natural, and I

here have the sanction of Dr. Bernard. " It is freq. necessary in Rabb. to supply some

such phrase as we see that. Comp. the next par., line 2 (note ^'')
; p. Ivii, line 3 from

top, and ibid., line 7, where I originally supplied it will he seen that before " he was before

Moses." Sometimes, however, we do find an equivalent phrase in Rabb., as sect, iv, par. 1,

line 3 (in the transl.). * call to wisdom, and to intelligence utter [our] voice. The

pass, is borrowed from Prov. ii. 3, only there "Jip has a possessive affix, which removes any

ambiguity, for njiart bip p3 might well mean, to give, lend a voice to intelligence, make

her speak
;
just as in sect. > , line 2, we find no nrfj dtu tcx to whom he has put [given)

a mouth, where doubtless p3 might well be substituted for D«> .
* hear (i.e., hearken

to) our feelings. '" [we shall find, see] that all of them testify and declare concerning

the early origin (antiquity). "iw^| here cannot well be taken with 'dp = all of which, but

must be regarded as = '3 that, and some verb (such as, we shall see, or find) must

be supplied before it. See supra, note ", and p. xxx, note '. '*' prob. and con-

cerning [its being] ancient of its days. p'TO is certainly an adj. as in the expression

j'ov p'n? , Dan. vii. 9, whence the present no doubt is borrowed. Comp. '"!'?«? 'nnnto

(Ps. cxxii. 1), which, with most Comm., I understand = Qnp« (or nvrra) onvna \'ii7pizj , lit.,

I rejoice on their being saying, or, on there being people-saying (i.e., when they are

saying, or, tvhen there are people saying), Dni'n being understood as invn here,

here. The root pn» has no subst. meaning antiquity, and hence, probably, one reason

why Ben-Zev used the more difficult adjective. " lit., suitable and made

right, fit (i.e., adapted, fit,- proper) more than Moses, &c. '^ is
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But as to whether Moses was '^ the original author of it, and '* composed his

allegory '^ in the Hebrew language itself, or whether he was ^^ not the author of it,

but [only] the translator of it from one language to another language this is

another question, '^ and one which must lead him who reflects upon this doubtful

point [to the following considerations] :— 1. If Moses had been its original author,

their writings have only confirmed me in the belief which I previously entertained,

viz., that, for the want of sufficient data, it is impossible to arrive at any satisfactory

conclusion, I would especially recommend Davidson's work to the notice of the reader.

His continual substitution of cool assertion for argument is highly entertaining, though I

cannot but infer from it, either that his mind has not been properly trained, or that, from

constitutional defect, he is totally incapable of weighing evidence. Let me advise those,

who place unlimited confidence in the judgment and acumen of these Biblical Critics, to

read a letter in the Athenaeum of Oct. 24, from Mr. J. Rubens Powell, in which that

eminent Art-Critic, Dr. Waagen, is deservedly held up to ridicule for having, in a work of

his, unhesitatingly pronounced paintings to be genuine and admirable Claudes, Greuzes,

and Reynolds', which Mr. Powell had himself copied from the originals ! ! ! What a pity

it is, that it is impossible to subject the dicta of Ewald, Davidson, &c., to an equally

unerring test, for we should, indeed, to borrow Mr. Powell's language, most assuredly find

" a marvellously grotesque harvest " of blunders of a similar species ! Still, I can almost

fancy I hear Moses exclaiming in the indignation of his wrath :

—

D2 Vrv «? D'k)

inpp nca ana Nb"
"

: 11 n: iniini

&c., &c., &c.

beautiful, or suitable, to attribute itself upon (to) him; or, perhaps, it is fit, suitable,

as to this book, to be attributed to him, i.e., that it should be attributed to him.

It is not easy to say whether nw here is to be pointed m>»;» ^ Rabb. word, for

which see Buxtorf; or nix; when it would be the fut. Kal (according to Kimchi and

Ben-Zev) of the root n«' , which, however, in the meaning of to he Jit, suitable, seems

only to be used im2)ersonally. ni«; , however, seems to be used both personally and

impersonally. Another instance of the use of a Hithp. " its composer from its root,

origin, beginning. '* and was par^bling his parables, i.e., making his parables, allegories,

or, merely, composing his poetical figures, his lofty and poetical language. The expression

is borrowed from Ezek. xxi. 5 (A. V. xx. 49). Besides the meaning of parable, Ben-Zev

gives to "Jinn the meaning of " lofty and poetical language upon a noble theme." However,

from p. Iv, end of sect, ii., it would seem that Ben-Zev regarded the book as an allegory,

based upon fact, and so allegory may pass here, though the use of the plur. of V\no seems to

shew that the meaning is r&lhex poeticalfigures. The affix in vVco rax^ht possibly refer to

"Bp, its figures. '^ in the body, substance, of the Hebrew tongue, fli: is here used as

in Heb. and Rabb. Di*^ .
'* not its composer, but its translator, from tongue to tongue.

" and which brings (suggests) to the one reflecting upon this doubt [the following con-

siderations]. This interpretation, which is paraphrased in the text, had, I believe, the

sanction of Dr. Bernard. Or the meaning may possibly be :
" and what it brings (suggests)

to him who reflects upon this doubt (doubtful point) is," &c. The punctuation is in favour

of this rend. Or, again, (as Mr. Randolph suggests), it may mean : "and which brings

him, who reflects, upon (to) this doubt," i.e., suggests this doubt (i.e., the following doubts,
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he would have selected '^ his chosen ones [from] among the sons of Jacob, to put

these words in their mouth, and not [from] among men who were not of the

sons of Israel ;
'^ neither would he have been able to refrain from mentioning

in it something of the ancient fathers, and of the statutes of God and His laws.

2. If ^° the book had really been [in] the Hebrew language, whence that great

mixture of Arabic words which ^' have found their way into, and been interwoven

in, the poetry of the book ?—[a fact], ^^ which shews that the book was not

composed ^^ in the purity of the Hebrew tongue.

But what seems right is, that the ^* real book was written in the '^ Arabian

language, or in the Aramjean language, which is kindred to it, and that "" it was

Moses who translated this book into the Hebrew language ^^ with a master's hand,

for he only and no other ^* could have guided his hands so skilfully as to ^® preserve

or questions) to him. The objections to this last interpretation are, in the first place,

that f'TO"? is made an acciis., instead of a dat., and, secondly, that, while we DO know that

the verb |"3? is used with "jy = to reflect upon (see Buxtorf), we do not know whether

pCD "73? 'D «''in can mean to bring one to a doubt = to suggest a doubt to him, inspire him

with a doubt (cf., however, p. liv, note, "). The masc. n'm does not refer so much to the

fe7n. n';«ii3, as to the «"in. '* The construction given above had the sanction of Dr.

Bernard, and seems to make the best sense here, but it may be observed that vit?2 might

well be in apposition to 3pr 'n , and that in the Bible it really does occur twice (viz.,

Ps. cv. 6, 1 Chron. xvi. 13), in apposition with 3py '31 . The meaning would then be,

" He (Moses) would have chosen (i.e., made his selection) among the sons of Jacob, his

(Moses') chosen ones." ! inr nmnn . Here again Ben-Zev uses a verb with its kindred noun,

and evidently on purpose, whilst to an Eng. ear he would have chosen his chosen ones is

so unpleasant, that I have substituted selected for the first chosen. See supra p. Ixiv, note '^.

'^ and so (also, likewise) he had not been able, &c. ^° the body, substance of, the book, the

book itself, the very book, the real, original, book. ^' have been entwined (interlaced)

[and] have come up (been introduced) into the poetries (poetical portions) of

the book. The two verbs have been borrowed from Lam. i. 14. Notice the absence

of 1 between them, and see p. Ixii, note '*'. ^^ which this [is] shewing = which shews.

^^ according to the purity. ^ is freq. used in this Preface= 2 (or rather= our in), as in sect, t
,

last par., line 5 from the end. " In the purity of the Hebrew tongue '' will then = " in pure

Hebrew." ^* See note ^\ ** tongue of [tlie] Arabian. When pw7 is followed by a

masc. adj., it must be pointed "iiDb. Thus we may say, nni^ pinb , Hebrew tongue, or

n3» pxih tongue of [the} Hebrew. ^* Moses was the one translating. ^' lit., the work

of the hands of an artificer, a cunning workman. The expression is borrowed from Cant,

vii. 2. "* had (would have) been able to guide, &c. If the rend, in the text is correct,

Ben-Zev seems to have made up the PiS,l ]^y (for ]0!>» here is evidently a Pi-al) out of the

subst. p« cunning-ioorkman, in the preceding line ; and, if so, we may comp. vt n>» "JSto

(Gen. xlviii. 14), transl. in the A. V. he guided his hands wittingly, and which Ben-Zev,

who renders it in much the same way, very likely had in his mind. We should, however,

also obtain excellent sense by giving ]Q>< the meaning of to make steady, sure, a meaning

readily obtainable from the notion of steadiness or firmness which there is in the root ]o>*,

as shown by the pass. n3TOi< vt ^rto (Exod. xvii. 12) and his hands were steadiness,

firmness, i.e., firm, steady—by TQxn = to stand still, in Job xxxix. 24,—by ^pj^J firm, sure,

&c. Still the meaning obtained in this way is very much akin to that first mentioned, as

a hand cannot be skilful or dexterous without being firin and steady, nor could anything

be successfully poured from one vessel into another, if the hand holding the former vessel

at least were not firm and steady. ^^ to direct, regulate, order, make firm, keep up,
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the poetry whicli was poured out 3" from one language to another, so that

its taste ^' should not become insipid nor its scent ^^ evaporate ; and perchance it

(the poetry) may be even more pure and more sublime than [that of] the ^^ real book.

And ^'* so skilfully did he compose his poetry, that it is impossible ^^ to detect that

it is a translation. ^^ And, indeed, also the great Rabbi Abraham Ben- Ezra—his

opinion inclined [him] to say respecting this book, that it was a translation, so that

he writes (on Job, chap. ii. 11), ^ Now what seems probable to me is, that it is an

interpreted book ; therefore it is difficult ^ of interpretation, as is the case with every

interpreted book. * Nor from the language of the Talmud, can anything be brought

forward in opposition to this, for I have already ^ told you twice or three times in

this * work that, ^ when they say in the Talmud, " So and so has written such and

such a book," it is not their meaning that he was ^ its original author, but ^'they only

intend to say by it, that he '^ arranged the book, and '^' fashioned it into a complete

work, and so here, when they say Moses wrote the book of Job, their meaning is,

that he was the translator of it.

And * another opinion which I hold with regard to this question is, that,

seeing in the narrative which is at the ^ beginning of the book, as well in the

narrative which '^ closes the book, only the name of the •
' Divine Essence (i.e.,

the sacred name Jehovah) is mentioned, but that in the midst of the book all

'^ these names are mentioned, viz., vN
,
ni7N ( God\ "''?ti7 (the Almighty), while

sustain, maintain, i.e., he maintained the poetry at its original level, and did not allow it

to sink ; he preserved its spirit. Comp. the Lat. regere, sometimes = to direct (|i"'3), with

the Ital. reggere = to support, sustain. Comp., again, our right (regere) as a siibst., an acfj.,

and as a verb=to set upright (of a ship, &c). And so in the words to rule (regere) and to

govern {guhernare, to steer, direct) are certainly contained the notions of Jirmness, steadi-

ness, maintenance, supjjort, as well as that of direction, guidance. ^^ from lip (language)

to lip (language). " did not languish, become weak, fail, cease. '• was changed, see

Jer. xlviii. 11, from which much has here been borrowed. In form ina ( r= lo:) is as

though from "no to he hitter, from which some derive it. " See note **, and (for

the that of) p. xlix, note". " made prudently his poetry so much (lit., all thus, so),

i.e., so skilfully put together, composed, or arranged, ordered, disposed ; see Gen. xlviii. 14.

'^ there is not to recognise (lit., il n'y a pas a reconnoitre) a translation in it.
'^' and also

as to the great Rabbi .... his opinion inclined to say. Notice the irregularity of gender.

^^ Now the near to me [is], i.e., what seems probable to me [is]. See p. Ivi, note *.

' in its interpretation, according to the way of every, &c. ^ And from the tongue

(language) of the Talmud, there is not (i.e., it is impossible) to bring an objection against

this. ^ seconded and thirded, done a second and third time, i.e., said or written a

second and third time, one of these actions being that implied here by the general verb

do. ^ composition, treatise, i.e., no doubt, the volume containing Ben-Zev's prefaces to

different books in the Bible, for his prefaces were thus published ; see p. Ixxiii, note *. At any

it is not in the present Preface that he has given his readers the information which he now
repeats. * on their saying. ' see p. Ixix, note ". *' the (their) intention ; see p. Ixv,

note ^^ ^ was disposing, arranging, ordering. " making it up. * what has appeared

(appears) still (besides) in this [matter, question] (^e., probably, with regard to the question

of the authorship of the book). ' head. '° brings up the rear, claudit agmen,

and so = closes. See Numb. x. 25, Josh. vi. 9, 13, &c. " See p. xxxvii, note\
'• the names.
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the name of the Divine Essence '^is not mentioned in it* '"* I have come

to the just decision that the narrative '^ at the beginning and the end [of the

book] is what Moses " himself wrote. Therefore he mentions [in it] the

name [of the Divine] Essence, for he knew ^^ this name, but in the midst of

the book, the speakers are men [who were] not of the sons of Israel, and so they

knew not the ^^ name of God, nor did they bear '^' His name upon their lips.*

And with this is concluded wliat I have thought fit to place [as] an introduction

to this book.

The 6th day of " Adar, 569 (i.e., 1809) according to the ^'' lesser computation.

* It has escaped Ben-Zev (unless, indeed, he had before him a copy with another

reading), that the name Jehovah is mentioned by Job in chap. xii. 9.

—

Note of the Editor,

[Renan (Pref. to his TransL, p. xix.) is guilty of the same oversight (1863).]

" is not known, i.e., is ignored, not mentioned. " I have judged a judgment

of righteousness, justice. See Deut. xvi. 18. " which [is] at its head [and] at

[its] end. Here "iDioai would be more regular, but in the first place the copulative i is omitted

(seep, Ixii, note ^), and secondly the pron. affix is left out as superfluous. [But see p. Ixxiv

(">).] '^ by himself. " His name, i.e., God's. " lit., the name of the name, i.e., the

name of the true God, the God of the Israelites, viz., Jehovah, for mun is commonly

used = the name of all names, the name par excellence, i.e., Jehovah. Ben-Zev could

not well say D'nbN(n) dtb here, because there would have been more or less ambiguity ; but

we can say the name of God, because with us God, without an article, is only used of the

true God. See p. xxxvii, note ''. '*'
i.e.. His own peculiar name, Jehovah.

" Adar is the month included between the new moon in February, and the new
moon in March. ^'' little detail, computation, i.e., leaving out the thousands, which

are 5. We are at present (August 4, 1863) in the Jewish year 5623; 5624 will begin

with the new moon on the 13th September. It seems that a Kabbi Hillel, in the 4th

century after Christ, fixed the creation of the world at 3761 years before Christ.t If

he had said 4001 years (the year 4001 corresponding with our year 1), then the Jewish

year would, with the exception of the thousands, have agreed with ours, at least for the

greater part of the year; but, as 3761 is 240 less than 4001, therefore we must add 240

t This is the number given in the Conversations-Lexikon, s.v., Aera, but what is meant,

apparently, is, that the Jewish year 3761 had begun in the September preceding the 25th Dec. on

which Christ was born, or the 1st of January immediately following his birth, from which the

year 1 was counted. The year 3761 would thus (for nine months at least) correspond to oiu- year 1.

There seems, however, to be some doubt as to whether the year 1 was counted from the 1st

January immediately preceding, the 1st of January im mediately following, Jesus' birth, or from the

second 1st January following his birth. Thus, in the Conversations-Lexikon I find the following :

" Die Epoche dieser christlichen Aera ist nach Dionysius selbst (its originator), der unter

incarnatio, nach der Weise der Eorchenvater, die Verklindigung Maria verstand, und diese

mit dem ihr vorangegangenen biirgerlichen Jahresanfang combinirte, der 1 Jan. des Jahres,

in welches die Geburt Christi nach seiner Berechnimg fiel nicht aber, wie man
erwarten konnte, der nur durch nur eine Woche von ihr geschiedene 1st Jan. des zuniichst auf

die Geburt Christi folgenden Jahres." J In Eeuan's "Vie de J^sus," on the other hand, p. 21, I

t The announcement of the angel to Mary, or the incarnation (conception) of Christ, which Dionysius regarded

ns having taken p'ace at the same time, must, if Christ was bom on Dec. 25, and the order of nature was followed,

have happened on (or about) the 25th March preceding; only, as the year begins on Jan. 1, and not on March 25,

Dionysius, who (according to the Conv. Lex.) wished to make the incarnation of Christ the starting-point of his

era, substituted the Ut Jan. immediately preceding Christ's birth for the real date of His incarnation, Mar. 25,
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to the Jewish year, in order to give the year according to our reckoning. As, however,

the Jewish year begins in September, and thus has for more than three months the start

of ours, which does not begin till the 1st of January, we must add 239 between the new

moon in September, and the 1st of January, and 240 from January 1st, till the following

September. Thus, (1)863 corresponds to the Jewish year (5)623— (5)624, (5)624 beginning

on the 13th of September. During nine months in the year, therefore, one will be right,

if one adds 240, and so this is the rule generally given.

Page XXXV, note f.

I must observe, however, that the Rabbinic of the Preface here laid before the reader

is a reprint from a reprint (viz., from Ben-Zev's Preface as it stands at the beginning

of my copy of one edition of Wolfssohn's Job, by Homberg), and not from the original

work (see p. Ixxi, note *), published under the immediate supervision of Ben-Zev

himself. There is, therefore, a double chance of error, and, as I noiv have but one copy

of the Preface, viz., that mentioned above (though it would seem, from p. xlvii, note *,

that in 1857 I had tivo of different editions,), and have as yet been unable to procure a copy

of any other edition by Homberg,* or of Ben-Zev's original work—it is impossible for

me to say what misprints are to be laid at Ben-Zev's, and what at Romberg's, door. Some

carelessness of revision there evidently has been on the part of somebody, for there are,

I think, at least some undoubted misprints among the readings which appear to me
unsatisfactory, and to which I have' called attention in my notes; though in every other

case, excepting that now under our consideration (and, perhaps, that noted in p. xxxiii,

note ^), the errors have been by no means gross, and are readily to be accounted for. If

this Preface had been a very important part of the present work, I should, of course, not

have contented myself with mere conjectures as to whether such and such readings were,

or were not, misprints ; but I should have waited until I had procured a copy of every

edition that had been published ot the Preface, and then I should have carefully compared

them. It seemed to me, however, desirable to publish the Commentary with as little

delay as possible, and therefore it is that I have ventured upon conjectures from which I

might otherwise have deemed it more prudent to abstain. But, before the Appendix is

completed, I dare say I shall have succeeded in procuring the copies which I am now in

search of, and, if so, and I learn from them anything with regard to the disputed passages,

I will lay it before the reader.

I am, fortunately, able to redeem my promise sooner than I expected—for I have at

length (Nov. 7) had the long wished-for opportunity of examining a copy of Ben-Zev's

original work \ ; and I have the satisfaction of stating that all my conjectures prove to be

find, "On ignore la date precise de sa naissance (i.e., of the birth of Christ). Elle eut lieu sous le

rfegne d'Auguste, vers I'an 750 de Rome, probablement quelques ann^es avant I'an 1 de I'fere que
tous les peuples civiUs^s font dater dtijour ou il naquit;" whilst Lardner, in his " Common Things
Explained," tells us that the year 1 was dated from the moment that Christ completed his first pear.

Theoretically, Lardner is, undoubtedly, right, for now-a-days, at least, a baby is never called 1 till

it has completed its first year. Perhaps, however, Kenan's meaning is only that the Christian Era
(and not year 1) is dated from Christ's birth. But it matters httle here u'hen the year 1 became
entitled to its number, for, however this be settled, the Jewish year 3761 mtist have corresponded
to our year 1, as else the rule for converting the former into the latter, and vice versd, will not
hold good.

* Homberg seems to have added Ben-Zev's Preface, which was not written until four years
after the appearance of the original edition of Wolfssohn's Commentary.

t Entitled "cip 'tnpo Vn mao", and published at Vienna in the year 1810.
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correct. In one case, however (see infra, last erratum in list), I was stupid enough not to

offer a conjecture, though the construction seemed so odd to me that I endeavoured to

explain it in a note.* Now, as no part of this preface is yet struck off, two courses lie

open to me ; I can either correct the Rabhinic in accordance with Ben-Zev's text, and

cancel all the voluminous notes containing my conjectures, or I can allow the Rabbinic to

remain as it is, and retain my notes. After much consideration, I have decided upon

adopting the latter course—in the first place, because I could not now remove the notes

without giving a great deal of trouble, causing a great waste of time, and incurring much

expense ; and, in the second place, because it seems to me that these misprints, which

have afforded some exercise to my mind, may prove serviceable to the student, who will

thus be made acquainted with the most common errors which he has to look for in

Rabbinical works. I will now, therefore, give a list of the misprints and omissions, with

regard to which my collation with Ben-Zev's work has enabled me to pronounce

decisively, f

ERRATA IN THE TEXT OF BEN-ZEV'S PREFACE AS GIVEN
IN THIS WORK.

(1) P. xxvii, line 4 from top (of text), for (2"y, n mDi2) there is in Ben-Zev 2"3>n, i.e.,

fol. 8, column (or page) 2, whilst in the transl. there is fol. 7, which is, I

expect, where I found it in the edition of the Talmud which I consulted.

(2) P. xxviii, line 6 from top, and note *, Ben-Zev has Dnnn.

(3) P. xxix, line 6 from top, and note *, Ben-Zev has in'nn .

(4) P. XXX, line 1 from top, and note ", Ben-Zev has vs n« after av«

.

(5) „ line 7 from top, Ben-Zev has rnirn ism , but I leave niiin iin , as being

more Rabbinic.

(6) „ last line (in text), and note ^, Ben-Zev has 3ffini

.

(7) P. xxxi, line 1 from top, and note ", Ben-Zev has "nnb

.

(8) „ last line but one (of text), and note ', Ben-Zev has ?n ]'« before Dn '3 .

(9) P. xxxii, line 1 from top, and note ", Ben-Zev has rnm

.

(10) P. xxxiii, line 8 from top, and note % Ben-Zev has p'n did "» according to {after) the

name of Teman, before tD'''« 'n« . I had supplied, after Teman.

(11) „ line 13 from top, and note % Ben-Zev has D'nx .

(12) P. XXXV, last line of text, and note °, Ben-Zev has nvn y'lSi, in which the 3 strikes

both Mr. Randolph and myself as rather odd. It may possibly be a

misprint, and, if not, I prefer my suggestion, y'lDi

.

(13) P. xxxvi, line 8 from top, Ben-Zev has 2"i»', but this may be a misprint for Tt^rf, see

p. xxviii, note *.

(14) „ line 19 from top, and note ', Ben-Zev has "rnn"?.

(15) P. xxxvii, line 7 from bottom (of text), and note % Ben-Zev has ''^.

(16) „ line 5 from bottom (of text), and note ^ for niD3 iTUxiaTU Ben-Zev has

r]iD2i ©^inTD. I failed, but ought to have recognised this misprint, which is

a very intelligible one, and must frequently occur. Indeed, Ben-Zev him-

self has allowed the converse to escape his notice once in this preface, for

line 7 from top (of this page, xxxvii), he has hmi "?« for n'n ^'^^.

* I might easily have erased this note and altered the text, but I thought it only just to record

my failure as well as my successes ; and, besides, the misprint seems to me a very instructive one.

+ In justice, however, to Homberg, or whoever else revised Ben-Zev's Preface as it stands in the

edition of Wolfsohn's Job, from which the copy given in the present work has been reprinted, I

must state that he corrected at least as many misprints in Ben-Zev's original work as he suffered

new ones to escape his notice.
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From this list of errata we learn :

—

1. That rr is frequently substituted for n
( (1), (3), (6), (7), (9), (14) ). [The converse

certainly also holds good, though there is no example here, and it is, perhaps, less

common.]

2. That the n of the nn in a Hithpa-Sl may be left out ( (2), and comp. (13) ).

3. That two or three words may be left out
( (4), (8), (10) ).

4. That 1 may be printed for t
( (11) ). [The converse is also true.]

5. That ' may be substituted for "i ( 15) ). [The converse also certainly holds good.]

6. That a "i beginning a word may be tacked on to the end of the word preceding,

especially when it will thus make (some sort of) sense ( (16) ). [That the co7iverse also holds

good will likewise be seen from (16). This mischance is, I think, peculiarly liable to befall

1, which freq. ends and begins words; but other letters are no doubt exposed to it; and

this confusion of words must be more common in languages in which, as in Hebrew, &c.,

the letters are not joined, even in manuscript.]

7. That, when two short and contiguous clauses end with the same words, the second

clause is apt to be left out, as, the last and common word catching the eye of the transcriber

or compositor, it is imagined (when the eye returns to the original) that the second clause

has been already written or set up ( (10) ).

8. That "J may be printed for final Tsaddik
( (12) ). This must be very uncommon, and

is hardly to be explained ; see, however, p. xxxv, note ".

The following are a few of the more common misprints, of which I have myself seen

examples :

—

2 for 3 , and vice versa.

D for D, and vice versA. This is esp. common in Rabb., where the two letters o (final

Mem) and p (Samech), are still more alike than in Hebrew.

2? and V for 3^, and vice versd. to for ^, and vice versd, very common.

Less common are :

—

1 (in Rabb.) for :? (i), and 2 for t (which I have noticed also in Heb). Here sound may
have some influence, i for i , and vice versd, I am almost sure I have noticed in Rabb.

12 for Q (once).

3, and more commonly I think 3, for E; c for 3, very likely, but not noticed,

"f
for T .

"I
not unfreq. for i^ .

* o for n (twice).

3 is said to be substituted for 3, and 3 for 3, but though a very likely misprint, I have not

noticed it. In printing (or transcribing) Rabb. from Rabb., 3 U\ might readily be substi-

tuted for 2 (i)j and vice versd, but I have not noticed either of these possible mistakes.

3 for 3 (once), for i (once), and for 3 more than once (esp. in Rabb.).

Final Nun (]) for ^ (once).

P for f\ (once). "i for "i and i for i, both more than once.

1 for ' (once), a large and badly made ' looking something like a small "i.

n for n (freq.) ; n for n (less, freq.) n for n (once).

* Where vice versd is not added, it has not been noticed. The reader muBt judge when the vice

versus are probable.
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Very rare are

:

—
n for p , the tail being left out (once).

n for « (once—quite anomalous* in Heb., but readily explicable in Eabb, (p and fi).

See p. xxxiii, note ^, where I have been a little hasty in characterizing this misprint as

gross.)

3 for ? (at end of word, once—explicable).

3 for "> (once—explicable).

j for "1 (once—explicable).

D for n (once—explicable).

3? for n (once—a sort oi faux air between them ; in Rabb., however, there is consider-

able resemblance between these letters, but I cannot now say whether my example was in

Rabb. or Heb.).

In transcribing Hebrew one is apt to write :

—

« for i' , and vice versa, td for n , and vice versd,

^fori, „ 3forp, „

nfor3, „ in for D, „

on account of the little difference in the sound ; and thus misprints may arise.

And, lastly, I have frequently noticed the transposition of two contiguous letters, as

though, for example, o^^^i^ were printed for d^'^^? .

I should be glad to see a list drawn up, both of common, and of unusual, misprints in

English (I mean, of course, such as have actually occurred), as then our Shakspearian

and other critics would have something a little more solid to base their conjectures upon,

than what is at present too often their foundation, viz., conveniently remembered, but

miauthenticated misprints, or, still more frequently, I think, mere fancy. That there is,

however, actually, no limit to misprints, even in the mother-tongue of the compositor,

may, I think, be fairly inferred v^hen I state that, in one of the proofs of this preface, I

found accuracy substituted for meaning, though the result was utter nonsense ! ! The

compositor would, however, I imagine, tell me, that, if there are no limits to misprints, it

is because there are no limits to bad writing.

In a note appended to the commencement of this Preface (see p. xxxviii, note *), I

spoke in terms of high praise of Ben-Zev's style, but that note was written before the

translation of the Preface was made, and was based, rather upon Dr. Bernard's opinion of

Ben-Zev, than upon my own experience. Now, however, that I have toiled through the

Preface—a very fair specimen, I believe, of Ben-Zev's Rabbinical Hebrew—and have, to

adopt his own figurative language, cleared away for the reader a path through the tangled

thickets of his words,f I must confess that my admiration for his style has materially

diminished. He writes, indeed, for the most part, very judiciously and sensibly, and,

* Wherever I have not added quite anomalous, I consider the misprints are more or less readily

explicable, and therefore such as one might expect to meet with. Some apparently anomalous

misprints may, however, be accounted for, if we remember that the compositors keep their types

in little compartments or cehs, one for each letter, and that letters which have no resemblance often

lie in adjoining compartments, and may thus be confounded, the compositor's fingers dipping, in

the hurry of composing, into the vsrong compartment. Sometimes, again, mistakes are made in

consequence of letters sHpping into wrori/g boxes (cells), in the course of distribution. Curiously

enough, 2 and 3 are in contiguous cells.

f
• v\T\ '33pa «-}ip'7 'rT'iB -]ni oi
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where he is clear, one cannot but admire the great force and pithiness of his language

;

but when—and this is not seldom—he chooses to deal in ambiguous expressions and in

harshly elliptical and concise constructions, then I cannot discover that the thoughts which

he thus wantonly obscures, are so very brilliant, original or profound, as, in any way, to

compensate for the trouble which there is in digging out their meaning. Upon the

whole, therefore, I much prefer Wolfssohn's style, which is always clear, lucid and elegant,

without being either too concise or too diffuse. It is, I conceive, the first duty of a writer

to express his thoughts with clearness and precision; and there is no thought so profound

that it may not, if distinctly pictured in the mind, be reproduced in clear language. Clear

language, however, may at the same time, be concise—though perhaps the combination is

rare—and conciseness coupled with clearness must by all be allowed to be a beauty ; but,

when the two cannot be had, then, as I place conciseness after clearness, I greatly prefer

lucid dififuseness to obscure conciseness. Many German writers of the present day,

however—nay most perhaps—contrive to combine obscurity with difi'useness, and this

combination I regard as the most intolerable and inexcusable of all. Yet what can we

expect but much mud and water from brains which can always make words, but cannot

always elaborate <:lear thoughts ? and such brains, are, I expect, common in Germany, and

would, perhaps, have been traced, in part, by Mr. Buckle, if he had lived to write upon the

German intellect, to the great consumption of wishy-washy soups, watery vegetable stuff

(cabbage, salads, gherkins. Sauerkraut, &c.), as compared with solid animal food, and

above all to the inveterate habit of smoking from six in the morning till nine or ten at

night. Here we have both the clouds' and the water !
* It no doubt sometimes happens

that the concise writers are obscure also, in part at least, because their ideas are not

clear, but with them, I imagine the obscurity commonly arises from other causes. What

causes ? Well, in the first place, they may be naturally of a dry and fibrous, close and

costive temperament, both of body and of mind, and then they will dislike waste and

profusion of all kinds, even of words. Or they may designedly trick up their ideas in terse

and epigrammatic language, because they think it is admired, and then there is, no doubt,

great nipping and paring before the result aimed at is attained. Or they may themselves

admire conciseness and strive to imitate some celebrated model. With the second class

I have the least patience, whilst the first and last are at least entitled to respect. Still,

they should all of them bear in mind, that there is much presumption in setting such a

high value upon one's own ideas, as to imagine that other people will take the trouble to

puzzle them out. But, unfortunately, no style meets with more admirers than the concise

and obscure one! In the first place, such writers are, I think, almost always, if not

always, men of talent, and, therefore, their ideas, if not of the first order, are still worthy

of note. Then, with many, obscurity which they cannot penetrate passes for profundity,

and looking up to the writer, they look down upon themselves. Others again, who can

puzzle out the meaning, delight in this exercise for their intellect, and are proud of their

acuteness. Here self-love is involved, and when they praise the author, they are in

reality indirectly praising themselves. And, with regard to classical authors, the concise

and obscure ones, being read only in the highest classes, are naturally regarded by the

school-boy, and even by the studentf , with reverence and awe, and the impression thus

early made, is frequently preserved through life. But I must stop, or else I myself shall

be numbered with the diffuse. I have said enough to shew that with me perspicuity of

style holds the principal place.

* Tliere is, however, much truth in Buckle's theories, and I am quite disposed to believe that

not only the quantity, but also the quality of the food which a nation lives upon, has great

influence upon its destinies.

t Thus, for example, CiEsar, as being a low-class book, ranks, in their estimation, far below

Tacitus, which is a high-class book.
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THE EDITOR'S SECOND PREFACE.

If, as I have elsewhere remarked, Dr. Bernard's Commentary on

Job is naturally much inferior to what it would have been if he

had written it whilst he was in possession of his eyesight, so now

that, in consequence of his death, it has wanted his revision

while passing through the press, it is necessarily less complete

than if he had lived to revise the proof-sheets. That he himself

hoped to make further improvements is evident from a letter

which he wrote to me in September, 1857, and in which he said

that he would never consent to the publication of the work with

his name upon the title-page, unless he and I were together in

the same house whilst it was passing through the press. His death

has also produced two other results. In the first place, it has led

to a delay of about four years in the publication of the work;

and in the second, it has entailed upon me the necessity, which I

would gladly have avoided, of writing a voluminous Appendix.

"With regard to the first of these results, I refer the reader to

p. xcv, note *, where this delay is explained. With regard to the

second, when, after the lapse of four years, I came to re-examine

the Commentary, as it was passing through the printer's hands,

I was surprised to find, that, though I still fully agreed with

Dr. Bernard in the main, i.e., with regard to the general scope of

the work, the principles put forward by Job, and by Elihu, the

two characters with regard to which the greatest difference of

opinion prevails, &c., yet I differed from him with regard to many

of the details; that, for example, there were several passages.
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some of them presenting no difficulties of construction, to his

interpretation of which I could not assent ; that there were other

passages again of which he seemed to me, indeed, to have given

the true meaning, but of which he did not seem to me to have

explained the construction correctly; that his views upon many-

points of grammar did not accord with mine ; that there were

difficulties of construction, irregularities of gender, number, &c.*,

of which he had offered no explanation whatever, but which,

notwithstanding, would cause considerable perplexity to the

student; and lastly, that in doubtful passages he did not suffi-

ciently notice the comments of others. The work, indeed, might,

as far as the body (large type) of the Commentary and the

Translation were concerned, satisfy the Hebrew scholar, and those

who knew no Hebrew ; but the explanations contained in the

small type in the Commentary seemed to me too copious, and

in many cases of too elementary a character, for the scholar,

whilst for the student, and, indeed, for the large intermediate

class, comprising those who are neither students nor yet scholars,

they were far too scanty.

Dr. Bernard did not strictly adhere to his original intention,

which was to write rather for those who were intimately acquainted

with Hebrew than for the student, but allowed himself occasional

deviations in favour of the student—the result being an inequality in

the character of the notes, many difficult passages being left unno-

* The difficulties of construction, irregularities of form, &c., would of course

strike him less when blind, than if he could have seen them. He, no doubt,

knew the whole Book off by heart, but, still, he could not carry in his memory

all the peculiarities of gender, number, orthography, &c., which present them-

selves in crowds in the Book of Job. It may be said that I ought to have called

his attention to all these points ; but, as my knowledge of Hebrew was then, and

is still, though I have made great advances since 1857, far inferior to his, and as,

in addition, I had not been accustomed to consider Hebrew with the critical eye

of a Commentator, it is not surprising if I failed to call his attention to many

passages which he ought certainly not to have left unexplained. Still, perhaps, it

is fortunate that I did not trouble him too much ; for, had he made the Com-

mentary much more copious, it would not have been completed. I must say,

however, that Dr. Bernard, fearing to make the Commentary too long, refused to

comment upon many passages which I pointed out to him, though he did listen to

some of my suggestions. He used to say that his Commentary was less for

students than for scholars.
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ticecl, as being difficult only for the student and those of the next

grade above him, whilst other much less difficult passages were ex-

plained for the benefit of the two latter classes. It was, however, of

course, quite out ofthe question that I should either add or take away

anything from Dr. Bernard's Commentary—my duty clearly being

to publish it just as it was left, and this I have done, with the excep-

tion of a few verbal changes. The only course left open to me, there-

fore, was to write an Appendix, and this course I have pursued,

my chief objects being,—firstly, and principally, to vindicate

Dr. Bernard's interpretations, constructions, and explanations

where they seem to me correct, yet not so obviously so, as not to

require vindication ; secondly, to point out those passages in

which I differ from Dr. Bernard; thirdly, in the case of pas-

sages (and there are many of them), which seem to me likely

always to remain doubtful, to make suggestions of my own,

or to adduce the interpretations of others and compare these

suggestions, or these interpretations with Dr. Bernard's render-

ings ; fourthly, to explain grammatical difficulties, which Dr.

Bernard has either left unnoticed, or of which he has, to my
mind, given an insufficient, or even erroneous, explanation. At

first I thought that the Appendix would not comprise more than

100 or 150, or at most 200 pages, but the notes, as notes are wont

to do, grew rapidly under my hands, until at last I perceived that, if

they were included in one volume with the original work, the

result would be an unwieldy and unsightly book, and I therefore

determined to publish them separately. And to this determination

I was the more easily led when I reflected, that Dr. Bernard

wrote his Commentary chiefly for the use of his Hebrew pupils,

and that it was his Commentary which they wanted, and not

my additional notes. I thought, too, that it was inexpedient

to keep back the Commentary which had been ready some

months, until the Appendix— which slowly drags its weary

length along*— should be finished; and, lastly, I was unwilling

to compel those, who only wished for Dr. Bernard's work, to

* The Appendix was not begun until after the Commentary was in the press,

and as I have had and have to write the later chapters whilst the earlier ones

were and are passing through the press, it may be conceived that the work does
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take mine also. The two volumes, therefore, will not only be

published, but will also be sold^ separately. The Appendix will,

I hope, be provided with two copious Indices, the one containing

a list of the aira^ Xeyofieva and of the unusual words found in Job,

whilst the other will form a general Index to the Commentary

and Appendix.

It must not be supposed, however, that the Commentary,

together with the Appendix, will contain exhaustive information

upon every point connected with the Book of Job. Far from

it. The questions considered in both are nearly all of a p-actical,

and very few of a speculative.^ nature. A work, which would

satisfy the requirements of all readers, would fill many large

volumes, and will never be written by one man, nor by two,

who, like Dr. Bernard and myself, hold nearly the same opinions.

The literal renderings in the margin of the Translation have

been given, chiefly, of course, with the view of assisting the

student to understand the original, but also in part for the

purpose of enabling liim to compare the diff'erences of idiom

between the Hebrew and English, and also to turn back, if

he should feel so inclined, from English into Hebrew—a very

useful exercise.

The Italics in the Translation are used as in the A. V., that is,

they denote words which have no equivalent in the Hebrew, but

are introduced into the English, either because they are absolutely

required, or because they make the meaning clearer. In trans-

lations from the Bible I think they ought to be used, as else

the reader has no check upon the caprice of the translator,

who might add ad libitum^ and so delude his unsuspecting readers.

In the translations given in the Commentary, the opposite plan

has necessarily been followed, and there the added words are

not proceed very rapidly. Still, nearly half of it is now ready for the press ;

nearly all of it is written ; and nearly a third of it is printed, so that I hope it

will be completed in the course of a few months. It is, however, my intention

to publish it in three parts, each containing fourteen chapters ; the first of these

parts will soon be ready, and I trust it will appear within a month or two of the

publication of the present volume.

/
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in the Romafi character, whilst those which have equivalents in

the original are in Italics, I expect, however, that, both in

this part of the Commentary and in the Translation, some words

will be found in Italics which ought to be in Homan type, and

vice versa, for I found that I had a great tendency to make, and

to overlook, mistakes of this kind.*

Hyphens are frequently used both in the Commentary and in

the Translation, for the sake of marking that two or more words

in the English are represented by only one in the Hebrew ; but

this rule has been by no means steadily adhered to.

In the Commentary and Appendix I have not been at great

pains always to follow the original with regard to the dagesh

lene in the letters riDDlJH when beginning a word, or to the

dag. forte euphon. in the first letter of the words following HC
,

&c., as I did not consider the matter of much importance.

Since we began to write the Commentary in 1856, four new
works on Job have appeared, or have been completed, viz.,

those of Conant (1856—1857), Carey (1858), Renan (1860),

Davidson (1st vol., 1862). Of these works I do not feel called

upon to give a detailed account, for the editor of a rival work

cannot be an impartial judge, but I will say a few words about

them.

InConant's work I find but little originality, whilst self-sufficiency

is abundantly evident. His translation is disfigured by the adoption

of the modern third pers. sing. pres. in s, instead of the old form

in eth, and his language does not appear to me well-chosen, its

meagreness and want of harmony being rendered the more appa-

rent by his having, imprudently, placed his translation and the

Auth. Vers, in parallel columns. Still, his work is useful as

exhibiting, in the case of many of the difficult pass., the views

of the most celebrated Germ. Commentators in a brief compass ;

and his analysis of Ewald and Hengstenberg's views in his

Introduction is also valuable.

* I believe, however, that no important mistakes of this kind have been made ;

and such as there are the Hebrew student will, I am sure, at once be able to

correct.
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As for Carey, both Translation and Commentary must, I think,

be pronounced bad, though he sometimes manages to hit upon

what we hold to be the true meaning of a doubtful passage. Of

the taste which presided over his translation, the following spe-

cimen (from xvi. 12) will enable the reader to form some idea

:

I was at ease, but he smashed me,

And seized me by the neck, and dashed me.

Renan has certainly succeeded in translating Job into elegant

French, and this is the chief merit of his work. He does not

pretend to be original (indeed, he boasts that he is not!

(p. vi))— but has contented himself with selecting what he

conceives to be the best interpretations from modern Com-

mentators, and his book is valuable from the clearness with

which he exhibits the results, at which his more misty-headed

neighbours, the Germans, have arrived. At the same time, in

consequence of the paraphrases which he never scruples to employ

when he thinks perspicuity demands it, and in consequence of the

want of a poetical vocabulary in the French language, and of

its positivism* much of the poetry of the original is lost in his

* By positivism* I mean the tendency to call a spade a spade, or, as the French

have it, a cat a cat, i.e., to call things by their right names ; a very praiseworthy

tendency, as it has, or ought to have, its origin in a love of truth ; only some

truths are the better for being veiled, especially in poetry. And yet what people,

by a seemingly strange contradiction, understand the art of veiling, and piquantli/

veiling, too, better than these same French ! But even this is due to positivism;

an Englishman would hold his tongue altogether with regard to the subjects

which most require this veiling ; a Frenchman can't hold his tongue about them,

and so being constrained to respt^ct that feeling of decency in others of which he

commonly has so little himself, he is obliged to devise some means of expressing

his indecent thoughts in outwardly decent terms—and hence his wonderful

proficiency in the art of veiling,f

* Since writing the above, I have more than once seen realism used = what I here call

positivism. Both terms seem to me defective, in that they do not express their own

meaning, but require the help, either of the context, or of a note. But this is a detect,

which will be lost sight of, if either word succeeds in becoming naturalized. A more

weighty objection is that ihey are, both of them, already in use to denote two different

systems of philosophy.

t The French term gazer, to gauze (over), is a more appropriate designation for their mode
of effecting the process, as the very transparent covering which they make use of is almost

too thin and delicate to be called a veil. The two words, therefore, as is frequently the

case with equivalent terms in languages, mark pretty exactly the difference in the practice,

in England and France.

/2
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translation.* There is nothing, moreover, in the work to shew

that Renau ' possesses more than a superficial knowledge of"

Hebrew.

Of Davidson's work only the first volume has yet appeared. He

devotes much more space to the consideration of the difficulties of

construction and of grammar than any of his English, and than

most of his German, predecessors, and he has in this respect to

some extent forestalled me in my Appendix. Still, I much doubt

whether his Commentary (I speak of the small type) will ever

become a favourite with students, for too much is compressed

into a little space in it, and it is too full of abbreviations,

references, and repulsive grammatical terms of which one is

sometimes puzzled to guess the meaning. Nor do I think that

the large type will find more favour, excepting with those who,

having no imagination of their own, like others to imagine for

them—so dry does he suck, or attempt to suck, every passage, in

his eagerness to present every beauty to his readers, whilst the lan-

guage in which he expresses his ideas is very laboured and stilted.

f

As for his translation, it does not become me, who have written

one myself, to say much about it ; I will merely observe that scarcely

a chapter seems to me free from some uncouth expression, from

* Compare his rendering of chap. vii. 5, with that of the same passage in the

Eng. Vers.

Ma chair est revetue de vermine et d'une croute terreuse,

Ma peau est couverte de cicatrices et de pus.

My flesh is clothed with worms and clods of dust

;

My skin is broken and become loathsome.

The Eng. Vers, is not only much more literal, but (like the original) veils over,

without obscuring, what is simply disgusting, when told in wantonly crude and

harsh words like those of Renan. The Hebrew poet did not forget that disgust

very commonly excludes interest and pity, and he, therefore, did not wish to

represent Job as repulsive and disgusting. But the French love thoroughly concrete

terms.

•f
Occasionally he has a very strange note. Thus on his transl. of iii. 12,

" why two breasts," &c., he remarks, " the dual ought to be preserved as more

voluptuous and accurate "—a comment, of which the extreme appropriateness will

be appreciated, if the reader will bear in mind that, when Job uses the word

n'!"T27 , he is cursing his birth, and that the breasts of which he speaks are his

mother's ! ! !
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which the advice of a friend would have saved him. Comp. v. 11,

" get elevated into safety" (A. V. may be exalted to safety) ; vii. 5,

"my skin stiffens and runs again;" vii. 16, "my days are a

vapour; " ix. 6, " and her pillars get rocked to pieces; " ix. 27,

" I will leave off my faces and be cheerful," &c., Sec.

1 will conclude my brief notice of these four writers by

observing that they are all advocates of the practice of interpreting

Hebrew by the aid of Arabic roots (see 1st pref., pp. vii, xi, xv).

It will not, I think, be out of place here to observe that Dr.

Bernard's views concerning the book of Job, although first made

known to the world in 1^64, must not be regarded as belonging

to this date, or even to the time (1856— 1857), when they were

embodied in the present Commentary, inasmuch as Dr. Bernard

certainly held them in 18o2, when I first read the book of Job

with him, and probably held them for many years before this.*

Indeed, I think it by no means improbable that it was before he

came to England, •]- that he made this Book his study (see first

pref, p. xii), and first conceived those views of it which are now

given to the world—but here all data fail me. Still, it should be

borne in mind that this Commentary in its essence is by no means

new, nay very likely older than Ewald's, of which the first edition

appeared in 1836. Nor can Dr. Bernard's views have failed to

become known to many Hebrew scholars in England, who never

studied under him, and very likely do not even know his name

;

* My friend, Mr. Randolph, who read Job with Dr. Bernard in 1848, tells me,

that, though Dr. Bernard then understood several passages difiFerently, yet his

views of the Book in general were precisely the same as those now put forward

in this Commentary.

t I form this opinion, because I think it unlikely that Dr. Bernard increased

his knowledge of Hebrew much after he came to England in 1825, when he was

40 years old. After that time he devoted himself to teaching others ; it was

before, that he had taught himself. Still, it is possible, that it was by reading Job

with hi.s pupils that his attention was especially directed to this Book. I have

the copy of Wolfssohn's Job, of which he always made use, but no date indicates

the time at which he became possessed of it. Nor do I even know when it was

published, ^s the title page has been deliberately cut out, but the preface by

Homberg, the Editor, is dated—Vienna, 1817.
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for it is now thirty-three years since he settled in Cambridge, and,

during the seven and twenty years that he was teacher there, he

imparted these views, no doubt, to the majority of his pupils, by

some of whom, become teachers themselves, they must have been

widely propagated. I make these remarks, because it may be

urged by some critics that there is nothing new in Dr. Bernard's

treatment of the Book of Job, and that the same views have been

entertained and advanced before. This may be so—there may be

nothing new—but then let us hear hy whom and when these views

have been before advanced, so that we may see whether Dr.

Bernard is entitled, or not, to the priority.

And now let me return my heartiest thanks to Mr. Randolph,

formerly of Jesus College, Cambridge, pupil of Dr. Bernard, and

Tyrwhitt's University Hebrew scholar. Unfortunately, I did not

make his acquaintance until the Commentary was printed, but

since that time he has afforded me the most valuable assistance.

He has read over the whole of the Commentary for errata, and

has made an Index * of all the passages in the Bible to which

reference is made in it. But in the Translation he gave me much

more important help. Every sheet was sent to him as it appeared,

and he not only made his own criticisms upon it in the most frank

and open manner, but exchanged a vast number of letters with

me, examining into and weighing the merits of the various

renderings which I proposed to hira, and making in his turn

many valuable suggestions, of which I adopted such as pleased

me, though necessarily without acknowledgment.f And since

this time we have been continually in correspondence, for most of

the longer and more important notes in the Appendix have been

submitted to him; and latterly he has undertaken the very

* For the correctness of this Index, which he first suggested to me, and which

he volunteered to make, he begs me to say he holds himself responsible.

+ I think that no one ought to publish a translation of an important book

without first submitting it to the criticism of a friend. The author, by reading

and re-reading it, loses at last his power of discrimination, and words and

sentences, which, if written by another, would infallibly call down upon them his

speedy and severe censure, appear to him appropriate and, perhaps, elegant.
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laborious task of reading over the text of Ben-Zev's preface for

errata, and of criticising my translation of it. My original

preface also, and this second one have likewise been submitted to

him. In short, whenever I want advice, I turn to him, and he

gives it me forthwith.

To my friend, Dr. Harris, also I am much indebted for his

kindness in freely passing his judgment upon the Translation.

The portrait of Dr. Bernard, of which an engraving forms the

frontispiece to this volume, was taken in Cambridge by Mr. Nichols,

the photographer, about June 1856, shortly after my arrival in

Cambridge, and has been very successfully engraved by Mr.

Adlard, of Hatton Garden, The likeness is, I think, a very

striking one,* and those of Dr. Bernard's pupils, who possess a

copy of the photograph, will observe that the engraver has been

able to soften down much of the harshness of the original, and to

give a more pleasing expression to the countenance, without, in the

slightest degree, impairing the resemblance, f Dr. Bernard said,

when sitting, that he wished to look mournful and melancholy as

one ought to look who was blind, but as, in spite of his affliction,

he was really neither mournful nor melancholy, but almost

invariably cheerful, and in good spirits, he did not succeed in

communicating to his features the expression which he wished,

and looked rather as though he were of a morose and sullen

disposition. The autograph is taken from a letter which I

received from him in 1854, when he had already been blind some

years. During the last two or three years of his life he shortened

his signature to H. B., so that I had some difficulty in finding a

letter in which his name appeared in full.

* The hair is, however, considerably shorter than Dr. Bernard commonly wore
it, for he had had it cut only a few days before he sat.

t As Mr. Adlard had never seen Dr. Bernard, it may be imagined that this

result was not obtained without much trouble, and that several alterations were

made in accordance with my suggestions ; and my thanks are due to Mr. Adlard,

both for the readiness with which he received these suggestions, and for the great

pains which he took in carrying them into effect—whilst the result does great

credit to his skill and intelligence.
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With regard to the facsimile of Dr. Bernard's hand-writing

in cursive Hebrew * (p. cv), the responsibihty of its insertion

belongs to me alone, for, had Dr. Bernard lived, it is probable

that the portrait would never have been engraved, and it is certain

that no facsimile of his handwriting would have accompanied this

work. It may be objected, and it has, indeed, been objected to me,

that I might have chosen for the facsimile a piece of Hebrew at once

less trivial and better written, for it is not a favourable specimen

of Dr. Bernard's cursive Hebrew, which was commonly much

more neat; but, in the first place, this happened to be the only

piece in my possession f, and though I might have obtained more

pleasing specimens from pupils of Dr. Bernard, who (as Mr.

Randolph, &c } had read with him before he became blind, and

who had been taught to write cursive Hebrew by him, yet, as this

piece is eminently apropos, and has been thought worthy of

* How very little this cursive Hebrew is known in England, the following

anecdote, which I had from Dr. Bernard, and which I may, perhaps, be pardoned

for relating, will shew. A Polish Jew having been arrested in London, a docu-

ment, written in an unknown character, was found among his papers. It was,

naturally enough, supposed to be in Hebrew, and was, accordingly, sent to

Dr. Lee, who was then Professor of Hebrew at Cambridge, with the request that

he would translate it. But he was altogether unacquainted with the character,

and so, concluding rather hastily that it must be Polish, as the man in whose pos-

session the paper had been found was a Pole, he wrote to Dr. Bernard and begged

him to translate the accompanying Polish document ! Unfortunately, the Polish

turned out to be Cursive Hebrew (!!), of which Prof. Lee, it would seem, did

not even know the existence.

t And it came into my possession by a singular chance. One day—during

the time that I was helping Dr. Bernard with the Job—I went to the University

Library for the purpose of consulting some musty old Hebrew book—a volume

of the Talmud I think. Whilst turning over the leaves, I came upon a piece of

paper with some cursive Hebrew upon it. I carried it away with me, and read

out the Hebrew to Dr. Bernard. " Why," he cried, " I must have written that

;

nobody in the University knows those lines but myself and one or two of my
pupils. I remember writing them out some "years ago" (Dr. Bernard had then

been totally blind at least six years) " for Mr. M ," naming a former pupil

and intimate friend of his ;
" he must have left them in the book which he often

uses. I will ask him." The lines were accordingly shown to Mr. M , and

immediately recognised by him as those which Dr. Bernard had written out for

him ; but he graciously waived his claims to the paper in my favour—and thus

it is that the fac-simile has found its way into this book.
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insertion by Dr. Bernard himself (see p. xlii), I decided in

favour of it. I am, of course, responsible also for the translation

into English.

A few months before his death, Dr. Bernard dictated to me a

short account of his life, and this I subjoin with a few additions

of my own. I have left the English just as he dictated it, and if

it is not remarkable for its elegance, it must be remembered that

he did not draw up his sketch with the view of putting it at the

beginning of this book, and, indeed, that he never dreamed of its

appearing in print. His English varied much, but, as I have

before remarked, was often very good.

LIFE OF DH. BERNAET).

* Hermann Bernard was born of Austrian parents •(• in Uman, or

HumanJ, a small town in Southern Russia (at that time, Poland),

in the year 1785. His native language is that of his parents,

* This is the sketch of Dr. Bernard's Life by himself, of which I have just

spoken.

t I believe that Dr. Bernard's father was a Jew, but that he had become a

Christian before his only sons birth ; at any rate, I have ^Jiss Bernard's author-

ity for stating that her father was brought up in the Christian religion. His

father, it would seem, had also a profound knowledge of Hebrew, for my friend,

Mr. Randolph, tells me that Dr. Bernard informed him, that the interpretation of

Isa. liii., given in Mason and Bernard's Grammar, was not his own, but his

father's.

+ In the Government (province) of Kiev. In Black's Atlas it is spelled

Oumau, and in FuUarton's Gazetteer {s. v. Kiev) Uuman.
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namely, German*, and, though sufficiently familiar with the

E-ussian and Polish languages, to speak them with fluency, he

never made these languages his study •]•. The other languages

with which he is acquainted,:}: ancient as well as modern, were

^ Although Dr. Bernard was not born in Germany, and only paid, I believe,

one or two short visits to it, he spoke a very pure, good German, and not such as

is frequently heard in the mouths of Austrian gentlemen. Upon this point I am

able to speak decidedly, as, during the whole time of my acquaintance with him,

and especially during the last year, when we lived in the same house, he certainly

much more frequently conversed with me in German than in English.

t Dr. Bernard is here too modest. There is no doubt that he spoke and wrote

Russian and Polish so well, that no ordinary Russian or Pole would have

suspected him to be of foreign origin (see p. xci, note *), I have heard him say

that, whilst he was in Cambridge, he had the opportunity of speaking and

writing to several Poles, and that they did not, any of them, suspect that he was

not a Pole. Nor was he altogether ignorant of the literature of these two lan-

guages, or, at any rate, of Russian literature, for he sometimes would recite to

me pieces of Russian poetry which he knew by heart. I frequently pressed

him to teach me Russian and Polish, but this he steadily refused to do, or, at

any rate, to teach them to me otherwise than as a friend, for it was his fixed rule

not to accept payment for teaching any language with which he did not consider

himself to be grammatically acquainted—and yet he had quite as grammatical a

knowledge of Russian and Polish as most Englishmen have of their own lan-

guage ! But, unfortunately, one cannot press a friend to teach one a language,

when all the trouble is to be on one side and all the advantage on the other, and

the consequence was, that I learned from him but little more than the pronuncia-

tion of these two languages. (1863.)

X The languages he here alludes to are, probably, Hebrew, Rabbinic, Chaldee,

Syriac, Latin, French, and Italian. The last two he spoke with fluency*. I have

heard him say that he could not remember the time when he did not speak

German, Russian, Polish, and French, and I have reason to believe that he com-

menced Hebrew at a very early age. Of English he did not know one word

when he came to England f ; but, although forty at that time, he succeeded in

* In common, however, with many persons who speak two or three foreign languages

well, he spoke every language with which he was at all acquainted as far as he knew it.

Thus, I remember his telling me that he once held a long conversation in Old Syriac with

some Syrian Bishop who had come to Cambridge, and was made much of there. He and

I have spoken Hebrew together; and if we did not speak it oftener, the fault did not lie

with him.

f It has sometimes been discussed (see Rogers' Table Talk, p. 263), what word (or phrase)

•would be most useful to a person, if his knowledge of a language was to be limited to a

single word (or phrase). This question Dr. Bernard discussed with himself, with reference

to the English language, during his passage to England, and the conclusion he came to

was, that he had better ascertain as quickly as possible the English of " Wie heisst das ?
"
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imparted to him by able and distinguished private tutors, whom
his father, being a wealthy man, could afford to keep for him

acquiring a far better knowledge of our language, than is usually acquired by

foreigners. His pronunciation was remarkably good, and he spoke English with

as much ease as he did German, and with great correctness, although, in addition

to his slight foreign accent, a few trifling mistakes occasionally betrayed the

foreigner. I must, however, allow that, on the occasion of my first short

interview with him, I did not discover that he was not an Englishman (his name

said nothing) ; and, although I noticed some peculiarity in the tone of his voice,

I attributed it to his age, and to some slight provincial tinge, rather than to its

true cause. He was well skilled also in English composition, and would fre-

quently write long letters in not only correct, but really elegant, English. At

times, however, he would commit slight blunders, and this arose, as he himself

confessed, from his never having been able to acquire that fine discriminating power

both of eye and ear, which commonly enables us, in the case of our own language,

to determine when this and when that word (or construction) must or may be

used, but which, I think, no one ever yet did possess in an equal degree with

regard to even two languages. * He likewise translated from Hebrew into English

with the greatest ease, and, indeed, I believe that it was much easier to him,

from constant habit, to translate from Hebrew into English than into German ;

for, though, as I have before observed, he nearly always spoke German to me,

as being almost the only one among his friends with whom he could converse

"Was ist das?" or, " Wie nennt man das?" because then he would at once be able

to learn the English name for anything he saw. He acted upon this conclusion, and I

believe, indeed, that the Captain of the vessel communicated to him the talismanic words

(What is that? What do you call that?), which he was in search of; so that, with the

aid of his wonderful memory, he was not long in acquiring a knowledge of English. When
asked how, though he had begun so old, he had managed to acquire so good a knowledge

of English, he used to reply, " Impudence ! Impudence !
" and he certainly never was

afraid to ask a question. His first teacher in English was a Frenchman, of whom he took

lessons for some time, until one evening his master took it into his head to descant upon

the beauties of the opening line of Young's " Night Thoughts," " Tir'd Nature's sweet

restorer, balmy sleep," and wound up by saying to his attentive pupil, " Vous voyez, il y a

en I'homme trois natures, et sa troisieme nature, c'est le sommeil " (the malheweux had

taken tir'd Ma<?<re = third natweV.)—and Dr. Bernard then perceived that he knew
more than his would-be instructor.

* My own observation leads me to the conclusion, that those who are brought up from

their childhood to speak two or more languages indiscriminately and with equal ease,

really never possess a mother-tongue, i.e., a tongue free from aWforeuin admixture ; for I

have invariably noticed—and every fresh example which comes before me confirms my
observation— that these many-tongued individuals cannot speak even the language of the

country in which they have passed the greater part of their lives, and with which, of

course, they are commonly the most familiar—without introducing into it some idioms

borrowed from one or more of their other languages ; whilst, when speaking these other

languages, some slight (often very slight) peculiarity of accent betrays them, independently
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at home. He also kept for him a mathematical tutor. * In 1825,

Hermann Bernard came over to England,
-f

which country he has

never left since that time, and in which he has ultimately become

naturalized. In 1830 he established himself at Cambridge, where

he soon afterwards was unanimously elected by the Senate Hebrew

teacher in the University, with an annual stipend—an office which

he still holds. Soon after his establishing himself in Cambridge

he was engaged by six distinguished members of the University:^

in his native language, yet, when translating to me from Hebrew, he invariably

made use of English. And this will not surprise any one who considers how plain

and straightforward English is, in comparison with tortuous, intricate, and long-

winded German. A German friend of mine, who, as compared with Dr. Bernard,

had only a moderate acquaintance with English, confessed that it was by no

means easy, even to hira, to translate from Latin (a language, too, to which

German is not unlike in construction) into German, and that English was

much better adapted for the purpose. The fact is, English is a prac^eca/ language,

and the language of a practical people—and it, therefore, commends itself to any

one—who, like Dr. Bernard, is a practical man. German has, however, the

advantage of frequently being less ambiguous than English, which has no genders

and no cases.

Dr. Bernard also had some knowledge of Arabic, but where he acquired this

I do not know ; I expect, however, in England, as the grammar which he used,

and which is now in my possession, was not published till 1825, and was procured

for him from Germany by an English bookseller. (1863.)

* Dr. Bernard had no great knowledge of mathematics, to which he had devoted

but little time, but he had a very great liking for thera; and, with his remarkably

clear head and logical mind, they could have offered him no difficulties. (1863.)

j" He came over with the view of acquiring the language and then returning

to Russia. In the first instance, he settled, I believe, at Lincoln. He fully

appreciated the liberty which he enjoyed in England, and always spoke in bitter

terms of the Russian Government, so that the issue of the Crimean war was a

source of rejoicing to him. He used particularly to complain of the practice,

which it seems was prevalent in Russia whilst he lived there, of quartering

officers and soldiers upon the inhabitants. There were constantly some, he said,

in his father's house or in his, and their general practice was to appropriate all

the best rooms in the house to their own use, and to treat the owners as though

they were servants. (1863.)

+ Among these were, if I am not mistaken, the late Dr. French and Prof.

Lee, Mr. Skinner, and the present Professor of Hebrew in the University of

Cambridge (Dr. Jarrett). (1863.)

of the blunders which they can scarcely fail to commit. Dr. Bernard used to relate of

the daughter of a Russian pxince to whom he was banker, that, whenever she signed a

receipt for her father, she invariably wrote, " Pour le conte de mon pere."
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to expound to them the Yad Hachazakah of Maimonides, and

this gave rise to " The Creed and Ethics of the Jews, exhibited

in selections from the Yad Hachazakah of Maimonides," which

he pubHshed in 1832 * In 1839 he edited the " Guide of the

Hebrew Student," which is a selection from the Hebrew school-

books published by Wolfssohn and Ben-Zev, but to which he

added some Hebrew essays of his own composition, as well as

some of his own Hebrew translations of passages from Plautus,

Juvenal, Shakespeare, Pope, Young, •]• and others. In 1853,

after he had already been afflicted for some time with total

blindness from cataract, :|: he published jointly with the Rev.

* I strongly recommend this book to the notice of those who wish to learn

Rabbinical Hebrew. (1863.)

•j- Dr. Bernard was by no means ill-versed in English literature. His favourite

work was Young's " Night Thoughts." In German literature he was also well

versed, and here his favourite authors were Lessing, and (many may be surprised

at this) Kotzebue. (1863.)

:{; I believe he lost the sight of one eye, so far at least as to be unable to use

it in reading, about twenty years before his death. He used to relate that he

first discovered the failure of sight in this eye accidentally. He was in the

habit, namely, of running over to the Bull Hotel (at Cambridge), near to which he

lived at that time (in Trumpington-street, I believe), between two of his lessons,

for the purpose of glancing over the " Times." One day, as he was on his way
to the hotel, something flew into, I think, his left eye. After trying in vain

to dislodge the intruder, he said to himself, " I will leave it till I get back home,

I can read the paper with the other eye." But, to his astonishment, he found, as

it were, a mist spread over the paper, so that he could not distinguish the letters.

This is not, however, an isolated case, for I think that people occasionally have

incipient cataract in one eye for some time before they perceive any failure in

tlieir powers of vision. When he totally lost the sight of this eye, and when the

other first became affected, I neither know, nor is it of much importance, but

he does not seem to have become totally blind until about the year 1850. I first

became acquainted with him in 1852, and he was then totally blind, i.e., he could

merely distinguish light from darkness. Notwithstanding his infirmity, he had

pupils up to the time of his death ; but for several years before tlds he had tiie

assistance of his friend and former pupil, Mr. Mason, who most generously went
to Fitzwilliam-street every day and corrected a part, at least, of the Hebrew
exercises which Dr. Bernard's pupils had written. 1 frequently advLsed Dr.

Bernard to consult some oculist with regard to his eyes, as the cataracts couKl,

of course, have been removed, and he might, very likely, have regained his

sight; but, though he seemed at times tempted to follow my advice, he procras-

tinated and procrastinated until death overtook him. He used to say that he was,
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P. H. Mason (now Fellow) of St. John's College, Cambridge, a

Hebrew Grammar, in two volumes, arranged in letters from a

teacher of languages to an English duchess.* In the title-

pages of all his works the name of Hedwig, f being that of a

departed sister, whom he wished to commemorate, is joined to

his own Christian name, which is Hermann. He is now engaged,

together with Dr. Chance, of Trinity College, Cambridge, in

and always had been, " eine feige Memme," and that he never could submit to

any operation ; but, though he may really have been timid, yet other causes, and

among them want of time, and unwillingness to break through the routine of his

usual habits, certainly contributed to prevent him from taking any steps towards

the removal of his blindness. (1863.)

* This grammar, well called by its authors the " gently flowing waters," is

better adapted for the student than any Hebrew Grammar I have seen. It tells

the student just what he requires to know and no more, and gradually conducts

him from the elements to the niceties of the language, whilst all the other

grammars which have come under my notice, and especially those of Ewald,

Gesenius, and Nordheimer, though indispensable, it may be, to those who have

made themselves familiar with Hebrew, so mix up together that which is useful

to the student with that which is beyond him, that I am afraid—instead of enabling

him to surmount, insensibly almost, the difficulties of the language, by presenting

them to him, one by one, in the order in which they may be most suitably met

and most readily overcome—they are likely only to dishearten and rebut him, by

plunging him at the very onset into a sea of difficulties, from which only the greatest

acuteness and the greatest perseverance will ever enable him to emerge, without

the loss of all further inclination for the study of Hebrew. The latest Grammar is

that of Kalisch, which, though very practical, and very useful to one who already

knows Hebrew, will, I think, find but little favour with the student, who can

scarcely fail to be speedily disgusted with the great number of dry, and to him

incomprehensible, details, which are set before him from the very first. Kalisch

is, I believe, generally accurate ; still, without looking for errors, I have stumbled

upon a rather gross, though at first siglit, perhaps, not very obvious, blunder. He

states, namely, in Part ii., § v., p. 73, note i, that ^"l^QI in Ps. xciv. 20, stands

for ^"]2n\ Now, he ought to have been aware that '^")?n'! is an impossible

form^ for it = ^"'.??n"J , in which we have two Sh'vaks following one another at

the beginning of a syllable (the second), which is impossible. He should, there-

fore, have written ^"]^n^_ (
- TyiS^rT;

), in which the slight vowel takes

the place of the first of the two ShVahs. Comp. n^l.^ab^. Ps. xxxiv. 12 ;

^p-13^ Deut. XV. 10, &c. (1863.)

f Dr. Bernard told me more than once that he had promised his sister

Hedwig, who was much older than himself, and who died, I believe, many years

before him, that, if he ever wrote a book, her name should appear on the title-

page, and this promise he religiously redeemed. (1863.)
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preparing for the press a Translation with Commentary of the

Book of Job, which, according to all probability, will be before

the public before the end of the present year, 1857.*

(Dictated to me, I believe about July, 1857.

—

Edit&r, 1863)^

To this account which Dr. Bernard gives of his life I have but

little to add. I will merely state, on the authority of a member
of his family, f that it was chiefly in consequence of his-

devoting himself to his books rather than to his business (he was

a Banker), that he was overtaken by the reverse of fortune
J:

* Even, if Dr. Bernard had lived, the present work would certainly not hare

been published in 1857 ; for the manuscript was not completed until May or

June; and soon afterwards it was thought desirable that I should complete my
medical education by passing a year in France and Germany ; and, a* I did not

return from abroad until October, 1858, the woi-k could not have appeared before

1859. At the time that Dr. Bernard drew up the sketch of his life, however,

I contemplated remaining at Cambridge until the work was published. (1863.)

t He left two sons and five daughters, and at the time he died, the son of one

of his daughters, a young man of twenty -five or twenty-six, was a professor at the

University of Moscow. >

X Had it not been for this reverse of fortune. Dr. Bernard would probably

have remained a banker, and never have become an author, and he certainly

would never have been a teacher. At the same time, if this reverse had been

rather less severe, so that he would not have needed to give up so very large a

portion of his time to teaching, and if he had preserved his eyesight, we should

doubtless have had other works from his pen, whilst his Commentary on Jol>

would have left less to desire, than is now the case. It is impossible that a work
of the nature of a Commentary, written by a blind man with the assistance of"

one, who, like myself, had only just ceased to be his pupil, could be equal to

what he would have written, if, with the help of his own eyes alone, he had been

able to gather the materials for his work. Dr. Bernard had a remarkably

retentive memory, and he had read, or heard read, the Book of Job a great

number of times, so that he no doubt knew every word of it off by heart (as I

myself now almost do) ; still even thus all the irregularities of orthography,,

gender, number, construction, &c., with which the Book of Job swarms, would

not be brought home to him by any means so strongly, as if he had them con-

stantly before his eyes; and, I am afraid that, when I was helping him, I was not

so much alive to this fact as I am now, and that consequently I did not call his at-

tention to these irregularities so much as I might have done (see p. Ixxix, note *).

Hence, I think, has arisen in a great measure the necessity for an Appendix,

although, as Dr. Bernard wrote rather for the Hebrew scholar than for the

Hebrew student, some additional notes would, at all events, have been re-

quired, in order to ri'iulcr tlio work suitable for the student. At the same time-
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which led to his coming to England. His death, which was

rather sudden, and was, as far as I can judge from the symptoms,

caused by heart-disease, took place on the 15th of November,*

1857, so that he was in his 72d or 73d year.

Of his knowledge of Hebrew I need scarcely speak. The

public will be able to form their own opinion after having read

his Commentary, and the opinion which they will then form, they

will, I am sure, prefer to any judgment pronounced by me. I will

content myself with saying that he not only had all the Hebrew

of the Old Testament at his fingers' ends,j* but that he

had also a most intimate and accurate knowledge of the

Talmud, and was well acquainted with the Commentaries and

writings of all the most eminent early and modern Rabbinical

authors, and with the works which some of those authors com-

posed in Biblical Hebrew. J Of his really wonderful know-

Dr. Bernard's Commentary is much more complete than, I think, any other

Commentator would, under the same circumstances, have made it, because

Dr. Bernard was a man who had very decided opinions of his own, and therefore

naturally preferred to interpret the Book of Job according to his own judgment,

than according to that of any other Commentator. By far the greater part of

the Commentary, therefore, issued from his own brain, and accordingly it made

but little difference whether he himself wrote down his thoughts, or whether

another wrote them down for him.

Had Dr. Bernard lived, I think it is very probable that he would have

published selections from the Talmud.

* He was taken suddenly ill on Monday, the 9th November, 1857, and the

attack was of so violent a nature that he at once thought he was likely to die ;

he recovered, however, very speedily, more or less, and during the rest of the

week I believe he received his pupils much as usual. On Sunday morning, the

1 5th, however, he had a second and still more violent attack ; and he then felt

convinced that his life was fast drawing to a close. He sent for a solicitor and

dictated his will, which, however, he did not live to sign, and in the afternoon,

whilst calmly conversing with his friends, Mr. Mason, and ]Mr. Mason's father,

he suddenly sank back in bed, and immediately expired, though so gently

did his death take place that he was at first thought to be only asleep.

f At his tongue's end would be the more correct expression, for I have heard

him say, that at one time he could complete any verse in the Hebrew Bible, of

which the first two or three words were repeated to him.

J The titles of some of these works will be found in Dr. Bernard's " Guide to

the Hebrew Student," Preface p. xii ; and I would also recommend to the

attention of the reader pp. ix—xii of this Preface.
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ledge of Rabbinical Hebrew I may give some idea when I

state, that, though, whilst we were preparing the Commentary on

Job, I read to him the most various extracts from Rabbinical Com-
mentaries, I never found him in the slightest degree embarrassed

or puzzled by them, unless, indeed, the text were doubtful ; they

were to him as so much German or English ; and it happened

but seldom that I had to read them over to him more than once.*

Now, how many Latin or Greek scholars are there, who would be

able to translate off hand any passage that might be read aloud

to them from any Latin or Greek author ! That it was as easy to

him to translate into Hebrew, as it was to translate /rowj Hebrew,

every pupil of his will readily testify ; and it was, I will venture

to say, principally owing to his enforcing upon his pupils continual

exercise in Hebrew composition, that they nearly always succeeded

* He was always anxious that his pupils should study Rabbinical Hebrew, not

merely because there were a great many very valuable Commentaries written in

this dialect, but also because he considered it of some service in the interpretation

of Biblical Hebrew (see p. vii.). Again, as Rabbinical Hebrew is always found

without points, and one cannot read it aloud without supplying the points, it

follows that to read it aloud is equivalent almost to putting the points to a piece

of Biblical Hebrew—an exercise which is generally, and justly, regarded as

exceedingly useful, from its tendency to impress the points, i.e., the grammar of

the language, upon the student's mind. And, indeed, when reading Rabbinic to

oneself, one is apt to supply the points mentally more or less, or, at any rate, one

feels uncomfortable when a word starts up which one is unable to point, and, even

when we know the meaning of the word, we seek to remove this discomfort by

appealing to the Lexicon. Moreover, Rabbinical Hebrew is the continuation of

Biblical Hebrew down to the present time, and may be regarded as what

Biblical Hebrew would, or might, have become, if it had never ceased to be a

spoken language—and considered merely from this point of view, merely as a

link between the past and the present, the Rabbinical dialect is well worthy of

being studied. Putting all these considerations together, therefore, I fully agree

with Dr. Bernard that no one, who is unable to read Rabbinical Hebrew, can be

regarded as an accomplished Hebrew scholar ; and I am sure that one, who can

read Rabbinic well, will always be found to po.^sess a better knowledge of

Biblical Hebrew, than one who confines himself to the latter. With regard to the

objection, that the Rabbinical student is liable to introduce Rabbinical words into

what he intends shall be pure Biblical Hebrew, I think, from my own experience,

that it is of but little weight, for Rabbinical words bear, as a rule, such a

distinctive impress, such a cachet, of their own, that no one, who is at all familiar

with Rjibbinic, is likely to confound them with pure Hebrew.

9
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in carrying off the Tyrwhitt Hebrew Scholarships. During the

two years I studied Hebrew under him, I never left his house

without having translated a certain portion of English into

Hebrew *, and I have no doubt that the majority of his pupils

conformed to his system. Another element in his success as a

teacher was his skill in adapting the pabulum, which he laid

before his pupils, both in grammar and reading, to their digestive

powers. To the beginners he allowed nothing but the most simple

food. Until the grammar written by Mr. Mason and himself

appeared, the only grammar he allowed his pupils to use was that

by Hurwitz, and from this he used to cut out-f all that he

considered might puzzle them. The consequence was, that, so far

from being disgusted with the difficulties of Hebrew, as they

infallibly would have been, had he allowed them to use such

grammars as those of Gesenius, Ewald, Lee,;}: &c., they learned

Hebrew, as a child learns to speak, without knowing how they

learned it. §

But Dr. Bernard not only translated with great readiness into

Hebrew, he also composed with remarkable facility and elegance

in that language. This would be inferred by any one who had read

his compositions in the " Guide to the Hebrew Student," &c.

;

* This was part of Dr. Bernard's plan of teaching. He knew that if he re-

quested his pupils to bring him a piece of Hebrew every time they came, they

would frequently bring him nothing but excuses, but, as pupils (I speak of adults)

commonly leave their master's presence full of good intentions (which afterwards

evaporate at home), he took advantage of this, and when they left him, after they

had read their exercises to him and translated what they had prepared, they were

ushered into another room, where they found a piece of English ready for

conversion into Hebrew, and thus he rarely failed in obtaining a piece of

composition from them. At any rate, whether this was his object or not, the effect

produced was—in my own case, at least— that which I have described, for to this

arrangement of his I can certainly attribute the fact, that I wrote much more

Hebrew for him, than I did Latin or Greek for my other coaches.

f I use the verb ctit out in its most literal sense ; he cut out the pages

containing the offensive matter, just as Voltaire is said to have cut out of all the

works which were presented to him, whatever he thought was not original.

X One might as well put Matthiae's Greek Grammar into the hands of a boy

just beginning Greek ! See p. xciv, note *.

§ He taught Hebrew in fact much as Latin and Greek are taught at public

schools. Practice first, and then theory, if you like, was his motto ; whereas

Ewald's seems to be theory, theory, theory, toujours de la theorie.
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but I had unusual opportunities for observing how great this

facility was, inasmuch as he more than once dictated to me long

letters in Hebrew, one at least of which I still possess. * Now, as

it is above all by speaking and writing a language, and not by
studying its syntax alone^ that one can attain to that remarkable

power of discrimination of the eye and ear, to which I have before

alluded (p. xc, note %) t» ^^^ by which the mind often {instinctively

* This letter I may possibly give in the Appendix.

f In nothing, perhaps, is this power of discrimination better shown than in

the detection of ellipses. The Hebrew language is, as is well known, very rich

in ellipses, richer perhaps than any other language, especially in its poetry. Of
these ellipses many are obvious, even to the learner, but there are many also

which escape even those who consider themselves to have a profound knowledge

of the language. In fact, every one who has studied Hebrew deeply, and can

still remember the different phases through which, in its progress, his knowledge

of the language passed, will, I am sure, bear me out when I say that, the more

intimately one becomes acquainted with Hebrew, the more readily do ellipses

suggest themselves, and the more elliptical, therefore, does the language of the

Old Test, appear. This is so true, that I am in the habit of estimating a Com-
mentator's knowledge of Hebrew, in some degree, by the readiness with which he

detects ellipses. Now, in no Commentary on the Book of Job will a greater

number of passages be found to be regarded as elliptical, than in Dr. Bernard's,

and herein, to my mind, he especially shews his great superiority over, at least,

all the Chri;-ti;iii (non-Jewish) Commentators. 1 remember well that, when I

first read the Book of Job with him, I was astounded at the number of ellipses

which he supplied, and that I entertained very great doubts as to whether he was

justified in doing so. But gradually, as my knowledge of Hebrew advanced,

that, which had at first seemed harsh and arbitrary, became straightforward and

natural, and I found myself, even in books which 1 had never read with Dr.

Bernard, constantly detecting ellipses, which before I should strenuously have

refused to admit. Nor do I consider myself yet by any means to have reached

the limits of this ellipse-detecting faculty, which is sharpened by notliing more

than by the study of Rabbinical Hebrew ; for this dialect, especially as written

by Aben-Ezra and by Ben-Zev, is much more elliptical than Biblical Hebrew.

I would recommend the critic, therefore, before he pronounces any of Dr. Bernard's

elliptical constructions* to be harsh and forced -|-, to pause a little and consider

whether the beam may not be in his own eye, and whether a more profound

knowledge of Hebrew might not convert into excellencies what he now can look

upon only as faults. For the detection of these ellipses no certain rules can be

laid down, it is by intuition only that they can be discovered, and this intuitive

power is developed in proportion as a more extended knowledge of the language

is acquired.

• These remarks apply also, of course, to his constructions generally,

t Comp., for example, chaps, xxii. 11, xxxiji. 17.
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almost), seizes upon the meaning of a difficult passage, it cannot

be wondered at, if I consider Dr. Bernard, whom I know to have

written Hebrew with such remarkable facility and correctness, a far,

an infinitely far, greater authority with regard to the interpretation

of the Hebrew Bible, than Schultens, Rosenmiiller,* Gesenius,

Ewald, and other Christian (or perhaps rather non-Jewish)

Commentators, m favour o( whose practical knowledge of Hebrew

we have scarcely one tittle of evidence.

Hitherto I have considered chiefly Dr. Bernard's acquirements ;

let me now say a few words concerning the faculties and qualities

of his mind. Acute, ingenious and original, he was prevented

from plunging, like so many of his countrymen,^ into vain fancies

and speculations by great clear-headedness, soundness of judgment

and caution, qualities, the development of which had doubtless

been furthered by the business pursuits of his early life. What-

ever theories he did advance, were based upon facts, or upon what

he regarded as facts, and he did not form his theory first, and then

make his facts bend and bow to his theory. As might be expected,

therefore, he was very exact, accurate, and methodical, and he

always expressed himself with great accuracy and precision, so

that there was never any difficulty in ascertaining the meaning of

what he said or wrote. At the same time, however, he was a

little apt to refine (betraying therein, perhaps, his Jewish origin),

so that if a passage in the Bible could be interpreted in two ways,

* Rosenmiiller sometimes ventures to supply an ellipsis in Hebrew, but, as

pointed out in the Coram., he seldom does so, without committing some egregious

solecism. Ewald rarely ventures upon writing a word in Hebrew. Gesenius,

whom as a practical Hebrew scholar, I place far before the other two, sometimes

does supply an ellipsis or so in Hebrew, and I think his Heb. is generally correct,

asfar as it goes. Schultens, I think, has not much to do with Heb., and if he

writes a word, takes care not to point it. But as for one whole sentence in Hebrew,

it will be sought for in vain in the writings of these Commentators. Ewald does,

indeed, sometimes supply whole verses (e.g., Job xii. between vers. 12 and 13),

which he thinks have disappeared, but he supplies them in German, not in

Hebrew. If then it be true that the mouth (or pen) flows over with that with

which the heart is full, we must infer that these Authors were unable to write

Buch Hebrew, as to venture to lay it before the public.

f I mean the Germans, for Dr. Bernard looked upon himself as a German.
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the one very simple and obvious, and the other a little more

subtle, he would sometimes choose the more subtle interpretation,

and some examples of this tendency may be met with in his

Commentary.* He respected the authority of those whom he

considered to be learned, but he carefully weighed their opinions,

and did not scruple to reject them.-j- Indeed, he relied, I think, a

little too much upon his own judgment— 1 speak of course of

matters, with which he considered himself competent to deal

—

and he has thus exposed himself sometimes to the charge of

dogmatism. He had great perseverance, so that whatever he

undertook he would work at, steadily and uninterruptedly, until it

was finished. His memory was remarkably retentive, still he did

not disdain to invoke the help of a Memoria technica.;]: It might

be inferred from the foregoing that he had not much imagination,

but this was not so. It was only in the business of life that he

was so methodical and practical ; out of business hours he would

give his imagination the rein, and then he was as though he knew
not what business was. He was very cheerful, in spite of his

blindness; his feelings were warm, and he delighted in the

society of his friends of whom he had a large number. He had

great conversational talent, and his conversation was always in-

structive and amusing, as he had a vast fund of general information

and was full of anecdote. But he was not only a good talker, he

was also—which it is much more difficult to be—a good listener,

and, ever eager for information, he sought to make those in whose

company he happened to be, talk upon those subjects to which they

* It must be remembered, however, that he had been carrying the Book of

Job about with him in his head for years, and had reflected upon it much and

constantly ; and it is not, therefore, surprising that some of his interpretations

should be a little too elaborate and artificial.

f There are people who sacrifice their own judgment to a great name. Dr.

Bernard was not one of these. See note in Comm. on '13^/ , chap. vi. 3, p. 53,

and on chap. xxi. 13, p. 185.

J He had shares in ditferent railways, and it was principally for the purpose

of remembering their numbers, which happened to be very high, that he made

use of his Memoria technica. He always converted his numbers into Hebrew

words, which is not surprising, as every Hebrew letter has a known numerical

value, and he, therefore, had not the trouble of giving to English or other letters

the value of numbers.
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had especially devoted themselves. His avidity for every species

of information, whether important and useful, or unimportant and

merely interesting or exciting, was very remarkable, and I see

him now bending forwards, or stretching his body over the table,

towards me, and rising even from his chair, in his eagerness not to

lose a word of what I said—when I was about to read to, or tell,

him something, which he considered would be interesting. He
retained in fact until his death—and this was, perhaps, his most

striking characteristic—all the freshness and thirst for knowledge

of a child. Had he lived a thousand years, his susceptibility for

fresh impressions would, I believe, never have been blunted, his

mental appetite never have become palled. As might be expected

from this strong admixture of the nervous in his temperament,

he was very sensitive and extremely passionate, but here again his

caution and his self-command stepped in, and he very rarely

discharged his passion excepting where habit had blunted its edge,

I mean upon the head of his servant-boy.* He was a man of very

high principle, but he had an overstrict and too stern a sense of duty,

especially of the duty of a wife towards her husband, and of children

towards their parents, so that he was altogether unable to forgive

what he conceived to be a flagrant violation of it. In eating and

drinking he was extremely temperate, nay almost ascetic, for,

whilst I knew him, he took but one very small meal daily, and he

never drank either wine or spirits, or, indeed, any alcoholic

beverage.

With regard to his religious belief, I can form no opinion, as

his caution and dislike of argument led him to avoid the subject

of religion, and I cannot remember that he ever spoke to me
either about the religious belief of others, or his own.f He always

professed to have great fear of death, but he shewed no fear of it

when he knew it to be at hand ; indeed, it was whilst he was

calmly engaged in making arrangements which he considered to be

* He was, however, substantially just, kind and liberal to him.

t Mr. Randolph, however, tells me that Dr. Bernard once assured him that he

was in the habit of daily using a prayer, which he himself had composed, and

which is to be found in Mason and Bernard's Grammar, vol. ii., p. 294. This

prayer, which I venture to give here, with a translation, partly because I think the
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necessary in view of his approaching end, that he suddenly sank

back dead upon his bed.

In conclusion, he was a man who commanded admiration by his

intellect and learning, and, in particular, by the extent and

soundness of his knowledge of Hebrew ; esteem and respect by

his moral worth ; and sympathy and affection by his warmth of

heart and remarkable social qualities.

51, WlMPOLE-STREET, Dec. \Uh, 1863.

Grammar may not be accessible to many who read this book, and partly because

it is a good specimen of Dr. Bernard's Hebrew, runs as follows :

—

r : - T : • ••: --t- "t
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For us, Messiah ! wast Thou slain as a lamb doomed to slaughter !

For all of us didst Thou pour out Thy blood, the blood of the covenant !

For us—O Redeemer of souls !—didst Thou die upon the tree !

My sins— I know not [their] numbers—Thou knowest

Let now, I pray Thee, the soul of Thy servant be precious in Thine eyes !

I beseech, do Thou redeem [me] ! for to redeem there is none beside Thee.

* i.e., 13 vowels (or syllables), and [the accent of the last word in each verse]

penultimate. Sh'vahs of course are not counted either as vowels or syllables.

—

N. of Ed.
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N.B.—For a summary of the speeches of Job, . . see pp. 15— 17.

„ „ Job's three friends, see pp. 29— 30,

Elihu . . . pp.291—295,

„ „ God . . . pp. 353—354,

(and compare Ben-Zev's Preface).

Extracts from Rabbinical writers (see 1st Pref. p. xii) are to be found in

pp. 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 22, 24, 26*, 35, 36, 43*, 47, 50, 51, 54, 56, 68-69* 72,

75,76,80,81,86,91,96, 105, 109, 111*, 118f, 120*, 122*, 123, 126, 127t,

130, 140*, 149, 150*, 170*, 178, 188*, 191, 199, 201*, 204*, 205, 214, 217*,

223* 224, 230, 247-248+, 250* 251, 258t, 261, 264*, 265, 269, 271*, 278*,

280, 283, 287, 289*, 299*, 316*, 317, 326, 330, 331, 332, 350, 358, 359, 363*,

374-3751, 381, 383, 386, 393, 394, 500.$

* Pieces of from two to five lines in length.

t Pieces above five lines and under ten lines in length.

I Pieces aboYe ten lines in length.



COMMENTARY.

Those, who are acquainted with the original of the Old Testament, will do

well to have the Hebrew Text open before them, while reading this Commentary.

The accents, as far as regards interpunctuation, should be neglected, for they

are altogether irregular in this book, as well as in Psalms, and Proverbs.

In the Commentary, where accuracy and fulness of sense, rather than elegance

of expression, have been kept in view, passages may very often occur, rendered

in language somewhat different from that of the Translation, but the sense will,

it is trusted, always be found to be precisely the same. It is hoped that the

reader will generously refrain from passing judgment on the Translation, till he

has referred to the Commentary aiyJ Notes.

The Sacred name Jehovah, where it occurs in the Translation, must not be re-

garded as a proper name given to the Deity, but is intended by us to represent, as

far as it is possible to do in English letters, the Hebrew "T^^"! (a word, composed,

as is well known, of n^^n he was, H^in being, and '*V_x}\ he will be, and, therefore,

signifying a being, who was, is, and ever will be, an Eternal Being), so that by

Jehovah we mean in reality the Eternal One.

CHAPTER I.

Ver. I. The name )(^V •,
applied to a country, is found three times

in the Old Testament, viz., in the verse before us, in Jeremiah xxv.

20, and in Lament, iv. 21 ; applied to persons, it is also found three

times, viz., Gen. x. 23, xxii. 21, xxxvi. 28.

The name Hl^N, which so frequently occurs in this book, is only

found once elsewhere, viz., Ezek. xiv. 14, and there evidently

alludes to the same person.

n\'ll. This, being a past tense with the 1 conversivum, is used

to denote an habitual state, and implies that Job always (i.e., ever^

constantly) was pious, &c. With regard to the doctrine of the

tenses and the T conversivum, the reader is referred to Mason

and Bernard's Hebrew Grammar (Letters 51—55), in which it has

been laid before the public in all its shades, and supported by argu-

ments, which have not hitherto met with any refutation, although a

considerable time has elapsed since the publication of that book.

P B



2 CHAPTER I. 1—5.

To render the word DH in this instance perfect^ seemed objec-

tionable for two reasons ; 1st, the epithet perfect is so comprehen-

sive as hardly to admit of any other ; and 2ndly, a human being

even with his greatest endeavours to attain perfection must always

fall far short of his object. It appeared, therefore, more advisable

to give Dri here the meaning sincere^ pious, a meaning based upon

Gen. XX. 5, ""Hlly DHIl in the sincerity of my heart.

Ver. 3. The noun rr^D^ which is also found in Gen. xxvi. 14, is

evidently derived from the verb 13^/,* to serve, but also, to till, as

in Gen. iii. 23, and may, therefore, signify a hody of servants^

(household), or arable land.

Ver. 4. The verbs IDSnT. IJ^^JV IH'?^!, liSIJJV are all of them

converted past tenses, used in a frequentative sense, to denote that

the sons and daughters of Job were in the habit of going, &c.

See note on n\'11 (ver. 1).

tV2 stands here for ri''33 in \the'\ house of as Gen. xxiv. 23,

where '=|''3Ni T\"^2 stands for '=i"'3ij n"'33 in \the'\ house of thy father.

IDV for 'i0i"'3, on his day, which may mean either, on the day,

when his turn came, or on the day of his birth, as infra iii. 1, where

iOi\ most probably, stands for ll^JH DV \the~\ day of his birth.

That in ancient times, as at present, the custom prevailed of

celebrating one's birth-day by feasting, appears from Gen. xl. 20,

where we read, that Pharaoh "made a feast unto all his servants,"

on the occasion of his birth-day.

Ver. 5. Dli/'lp'^,'l, and heprepared them (for the following mormng),

probably by words of admonition and exhortation ; that the verb

U/lp in Pi-al, is used to express preparation, is evident from Jer.

vi. 4, li. 27, 28, Joel iv. 9, in every one of which passages we find

the word Iti^'^.P clearly in the sense of prepare ye.

To give ti'lp, in this instance, the signification of sanctifying,

as generally is done, would be to suppose Job to have been either

a priest, or a prophet, but nothing that we read concerning him

warrants this supposition.

D^3 n^PD for D^3 HSippj), or th'^ "ISPip'? according to [thel

* The roots of verbs will, throughout the whole of the Commentary, be given without

points, so as to leave it to the option of the reader to consider them either as the In6nitive

Mood or the Past Tense, 3rd pers. sing. masc. (See Mason and Bernard's Grammar,

Letter xxvii. 5 3.)
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number of them all. A similar ellipsis occurs in 1 Sam. vi., where

we have (ver. 4), D^njf^'?^ '•J-ID "ISDQ for D^rijf^'??i "'^-ID ")SpP3

according to [the'] number of {the] lords of \the~\ Philistines ; and

(ver. 18), D^n^i?^ n.;/ ^3 nspD for u^P^ufi^ nj; ^75 "ispp^

according to [the] number of all [the] cities of [the] Philistines.

D2Zl'73 0\'i'7NI '^^"1?T C'nd blasphemed God in their heart[s].

In many languages, ancient as well as modern, we find words

having two opposite meanings, of which the one intended can

only be determined by the context. Thus, for instance, the Latin,

facinus, sometimes signifies a noble action, sometimes, a crime; the

English, to cleave, as an active verb signifies, to disjoin, and as a

neuter, to join, adhere to. But Hebrew abounds with such

instances; thus, the noun, IDH, which generally signifies ^rac^,

is alsousedfor^^5^race; as, n^sl^^ D'^^S; Tpni (Prov. xiv. 34.)

but \_the] disgrace of nations [is their] sin. So also, in Lev. xx. 17,

it is said of incest, J^lil "TDH, it [is] a disgrace. Again, Hi^tO,

which, in Ps. xxi. 12, is used in a bad sense, H^tp l^if'n' ^^^^y

imagined a mischievous-device, is used in a good sense, Prov. i. 4,

nJ2^pi ni^l knowledge and discretion. We need not, therefore,

be surprised at seeing the verb 1"!^, which, in Pi-al, generally

signifies, to praise, to bless, used in this verse in a diametrically

opposite sense. So Ben-Zev, in his D^Ji'i::^."! "Iif1^< (on the root

]"1!2), referring to ^3111^ in ver. 1 1 of this chapter, observes :

T^'2'\^r^ fcn by ^133 im -ins^ ]D"i

"And 80 by way of epithet (euphemism) it may denote the reverse of blessing."

One may compare the Italian benedetto, blessed, which is

sometimes used as an imprecation. Wolfssohn observes, and, may
be, justly, that the verb 7"'^ is here used euphemistically, byway
of respect towards the Supreme Being. These are his words

:

r^DP 'P35 7133 p7
" By way of reverence towards the Supreme [Being]."

The use of such euphemisms is very frequent in the Talmud, and

in the Commentaries of the later Rabbins ; thus, in the treatise

Brachoth, chap. I., the question, why, in Ps. cxlv. which is

arranged in alphabetical order,* the letter 1 is omitted, is answered

by the observation, that that letter is an ominous letter, as an-

nouncing the fall of Israel, since in Amos v. 2, we read, " The

• i.e., the first verse begins with n , the second with 3, and so on.
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virgin of Israel (hS^J)* hath fallen ; she shall no more rise."

But, instead of saying, that that letter announces,

" The fall of Israel,"

they say, euphemistically,

" The fall of the enemies of Israel."

We could quote many more instances of this sort, if we were not

afraid of trespassing too much upon our readers' time. Similar

euphemisms are to he met with in most languages. Thus the

Greeks, by an euphemism, called the Black Sea, euletyo?, the hos-

pitable, instead of d^evo<;^ the inhospitable, as it eminently was, at

any rate, in early times, from the savage tribes surrounding it.

So, again, they termed the Furies, the gracious [^goddesses'\, Eu/ieytSe?

(from eu/iei/?;?) ; and many other such instances might be adduced.

Those who are inclined to give to "["13
, in the passage before us,

the signification of, bidding farewell, taking leave, and hence, also,

of renouncing, derive, perhaps, some authority for their interpre-

tation from Gen. xlvii. 10, where we read, n;/"jD n^ 2pS:^_ l^T!

n;;iD ^2^^D i^V.'^l and Jacob blessed (took leave of) Pharaoh, and

went out from before Pharaoh ; but those who are bent upon

keeping up the common signification of 7")^ , viz., to bless, and,

consequently, translate D\'i'7l5^ ''^l?^ ^^d have blessed an idol,

must have totally forgotten the passages yD} D'''^''7^5 -p?"!!?

(1 Kings xxi. 10) thou didst blaspheme God and [the'] king ; and

Tl.'QI D^'n'^iS nin: T13 (Ibid. ver. 13) Naboth did blaspheme

God and [the'] king ; in which, to give to 7"I3 the sense of blessing,

and to D\'i'7j?? that of an idol, is altogether out of the question, as

blessing an idol could not have been imputed to Naboth as a crime

by such an idolatrous king and queen as Ahab and Jezebel.

From the word 0312711 in their heart, used here by the historian,

it may be fairly inferred, that in public the sons of Job always

conducted themselves as pious and religious men, but that their

father apprehended that this assumed piety might not be sincere.

So the Psalmist says of the nation of Israel (Ps. Ixxviii. 36)

:

" Nevertheless they did flatter Him with their mouth, and they

lied unto Him with their tongues, 1^^ ]133 \kb DB'?^ But their

heart [was] not right with Himy
* Observe, this word begins with 3

.
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n\^P. is evidently used here in a frequentative sense, he used to do.

Ver. 6. D^'i7(St^ ^35 lit., [the^ sons of God, i.e., the angels (comp.

chap, xxxviii. 7.)

niiT) 7^ before Jehovah ; lit., near Jehovah. Compare

U^yhV. l^V i^ini (Gen. xviii. 8) and he [pas'] standing near

them.

ipji'n lit., the adversary (of mankind), the accuser, from the verb

]£DIi' to oppose, impede, accuse, he an adversary. Comp. ^ti^P^ "^7^^

(Ps. Ixxi. 13) [the~\ adversaries of my soul.

Ver. 9. From Satan's answer to God, it is evident, that he wished

Job's piety to be considered as proceeding from mercenary

motives.

Ver. 10. Tsyw root l^^t!/ (also "^ID), '^ and D as dentals, frequently

interchanging, to make a hedge, to hedge. It may be used in a

good sense, to fence in, by way of protection, as it is in this

instance ; or, in a bad sense, to coop up, to straiten, as i7ifra iii. 23.

Ver. 11. ^''3S IV is translated in the Authorized Version to Thy

face, by which, of course, must be meant, in Thy presence, openly,

publicly ; and so, Schultens, " infaciem tuam ;" Rosenraiiller also,

in his Commentary, says, " Contra faciem tuam, quasi in os tuum,

non amplius corde tantum, sed, abjecta omni numinis reverentia,

palam, profitebitur vanum esse, Deo servire." Now, though the

term VJD IV is used in this sense (infra xxi. 31), where, in

reference to the wicked tyrant, it is said, 1211 ^"^5^ ^^ ^^^1 ^P»

rendered in the English Version, Who shall declare his way to his

face ?—it is, nevertheless, difficult to understand how, with regard to

God as an Omniscient and Omnipresent Being, it could make any

difference, whether the blasphemy were committed openly, or in

the heart, and we, therefore, have thought it better to take the noun

D"'JS here in the acceptation of anger, wrath, indignation, as in

Lament, iv. 16, Dj^^H nini \3S \the'] anger of Jehovah hath divided

^/iem; and would translate ^3"}^;" I^^.S Si/ ^^ ^'^ ivill he not blas-

pheme Thee because of Thine anger ? DK being, in this instance,

used not as a conditional, but as an interrogative, particle ; as

infra ^\. 12, t^TS} nJf'Z DJ^ ^V3 D^^QJi? TO Dlj^ \Is'\ my strength

\the'\ strength of stones ? \J.s\ my flesh brass ?

Ver. 14. The collective noun "11^3, being, like the Latin bos, of

common gender, is here coupled witli illJi'in, a fem. part., while, in
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Exod. xxi. 37, we find it joined with the masculine numeral Hti^^rjn,

"lp2 nwDH five oxen.

Onn") 71/ lit., at their sides, (expressed in the Chaldee Version

hy ]in''l^P hi/) i.e., at the side of, and not far from, the oxen.

Comp. 1 Sam. iv. 13, '^"I'n "I] lit., side of [the] way, i.e., way-side.

That the masc. affix DH" is applied here to "lj^3 , which, in this

instance, is coupled with a feminine participle, need not surprise

us, as np^ is of common gender. So we have pjni ^V^^ '^^'^

(1 Kings xix. 11) a wind great and strong, where the noun HIT

being also of common gender, is qualified by the feminine adjective

Dpi15 , and the masculine one, pJH .

Ver. 15. ^2m V^r\^ for ^r\'hv '^2^ n^r\n b'^rsy and a host of

Sabceans fell upon them. Ellipses of this sort are not at all

uncommon in Hebrew ; as T'l h^^] (2 Sam. xiii. 39,) stands for

"Tl'n ti'p^. ^DH] and the soul of David longed. The verb ISH in

this verse is in the plural, as referring to the men composing the

host.

The name of the country, XD^ Sheba, Sabcsa, is used here by

metonymy for its inhabitants, the Sabmans, just as in Exod. xiv.

9, 23, D^IVP ^gypl^ is used for Egyptians.

Ver. 16. D\i'7K W^ afire of God, i.e., a mighty fire. The super-

lative in Hebrew is frequently expressed by coupling the noun with

one of the attributes of the Deity ; as h"^ \ns; (Ps. Ixxx. 11), lit.,

cedars of God, exceeding-goodly cedars ; H^niin'?^ (Cant. viii. 6),

lit., a flame of Jah, i.e., a very mighty flame. Those, who under-

stand by this fire, lightning, materially weaken the force of the event

here recorded, it being more probable, that this was a supernatural

fire, unattended by any storm or thunder. So the fire mentioned

in Numb. xvi. 35, T^^^\^ n^50 nSV'^ W)^^ and \there~\ came out a

fire from Jehovah, may also be more reasonably regarded as a

supernatural fire, than as mere lightning.

Ver. 17. D^'^J^n . The noun tl})kl, which generally signifies ^mcZ,

and also, chief, is used here in the meaning of a hand (of

troops). Comp. U^W^I nmbf (Judg. vii. 16) three bands. The

Targumist, in the verse before us, renders D"';i'J<n n^7£f',

]''P^'7^^^?
*^^^^

^C*'^^ ^^^^'^^ cAze/^ [or captains] of troops.

IJOi^^^l and they spread [themselves]. The verb C^^D is some-

times used for the unfolding and stripping oflF of a garment, as Lev.
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! vi. 4, V'TJ? ri{< CO^DI and he shallput off his garments ; ?iXid. some-

[ times, for the unfolding, or spreading out, ofa host, (like the French,

, se deployer), as p^NtH hv. D^rit^?? IC^^'21 (1 Sam. xxiii. 27).

[The'] Philistines have spread [themselves'] over the land.

0''"?^j3'T the young men, in this, as well as in the two preceding

verses, refers to the herdsmen.

Ver. 18. T^ in this instance is synonymous with "lij/. Comp.

b^^'^ 131 1^ (1 Sam. xiv. 19), while Saul spake; and "'fivn Ij;

(Jon. iv. 2) on my yet being, i.e., whilst Iyet was.

Ver. 19. D^lJJ^n the young-men, or rather, the young-people, as,

I in this instance, it evidently refers to the sons and daughters of

Job. Jarchi, indeed, seems to have taken it, in this verse, in its

strict meaning, viz., that of young men, observing,

ru3P TsipS -jni I'fi i3f>

" But there was no occasion to mention the daughters,"

meaning thereby, that the daughters were of little consequence

;

but that the word C"]^^ was sometimes used as a general term

t for young-people, whether male or female, is evident from Ruth

|: ii. 21, for Ruth there says to her mother-in-law concerning Boaz,
' that he told her, Tp^in ^"7 -^^^ W^^V^l^r^ U]:, whereas, in ver. 8,

we read, that Boaz really said to her, "'^"'^5 ^^ IT^l^* '"'^''

»

and we cannot suppose such a virtuous woman as Ruth would tell

her mother-in-law an untruth.

Ver. 20. W^'\ fliS ?J^1 and he shore (shaved) his head. That this

was the custom of mourners in those times, appears from Jer. vii. 29,

^"Iji ''15 shear- {shave-) off thy long hair. The sameverb is also applied

to the shearing of sheep ; as ij>iif HS! TO? (Gen. xxxi. 19) to shear

his sheep, an example, which proves beyond doubt, that UJ means

to remove the hair with an instrument gently, and without pain.

Violently pulling out one's hair, as an act of despondency and

despair, is expressed in Hebrew by mp ; as nnnj^ THnpl S7
Dti'J^")]^ (Lev. xxi. 5) they shall not make baldness ujwn their

head ; and DH? Hip") S/T (Jer. xvi. 6), 7ior make themselves bald

(i.e., pull out the hair violently) /or them; also Micah i. 16,

^\y\ "'n"]p make [thee] bald, (i.e., by violently pulling out the hair)

or shear (shave) [thee]. We were sorry, therefore, to find Jarchi

observing on 1::'iS"l n*^ rri,

" He pulled out,"
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an explanation the more surprising, as Job is not only not

described as violent and impatient, but is, on the contrary, repre-

sented as patient and calmly resigned to the decrees of Providence.

The only thing that might be said in excuse for Jarchi is, that he

was perhaps nolens volens obliged to translate here as he has done

in order not to shew himself at variance with the Rabbins of the

Talmud, before whom, of course, he was obliged to bow, and

according to whom, a mourner so far from being allowed to cut

off his hair, is, on the contrary, expressly enjoined to let it grow
' wildly. Thus, in Lev. chap, x., where the catastrophe of Nadab

and Abihu is recorded, we read (ver. 6), that Moses said to Aaron

and his two sons by way of desiring them to make an exception to

the general rule, ''^'^tir) 7^^ DD''!i/J^"li ; which, instead of rendering,

as the translators of the Auth. Vers, well do. Uncover not your heads^

(i.e., either by shaving off your hair as mourners, or perhaps by

not wearing a turban), they translate, do not let your hair grow

wildly, and, consequently, come to the conclusion, that mourners

generally ought to let it so grow, as Jarchi there observes

:

p-)ippP3 iipfi iifiD ]for»

" Hence [we see] that a mourner is forbidden to shear [his hair]."

The Rabbins in the Talmud seem to have based the signification

they give to the verb i^lD that, namely, of letting the hair gram

ivildly, upon the erroneous conclusion, that, because the noun

^"IS signifies a lock (of hair,) as in Numb, vi. 5, IJlfti' I/']S /"Hi

S^'ikl to let groiv [the'] lock of [the] hair of his head, the verb must

necessarily imply the letting grow the hair, altogether forgetting

that we sometimes find verbs expressing the removal, or destructioUy

of the object represented by the noun of the same root. Thus,

in the description of the altar to be made by Moses, it is said

(Exod. xxvii. 3), "And thou shalt make its pans (Ij^^l?) ^^

B.^MON'E.-its-ashes,''' (from ]C^1 ashes) ; and of the foal of an ass he

says (Exod. xiii. 13), "and if thou wilt not redeem it (InD^J^.l) then

thou shalt BUEAK-its-neck,'' (lit., neck it, from ^'^V a neck) ; and

many more such instances might be quoted.

Ver. 21. •^nv\ for ^n.SV^ as the iTVee has it.

ni^p thither; i.e., to my mother's womb, which, in this

instance (viz., in the 3nd clause of the verse) evidently is used

figuratively for the earth, as it also highly probably is in the first,,
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Job considering himself, as a human being, the offspring of the

earth. Indeed, i7ifra iv. 19, men are called iph *^T\'2 ^i]?£i^

dwellers in houses of clay ; again, infra xxxiii. 6, Elihu says,

'J^Vlp "Ipnp I ivascut out of clay ; and in chap. xvii. we find Job

himself indulging in similar figurative language, when, longing

for the grave, he says (ver. 14), ^f^Vi ni^i} ''3X ^O^^IB ^'^^^

npnjp ''rinsi to comiption I would call out, Thou art my father ;

to the worm, my mother, and O my sister ! The Psalmist also

says (Ps. cxxxix. 1 5), yi!^ r\VPi7^r\2. r^0j?7 I '^^^ woven in [the']

lowest-parts of [the] earth.

Ver. 22. Since the adjective /^Jl occurs infra vi. 6. in the sense

of insipid, tasteless, the noun ni^fl may be taken to have originally

signified ijisipidity, tastelessness ; but, just as the verb Ji'S^ to he

offensive to the smell, is also used when transformed into a noun,

to express everything that is bad (thus, in Isa. v. 2—4, we find

D"'ii'iJ3 had-grapes ; and, in Job xxxi. 40, n;i'iSIl bad-herbs (or

noisome-iveeds) ; while in Chaldee, the verb ll^H2 (Dan. vi. 15), is

used to express, bad-temper, ill-humour, and the nouns U:/^2 , i^\^^^

are synonymous with the Hebrew ni/"1 badness, ivickedness,)—so

also n^?ri, in the verse before us, infra xxiv. 12, and Jer.

xxiii. 13, is used to express, irijustice, malice ; so that the words

D\i7S7 n7Dri ]n^ J^7l should be translated, and he did not

ascribe malice to God. The verb ]nj , when construed with h or

with 3 , signifies the act of attributing, ascribing, imputing ; as

D^i7^<7 ?i; MVS (Ps. Ixviii. 35), ascribe ye strength unto God, and
^y\ \r\r\ Tj^x 1^3 (Ps. 1. 20), thou ascribest faultiness (i.e.,

attachest a blemish) to [the] son of thine [oivn] mother.

The Targum paraphrases \i'7J<^ H^Sjri jJli x'?! by \^h\

tI* ^1);: ^Pnp "'vP Tnpp and he did not direct sinful words against

Jehovah. This way of understanding the verse seems to have
been relished by Schultens, and Wolfssohn ; the former trans-

lating it, " neque edidit futilitatem in Deum," the latter,

D^iN ra^^nta^jw s^T para id-iwit D2yr3n^ib-i3?3is ]>^p D2?^t:tz? -rais

Both then have given to the verb \T\1 , in this instance, a meaning
(that, namely, of uttering [words, or speeches]) in which we do
not find it used in Hebrew, unless when followed by some noun
expressing sound (noise); as bip ^1T\\ (Ps. civ. 12) they utter

[their] voice ; TrnD] \^\^l (Job xxxv. 10) uttering songs. Unless,
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therefore, n%n stands for nS^n 13'! a word of malice, or

something like it, these translations must be considered objec-

tionable. Nor can that of Rosenmiiller, viz., " Neque quidquaiu

in Deum inepte commisit," be regarded as less so, for where, we

would ask, is jHi to be found = commisit F

CHAPTER IT.

Ver. 2. For the explanation of the process, by which the particle

^^ ivhere, and the pronoun HT this with the prefix D (Hjp) come

to have together the meaning ivhence, we are indebted to Jarchi,

who comments upon it as follows :

f*: ':f> PIP ir))b i>3iPD oipn? P'f»

" Where is the place, respecting which thou couldst say, from that [place] I am

coming ?
"

Mason and Bernard have applied the same reasoning to the particle

ni:\S: in Gen. xxxvii. 16, D'j/T DH nE:i\S ; \^ where [is the place,

of which one could say,] HS here^ D^^l DH thei/ are feeding ?

Ver. 3. The root T^^D , in Hiph-el, signifies to move away, and,

therefore, sometimes is used to express a change of place, as

2 Chron. xviii. 31, DD^'P^T and He removed them; but more fre-

qaently , to express a cha7igeof ?mnd,asmthisvei'se, *^2r\'^Dr\\ although

thou movedst me. The prefix ^ has here the sense of though,

although, as in Euth ii. 13, OiiS"! though J (be not like unto one

of thine hand-maidens).

The root I^^2 , though strictly signifying, to swallow up, is very

frequently used in the sense of ruining, destroying.

Ver. 4. It is a matter of common observation, that man is wont

to consider one member of his body as of more vital importance

to him than another, and that he will, therefore, in order to protect

a more important one, readily sacrifice a less. Jarchi, bearing this

in mind, very ably comments on "TW TJ^^ "^^V , as follows :

. 1093 ij;ni3 \yo iDfii ii; ^63 sin? rfiiiDS 076 03 p? ]3

** This [is] the way of the sons of men ; when one sees the sword coming [downj

upon his head, he protects it with his arm."
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So also Aben-Ezra,
D13Zi v'PVP 1)3D3 Wrn 7PP' of" )T3 )yV TfPri 07^? 2WP

" [It is] the custom of man to shelter his eye with his hand, when he is afraid of

a blow, because of its (viz., the eye) being valuable."

Now, upon this fact, Satan builds the argument he here brings

forward, that, namely, if a man will readily submit to sacrifice one

member of his body for the sake of another more valuable to him,

it is not at all to be wondered at that Job submits to lose all he has,

rather than provoke God, who can take away his life. Had
Schultens and Rosenmiiller seen these simple, but most able,

comments, they would scarcely have said what they have done on

this passage.

The noun 11^ , though generally meaning skin, is once used in

this book in the sense of bodi/ (infra xviii. 13), illj/ ^"13 [the] parts

(or, members-of his body ; in the verse before us, it signifies a part,

or member of the body. So the Targum, ^^"^I1^5; '^ILDl^X S^n^?

member for member.

The words ]r)) Ji^^^57 Ip^ in the last clause of the verse, must

be understood in the second, so that Satan's argument, expressed in

full would run thus ; l^P "T;;:? ]r)] ll/'^i^) 1^^ "li;; [one] member

which [belongs] to a man would he give [up] for [another] member ;

^W^} m^ \r\\ W^'^h -WU^^ hb^ yea, all which [belongs] to a man
would he give [up] for his life.

The verse thus written would, indeed, be very clear and intel-

ligible, but it would be also very prosaic. The adversary of

mankind, however, was, it would seem, so elated by his previous

success, recorded in the preceding chapter, as to wish to suit his

language to his feelings, and he accordingly clothed his malicious

insinuation in a ternary verse.*

"li;; 1^3 "ili;

Perhaps, however, this saying was current as a proverb at the

time this book was written.

Ver. 5. Here we find the verb V22 construed with vNt , and not

with 3 as in the preceding chapter, ver. 11. 19, so that it would
seem not to signify as there, to smite, but to touch ; as though he

• The rest of the chapter is in prose.
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would say, Put forth Thine hand, and touch his bone and flesh

ever so sHghtly, &c.

We find here T'J2 7Nt instead of ^''^.S 7Jt/ in the preceding

chap. ver. 11; this, however, cannot in the least invalidate the

remark made there, seeing that we very frequently find h^J

standing for vSl, and vice versa; e.g., 1 Sam. i. 10, "and she

prayed 'tJ/ (for
'7^J)

to (Jehovah);" Lament, iii. 41, "let us lift

up our heart 7iJ (for IV) upon (our hands)," (LXX. eVt xeipwj/)

;

and, Ezek. xliv. 7, h\^ (for 1^) " because o/'(all your abominations)."

Ver. 7. It is supposed, that the malady, with which Job was

afflicted, was that commonly known by the name of Elephantiasis

(Elephantiasis Arabum).

Ver. 8. The root TlJ , of which we have here the Hithpa-al, is

not to be met with in any other part of the Bible.

That persons, afl[licted with any great calamity, or humbling

themselves before God, used to sit in sackcloth and ashes, is

manifest from what we read in Isa. Iviii. 5, and Esth. iv. 3 ; but,

as in this instance we have "1D^''7 the ashes (definite), some have

been led to think, that by it not common ashes are to be under-

stood,' but the dust-like particles which Job scraped off" with the

potsherd from his thickened and scaly skin ; whilst others suppose

it to refer to the powder, which they conceive him to have sprinkled

over the sores, with which the whole of his body was covered, as

is still the practice in many cutaneous diseases. But it is more

natural to suppose, that he had sprinkled ashes upon his head in

sign of mourning, just as we shall see below, ver. 12, his friends

did, and that allusion is here made to that circumstance. It

might, perhaps, be urged against this explanation, that the historian

has nowhere informed us, that Job really had thus besprinkled

himself, but such objection would be totally devoid of weight, as

we often find instances in the Bible, in which the reader is left to

infer an act not expressly recorded. Thus, in Exod. ii. 20, where

K-euel says to his daughters, " Call him (Moses) that he may eat

bread ;
" the very next words are, " And Moses was content to

dwell with the man," without our having been actually told that

they did go to call him, or that he came.

Ver. 9. Before ^"[ii^ the interrogative H must be supplied, just as

in 1 Sam. xxi. 16, "ipn stands for npnrr whether in need of ? &c.
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riDT . The more proper form would be D^D] , as it is the

imperat. Kal of mo . At the first glance, this imperative might be

supposed to stand instead of a future, just as in Deut. xxxii. 50,

God says to Moses, "1(13 r\DT and die in the mount, which

evidently stands for "1113 Jlicril and thou shalt die in the mount,

seeing that dying a natural death is an act which one cannot be

commanded to perform ; but it is difficult to imagine that the

wretched woman, who speaks here, used DDI in this sense, as, of

course, such an impious creature could not have thought, that

blaspheming God would needs be followed by instant death. It is,

therefore, more natural to suppose, that she advised him to defy

God, and by his own hands to put an end to his existence.

Ver. 10. The particle Dil stands here as a mere expletive, = yea,

indeed, as in 1 Sam. xxiv. 12, UNtl DI! ilKl see, yea, see. This

one quotation might suffice, but as so much has been said about

the meaning of this little word here by Rosenmiiller, Ewald and

others, to no purpose, the reader is referred also to Numb. xvi. 13 ;

1 Sam. i. 6 ; Ps. cxxxiii. 1 ; in all of which instances the Dil will

be found to be hardly translatable.

The words n^^^ /D^ for all this, standing, as they do here,

immediately after the severe rebuke administered by Job to his

wife, seem to express that, notwithstanding the agonizing feelings,

which, independently of those arising from the other calamities

which had been brought upon him at the instigation of Satan,

Job must have laboured under, on seeing himself thus taunted and

plagued by the impious woman, to whom it had been his unfor-

tunate lot to be united—that, notwithstandinc) all this,—notwith-

standing his agonizing feelings, yet, VJnpj^3 X;pn ^5'7 he did not

sin ivith his lips. It would be erroneous to suppose, that by this

expression, he did not sin with his lips, was meant, he did not

blaspheme God, as his wicked wife wanted him to do, since his

refraining from so atrocious a sin could hardly have been recorded

by the historian as a favourable feature in his character ; we must,

therefore, understand by it, that he had not hitherto even com-

plained, or grumbled, but had persevered in his patient and calm

resignation to the decrees of Providence. The words NiOn xS

,

then, might be taken to mean, he did not miss, (err, trip) with his

lips, he did not say anything amiss, to miss being the primary signi-
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fication of the verb J^COn , which only derives its commoner

one of to sin^ from sinning being equivalent to deviating from,

or missing the way of rectitude; so Judges xx. 16, "Every

one could sling a stone at an hair-breadth, 'i^^^l X?! and

not cause [it'] to miss ; " Prov. xix. 2, " And one hastening with his

feet ^^tD^^ stumbleth," (i.e., misseth the place, upon which he

ought to have put his foot). In like manner, the expression

''iiji^/ll NiCOn^ so as not to sin with my tongue^ used by the

Psalmist, Ps. xxxix. 2, refers only to his not having shown any

impatience, or manifested any surprise, at the prosperity of the

wicked and his own sufferings, as is evident from the context.

nK3n that has come. The definite article is used here for the re-
T JT -

lative pronoun *^w^'^? which or, fAa^,and when this is the case it maybe
prefixed to a tense. (See Mason and Bernard,op.cit., Letter xlvi.^ 2.)

Ver. 11. The verb 113 to shake, or move, like the verb J^13 , when
applied to the head, is sometimes used to express contempt, or

amazement, sometimes sympathy and pity. Comp. DIDvIf. njI/''J»S;l

"^£^^^"1 iD3 [infra xvi. 4), and I ivould move my head at you ; i.e.,

I would express my sympathy for you ; so that 17 1137 in this

verse, strictly speaking, stands for 17 DJ^'i^l *n3'7 to move their

head at him, by way of expressing their condolence. The same

ellipsis occurs also infra xlii. 11, where we have i? I"!^^^! for

1? D£i'^^^ T]T'\ and they moved their head at him.

Ver. 12. From our being told here, that his friends lifted up

their eyes from afar, and did not recognise him, together with

the fact, that he was sitting amidst ashes, we may fairly conclude,

that Job had taken up his seat in the open air ; and there the

reader will do well to imagine he continued during the whole

time occupied by the events recorded in this book, as, thereby will

not only the grandeur of the description given, in the latter

chapters of this book, of the phenomena of nature, and of the

approach of the whirlwind, from which God addresses Job, be

greatly enhanced, but also some passages be cleared up, which

might otherwise seem obscure.

After the words plniQ ^^^TV.. IJ^Jf^ and they lifted up their

eyes from afar, the words i^\i^? T^"!!'l and they saw him, must be

understood. We have already had occasion to notice the frequency

of such ellipses in Hebrew in our note on ver. 8 of this Chapter.
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PROLOGUE TO CHAPTER III.

SUMMARY OF THE PRINCIPLES AND VIEWS ENTERTAINED BY JOB, AS GATHERED

FROM THE WHOLE RANGE OF HIS DISCOURSES WITH HIS FRIENDS.

(Those who wish to verify the quotations here given will do well to refer to the

Translation which accompanies this Commentary, rather than to the Authorized

Version, according to which the passages in question would frequently convey a

very different meaning.)

That Job was pious, upright, and a man fearing God not only

does the historian bear witness, but also God himself

(chap. i. 1, 8); at the same time, however, he was a man
of a philosophical turn of mind, who was not satisfied

with taking things as they came, but would thoroughly sift

and examine them, in order to arrive at their true causes

and effects. Knowing, therefore, that he is suffering

unspeakable torments undeservedly, he is amazed, and

astounded at it ; he curses the day of his birth (iii. 1—9);

he wishes that he never had been born (iii. 11, 16;

X. 18, 19) ; he longs for death and the grave (vi. 9 ; xvii.

13, 14, 16); he is sometimes tempted to put an end to

his existence, but immediately rejects the idea (vii. 15, 16)

;

he will readily submit to death, but not to protracted

suffering (xiii. 15; vi. 11, 12); he laments that death is

denied by God to those who pray for it (xxx. 24); he is

astonished at the prosperity of the wicked (ix. 24 ; xii.

6; xxi. 7—13), and the sufferings of the innocent (xxiv.

3, 4) ; he cannot comprehend, how an Omniscient and

Omnipresent Being can suffer the atrocities of the wicked

and their triumph over the just, in this world (xxiv. 1,

5—12), for even the sudden removal of the wicked, which

his friends bring against him as an argument, he considers

rather as a blessing, than as a punishment (ix. 23 ; xxi. 13);

he asserts, that he is not only free from guilt, but that

he has also done a great deal of good, and appeals to God
as a witness (xvi. 19; xxiii. 10, 12; xxvii. 5, 6; xxix.

12—17) ; he protests that he is grievously wronged by God
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(xvi. 12—17; xix. 6, 7); he is very much irritated, when

his friends tax him with crimes, which he had never

committed (vi. 15 ; xix. 2, 3) ; he expresses his suspicion,

that they desire to magnify themselves at his expense

(xix. 5), and that they speak against their conscience,

with a view to ingratiate themselves with God (xiii. 7—9)

;

he represents to them, that such a mode of proceeding

against an unfortunate friend may drive him to despair and

apostasy (vi. 14) ; he tells them it is very easy for the

fortunate to make the unfortunate an object of derision

(xii. 4, 5) ; he challenges them to produce arguments

instead of finely-worded speeches (vi. 24—26) ; he regards

it as great presumption on their part to preach to him the

Omnipotence of God (xxvi. 2—4); and tells them he

considers it to be rather his place to preach it to them

(xxvii. 11, 12); he cannot conceive, how so majestic a

Being as God can be offended at the acts of frail and

abject man (vii, 20; xiv. 1—4); he would have man enjoy

the privilege, not only of praying to God, but also, of

justifying himself before Him (ix. 15); he asks why it

should be considered sinful in a man to think himself

innocent, when he really is so (ix. 20—22) ; he longs to be

in the presence of God, and to reason with Him (ix. 34, 35

;

xiii. 3, 17—24 ; xxiii. 3—10) ; he demands a regular court

of justice for the trial of man, so that he may be allowed

an advocate to defend him, and may be admitted to bail

(xvi. 21 ; xvii. 3 ; xxxi. 35—37) ; he is a staunch believer

in the existence of an Eternal God (xix. 23—27) ; but

knows nothing of a future state, and thinks that man's

existence finishes with this world (vii. 8, 9 ; xiv. 10— 15).

That Job had not the remotest idea of a future state, and a life hereafter,

is evident, not only from the passages quoted above—more particularly

those which contain his profession of faith (xix. 23—27)—but also, from

the whole tenour of his arguments, complaints, and murmurings against

Providence, which are such as entirely to forbid the supposition, that he

knew anything of another world. Suppose for a moment, that, in our

days, a sufferer like Job were to indulge in such unbecoming outbursts

against God, could not a mere child, who had but read the first of the

four Gospels, at once put hira to silence and to shame by exclaiming to
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him, " How as nothing are the sufferings which you endure during this

handbreadth of life, in comparison with the eternal blessings which you

might expect to enjoy if you did but humble yourself before your Maker,

and resign yourself to His will ! " How is it, then, that not one of Job's

friends, not even his young friend Elihu, held such language to him, or any

language at all approaching to it ? How is it, that Job himself, sensible

as he certainly was, did not see that he was laying himself open to a

rebuke of this sort ? Simply because neither he, nor his friends, knew

anything of a life beyond the precincts of the grave. Indeed, God

Himself, in His address to Job from the whirlwind, makes not the least

allusion to such a life, nor need we wonder that He does not, since the

preaching of the doctrine of the Kingdom of Heaven was reserved for

Him, through whom alone we can attain to the Kingdom of Heaven.

It also deserves consideration, that, in the New Testament, not one

passage from Job is quoted, as alluding to a future state. The Patriarchs,

who held direct communion with God, and the Prophets, who were

inspired by God, must no doubt have felt, that a being, who could hold

communion with the Deity, could not perish as a beast, but must have an

immortal soul ; but neither Patriarch, nor Prophet, was allowed to

preach the Kingdom of Heaven publicly ; and, if they did sometimes

allude to it, we should most certainly not have discovered their allusions,

had not our eyes been opened by the New Testament. But Job was no

Prophet, nor had he before held direct communion with the Deity ;

it ought not therefore to surprise us, that he looked upon himself as the

being of a moment, till God revealed Himself to him, as recorded in the

later chapters of this book. Then, and then only, did he perceive, that

he must be something more than a mere animal, that he must have a soul,

which was immortal, and could not perish with his body ; and, on per-

ceiving this, he at once acknowledged he was wrong, became a convert,

and exclaimed, " I have heard of Thee by the hearing of the ear, but

now mine eye seeth Thee ; wherefore I abhor myself, and repent in

dust and ashes." (Chap. xlii. 5, 6.)*

To suppose for a moment, that Job knew anything of a future state, would not

only tend to deprive his arguments of their force, and to render his complaints

unreasonable, and absurd, but would also be equivalent to setting him down as an

utterly wicked man, for such would any man in our days be justly considered, who
gave vent to similar expressions against God, and His Providence. Nor would it be

possible to conceive, how such behaviour and such expressions could deserve the

approbation and commendation of God, who said to the three friends, " for ye

have not spoken of Me that which is sincere, like My servant Job." (Chap,

xlii. 8.) Had Job known anything of a future state, the greater part of what

he says would be not the language of sincerity, but downright insult to Him,
who expressed Himself so highly pleased with his words and sentiments.
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CHAPTER III.

1. I resolved : I will guard my ways,

That I may not transgress with my tongue ;

I will keep a check upon my mouth,

So long as the wicked are in my presence.

2. I was altogether dumb ; I held my peace from good and bad ;

But my pain rankled,

3. My heart within me was hot,

Through my sighing the fire kindled ;

I spake with my tongue.* (Ps. xxxix. 1—3.)

These verses are strikingly applicable to the innocent sufferer,

whose discourse composes this chapter. Seven days, and seven

nights, was he altogether dumb, and held his peace ; seven days,

and seven nights, did he keep a check upon his mouth ; seven

days, and seven nights, was he sighing over his miserable lot ; till,

at last, his heart grew hot within him, and he spake with his

tongue. These ideas were suggested by the words, p "'"IHi^ after

this, which imply that, after having thus forborne complaining, he

at length gave vent to his pain in bitter exclamations.

'iDV his day, which some think, stands for ll'pin UV \the] day of

his being horn, i.e., the day of his birth; or DV may perhaps be

used here in the sense of fate, as it is infra xxx. 25, UV ili^j^

hard of day, i.e., ill-fated.

Ver. 2. IVj'^ . The verb HJi/, when not followed by an accusative,

is sometimes used to express the opening of a discourse, and is almost

synonymous with to speak, or to begin to speak ; as 1"ICS"| IJ^I

(Deut. xxi. 7), and they shall speak, and say, and ri"l/pST T\'^'^]l\

(Ibid. xxvi. 5), and thou shalt speak, and say ; and in this sense, ]}pj_

must needs be understood here, as it cannot be translated, and he

answered, seeing that we are told by the historian, that not one of

the party had as yet spoken a word. A similar use of the verb

diroKplvofjuai, is very common in the New Testament.

Ver. 8. The relative 11^'^ is omitted before ihr^ ; the full form

would be, in ll^^ 11^^ in which I should (was to) be born.

IDi^ is used here impersonally, one said; i.e., it was said; as

* From Dr. French, and Mr. Skinner's very elegant translation.
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1^21 J^nj^ (Gen. xvi. 14) lit., one called the well ; i.e., the well

was called. After "I^^J , we must supply ''^i;?? or ^BVi /jt/ respect-

ing my mother^ of my mother.

(Tin She \is\ bringing forth. The verb Hin , though generally

signifying to conceive., is also used to express hringlng forth., in

1 Ch. iv. 17, D"'"ID nx inm and she hare Miriam. It is amusinsr

to see how those, who were bent upon giving to ITin here its

ordinary signification of conceiving., have treated this verse. They

of course saw that it was very difficult to understand how it could

have been ascertained precisely upon which night the conception

took place, not to speak of the infinitely greater difficulty, which,

even if the question of the night were satisfactorily settled, would

still present itself, as to the manner in which the child then

conceived could have been determined to be of the male sex at

such an extremely early period of his existence ; and, therefore, to

get over this difficulty, instead of making the verb 1^5^ imper-

sonal, they have, in the first place, taken nyvH to be its

nominative case, rendering, IDIJ ^^yj} , the night said., as though

the night could know, when the conception took place, and what

it would produce ; and, in the second place, made D'lT]
, evidently

the part. fem. Kal of the verb T\'^T^ which is only used in this

voice, a past Pu-al, translating the whole, " Et nox, quae dixit,

Conceptus est Masculus." (Schultens.) "Et nox, quae marem

conceptum esse dixit !
" (Rosenmiiller.) " Und die Nacht, die da

sprach : Es ist ein Mannlein empfangen! " (Schlottmann.)

The words 13 ");i*X must also be supplied before lOtJ , so that

the full form would be, -|3J Hnh -1D« 13 l^^/.s; r\Yrr\\ and the

nighty in which it was said. She is bringing forth a man [child'].

Job, probably not knowing, whether he was born in the day, or

in the night, curses them both ; the force of the letter 1 in

'"^'^I'^'T'l 5 therefore, is not that of the conjunctive particle and, but

that of the disjunctive or, as in Exod. xxi. 15, "he who

smiteth his father, I^Sl or his mother, &c."

Ver. 4. The verb ti^m , though mostly used to express inquiring

after, also signifies caring for, or favourably noticing, a thing ; as

in Deut. xi. 12, "A land, which Jehovah thy God Hnj^ wy]

careth for it,'' i.e., noticeth favourably. Job, therefore, prays, that

God may not take any favourable notice of that day.

c 2
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Ver. 5. The verb ji^} , independently of its usual meaning to

redeem, occurs also in the signification of to stain, soil, pollute ; as

in Isa. Ixiii. 3, "And all my raiment ^Ph\^Z'^ (for 'r^'??f7) I

have stained." So again, b^'^^ CnJ? (Mai. i. 7 )
polluted bread.

The verb 1D2 is used to express becoming black, in Lament, v.

10, Tl/!2DJ "n^ns are become black like an oven, but also means to
' T : • - :

grow warm, or hot ; e.g., " my repentings 11^3^ (Hos. xi. 8)

ivere kindled." The noun "1"^1P3 , therefore, may have both these

meanings, viz., blackness, and heat, or sultriness ; consequently,

Di"* "'n'''}pp inn^D"] , may fairly be translated, mag \the'\ black

vapours (or clouds) (arising from heat and sultriness) of \the'\ dag

affright it (viz., by holding forth to it the prospect of impending

darkness and tempest). A complete parallel is thus established

with the first clause of the verse, " let darkness and the shadow

of death pollute it." So Ben-Zev explains this noun by,

" Distressing heat."

It is well known, that sultry* days commonly terminate in a

thunder-storm.

The third radical of the verb "1^^ is doubled in the noun,

"I^IPS ,
just as that of the verb "IJD in the noun, "l''1Jp (Prov.

xxvii. 15) rain. The translation adopted here is rejected by

Rosenmiiller, on the ground, that the 2 in "1"^"1^2
, has short-

cherik, and not pathach, as the D in I^'IJD ; he, therefore, insists

upon making the 2 a prefix, and, not being able to attach any

meaning to it, is obliged to say it is a mere expletive, and to

translate this clause in such a manner, as to deprive it of its

parallelism with the first. Is it then so very unusual to see the

first radical of one noun take short-cherik, where that of another

of the same form takes pathach ? Does not Cp^P kings, in

construction, make O/P ? whilst DH^? garments, makes """TJ^ ?

Ver. 6. The affix 1/1 in innj^''^ , shows us we ought to consider

'^^T]7^ Tily_T^ as a nominative absolute = as to that night. See

Mason and Bernard's Grammar, Letter xlvii. § 9.

The punctuation of the word ini , at once shows the root to

be mn to rejoice, as in Exod. xviii, 9, 'VtTV, in;*] And Jethro

rejoiced. Had its root been Tn"* to join, unite, as the translators

of the Auth. Vers, must have been of opinion, it would have been
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pointed either in\'' , or IH^ , as in Gen. xlix. 6, "THri a^ be not

thou united (as it is translated in the Eng. Vers.), and there would

have been no occasion for the dagesh in the 1 . See Mason and

Bernard, op. cit., Letter xxxix. § 17.

Ver. 7. ll/lD/il . In Isa. xlix. 21, we find this word used of

women, in the sense of sterile, childless ; in the verse before us, it

probably signifies sterile (o( joy), joi/less, cheerless, and in the same

acceptation, it will also be found infra xv. 34, and xxx. 3.

Ver. 8. The verb 2p2 is very frequently used in the sense of

cursing, i. q., 22p (e.g., DiS'? ^^2p\ (Prov. xi. 26) [the] people

will curse him, and in many other places), but the same root is

also used in several passages, in the sense of ptointing out, or

distinctly-naming (e. g., ^I^!^ '"^^P^ (Gen. xxx. 28) Specify-

clearly thy tvages ; ^^2^^, Hin^ "'S (Isa. Ixii. 2) [the] mouth of

Jehovah shall distinctly-name it; '^^pl'T C^*n n^5 . . . . Dpi

(Lev. xxiv. 11) And . . . .'pronounced-distinctly itie name, and

hlasphemed,*) and in this latter sense we prefer to take it here, as

it would be difficult to understand, how Job could expect men,

who wished to curse their own day, should curse his.

As, in the poetry of even modern languages, fabulous animals,

such as, dragons, griffins, &c., are sometimes introduced, so in

Hebrew such an animal is to be met with in the noun DN;") , which

very frequently occurs (e.g., in Numb, xxiii. 22, and also in this

book infra xxxix. 9), and which in tlie Eng. Vers, is commonly

rendered unicorn (itself a fabulous animal), while Mendelssohn

always leaves it untranslated. In like manner, in the verse before

us, ]lj?^l? might with some show of reason be taken as the desig-

nation of a certain fabulous monster, and as such be fairly left

untranslated, as has been done by Schlottmann, who renders,

"die bereit sind, den Leviathan zu wecken." But, on the other

hand, it must not be forgotten that the word Ip^")? again occurs

in this book (chap. xl. 25—Auth. Vers. xli. 1), where it represents

a most powerful and terrible animal, the whole structure and confor-

mation of which are fully detailed, and correspond very accurately

* So Mendelssohn,

by which rendering he very cleverly avoids the tautology which would result from giving to

2i^'] the sense of cursing, as is done in the Eng. Vers., " blasphemed the name of the Lou D
and cursed."
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with those of the crocodile. The verb lli' (root '^W) to awake,

arouse, would also be very fitly applied to that animal, as we are told

by natural historians, that it is the most dangerous of all voracious

animals, inasmuch as it is in its nature to lie watching for its prey

for hours, if necessary, on the bank of the river, from which it

has emerged, motionless, and like the trunk of a tree, till some

unfortunate wretch (or, it may be, animal) has come within its

reach, when it starts up, as if roused, from its simulated sleep,

and rushes upon its victim. There is not perhaps, therefore,

anything very unreasonable in the supposition, that Job, who

wished to call upon the most unfortunate and miserable of human

beings to point at and cite his own accursed day, would regard as

such, and as such invoke, those ill-fated, ill-starred wretches, who

were on the point of being devoured by so terrible a monster, as

the crocodile. With this explanation we can now proceed to

construe the verse under consideration. It runs thus

:

Di"* ^"^"l^^ 'I'^^i?^ Let those, who curse \their'\ day, distinctly name it,*

]ilj")7 nni? D''1''0^7 \_Lveii\ those destined to arouse \the'\ crocodile.

Rosenmiiller refuses to admit this translation of the second

hemistich on account of there not being a 7 prefixed to "IT'J^ , being,

as it would seem, altogether unaware, that this infinitive is not a

constructive, but an absolute one, which in itself signifies to arouse,

and cannot admit of the 7 of u7"'2'2 . But were it even a con-

structive infinitive, there would be nothing to wonder at in the 7

being understood, and not expressed, as this is an ellipsis, which is

very frequent in prosaic, not to mention poetical, Hebrew ; comp.

Gen. iv. 12, where fir} ^DJl s'? stands for I^ph ^Dh s'? it shall

not again yield ; and many other similar instances might be

adduced.

In the Eng. Vers., I^i^l^ '^'^P is rendered "to raise up their

mourning," a version, which they must have founded upon the

passage in the Talmud,

" A woman must not raise up her mourning at a festival."

(Jerusalem Talm., treatise Moed Katon, chap, i.), a passage referred

to also by Aben-Ezra, who observes, at the same time, that the

pronominal affix ] stands for final .

* i. e., let them say, " May our day be accursed like that of Job !

"
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Ver. 9. In chap. xxxi. 26, we find "lli^ used to express the 5m?j,

in opposition to nT the moon ; ]^^^1 ")ii^7
^i^l might, therefore,

mean, may it waitfor \the\ sun and [there 6e] none^ and upon this

Job, becoming more vehement, improves, by adding,
^^J')'^

7i^1

nn;i^ ^SJ7DI/3 nay, let it not even behold [the'] eyelids of [the] daivn.

"inji^ dawn, is here personified by our poet, who gives it eyelids

;

the Psalmist gives it wings, "lllii^ *5?? (Ps. cxxxix. 9) [the] wings

of [the] dawn. The latter figure is intelligible enough, as we can

easily imagine the dawn, approaching us gently, soaring upon

wings—but not so the former "incf' ^^V.^V [the] eyelids of [the]

dawn, unless we understand by it that Job would not have the night,

in which he was born, behold the dawn even in its very first stage,

when it is, as it were, half-slumbering, with its eyes all but hidden

by its eyelids. Comp. our expression " the peep of day."

The 3 in ''SJ/i^J^^ is either pleonastic or the mark of the

objective case. Comp. n?P^Zl D"]'! (Exod. vii, 20) and he lifted

up the rod.

Rosenmiiller tells us that Jerome understood the prefix 3 before

iSt^'^ , as if it were 121^^3 "^12313 , and observes, " nee id quidem

male ;
" a noun in construction followed by a preposition ! ! and yet

" nee id quidem male "
! ! ! we devoutly wish for his sake, that he

had said, " pessime."

Ver. 10. As we have seen Job cursing, first, the day of his

birth, and then, the night, the verb "IJD it shut up, might refer to

either of them ; but, as the night is the last mentioned, it is more

probable that it is to it that it refers, and that he assigns in this

verse the reason for his cursing it, as though he said, I curse it,

IJD ^^'7 ''3 because, &c.

The Hebrew possessive affixes are frequently open to an ambi-

guity, which the context only can remove. Thus, by "^37^ ^^

Ps. ii. 6, " Yet I have set ''37P my king," we must understand

him, whom I have made king; whereas, in Ps. Ixxiv. 12, "For

God is ""Sbp my king,'' the meaning is, king over me. So the

context in the verse before us shows us we should take ''203 my
belly, to mean the belly (i.e., the womb), which conceived me.

When Job says, he curses the night, because it did not shut up the

belly (the womb), which conceived him, he means because it did

not render his mother sterile and incapable of conception.
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In the Eng. Vers., the neg. part. ^^? which we have in the first

hemistich of this verse, is supplied to the second, and "irip"!

translated, as if it stood for "l^ripn S/T nor hid, &c. ; but there

is not the least occasion to suppose any such unusual change of

form, as we may simply understand Job to say thus, " I curse it,

because it did not shut up my mother's belly (womb) I^^P];! and

conceal,'^ i.e., and, by doing so,conceal—so as to conceal

—

^y'V.'Q 7CJE/

" misery from my eyes.'"

Aben-Ezra gives to the affix in ""itp? its more natural sense,

and refers it to the speaker himself, understanding him to say, the

doors of my [owti] belly., i.e., navel (by which, when an embryo,

I received my nourishment). His words are

:

7ivD D7ip 75i5 i^fip? by i:ppd "))3UP

" The navel, bj means of wLich the food enters the embryo before it is born."

By Rosenmiiller we are told, that Aben-Ezra takes God to be the

subject of the verb l^p , although He is not expressly mentioned,

according to which Job would curse the nighty because God did

not shut up, &c. This would, indeed, have been strange reasoning

on the part of such a man as Aben-Ezra, but, fortunately, we

cannot find he ever said anything of the sort ; all he says, when

commenting on the words, "IJp ^i , being,

om? PP1P ")DP'

" The opener of the womb (i.e., the one, who left it open), is not mentioned "
;

by which he evidently merely intended to say, that the verb "IJD

was used here impersonally (just as T/^iJ in ver. 3), and might,

therefore, be rendered by a passive, " Because the doors of my belly

(i.e., my navel) were not shut up." It will be perceived, that Aben-

Ezra in this instance uses DHn as synonymous with ]!p3 .
*

Ver. 11. DH'jD from [f/i£;] z^6>m6, stands here for ^'Qip ^O^^V?

on my coming forth from [the'] womb, just as |^3P H^'^ (Isa.

xlviii. 8) a transgressor from [the] belly for ]^2D ^n^^V? ^^^ «

transgressor on thy coming forth from [the] belly (wast thou called).

Those, who understand by, from the womb, that Job wished he had

died, in the womb, and refer in support of their opinion to Jer.

* In order not to use in English one word for an object expressed in Hebrew by two,

viz., ]i?? and cm
, we have adopted the word belhj for the former, and tcomb for the latter,

as the word belli/ is often used in poetry for womb, though of course strictly speaking, the

womb only, and not the belly, can conceive.
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XX. 17, have forgotten, that Job only refers to that earlier stage of

his existence (when, namely, he was in the womb), in ver. 16, after

having first enumerated its later stages.

niDiJ ^^7 is used here conditionally, should Inot have died, as, in

Gen. xliv. 8, 3J^3 should we steal, or, have stolen ; and so is V'\^'^\

in the second hemistich, then, I ought to have died.

Ver. 12. Dl'SHB knees, i.e., the midwife's knees, which were

put forward to catch, and so met, him, hindered him from

falling to the ground, by which he might have been killed.

npi in the second hemistich stands for r\12iT\ and why, (were

breasts (tendered me,) that I should suck '?)

Ver. 13. ^I^]j ""I) for now (i.e., if the knees had not met me,

and no breasts had been tendered me), ''in^DJi' I should have lain.

7 nir there would have been rest to me (i.e., I should have been

at rest), the verb being used here impersonally. Comp. v 1^

(1 Sam. xxviii. 15) [It is~\ distressing to me, i.e., I am distressed;

and 7 "ID (Ruth i. 13) [It is~] hitter to me, i.e., I am grieved.

Ver. 14. The verb ^T\2y.l} , or ^T\W'^ must be understood at the

very beginning of this verse ;
" I should have lain (or slept),

D07p D^ with kings, &c., who are building,"

nl3'^n desolate ^Aaces (from the verb 2r\r\ to he desolate), i.e.,

mausoleums, splendid buildings, but intended only 1d|7 for them-

selves, to contain nothing but their remains, and, therefore, in

some sense desolate. Such buildings we know from history were

very frequently erected in ancient times to contain the ashes of

celebrated personages.

Ver. 15. 1X C^riDDii^, or ^T\'^^l being again understood here)

" Or I should have lain (or slept), D^HJi' DJt7 with princes, &c.'*

That the relative "It^^^ must be supplied before 3nr is self-

evident.

Ver. 16. In the preceding verses we have heard Job lamenting,

that he did not die, as soon as he came into the world ; here he

goes further, and says, it would have been still better he had
never come out of the womb at all, or in his own words

:

iiS " Or why (HSb* being understood after it) n\7»S X'? should

I not have heen jlCCp 75?.? like an hidden untimely-hirth ;" i.e.,

like an untimely birth, which is quickly removed and hidden from

the sight.
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In the second hemistich "^^^ must be supplied before ^1

.

Ver. 17. In a note on Ps. i. 1, Kimchi gives us the following

definition of the word D^^^i'"!

,

)3:y) )h\y) viv) did? ]'3 vvy ^ii pr? d5to D35 D)f>D) ]ipp popi D'3'3PP d?

'V) D'pD' flip) 1P3 . viivo fip PDir' I'OD o oib PTiP 3nr) (iPPP ii3i;3 mpM
: ?31? PDIP if" • vbV3 Pf) r>DT UiP' tb) . V'Zil' P:P' lOf" 5D31 * 1"DT

" They are those who are fond of acquiring wealth, and that which their

heart lusts after in this world, so that they make no distinction between that

which is good, and that which is evil, and rob, and steal, and slay, for the sake

of wealth, on account of the restlessness of their heart ; for the [primary]

meaning of 5727") is restlessness ; as. And, if He bestoweth quiet, who can cause

restlessness (or disturb) ? (Job xxxiv. 29) ; and whithersoever he used to

turn, he caused restlessness (disturbance) (1 Sam. xiv. 47) ; and restlessness

will not rescue him who hath it (Eccles. viii. 8) ; be not over restless

(Eccles. vii. 17)."

With such an eminent authority before us, we need not hesitate

to translate D^i/Jf^l in this verse, agitators^ disturbers ; when, on

supplying before the word TJT the prefix 12 , with which the verb

t'ln to cease^ refrain^ is generally construed, the first hemistich

will run thus

:

U^ there (i.e., in the place he longs to go to, the grave,)

D^j;^^') agitators

l'7"]n cease

TJh for TJ'l'p from \causin.g~\ trouhle.

In contradistinction to this hemistich, in which wicked agitators

are declared to be rendered harmless in the grave, we have in the

second hemistich,

U^}\ and there

n^D '^}J^'^'^. those worn out of [their'] strength (i.e. ^ those who have

been tyrannized over by wicked agitators,)

inir find rest.

Ver. 18. The adverb Tn^ together, refers to the HD '^^^J'; in the

preceding verse, that is, together with, or like them, prisoners

repose.

Ver. 19. The pronoun ^5^^ being singular, refers to each of the

adjectives ]^'p^ and 7i"T^ separately, that is, [the'] little- (or lowly-)

man is there, and so is [the] great-man ; they are both in the same

place, without distinction of rank.

Ver. 20. The verb \rs\ , being here used impersonally, like the
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verb "l^JJ in ver. 3 (which see), may also be rendered by a

passive, ]B\ i^?/ '^% should there be given, &c.

Vers. 21, 22. In order to avoid the necessity of supplying

"li^^ ]^"1 ''^?7 ^% should light be given? before "13^*7 in ver. 23,

as is done in the Auth. Vers., we need only consider the two verses

before us as parenthetical (the H in D''3n^n , and D'^nDJi^H

,

being relative and synonymous with "^J^^?), and consequently

definino; the ^^2 ""IQ bittei' in soul, in ver. 20.

"•"^i;^. in ver. 22. is the poetical form of vX to.

It^^'^V' for It^'^i^; "1^'X who ivould be glad.

Ver. 23. It has already been observed on ver. 4, that the verb J^"1"T

which literally signifies to inquire, or look for, a thing, is also used

in the sense oi favourably noticing; the verb "ITID to hide, or

conceal, on the other hand, may (in Niph.) be fairly supposed to

express, not being cared for, or not being taken 7iotice of, as in

Isa. xl. 27, nilT'P ''31'T n"llip3 mg way is concealed from

Jehovah ; i.e., Jehovah does not care for my way; and so here, if

after iS")"! we supply Hi /St (which we have in the second

hemistich,) with the prefix 72 (^"i7^^/P), the first hemistich

will run; To the man, whose way is concealed from, i.e., not cared

for by, God.

"^PJT The reader is referred to our note on y)2'\I/ {sujira i. 10),

where it was observed, that the root "^TD , to hedge, may be used

in a good sense, as it is there, and also in a bad one, as here. In

the first hemistich. Job speaks of a man, whose ways are not

noticed by God, whilst, in the second, he goes a step further, and
says, iTi/Z ^Ii'7^?. 1?^] yea, God hath [evoi] hedged him in ; i.e..

He not only does not favourably notice his way, but has even

made a hedge about him, has cooped him up, so that he cannot

stir. A similar figure we find in Lament, iii. 7, where the verb

"IIJ to make a hedge, is used N^St J^^l ^']V'2 "llj He hath hedged

me about, that I cannot get out.

Ver. 24. Some think that the particle, "^^ for, because, with

which this verse begins, is intended to introduce a reason for the

invectives poured out by Job against his day, but this he had
already done in ver. 10, the reason given being, IJD X? "^3 because

it did not shut up, &c. It is, therefore, more to the purpose to

suppose, that the ""S here is intended to introduce the reason, why
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the words H'^npi 131'^ "Iti'*^ "^.^i?? to a man, wJiose way is

not cared for, &c., may fitly be applied to himself, as though he

said, I myself am the man whose way is not cared for by God,

and whom He has hedged round about in a manner which makes

my life quite burdensome to me, for (""S) before my meal my

groaning cometh, &c.

"^Dnh ''>5'? before my meal (my groaning cometh). To some

commentators the preposition "'3^7 has been very embarrassing,

and among them, to Schultens, who has been driven to give it a

meaning, which is quite inadmissible ; whereas nothing is more

natural than to take it in its usual signification, and understand

Job to say in this verse, that his moaning and groaning begin

with the very beginning of the day, before he has broken his fast.

Vers. 25, 26. It certainly, at the first glance, is not easy to

understand, how a man, who had lived in such prosperity and

affluence, as had been enjoyed by the unfortunate speaker of this

discourse, before he was given up to the mercy of Satan, could

possibly say, that he never was at peace, never was quiet, and

never was at ease ; a difficulty, which has led Schultens to

propound such out-of-the-way views concerning these verses, that

it would be mere waste of time to quote them. The difficulty,

however, will soon vanish, if we recall the salutary injunction of

the Royal Moralist (Prov. xxviii. 14) "TVpjn in^p DIJ} n.:f\S

n^"l21 ^1s^ i^S n^')PJ21 Ha^^py is the man, that feareth alway

;

hut he, that hardeneth his heart, shallfall into evil ; for it is highly

probable, that Job penetrated with the same pious sentiment, had

never, even in the most brilliant part of his career, considered

himself secure and safe, but had always, from his knowledge of the

instability and transitory nature of all things belonging to this

world, and their absolute dependence upon the will of Providence,

entertained some fears with regard to tlie continuance of his

prosperity; and that he now complains, in these two verses,

that, in spite of his having been constantly impressed with this

pious fear, trouble had come upon him, as though he had been

one of those who harden their hearts, and deservedly fall into

evil.

The coupling of a verb with a noun of the same root and

corresponding signification gives in Hebrew a high degree of inten-
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sity to the meaning of the verb, as Dl';;:f'l"l"l ^^?p^ Spn (Lam. i. 8)

Jerusalem hath sinned sin; i.e., hath grievously sinned. "*r)inS IH^i

,

therefore, in ver. 25, might be rendered I greatly feared^ but, as

the relative "^l^'^^ is found in the second hemistich, it seemed more

natural to supply it in the first after IHS .

^P.inxn in verse 25, stands for ""^jf/ ^j^^5l.^^ and it hath come

upon me ; an objective affix being used instead of a preposition,

just as in Ps. cxix. 41, we find ^^^^^''1 for vj[/ Ik^TI and may

come upon me.

PROLOGUE TO CHAPTER IV.

SUMMARY OF THE PRINCIPLES AND VIEAVS ENTERTAINED BY JOb's THREE AGED

FRIENDS, ELIPHAZ THE TEMANITE, BILDAD THE SIIUHITE, AND ZOPHAR THE

NAAMATHITE, AS GATHERED FROM THE WHOLE RANGE OF THEIR DISCOURSES

WITH JOB,

That these three friends were old men, and of great expe-

rience, we hear from the mouth of one of them (xv. 9—10,)

as well as from the young man, who speaks in chap, xxxii.

(vv. 6, 7) ; they are in the highest degree orthodox, and

deprecate man's desire to philosophize, and dabble in

wisdom (xi, 7—9 ;
* xxviii. 31— 39) ; they peremptorily

deny, that the wicked prosper, and innocent suffer ; nay,

stoutly assert the contrary, appealing, in support of their

assertion, to ancient history (iv. 7— 9 ; v. 3—5 ; viii.

8—10, 11—22; xi. 20; xv. 17—19, 20—24, 29—30,

34—35; xviii. 5—21; xx. 4—29; f xxviii. 1—11);
they strenuously maintain Job's guilt, and thereby justify the

visitation of God (xi. 6 ; xxii. 4— 11) ; they use invectives,

and charge him with hypocrisy, and with absolutely denying

the divine superintendence (v. 1, 2; xi. 3, 4; xv. 5, G;

* According to the division of the chapters in our translation ; in the Auth. Vers.

xxviii. 20—28.

t In Auth. Vers, xxvii. 13—23.
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xviii. 4; xxii. 13—15) ; they tell him, that he sets a bad

example to others, and recommend him resignation and.

prayer, by which he would attain to a prosperity far greater

than he enjoyed before (xv. 4; v. 8 ; xxii. 21—23; v.

24—26; xi. 15—19; xxii. 23—30). Their chief object

being to establish his guilt, and deny what he says

concerning the prosperity of the wicked, there is no

necessity for them to bring forward any other arguments

than such as bear upon these two points, and hence the

sameness in the reasoning of these three aged friends. As

a sort of compensation, however, they very frequently

indulge in highly figurative language, and delight in

expatiating upon the Omnipotence of God, though this is a

theme, upon which they are often outrivalled by Job (iv.

10—21; viii. 11—19; v. 9—16; xxv. 2—6; xxviii. *

35—37; xii. 7—25; xxvi. 5—14 ; xxvii. 11— 12).

As the chief object of their arguments is to bring Job'

to a confession of his guilt, and he, so far from doing this,

on the contrary boldly asserts his innocence, they abandon

the contest in despair.

That these three friends knew no more of a future state than

did Job himself, is evident from the circumstance of their

never even so much as alluding to it, although they might

plainly have derived thence an argument which would have

silenced their opponent at once.

CHAPTER IV.

Ver. 2. In a later chapter (xxix. 9—10) we shall hear Job say,

that, in the days of his prosperity, young and old stood in great

awe of him, and that neither prince nor noble ever ventured to utter

a word in his presence ; the speaker of this discourse, therefore,

very naturally thinking it possible, that Job might have become

so accustomed to see every one bow to his opinion, as to be utterly

impatient of contradiction, begins his speech with these words

:

* In Auth. Vers, xxviii. 24—26.
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?|7^? 1111 nDJn Has one [ever] tried a word to thee? (i.e.,

has any one ever ventured to express

himself as differing from thee in

opinion \)

n^Tri for HN'/nn ivouUst thou he tired? (i.e.,

wouldst thou be out of patience with

any one, that should contradict thee?)

7^1'' '^D PvP? I^i'l yet restrain [Jiis] words, who can? (i.e.,

even at the risk of incurring thy dis-

pleasure, who could refrain from speak-

ing, on hearing thee utter such terrible

imprecations and curses ?)

HDJ should not be taken as the fut. Kal of the verb HDJ as some,

nor as the 3rd pers. past Niph., as others, take it; but as the 3rd

pers. sing, past Pi-al, seeing that this verb is only used in that voice.

Aben-Ezra, to be sure, doea take it to be the 1st pers. plur. fut.

Kal, but then he says the D stands for
'^

, and the H for N , and

consequently supposes the root to be )^\V1 which is used in Kal.

For our own part, however, we can see no cogent reason for this

change in the letters, and hold HDJ , therefore, to be the past Pi-al,

used here impersonally, and translate 1111 riDJn has one tried a

ivord? i.e., has a word been tried, &c.?

The dative ^'''7^^ to thee, is here used after IJl' though the

English idiom requires with thee. Comp. Judg. iii. 19, "IPD "131

^ 7.x V I have a secret word for thee.

\hl2 , the form of the Chaldee plural, is used here for C^/P

,

which would be the Hebrew plural. The reader may be prepared

often to meet with Chaldee forms in this book. AVith regard to

the prefix 3 see note on ""S^iil/Il , supra iii. 9.

Vers. 3—5. The speaker reminds Job that, in former days, he

used to reprove others, when they murmured at the decrees of

Providence, and expresses surprise, that he does not himself

adhere to the line of conduct he had laid down for others.

nlDI D"]1^ weak hands, and nij/n3 D";213 sinkinrj knees, are

used figuratively to express men wavering in their faith and

confidence in God.

Ver. 6. Instances of passages in the Hebrew Bible, which cannot

be construed, or properly understood, without transposition, are
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very numerous indeed, not only in the poetical, but also in the

historical books. As early as Gen. ii. 19, we find,

IDL^' iSin n^ri z'l^i uii}n i'? iSnp"^. n^i^ ^51

which, to make sense, must be construed thus

:

n^n ^^2 ^731 and [as toi] every liviiig soul,

i'? lU/^ that which to it (i.e., whatsoever to it)

DliSn J^npl ma?i would call (i.e., whatsoever man called it,)

iDCi' J^in that [was] its name.

And so, in Prov. vii. 23, we read,

: ^^^^ i:^^sn ^3 ui) ^h] na '?« lisv "1'!?^? 1^55 fD r\h^) ijj

which of course must be construed as follows

:

nSi h^ li^V inD3 As [the'] hastening of a bird (i.e.,

as a bird hastens) to a snare,

i^^'D^Il Sin ^2 ^IJ J^'?! a/^c? fZo<?5 wof know, that it [is] for his

life (i.e., that it is at the peril of

his life,)

illl? YD "^ i^"! "^^ l^^^ ^ ^^^^'^ cleaves his liver.

These examples have been brought forward, in order to show

that, by making a slight transposition in the second hemistich,

and by supplying to it the interrogatively negative particle ^^7^

,

which is at the beginning of the first, we shall find this verse,

which has proved so embarrassing to many commentators, as clear

and intelligible as any of the most clear and intelligible verses in

the Bible. The verse with these changes introduced will run as

follows: ,

We heard Job wind up his discourse by saying, that he had

always feared God, and been well aware, that all he possessed, and

all his prosperity and happiness, proceeded from His bounty, and

might be taken away by Him in a moment (see note on vv. 25, 26,

of the preceding chap.) ; to these words of his, his friend now

refers, telling him, that the circumstance of his always having had

the fear of God in his heart, instead of serving him as a ground

for complaint and murmuring, ought rather to be to him a source

of great consolation and confident hope, inasmuch as if he really

knew himself to have always been good and pious, he must feel

assured that his sufferings cannot possibly be of long continuance,

seeing that, though God may chasten those He loves. He will
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ultimately manifest the fatherly delight He takes in tliem. The

verse should be construed thus:

^?^P? ^r^?1' ^^lI Ought not thy fear [of God~] [to he

rather] thy confidence,

^0]i?^ l^^l"^ ^^ ^'^D! (^nd ought not [the'\ integrity of thy

ways [to he] thy hoj^e ?

The noun n7P3 is used here synonymously with 7P^ confidence,

as infra xxxi. 24, where '''703
, in the first hemistich, stands in

parallelism with "^H^Ilp my safety, or security, in the second.

Ver. 7. In the summary at the head of this discourse, it has been

mentioned, that Job's friends staunchly assert, that the wicked only

come to a* miserable end, while the just must always ultimately

triumph ; the friend, however, who here addresses Job goes further,

and challenges him in this verse to point out a single instance, in

which he has seen an innocent man perish.

The relative "Iti'J^ is understood before ^3? ^^ ^^® ^^*^^5 ^^^

before nn^] in the second hemistich, as though the verse ran

thus:

"12 ij "iki'Jj^ "<jp3 J^in "ip who is he, [the] innocent-man, that

has perished,

: T\T\'2': ^f^ Dn^^ rib'^S'l and ivhere [are the] upright, that have

heen annihilated ?

Vers. 8—10. After having defied Job to show him an instance,

in which innocent men have come to a miserable end, Eliphaz, in his

turn, offers, as it would seem, to name, if asked to do so, many wicked

men, and among them even powerful tyrants, whom he has seen,

either utterly destroyed, or at least rendered impotent and

harmless by the chastisement of God.

The verb WIIH to plough, is figuratively applied to jjij iniquity,

just as, in Prov. iii. 29, we see it coupled with H^n, ^*'\'^T\ 7kS

njLf'l Do not plough (i.e., plot) evil.

TnnVpl are wont to reap the same, the future being used

frequentatively to express, that this is what usually happens to

wicked men; the affix IH' refers to ]1S iniquity, and also to

7p^ mischief

Verses 10, 11 must be understood figuratively to express, that,

however powerful and oppressive tyrants (here designated as

lions) may be, their end must always be wretched and miserable.
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W^^ . Lifra xxix. 17, we find ni^'7np meaning hack-teeth,

grinders, the root of which is of course ^711 , and in Ps. Iviii. 7,

.

by a transposition of the letters ri , 7 , nU']^7P (root VTv}) with

the same meaning, and applied to young lions ; if, therefore, we

consider "^V^} to stand for li^ri/Il , and bear in mind, that a verb

may sometimes express the removal or destruction of its kindred

noun (see note on TJJ] supra i. 20,) this verb will express the

destruction of the grinders. Some refuse to allow that the dagesh in

the n can supply the place of a 7 (though a / is certainly replaced

by a dagesh in the future of the verb Hp? to take), and, therefore,

propose to adopt the root i/Di i. q., |^nj to hreak, or crush; an expe-

dient by which, in our opinion, they gain but little. But, whatever

the root of this verb may be, there can be no doubt but that it has

the meaning of breaking, or crushing, and the only question is,

whether it should be referred to the roaring of the lion, and the

voice of the jierce-Uon, as well as to the teeth of the yoimg-lions

(when it would constitute a Zeugma, such as is found in Exod,

XX. 18, "and all the people D''J^1 [jvere'] seeing the thunderings,

and the lightnings, and the noise of the trumpet," &c.), or should

be taken to refer only to the teeth of the lions, and the words

ni'.li^ ^^^f^, and bnt^ h'ip be left to depend upon the verb

l/D"] in the preceding verse. In this latter case, the first

hemistich would have to be considered as standing for,

bni^ b^p Lb^p^ nniS njs:^' Dn:^5t^ "^2 C5-T I t': -:- --:- tt-:-

and the meaning would be ; they are consumed,

though their roaring be the roaring of a lion, and their voice the

voice of a fierce lion.

In our translation, we have adopted the former view, but, as such

a Zeugma could scarcely be tolerated in English, we have supplied

(to the first hemistich), from the idea of removal, or destruction,

implied in 1^113 , the words, are silenced.

Ver. 12. That Job may see he (the speaker) has some ground for

the confidence, with which he challenges him (Job) to point out a

single innocent man who had perished in despair, he tells him,

that this confidence is not derived from mere supposition or

conjecture, but from a vision in the night.

133j\ lit., was frequently/ stolen, i.e., clandestinely disclosed, or,
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as Herz Homburg would understand it, was betrayed (to me). His

words are as follows

:

. ]np93 l5 -)PPJD 111 ivbb ]P0 fil? 71D rSjrJCD P30J 1W filC 71P 'l3j

" The revealing of a secret is like theft ; for the revealer of a secret imparts to

another a matter which was intrusted to him as a deposit."

The Targum renders it, H^pn "lPgi7^5 D^^ii ^ri^? To me a word

was said guardedly. The translators of the Septuagint, which has

El 8e Tt prjfjLa aXrjdLvov ifyeyovei iv\6<yoi<; aov, ovZev av rovTOiv kukSv avvrjv-

rrjaev croc, must have had before them an altogether different

reading from that which we have in the text.

Y^^ a trifle. In this form the word is to be found only once

more in the Bible, viz., infra xxvi. 14 ; but in Exod. xxxii. 25,

we find H^PL^' a trifle, i.e., a thing of no moment, insignificant.

in:p poet, for '\:iBD .

Ver. 13. U^^pi^2. The noun c]^^^ in the sense of thought,

cogitation, is to be found again infra xx. 2. Before the following

word nlJi''[n^ , CNZin that are coming, or arising, should be

understood, the sense being, the thoughts arising from the visions

of the tiight.

Ver. 14. ^2^1'p has befallen me. The verb ^^"lp sometimes

stands for mp to happen, to befall.

^nl^yjt/ 3h [the'] multitude of my bones, or limbs, i.e., the

greatest part of my body.

l"*n?in it caused to be afraid, or made to quake.

Ver. 15. "IDD in Pi-al means ^o make to bristle, or stand on end ;

hence r^i"l^pp nails (Jer. x. 4), on account of the bristling

appearance they present, when only partially knocked in.

Ver. 16. 1D^^ it, (i.e., the spirit) would (i.e., used to) stand

(before me)

;

ins"jp "T^^ISt )s}\ but I could not recognize its form (i.e., I could

not say I had even seen such a form

before) ; all that I could say was,

^rjl/ 1^37 njicri a similitude {image) [ivas'] before mine eyes ;

nODT [at first, there ivas] silence,

V^^}>^ 7ipJ then, I used to hear a voice.

As the verbs here are all in the future, and not in the past, it

would seem that this vision had appeared to him frequently.

After the word i^^^'? ->

'^''^^^-
^^J/^"9^ n^^ist be understood, an

D 2
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ellipsis which very frequently occurs; e.g., "The kings of the

earth set themselves, and the rulers take counsel together, against

Jehovah, and against His anointed, pbS^) saying^ 'Let us break

their bands asunder, »S:c.' " (Ps. ii. 2.)

Ver. 17. The chief aim of Job's friend in this discourse being

to impress him with the truth, that the just must be the object

of the divine grace and favour, and the wicked that of the divine

wrath and punishment, is greatly furthered by the words uttered

by the Spirit (as cited by Eliphaz) in this verse ; for, if a mere

man, whether of low or high station, provided that he be just,

cannot be an indifferent looker-on, when the good and innocent

suffer, and the wicked prosper, how then can God, the perfection

of justice, be so]

l^'ijli^ (prob. from J^^^5 to he weak,) may be considered to

represent man as a frail being, frail man ; whilst "12il (prob.

from "13J to he strong), represents him as a dignified being, as the

lord, as it were, of the Creation, who has " dominion over the fish

of the sea, and the fowl of the air ... . and over all the earth."

Ver. 18. Buxtorf, as well as Ben-Zev, gives the noun H'^nri

under the root 7 /H , and so does Kimchi, with this difference,

that he also suggests nlT] as its root. Now the verb /IT] very

frequently signifies to he foolish, mad, but, also, sometimes, to he

bright, to shine; the noun n7nri, therefore, might be translated,

either folly (and consequently, fault, hlemish), or hrightness, in

which latter acceptation it is taken by Ralbag, a very high

authority indeed, who supplies the negative i^^ from the first

hemistich to the second. For the former acceptation, however,

we have a greater number of authorities. Thus, Aben-Ezra

observes on this word :

" I said unto thefools, Deal not foolishly.^

(Ps. Ixxv. 4) ; to which he adds,

" On account of their imperfection,"

meaning. He, God, imputes faultiness to the angels on account of

their imperfection. So Jarchi ;

r))55ip ]id5

" An' expression o^ folly (or madness)."
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And Ben-Zev

:

"Blame and imperfection."

The Chaldee version renders it i<T^ iniquity/. We thought,

therefore, that we could not do better than subscribe to the inter-

pretation given by so many eminent authorities, and translate the

verse thus ; Lo ! in His servants He putteth no trusty and to His

angels He imputeth faidtiness.

After having, in the preceding verse, made a comparison

between the justice of man, and that of God," the Spirit now
declares this latter to be so incomprehensibly great and perfect,

that the justice of no living being, whether man or angel, is as

anything before it. Similarly the Psalmist says, (Ps. cxliii. 2),

''n 73 '^''?.^7 p'^V^.
'^ '''2 for in Thjj presence s?iall no living being

he justified.

Those who feel inclined to embrace Ralbag's opinion, and

supply the negative J^7 in the second hemistich, may translate

this verse thus : Lo ! in His servants He putteth no trust, and to

His angels He doth not attribute brightness [purity). The argument

will of course in both cases remain the same.

The Chaldee translator is certainly wrong in understanding

inilj/ His prophets, seeing that in the next verse the Spirit goes

on to say, " Much less dwellers in houses of clay," words, which

render it impossible we should regard any of the beings in the

verse under consideration as mortals. The fact is, that angels, as

ministering before Almighty God, are sometimes designated in the

Bible as servants, e.g:., in Ps. civ. 4, where Vm^O His servants

(or ministers), stands in parallelism with 10JJ7P •

Ver. 19. ^S is put here for "'S ^iS much less, or much

more, according to the context. Infra xxv. 6, it is found in the

former, in Prov. xi. 31, in the latter, sense. In the present

instance, the difficulty was this; if we took it in the sense of

much more, it could only refer to the second, if, in that of much

less, only to tlie first, hemistich of the preceding verse, whereas

there can be no doubt, but that it refers to both ; besides this, if

we had made use of either of these expressions, we should have

had to supply 3. from T^^^^f? or VDi<^D2 in the preceding verse

before '^22'^ in the present one. To meet this difficulty, therefore^
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we have preferred translating Jet alone, understanding thereby, not

to speak of, to saif nothinq of.

ID'n ""i^^ houses of clay, fig., for human bodies.

D1kSI)"T^ . The affix refers, not to the houses of clay, but to their

inhabitants, i.e., to men generally, who are figuratively called,

dioellers in houses of clay. The verb, being here used imper-

sonally, may be rendered by a passive, and *^V \i3?l7 D^^?5T be

translated they are crushed before [the'] moth, i.e., their removal from

life is sometimes efi'ected in a shorter time than that in which a moth

can be crushed. Some translate WV ^Zlh like a moth, as T\'l ''J'^'?

'7j;^^'7^ (1 Sam. i. 16), like a daufjhter of Belial; as this, however,

is quite an anomalous use of the word ^i??i'7 , we preferred giving

it here its usual meaning.

Ver. 20. In Eccles. xi. 10, we find ni"in^ used in the sense of

youth, from "^Hll} [the'] dawn, and fig,, the dawn of life; and

again, i7ifra xxxvi. 20, we have HT? 7ii(jht, used fig. for death.

Supported by these examples, we are strongly inclined to believe,

that "lj?.3 morning, is here similarly used for the beginning, and

3njt/ evening, for the last moments, of life, for it seems to us that

the Spirit, who, in the preceding verse, had expatiated upon the

shortness and uncertainty of human life, wished in the present one to

impress Eliphaz with the sad but great truth, that man not only dies

at the moment when, in common parlance, he is said to do so, but

that, from the very instant he comes into existence, he begins to

die, seeing that every moment he has lived is dead for him, and

that it may consequently be said with great truth, that he is

incessantly dying, though he is unfortunately not aware of it.

After the word D^Si^P we supply 'oh heart (an ellipsis, which

will also be found infra xxiii. 6), and construe the verse as

follows

:

Mr\y^ they (viz., those dwellers in houses of clay)

are broken (or crushed)

Iin^7 np.SP from morning to evening (i.e., from the

moment they come into existence till the

moment they leave it)

;

HDiS'' nV]'? they constantly (or incessantly) perish (or die

aivay)
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[3(7] D^^P ^'^SP without [any one] setting \his heart to if] (i.e.,

without their being aware, any of them,

that they are so dying).

Ver. 22. The noun "irij should here be taken in the sense of

superiority (from the verb "iri"* to exceed, he superior) = li^r*"!

(Eccles. X. 10), and HHlD (Eccles. iii. 19) in which latter place

we read ]^JJ Hipn^n \!2 D^^JH "1^1221 and [the] superiority of

man over the beast is nothing, which superiority we must, of

course, understand to consist in his possession of intellect. But

this intellect, which renders him superior to animals, ought

surely to teach him the great truth, that he is dying every

moment ; and, therefore, if he is not aware of it, it is as if his

intellect were altogether removed from him. The Spirit, then,

with an expression of surprise at this circumstance, concludes as

follows

:

t;t: :, t t t:* -• -:

which must be construed thus :

—

W\r\\ [as to~\ their superiority,

D3 [1i^^^] [which is] in them, (i.e., that superiority, which

they have over the brute-creation, and which

ought to make them aware of the fact, that

they are constantly dying,)

VO} J^'^n has not it been removed ? (i.e., have they not, as

it were, been deprived of their intellect ?)

ini/O; [P^tf] '^^^y [constantly] die,

T^U^'n'l s'?'! hit not with wisdom, (i.e., they are not wise

enough to see they are constantly dying).

It will be perceived, that we have supplied before im^^ , nv.i?/

from the second hemistich of the preceding verse, though this is,

perhaps, hardly necessary, since imD^ , as a frequentative future,

may of itself be translated, they constantly die.
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CHAPTER V.

Ver. 1. In the preceding chapter, Eliphaz had dwelt upon the

sinfuhiess of Job in complaining of the dispensations of Provi-

dence; now he tells him that, independently of this flagrant sin

of his, he will also ruin himself in public opinion, so that his best

friends will shrink from him ; meaning, of course, to intimate,

that even he himself and the two friends, who, like himself, had

come to assure him of their condolence and sympathy, will, if he

continues in the course he has adopted, be compelled to renounce

his friendship, and abandon him to his fate. He says

:

Now that thou hast uttered all these curses, call for sympathy

and consolation, and see whether there will be found any one

responding to thy call ! And to whom, amongst good and pious

men, canst thou turn ? that is, look up with the hope that they

will commiserate thy affliction ?

The epithet D"*^!)? holy-ones^ is applied to good men in Psalm

xvi. 3.

Ver. 2. Eliphaz goes on to say

:

If thou find thyself at last deserted by God and man, thou

must not be surprised, for the anger of a foolish man, when God

sends suffering upon him, must ultimately slay him, and his envy

at the prosperity of the wicked must ultimately kill him. Not

only will his indulgence in these passions bring him to ruin,

but it will also fritter away his health, and at last cause his death.

The in r)'^y, is either pleonastic, or the mark of the objective

case. Comp. "IJ^iS'7 UIH (2 Sam. iii. 30) they slew Ahier.

J^'j/S for Di/2), which is the more usual form, \l^ and D, as

dentals, frequently interchanging. See infra xvii. 7.

The noun i^'i^}'^ generally means, zeal^ jealousy^ envy^ but, in a

few instances, indignation, as in Deut. xxix. 19. Some wish to

give it this meaning in the present verse, so as to make it stand in

parallelism with J^j/3 , but the following verse plainly shows that

it is to be taken here in its usual signification of eiivy.
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Ver. 3. Instead of beins: jealous of the prosperity of the wicked,

proceeds the speaker, I, whenever I have seen a fool (i.e., a wicked

man) in the height of prosperity, have not for a moment hesitated

to pronounce, in the most positive terms, the fate which awaited

his dwelling.

T)i^ a fool, stands here in the sense of a wicked man, like

'733 a fool, in Vs. XIV. 1. In the preceding verse, however, the

same word stands in parallelism with HJnS a simpleton, and must,

therefore, be taken in the sense of a foolish man, i.e., one who

is silli/ enough to think the prosperity of the wicked man is

lasting.

ll/'^'^^ll/D taking root; i.e., in a state of prosperity, apparently

built upon a firm basis, and likely to be lasting.

DXnti im3 llpj^l . These words are rendered in the Auth.
: • "T > V T

Vers., " But suddenly I cursed his habitation." By suddenly we

must understand, at once, ivithout hesitation ; but it is difficult to

comprehend what merit the speaker could take to himself for

having pronounced a sudden curse on a wicked man, as every one,

who is not himself wicked, might do the same, and yet not possess

any great amount of foresight. But we have already observed

(see note on IH^jpl supra iii. 8) that the verb 3p3 is not always

used in the sense of cursing, but, sometimes, in that of distinctly

naming, pronouncing, and in this sense we take it here ; so that

Eliphaz boasts, and says :

"'JK as for me "'ri'^i;^"! [Iti'Nt^], (whenever) 1 have seen a wicked

man prospering, no matter how great, or apparently lasting his

prosperity, I have at once, without a moment's consideration, dis-

tinctly pronounced, with regard to his dwelling, what its end

would be, saying,

—

Ver. 4. V'^IJ? VJ2 ^'P'T^T, His children ivill be far from safety.

Not only will the wicked father, who was so AvonderfuUy pros-

perous, be held in public execration, but even his posterity will

inherit the odium of their parent, and live in a constant state of

insecurity. >!*

TVP r^l "^^^'^ 1^?T."1 3^^^» l^^^y 5Aa// he crushed in the gate,

and [there will 6e] no one rescuing [theni]. It is well known, that

all judicial proceedings were, among the Hebrews, carried on in

the gates of the city (see Deut. xxi. 19, Ruth iv. 1—11);
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Eliphaz, therefore, to increase the force of his prediction, says,

that the posterity of the wicked man will have inherited to such

a degree the hatred with which their ancestor was regarded,

that, even in the court of justice, where such feelings ought to

have no influence, their voice will not be heard, and they will be

crushed.

ISIi'I'll for IS^'in^l. fut. Hithp. of SDl , used here as a passive,

or Niph. Comp. Prov. xxxi. 30, ^^^^^ ^^^"^ she shall he

praised.

Ver. 5. This verse is rendered as follows in the Eng. Vers.

:

" Whose harvest the hungry eateth up, and taketh it even out

of the thorns, and the robber swalloweth up their substance."

Now, it is difficult to see, what difference it could make to the

wicked man, whose fate is here prognosticated, whether the one

who takes away his harvest from him be hungry or not, or how

it could be a greater punishment to him to be deprived of a bad

harvest, such as the robber would have to gather amidst thorns,

than of a good one ; on the contrary, one would have thought,

that the punishment in the latter case would be infinitely greater.

Infra xxxi. 8, we shall find Job saying, '7;?^^^ nnST n^-lTX [as

often as] I sowed [it], another (no matter whether hungry or not),

ought to have eaten it ; and so would, doubtless, EHphaz have said

here, '?^^^'' THiS; ll^^p IJ^K whose harvest another shall eat up,

and nothing more, if his meaning had been that which is attri-

buted to him in the translation above quoted. But the reasoning

in this verse will assume an altogether different aspect, if we bear

in mind, that, among the promises given by God to the Israelite

nation, "if they walked in his statutes, &c.," was that he

would bless their harvest to such a degree, that they would

have to remove the old store to make room for the new

;

IJ^^Vin Ll'in ^JSP V^^^. ]:Z>i: \^l C)^*?'??§1 (Lev. xxvi. 10), and

ye shall eat very old [store], and shall have to remove [the] old before

[ye bring in] [the] new ; (i.e., the harvest of one year shall be

so plentiful, that, at the time of the one next following, there

shall still be corn in abundance left from the old). Now the case

with regard to the wicked man shall, we are told by the speaker,

be just the reverse ; he shall be cursed with one bad harvest after

another, and not only will he not have anything left from the old
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harvest on the arrival of the new, but this shall find him already

famished, and shall itself be so scanty, that he will be compelled

to go, and gather from among the thorns what few ears it may
have produced. Eliphaz's words must, therefore, be understood

thus

:

iT'yp ")Ji'»>? whose harvest

75^^"^
"^V.l lie (i.e., the wicked man, whose fate is

predicted,) shall eat, famishing,

innj?^ J^"'2VP 7»^1 seeing that he will have to take it from

among thorns.

The preposition aS; is often used pleonastically, when it

precedes Z2 , as Hurls'? ^inp b)^ (Lev. iv. 12), tvithout the camp,

and so is its substitute 7 , as in DVD/ (Judg. xix. 30) from the

day (of the going up of the children of Israel out of the land of

Egypt, &c.

Of the word D'^^V iii the second hemistich some want to make
D"*i^^V thirsty [nien'], in order to complete the parallelism with

3i/"l in the first hemistich, but this interpretation we reject, as it

makes sad havoc with the word, and, besides, is incompatible

with our version of the first hemistich. The Auth. Vers, trans-

lates it robber, probably following Kimchi, who says

:

,-ms 'i-^nD bpw^n -)«in wim b'T"n '^sw^) -fntt!j ""bn ttq'2 ^33?^

-isi!in ^-nnw cnb n^ibn nai* cnitt^rb , ck^n-i

" From the signification of H^^ (a lock [of hair]
)

[as], "JT^"!^? "^?? (uncover

thy lock) (Isa. xlvii. 2) ; and it is an adjective * of the form, "I''?? (much), "^"'"7^

(mighty), so that its meaning is, a robber, a good for nothing, and rash man ; and

it is the custom of robbers in the land of Ishmael (i.e., in Arabia) to let the hair of

their head grow long, to make a lock (a tail) hanging down behind the neck." ....

The reader will hardly blame us for not adopting this explana-

tion of the word, to which we prefer giving the signification of

trap, as we find it again, [infra xviii. 9), used as a noun sing., and

in parallelism with ns snare, trap, or gin, to which, therefore, it

is doubtless akin in meaning. We translate accordingly:

DTH U^iy^ n^^l ^^'^ ^ ^^'(^P
shall swallow up their ivealth (i.e.,

their wealth shall vanish, as though swallowed up ; not a trace of

• He means to say, the word signifies a hairy-person.
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it shall be left). The word DTn , havmg the plural affix, would

seem to refer to the wealth both of the father and his posterity.

In Prov. xxii. 5, we read, W'^V T)l/^ WT}^ D^3V thorns \an(r\

snares [are] in [the'] way of [tlie'] froward. This saying may
perhaps have been proverbial in the time of Eliphaz, so that

havino: introduced into the first hemistich the word D'lilV thorns.

in the second he made use of D"^^^ snare^ as a synonym of ns

.

It will of course be perceived, that we take the second 12 in

D'^^V to belong to the root, and the word to be of the form T^2
)

like U}^1^^ a hammer.

Vers. 6, 7. The primary meaning of the noun 7^^ is labour^

toil (of the body) as in Eccles. i. 3, "What profit hath a man
i?!-!/ 7p3 in all his labour ;

" secondarily, it has been applied to

labour of the mind, i.e., trouble, misery, mischief, when it is

synonymous with ]TJ< , as is evidently the case in ver. 6. To give

to this word, however, the same signification (viz., that of trouble,

or misery), in ver. 7, as has been done by the translators of the

Eng. Vers., as well as by many other translators and commen-

tators, would, in our humble opinion, be to put in the mouth of

the speaker a sentiment totally at variance with what we should

expect from him. His object being to calm Job, and to recommend

him patience and resignation, how could he say anything which

would encourage him not only to persist in his grumblings and

murraurings, but even to extend their range % Job asked {supra

iii. 20):

nii^ 7l2]n ]ri^ n^l Why should light be given to a man in

misery? But, if all men are born to misery, he might surely

have asked in a more general way,

"l1i< D^^57 ]V)\ '^^4 ^hv should light be given to man (man

generally) ?

Besides, if Eliphaz had actually used the words attributed to him

by the said translators and commentators, he would have held a

doctrine diametrically opposed to that inculcated in Scripture, e.g.,

in Lament, iii. 83, " For He doth not afflict willingly, nor grieve

the children of men," for if man had been created to be miserable,

could he be said not to be afflicted by God ? We thought, therefore,

that, if we subscribed to this view of the verse, we should be doing

the speaker great injustice, and we have consequently preferred
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giving to the word ID^ in ver. 7, its primary meaning of labour^

or toil, (of the body). Eliphaz, then, after citing the words, in

which he was wont to predict the end of the prosperous wicked

man, reverts to the idea, which he had expressed in ver. 2 of

this chapter, that anger, namely, and envy bring death upon the

simple, and goes on to say, that mischief does not proceed from

the dust, nor misery spring up from the ground ; meaning, that,

if man were but to bear in mind that, after his fall, he was

sent forth from Eden to till the ground, and to eat his bread in

the sweat of his brow, he would abstain from endeavouring to

raise himself above the low sphere assigned to him, by indulging

in metaphysical speculations which are altogether beyond his reach,

and would forbear all attempts to scrutinize the inscrutable ways

of Providence ; and that so he would never get into mischief, nor

be as miserable as he is, owing to his unfortunately forgetting his

destination here below, and always evincing a disposition to strive

to clamber up heights which he never can scale, whereby he

effects his own destruction, just as sparks of fire d^f'"^. ''^^'I),

when they have left the burning mass, from which they sprang, are

annihilated, as fast as they attempt to fly up on high and soar.

To the word ''22^ in the second hemistich of ver. 7, we supply

the ^ of comparison, an ellipsis very frequent in poetical language,

(Comp. Lament, iv. 14, "they have wandered D"'"I!IJL/ (for D''11^3)

as blind men in the streets," &c.), and construe the two verses under

consideration as follows

:

Ver. 6. ]1S "IS^P S^.'^, J^7 ""S Surely, mischief does not come

forth from [the~\ dust,

IDV n^VI ^7 npiSpi and misery does not spring up

from [the^^ ground ;

Ver. 7. IvT* 7C<I/? D^iJ ""^ For man was born for labour

(i.e., to till the ground, to

toil, &c.)

r\^]: in^ar P]^n ^iy\ (^:ni for \:39;)1) but, Uke simrhs

offire, they are wont to fly up

on high.

Eliphaz therefore plays upon the word ^12^ , taking it, in ver. 6,

in its secondary meaning, trouble, misery, and in ver. 7, in its

primary one of labour, toil. A similar play upon words we find
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in Exod. xxiii. 5, where 3U/ is first used in Its ordinary sense,

viz., that of leaving^ forsaking, and then in that of unloading,

easing fi om a burden.

5]L5/"l \^3 lit., sons of a fire-brand, used for sparks, just as infra

xli. 20, (xli. 28, Eng. Vers.) H^'j^ \1 \tlie\ son of a bow is used

for an arrow.

DTi^ in ver. 7, being used for the human race generally, we

need not be surprised at seeing the verb in"*!?^]! which refers to

it, in the plural. A similar construction will be found in Ps.

xxxix. 7, where we see U}^>^ used for the human race, and the

verb JT'/^l'.'I they make a noise, which refers to it, in the plural

number.

Ver. 8. ''^Nl D7lK but I, for my part, if chastisement had come

upon me, as it has upon thee, instead of endeavouring to pry into

its cause, and philosophizing, should at once have felt satisfied

that, as it had come from God, I must have deserved it, and I

should therefore have sought God in prayer, &c., as I should advise

thee now to do. It will be perceived, that, according to our way

of rendering verses 6, 7, the words ^^i^ D'7^^^ but I, with which

this verse begins, chime in very well, which they can hardly be

said to do in the translation commonly given of these two verses.

''Jllin'n D^t^X lit., I would set my speech; i.e., I would direct

my prayer.

Ver. 9. Having made mention of God, he avails himself of the

opportunity to dwell on His infinite power and goodness, and

occupies with his description this, and the seven following verses

(9— 16, inclusive).

The sentiment expressed in this verse is found infra ix. 10 in

the mouth of Job, with one slight change in the words.

Ver. 10. niVin . The noun yifl , which literally signifies a thing

which is without, is sometimes used to designate a street, as being

without (outside) the houses, as iiifra xxxi. 32, pn^ in the street

(the stranger did not abide) ; but here, it signifies that which is

without a town or village, i.e., folds, or commotis.

This verse being the only one in which the speaker dwells upon

the phenomena of nature, whilst, in the following verses up to

ver. 16, he expatiates upon the Omnipotence of God, as displayed

in His relations with man, it may perhaps be fairly considered as
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parenthetical ; and by thus taking it, the words D vDLl^ Dil^b *

50 as to set the lowly^ &c., with which ver. 11 begins, will depend

upon ver. 9, (the meaning being, that since God " doeth great

things, »&;c.," He is well able " to set up the lowly, &c."), and will

lose all the awkwardness they present in those translations, in

which ver. 10 is not placed in a parenthesis.

D"'"l'7pl lit., and [those'] black [ivith mourning], but here used

figuratively of ill-fated men generally, as is observed by Ralbag

:

.... oiifi fiipD 1^6? -jGP'D ori rr)7' obf" lib o oniip o^ipi ov 'Dp o'D^fin dt^

" These are ill-fated men, and he calls them [men in] black, because that, on

account of the greatness of their mourning (sorrow), it appears to them that the

light which is with them is become dark."

Ver. 12. n^:i'in derived from ^\ substance, sometimes signifies

anything substantial, or essential; sometimes (as infra xi. 6),

substantial (i.e., practical) wisdom, to which man is led by common
sense; sometimes also (as infra xii. 16) that essential (or real,)

icisdom, which belongs only to the Highest Intelligence. Wolfssohn

remarks on this word in the verse before us

:

. DID" 13 D'D "537 IPiSd D' pip ]P PlIW

" It is derived from the word 27."'. (substance) that is to say, a thing in which there

is something real."

Ver. 13. C9"lJ[/3 in their \_own] craftiness, hv Ur\12r\)J'2 , the ab-

solute form being ^pn^ . In like manner, we find in Hos.

xiii. 2. D313nil) according to their understanding, for DJnj12r2 from

the absolute n^13ri

.

n-inp: D^'prii?;! nV^I . The particle iD| as if, as though,

must be understood before ilnnpp
, the sense being so that [the]

counsel of [the] perverse [turns out] [as though it had been] hasty,

rash ; by which is meant, that, however well preconceived and

maturely weighed their plan may have been, yet, by the decree of

Providence, it is frustrated, and assumes the appearance of having

been rashly determined upon.

Ver. 14. HTypI . To this word the prefix 3 must be supplied

from D\'|!n^*3 , making it HTvilDT and as in the night ; i.e., at

noon-day they grope about as they would do in the night.

n'?;'? is indeed used in Hebrew adverbially=6y night, in the

* ciir; lit., to put, i.e., so that He can put. Comp. mf>-a ixviii. 25, where we have

nitt,"?!? Bimilarly used and also followed in the second hemistich by a past tense.
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night-time, but here it has the definite article, and must, therefore,

be regarded as a noun.

Ver. 15. The figure, by which a slandering tongue (or mouth) is

compared to sharp-edged instruments, is very frequent in Hebrew,

thus, rr^n Hin DJI::'? (Ps. Ivii. 5), their tongue [is] a sharp

sword ; so, in Ps. lii. 4, it is compared to t^'^^P "Ij/i^ a sharpened

razor. So also, in the verse before us, 3"in sword, is used in a simi-

larly figurative way, being explained by DH'^Sp which follows it.

Before this word we supply 1 from l^pi in the second hemistich,

as though the text were cn''^pT 3")n/p from the sword, that is,

from their mouth (which is as bad as a sword). An instance of

this sort, where, namely, the 1 is used, not as «, copulative, but as

an explanatory, particle, is found in 1 Sam. xxviii. 3, where we

read, that Samuel was buried i"T;[/31 np"13 in Ramah, that is to

say, in his oivn city. The verse should, therefore, be construed

thus

:

]i'^3^^ I3p'^\ So that He saved [thel needy-man (by frus-

trating, namely, the plans of the tyrants)

DH^'SpT ninp from [the'] sword, that is to say, from their

mouth (which is as hurtful as a sword),

pjn "'-^'' ^^^'^ from [the] hand of [the] mighty-one.

By this simple contrivance, we avoid the necessity of completely

changing the punctuation of 3nnp , and making of it 3"7J?9 ^

wasted-man, as was suggested by Michaelis, and so much relished

by Ewald.

Ver. 16. nri 7i? = nSi^ iniquity, (which is found in the plural

ri/ii/ Ps. Iviii. 3; Ixiv. 7, and is evidently synonymous with n7")Jt^

(Ps. cvii. 42,) ) with the addition of the paragogic H. So T^VW^

salvation, under similar circumstances becomes T^r\^Vd/^_ (Ps.

iii. 3).

Ver. 17. Having preached to his unfortunate friend the

compassion God evinces towards the unfortunate, Eliphaz now

encourages him to liope for His mercy, and says. Behold I hajypy

is the man, whom God correcteth ; His corrections being commonly

a sign of His love towards the person corrected. So Solomon tells

us, Prov. iii. 12, " For whom Jehovah loveth, He correcteth."

The relative "ltt^^i> whom, must be supplied before I^HOi''

.

Ver. 18. nr|)"iri . The '' either stands for i^ , the root being
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J^SlI to heal ; or the root may be HD") , which appears to be

sometimes used for XD1 , the quiescent letters ^^^^^ very frequently

interchanging.

Ver. 19. We very often find in the Bible particular numbers

used to express frequency, or an indefinite number ; e. g., infra

xxxiii. 29, Wl'^^ ^\^V.^ tivice \_or~\ thrice, = often times. So, Prov.

xxiv. 16, "I^^ti' seveii (i.e., ever so many) [times^ (may the just

man fall, but he will rise up again)." So also, in this verse, W\2}

and V^^/ are used to express an indefinitely great number (of

troubles, from which God will deliver him) ; for, though, in this

instance, the troubles enumerated in the following verses may be

made to correspond to the numbers employed, they cannot be

made to do so in Prov. vi. 16, where the same numbers are

used.

Ver. 20. ^12 (root mii) for ^15'. He loill deliver thee. In

prophecies, and solemn promises, the past is very frequently used

for the future, by way of expressing, that the thing predicted will

as certainly take place, as if it had already done so. See Mason

and Bernard, Op. Cit., Letter li, § 8, liii. § 3.

Ver. 21. In ver. 15, we saw the mouth of the slanderer likened

to a sword, here we have the figure jli^v llOiti^ \the'\ scourge of

\the'\ tongue, as if the slandering tongue scourged those it makes

its victims. The Chaldee interpreter renders it, ]Ji'7'T ^^f? .

the hurtfulness of the tongue, and the Syriac version Ixa^j W^^^^

the rod of the tongue. Compare the French coup de langue, and

the German Zungendrescherei, thrashing of the tongue.

j^nnn x\^h coij:^:? for ^^nn [^^i3; ^2] \wh d1::^3 . in \_the'\

scourge of \the^ tongue [ivhen it cometh,~\ thou shalt he hidden

;

i.e., when slander is rife. Providence will take care, that thou art

not injured by it. It will be perceived, that we have supplied

^^iIl'' ""S from the second hemistich.
T

We should have been glad to consider Ol:^ as a verb in the

inf. Kal with the 3 of the DV'DZI , for \5^t*3. , as some have done;

for then there would be no occasion to supply the words

SiT^2), as we could translate \^^^ l^W3. in [the] scourging of
[the'] tongue, i. e., when the tongue scourgeth ; but, unfortunately,

there is no example of the verb being used in this acceptation.

E
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The poet, perhaps, made use of iW in the second hemistich

with the intention of forming with COlty one of those paronomasias

so frequent in Hebrew.

Ver. 22. pHi^ri thou shall laugh (at destruction and famine), in

thy confidence, that God will preserve thee from them.

Ver. 23. For with the stones of the field shall be thy league ;

i.e., thou shalt never dash thy foot against them. The reader

will, no doubt, on reading this verse, be at once reminded of the

passage in Ps. xci. 12, " Lest thy foot dash (strike) against a stone."

TM^hwT] for um}T\ shall he made to he at peace. See note on

?IlSver.20.

Ver. 24. In the last two verses, the poet, supposing Job

to be in the fields, looking after his affairs, promised him security

against injury there; now, he tells him, that his confidence in

God should be so great as to make him, during the whole time he is

occupied out of doors, feel quite at ease with regard to what is

going on in his tent—and that, on his returning home, he shall

really miss nothing.

uil^ may be either a noun, j^eace, when '^7''7.? 2i7J^ ""^ would

stand for ^7nJJ3 Ur)^ ''3 that2ieace\is'\ in thy tent; or an adjective,

signifying peaceful (i. e., in peace) of the form ]1CDj^ smalls nl^

great, when the translation would be, thy tent is in peace. The

word seems to be used in a similar manner infra xxi. 9.

^^D^ ^n cind thou shall not miss (anything). That the

primary meaning of the verb ^^T\ is, to miss, has been observed

in our note on J^ipn sujn-a ii. 10. We will here quote Jarchi on

this verse

:

: •\b?)b DliD '3 P1U3 TTP Oipp 533 tfil • •jipf' 0)bD O DDT)

"
' And thou slialt know, tliat thy tent is in peace '—even then, (i.e., even, when

absent from home,) wherever [thou art], thou shalt be confident, that thy tent is

in peace.

" ' And, when thou shalt visit thy house, thou shalt not miss'—as (' every one

could sling a stone) to a hair, and not cause [it] to miss.' (Judg. xx. 16)."

Ver. 25. But thou shalt be confident, not only that the blessing

of God will be extended to thee during thine own lifetime, but

also that thy posterity will similarly be blessed.

Ver. 26. Tr]^,^ . The noun D12 occurs only once more in the
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Bible, viz., infra xxx. 2. We cannot, therefore, do better than

quote the opinions of some of the highest authorities upon this

word. Those we select are as follows

:

: pjpip fi'pi vp' ")S)pp rfiiw mp'D wyyi tip ^pps od of) 'o i^p i5 yt

" It has no fellow, excepting one other in this book, and its meaning is, that he

will die in the fulness of the number of his days, that is to say, in old age."

(Aben Ezra.)

pfiUPP 5iD'3 ip:) ]iDi fiiPEj i^oyp 7p5'i iw ri-ip? ]':!? 'pSi ipi'ip ]'3Di flippy -jpp ]'6

" There is no support in Scripture whence to understand its poetical mean-

ing, and so it must be interpreted according to the context of the poem ; and

from the context it may be learned, that it is an expression of the completion

of the maturity of the produce [of the ground], when it has ripened as much as

it ought." (Jarchi.)

: mpTn rw sin
It [means] the time of old age. (Kimchi.)

: >Tj:n mn^ 12^337 •sb i3"nnD '•bisi r[:i^'\ 13^2171

" And its meaning is old age but its interpretation [may also be],

in accordance with the subject, the powers of the body." (Ben-Zev.)

After having maturely weighed all these interpretations, we
came to the determination to render HIS , ripe old age.

Ver. 27. The pronominal affix, in niJ"!i?'!l w?^ hC'^^ searched it,

shews us we must consider the demonstr. pron. JIJ^T as a nominative

absolute = [as to] this [thing] ; i. e., as to all, that has been

advanced in this discourse of mine, we have maturely examined

it, and found it to be universally true.

And so also in XlVl. ^riJ^I ' the Tyr\)^ must be translated, aiid

[as for'] thee— {knoiv (i.e., mark) [it] for thyself (for thy own

advantage)) ; meaning to say, we, on our part, are quite con-

vinced of the truth of the sentiments here advanced, and, as for

thee, mark well the infinitely great advantage thou mayest derive

from them.
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CHAPTER VI.

Ver. 2. It must be admitted that the speaker of the discourse

contained in the two preceding Chapters has shown himself to be,

not only a religious and pious man, but also an orator of great talent

;

on the other hand, it cannot be denied, that his words, though

fraught with laudable sentiments, and excellent advice, do not

contain a single argument bearing upon the point in question, viz.,

how it came to pass, that a man, who, according to the testi-

mony of God himself, was " pious, upright, and a fearer of God "

should undergo such terrible torments. Job is indeed told, (chap.

iv. 6), that his piety ought to be to him a great source of consola-

tion and confident hope for the future, but it is difficult to see,

how he could derive any grounds for such hope from a piety,

which had failed to shield him from the grievous calamities that

now afflict him. Again, he is counselled to consider himself

happy, that God corrects him, and is advised not to reject the

chastisement of the Almighty. Now, a man with a character,

such as was attributed to Job by God, would, no doubt, at all

times, be ready to kiss the rod, with which God chastised him,

provided only he felt, that he deserved such chastisement—but what

had he done, unfortunate man, to deserve chastisement ? This is

the difficult point, which his friend ought to have grappled with, but

which he had altogether avoided dwelling upon. To be sure, he

rebukes Job in unmeasured language, and justly so, for the sin he

has been guilty of, since his sufferings have come upon him, in mur-

muring against the decrees of Providence, but not one charge is

brought against him, not one sin is pointed out to him, by which he

could have deserved such affiiction. The rest of the discourse is filled

up, partly with harsh invectives stigmatizing Job as being either a

fool, or a simpleton, (chap. v. 2), partly with expatiating upon the

Omnipotence of God (a subject upon which we shall hear Job say,

it was rather his part to preach to others, than for others to preach

to him), and partly, with a grand display of figurative, and highly

poetical, language. Now, it is very easy for a man in good health
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to choose his words, and employ eloquent and elegant language,

such as a great sufferer cannot be supposed to emulate, and there-

fore Job, by way of protestmg once for all against their expecting

any eloquence from him, begins his reply by saying : Oh, that my
grief could he thoroughly weighed, and my calamity laid together in a

balance ! (Ver. 3.) Surely now, they would be either of them heavier

than the sand of the seas ; therefore have they swallowed up my
words. My grief and my calamity are so great, as to choke my
utterance.

Ver. 2. •^Wti?') lit., they could carry, used here impersonally for could be carried,

placed, laid. See note on D^SST. su'pra iv. 19.

Ver. 3. "^5?"! it would be heavy. This verb, being in the sing., must refer to

each of the nouns, ''^'V.'^ my grief, and ^^''^ my calamity, respectively.

^"^^ . Kimchi, quotes this word under the root IP*^ to swallow, and so do

Ben-Zev and Buxtorf; but, though they refer the reader to Obad. ver. 16,

^rbl. Jintp) aiid they shall drink, and they shall swallow doivji, where the verb is

evidently used transitively, they seem in the present passage to have taken it,

either in an intransitive, or even in a passive sense ; so that, according to them,

the translation of the words ^^7 """l^^- would be, either, my words are

stammering, or, my words are swallowed up. Presumptuous as it may seem on

our part to differ from such high authorities, still we think we owe it to truth to

say, that we cannot embrace their views, and for two reasons ; first, because we

do not wish, where we can avoid it, to give to a transitive verb an intransitive, or

passive, sense ; and secondly, because, if ""l?"^ my words, were really the

nominative, the verb would be used in the participle, ^''^^ ^*^?1 ^^y ^ords [are]

stammering, and not in the past, ^"^^ """l^^ my words have been stammering.

We have, therefore, made up our minds to consider, not '*"]^"^. rny words, but

>27^3 /rt^/ grief, and T'!)'!' my calamity, as the nominatives to ^^7 » *^^* ^^ *^°

say, my grief and my calamity have swallowed up my words, i.e., have made my
speech inarticulate, confused, and destitute of all ornament.

Gesenius, with his wonted love for adopting roots, which none of the old

Lexicographers ever dreamed of, assumes the root of the word in question to be

n377
; but, puzzled by the accent being here penultimate (as it ought to be, and is

also in Obad. ver. 16, where he admits the root to be ?^^), he accounts for it by

saying (in his Thesaurus under root nPv) "Hue referas Job vi. 3 : ?? ^?

13?7 "^"l^"^. propterea verba mea temeraria stint, ubi barytonon ^V^ scriptum est

pro ^^3^7 (Milra) propter pausam, at nriS in pausa ^riS ." So, ^^^, in which

the accent is transferred from the ultimate, to the penultimate, syllable, in conse-

quence of the lengthening of the vowel produced by the pause, is to help us to account

for the supposed transference of accent in ^^7 > where no vowel is lengthened ! ! !

But pray why in Jer. iv. 29, does the pause-accent, Ethnach, not cause a

transference of accent in ^7^ ? why not the Sillixk in the word J 'l^^'i (Gen.

ix. 23 ; Deut. xxi. 7 ; Isa. v. 12 ; Ezek. xiii. 3) ? why not ? Because of course

the accent must remain in its proper place—the last syllable—when there is no
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vowel lengthened. It is certainly bad enough, that one, who has ventured upon

writing a Hebrew Grammar and Lexicon, should commit such a glaring mistake,

but it is a thousand times worse, that Tregelles and Robinson should have

translated his article without perceiving the sad blunder it contained. Let this

serve as a caution to the Hebrew student, how he bestows his confidence upon

Lexicons, which are not written, either in Hebrew, or by men able to write

in Hebrew as well as Kimclii and Ben-Zev.

Yer. 4. Having, in the preceding verse, said, that he is altogether

weighed down by his grief and calamity, Job now mentions the

causes that have produced them, and compares them (in order to

shew how deeply the one rankles in his mind, the other in his

body), to sharp arrows dipped in poison, which, besides inflicting

grievous wounds, would contaminate the whole current of the

blood. He says

:

For the arrows of the Almighty are with me. That is, stick fast

in me. The poison of which my spirit drinketh up ; the terrors of

God set themselves in array against me.

On the word ^'p^D their poison, Jarchi comments as follows :

: DP'i'P3 dp: io p-)fi ppi> 0"P")P -\li . DpiD Plf)

" Their venom ; it is the manner of the Persians to put the venom of serpents

on their arrows."

''?^2'7'^-' Here we again find an objective afiix, where one would expect a

preposition after the verb, for the proper form would be ^r^ ^-^1?^ (or "'O^'^l'? • )

they constantly set themselves in array against me. See note on "'Pl'.ri^:^.!!

supra iii. 25.

Vers. 5— 7. As fault had been found with him by his friend for

crying out so loud in his affliction, Job now tells him that, where

there is a loud cry, there must also be pain to extort it ; that even a

brute would not cry out without a cause for it ; and then since the

discourse held to him just now was intended to console him, and

soothe his pain, he goes on to say, that he cannot receive such

consolation, that he wants arguments, and not mere words, empty

and tasteless as the most insipid food. No, he says (Ver. 7) : My
soul refiiseth to touch them ; they, your unmeaning, insipid words

and similes are as the loathsomeness of my food ; are as loathsome

to my soul, as food now is to my body. It stands to reason, that

a man, afflicted with such- sores from the sole of his foot to the

crown of his head, could not relish any food.
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Having explained, to the best of our humble faculties, the train

of reasoning in these three verses, which have been considered so

intractable by almost all the commentators, we will now proceed

to remark upon them in detail.

Ver. 5. pn?!''!!
. Fut. Kal of the verb P'i^^ to hray, with the H interrogative

prefixed.

^/^ "^7?^ without salt. By a figure common to most languages, insipid

discourses are said to want salt, and vice versa, spirited ones are said to have salt.

So the German says, " Es ist Salz in seinen Reden ; " or, as the French would

render it, " II y a du sel dans ses discours." There is, of course, no necessity to

quote from the Latin, where the figure is so very common.
n^Dbn -ins nt., in [the] spittle of [the] yolk-of-an-egg ; i.e., in the white of

an egg, which, in its raw state, certainly looks like spittle, and is very insipid.

In 1 Sam. xxi. 14 we find 'i'^^"! his spittle. The noun ri^Dvn we may compare

with the Talmudic T^^f'^ [^^'^] V^^^ ^f ^^ ^99'

"^Pn!? "'I"!? n^n they (i.e., the insipid speeches he alludes to) [are] like

[the] loathsomeness of myfood (i. e., like my loathsome

food ; just as my body now loathes food, so my soul

loathes such insipid reasoning as that you offer me.)

The adjective •^^."^, fem. "^^"^
, strictly signifies ill, sick, but is also used of

anything loathsome, or disgusting, there being some affinity between the ideas of

sickness and loathsomeness. Hence, Hl'^
, in Isa. xxx. 22, means a menstruous

cloth. So the noun
'''J"^

, or, as it would be, were it not for the lengthening

caused by the pause, '^1"^
, occurs in Ps. xli. 4, in the meaning of sickness, and its

constructive form, ^l"^ , in the verse before us, in the sense of loathsomeness. It

is one of the prominent features of the Hebrew language, that one noun is often

qualified by another noun, by being put in construction with it ; the second noun,

in such cases, serving as an adjective to the first ; for instance , ^'J? "*"!^? (Exod.

xxviii. 2) lit., garments of holiness, i.e., holy garments; in like manner, ^12 '^'^

(Gen. i. 11), lit., a tree of fruit, stands for, a fruit-tree : or, the qualifying

noun may have a possess, pronom. affix, as ^^If^ "'lT mountain of my holi?iess,—
my holy mountain (Isa. Ivi. 7). So here, "'PH/ "^H lit., [the'\ loathsomeness of

myfood, is really equivalent to my loathsomefood.

Vers. 8—12. After having solemnly protested, that he cannot

admit reasonings destitute of argument, Job continues :
" Oh that my

request might come., and thatGorf might grant my hope! (viz.) (Ver. 9.)

And that God might he pleased to crush me ; that JZi? might let loose

His hand, and make an end of me ! (Ver. 10.) Then would this still

he my consolation—ivere I even to hum ivith p>ciin—were He even

not to sjjare me. However excruciating the pain of the final blow

might be, this consolation, at least, would still be left me. That I have
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not denied the words of the Holy-One. That I have not dis-

regarded His commandments. Having then nothing to reproach

myself with, I might, perhaps, submit with patience to my
afflictions in expectation of better times, but (Ver. 11.) What is

my strength^ that I should hope, or what would be my end ? What
could I expect] Were I to prolong my life ? (Ver. 12.) Is my
strength the strength of stones, is my flesh brass F

Ver. 8. ^"i^ri it might come. In some cases we find a ^ after 1^"! ''P before

the verb which follows it ; as 'v>^ V^^ry^'^^ "isW ^I-\\ ^n {infra xix. 23) Oh that

now my loords were written down ! but, sometimes, as here, the "1 is omitted.

Comp. "I^ti^"'*inri ti?"^nn ']r\\ ^tp {infra xiii. 5) icould that ye were altogether

silent

!

Ver. 9. ''?????'^1 lit., and mightfinish me; i.e., make an end of me, despatch me.

In this sense, the verb 1722 is used in Isa. x. 12, ^inb^Q 3;-^3^. He
willfinish (or despatch) His work.

Ver. 10. Before "^•n?r7-? niy consolation, the demonst. pron. .HST this, should be

supplied.

The verb "T^S is not to be found in the Bible, excepting in this instance, but

is used in the Talmud in the sense of boiling, scalding, burning, as

" Oil, although the hand [be] scalded with it." (Treatise Sabbath, fol. 40. 2.)

The Eabbinical Commentators observe on the verb "^^ :^^-

: r>PPv''i 3(^2? pnp3 5dp fi^pi P7iip ri'3 ip3

"[The same] as [HTlvD n!i^3 in the Talmudic language, signifies] a boiled egg, and it

is used [here] figuratively of the intensity of the pain and the heat." (Aben-Ezra.)

: 'd' do? vii? fi'j? iDfi ^)bzm\ i'P3 n3:i owt^'p ptd ^"vb b"i

" He means to say, though he were heated, and burning with pain and anguish, which

God, blessed be He, had brought upon him." (Ralbag.)

The 1 of the word n"TYPST should also be understood before the neg. part.

^ V in the same verse, and be taken in the sense of though, although, as in Prov.

xxviii. 6, "'"'t?''^ ^^f^l THOUGH he be rich.

Ii?iT)7 [the] Holy- One. This epithet is here applied to God, as it is also in

Isa. xl. 25.

In Mason and Bernard's Grammar (Letter Ivi. § 18), several passages have

been adduced from the Bible, containing sentences, which must be regarded as

parenthetical ; we shall content ourselves here with quoting one of them. " Hath

a nation ever changed their gods (^^i? ''^ ^b "^^l?"! though they [are] no gods)?

yet my people have changed their glory for that, which cannot profit." (Jer.

ii. 11.) It will be perceived that the words bi^H^. b^b nVn:p ni^P^.T in this

verse, are, in like manner, considered by us as parenthetical, and that the verb

biS)^^ is referred to i?"^ •'^. in the preceding verse.
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The five verses, therefore, which we have grouped together, will

run thus

;

Ver. 8. ""O^^^ J^iDri ]r\\ ""P Would that my request might come^

^'^^'^.
\k)''^. "T^lPO"'. ^^^d \thai] God might grant my

hope

!

Ver. 9. ^:;^?^l•'^ ni'^'g h^^] So that God might be pleased that

He should crush 7ne,

"'i^y?'! It "1^: {That) He should let loose His hand,

and despatch me.

Ver.lO.'^riDnj. [n^^t]"n'I;^^];n Then would [this] still he my con-

solation^

'7i;2n>^'7[l]—nS^nnni^DiST (TFere I emi to he hurning tvifh

pain—2vere He even not to spare)^

W'n'Z ^'}.'Q^ '''rnnp ^h ^3 That I have not denied [the'] words

of [the] Holy-One.

Ver. 11. '7n\^ ^2 'Hi HD What [is] my strength, that I
should wait?

^W^} ^n.wSJ^ ^3 ^yjp npi Or, what [would he] mine end, if

I should prolong my life ?

Ver. 12. ^ni D^^DiS n3 DS [Is the] strength of stones my
strength ?

t^nn: nji^^l DJ^ [is] my flesh of-hrass ?

Vers. 13, 14. The reader will recollect, that the great sufferer,

who is now speaking, had been classed by his friend with fools

and simpletons [supra v. 2), as though he were enduring the fate

which they deserved; to this he, no doubt, alludes in ver. 13,

where he says with much bitterness : Because my help> is not in

me. Because I have become helpless. Must common sense there-

fore also have heen driven out from me ? Am I a fool because I

am helpless "? He then, in Ver. 14, goes on to say ; To one, who
is pining away with grief, kindness should be shown hy his friend.

He ought to be treated kindly,not tormented with galling invectives,

as I have been by thee ; Or, else he might actually be driven to

despair, and leave (give up) the fear of the Almighty, which he

always had had in his heart. These two verses should therefore

be construed thus :

—

Ver. 13. '!! ^^']]V. T^ ^^'^ [Because there is] not my help in
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me (i. e., because I have become
helpless,)

''2^P nn'lp njl^im. Has common-sense also been driven

out from me? (i.e., must, in

consequence of my helplessness,

my common-sense have departed

from me ?)

Ver. 14. ^ri^lJ^ TDH —D^^? To the-one [i.e., to him, that is']

pining-away, [there should he~\

kindness on the part of his friend

(i.e., kind, and not harsh, words,

ought to be addressed to him,)

3irif^_ *^r[j]j riNI")"'T Or [else'] he might leave (give up)

\the~\fear of the Almighty (i.e.,

he might be driven to despair,

and to heresy, however pious and

religious he had been before).

With regard to the word n''^2?^n see note on this word, sitpra v. 12.

Vers. 15—21. The reader need not be told, how much travellers

in the desert suffer through scarcity of water ; how eagerly they

look for it, and how great their disappointment and misery are, when

they come to the place, in which they expected to find it, and find

none. Our innocent sufferer therefore, who was longing for the

solacing and refreshing words he had expected to hear from the

mouth of his friends, while he had hitherto heard from them

nothing but harsh and galling reproaches, compares them to the

waters in the desert, upon which the tired and exhausted traveller

never can rely, either in summer, or in winter. His words are as

follows :

—

My brethren have dealt-faithlessly, like a torrent, like

the stream of torrents, thai pass by ; (Ver. 16.) Which grow-turbid

by reason of ice, by reason of the S7ioiv, which concealeth itself in

them. Which falls into them, and, instantly melting, disappears.

(Ver. 17.) Again, tvhen they grow hot, they become extinct;

on their (lit., on its) being heated, they vanish from their place.

(Ver. 18.) Tliey change (lit., turn) the paths of their way; they

ascend in a shapeless-mass, and perish. Instead of flowing hori-

zontallv, the usual direction of their course, they rise, owing
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to the heat, perpendicularly, as shapeless vapours, and vanish.

(Ver. 19.) The caravans of Tema looked-out, the wayfaring-

com^mnies of Sheba hoped for them. (Ver. 20.) They were

ashamed^ that they (lit., he, i. e., every one of them) had confided

in them ; ivhe?i they had come to it. The place of the water.

Then they blushed. (Ver. 21.) Surely noiv, ye have been turned

into it. Into the torrent I have spoken of. You treat me in exactly

the same way, as the torrents do the travellers, who hoped for them.

Ye see horror, aiid therefore are afraid. You see a horrifying ex-

ample before you, of the dreadful manner in which God can punish

a man when he is angry with him, and therefore you are afraid of

acknowledging that I suffer innocently, lest, by doing so, you should

provoke God, and bring equally great sufferings upon yourselves.

Ver. 15. Before the verb ^"'^^l pass-atvai/, the relat. pron., '^^^. which, must

be supplied.

Ver. 16. The particle ''3^ (the poetical form of ]p from, by reason of, on

account of and occurring again, mfra xvi. 16), should be supplied in the second

•hemistich before 37^ , and the relative, "'^^ , understood before 071';^''
^ as

though the second hemistich had been worded thus :

by reason of [the^ snow lohich hides itself within them,

*ia^7!p is here synonymous with D2 in them, or CS"1|72 within them, just as,

in Hos. xi. 8, " mine heart is turned '' c^ within me."

Ver. 17. ^^"T they groio hot. The verb ^"1'
, which only occurs in this place,

is synonymous with ^"^^ to groio hot, burn, the same as PV^ with p2?!i to cry,

' and ^ , as dentals, interchanging with each other. The verb ^"i^ we find in

Ezek. xxi. 3 (Auth. Ver. xx. 47), '"'^"1??^ o,nd they shall be burned.

A singular verb, when preceded by its nominative in the plural, refers to

each of the individuals expressed by the plural as ''^^^'p '7"'?^^"'l • (Prov.

iii. 18.) And, \asfor^ those laying hold of her, [every one of them is] blessed.

This explanation will apply also to the possessive affix 1' in the word "iSnsi on

its being heated, i.e., on every one of the '^^/'^p torrents, mentioned in the pre-

ceding verse but one, being heated.

Ver. 18. The verb HDv in Niphal signifies to turn, change position, as in

Ruth iii. 8, ri?v*T cind he turned, changed position.

5\nn3 in the (i.e., as a) shapeless-mass (of vapour). The force of the prefix

^ here corresponds to that of the French eti, in en ami. Comp. Ps. xxxvii.

20, ]^^? ^ ''? translated in the Genevese Version, " ils s'esvanouirotit kn fumee.'\

Ver. 19. "ii^^ to them, in the second hemistich, should be understood after

^t:5"'Sn they looked, in the first.
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Ver. 20. rTQ^l he trusted ; i.e., every one of them trusted. See note on l^ns

ver. 17.

Ver. 21. The verb H^H to be, when construed with ^ sometimes expresses the

chanf^ing of one thing into another, as ^H^ r ^H'!! (Exod. iv. 3) and it became

a serpent. So, in this instance, i^ ^P^l'^H means, i/ou have been changed into

it; i.e., into the torrent mentioned in ver. 15. You are become as the torrents

of the desert ; you play the same deceptive and delusive part towards me, that

the torrents of the desert do towards the traveller, who hopes for them.

It will be perceived, that we read "i^ as it is in the iCree and not ^ v" according

to the K'theev. This should always be done, when practicable, as the K'ree is

supposed to correct the K'theev.

^S~i"^riT nnn ^S~iri i/ou see horror, and are afraid; i.e., you see before you

a horrifying example, and are deterred by it from acknowledging the truth, that

I am suffering innocently, lest you should yourselves furnish another example of

the terrible manner in which God punishes those who provoke Him.

Vers. 22, 23. If a man applies to his friends for pecuniary aid,

and that aid is refused him, he may be disappointed, but he cannot

at once condemn them, and charge them with unkindness, as

they may be under circumstances which render it perfectly

impossible for them to comply with his request. But, if he asks

of them nothing but commiseration and sympathy, and even

these are denied him, he cannot but consider such denial as

a great piece of inhumanity and cruelty. Now, this was precisely

the case with the unfortunate speaker ; had he been imprisoned

and tortured by some tyrant, and then complained of his sufferings

to his friends, they might perhaps have been expected to receive

him coolly, as thinking his complaints were made with a view to

induce them to open their purses for the purpose, either of bribing

the governor of the prison, in which he was kept a prisoner,

or of ransoming him from the tyrant who held him imprisoned.

But his complaints were, that he was afflicted, not by man, but by

God, and, therefore, his friends must of course have known, that

he could want nothing from them but sympathy ; to refuse him

this was, therefore, naturally regarded by him as very cruel, and

he, consequently, says :

—

Have I said to you, " Give me anything X " Or, " Bribe any one

for me, with yoiir wealth ? " (Ver. 23.) Or, ^'Deliver mefrom the hand

of an adversary ? " Or, " Ransom mefrom the hand of tyrants ?
"
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Ver. 22. Just as ^^n power, valour, is also used in the sense of wealth, (e.g.,

infra xx. 1 5 ; Gen. xxxiv. 29, C v'^n their wealth, ) so HS strength, is here equivalent

to wealth; the explanation of this secondary meaning of the two words being of

course, that one, who has money, has strength, and is not so helpless, or so easily

injured, as one destitute of it. Comp. Prov. v. 10, "Lest strangers be filled

with ^0'2 thy wealth"

•ITntp^ ayid bribe ye. The noun intt? is always used to mean a bribe.

Vers. 24—27. At the very opening of this discourse Job

protested, and said no eloquent, loftily-worded, speeches could be

expected from a man, suffering as he was ; he now reverts to the

same subject, but dwells upon it at greater length, and cries out

against his friends for taking advantage of his position in bringing

all the powers of their eloquence to bear upon him, when they

well know, that he would have to seek for words. He says

:

Instruct me. Bring forward real arguments. Then, ivill I
hold-my-'peace ; hut., make me perceive., ivhat I have erred in.

(Ver. 25.) How powerful are words of rectitude! Words, which

present a matter in its true light, will always be powerful, whether

they be plain and unvarnished, or elegant and ornate. But ivhat

argument can one get out of you? (Ver. 26.) Do ye think to

argue with me in words ? Do you mean to use fine words instead

of arguments ? Then^ the words of a man-in-despair must ^o for (be

esteemed as) wind. For a man in despair cannot, of course, choose

his words, as one who speaks at his ease. (Ver. 27.) But, if you can

be so cruel as to take advantage of my unfortunate position, then,

indeed, you rnight as well cast-yourself upon the fatherless-child,

and devour your friend.

Ver. 25. The verb V""^, in Neph., signifies to be strong, or powerful; as, in

1 Kings ii. 8, ^^"J.P? '^/7l'^ ^ powerful {vehement^ curse. Some consider

'l^'?'?? {sic) to be i.q. ^2?^? {sic) (Ps. cxix. 103), when the meaning would be,

" How pleasant are, &c.," but the reasoning remains the same. We certainly do

find an instance, where v and "> interchange,' viz. I'^/^'^^pySa (Jsa. xiii. 22)

in its palaces, for VniDp-iS^
. So the Chaldee Version has it, ]-13n TP'P? na

r?^"'''? TvP How pleasant are straight-forward tvords !

npln TV'^V will one indeed argue out—the infinit. Hiph. of HD^
^ coupled

with the fut., to give emphasis. The inf. ought, by rights, to precede the tense,

but we find it in some instances following it, as it does here. Comp. Gen.

xix. 9, toiStt? tabjp^T and he has indeed made himself a judge.

Ver. 26. D'ba for D'^v'D2 by words. The prep. ^ must frequently be
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understood as in Gen. xxiv. 23, "Jl"*?^ ^^'^ for "JJ"^?^ j"!"*?? m ifii/ father's

house.

^i;?13 lit,, one given up to despair, it being the part. Niph. of the verb ^W"' to

despair.

Ver. 27. •1^''?^ for ^^?50^ you might cast yourselves (upon the fatherless

child ; i.e., in order to oppress him). In the same sense, the verb ^2D is used in

Gen. xliii. 18, ^2"^7^ 7230rT7^ and to cast himself upon us. Some would

supply v"Ti2 a lot, after -I v^Sri , when of course the meaning would be, you might

(as well) cast lots (for the property of a fatherless child, i.e., take it away

wrongfully). But, if we are at all to assume an ellipsis here, we would much
rather take it to be Q^^nitCpi yourselves. (The reader is, no doubt aware that,

in Hebrew, the noun 27D5 soid, or person, when it assumes affixes, is sometimes

used as a periphrasis for the reflective pronoun self.^ And so we find infra xix. 5,

^7"^'7^ri ^^y^ ye would magnify \jiiourselves'\ over me, where the reflect, pron.

must be understood. But may not the Hiph. of the verb ^22 be, for once, used

here in the sense of the Kal, just as the verb ^^P has in Hiph. the same sense

as it has in Kal, in which voice, however, it is only found once, Isa. xxxii. 3,

^5?^)7^ shall attend, or hear. Comp. also TX'T- {infra xiv. 8) it grows old.

•1"l?ril atid you might feast, or make a banquet. The verb ^"^3
, though

generally signifying to dig, is also used in the sense oi feasting, or banqueting

;

as, in 2 Kings vi. 23, ^H/ '^"^.?*- -^'«c? he prepared a banquet for them, and also,

infra xl. 30 (Eng. Vers. xli. 6,) ^"'"ISn Vvl^ ^"l?"'. will companions make a

banquet of him (the Leviathan or crocodile) 1 Consequently, C?!^"^"1 1'3 ^"i^Ol

lit. means and you might make a banquet (ov feast) upon your friend. One who
wreaks his vengeance upon, or treats another with great cruelty, is said in

Hebrew (and the expression is especially frequent in this book), to eat, to glut

himself with, his flesh ; as infra xix. 22, ^37S2?ri S7 ^TJi^ap!! and you cannot be

satisfied-xoith myflesh ; and, again, xxxi. 31, 372^? ^^ 'i"!^?^ we could not be

satisfied-with hisflesh. Some wish to take the verb n~iD in this instance in its

usual acceptation of digging, and supply, after •I'lpini. , the noun nn-llZ? a pit, an

ellipsis, to which we should willingly agree, if we could but account for the

preposition v^
, with which the verb is here construed, seeing that, in all other

instances, where it means to dig, and is construed with a preposition, it is with

^ for, and not with ^i' against, that we find it.

Vers. 28—30. Eliphaz, in his discourse, had (speaking for him-

self and his friends) held out a threat (chap. v. 1) of leaving Job

to his fate, and withdrawing altogether from him ; this Job now

deprecates, as an act, by which hp should be very much wronged,

seeing that he had not yet explained to them the nature of his case,

nor the manner in which he intended to lay it before God, for

not one word in his first discourse had he addressed to God himself,

though we shall presently hear him doing so, {infra vii. 7—21).

For his friends, therefore, to desert him now, would be condemning
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him without a hearing ; he entreats them, therefore, not to carry

their threat into execution, until, at any rate, they are quite con-

vinced that there is falsehood or iniquity in his tongue. His words

are as follows : Now therefore he pleased), turn to me. Instead of

turning your back on me, turn round, and consider me, as well as

my case. Then will it be before you. Be evident to you. If I

speak-falseli/ . (Ver. 29.) Come hack to me, I pray ; let there he

no wrong. Do not wrong me, by deserting me without first

hearing me. Yea., come hack ; then will ye be convinced, that

my righteousness is still in it. (That is, in ^y\W'i my tongue., found

in the next verse.) Then, you will perceive (Ver. 30.) Whether there

he any wrong in my tongue ; ivhether my palate cannot discern

perverse-things.

Ver. 28. D?"'?.? >'?'] then before your face, or before you (will it be) ; i.e., the

thing will be quite as evident to you, as if you had it before your face.

Ver. 29. '^7:^ '^'0^ ^^ let there be no wrong ; i.e., let there be no wrongful

act on your part, such as the condemning of a friend without a hearing.

J^^ in it, i.e., in "'^iCy my tongue, found in the next verse. We often meet

with a pronoun referring to a noun, not preceding, but following, it. So, iifra

xxiv. 6, in "i^^/r^ his fodder, in the first hemistich, the pron. affix "1" his, refers

to the noun V^"J [Me] wicked-man, in the second. Nor need we hesitate to take

the pron. f^^ as we do, because the noun it refers to, is not in the same, but in

the next verse ; since we very frequently meet, even in the historical books, with

two verses so closely connected by the sense, as to require to be read as if they

formed only one. Thus, Exod. xxv. 8, 9, " And let them make me a sanctuary,

(that I may dwell among them.) According to all that I shew thee, &c.", where

the words, that I may dwell among them, are, evidently, parenthetical, the

command being, that they should make Him a sanctuary according to what He
shewed them ; and yet, the verses are divided. Indeed the only way, in which

we can account for the def. art. being, in the first chap, of Genesis, given to the

sixth, and not to any of the other days, is, to connect the latter part of the last

verse of the 1st chap, with the 1st verse of the 2nd, as follows: "And there

was evening, and there was morning, even that sixth day, when the heaven and

the earth were finished, &c. "
; where we give to the ^ in ^"'^^l the same force

that it has in Gen. xix. 23, " The sun was risen on the earth ^"1 vT -when Lot

came to Zoar."
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Vers. 1—3. In the preceding Chapter (Vers. 8, 9), we heard

the unfortunate speaker praying for death, and here again it would

seem the idea of death once more came across his mind, conjoined

with a feeling of wonder, how it is, that men—beings, whose days

are numbered—should ever long to see the last of them. This he

accounts for, by the terrible sufferings which they sometimes have

to endure in this world, and brings himself forward as an example.

His words are

:

Is there not an appointed-time for frail-man upon earth ? Indeed^

his days are like the days of an hireling. Just as the hireling

continues only a certain number of days with his employer, so man
remains only his allotted time upon earth. (Ver. 2.) As a slave

panteth for the shadow (shade). As a slave, while toiling in the

heat of the day, longs for (and obtains,) a mere nothing, the

shade. And as the hireling waiteth-for his wages. Longs for

(and obtains,) money, in itself a paltry thing, which has no value

but in the imagination of man. (Ver. 3.) So have I been made

to possess months of vanity, and nights of trouble have been prepared

for me. So, whatever may have been my longings, I have been

allotted a life, which is not only altogether unprofitable, but also

full of trouble.

Ver. 1. ^22 an appointed-time, in which sense it is also used infra xiv. 14.

Ver. 2, i^^p . The abstract noun v^Q work, or labour, is used in this

instance for the result o£ the labour, i.e., the wages; as in Jer. xxii. 13, "that

maketh his neighbour work for nought, and giveth him not, "i^^.5 his tvages."

In like manner, the synonymous noun "^V*^? work, is found in the meaning of

wages, in Lev. xix. 13, "l"*?^ riy3?^ [</<e] tvages of an hireling. The abstract

noun "1137 iniquity, is, similarly, used for punishment (the consequence of iniquity),

in Gen. iv. 13, " ''?''?. my punishment (is greater, &c.)."

^3P (root n3J2) they prepared, being used here impers., may be fairly rendered

by a passive, were prepared. See note on ~"?^ supra iii. 3, and D^S?"]^. iy. 19.

Vers. 4— 6. At the beginning of chap. vi. we heard Job

complaining of his sufferings in general, but now, before directing
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his speech to God, he enters somewhat more into detail concerning

them, as they affect both his body and his mind
;
probably, with the

intention of throwing out a hint to his friends, that they should

make every allowance for the situation he is in, and not be

surprised, if, in the address he is about to make to God, words

should escape his lips, such as he ought not to utter. He says

;

TVJien I lie doivn. For my night's rest. Tlien I say. When
shall I arise ? His sufferings during the night are so great, that

he longs for the morning, as people invariably do, who are ill

and afflicted with sleeplessness. So among the curses enumerated in

Deut. ch. xxviii. we read in ver. 67, " and at even thou shalt say,

Would God it were morning !
" 3ut the evening is measured out.

The evening (by which he means the night), seems an eternity to

me. And, so, I am Jilled-with tossings to and fro till the mornitig-

twilight. (Ver. 5.) My flesh hath put on. Is become covered with.

Worm\s\ and clod[_s'\ of'dust ; my skin is broken, and become loath-

some. He appears to allude to the state of his skin, induced by his

disease, for it is well known, that, in elephantiasis (as occurring in hot

countries), the skin becomes of a muddy hue, thickened and rugous

(like that of an elephant), so as to have very much the appearance of

the ground when dried up and cracked by the heat. With

regard to the worms, it is said that, after ulceration has occurred

in the progress of the disease, worms are bred in great numbers

in the ulcers ; Job's body then, being covered with such ulcers,

would swarm with worms. (Ver. 6.) My days have been sivifter

than a weaver's-shuttle ; and are consumed ivithout hope. It may
be that, in the first hemistich, he refers to his former days of

happiness, and in the second, to his present days of misery, spent

without hope.

Ver. 4. "T"!!^'' (lit., but one measures (is wont to measure), i.e., extends, lengthens

out), being used here impersonally, may be rendered, but is lengthened out, i.e., seems

very long. Comp. Numb. xiii. 32, rii'^p ^^3S lit. men of measures, i.e., men of

great stature. The verb is here used in Pi-al, the second radical taking Pathach,

as in Lament, ii. 9, "i?^! "f?^ he hath destroyed, and broken (her bars). It

was on account of this Pathach that Rosenmiiller rejected "fT^ as its root,

though nothing is more common than to find Pathach replacing the more regular

Tsayre of the Pi-cll.

^IV; till, the poet, form of T?

.

n^?? , here, on account of the pause, ^^3 , is used sometimes, for the morning-
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twilight, as in 2 Kings vii. 5 ; and sometimes, for the evening-twilight, as in Prov.

vii. 9. Here, it is evidently used in the former sense, though, infra xxiv. 15, we
shall find it taken in the latter.

Ver. 5. li^'12 clod, is a aTra^ Aeyo'/xci/ov.

3?3T teas broken. We have the authority of Aben-Ezra, Kimchi, Ralbag, and

Wolfssohn, for giving the verb this signification.

DW^?1 so that it has become loathsome. Some assume the root to be DDJi
, and

think that ^ may stand for D , an anomaly we find in Ps. Iviii. 8 ; we, however,

cannot see why we should favour this view, since we obtain excellent sense by

regarding the word as a regular Niph. of the verb DSa
^ to loathe.

Ver. 7. In no language do we meet with sucli striking

instances of bold and vigorous Ellipsis (a figure, full of elegance,

when no ambiguity can arise), as in Hebrew. In Mason and

Bernard's Grammar (Letter xviii., § 4,) several examples are given

of this figure, but we shall content ourselves here with quoting

two of the most remarkable of them. In Ps. cxxxvii. 5, the

inspired bard, lamenting his captivity " by the rivers of Babylon,"

when summoned to sing "one of the songs of Zion " before the

insulting foe, says, " If I forget thee, O Jerusalem, ""^p^ HSli'ri

let my right-hand forget ." He does not say, what he bids it

forget, but he cannot be misunderstood ; he must of course mean
the skill with which it was wont to sweep the strings of his harp.

Asjain, in Ps. xvi. 2, we have HiH"*'? JllDiS , for T]Sr\'h '^Wi^^ Pni2)^O' ' t-::-t' t--;-::-t
Thou^ my soul, hast said unto Jehovah ... In like manner, in

the verse before us, Hiw O God, or '^hli^ my God, or one of the

other names attributed to the Deity, should be understood here, in

the vocative case, after the word "I^T remember. This verse, and

those that follow, to the end of the chapter, are so evidently

addressed to God, that it was not thought necessary by the speaker

to name Him. He says

:

Hememher, that my life is but a hreath. That my life hangs

but on a breath, that if my breath be interrupted only once, I am
dead, and that, when dead, My eye shall not again see good. I can

never be restored to happiness.

niS~l7 ^^li'"'i^ shall again see. The verb ^^^ to return, when joined to

another verb, is used adverbially, in the sense of again ; as 2 Kings i. 1 3,

nbt?;'l n:^^] and he sent again.

Ver. 8. The eye of him that seeth me, shall no longer see me;
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yea, Thine own eyes shall look for me, hut I shall be no

more. Once I have left this life, I shall be completely

annihilated.

After the word ^'^T'^. Thine eyes, the verb n3"';^.n^ may he, must be under-

stood ; thine eyes may he upon me, in Hebrew, being equivalent to thine eyes may

he directed towards, or may look for, me.

Ver. 9. As the cloud is consumed, and gone, so he thatgoeth down

to the pit, shall not come up again.

Before the verb n v3 ^
"it?'S3 as, like, must be understood ; or the sentence

may be construed, as though written, i^/S
"'^^f ^??? «* the cloud, which is

cortsumed.

Ver. 10. He shall not again return to his house, nor shall his

place again discern him. >

The verb *^^2
^ in Hiph., is sometimes used in the sense of discerning, noticing,

as in Gen. xxxi. 32, " 'I?'? discern (what belongs to thee)."

1!31pp his place, stands for i^tlJla Dlp^ \j:he'\ place of his dwelling.

Ver. 11. This verse should be understood, as though it began

with the words, ]3 7JC/ therefore ; i.e., since, whilst I am alive, I

am to be tormented, and, when dead, to be completely annihilated,

I have nothing to risk, and consequently,

/ also loill not restrain my mouth. I care not if I express

myself in unmeasured terms, provided only I can give vent to my
indignation. I will speak in the anguish of my spirit, I will

complain in the bitterness of my soul.

Ver. 12. In the preceding chapters, few in number as they are,

more than one verse has come before us, which we were surprised to

find had proved embarrassing to the majority of the translators and

commentators, as we had ourselves discovered no real difficulty

therein. Now, however, we have come to one, which most of them

have passed over in silence, and which Schultens, who docs say

something about it, seems to treat very lightly, apparently quite

' satisfied with his own explanation, wliilst to ourselves it is not

one of the most difficult verses, but the most difficult verse, in the

whole of this book. Almost all the words it contains must be familiar

r 2
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to any one who has read Hebrew but a few months ; its grammar

is quite correct, and its construction very natural and easy ; the

difficulty is to penetrate its meaning. It is, no doubt, intended

as a simile, but how to apply the simile to the speaker

—

hie hceret

aqua. We shall, of course, offer our own views upon the subject,

but the reader will do well to receive them with great caution,

as we must confess they are anything but satisfactory to ourselves.

We lay them before him only, as having nothing else to offer,

and he should certainly himself strain every nerve to find out

something better than we propose. The verse runs thus

:

Am I a sea, or a sea-monster, that Thou shouldest set a dam

(guard) about me ?

In Jeremiah we read (v. 22), " Fear ye not me \ saith the

Lord: will ye not tremble at my presence, which have placed

the sand for the bound of the sea \
" Now, as we are told

by the historian {supra ii. 8) that Job was sitting surrounded

by ashes ; and by Job himself, in this chapter (ver. 5), that his

body was covered with clods of dust, may not he possibly in his

despair be justified in asking, What am I X What do I look like ?

Do I look like a human being, or am I not rather like a sea with its

boundaries of sand, or like some sea-monster, which is confined in the

sea, and is prevented from escaping from it by its sandy shores ?

We are so much dissatisfied with what we say, that we think

it but right to quote what Schultens says, and give the reader

the opportunity of deciding which is the worst

:

"Mira comparatione atrocitatem malorum suorum, et plagas,

quibus premebatur, inculcat, rogans, num mare essef? num hellua

marina? ut necesse fuerit, furentem vim et saevitiam, obicibus

et repagulis circumdatis, frangi atque coerceri. . . Negat ergo, se

tantis terroribus, doloribus, poenis, esse comprimendum, contunden-

dum, includendum, quippe qui nee tam seeva ac importuna, nee

tam valida ac robusta, sit natura, ut immanes illos ictus, vel

meruerit, vel diutius sustinere queat."

We will also quote Herz Homburg's words, which certainly

contain a more reasonable explanation than that which we have

heard from Schultens

:
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f^]3D rp 71? '5 iv)h) 'p nvbh 5Da d'dpd '^f" y:? ofi c? 3rf> imb r; in viua 5i? dzv

: T-)373

"A bound, and a limit, has the Creator made for, the sea, and He said to it. Thus

far shalt thou come ; and, in like manner. He also bade the sea-monster remain

in the sea, and not pass over its bounds ; and, with regard to this, Job says, Am
I a sea, or a sea-monster, that thou shouldest set a bound to the words of my
mouth, and say to me. Thus far shalt thou come with thy words ?

"

Considering that, in the preceding verse, Job said, he would

henceforth set no bounds to his words, Homburg's explanation

deserves notice.

Vers. 13—16. When I sai/. My bed may comfort me^ my couch

may remove my grief. Whenever I am inclined to try, whether

rest and sleep may not alleviate my sufferings, llien, Thou

scarest me with dreams., and terrifiest me by visions. His sleep is

disturbed by frightful dreams and visions, as might be expected

would be the case with one, afflicted with the dreadful disease he

laboured under.

So that my soul would prefer strangling, death., inflicted by my
own limbs. That is, by my own hands. The agony of his pain

is so great, that the idea of suicide flashes across his mind, but

only to be immediately and indignantly repelled, for he says in

the next verse. No, this I abhor—I shall not livefor ever. How-

ever great my pain and misery are, they must, as I am mortal,

come to an end at last, without any intervention on my part.

Away, then, thou thought of suicide ! Desist from mc, for my
days are but a breath.

Verse 13. The prefix ^ in T^^p? is, either pleonastic, or the mark of the

objective case. See note on T^yP? , supra iv. 2.

Ver. 14. The prefix ^ in •n"i3i"'^n^ signifies by means of, as in Gen
xlix. 12, T^*'? by means of wine, ^7'7^ % meatis of milk.

Ver. 15. p3n^ strangling, a noun derived from the verb s^'^^ to strangle.

Thus, we read (2 Sam. xvii. 23) of Ahithophel that, being in despair at his

counsel not being followed, " he put his household in order P^ni^.T lit., ajid was

strangled," (i.e., strangled himself, the Niph-al being frequently used for the

Hithpa-al, as, in Gen. iii. 10, ^?nsi and I teas hid, i.e., I hid myself).

^^"^^rV^ HY 7ny [(9?tv?] limbs, the ^ being used of the instrument, as in

Ps. Ixxxviii. 6, " and they are cut off, ^l^P by Thy hand"

It will be perceived that ver. 16 is parenthetical, being directed, not to God, but

to the thought of suicide, which intrudes upon him.
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Ver. 16. ''?'!7 <2 breath. This is the original signification of the word ; as, in

Ps. Ixii. 9, " to be laid in the balance they are altogether ^T?i7P less than a

breath" (i.e., they would affect the balance less even than a mere breath.)

Hence, this word is used figuratively to denote anything light and vain.

Ver. 17. Having chased away the terrible idea of suicide, which

had infested his mind, he now again addresses God, saying

:

What is frail-man., that Thou shouldest exalt him ? Or., that

Thou shouldest set Thitie heart upon him ?

ul n^P to put, or set \one^s'\ heart, is used to express, to care for a person,

or thing. So in Prov. xxvii. 23, Q'^~!'^?? ^?7 ri'^tt? set thine heart to (upon)

\the\ herds, i.e., pay attention to them, care for them.

Ver. 18. Tliat Thou shouldest visit him every morning., that Thou

shouldest try him every moment?

^^"^I^r^r lit-, at mornings; i.e., every morning. The same expression, but

with tbe def. art., is found in Lament, iii. 23.

Ver. 19. Thou dost not turn away from me for an instant., nor

let me alone, till I swalloiv my spittle

!

The word ^^ is sometimes used ^ nSi^SI3 in the sense of an;gthing,"

as in Prov. ix. 13, "and she doth not know HD anythingP HHS may therefore

here be taken to mean as anything, so that the passage, literally translated, would

be, Thou dost not turn away from me AS anything, i.e., for the least particle of

time, an instant, a moment.

Ver. 20. If I have sinned, how can I affect Thee ? How can

the actions of so low, and contemptible a creature as frail man affect

such an exalted and glorious Being as Thou art 1 But, supposing

that I am of such a nature, that my actions can affect Thee, then

I still more wonder, and ask ; ! Thou preserver of man, ivhy

hast Thou made me to clash with Thee ? Why hast Thou made

me of such a nature, as to be able to come into collision with

Thee? So that I should become a burden to myself. So that

for having offended Thee, I should be visited with chastisements,

or be tormented by my own conscience, till my life is become a

burden to me.

Before Tl^^H I have sinned, the particle CS if should be supplied.
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Tjb ^V^^ np What can Ido to Thee ? i.e., how can I affect Thee ? In the same

sense we find the verb ^V^ construed with 2, infra xxxv. 6, 1^ v3>^sri

carCst thou produce an effect on Him ?

ySDp clashing, collision, derived from the verb 7^2 which construed with ^

frequently signifies to fall upon, to strike ; as 2 Sam. i. 15, ')'2.V^B fall upon

him.

Ver. 21. And why shouldest Thou not rather /o)Y/^fe my tratis-

gressioti, and remove m.y iniquity ? That is, blot it out, as though it

had never been. For presently, I shall lie down in the dust, and,

though Thou shouldest diligently seek me, I shall be no more,

HK) = np stands here in the sense of "^^^ t^^hy. So in Ps. xlii. 12, " H^

why art thou bowed down, O my soul ? "^^^ and why art thou moaning, &c. ?
"

nri^ noio, i e., presently. So, in Numb. xxiv. 17, we find nri^ standing in

parallelism with —
"i"!?; nigh, near (used of time).

^prrnnt??") and though Thou shouldest diligently seek me. The verb iriE? in

Pi-al, strictly speaking, signifies, to seek early (from "^HD the early daivn) ; it is,

however, applied to all diligent search, whether in the morning, or at any other

time of the day, or night. Thus, in Prov. vii. lo, we find '^^}^ ""n?^? diligently

to seek thy presence, though the artful woman, who utters these words, is described

as holding her conversation with the young man in the depth of night.

CHAPTER VIIT.

If the reader will peruse this chapter, as it is in the Authorized

Version, he will no doubt see, that one part of it contradicts the

other; that, in the simile introduced into it, the wicked man is

first compared to a weak and fragile reed, loosely sticking in the

mire, and immediately afterw^ards, to a fresh and thriving tree,

deeply rooted, and standing near a stately house of stone. The

same inconsistency will be perceived also in Rosenmidler and

Schultens' translations. We are, we think, therefore, greatly

indebted to Mendelssohn, who, by th^* definition he gives of the

words, tDSti^p justice, and pl.V righteousness, as they occur in
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Eccles. iii. 16, has opened our eyes to the true reasoning in this

seemingly contradictory chapter. His words are

:

•p7i fiip' 3)v? 'Dipi 31U? b)m) UPDP flip' vi:) 'Zi)vh viv hm pj?

"Behold, the requital of evil to the doers of evil is called t^iSp^ justice

;

and the requital of good to the doers of good is called P"!J^ righteousness.

Now, as these two words occur almost at the beginning of this

discourse (Ver. 3), we at once perceived, that the chapter would

turn upon two distinct topics, viz., the miserable end of the

wicked, and the final triumph of the just; and, though the

greatest part of it is clothed in allegorical language, yet the

figures and similes employed are so striking, that a little common
sense only is required to perceive, which are intended to refer to the

good, and which to the wicked, man, without its being stated in

distinct terms, for whom they are intended. It has already been

observed (see note on 1'2] supra vii. 7), that, where no ambiguity

can arise from their employment, ellipses are used in Hebrew with

great elegance. A striking example of an ellipsis, of precisely

the same nature as those which we shall have to notice in this

chapter, occurs in Ps. xxxiv., where, vers. 15, 16, we read, " The

eyes of Jehovah are upon the righteous, and His ears are open

unto their cry. The anger of Jehovah is against them, that do

evil, to cut off" the remembrance of them from the earth ;
" and

immediately afterwards (ver. 17), "They cry andJehovah heareth,"

&c. The Psalmist indeed does not tell us who they are that

cry, and are heard of God, but would common sense allow us to

doubt for a moment to whom he refers \ The same conciseness,

the same reliance upon common sense, we shall find in the chapter

before us. We shall have the figure of a frail and short-lived

reed, and that of a vigorous and lasting tree, and the hearer will be

left to apply each of these figures to the right person ; nor is there

any fear whatever entertained by the speaker as to the possibility

of his being misunderstood by his audience.

We next call the attention of the reader to the fact, that this

discourse consists of two distinct parts ; one, comprising the words

of the speaker himself, the other, words uttered by men who lived

in former generations, and quoted by the speaker for the instruction

of Job. Again, the words thus quoted, must, in their turn, be
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divided into two parts, of which common sense will teach us to

apply the one to the wicked, and the other to the good man.

With these few remarks, we now proceed to comment on the

chapter.

Ver. 2. How long wilt thou speak siich-tJiings, and the words of

thy mouth be like a violent wind ? How long wilt thou continue

thus, as little able to restrain thy words, as thou wouldst be to

restrain a violent wind \

nbs for n^^n "^"i^'^S like these words, or things.

nJI")"! for n^~ip^ and like a wind.

The adj. "i"*?? signifies, sometimes, much, plenty, as infra xxxi. 25 ; some-

times, powerful, mighty, e.g., as applied to waters, Isa. xvii. 12, D*'"l/?? 0"!'?

mighty waters ; as applied to men, infra xxxiv. 24, ^'^^''2? mighty-men.

Ver. 3. Shall God pervert justice? Is it possible, that He
should not punish the wicked? Or shall the Almighty pervert

right? Is it possible, that He should not reward the good?

(See the passage from Mendelssohn, quoted in the preliminary

remarks on this chapter.)

Vers. 4—6. If thy sons sinned against Him, He despatched

them by their transgression. If they sinned, His attribute of justice

required, that He should at once despatch them without giving

them any respite, for so is He wont to deal with those who provoke

Him greatly. (We may refer to the history of Pharaoh, Korah

and his band, and others.) On the other hand, the very circum-

stance, that He hath not despatched thee, as He did thy sons,

proveth that there is still great hope of thy conversion, and that

He correcteth thee from love, just as a father doth the son he

delighteth in. (Ver. 5.) If thou ivilt diligently seek unto. Pray unto.

God, and make supjAication to the Almighty. (Ver. 6.) If thou art

pure and upright. If thou art not hardened in sin as thy sons were,

but art capable of repentance, and conversion. Surely, He will

presently awake for thee. He will not overlook, but will favourably

notice thee. And make thy righteous dwelling p)rosperous.

Ver. 4. DnY^^ll lit. and He sent them away, or, so He sent them away. As,

however, the English idiom would here hardly admit of a conjunction, we have

translated as though the 1, which is certainly used here for the purpose of convert-
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ing the future into the past, were, in itself, not conjunctive, but conductive, as

is the "I* in «lnrT t2?D3n nnnpS"} (Exod. xii. 19.) that soul shall be cut off.

"'^^ lit. by hand of, very frequently stands merely for by, as in 1 Sam.

xvi. 20, Tl'^T -r:? by David.

Ver. 5. "^n^^ thou shalt diligently seek. See note on '*?^7'^'^1 supra

vii. 21.

Ver. 6. "l"*^!): He shall awake. When the wicked flourish, and the innocent

suffer in this world, God is, in the poetical language of the Hebrews, said to be

asleep ; but when their conditions are reversed, He is said to have awaked from

His sleep. So the Psalmist says, Ps. xliv. 24, when complaining of the sufferings

of good men in this world, l^Z^'^n H^v H'^^V Awake, why sleepest Thou ?

"1^37 is here used in Hiph., but intransitively, as in Ps. xxxv. 23, where

n"7"'"5''7 is joined with n^'*f7n awake.

Ver. 7. In the Auth. Vers., this verse is rendered, " Though

thy beginning was small," &c. ; but it is difficult to conceive,

how the wealth, which, we are told by the historian. Job possessed,

and which rendered him " greater than all the sons of the East,"

could possibly be considered small by the speaker of this discourse.

We prefer, therefore, translating the verse thus :

So that even thy beginning shall comparatively he small, seeing

that thy latter-end will he so exceeding great. Thy former wealth

and prosperity, great as they were, shall be so small, in comparison

with those, which thou shalt enjoy in the latter part of thy life, as

to appear a mere trifle.

Ver. 8. For ask now i\ie former generation, and prepare thyself

for the searching of their fathers. Do not content thyself with

consulting one generation, but, if thou really wishest to know

how things go on in this world, inquire of several, yea, investigate

ancient history as far back as it goes.

pt27'^T for "!12?S1 (as the K'ree directs us to read it,) Jtrst, former.

The word "^I|!^?5 thyself, or ^^37'^ thy mind, should be understood after the

verb '\'?^'^^ and prepare. See note on ^^"^Qri supra vi. 27.

niaSl theirfathers ; i.e., the fathers of the former generation. We need not

* The Arabic (_J is not unfrequently used in the same way, e.g., j^bji <U ^^

^ t\; IJU^L • -He that hath ears [capable of] hearing, why then (uJ) ^^^ ^""

hear (Matt. xi. 15), where we obtain the best English by leaving the ^^ untranslated.

Note of Editor, 1861.
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tliink it strange, that the plur. affix in DHI^S should refer to the singular noun

li"^ generation, since this is a collective noun. So, in Deut. xxxii. 20,

T\ltiT\ nSQnPI "Ti"^ THEY [«re] a perverse generation.

Ver. 9. This verse should be considered as parenthetical, the

object of it being only to assign a reason for referring Job to

ancient history, and this the speaker says, is : Because ive are but of

yesterday, and know nothing ; because our days upon earth are a

mere shadow. The duration of our life upon earth is so short,

that it would be in the highest degree presumptuous in us, with-

out consulting ancient history, to pretend to know how matters go

on in this world.

72 a shadow. "We might perhaps have expected to find ^^r' as a shadoio, but

the 3 of comparison has been purposely dropped, to give more force to the simile,

the speaker wishing to express, that the days of man are not merely like a

shadow, but actually are a shadow. A similar omission of the ^ of comparison,

with the same intention, occurs in Cant. v. 14, where we read : '^T}\ ^T r? ^^X
his hands \_are'\ rolls of gold, on which Bril and Wolfssohn very judiciously

comment as follows :

rt flip pi of" '3 ni wn yyb n inb li'^ii ripri 06 o \vvit> q''3 -ocp: fii)

"And the 3 of comparison is only omitted, to render [the simile] more

striking ; as though he said, This is not [merely] like the other, but this really

is the other."

Ver. 10. Will not they. The former generation, and their

fathers. Instruct thee, tell thee., and from their heart utter loords

such as these ?

^^n though strictly a negatively interrogative particle, is sometimes used to

assert emphatically a positive ftict ; as in Ruth ii. 9, where Boaz says to Ruth,

'^ri''^!J Sibn Have I not commanded (the young men, that they shall not touch

thee ?) i.e., I have indeed commanded, &c. And so it is in this instance ; the

meaning being, "they will indeed instruct thee."

Dlibp^ And from their heart ; i.e., sincerely ; not merely to amuse thee with

figures and similes, will they say the following words, but to tell thee what they

really feel in their hearts.

FIRST SIMILE.

Vers. 11, 12. Can the rush shoot up without mire ? Can the

flac/ grow without water? Consequently we can predict of any
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place in which we see rushes and flags growing, that it must so

abound with water and mire as to render all fears, entertained for

these plants on the score of the absence of rain, utterly groundless.

(Ver. 12.) Whilst it is still in its greenness^ and not cut off, yet

before all grass will it wither. In spite of its being provided with

such a superfluity of nourishment, in spite of its looking so fresh

and flourishing, it is the weakest of all herbs, it dries and withers

up before them all.

So Ralbag comments on this latter verse

:

•"5'in 33 D7ip Pii>p3 D3" ri 53 DPI PiS'i qup'D 'ifi") p'? 63 iw:i;n imn33 1:711?

" While it is still in its freshness, and its greenness, so that, by right, it ought

not to be destroyed and cut off, yet, notwithstanding all this, it easily withers

before all grass."

Ver. 11. W?.^'. for ^S^i^D , or W?b> D« will it grow?

Ver. 12. ^ for ^bl and not.

APPLICATION OF THIS SIMILE BY THE MEN OF THE FORMER
GENERATION THEMSELVES.

Vers. 13—15. So are the paths of all that 3.ve forgetful of God;

yea, the hope of the hypocrite shall perish. The career of those

forgetful of God, however splendid, and brilliant it may seem,

will be as little lasting as the freshness and greenness of the

reed. (Ver. 14.) Whom his own confidence shall cut off. His

confidence in his wealth will be his ruin, inasmuch as it makes

him arrogant and presumptuous enough to rebel against God.

Seeing that his trust. That upon which he trusts. Is a spider's

web. His wealth can no more support him, than could a spider's

web, if he were to lean upon it. (Ver. 15.) lie may lean upon

his house, but it will not stand ; he may take fast hold of it, but it

will not endure.

Vers. 14. ^V^ will cut off. We have the authority of Ivimchi and Jarchi for

taking the verb ^^P thus transitively.

27"'D35 n^'Il'l lit. and [the\ house of a spider. Here again, the 3 of comparison

is intentionally omitted, to give more force to the simile. See note on ^^

ver. 9.

Ver. 15. "ii"!"*? his house, by which, of course, is understood all it contains, as

wealth, slaves, and other things which he looked upon as permanently his.

C-ip^ tvill endure. In the -same meaning the verb Q-p is found itifra xv. 29,

ib'^n D^p'' S^l and his wealth will not endure.
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SECOND SIMILE.

Vers. 16, 17. The reader will recollect that, at the very opening

of this discourse, the Speaker proposed to himself to establish

two points ; viz., that God cannot pervert LDSC^'P justice (i.e., that

He cannot suffer the wicked man to remain unpunished), and

that the Almighty cannot pervert pl^ right (i.e., that He cannot

suffer the good man to remain unrewarded). Having established

the first of these two points by a simile (supposed to be uttered

by the former generation), in which the fate of the wicked man
was compared to that of a reed, he now endeavours to establish

the second, by a second simile, which he also puts into the mouth
of the former generation, and in which the good man is spoken

of under the figure of a healthy, thriving tree. This is not the

only instance in the Bible, in which a person is spoken of under

the figure of a tree. In' Ezek. xxxi., the Assyrian is described

(vers. 3—9), as a cedar of Lebanon, and with much more detail

than we meet with in this second simile, which runs thus :

—

He (the pious man regarded as a tree) is fidl-of-sap, even

before the sun^ so that his sucker projecteth over his c/arden. He
is so healthy and vigorous, that, far from being dried up by the

burning heat of the sun, he is always full of sap, and spreads his

branches widely over the garden, protecting other trees with his

shade, instead of being shaded by them ; and the reason he is so

healthy and vigorous is that (Ver. 17.) His roots are entwined

beside a spring, and therefore he can overlook a house of stone.

Owing to this hidden source of nourishment, he is enabled to

overtop even a stately house of stone.

Ver. 16. Before ^^"^ the word Cnn \^as to'] the pious-man, should be

understood.

^^"^ lit. moist, fresh, from the verb 210"! to be wet, which occurs infra xxiv. 8.

inpSV his sucker. The sucker of a tree is sometimes expressed by P?T ; as

Isa. liii. 2, and sometimes by ^i?,?."^"* , as here, and infra xiv. 7.

^2? near, i.e., by the side. See note on ^V , supra i. 6.

Ver. 17. ^? a spring, as in Cant. iv. 12, where ^3 stands in parallelism

with 1")V^ a spring, or fountain. "We find also ^^?, plur. riba springs

(Josh. XV. 19), and in many other places.

Vers. 18, 19. The speaker continuing the simile (quoted by
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him), now goes on to say, that, though the pious man may some-

times meet with misfortunes, and be obliged to change his place

of residence, yet the eye of God will be upon him, wherever

he may be, to bless him, and make him prosperous, so that he

will only have profited by the change, like a vigorous tree, which

only thrives the better for being transplanted. His words are

as follows :

If one should pluck him up from his p)lace^ so that it should deny

him, saying, I have not seen thee. (Ver. 19.) Lo ! this is his

joyful journey. Is a joyful journey to him. Seeing that he will groiv

up out of another ground. Though he should be uprooted so com-

pletely, that the ground in which he stood should become as entirely

a stranger to him, as though it liad never nourished him in its bosom,

this would only be a pleasant journey for him, seeing that he would

thrive again in whatever place he might be transplanted to.

Ver, 18. After the words "12 ^^0?1 so that it should deny him, the word

"iDSv saying, must be understood.

Ver. 19. "inw other, should be taken with "1????, i.e., "inS "ip^J^ from

another ground. E-osenmilller would join it to ^HQH^
^ and considers it to stand

for D^inS, bringing forward some examples, which, in our humble opinion, are

not at all to the point. Thus, amongst others he refers to '^^^ ''^ ^^'^ {supra vi. 20)

they were ashamed, because he (i.e., every one of them) trusted, but there the

sing, verb stands after the plur. one, implying that every one of them was

ashamed, as observed in our note on that passage ; whilst here the word "in??

stands before the verb, so that the case is altogether different.

^nQ!2^ lit. they will grow up, referring probably, either to Vtt7"Jffi' his roots

in ver. 17, or to the stem, branches, and other parts, of the tree.

APPLICATION OF THE SECOND SIMILE BY THE SPEAKER.

Vers. 20—22. Having, in the first simile, quoted by him,

pointed out the fate of the wicked, and in the second, that of the

pious, man, Bildad now triumphantly exclaims

:

Behold then God will not reject the pious-man^ nor ivill He take

hold of the hand of evil-doers. (Ver. 21.) He iv ill yet Jill thy

mouth with laughter, and thy lips with shout[s']-of-joy. If thou wilt

submit to Him, and acknowledge the justice of His correction,

thou shalt be restored to thy former happiness. (Ver. 22.) They

that hate thee shall put on. Shall be covered with. Shame, and the

habitation of the wicked shall be 7io more.
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Ver. 21. ^V for Ti37 yet, as supra i. 18, on which see note.

Hvp'^. for ^"^^ (as we are told by the K'ree) He shallJill loith. It must be

supplied before n3?^~i^ in the second hemistich.

Ver. 22. T'^?3tt7 thine enemies, meaning depraved and impious men, since such

are wont to hate the pious ; it stands in parallelism therefore with Q"'27££'"l wicked-

men, in the next hemistich.

In concluding our comments upon this chapter, we would,

with deference, ask of those, who do not divide the simile, intro-

duced into it, into two parts, and who, consequently, make the whole

refer to the wicked man—we would ask of them, we say, whether

it is likely that those wise men, who are supposed to bring forward

this simile for the instruction of Job, would confine themselves to

the description of the fate which awaits the impious man, and not

say one word respecting the way in which the good man fares in

this world ? And, again, we should like to know how the speaker

could exultingly exclaim', as he does, " Behold, then, God will

not reject Dil a pious-man^"" if he had never once mentioned him,

but had left us in entire ignorance respecting his fate ?

CHAPTER IX.

Vers. 2—4. The friend, who spoke last, had said to Job

(supra viii. 6), " If thou art pure and upright, surely He will

presently awake for thee," &c., and, in reference to these words

of consolation. Job says

:

Of a truth, I knoio that it is so. 1 know that, if I could but have

an opportunity of proving my innocence, God would again extend

His mercy to me. But how can frail-man he just with God F How
can he prove his innocence, if he never be allowed to plead before

God'? (Ver. 3.) If he (man) should desire to contend (argue)

ivith Him, He would not answer him one of a thousand questions.

(Ver. 4.) He is wise in heart, and mighti/ in strenr/th; conse-

quently, He cannot be summoned before any tribunal to give
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an answer ; and, moreover, one addressing Him must be very

guarded in his language, for Who hath ever spoken fiercely to Him,

and been left at peace ?

Ver. 4. After '^^p'? the word "l"^"!?"^ should be supplied, when the literal

meaning would be, lias made hard his ivords, i.e., has spoken harshly, or fiercely,

to Him. So we read in 2 Sam. xix. 44 ;
"i^y^n^, ^^'t^ '^'D.^_

^'UJ'^. and the words

(lit. toord) of [jthe^ men (lit., man) of Judah were fierce, &c.

n^^?l lit., and has been in peace ; i.e., has been suffered to remain in peace.

So infra xxii, 21, D^^^ "^^ ^^ at peace.

Vers. 5— 13. Job having, in the preceding verse, alluded to the

wisdom and power of God, seizes this opportunity to enlarge upon

His omnipotence, and ubiquity, probably with the intention of

throwing out a hint to his friends, that he has no need of any

instruction from them upon these subjects. As the reasoning of

these verses is clear enough, we shall content ourselves with

briefly noticing the words, or passages, which require comment.

Ver. 5. ''^^7t ^
:

lit-> '^^^ ^^^V ^'^^'^ T^^^t, i.e., without their knowing, unawares.

Comp. Ps. XXXV. 8, "Let destruction come upon him, 3?T. ^''1 lit., and let him

not hnoio " (i.e., unawares).

QDSn "iIi7S lit., which He overturned them, a pleonastical mode of expression,

such as we find in Ps. i. 4, n^~) ^3?"^ri ~lt|?^ lit., which the wind driveth it.

Pleonasms of this sort are of such frequent occurrence in Hebrew, that we should

not have thought it worth while to make any remark upon this passage, had not

the reader been told by Rosenmliller to consider "^P^ as standing for "IP^!? when,

for which there is not the least occasion.

Ver. 6. '7"^'3^^?'! So that the pillars thereof. Here the poet has given pillars

to the earth; infra xxvi. 11, we shall find him giving them also to the heavens,

D"^^ "^1^^? [the] pillars of heaven.

J^S^Qn"^ are shaken ; a Hithpa-al used in the sense of Niph-al, just as ^T'^Dj^?

(Ps. Iviii. 8) they shall be cut to pieces. See note on ^S^'^'^l. supra v. 4.

Ver. 7. n"^r S7'1 that he (the sun) shall not shine, or cast forth his rays ; the

allusion being, of course, to an eclipse of the sun. The verb n"iT
^ though com-

monly used of the rising of the sun, is also sometimes found in the acceptation of

shining ; as Deut. xxxiii. 2, where n"]T stands in parallelism with V'^P'i'^ He
shoneforth. Indeed, one of the twins brought forth by Tamar was called H^T

(Gen. xxxviii. 30) on account of the shining colour of the scarlet thread, which

the midwife bound upon his hand, when he put it forth before his brother came

out. So Jarchi on the passage observes, that he was called so,

" On account of the shining appearance of the scarlet."
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Mendelssohn likewise, in his * Commentary, says :

'DiMV i)t>b T>v)i pyvvif^^ T>t'lV^ onfi ^iPD ':d? ^'303

" On account of the scarlet, which is red, and the appearance of the redness is

similar to [that of] a shining light."

^PiTll . He frequently seals up (the stars), i.e., covers them over with a cloud,

so that their light cannot be seen.

n^3 ^He is'\ stretching out. Some want to translate, [He is] bowing down ;

but, as in Isa. xliv. 24, we find DI^^Z? ntt3 stretching forth [the] heavens, in

parallelism with V"?-^'^ '^^-'^ spreading abroad the earth, we prefer giving this

verb the same signification here.

Ver. 8. "i"^?? ^y Himself; i.e.. He needs no assistance from any one. So in

Isa. xliv. 24, " that stretcheth forth the heavens '*??7 ^V Myself."

D^ "'H^S ^? "ni'i"^ treading upon [the] heights of [the] sea; i.e., when the

billows of the sea tower up proudly, He humbles them, treads them down under

His feet, and levels them. So the Psalmist (Ps. Ixxxix. 10), " Thou rulest the

pride of the sea ; when the waves thereof arise, Thou stillest them."

Ver. 9. ^"^ . This constellation is also called K7^r infra xxxviii. 32,

^"'P? and f^P^? . Two coifstellations mentioned infra xxxviii. 31, and also in

Amos V. 8.

V^'^^y ''lin lit., [the] chambers of [the] South; i.e., the Southern hemisphere,

the stars in the remote parts of which, not being visible to the inhabitants of the

Northern, are regarded by the poet as locked up in hidden chambers. So

Aben-Ezra :

—

'lpP3 DP 15^3 niV 06ip ]3 5y D'3DO? \T)\b if"!' b\)\ 56PD ^^53 31D"P PV? 1\2VZ

' fi3PJ

" Seeing that the population [to which Job belonged,] was quartered on the

left side [of the globe, i.e., the NorthJ, so that those stars [which are in the

South] were not visible [to them] ; therefore he calls them ' chambers-of,' as

though they were in a hidden place."

Ver. 11. Here the poet dwells upon the Omnipresence and

Invisibility of the Deity, who is always near us, and around us,

without our eyes of flesh being able to perceive Him.

Ver. 12. ^J'^H- lit-j He will snatch away. The verb ^^'^ is synonymous

with n^n to catch, or snatch, "^ and H frequently interchanging as Unguals.

So in Ps. X. 9, ''^^ ^"i^nb for the purpose of catching \tJie'] poor-man.

:i3n""tt7^ lit,, ivill cause Him to turn back, i.e., prevent Him.

Ver. 13. lann'^n]!; lit., helpers of pride; i.e., proud helpers, or confederates,

* The TIN3 , or Commentary on the Book of Genesis, was not written by Mendelssohn

himself (though he did write the German translation), but by Solomon Dubnau under his

superintendence.

6
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who hasten to the assistance of the wicked tyrant, on whom God is about to inflict

punishment.

Vers. 14, 15. In order to see the force of the words "^3 ^^Sl much

less, with which Ver. 14 begins, the reader should take the inter-

rogative pronoun "^p
, which occurs twice in Ver. 12, prcsgnante

sensu. '\2:^'li;]^D Who can prevent Him? nt^^Pi HD vbi^ ID^^ ^D

Who can say to Him, What doest Thou ? Who is the being, that

can prevent Him, can say to Him, &c. % Is it man, however

powerful or distinguished in rank \ Is it an angel, however pure \

Is it an archangel, however bright ? ''S p]^^ Much less, shall I
speak to Him, shall I choose ont my words to reason with Him!
Shall I be able to compose a speech, suitable to His greatness

and majesty! I (Ver. 15.) Who, though I am just, must not utter

it, but must make supplication to my Judge. Though I am just,

I must not proclaim myself just before Him, I must not bring

forward arguments to justify myself and vindicate my innocency,

as I ought to be allowed to do, but I must present myself as a

suppUant before my Judge, yea, I must even cry for mercy to

Him. Is this just? Is this reasonable? Ought one, who can

prove his innocence, to have to cry for mercy ?

Schultens concludes his comment on Ver. 15 with these words :

" Hoc dicit Noster, Tantum apud me Dei Numen, ut, si, descendens

de supremo Majestatis solio, mecum disceptare haud refugeret,atque

in jus ire, ultro potius supplex ei accederem, quam, vel perfecte

Justus, cum ipso contenderem. Opponit hunc interiorem animi sui

sensum injustis criminationibus Amicorum, quasi contumax et

prcefractus in JDeum insurgeret,"

Now surely, if Schultens understood Job in this verse to say,

that he would prefer making supplication to God to reasoning,

and arguing, with Him, he must have been greatly surprised at

hearing him in the following discourses, over and over again,

contradict his own words. Indeed, in this very chapter, ver. 17,

Job says of God, "Who crusheth me with a storm, and hath

multiplied my wounds without a cause ;
" and, in vers. 33—35,

" There is not between us an umpire, who should exercise his

authority over both of U9. Let Him remove His rod from me, and

let His terror not affright me ; then would 1 speak and not fear
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Him," &c. Is this the language of one who would prefer making

supplication to God, to reasoning with Him ? Again, infra xiii. 3,

he says, " But I should like to speak to the Almighty, and I

desire to argue with God; " and we could quote numerous other

passages, which would prove Job, if he is to be understood, as

Schultens understands him, to be altogether inconsistent, and

at variance with himself. But the truth is, that, in spite of the

entreaties of his friends, he absolutely refuses to make supplica-

tion, where he thinks he has a right to justify himself, and prove

his innocence. This is his character, and in this he is consistent

with himself from beginning to end. Infra xxvii. 6, he says, in

plain language ;
" I have taken hold of my righteousness, and I

will not let it go : my heart cannot reproach any one of my days ;

'*

and, in his very last discourse {infra xxxi. 35,) in which he has,

as it were, put in a summary of his life as his written defence, he

says: "Oh that I had one hearing me! behold! this is my
writing, let the Almighty answer me, or [let] the book [answer

me, which] my adversary hath written." Such is the language of

Job, which our commentator must have altogether overlooked,

when he commented on this verse.

Ver. 14. ^35^i|? should I speah to Him. It has already been observed that the

verb nD3? is not always used in the sense of answering, but, sometimes also, in

that of speaJiing, delivering a discourse. See note on 1V*1 sitpra iii. 2.

iaV for '^^V n^Din^ to reason with Him.

Ver. 15. ^P^iC'pb lit,, to one judging me, i.e., to my judge. The legitimate

form of the word, since it is the pres. part. Kal with the pron. affix
"*" would be

•>ta5p27
. The P , which is the characteristic of the part. Pi., may perhaps have

been prefixed to the part. Kal, with a view to intensify its signification, so that

tOStC*^ would express a strict and inflexible judge. So """W^"^ (with "* pa-

ragog. for V^^^ ) (Ps. ci. 5) may perhaps be translated, a base slanderer.

Vers. 16, 17. We did not conceal from the reader the great

difficulty we had in making anything of chap. vii. 12, and we
confess that, at one time, the first of the two verses now before

us seemed entitled to rank next to that verse in point of difficulty

;

this difficulty having, however, yielded to more mature considera-

tion, we expect we shall be able, in this instance, to offer a more

satisfactory explanation, than we were able to do, in the case of the

verse above alluded to. Regular as its grammar, and easy as its

G 2
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construction is, the present verse seems nevertheless, at the first

glance, to be very paradoxical : for how can a man call upon any

one, and receive an answer from him, and yet not believe, that his

voice was heard by him, who gave the answer? This difficulty

all the translators and commentators must no doubt have felt, but

they either say nothing about it, contenting themselves with a

mere verbal translation, or, if they do say anything, say that

which it is almost to be wished they had left unsaid. We think,

however, that we shall be able to dissipate the mist, which lies

heavy upon the verse, if the reader will but allow us to preface our

comment with a simile, plain indeed, and devoid of ornament,

but calculated, we think, thoroughly to elucidate the passage in

question.

Suppose that a man, on being convicted of a crime, were

sentenced to receive corporal punishment, the judge not specifying

the number of lashes to be inflicted, but leaving it to the

discretion of the officer appointed to see the punishment carried

into effect; the criminal, during its inffiction, would naturally cry

out, implore mercy, and, may be, also promise to reform; were

then the officer at last to call out to stop the punishment, the

culprit might reasonably conclude he had been moved by his cries,

and promises of amendment. But suppose, on the other hand,

that a savage Bashaw, without the least shadow of a cause, or

reason, had ordered some innocent man, passing before his palace,

to be dragged in, and receive the bastinado, the poor fellow,

during the agony of its inffiction, would, of course, also cry out,

and implore mercy ; but, when at last the tyrant commanded

to release him, could he, after having been, though innocent, so

dreadfully tormented, for an instant suppose, that his cries or

supplications had at all availed him ? Of course not. He would

say to himself, I do not know why the tyrant ordered me to be

tormented, nor do I know why he commanded my release. I

must consider the one, as well as the other, as an unaccountable

whim and caprice. Now, this is precisely what the innocent

sufferer, who is now speaking, says in these two verses. His

friends had advised him to pray to God, instead of indulging in

complaints and murmurs, and to this he says : Even, if I had called

upon Him. In prayer, as advised by you. And He had heard me.
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Had granted what I prayed for, and had ceased to afflict me, yet could

I not believe^ that He had given-ear-to my voice. I could not take

upon me to say, that it was my prayer which had availed me.

If, indeed, I had felt myself really guilty, I should have had

reason to suppose, that He 'punished me for ray guilt, and was at

last moved by my prayers and supplications ; but, innocent, as I

feel myself to be, how could I for a moment imagine, that He
had removed my affliction, because I made supplication to Him ?

(Ver. 17.) Who crusheth me as it were with a storm, and

multiplieth my wounds without cause. Had there been any cause

for the punishment, I might perhaps, if this were remitted,

endeavour to account for its remission ; but, as it was inflicted

without cause, how could I attempt to explain its cessation % Its

discontinuance, therefore, as well as its original infliction, would

always appear to me equally unaccountable.

Ver. \Q. '^C^'7'? I had called {in prayer,)! We could quote instances without

^?-??!!l A)id He hud heard me. ) number, to show that the verbs

W~ip and nD3? when applied to

God, mean, respectively, to pray,

and to hear, or hearken to, a

prayer. We shall, however, limit

ourselves to quoting, from Ps.

iv. 2, the words, "??.5^. '«1P^? On

my calling, hear me ; i.e., when

I make my supplications unto

Thee, vouchsafe Thou to grant

them.

Ver. 17. ^"^^^P? for n"n^p2 which is the more regular form. See note on

2?^3 supra v. 2.

Ver. 18. "'??7n'! ^'' ffe does not suff'er me. The verb 1^3, though generally

signifying, to give, is also frequently used in the sense of to allow, suffer ; as in

Gen. XX. 6, ^"'^O? ^'^ / have not suffered thee. The Lat. dare, and Gr.

SiBtofxi are similarly used.

Ver. 19. The first hemistich should be construed thus:

Y'l^^ n^n—nbh DX if for strength—behold! lie is

powerful (i.e., if I speak of

strength, how can I think of

contending with Him, who is so

powerful ?)
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^^TJ^V ^D—lD^l^nh Di^] And if for justice—who will

appoint me a time F (i.e., and, if

I speak of justice, who will

appoint me a time, when I can

meet Him, to plead my cause 1)

So Kimchi on ^2Tl!V >?2 :

" Who will appoint me a time to [plead my] cause with God, blessed be He."

Vers. 20—22. If the reader wishes to convince himself of the

perplexity, into which these verses have thrown the commentators,

he need only refer to Rosenmiiller, who, whilst quoting others,

betrays his own embarrassment. To us, they appear to be not only

among the most beautiful, logical, and philosophical, but also

among the most easily intelligible, of the whole book. Before

commenting on them, however, we beg to recall * the attention of

the reader to two points. The first, of which, no doubt, he is as

well aware as we are, is, that the noun ll}^2 soul, or person, on

taking possessive affixes, is frequently used for the reflective

pronoun, self as e.g., infra xxxii. 2, " Against Job was his wrath

kindled, because he justified iti^?3 himself rather than God."

The second point is, that we are sometimes unavoidably compelled,

in the Old Testament, to transpose the words of a sentence, in order

to make sense ; as e.g., infra xvi. 17, ^^7 liJ for 7^ ^7 not because

of ([any] injustice in mine hands). We will now proceed to

construe, and translate, these verses, confidently appealing to the

judgment of the reader, as to whether, or not, we are right in

saying, there is no difficulty whatever in them.

Ver. 20. P'JV? D^ If I should justify mi/self (i.e.,

if I should plead my inno-

cence, and prove my up-

rightness),

''^X^^^")^ ''J^ Ml/ own mouth would condemn

me (i.e., How can I plead

with God ^ If I say I am just

these very words of mine

will be regarded by Him as

a sin, and will consequently

* See note on VTBn supra vi. 27, and on Chap. iv. 6.
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condemn me, seeing that no

man is allowed to look upon

himself as just before God)

;

''^IJ Ori [_If I should say\ I\_am~\ pious,

\j?^^j?-^!ll then it (viz., the very circum-

stance of my saying so) would

make me 'perverse (i.e., would

be the cause of my being con-

sidered by God perverse).

Ver. 21.
^:|J

nri [D^] Though I mn pious,

'^W^\ Ji^lNI ^h I myself must not know \if](\.e.,

I myself must not venture

to betray my being aware

that I am pious)
;

"CD ^^P§ I despise [thenl my life (for what

life can there be more burden-

some than that of a being

who strives and endeavours to

be just and pious, and yet, not

only must not say that he

is so, but must not even be

conscious of his being so 1)

Ver. 22. ^^1^'^ 1^ ^^. Therefore I said (i.e., I said in

my heart, I think within

myself),

\X^T\ nnx It [is all] one (i.e., it is all the

same, whether a man be

pious, or wicked, seeing that)

n^DD Sin j/^n") DjH [^Alike the] pious, and [the]

wicked, man. He consumes

(i.e., the wicked man. Pie con-

sumes, because he is wicked,

and the pious man, because

he presumes to be conscious

of his piety).

Vers. 23, 24. In the preceding discourse we heard Bildad repre-

sent the wicked tyrant under the figure of a frail and short-lived

reed ; to this Job now refers, and says :
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If the scourge slay (the wicked man, I^Jf*"^, mentioned in the next

Verse) suddenly^ he (the wicked man) may laugh at the trial of the

innocent. The sudden death of the wicked man may, in comparison

with the ordeal which the innocent one has to pass through in this

world, be considered as a real blessing,* seeing that (Ver. 24)

The earth is given into the hand of the wicked-man. He is

absolute master of his actions ; nobody dares call him to account,

because He veileth theface of the judges thereof. With his bribes he

veils, as it were, their faces, so that they connive at, and do not

appear to see, the tyrannical actions he commits. If not so—if it

is not the wicked man who rules in this world, who, pray, is he ?

who else, I should like to know, has rule in this world, and may

do as he likes \ Consequently, if the wicked man, after a most

prosperous and flourishing career, be at last removed from the

world by a sudden blow, without the least pain, he may surely

laugh at the innocent man, whose life is a continual trial, and who,

perhaps, in addition, does not quit the world until after a painful

and protracted illness.

Ver. 23. After •'^^P^, it loill slay, the word, '^'^l, ivicked-man, occurring in

the next verse, must be understood. That two verses sometimes stand in such

close connexion, that a word must be supphed from the second to the first, has

already been observed in our note on HIl^ supra vi. 29.

Ver. 24. 13^, i.q., ^13W, noto, stands here as a mere expletive, pray ; so the

particle, ^3, now, is very frequently used as a particle of entreaty.

Vers. 25, 26. ^Vhereas, my (happy) days were swifter than a

runner ; they have fled, as though they had not seen prosperity.

They passed away with such rapidity, that all the happiness

I enjoyed in them seems to me but a dream. (Ver. 26.) They

have gone hy like Joppds ships ; like an eagle which pounceth upon

its prey.

Ver. 26. ^V is used here in the sense of like, as Ps. cvi. 6, "We have sinned,

^y, like our fathers."

* So Pope, in his Essay on Man, Ep. III., 1. 67, 68 :

—

Which sees no more the stroke, or feels the pain,

Than favour 'd Man, by touch ethereal slain

;

on which he has the following note :

—

Several of the ancients, and many of the Orientals since, esteemed those who were

struck by lightning as sacred persons, and the particular favourites of heaven.
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n5S. If the reader were to consult Rosenmiiller on this word, he would find

such a bill of fare as would inspire him with serious fears for his mental digestion.

Having been wont ourselves to look upon this word as a proper name, we were of

course gratified to find Jarchi concurring with us, though, instead of taking it to

be the name of a river, as he does, we would rather regard it as some sea-port

famed for its shipping. Such a sea-port we find mentioned in Jonah i. 3, viz., 1^^,

Joppa, and for this we venture to suggest H^S may stand. To be sure, there is

not one letter in the one which there is in the other,* but when we remember

how frequently the quiescent letters,
"^ 1 H S, and the labials, 2^2, interchange

amongst themselves, and also, moreover, take into consideration that many ages

may have intervened between the period at which the book of Job was written,

and the time of Jonah, by whom alone of all the Old Testament writers Joppa is

mentioned, our conjecture will perhaps not be regarded as unreasonable. We are,

however, very indifferent about our view being adopted, provided only it be

admitted that the word in question is the name of a place, and that such it is

we think the reader will be very glad to admit, when even only up to the ankles

in his endeavours to wade through the miri/ explanations heaped up by Rosen-

miiller.

Vers. 27, 28. Ifmy saying is. When I say. I will forget my grief

I will lay aside my indignation, and cheer up. (Ver. 28.) Then

I dread all my pangs. I cannot close my eyes to the fact that

I shall always continue to be a sufferer, because I know that thou

wilt not hold me innocent.

Ver. 27. "^1^^ , my saying, from the absolute form, "IX^N (Ps, xix. 3), with

possess, affix.

nziT??^, lit, / shall leave, i.e., leave off, or lay aside. The verb 2T37, in its

common acceptation of to leave, or forsake, is applied sometimes to persons, as

Gen. ii 24, " Therefore, Ji^'f^'^^^l, shall a man leave his father, and his mother,

&c ," and sometimes to places, as Jer. xlviii. 28, " ^''1? ^2t V, leave cities," &c.

It is, however, also used to express the abatidoning of one disposition of the mind

for another, as Ps. xxxvii. 8, nan liT!?, forsake wrath. So, in this instance, it

stands in the sense of ceasing (to be indignant). In Exod. xxiii. 5, the verb is

used to denote the unloading of a beast, viz., by cutting or loosening the cords with

which the burden is fastened to it, whereby the burden would be, as it were, left

to its fate, and fall to the ground. We might then, even in the verse before us,

fairly translate ^^T?^^, / ivill uftload, or throw off.

Vers. 29—31. I know that Ishall be considered wicked. The

* This will be found to be the only instance in which we have even suggested an inter-

change of letters in a word; and here we should most certainly have abstained from

meddling with the word as we do, if we had not been convinced of its being a proper

name.
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very fact of my proving my innocence would be considered a sin.

(See above, vers. 20—22.) Whi/ should I labour in vain ? Why
should I at all attempt to prove my innocence ? (Ver. 30.) If

even I had washed myself with snow-water, and cleansed my hands

with lye. If I had proved my innocence ever so clearly. (Ver. 31.)

Even then Thou wouldest plunge me into a muddy ditch, so that

my garments would make me an object of abhorrence. My pre-

suming to consider myself innocent would be regarded as a crime

of the blackest dye.

Ver. 29. Before ^'^1^ ''P^^, I shall be considered wicked, the words "•? "'^VliJ,

from the preceding verse, must be supplied.

n-T na?, why? why then ? The demonstr. pron., HT, is frequently used as an

expletive after nn and H^b, e.g., "^PP^ ^^'^^ H-T nsb (Judg xiii. 18), Why
shouldest thou ask for my name?

Ver. 30. "Ti^^ with lye or soap, as the Chaldee version has it, ^^nS^. In

the Rabbinical dialect H'^'^iS means soap.

Ver. 31. •""'O^j « hole, or ditch. The sense o^ pit ^= grave, should not be given

to this word here, but it should be taken as synonymous with nn^ltZ?, a hole,

pit, or ditch, which occurs in Jer. xviii. 20, 22.

"^niD vt?' "'P^^^Ol . So that my garments tvould make me an [object of] abhor-

rence ; i.e., my garments would become so dirty, that people would look at me

with disgust. In this sense, viz., malcing to be held in abhorrence, must the verb

337n be taken here. Comp. Ezek. xvi. 25, U"!?^ ^?:^ "'^J^O^l, A7id hast

made thy beauty to be abhorred. The Auth. Vers., and all the other translations

we have consulted render the passage, " And mine own clothes shall abhor me,"

in which we can see no sense.

Vers. 32, 33. For He is not a man like me, that I should say to

Him, Let us enter together into judgment. (Ver. 33.) There is no

umpire between us who should put his hand on, that is, exercise his

power over, both of us.

Ver. 32. After '*?'i'23 like me, the pron. M^H JJe [w] should be understood ;

i.e., "not a man like me is He."

Before ^33^_S I should say to Him, the conj. "^3 that should be supplied. That

the verb i^^V is frequently used in the sense of speaking has been already noticed

more than once. (See note on IVHl sttpra iii. 2.) Instead of y^ to Him, the

objective affix -13' Him, is used, just as infra xxxi. 37, ^3^'*SW for "iv T^|S / would

say to Him. So in Gen. xxxvii. 4, "i~l2"l for Vbs 121 to speak to him.

Ver. 33. ^.1 i^^, i.q-, T^ there is not. In Ps. cxxxv. 17 we find ^^. V^, where

of course the ^^ is altogether pleonastic.

Before ^'^1 should put, the rel. pron. "^I^t? should be supplied.
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Vers. 34, 35. Let Him (God) remove from me His rod, and let

His terror not affright me. (Ver. 35.) Then ivill Ispeak out, and not

fear Him ; for ara / not upright with myself? Am I not con-

scious of my innocence ? If, therefore. He were to remove His

torments from me, what cause should I have for fear % what

motive for bridling my tongue \

Ver. 35. Before '^'!^?1?^, ^^ then should be unclerstood.

^^ for ^^n, whether not? as in 1 Sara. xiv. 30 HS^S ^Ty:^'^ '^ had there not

been a greater slaughter ? &c.

]•? right, upright, as Gen. xlii. 11, ^3n3S D''33 we [^are"] true [mefi'].

Though we consider this explanation to be the correct one, yet we will not leave

unnoticed the view Aben-Ezra takes of the second hemistich of this verse. His

words are :

—

DPSDPD ISO 'D9J DD >iyf^

" I am not within myself as you think " (i.e., you, my friends, think that I am
guilty, but I am conscious of m^ innocence).

CHAPTER X.

Vers. 1—3. In the preceding chapter, Job had said (Vers.

34, 35) that, if God would but remove His wrath from him, he

would fearlessly speak out his mind ; now, he goes further still,

and says, that, even while still labouring under his afflictions, he

will give free course to his words, seeing that, if the worst comes

to the worst, he can only lose a life, which has become a burden

to him. He says

:

My soul is disgusted with my life ; I ivill disburden my grief

which is upon me. My life is become a burden to me ; therefore, at

whatever risk, I will alleviate my grief, by giving vent to it. / ivill

speak in the bitterness of my soul. (Ver. 2.) / ivill say to God,

Condemn me not; shew me, wherefore Thou contendest with me.

(Ver. 3.) Is it seemly for Thee, that Thou shouldest oppress,

that Thou shouldest reject the labour of Thy hands i' A
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being, made by Thee, pure and innocent as I am. Whereas,

Thou hast shone ujwn the counsel of the wicked. Hast made all

their plans to prosper.

Ver. 1. nT:)p3 for ^^"^P^ lit., It has become disgtcsfed ; past Niph. of ^^P

,

which verb, when construed with 2
^ signifies to loathe, become disgusted with ;

e.o'. Ezek. xx. 43, Q?"*322 CribpD^ And ye shall loathe yourselves in your otvn

sight. The punctuation in the word under consideration is certainly very irre-

gular, and Gesenius, as usual, cuts the Gordian knot by adopting the root ^p3
,

which, however, is not to be found, either in Kimchi, or Ben-Zev.

n^T??^ I will disburden. See note on this word, supra ix. 27.

"^n^b ''by for "'IPJ? 1t?^W ^TV'W my grief, which [is] upon me.

Ver. 2. ''??"^'?^ for ^-f?^ ^"''?^ or ^'TpV Thou shouldest contend with me. See

note on ^2?.5^ s^^pra ix. 32.

Verse 3, as it stands in the original, seems to be devoid of all logic, since the

"^^tZ?"! wicked-men, mentioned in the second hemistich, are, equally with the

good, the work of God's hands. To make, therefore, the third clause antithetical

to the first and second the word "^?'i'^3 like me, must be supplied after ^'Q? 'W.

[the'] work of Thy hands, like me, i.e., a being innocent and harmless as I am.

Vers. 4, 5. Hast Thou eyes of flesh? Seest Thou, as frail-man

seeth ? Art Thou like a short-sighted mortal, who can judge of

things only according to their appearance ? Hast Thou not an

unerring eye, which seeth every thing, as it really is] How then

is it, that Thou dost not see my innocence ? Having begun to

dwell upon the frailty of man, he continues:

(Ver. 5.) Are Thi/ days, like the days of frail-man ? Are Thy

years, as the days of the years of man ? The eye of man can be

as little compared to the eye of God, as the number of man's days

to that of God's.

"155 '^p'^S for "i^S ni3p ^^"'3 as \the'\ days of [the'] years of man ; i.e.,

as the number of the years of man. So, in Ps. xc. 10, the true sense of '^^!'

^3\'ni3l27 is the number of our years.

Vers. 6, 7. Job's language in these two verses leaves no doubt,

that the idea must have crossed his mind that, God, though aware

of his piety, might, nevertheless, have brought these terrible

afflictions upon him as a test of its genuineness. Such a

course of proceeding he considers not only exceedingly wrong,

but also in the highest degree absurd ; wrong, because thus

placed, as it were, upon the rack, he might be compelled, in his
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agony, to speak or act against his will, and, perhaps also, against

his conscience—it being well known, that men have, whilst

undergoing torture, confessed to crimes they had never committed

:

absurd, because there could not be the slightest occasion for God

to put a man to such a test. A man, indeed, might apply it to

his fellow-man, for the purpose of ascertaining something he

could not otherwise find out ; but God, who is omniscient, what

need can He have to prove a man, knowing, as He does, before-

hand, how he will behave '? (And yet we have been told by the

historian, that God had really acted in this way towards Job,

overwhelming him with unheard-of afflictions, for the purpose of

seeing whether he would not then blaspheme, though He well

knew, all the while, that he would not.) With these few observa-

tions, we now proceed to the translation of the verses.

Surely Thou demandest mine iniquity, and requirest my sin. Thy

tormenting me thus, in order to see whether I shall sin, amounts

in reality to desiring my sin ; a great piece of injustice on Thy

part. But not only is it unjust, it is also very absurd, because

(Ver. 7) It is within Thine Omniscience, that I shall not act

ivickedly. What occasion is there, then, to subject me to such a

terrible ordeal, in order to see whether I shall sin I But there is

none delivering me from Thy hand. No consideration can induce

Thee to free me from my affliction.

Ver. 6. tt^)?.?^ Thou demandest ; as, in Isa. i. 12, " Who 12^1^2 hath demanded

this at your hand ?
"

mi-rrn Thou requirest ; as, " Jehovah thy God ^'^'^'^'T. 2^""^ (Deut. xxiii. 22)

will surely require it of thee."

Ver. 7. ^^^^"^ Thy omniscience. The adj. C]"^*^n living, when applied to God,

must, of course, always be understood in the sense of eternally living, e.g.,

n"'*n D'^ribs (Deut. v. 23). [the'] eternally-living God. In like manner, ^'^1,

when applied to God, must needs mean ou^i-sciejice.

Vers. 8, 9. In these two verses. Job observes how much it is to

be regretted that a creature whom God has condescended to

fashion from the commonest materials, and vouchsafed to exalt to

the dignified rank of an intelligent being, should have so short a

time assigned for its existence. He says :

—

Thine own hands have fashioned me, and moulded me ; yea, made

me altogether round about. Every atom of my body did Thy
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fingers form and set in its proper place. And now Thou hast

destroyed me! (Ver. 9.) Remember noiv, that Thou hast moulded

me asjhe clay, and ivilt again bring me unto dust.

Vers. 10—13. In the first three of these verses, Job gives us

his ideas as to his progressive formation in the womb from the

earliest period of his existence ; how that he was at first nothing

but a liquid ; then a shapeless solid ; and, lastly, a solid moulded

into the human form. As, however, during the whole of the

time occupied in these successive transformations, he could, in his

opinion, have received neither air nor aliment, he must, he con-

ceives, have been, almost miraculously, preserved by God's

especial care; and, therefore, in the last verse he laments that

God should, even while lavishing on him His favour and His

mercy, have been sketching out for him a life so full of wretched-

ness and misery as his had proved ; there being no doubt in his

mind that all the afflictions with which he had been visited were

decreed him at the very first stage of his existence as an embryo.

He says :

—

Didst Thou not pour me out like milk, and make me to coagulate

like curd? (Ver. 11.) Thou clothedst me with skin andflesh, and

fencedst me with bones and sinews. (Ver. 12.) Life, and favour,

didst Thou grant me, and Thy care preserved my sjnrit. (Ver. 13.)

YetaW these punishments hadst Thou hid (secretly planned) in Thy

heart. I know that this was with Thee. I know that Thou wast

harbouring this design of sometime afflicting me in Thy mind at

the very time when Thou wast lavishing thy favours upon me in

my mother's womb.

Ver. 10. n3'^32 curd, or cheese, is a aTra^ Xeyo'/i-evov.

Ver. 12. There is here a Zeugma, the verb i^'^^^ lit. Thou hast done, being

applied to two nouns of altogether different signification, viz., D''?n life, and

"ipn mercy, favour. (See note on ^3?ip3 supra iv. 10.) We have therefore

rendered ^^'^"^ Thou didst grant.

Ver. 13. <^v'??1 for HySn "^riisp ^3 C2"l and also all these my plagues.

T]?aV nST for "'T??^ CV ^^^T} ^^» this was in Thy heart, or 7nind. So, in

1 Kings xi. 11 we read God said to Solomon, " Forasmuch as this "H^V. .nri";n

hath been, .with thee," i.e., has been determined by thee to be done.

Vers. 14, 15. If I had sinned, then wouldest Thou have marked

me, and wouldest not have acquitted me from mine iniquity. If I
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had done anything wrong, I know I could not have done it with

impunity. But what have I gained by refraining from evil, seeing

that I could not possibly have suffered more if I had been a sinner 1

(Ver. 15.) IfI had been wicked^ woe would have been to me ; and

now, though I have been just, I cannot lift up my head. My
countenance is fallen, as falleth that of those whom Thou rejectest.

I am full of disgrace, see therefore my affliction. Vouchsafe to

notice my sufferings, and the disgrace they bring upon me, and

free me from them.

Ver. 14. ^3ri~i^ffi'^ then wouldest Thou have marhed me (for punisliinent) ; i.e.,

have kept punishment in store for me. The verb "1^27 is sometimes used as

synonymous with "it2D in the sense of keeping, retaining (anger), as in Jer. iii. 5,

where "'^^^'! stands in parallelism with "''112^') will he keep his anger.

Ver. 15. ''^^^ Woe! Alas! root ^^'^ to wail.

''ipSI St^^ S7 / cannot lift np my head. Malefactors are commonly described

in the Bible as letting their countenances fall ; as Gen. iv. 5.

Ver. 16. And will it then he so glorious for Thee, that Thou

shouldest hunt me, as a fierce lion hunteth his prey, ajid, at the

same time, sheiv Thyself mysterious to me ^ When a lion hunts

its prey, the victim, however great its terror, at least sees by

whom it is hunted ; but when it flies, conscious of being pursued,

yet unable to discern its pursuer, then there must be something

supernatural at work ; in other words, God must be the hunts-

man. So reasons our unfortunate victim, Job ; I am being hunted,

he says, yet I cannot see the huntsman ; I know then it must be

God who hunts me; a very marvellous and wonderful feat no

doubt, but is it also glorious] Is it befitting His majesty to

display His wonderful power in such a manner ?

nb^?^l and will it be glorious? Comp. Exod. xv. 1, nW2 n's: ^3 for He hath

been exceedingly glorious.

vni^S like the (i.e., a)j7erce-lion. In scriptural poetry, Jehovah is often spoken

of under the figure of a lion. Comp. Hos. xi. 10, " They shall walk after

Jehovah ; He shall roar like a lion."

sbsriri ^tt^'ri') Ut., and shouldest again shoiv Thyself mysterious ; i.e., invisible,

and secret. The root t^^D, which generally signifies to be ivonderful, is also

sometimes used to express mystery. Thus, Judg. xiii. 18, when Manoah asked

the angel to tell him his name, the angel answered him :
" Why askest thou after

my name, '^'^/^ ^^H*] seeing that it \js] a secret?"
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That the verb 2^27 to return, when coupled with another verb, is used

adverbially for, again, has already been observed in our note on 3^£i7ip,

supra vii. 7. Here it should be taken in the acceptation of at the same timCy

in which sense the German ivieder (again), is sometimes used.

Ver. 17. In order to enable the reader fully to enter into the

meaning of this verse, we must translate and explain here

Chap. xvi. 8, And that Thou hast made me full of wrinkles^

hath become a witness against me. The fact of my body's having

become so shrivelled and wrinkled, is considered by my friends

as a proof of my guilt. " So that my very leanness riseth up

against me ; it heareth witness to my face'' The emaciated state of

my body is regarded by every one as bearing witness against me,

that I must have deserved such punishment. The same senti-

ment is uttered by Job here in other words. He says to God

:

Thou renewest Thy witnesses against me. Every day I am

afflicted with fresh sores, which are considered by my friends

as so many witnesses giving evidence against me ; and, in

proportion as these witnesses increase in number, so, Thou in-

creasest Thine indignation towards me. Of these witnesses there

is A constant-succession^ yea, a whole host ivith me. They

relieve each other like so many sentinels, and seem to be without

number.

Ralbag comments on 'T"''!!?? as follows :

• bT^nv rfiip: pppp? o 'nib ]iDb pp ]vvi iii • yi?:^

" Thy sores ; and [there isj something similar to it in the Syriac language, for

[in that language] a scab is called SrT^ir."

niD^n lit., changes ; i.e., the witnesses (sores) come one after another ; no

sooner does one go, than another comes.

Vers. 18, 19. Why^ then, hast Thou brought me forth out of the

womb.^ I ought to have expired, ivhen no eye had yet seen me.

(Ver. 19.) / ought to have been, as though I never had been ; 1

ought to have been borne from the ivomb to the grave.

Ver. 19. Should be construed thus:

ni'ri^? / should have been,

^rV^T] ikh "wi}'^^ as if I had not been ;
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/yii^ I ought to have been home

nDJ^? ]i?3p from [thel womb to the grave.

Vers. 20—22. Are ?iot my days few ? Therefore., desist from

me, and put-away Thine hand from me, so that I may cheer-up a

little, (Ver. 21) Before I go—50 as 7iot to return—to a land of

darkness, and shadoiv-of-death ; (Ver. 22.) A land, where there is

gloom, like deep-darkness ; wliere there is shadow-ofdeath, without

any order ; and where, even, whe7i it shineth, it is like deep-darkness.

Comp. Milton :
" No light, but rather darkness visible." (Paradise

Lost, B. i

)

Ver. 20. ^"IDT (according to the K'ree) therefore desist. After this word,

"^P^P from me, should be supplied from the second hemistich. Comp. supra

vii. 16.

[tJI^] iTW^_ and put-away {Thy hand, or Thy blow]. The expression 1^ ri"'27,

though in a different sense, is t© be found supra ix. 33.

Ver. 'O.'W^ Sv"] lit., So that I shall not return; i.e., so as not to return.

These two words should be considered as parenthetical.

Ver. 22. nnDP n^ HD'^y (Amos iv. 13) gloom, or darkness, with H paragogic.

D^"i'Tp S V") lit,, and no orders ; i.e., where there is no regular division of time,

no dawn, morning, noon, &c.

y^'rV) and \_even'] when it shineth ; used impersonally.

CHAPTER XI.

Vers. 2—6. The discourse we have just heard from Job

extended over two Chapters, and was certainly of considerably

greater length than any which had preceded it. The friend, who

now speaks, therefore, alludes to this circumstance, and says

:

Shall a multitude of words not he answered ? Or shall a man of

talk, on that account, he right .'^ Dost thou think, that, by making

long speeches, thou wilt prevail upon us to give in, and admit

that thou art suffering without a cause. (Ver. 3.) Thy fictions

H
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may reduce mortal-men to silence^ and them thou mayest mock, none

putting thee to shame. (Ver, 4.) And to any one of them thou mayest

say. My doctrine was ^^z<re. I always inculcated the principles of

true religion. And, at the same time, I myself tvas clean in thine

eyes. Thou canst not point out a single instance, in which thou

hast seen me do amiss. So, O Job, mayest thou say to mortal men,

without any fear of contradiction, seeing that they cannot dive into

the recesses of thine heart. (Ver. 5.) But oh, that God would

speak, and would open His lips with thee! Oh that lie would

reveal Himself to thee, and speak to tliee face to face ! (Ver. 6)
And that He would shew thee the mysteries of wisdom [for sound-

wisdom is, tioofold) \ It is divided into two parts—the ordinary

wisdom of man, and the impenetrable wisdom of God. And then

thou wouldest know, that God still deferreth for thee part of thy

punishment. So far from His having punished thee more than

thou didst deserve, thy punishment falleth even greatly short of thy

deserts. Not only, then, doth He not proceed against thee with

rigour, but He hath mercy upon thee, and spareth thee, deferring

His anger, in the hope that thou wilt mend thy ways, and resign

thyself to His will with calmness and resignation, as it behoveth

a sincere penitent.

Ver. 2. Q"^{!^7^ ^"^'l' lit., a man of lips; i.e., a man of much talk, in contra-

distinction to ^"'"'5^ ^"^^ (Exod. iv. 10) lit., a man of words; i.e., an eloquent

speaker.

Ver. 3. t-^r^P a plural noun, signifying mortals generally.

^?7^1 for ^3i'7''^ ^r'^"^ yea, them thou mayest mock.

D"'b^p ^"'ST for '^k}'^^ D"^^?^ r^l and none putting thee to shame; i.e.,

there would not be found even one, who could contradict thee.

Ver. 4. "l^Si'nT for Cna ttJ^S") d^S bs l^b^m. ^0 that thou mightest say to

any one of them, &c. Schultens, not perceiving that ^"^i?^!?.? in thine eyes, refers

to any one of the mortals, whom Job is told by his friend he might mock, and

deceive, comments as follows :
" Postremum magno consensu refertur ad Deum,

quasi Jobus repraesentetur, Deum compellans his verbis, purus existo in oculis tuis.

Suspicabar aliquando commodius fore, si ad Jobum referretur, Dixisti qiiippe

purus existo ; in oculis tuis scilicet. Sic cap. xxxii. 1, reperio V3^372 p"^"I!J Sin "'D

.

Quia Justus ille in ocidis sitis." Let the reader accept this interpretation, if he

sees any necessity for it, which, we confess, we cannot.

Ver. 6. n*tZ7-"in^ CI'b-pD "^3
lit., /or [^there is'] double to wisdom; i.e., wisdom is

twofold, or of two different natures.
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In our note on '^^V/[ supra x. 7, we observed, that, the words D'^^n living, and
ny^l knowledge, when applied to God, must be taken in a much wider sense,

than when used in reference to man. The same may be said of "^DDn and
n*a7^n, which, when appHed to God, signify that profound and unfathomable

wisdom, which is altogether beyond the reach of a mortal.

So in Isa. Iv. 8, 9, God says :
" For my thoughts are not as your thoughts.

For, as the heavens are higher than the earth,

so are my thoughts (higher) than your thoughts."

See also note on n-^ty^D supra v. 12.

It will be perceived, that the words n»K?nn^ Pr?P '^3 are to be taken

parenthetically.

VI'] for VID'] and [then] thou wouldest knoio. The imperat. stands here for

the fut., as in Deut. xxxii. 50, "^na m2^ for "^rjl? '*^^^^1 and thou shalt die in

the mount. See note on ^P| sitpra ii. 9.

tJ7 nWI lit., He constantly lendeth to thee ; i.e., crediteth thee, metaphorically

used for, deferrethfor thee. Just as the lenient creditor accommodates his debtor,

by allowing the payment to stand over for a time, so God, when he pleases, allows

the punishment due to the sinner to stand over, and defers its infliction.

^Dira part of thy punishment, the prefix ^ being here used in a partitive

sense, as in Gen. iii. 6, V"]3I? ^15^1 and she took part of the fruit thereof.

The noun 1"11^ iniquity, is used here for the consequence of iniquity (to him

who commits it,) i.e., its punishment ; as in Gen. iv. 13, ""'?"'??. my punishment

(is greater than I can bear)."

Vers, 7—9. Hitherto, Job has been represented by the speaker, as

it were, boasting of his innocence before his fellow-men, although it

was intimated at the same time, as evidently shown by the employ-

ment of the words " ^''T!5 thy fictions (may silence mortal men,

&c.)," that he might in this be acting contrary to his conscience,

but now it is suggested as a possibility, that he may have com-

mitted many sins, of which he himself is not aware, sins, which

are concealed from him, and which only the searching eye of God

can discover (Comp, Ps. xix. 13, "Who can understand his

errors ? Cleanse Thou me from secret faults.") Zophar tells him

then, that though he may not discover any sin in himself, it is no

proof, that God may not have done so, since that, which God can

search out, may remain inscrutable to mortal man.

Wilt thou attahi'iuito the searching of God.'' Wouldst thou

compare thy powers of scrutiny to those of God? Wilt thou

attain even unto the perfection of the Almighty ? Dost thou pre-

H 2
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sume to imagine thou canst know everything as fully, and as

perfectly, as He doth ? (Ver. 8.) To aim at this perfection of

His is the heights of heaven—how canst thou effect it? Deeper

than the jpit. How canst thou know it'? (Ver. 9.) The measure

thereof is longer than the earth, and wider than the sea.

How then canst thou presume to declare thyself free from all

sin, when it requireth such perfection as I here describe to

be able to determine this point ?

Ver. 7. '^^P'^ lit., loilt thou find, find out, i.e., attain unto, reach. Comp.

Eccles. viii 17 '^-^P? '?^^ ^^ he will not be able to attain unto it. Also, Ps. xxi.9,

TJ'^^'^M vDv tJT S2^ri Thy hand shall reach all Thine enemies ; as very pro-

perly translated by Dr. French and Mr. Skinner.

137 asfar as, in the second hemistich, should be taken in the acceptation of

even to.

Ver. 8. ^"i^^^ pit ; i.e., the unfathomable depths of the earth.

Ver. 9. '^1'?^ for HD^IS . This is what is called by the Hebrew Grammarians

n2 n~nan trzn . See Mason and Bernard's Grammar, Letter xli., § 5.

Ver. 9. nip for "^^"iTP its measure, the absolute form being "T^P , which

occurs infra xxviii. 25. In like manner, we find, Prov. vii. 8, "l?? her corner,

for nn3!3, the absolute form HSB being found in the same Chapter (Ver. 12).

Gesenius, true to his principle of cutting the Gordian knot on every occasion,

takes the absolute form of •^"iJP to be "JP , and that of f^SS to be I? , forms of

which no Hebrew Grammarian ever dreamed.

Vers. 10—12. The speaker, having shown the unreasonableness

of Job's assertion {supra x, 3) that he was oppressed and rejected

by God, now proceeds to point out how little justified he was in

expressing (in the second hemistich of the same verse) his surprise

at the prosperity of the wicked. This he does by the following

beautiful, and most philosophical, reasoning. In the ^r^^ place,

namely, he proclaims (Ver. 10) the Omnipotence of God, that

He can do whatever He pleases, without let or hindrance,

so that nothing would be easier for Him, than to punish the

wicked man, immediately upon the commission of his wickedness.

Secondly (Yex. 11), he declares the Omniscience of God, that none

of the thoughts, or movements, of the sons of men can be hidden

from Him, and consequently that no wicked action can by any

possibility be committed without His being aware of it. And
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lastly, he affirms, that, though the Almighty thus sees, and

is aware of, every guilty deed, yet, in His infinite wisdom.

He finds it good and right not to appear to perceive it, and,

consequently, does not visit it with immediate punishment

;

and, indeed, for this reason (Ver. 12), that if the penalty followed

close at the heels of sin, mankind would, of course, shrink from

committing sin. If the slanderer were to be struck dumb, with

the slander still distilling from his lips, men would be afraid to

slander; if the hand of the thief were to wither, while yet

grasping the object of his theft, men would be deterred from

thieving ; if the murderer were to fall dead upon his victim, no

man, however depraved or abandoned he might be, would be mad

enough to attempt murder. And what would be the consequence'?

Why, men would no longer dare to do wrong, and would, there-

fore, cease to be free agents ; they would refrain from iniquity and

from crime, not from any feeling of piety or religion, but from

mere fear of the punishment ; all men would then be alike, and

he, who by nature was the most prone to sin, would remain as

guiltless as the purest and most virtuous of men. And where,

then, would be the claim of the just man to reward \ No, man,

to be a free agent, must be allowed to continue in his sin for some

time with impunity ; the more flourishing he is allowed to become,

the greater, of course, the temptation held out to others to be a

sinner like him, and the greater, also, the merit of the good man,

who resists such temptation, and refrains from sin, not through

dread of punishment, but from a motive of real piety, and

from a sincere wish to be acceptable in the sight of his Maker.

This reasoning the speaker compresses into the following Avords ;

—

If He cut off, or deliver over. A man into the hands of his

enemies. Or hring-on-a-multitude. Of enemies to overwhelm and

crush the tyrant in battle] Who can prevent Him? He is all-

powerful, therefore, and so can punish at any time He pleases. Nor

could it avail the sinner to commit his sin in secret, for (Ver. 11),

Surely He knoweth vain mortals, and He seeth iniquity. All-

knowing and all-seeing. He witnesses the commission of every

sin, however secretly it may be committed. Though He seems not

to perceive it. Though He behaves in such a manner, as to make

it appear to men, that He docs not perceive the commission of the
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crime. And this He does, because, in His supreme wisdom, He
has willed it, that, in this world, man should be a free agent. But

this he could not be, were punishment to follow immediately on

his committing any sinful action. It would then be so manifestly

to his disadvantage to sin, that (Ver. 12) even the worthless-man

would have sense enough. To refrain from crime, knowing, as he

would, that he could not commit it with impunity. But not only

the worthless man, but even the most savage, fierce, and untame-

able of men, would remain unstained by guilt, Even a man horn

as savage as the colt of a wild-ass.

Ver. 10. 'I^ni t:S If He cut off. The verb ^^n seems, in this instance, to

have a transitive force, even in Kal, and so it has in Isa. ii. 18, ^v3 C .'-"'A^n"]

'^''[7-, And the idols He shall altogether abolish. As these are, perhaps, the

only two instances in which this verb is used transitively in Kal, we are glad to

perceive we have, in both, the Auth. Vers, with us.

I'^SP^I and deliver over ; i.e., leave at the mercy of (an enemy). So David

said to GoHath (1 Sam. xvii. 46), " This day
'^!J'^"1 "^1??^ '^^11 Jehovah deliver thee

over (into mine hand)."

^^r'p^l , lit., and cause to assemble; i.e., bring on legions (of foes against a

wicked tyrant).

Ver. 1 1. ^l^? "^np
, lit., mortals of vanity ; i.e., vain and frail mortals.

"J^ian"^, SvT though He does not seem to perceive. The Hithpa-al is very

frequently used to exytress feigning, or prete?idi//g, as Prov. xiii. 6, " There is one

who "l^'^r^P maketh himself rich (i e., who seems (pretends) to be rich), yet hath

nothing ; one who tC'C^'i'iiT''^ maketh himself poor (i.e., who seems (pretends) to

be poor), yet hath great riches."

Ver. 12. '^'^'^\ hollow ; i.e., without worth, worthless. Gesenius considers it to

be the past part. Kal of 233 , whilst both Kimchi and Ben-Zev take it to be the

part. Niph. of the root ^'^^ = ^^^ , instead of 2123 .

35^^. , lit., will become one of heart ; i.e., will become sensible, the noun

Hv heart being very frequently (e.g., infra xii. 24, and coQip. xii. 3) used for

good sense.

''!'?' 1 and a colt of, stands for "''l?'?^ and like a colt of. See Kimchi's ~I2D

n^E^nmn
, sub voce.

Before T .<5"! the rel. '^^^ should be supplied. (For the construction see below.)

Vers. 11, 12, should be construed thus :
—

Ver. 11. ^5l:i^ ''OP i/T J^in ""3 Sureli/ He knoivs vain mortals

(i.e.. He knows all their

thoughts, and movements),

\\^ J^"!]*] and He sees iniquity (whenever,
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and wherever, it may be com-

mitted),

Ijisn^ J^bl Although He does not seem to

2)erceive [it] (i.e., although

He does not inflict the punish-

ment immediately ; which, if

He were to do),

Ver. 12. DIlv'i 2133 ti^^ST Even [the'] worthless man ivould

become sensible (enough to

refrain from sin, on account

of his dread of immediate

punishment),

l/V [1^^^] DISI • • • 1 Yea [even] a man [who] were to

be born (i e., who were by his

nature fierce, savage, and un-

tameable),

^1?? "I.T[3] [like] the colt of a wild-ass.

Vers. 13, 14. But there is another very weighty reason for

God's not immediately punishing the sinner ; it is, that he may

be allowed time for repentance. If the wicked were to receive

forthwith the punishment of their iniquity, there could be no

such thing as repentance, nor would God have any opportunity

for displaying His forbearance and long-suffering towards them.

But, He is " a gracious God and merciful, slow to anger, and of

great kindness," and therefore affords the sinner every opportunity

for lamenting over his sin, and turning to Him with a penitent

heart. It is to this great truth that the speaker now directs Job's

attention, telling him that, greatly as he must have offended God

by his murmuring, and by the unsuitable words which he has rashly

suffered to escape his lips, there is still hope that he may, by testi-

fying his sorrow and repentance in sackcloth and ashes, yet

secure for himself the forgiveness, as well as the blessing, of

Him, who rejoices over the repentant sinner. In this strain,

Zophar goes on till Ver. 19 of this Chapter inclusively. He
says :

—

If thou prepare thine heart. If thou commune with thyself, and

tune thy heart and thy soul to true repentance, and then spread out

to Him thine hands. In prayer. (Ver. 14.) If there is iniquitj/ in
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thine hand, put it away far from thee. Let thy prayer be accom-

panied by a real mending of thy ways. And do not suffer icrong

to dwell in thy tents.

It V, ill be perceived, that, in these two verses, the conditions

are laid down, upon which Job might hope for brighter days, the

speaker going on to state what would be the result of his fulfil-

ling these conditions.

Ver. 15. Surely then shalt thou lift up thy countenance without

spot. Thou shalt no longer let it fall, no longer hang down thy

head, as malefactors are wont to do, because thev dare not shew

their face before an offended Creator, who, being pure Himself, can

only look with pleasure on that which is pure, and unspotted. And
thou shalt be steadfast. In thy faith and confidence in God, and

not wavering, as thou art now. And thou shalt not fear. Any
fresh calamities.

C^SP without spot. The prefix ^ has here a privative sense, as in Psalm

Ixxxiii. 5, " Come, let us cut them off ''"12^ from \_beinff^ a nation " (i.e., that

they be no longer a nation).

p^!)!3 (or V^P) steadfast, part. Hoph. of P^'' to pour out, which is sometimes

applied to the pouring out of metals in a state of fusion into a mould, when

they again become hard and firm. Hence it is metaphorically applied to any-

thing^rm and solid, aud likewise to a steady, unwavering state of the mind.

Ver. 16. In the preceding verse, Zophar had assured his

unfortunate friend, he would lose all fear of fresh calamities; in

the present one, he explains why he is so confident that this will

be the case ; it is because his friend will utterly forget his former

miseries. As long as men continue to bear in mind sufferings

they have had to undergo, they are apt to give way to a groundless

dread of an impending renewal of them ; but when they can once

bring themselves to banish them altogether from their thoughts,

they are freed from such ominous forebodings, and this Job is told

will be his case.

For thou shalt forget thy misery ; thou wilt think of it as of

waters., that have passed hy. If a recollection of thy former

sufferings should at any time rise up in thy mind, thou wilt be in

no apprehension, but feel assured they can as little return as

waters, which have once passed by.
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The relat. "^t^^. which, must be supplied before ^"^?^ .

Ver. 17. And a life shall arise for thee, brighter than noon-day ;

thou shalt soar ; thou shall be like the morning. We find that the

Psalmist gives the morning-dawn wings (Ps. cxxxix. 9), " If I

take the wings of the morning," &c., and so here, the speaker

compares the happiness and prosperity, which he predicts for his

friend, to the morning, and tells him, that, as the morning comes,

flying on its wdngs, and constantly increases in brightness, till it

becomes noon-day, so he shall go on mounting higher and higher

in his splendid career, until his glory shall be as radiant as the

mid-day sun.

The Auth. Vers, takes ^?V^ to be a verb, and renders it, " thou shalt shine

forth." How they managed to extract this sense from it quite passes our under-

standing, as it was only in the preceding chapter, ver. 22, that we saw the word

•^'"P?!^)"^* which has the verj? same root, I'^V, signifying, gloo7n or darkness.

Most other commentators, indeed, consider "^53?^^ to be a noun, and translate it,

darkness; but the root being ^137 or ^'^V , the punctuation should in that case

be, "^^^/Tl
,
just as we have HD^pri rising, from Dip, or n3^3ri intelligence,

from 112
J or T^ • We, therefore, infinitely prefer considering it as the fut. Kal,

with n paragogic, of ^''3^ to fiy (Kibbuts taking the place of Shurek, as very

frequently is the case), and understanding it as explained above.

D"!"]'7.'^P lit., more than noon-daj ; i.e., more bright, brighter than noon-day.

It has already been observed (on "^^T sttpra vii. 7) that, where no ambiguity can

arise, ellipses of this sort are considered in Hebrew as a great elegance. So

Prov. xviii. 19, "A brother offended is ^3 n^~p.Q more than a strong citj/," i.e.,

is harder to be won than a strong city. So Jarchi comments on the word

'•"TIT "

" More than the light of noon-day will a life arise for thee."

*^?.n time, or life-time ; as Ps. Ixxxix. 48. 'T? for thee, must be supplied

before it, so that the first hemistich of this verse should be construed as follows :

R'?]

y)T\\ and a life

"Ip^ shall arise \_for thee]

D^'TH^P more [bright] than noon-day.

Ver. 18. And thou shalt be confident, whenever thou shalt

entertain any hope. "Whenever, in the course of thy future life,

thou entertainest a wish or hope, thou shalt confidently look

forward to its realization. The Eng. Vers, is :
" and thou shalt
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be secure, because there is hope." This translation is certainly-

very literal, and is adopted, with but little variation, by others,

but we must confess we see no sense in it. And when thou lookest

about thee. Before retiring to rest, to see whether all is safe.

Thou shalt find, that thou maj/est lie down in security.

•Tl^C^I • The verb "isn has three significations, widely differing one from the

other. 1. to dig ; 2. to blush; 3. to look out, search out, as Josh. ii. 2,

V^^*? ^"'?? "•^n? to survey, (search out, spy out) the land. Again, infra xxxix.

29, " From thence "'PH it looketh-out-for (the prey)." Now, since in this, as well as

in the next, verse, the speaker supposes Job to be on the point of retiring to

rest, it seemed to us most natural to give to the verb, in this instance, the sense

of looking about, to see if all be safe, as men usually do before they retire.

The Auth. Vers, translates, " thou shalt dig about thee

;

" but we should think

the life of a man to be anything but happy, who had to dig a ditch around

his tent every night before he went to bed, in order to protect himself. Nor

are those, who prefer the sense of blushing, any better off ; they translate, as

we are told by Rosenmiiller, " Etiamsi nunc pudefactus sis, tunc tamen, cum

ad Deum te converteris, secure cubabis

;

" but, we cannot see, either connection,

or antithesis, between blushing, or being ashamed, and sleeping soundly.

Ver. 19. And when thou liest down^ none shall scare thee up;

yea^ many shall make suit to thee. Many shall seek thy favour,

just as we find that Abimelech paid court to Abraham (Gen.

ch. xxi.), and to Isaac (Gen. ch. xxvi).

^ -1 V^^^ ^^' with 1 conversive of the verb nvTI, which when coupled

with the noun C?3 signifies to entreat a person, make suit to him. So in Exod.

xxxii. II, nin^ ^2? ns T\Vp^ bn^l And Moses entreated Jehovah.

Ver. 20. It has been observed (in our note on vers. 10— 12),

that the speaker has taken as the theme of his reply Job's words

in chap. x. 3, where he complained of being oppressed, and

rejected, by God, and lamented the prosperity of the wicked.

Having now disposed of the first part of Job's complaint, he

concludes by replying to the latter, and assures his friend, that,

however splendid and brilliant the career of the wicked may be, it

must inevitably come to a miserable termination. His words are:

Whereas the eyes o/"the wicked shallfail. With longing ; their

hopes shall never be realized. And refuge vanisheth from them.

When calamity and misfortune come upon them, like a whirlwind,
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they look in vain for shelter. And their hope shall be the breathing

out of their life. Their miseries shall be so great, that they shall

find no relief from them, but in death.

n3"^7pri shall fail. The verb Tr7'2 when joined to Q'^,?'^^ eyes, expresses

their failing with longing, or grief. Comp. D^?^? ^"^^?.^ (Deut. xxviii. 65)

failing of eyes (with longing, or grief).

nsp breathing out of; root n23 to blow, breathe.

CHAPTER XII.

Vers. 2, 3. The friend, whose speech we have just heard, had

opened it by charging Job with the design of overwhelming his

opponents with the multitude of his words. Job now retorts, and

says that it is they who seek to overwhelm him with their number

and the display of their unanimity, for they are three to one, and

all of the same opinion, that, namely, he must have been a great

sinner ; as if, forsooth, three men could not agree in their conclu-

sions, and yet err. He says :

Indeed, because ye are a comimny., must on that account wisdom

die with you ? Must you, on that account, have so entirely mono-

polized all wisdom, that, when you are no more, it, too, will perish

with you, and become extinct. (Ver. 3.) I also have sense, like you ;

I by no meansfall short of you. I am in no wise inferior to you, as

far as sense is concerned. Andivho hath not things like these ? Who
could not utter such trivial and common-place sayings as yours are,

so miserably poor in argument, so rich in taunts and jeers ? The

idea of the monopolization of wisdom by one, to the exclusion of all

others, we shall find again expressed, infra xv. 8, " And hast thou

taken away wisdom to thyself? " The sentiment, also, that, when
many coincide in opinion, they need not always be correct, will be

found infra xxxii. 9, " Not multitudes are wise " (i.e., that many

agree on a point is no proof that they must be right). So Job
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tells his friends here, that it does not follow that, because they

all three come to the same conclusion, this conclusion must needs

be the correct one, especially as it is not in any way supported by

arguments, but only by insult and mockery.

Ver. 2. C2?, lit., a people, is sometimes used to express a body of men, or

company, as in 1 Sam. ix. 24, "'Hi^^'Z ^V? I have invited the people, or the com-

pany; and Judg. iii. 18 '^'^T^ ^^ nbtp^l and he sent away the people; i.e., the

party (who bore the presents).

Ver. 3. 2:27 = ^b
J

lit., heart, very frequently used for sense, intelligence, as

Ver. 24.

Dia? as [to] you, for in English, if we translate literally, a to must be

supplied, with which, or the equivalent of which, the Hebrew idiom dispenses.

Comp. bS3 as [to] God, infra xl. 9.

D3a "^DbS bpb b^b, lit., / \_ani] not falling \_short'] of you; i.e., I am not

inferior to you. The same phrase occurs again, infra xiii. 2.

Vers. 4, 5. I am like one, who is a laiighing-stoch to his neigh-

bour. Like one, whom his neighbour derides and taunts, saying,

" Look at that simpleton, he calleth on God, that He should answer

him ! ! !
" But this is mockery, and not argument ; to laugh

a man down is a very easy matter, but it proves nothing. Even a

perfectly righteous man may be made a laughing-stock. (Ver. 5.)

The mind of one, who is at ease, hath contempt for calamity ; it

hath it quite ready for those who totter with their feet. It is not at

all unusual to see people, whom success has rendered arrogant, laugh

at those who are labouring under calamity, and are on the point

of falling from their greatness. This sentiment is also expressed

by the Psalmist (Ps. cxxiii. 4), "Our soul is exceedingly filled

with the scorning of them that are at ease, and with the contempt

of the proud."

Ver. 5 is rendered in the Eng. Vers., " He that is ready to slip

with his feet is as a lamp despised in the thought of him that is

at ease." The reader will at once perceive from this how greatly

the verse stood in need of a somewhat more intelligible trans-

lation.

Ver. 4. ! ! ! "^"^i??*!! ?"iV^^ t^"l'p" "[^e w] calling on God that He should

answer him "
! ! ! These words are supposed to be said, by the neighbour, of him

who is his laughing-stock.
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Ver. 5. "'"^S^ for calamity, the v being a prefix. The noun "l^Q, calamity,

occurs in Prov. xxiv. 22, and also, infra xxx. 24, xxxi. 29. We must thankfully

acknowledge, that it was Aben-Ezra who opened our eyes to the fact that the ^ in

n^2 V is not a radical, but a servile, his words being

—

" The Lamed falls off " (i.e., is a mere prefix, seeing that the word has a

meaning without it).

]3t^ti? ninpiyY, ^i*-? ^^ [^^^] thoughts of one at ease \thereis\ ; i.e., the mind of

one who is at ease has, &c. The prefix ^ very frequently denotes the belonging

o/" anything to a person, as Gen. xxix. 16, ni3^ '^riti? It^/ :'' -'^/irf to Lahan [there

were'] two daughters ; i.e., Laban had two daughters.

The two verses before us should, therefore, be construed as

follows :

—

Ver. 4. [Sin "l^'^f i:;^^:^] ^;^^J lam [like a man who is]

l/lj^n? p'inll/ a laughing-stock to his neigh-

bour (i.e., like one whom
his neighbour sneers at,

saying),

!!!"in3^;:ini'7g^ Snp" ^^He calls on God, that lie

should answer him "
! !

!

CCr^ p'^'nV [Pf\ [JEven'j a perfectly righteous

man

['"'.}"7^] pinti/ \_may be'\ a laughingstock (i.e.,

one, who is prone to laugh

at and deride the unfor-

tunate, will not spare any

man, however just).

Ver. 5. ,:«(^ Ty\T\'^]l) To [the'] thoughts of one-at-

ease [there is] (i.e., the mind
of one at ease has)

TS7 T13 contemptfor calamity (i.e., he

is always ready to heap

contempt upon those who
are overtaken by calamity)

;

hri ""Ij^JIDS ]i^5 [he has it'] ready for those

slipping ivith [the] foot (i.e.,

at once, without the least

hesitation or reflection, he
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loads with his contempt

those who are about to fall).

Kosenmiiller advises us to consider n^TNt in Ver. 4, as put

for ^^"I^^ ''P^?? ; and tells us that, so understood, the verse is very-

easy ; but we shall, perhaps, not be blamed for rejecting the

advice of one who writes such Hebrew as ^^^5I^ ! ! ! lest we should

be considered to be Hebraists lillOp , or, to write in his style,

Yer. 6. Having rebuked his friends for the scorn and contempt

they bad poured upon him, he now emphatically asserts, that,

what he has already stated concerning the sufferings of the just, and

the prosperity of the wicked, in this world, is not mere fiction,

as his friends would have it to be (xi. 3), but real, positive, fact.

He says:

Yes ! the tents belonging to robbers are prosperous^ and security/

there is for those provoking God, and also for those provoking the

man, into whose hand God hath brought (good things).' Those

who provoke both God, and the good man God has blessed, enjoy

perfect security. God and man are often thus coupled together

in the Bible; e.g., in the parable of Jotham (Judg. ix. 9) we find

the expression, " they honour God and man ;
" and (Ibid. ver. 13,)

" which cheereth God and man." In Luke, also, xviii. 2, we read,

" which feared not God, neither regarded man." And so here,

our poet stigmatizes the restless tyrants he alludes to, as men,

who regard neither God nor man.

As Wolfssohn himself considered this verse to be so difficult,

as to call it d^pp bi-^v lit., a closed-np (i.e., unintelligible) verse,

and so many other commentators, who are anything but Wolfs-

sohns, have said so much, to so little purpose, about it, we think it

but right to shew how we construe it.*&'

DHlJi^'? D''^nX vb^^^. They are prosperous \ihe'\ dwellings

[belonging^ to spoilers,

b^ ^r^'^Db nintDQI and security [there is] to [the] pro-

vokers of God,

[t^^Sn ^.r-2l.'5] b\^'] [and to [the] provokers of the man,]

M^2 ni'Pi^ iS^an iu/i^ into whose hand God has brought
T : - v: • •• V -: ^

(good things).
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That is, they, who provoke God, as well as the good man,

whom God has favoured with the blessings of this world, enjoy

security.

We could not bring ourselves to refer the third clause of this

verse, viz., " into whose hand God has brought " (i.e, to whom
God has ffiven, whom He has blessed), to the wicked, as most

commentators have done, since God, though He may suffer the

wicked to enrich themselves by plunder, and to enjoy themselves

for a time, surely cannot be said to have bestowed on them such

riches, or such prosperity.

If this clause is at all to be referred to the wicked, it would be

best to understand it, as Aben-Ezra and Ralbag * do, to refer

to an idol, when the sense would be, that the tent even of him

is secure, ^vJio carries an idol in his hand. So Isaiah, when

ridiculing the worshipper of an idol, says (xlvi. 7) ;
" They bear

him upon the shoulder, they carry him, &c." We might perhaps

have adopted this view, if we had anywhere found in our author

allusion made either to idols, or their worshippers, but such is

not the case. In Chap. xxxi. 26 Job does indeed speak of

worshippers of the sun and moon, but these, of course, belong

to quite a different category from worshippers of images.

^^I^tp^ thei/ constantly prosper; fut. Kal of the verb n7ti? to be at peace, to

prosper.

D"^"T1!I77 ^belonging'] to spoilers. That the prefix ^ sometimes expresses

belonging to, has been observed above in our note on ninip^y Ver. 5.

nin^3 security ; a plural noun, derived from the verb HISS to be confident^

secure, and synonymous with "|"ini^2 confidence.

Vers. 7—9. Having thus reiterated his assertion with regard to

* Ralbag's words are :

—

b''^'OT'\ f"3r' n'3D ri3 piT 16 or>i iipddm 'r'7'3 op'rii ^f"3'D criip ^^iri 3"-)

rorip flip fiir? 5ppp o yyo npy* ^ii tippd-i ii 7up' ip^i iop? idu v7'D 5"i r)36

: rpiwifi id:? iD^i iippd' v7' Tjuri nrfi 1-573 V7'

" Meaning to say, [belonging] to the worshippers of idols who carry their idols in their

hands, and bow down to them. Or, he may mean by this, that he (the idolater) has pro-

duced and brought into existence the idol by his hand, that is to say, that his hands have

made the image, and then he casts himself down before it and bows, and does not open

his eyes [so as to see,] that this idol is the work of his own hands, as [the prophet] says

(Isa. ii. 8) ' they worship the work of their (lit., his) own hands, that which their (lit., his)

own fingers have made.'
"
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the grievous trials of the good, and the brilliant fortunes of the

wicked, in this world, he goes on to say, that he is quite at a loss

to reconcile this with the wisdom and justice of so majestic a

Being, as God shews Himself, in all his works, great as well as

small. His words are :

And yet^ ask noiv the beasts, and they will instruct thee ; or the

bird of heaven, and it will tell thee ; (Ver. 8.) Or speak to the earth,

anfl it will instruct thee ; yea, the jishes of the sea will declare it

to thee. Ask any one of these, and inquire, by whom it was

created, and mark the answer it will give thee. But, even,

without asking them, by merely reflecting upon the wonders,

which are displayed in them (Ver. 9), Who would not know by all

these that the hand of Jehovah hath made them ? The more I

consider, therefore, all these evidences of His wonderful power,

the more I am amazed at the amount of wickedness which is

constantly being wrought in this world with impunity.

Ver. 7. T?.^1 and it (i.e., every one of the beasts) tvill instruct thee.

Ver. 8. n'^^ imperat. of the verb H^ti? to speak, think, meditate.

Ver. 9. J^^^ for ^vM these. The sing, is perhaps used to express that everi/

one of these has been made by God ; or perhaps ^^^ may stand for ri^-tn y)^r\

this earth.

Vers. 11— 13. It is well known, that the senses of man (or, to

speak more correctly, the mind, as evidenced through the senses,)

become [s] sharpened by practice, and experience. The gourmet

trains his palate to the nicest appreciation of the qualities of

wines ; the gourmand educates his to the most accurate perception

of the merits of a dish. Similarly, the ear of him who loves

to hear and weigh the speeches of orators will acquire no mean

skill in the discrimination of rhetorical excellence; and the

longer such a man has lived, the more exercised will have become

his ear, the greater, therefore, his discernment and judgment,

and, as a consequence, his wisdom. The wisdom of God, there-

fore, whose existence is without beginning, and without end,

must be infinitely great. This syllogism is contained in the

three verses before us, which run thus

:

Doth not the ear try words, just as the palate tasteth its food.

^
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(Ver. 12.) In very-old-men ^ therefore, must be wisdom^ and

in length of days, understanding . (Ver. 13.) With Him, there-

fore, must be wisdom and might ; to Him must belong counsel and

understanding.

y> Drtp^ v2N tastes food for itself, or tastes [the'] food \destined] for it.

Ver. 12. D'P^ "JTI.Wl for D^»^ ^^^^^ and in length of days.

Ver. 13. t7 to Him {there is, or belongs), i.e.. He has. See note on

nii-^tjJl^b ver. 5.

It has already been observed, that nothing is more annoying to

the unfortunate Job, than for his friends to call his attention to

the power and wisdom of God, (we shall, by-and-by, hear him

give full vent to his displeasure on this score,) and, generally, it

will be found that, whenever they do touch upon this topic, he

strives to outvie them as he does here in answer to what Zophar

had said (ch. xi. 7—11).

Ver. 14. KJ'^S IV ~i2p^. lit., He shuts up against a man; i.e., He shuts a man

up, confines him, shackles all his movements. The verb "l^D
, construed with

7? , is used in the same acceptation in Exod. xiv. 3, "1^7^'^ Dn^'vy. 12D the

wilderness hath shut them in.

Ver. 15. Lo ! He stoppeth the waters. He makes them stag-

nant. Then they dry up ; on the other hand, ivhen He letteth

them loose, they devastate a land.

Ver. 1 6. y> to Him [belongi ; i.e., His are, or in His power are. See note on

rSrW^}} ver. 5.

Ver. 17. He maketh counsellors to go stripped (of their clothes).

In this acceptation we find '7'7i::^ in Micah i. 8, Dlli/l ^"iW

stripped and naked. And judges /SlH"; He maketh mad. 1V^\
and ^h^^ not only form a paronomasia, but also agree very well

in meaning, seeing that people, whose intellects are affected,

seem, not unfrequently, to Jiave a fancy for going naked. Thus

we are told of Saul (1 Sam. xix. 24), when he was troubled with

the spirit, that he lay down naked all the day.

Ver. 18. The confederacy of kings He dissolveth. When kings
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enter into a league against His will, He visits them with a spirit

of discord. And girdeth a girdle on their loins. He moves them
to fight one with another.

We often find in the Bible the expression girding a girdle upon

the loins figuratively applied to a man who prepares himself for

battle, or summons up courage for any other great eff"ort. So

infra xxxviii. 3, I'^vFI ")3Jp ^^3 ITj";? Gird now thy loins like a

man ; i.e., summon up courage. Comp. also 2 Kings iii. 21.

"ip^a lit,, bo7id of; i.e., union, confederacy, league, of.

nriQ lit., opened ; i.e., looses, dissolves.

"IITS ~IDS*D we have translated these words, and He girdeth a girdle, rather

than He bindeth a girdle, in order to preserve the jingle of the original.

Ver. 19. He maketh chiefs to go stripped, and overthroweth the

mighty.

^''^n^ in the sense of chief-rulers, chiefs, occurs 2 Sam. viii. 18, "And
David's sons were C''?n3 chief- rulers." The Targum renders it ^*?^']^1

grandees, rulers.

Ver. 20. He removeth the speech of orators, and taketh away the

sense of the elders.

The word D"*?^^? is rendered in the Eng. Vers, "trusty," and a similar

meaning is attached to it by Schultens, Rosenmiiller, and Schlottmann ; but we

cannot see what necessary connexion there is between speech (i.e., eloquence)

and trustworthiness. Men may be very trustworthy, and yet stammerers, or

even dumb ; while, on the other hand, very eloquent speakers may be anything

but trustworthy. We, therefore, prefer deriving this noun from the verb ^^2 to

speak, which occui's in Jer. xxiii. 31, ^^5:^9*- ^'*^ ^^^^V *"^^' ^P^^^- With regard

to its form, just as, in Isa. xvii. 10, we find D'^?^}f? delights, formed from the

verb 03^^ to be pleasant, or delightful, so here we have ^"'P^'i^? speakers, or

orators, formed from the verb ^^3 to speak.

Ver. 21. rr^Tp a girdle, synonymous with HTD (Ps. cix. 19).

D'^)~*'DS the plur. of i^^^^^ or P'^?^^ strong, sometimes used of streams of water,

as Ps. xlii. 1, Ql'P "'P.'^Pt^ STRONG \currents'] of water, i.e., streams of loater

;

sometimes, of metal, as Job xl. 18, nii;-inD "^p^DM strong \_pieces'\ of brass;

and, in the verse before us, it is applied to mighty men. The second hemistich

is translated by Michaelis (as quoted by Rosenmiiller) thus :
" situlam scaturi-

ginum laxat, vel, solvit, i.e., scaturigines exsiccat." How beautifully the second

hemistich would then correspond with the first, we leave to the judgment of the

reader !
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Ver. 23. The prefix ^ in Q'^is? in the first, as well as in the second, hemistich,

stands as the mark of the accusative case. See note on ^'^^.^7 ^"/^^^ ^- ^'

on?*! and leads them (into captivity, or exile).

Ver. 24. Before "^"1.1 ^ '' the words D^ "^^^^ must be supplied, where [there

is] no way.

Ver. 25. "sT^i^ for "^t^^na in the darkness, "I'i'^ ^^1. and not light, i.e., where

there is no light. The same pleonasm occurs Lament, iii. 2. We have already

more than once had occasion to remark that ellipses are often used with great

elegance in Hebrew ; we now see that the same holds good of their opposites,

pleonasms. So 2 Sam. xiv. 5, " I am indeed a widow-woman, and mine

husband is dead." Again, Isa. xxxviii. 1, "for thou shalt die, and not live;"

and many others might be quoted.

CHAPTER XIII.

Vers. 1, 2. Lot mine eye hath seen all this; mine ear hath heard

and marked it. With mine own eyes have I seen and noted

a great part of the wonders of God as displayed in His works,

animate as well as inanimate, and that also which others have

recorded concerning them, both during my lifetime and before I

was born, has come unto my ears ; yea, I have consulted ancient

history, and that long ago, long before you advised me to con-

sult it {supra viii. 8, 9) ; and I did so of my own accord, because I

knew it to be absolutely necessary that every shortlived human
being should consult it. (Ver. 2.) As ye knoiv this, / also

knoiv it ; I am not inferior to you.

Ver. 1. "^7 1?^1 end marked (perceived) it. The verb T^ is sometimes con-

strued with 7, as supra ix. 11, t7 1^2S NvT, and 1 do not perceive Him. Comp.

also infra xiv. 21.

Ver. 2. Q.2^V7? as your knowing ; infinit. Kal of V"T"*, with the 3 of the

^^^"2^, and possess. aflP. ^5'.

Ver. 3. But, what doth it profit me to know the omnipotence,

omniscience, and profound wisdom of God as I do, if I cannot

obtain a hearing from Him ? What will my knowledge of these

wonderful attributes of His avail me, if I cannot come into His

I 2
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presence, to justify myself, and to prove my innocence'? For I

wish to SPEAK to the Almighty^ and I desire to argue before God.

Ver, 4. But ye dixe jjatchers-np of falsehood^ worthless 'physicians

are ye all. Just as a physician, who does not understand his

profession, will often apply to bodily sores remedies which, instead

of soothino;, irritate them, so you, instead of ponring balm upon

my inward wounds, and soothing their pain by kind and sympa-

thizing words, only render them more irritable and painful, by

galling mockery and exasperating insult.

^ ^S (for ^"^7^) a vain (or worthless) thing. So Ps. xcvi. 5, " For all the

gods of the nations are D"' <"^??^ vaiii (or toorthless) thijigs."

Ver. 5. In Prov. xvii. 28, we read, " Even a fool, when he

holdeth his peace, is counted wise." This proverb may possibly

have been current in the days of Job, and if so, the verse before

us must have been intended as a delicate repartee to Eliphaz,

who, in ch. v. 2, had, in plain language, stigmatized his unfor-

tunate friend as a fool, and a simpleton, and now, in return, must

hear the following delicately expressed, but deeply cutting words.

Would thatye ivere altogether silent^ and it would he accounted toyou

for wisdom ! It would be much wiser in you not to speak at all,

than to oppose my arguments and just complaints with a deluge

of empty and unmeaning words.

Vers. 6—12. Hear now my reasoning^ and attend to the plead-

ings of my lips. Give me a fair hearing, before you condemn

me. (Ver, 7.) Will ye^ on behalf of God, say that which

is lurong ? Or, on His behalf say that which is false ? Will you,

in order to justify Him, bring charges against me, as iniquitous as

they are unfounded ? (Ver. 8.) Will ye accept His person ?

AVill you, in order to curry favour with Him, speak against your

own conscience ? Will ye contend in behalf of God? (Ver. 9.)

Will it be goodiov you, ivhen He shall search you out? Can you

expect that He will brook your saying things which, in your

hearts, you know to be untrue % Will you mock Him, as one

mocketh frail-man ? To me and to others, you may say with

an impudent face that you believe me to be guilty, though, in

your hearts, you think otherwise; but can you say so with
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impunity to Him who searcheth our hearts? (Ver. 10.) He
will indeed reprove you^ if ye secretly accept persons. If, in con-

demning me, you only aim at ingratiating yourselves with Him,

whilst, in the secret recesses of your hearts, you know your con-

demnation to be unjust, He will certainly not allow you to go

unpunished. Moreover, whenever flattery is used, weakness must

be supposed in the party whom it is meant to please ; if, therefore,

you think for a moment you can find favour with God by accept-

ing His person, and justifying His proceedings towards me,

against your own conscience, you must needs attribute to Him one

of the greatest frailties of man, viz., that of being pleasurably

tickled by flattery. But dare you suppose such weakness in God?

(Ver. 11.) Ought not His majesty to deter you ? From imputing

such a frailty to Him ? And ought not His terror to fall uponyou ?

Ought you not to shake and tremble at the very thought that you

could for a moment ente'rtain so detestable an idea? Do you not

perceive that, if you can harbour such notions with regard to

your Maker, you are, in fact, materialists, and are lowering your

glorious and majestic God to the level of an abject and despicable

mortal, made of clay, dust, and ashes ? Away, then, with all your

boasted knowledge of the power and wisdom of God ! A being,

susceptible of flattery, however powerful and however wise he

may be, is still a frail being, is like a being dwelling in a " house

of clay." (Ver. 12.) Your records. All your high-flown

speeches, in which you have recorded His greatness, power, and

works. Are, in reality, parables befitting one made of ashes.

Fine poetical figures, which might be addressed with some chance

of pleasing to one made of dust and ashes. Figures suitable for

bodies of clay, like your bodies.

Ver. 7. ^^vH Jfliether FOR God'? i.e., Whether in behalf of God? &c.

So Judg. vi. 31, " Will ye plead ^272^ for (i.e., in behalf of) Baal?"

"i^l for i^ EST Ajid lohether for Him ? i.e., Whether in behalf of Him ?

Ver. 8. I^sipn VS^rr ^ym ^g accept Ills person ? The verb t^iC'^ , to take up,

lift up, when joined with ^""P^, countenance, is used to express accepting of per-

sons, flattering, as in Deut. x. 17, D''?^ ^'?- ^'^ "^^^ Which accepteth not

persons, in the present Verse and Ver. 10. Sometimes, however, it signifies to

comply ivith one's request, or accept one^s supplication, as in Gen. xix. 21, where

the angel says to Lot, who had begged of him tu allow him to take refuge in
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Zoar, ^"".^5 ''ri^?''? ^3^ See, I have accepted thee ; i.e., I comply with thy

request. So also God, infra xlii. 8, " And my servant Job shall pray for

you ;
^tt?S VDQ CN ''3 for verily him will I accept ;" i.e., his supplication will

I grant.

Ver. 9. "i^i ^r\r\r) ttJi^s;?
^^^V^t' ^^, lit., whether, like \^the'] mocking at a

frail-man will you mock Him ? i.e.. Will you mock Him, as you would frail-man ?

Comp. 1 Kinsrs xviii. 27, ^^^bs 0^12 bnn^l And Elijah mocked them ; in

which passajre ''•nH;! is evidently the Pi-al of vDH. In Gen. xxxi. 7, however,

we find ''S ^il^Il ]?''?^5, hut your father hath mocked {deceived) me, where ^OO
would seem to be the Hiph-el of ^^H. In the verse before us, ^r"7 appears to

be the inf. Hiph. of this same root, but the form ^vrin^il presents some difficulty
;

for, if it be taken to be the Pi-al of ^r\r[
^ it would have been more regularly written

^^nn/Pj and, if the Hiph-el of ^^H, the usual form would be ^vn^l, though,

indeed, the n of the Hiph-el may be here anomalously retained, as in 1 Sam.

xvii. 47, where we find l^'^I^'lrT'!, He will save, for the more usual form 2?"'C?V.

Ver. 11. bb-^. i^nD^l for bb^. i"^n? ^^r\^_ and ought not His terror to fall? &c.

Ver. 12. "^P^? "^.r'^P \\t., parables of ashes; i.e., parables befitting ashes, or one

made of ashes. So Abraham says (Gen. xviii. 27), "^P^^ ""^^
*'^-'^l though I

am [hut] dust and ashes.

In Mason and Bernard's Grammar, Letter 47, § 1, which treats of the

various modifications of the sense, in which a Hebrew noun, in the state of con-

struction, is connected with its consequent (the word, that is, with which it is in

construction), the reader will find, Art. VIII. the following :
—" In a few

instances, a verb or participle must be understood after the antecedent, to express

the true force intended by the connexion ; as ^''''jpP CH^ (Prov. ix, 17), lit.,

bread of secrets ; i.e., bread eaten in secret."

In like manner, "^2^ "".r^P in the verse before us, though lit. signifying

parables of ashes, should be considered as intended to express, parables be-

riTTiNG ashes.

^"^rl? for D?"^253 like your bodies. The ^ of comparison is often omitted.

See what has been observed on ^^"7! ""P.?^ in our remarks on supra v. 6, 7, ad

finem.

We are glad to perceive, that Wolfssohn has understood ver. 12 in nearly the same

way as we do. If we had really borrowed the idea from him, we should of course

have at once acknowledged it ; as it is, we are, to say the least, very proud to

have so high an authority on our side. His words are as follows :

DPP1 , ipif'3l> r33 rri ^3 n o'DiPPri 53 u ybw i3Di , i\bv dipp ri? bi^n^

r;i;fi ]3ii
, ippp pjior nv it>v ip'nir' oppi , on pip • lim o'lnt' o'vi liii

,
7i6p IV viv 'zb o

, ]2 65
,
flip -)D' ri vbi -)ip65 335 116:3 65 ,

'pbv p6 06 q6

v5i> D'7'p5pr> 335 ii'iD ]i;p5 pi , o5id iv) vddv p9P3 v:i^ri P'?' pip 6")pppD

iv^bD vy:»iz\ 536 ip6 pi bv) 'ui d3p6 pdzd ip6d f'5p p5i?p5 ")p6 3v6 • 13 ]ji3Pp5i

dp6 d::'6 ^
ipipphpi ipi6 ip'32p d6i

,
'pd:i '55p 6ip ,

on^ip 03335 hv p5ir'p 53

65 dp6 , 1P1P31 'pd:! oiw d6 o ,
553 mii ]VP7 '53 ':v)i oiw 1P16 d'P'3jp

P1P73 ipn"ip d6 '3
^ PI i53ip 53 , d3p P3:d: p6i '3

, 61? luh 033353 n"i5 i53ip

• 13 i5ppp Di:63 5pr3i i5 )^':vd qop ]3 bv)
,
076
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" This verse [is] very unintelligible (lit., stopped up), and all tlie interpreters

have before now taken great pains with it, one in this manner, another in that, to

explain it ; and [some] of them have dived into mighty waters, but brought up

[only] a potsherd in their hand ; and [others again] of them have rambled more

than enough from the object of this book ; and, therefore, I also will say my
share, not with pride of heart, so as to say, Look here, this is right ; not so, for

my heart knows [but] too well, that this verse will remain in doubt, henceforth,

and for ever ; but [I do so only] to rouse the attention of students to it, so that

they should reflect upon it. Job said above (ver. 11), 'Ought not His majesty

to deter you, &c. ? ' and, with regard to this, he [now] says, ' But your records,'

that is to say, every thing, which arises in your mind of what you record of

Him, [consists of] parables, having reference to a body, and although you extol,

and exalt Him, you do not exalt Him as a Spiritual object, without any

semblance, or form, whatever, but, as a Corporeal object, and bodily mass ; for

you cannot imagine Him in your heart, as He [really is], for this is far beyond

you ; you cannot [do] this, but you imagine Him under the likeness of a man,

and, therefore, you basely flatter Him, and, as one would mock frail-man, you

mock Him."

Vers. 13—16. Be silent, desist /row me, so that I may spcal,

and let come upon me what will. (Ver, 14,) Come on what will,

/ will take my flesh in my teeth, and I will put my life in mine

hand. I know, that by speaking frankly, 1 risk my life, and that

God may deprive me of it, if He resent my freedom of speech.'

(Ver. 15.) Lo ! He may kill me, yet ivill I hope for Hi?n. Even

to the very last moment of my life, I shall entertain the confident

hope, that, provided only lie listens to my cause. He will at once

see its justice, and declare me innocent. But my ways. The

course of my life. I will plead before Him. I will submit to

anything, even to the loss of my life, rather than allow it is wrong

in me to maintain, that the life I have led has been free from

blemish. But stay, I do not see how I have come to think, that,

by speaking the truth, I risk to lose my life ; on the contrary, as

a God of truth. He ought to love truth, and, therefore, be pleased

at hearing it from my lips. (Ver. 16.) Yea, He ought to be a

help to me. He ought to help me for the very reason, that I do

speak the truth. For a hypocrite cannot come before Him.

Ver. 13. '2^^ for '2^P ^ip Desist from me. Comp. 'i3^P bin {supra

vii. 16) desist from me. So in Jer, xxxviii. 27, ^3^P ^t^'^lC}?! stands for

^3aQ !) v'^n*1 ^ti."''^in*l So they were silent and desisted from him. Comp. also

1 Sam, vii. 8,
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7172 "^hv "ib^.^Jl And let come upon me ivhat \_wiir\, Kimchi in his "I^D

D'l2?"itt7n sub voce Hp , observes on this passage,

" That is to say, Come upon me, what may come, for I do not care."

A similar ellipsis we find in 2 Sara, xviii. 23, where Ahimaaz, after begging

Joab to allow him to run, to announce the death of Absalom to David, and being

advised by him not to do so, says, V^""^ ^9 ''n'^1 But be ivhat [ma?/], / will

run; on which Kimchi likewise observes,

m^:isi nsiiM t27tt7in ^3^s n^n^w na '•n^T -imb^
" That is to say, But be, what may be, I do not care, I will run, and tell."

Ver. 14. na v37 for "^2?^^ "'^^ "^^ ^? Against, in opposition to, or in spite

of; what may [come to'] pass ; i.e., come on what will.

"'Dps D^ti^S ^t2?C31 And I will put my life in my hand; i.e., I will risk my life.

The figure is probably derived from the fact, that what is held in the hand is liable

to be dropped, or snatched away. So in Judg. xii. 3, Jephthah says, na"'tt7S'1

"^QpS "^li^Ci Then Iput my life in mine hand.

The expression "^3^? ^1^? ^^I^^ / will take my flesh in my teeth, must be

understood in an analogous sense, = namely, / loill venture my life.

This verse in the Eng. Vers, as follows :
" Wherefore do I take my flesh in

my teeth, and put my life in mine hand ? " And in like manner, it is translated

by Schlottmann : Wozu trug^ ich mein Fleisch zwischen den Ziihnen fort, und

ndhme mein Leben in die Hand ? But how could Job, who is bent upon risking

his life, as the next verse plainly shows, possibly say, why should I risk my life,

&c. ? This incongruity was felt by Wolfssohn, who, to avoid making Job speak

so illogically, translates the verse as we do. He says :

p'oifii 'oi 0D3 nziz tiib 06
, DP 5p rrt 'ii? nuu* npiis

^
pi)r>r>5 3P)p • ?p hv

PJ10 DID n? ivbr>7>^ p'p' 65 , 'P33 'D?: 0*06 VMr) d'Dippv"' pi'75 'd • vjp 3f>

« na v3? . This refers to [what was said] above (i.e., in the preceding verse),

that is to say. Come on me what may, upon what may (i.e., one danger after

another), I will take my flesh in my teeth, &c., and I will reason to His face.

For according to those who interpret it, avhy should I put my life in mine hand ?

this sentence would have no meaning whatever."

We are glad to see Schultens, also, felt the inconsistency of the usual translation

of this verse.

Ver. 15. bn^^? r> (according to the K'ree) for Him tvill I hope.

Vers. 17—19. Hear diligently my speech., and let my declaration

enter into your ears. (Ver. 18.) Behold noiv, I have arranged my
cause ! 1 am quite prepared to defend myself against any accusa-

tion. I knoiv, that I shall come out just. I am confident, that

every impartial judge must declare me not guilty. (Ver. 19.)

But who is He that will plead with me ? 1 am quite prepared
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with my defence, but I do not see my accuser. Who is he ?

Where is he ? If I am to be tried, no time should be lost. For

presently I shall he silent^ and give up the ghost, when of course,

all chance of clearing myself will be gone for ever.

Ver. 1 7. S^"*.??^? for C?\3TS^ KSri let enter into your ears.

Ver. 18. l^Cpa for ^P^'^T? my cause.

p"|T!SS;? ''^S I shall be just ; i.e., I shall be declared just, I shall

come out just from the trial.

Ver. 19. 2n.> for ^^"^ -ir?7S who tvill plead.

r\FlV now; i.e., presently, shortly. See note on this

word, supra vii. 21.

Vers. 20—22. Having requested his friends to listen attentively

to his statement of his case, he now addresses himself to God,

saying :—

Only, the following two things, do not do to me, then, will I not

conceal myself from before Thee. Then, I shall have no occasion

to skulk away, as a malefactor would do, who dared not face his

judge. Let not, namely, Thine hand press heavily upon me, and

Thy dread terrify me, but, on the contrary, (Ver. 21,) Remove

Thine hand far from upon me, and let Thy terror not affright me.

(Ver, 22.) Aiid then call, and I will answer, or, let me speak, and

answer Thou me. I am so confident of the justice of my cause,

that, whether it is Thy divine will that I should consider myself

as the defendant, or the plaintiff, it is all one to me, I am prepared.

Ver. 21. 'T^? Thine hand; i.e., Thy blow, or punishment. In the same

sense, "I^ hand, is also sometimes used ; as in Exod. ix. 3, Hin") 1^ \jthe'\ hand

of Jehovah, (i.e., the plague of Jehovah) is upon the cattle, &c.

Ver. 22. ''3?''tt?n!! for "^^"T '^35"'t2?nT lit., return a word to me ; i.e., answer

me. Comp. ''^"^ ^""^P (Prov. xviii. 13) One returning a icord ; i.e., one

answering a matter.

Job, having left it entirely to God, either to call upon him for an

answer, or to allow him to plead, could not very well go on

speaking, without first waiting to see, whether God would, or

would not, propose a question to him. It is, therefore, very pro-
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bable, as Wolfssohn most judiciously observes, that Job here

checked himself and paused a little, till at length, hearing no

voice, he concluded it was for him to speak, and said :

Yer. 23. How many iniquities and sins have I? Make me to

know my trespass and my sin.

"*

r n^3 lit., how many \are there] to me ? i.e., how many belong to me ? how-

many have I ?

We shall give here Wolfssohn's own words on Ver. 22, referred to above :

'3 ipi6iji ,")37 ^^3 71? ynv^y ppf^)? ,izit 'Zib i6 ,T>nb fiip o'pif'i 3vfi ivbzi nnf) '3

•'i:i '5 rni irfi'i iDpjr? inui) inr' ,^nji \'b\ iv^f^ \b\ ,pip fiioi

" After the translation of this verse (Ver. 22) I have placed several lines, which

are to indicate a pause in the reasoning, and the checking himself of the speaker

;

for, after Job said to God, ' Call Thou, or let me speak,' he checked himself, and

waited till a word should come [to his ear,] but, on his perceiving, that he was

waiting in vain, and that there was no speech and no words, he began to arrange

his cause, and said, ' How many, &c."

Vers. 24—26. Why shouldest Thou hide Thy countenance from

me? Why refuse to have regard unto me, and to my prayer?

And consider me as Thine enemy. As a hardened and incorrigible

sinner, who says within his heart, There is no God. (Ver. 25.)

Wilt Thou crush a driven leaf] or wilt Thou pursue dry stuhhle?

(Ver. 26.) That Thou writest down hitter things against me.

Decreest bitter punishments against me. And entailest upon me the

2ninishments incurred in my boyhood. I do not remember ever to

have done anything deserving punishment ; I may indeed have

done so, when a boy, without even knowing that I was doing

wrong, but wilt Thou visit upon me now all that 1 sinned in

then?

Yer. 24. '^"^'Tlp^ ^^^^ shouldest Thou hide Thy countenance, as though I was

held in abomination by Thee. We find that it is said of Cain, that Jehovah had

no respect unto (i.e., did not look upon) him, and his offering (Gen.iv. 5). And

so the Psalmist prays, in Ps. cii. 2, " Hide not Thy face from me, &c."

Tj7 a.^liS / lit., for on enemy to Thee ; i.e., as Thine enemy.

Ver. 25, ^"^3 pushed, or driven (by the wind).

Yer. 26. '^?P^'}"ij">1 lit., one? shouldest make me to possess ; i.e., shouldest entail

upon me.
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ni315 iniquities, but here, the consequences they bring upon those, who

commit them, punishments, as in Gen. iv. 13. See note on "'^379 supra vii. 2.

Vers. 27, 28. And jnittest my feet in the stocks, and 2vatchest all

my imths. All my movements ; as those of a prisoner are watched,

lest he should escape from his punishment. They (the stocks)

imprint themselves ujion the ankles of my feet, (Ver. 28) And it

(each of my feet) wasteth away like a rotten thing, like a garment,

which the moth hath consumed.

Ver. 27. "fP lit., a block of wood, by which is evidently meant here, either

stocks, in which the legs of prisoners are put, or a block, or clog, of wood, such

as is fastened to the leg of an animal, to impede its movements. We are inclined

to think the latter is meant, in consequence of what is said in the next clause, and

that thou shouldest watch all my paths (i.e., movements), since this could hardly

be said of one, whose legs were put in stocks of the ordinary description, which

do not allow of the slightest moFement.*

"^vin *l?7"itt^ lit., the roots of my feet; i.e., my ankles, which are thus very

appropriately termed, since with them the legs terminate and feet begin. It would,

be upon them of course, that the stocks or clogs would exercise their chief

pressure, a pressure which, in Job's case, must have been more than ordinarily

severe, seeing that his ankles were, no doubt, greatly swollen and ulcerated.

We are fully aware that, in translating ^i}~\ ''^1^ ankles of myfeet, we are

guilty both of tautology and inexactitude ; as for the tautology, the Auth. Vers.,

which has, heels of my feet, may, with equal right, be accused of it ; as for the

inexactitude, which consists in adding of my feet, when the two Hebrew words

together mean only my ankles, as being the roots of the feet, it has been in-

tentionally committed, for the purpose of referring the t^^Hl , with which the

next verse begins, to ""^^"l my feet, and not to "'/^"l *'^1^ my ankles, as is

done in our translation, where we wished to avoid the tautology.

nj^nnri lit., it (i.e., the block of wood) imprints itself. We take this verb

to be the third pers. sing. fem. fut. Ilithp. of ^pH to impress, or imprint,

agreeing with "^P a sing, noun, found only in the verse before us, and infra

xxxiii. 11, and which very likely was either of fem., or common, gender. The

circumstance, that stocks in English is a plural noun, obliged us to render

Herz Homburg is of the same opinion, for he remarks on the word i^S

:

63 iiPDm oyu rp ^''ifiD li'i 5^' ^2b p-)3' bbz, '73 on^Dfr i:*) ^3 dti'Dpd fu? t^z>

" That [is] the [block of] wood, in which they put the feet of [every one of] the

prisoners, in order that he may not run away; but, nevertheless, he is able to walk about,

for if [it be] not so (if by lo be not meant, a block or clog of wood), what [would be]

the meaning of, ' And that Thou shouldest watch all my paths ' ?
"
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npnriri they imprint themselves. The Auth. Eng. Vers., as well as all other

translations, which we have consulted, makes this verb refer to God ; by doing

which, however, a transitive signification is given to a Hithpa-al.

Ver. 28. W^ni and it ; i.e., each of the feet. See note on I^H^l supra vi. 17.

We must confess that we are quite amazed at the manner in which ^^^rT] has

been handled by all the Commentators and Translators, we have had the oppor-

tunity of consulting. The translators of the Auth. Vers, render it, and Ae,

without telling us to whom the pronoun refers. Others say it refers to Job

himself, and that he speaks of himself in the third person. Others would make

it refer to man generally. Others, again, would transpose it to the next Chapter,

which, comparatively speaking, is not half so bad. But we cannot see why it

may not refer to /^"l foot (implied in V?"l) which is found in the masc. gend. in

Jer. xiii. 16 ; and surely, a man. who was full of sores from the sole of his foot

to the crown of his head, might well say that his feet, unable to support their

vitality on account of the pressure exercised on his ankles by the tight grasp of

the stocks, were wasting away " like a rotten thing."

That a sing, pron., referring to a plur. noun, individualizes the objects comprised

in the plur. noun, must be known to every one at all familiar with the Hebrew

language, as it is of very frequent occurrence. We have already had occasion

several times to notice this construction.

\D^ ibDi^ for t27^ ibpS ni2;W which \the'\ moth has eaten, consumed.

CHAPTER XIV.

Vers. 1—4. Man— horn of woman, short of days, yet full of

trouble, (Ver. 2) Cometh forth like a flower, and is cut off ; yea,

hefleeth like the shadow, and ahideth not. (Ver. 3.) Even upon such

an one. So low, so abject, and so shortlived, a creature. Dost

Thou open Thine eyes, and me wilt Thou bring into judgment with

Thee ? (Ver. 4.) Oh, that, from an unclean-thing, a clean-thing

could come out ! Oh, that a man could be born sinless of sinful

parents! Not one. Ever will. The Psalmist says, Ps. li. 5,

" Behold, I was shapen in iniquity ; and in sin did my mother

conceive me," and from the present verse, it is evident, that Job

was fully aware of this great, though sad, truth. He wishes it
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had been otherwise, but has no hope it ever will be so, and is, there-

fore, amazed at God's dealing so severely with a creature " shapen

in iniquity, and conceived in sin." The Auth. Vers, translates

this verse, " who can bring a clean thing out of an unclean ? Not

one," and in a similar way, it is rendered by many others. We
could not, however, bring ourselves to adopt this translation, and

for two reasons. First, the phrase ]r\] "^D , though of very

frequent occurrence, is never used excepting in an optative sense,

like the Latin utinam ; and secondly, to say, that no one can bring

out a clean thing from an unclean one, would, we fear, in some

manner, be limiting the Omnipotence of the Almighty.

Ver. 3. n.T is not to be taken here in its usual demonstrative sense of this, but

in the descriptive one of such ; i.e., such an one as here described. Comp.

Cantlc. V. 16, nbtt7-l-i'l ni3? nn. nn ^liT nt such [w] my love, and such

my friend, daughters of Jerusalem !

Vers. 5, 6. If his days are determined., if the number of his

months is with Thee. If they are known to none but Thyself.

If Thou hast made his boundaries, that he cannot pass them.

(Ver. 6.) Then, at least, look away from him. Be not thus ever

on the watch for any little error he may commit, but rather look

with indulgence on his faults, so that he may cease to suffer, until

he shall be pleased tvith his last day, as an hireling. Just as a

hireling, who, having engaged to work with his master for a

certain time, is pleased, when the last day of that period arrives,

so let man pass through his career comfortably, and without

suffering, until, owing to old age, and the infirmities inseparable

from it, he shall look forward with longing to his approaching end.

Ver. 6. ^ly}^^, for DV?5 ^»V ni«-)a b-nn.^") that he may cease from expe-

riencing trouble and vexation.

'y^y^ his \last'] day. Corap. Ps. xxxvii. 13, "Jehovah shall laugh at him,

for He seeth that "i^l'' his last day is coming." So 1 Sam. xxvi. 10, "Or,
'IQi'' his last day will come, and he will die." Also, infra xv. 32, " It will

come to an end "1^'i"' N73 when his last day shall not yet be," (i.e., even before

his last day shall come.)

Vers. 7—12. Having bewailed the short duration of human
life, as well as the miseries, which attend it, Job now laments, that
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there should be no hope whatever for man beyond the grave.

He says

:

Surely, there is hope for the tree, though it he hewn-doivn, that it will

again flourish, and that its branch will not fail. (Ver. 8.) Though

its root wax old in the earth, and its stem die in the ground

;

(Ver. 9) Yet, through the scent of water, it will hud, and produce a

hough, like a young plant. (Ver. 10.) But when a man dieth,

after he hath heen ill, when a man exp)ireth, then, ivhere is he ?

(Ver. 11.) The waters will have failed from the sea, and the river

have wasted, and become dry. (Ver. 12.) And yet the man, who

hath lain down, will not arise. Sooner will the sea and the large

rivers waste and dry up, than the dead arise from their graves.

Till the heavens are no more, loill they not awake, nor be aroused

from their sleep. Their sleep is for eternity.

Ver. 7. ^"^ ^n. lit., it will change (its state). The verb ^^ denotes a change,

either of place, or condition ; when of condition, the change may be either for

the better, as Isa. xl. 31, "and those, who wait for Jehovah, ^^^yH^ will

chaiige (for the better ; i.e., renew) their strength ; " or for the worse, as in Isa.

ii. 18, " and the idols ^^H! '^'^^ * Be shall altogether abolish " (lit., shall

make to change (their state), i.e., shall make them pass from existence into

non-existence. When this verb has reference to a plant or tree, it is generally-

used in a good sense, to denote, namely, that, from being leafless, and withered,

it has become full of sap and clothed with foliage. Comp. Ps. xc. 5, "^""^n?

'i^D! as the grass [_which'\ groweth up. It may, however, also be, that ^"'VD^

in the verse before us stands for 03 n^?n^ it will renew [its'] strength, or vigour,

by which of course would be meant its sap.

Ver. 9. ^^2 a plant. The proper form is ^^5 ' the Segol having being

changed into a Kawmets by the pause. Wolfssohn, however, considers it to be

a verb, and comments upon it as follows :

—

• D7PP inifi PDOP rw lifiD poi q^y rDD'i

" And it wiU produce a branch and foliage (lit,, a shed,) as if the planter had

planted it afresh."

Ver. 10. ii'YPvl after that he has been ill. This word is quoted by Kimchi,

in order to prove, that the T which converts the future into the past, has in

addition the power of making a future tense refer to a past time, antecedent

to the time referred to by another verb preceding it, and, in accordance with his

views, we render this hemistich :
" But when a man dieth, li^/.H.^l after he hath

previously been ill.'^

As Kimchi adduces, in proof of this power of the 1 conversivum, several

other passages from Scripture, and, as, before Mason and Bernard's Grammar

* See our note on this word, supra xi. 10.
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was published, very few in this country, if any, seem to have known anything

about what he says upon the subject, and certainly not those, who have published

Hebrew Grammars, we cannot help thinking, that we shall be rendering the

Hebrew student a service, by quoting from the vl7DD , and translating, his

remarks on this most important feature of the 1 conversivum. They are as

follows :

nna"* -1331 . i3"^by n"^^;} p bj? lasran -insT -iDib n^ji-i sK^nui n5!?p
T / -.-

:
' ' T v: V - T : - 't

^i^ "i^Tt ^""^ ^'"^^^ ^"^n] ' nbn^") £2?bn^ m^^^7 mip ^d ^bn -inDi whn^x

ins "'D "11"' inDT c^abti^m nbi^m nsrann nir'ija Ti*i rc3"^3''i nrn
• T : - : T. T : t - - -: •• v— L "-it :- t t

c^3?bin nn*i > n^^i ims nniDnn tn^^mn wbi in^^a^a m-13 rn^i >n^!7

c^Dn irpa3 -insi cxan :\yp3»i nninb c»n nw cb^^i > icsn i33t ti'sn^T
I • T - I ; T •

- 1 T T V T - V V T - - ; . _

• min liTiri^^tt? nmnb D'^n cw -[D nnsi

" And there is a "^ which points to a time that has already past before [the

action expressed by] the verb that is before it, ' Behold, Thou ('^22J7) hast been

xoroth (SI^n?l) because we [first] had sinned'' [Isa. Ixiv. 4i, meaning to say,

For we had previously sinned [and] therefore Thou hast been wroth against us :

—'But a man (H^J^^) will die (t27bn»1) ichen he hatu [First] beeji ill' [Job

xiv. 10], [meaning to say] 'when he hath previously been ill, for before that he

will die he will be taken ill and be sick : '—
' [ (

pns St^*T ) And Aaron lifted-

up his hands towards the people (D?"!';^"!^) and blessed them'] ("T"?.*.!!) ivhen he had
[first] come doion from offering the sin-offering, and the burnt-offering, and the

peace-offerings ' [Lev. ix. 22], [meaning to say] When he had previously come
down, for after that he had come down from offering the sin-offering [then] he

blessed them:—'And he (Sisera) (D'^'^D) was fast- asleep, (^i*!?) for he had
[^previously'] been \yery'] tired, so he died ' [Judg. iv. 21], [meaning to say]

Seeing that previously [to going to sleep] he had been [very] tired ; for after that

he was [very] tired and weai'y he went fast to sleep by reason of his weariness,

and so he did not perceive her smiting him, and died:—'(G"!*]) And it {the

Manna) bred worms (ti?!^^*!) after it had [first] become corrupt' [Exod.

xvi. 20], [meaning to say] that it had previously [to producing worms] become

corrupt:—'(Cii?*1) A?id He turned the sea into dry land (C"'^n ^yJ:'^^^) after

that the loaters were [first] divided [Exod. xiv. 21],' [meaning to say] that the

waters WERE _^/-s< divided, and afterwards He turned the sea into dry land, for

the wind dried it up."

Vers. 1 1, 12. These two Verses are thus translated in the English version :

" As the waters fail from the sea, and the flood decayeth, and drieth up : So
man lieth down, &c. ; " and the authors of all the other translations we have

consulted, English, German, French, Latin, &c., with one exception, take the

figure in the same sense, though some of them, having seemingly felt the absurdity

of making the sea, and a river, such as could stand in parallelism with the sea,

fail, and be dried up, thought to remedy the evil by rendering CJ pool, or lake.
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altogether overlooking the simple way of explaining the passage, which we have

followed, and by which as beautiful a figure is obtained, as ever was offered by a

poet. Wolfssohn, alone, has understood it as we do, though we did not borrow

the idea from him.

Vers. 13—15. To these three verses, we crave the reader's

particular attention, as, in our humble opinion, they irrefragably

prove our assertion, that Job was altogether unaware of any future

state of existence. For here he says in plain language, that

were there but the least chance of his existing in any other state,

at any future time after death, he would resign himself patiently

to the sufferings he is now undergoing. But, as, up to the close

of his last discourse, we shall hear him constantly complaining

and murmuring, and that in even stronger terms than he has

hitherto employed, he must needs have been quite settled in

his conviction, that death would effect his complete annihilation.

He says

:

Oh that Thou wouldest hide me in the pit (grave), that Thou

woiildest conceal me there, till Thy ivrath he past ! Would that my

descent into the grave did not bring with it my complete annihi-

lation, but that, instead of ceasing to exist, I were only to be kept

there until such time as Thine anger should be appeased ! Would

that Thou wouldest appoint me a set-time, when Thou wouldest again

remember me ! Would that my imprisonment in the grave were only

for a fixed period, no matter how long, if I but knew that a time

would ultimately arrive when Thou wouldest again remember me!

Thenwould I patiently and calmly resign myself to Thy will, as long

as I was in this world, in confident hope, that there would come

one day, indeed, when my sufferings would find their termination

in the grave,—but another also, when the grave would again open,

and I should once more live, as a one time corrected, but ultimately

favourably accepted, child, before Thee ! But alas, alas, will this

ever be the case 1 (Ver. 14.) When man dieth, will he ever live

again ? No such thing. All the days of my life-time, only, can I

hope (only, till my transition cometh). Only so long as I live in

this world, only till the time when I shall pass over into the

region of the dead, can I hope, that (Ver. 15) Thou wilt call, and

I shall answer Thee. That Thou wilt condescend to interrogate

me about the course of my life, and, by doing so, give me an
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^j")3rm p'ri ^h n'2;r\

opportunity of proving my innocence. Only so long as I am in

this world, can 1 hope, that Thou wilt again lon(j for the work of

Thine hands. That Thy bowels will yearn after Thine own child,

to whom Thou hast assigned so short a period of existence.

These three verses are of such great importance, that we hope

to be excused, if, notwithstanding our somewhat lengthy com-

ments upon them, we place them again before the reader in the

way we would have them construed.

Ver. 13. ''^3?)Vi!^ b^\!<'^2. \T\\ ^D Oh that Thou wouldest hide

me in \the'\ pit (grave)

!

^SiSt 31iy Tj; p^J "jn^npn [That^^Thou wouldest conceal

me \there\ till [the'] turn-

ing [away] of Thine anger!

(i.e., till Thine anger have

passed away !)

[That] Thou ivouldest ap-

point for me a set-time,

when Thou ivouldest re-

member me! (i.e., that

Thou wouldest confine

me in the grave, only for

a certain time, till it

should be Thy divine

pleasure to recall me
into life ! But will this

ever be so ?)

Ver. 14. >T.n>l "13il mD^ DS When [once] man dies, will

he live [again] ? Cer-

tainly not, only

'7n\^ '•J^nV ^^1 ^^ All [the] days of my life-

time, can I hope,

C'jpS'^'pn ^<i3 ^V_) {Till my transition comes)\

(i.e., only until I pass

from this world into

the grave can I hope,)

Ver. 15. ^Jijij? ""DiSl »^'^j?n [That] Thou mayest [still]

call, and I answer Thee ;
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(i.e., that Thou mayest

still give me an oppor-

tunity of proving my
innocence to Thee,)

5]b:Dn ^'T n^'^Q"? [That\ Thou wilt [again]

long for \the\ work of

Thine hands,

Ver. 14. "^^3^^ My lifetime ; the time appointed me to live in this world. Comp.

S3^ svpra vii. 1.

"'np''7n 3{y transition, change (of condition) ; i.e., my passage over from life

into death. (See note on ^"^^G!, ver. 7.) It will be perceived that we take

the words Tl2"*bq Wi2 ly parenthetically.

Vers. 16, 17. [Surely now ^ Thou numherest my footsteps. Thou

notest all my movements, and resentest every little deviation from

the path of rectitude. Dost Thou not watch over my sin ? Dost

Thou not keep Thine eye upon all my doings, so as not to over-

look even the most trifling faults (Ver. 17.) My trespass is

sealed up in a hag. As a miser putteth his money in a bag, and

setteth a seal thereon, that nothing may be lost, so dost Thou hoard

up my trespasses. Thou patchest it (the bag) up to prevent the

escape of ?m?ie iniquity. With such care dost Thou store up my
iniquities in Thy bag, that, if Thou seest the slightest possibility

of its giving way in any part, so that some of them might slip out

and be lost. Thou immediately stoppest up the hole with a patch.)

These two Verses are evidently parenthetical.

Jarchi comments as follows upon the first hemistich of Ver. 1 7 :

" [It is] sealed-up, and kept, in a bag of cloth, like silver and pearls, that

it may not be lost,"

Ver. 16. «^ for wbn. Comp. 1 Sam. xiv. 30, HSn nn?n ^^b Would not

\the^ slaughter have been greater ? " &c.

We quote the following from Schlottmann, on the second hemistich of this

verse, and boldly appeal to the judgment of the reader, whether this commentator had

any right to indulge in such far-fetched and unnatural, if not blasphemous,explana-

tions, when the verse may be rendered so plain, simple, and intelligible, by merely

prefixing the interrogative ^ to the negative part. ^^, an ellipsis of which we

have quoted an example here; and might have quoted many more, had we not
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feared that, by doing so, we should lay oui'selves open to the charge of unneces-

sary prolixity. Schlottmann says, namely :
—" Und ivdgest meine Siinde nicht

ab. Dies nehmen wir mit Ewald als den wahrscheinlichsten Sinn der Worte
••ns^n b:? lintpn h5b, eigentl. du giebst nicht genau Acht auf meine Siinden,

sondern nimmst sie mit einer gewissen Willkiir fiir eine grosse Summe an."

Ver. 17. '?*1^ ^V bspni, lit., Yea, Thou hast put-[^xxttQst\-a-patch

AGAINST mine iniquity, i.e., so as to prevent it slipping out of the bag.

Vers. 18—22. Having, in his present discourse (Vers. 5, 6)

alluded to the limited duration of human life, the poet now, lest

he should be misunderstood, and be thought to have expressed

the wish that human life had no end, declares the contrary, saying

:

But surely, a falling mountain must wear away^ and a rock may
he removedfrom its place. Since, then, the most solid and lasting

of the works of God, such as mountains and rocks, come to

an end, how could frail man live for ever? But what I lament is

this, that while, from the havoc and ruin which arise in the

inanimate world, through the strife of the elements, there generally

results some good, indeed, sometimes, very great blessings—this

is by no means the case with man, when he is destroyed. (Ver. 19.)

When waters have ground stones to potvder. When an inundation

occurs so violent, that the stones hurried along by it are, through

their friction and mutual attrition, ground to powder (an inundation,

therefore, attended with great devastation and havoc), there

is generally (especially in Egypt) great hope that the ground will

thereby be enriched and fertilized to such a degree, that the soil

of the eai'th will abundantly overflow with its second crops. That

the following harvest will be so rich, and the ears so large and

full of grain, that an after-crop will spring up of its own accord.

Whereas, the hope of frail-man Thou hast destroyed. As soon as

he is removed from this world, no trace is left of him, and no

good can possibly come out of him. Neither is there any hope

left for him, but, on the contrary (Ver. 20), Thou overpowerest him

for ever, after he is gone. There is no chance at all left of his

ever being productive of any good. He changeth altogether his

appearance, after TJiou hast despatched him. When mountains

fall, or rocks are rubbed away, their particles still remain the

same ; but, when man dies, skin, flesh, blood, and sinews, all are

transformed into mould, bearing no resemblance whatever to what

K 2
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they were during his life-time. Feeling and sensation cease at

the same time, pleasure and pain, joy and grief, all die together

with him, (Ver. 21.) So that his children may he numerous, yet he

will not knoiv it, or they may he few, hut he will not perceive them.

(Ver. 22.) Only as long as his flesh is upon him, can itfeel pain ;

and only as long as his mind is with him, can it mourn.

The verses before us should be construed thus ;

Ver. 18. 712^. 7i^i3 in DJI^s;! But surely a fallen mountain

must wear away,

iDip^^ pi^jL^.^ "n^^l Yea, a rock may he moved from
its place. (So that every-

thing in this world is transi-

tory, and therefore, man ; but

it is heartrending to know,

that)

Ver. 19. I3"'3ZIS| Ipn^ D''D [D^?] [Whoi] waters have ground

stones to pt^wder (hope may
be fairly entertained that)

n^n^DP P]b:fri pX n^:;; [Tlie'] soil of [the'] earth will

overflow [witK] its second crops

(so that ruin itself carries

with it the elements of bless-

ings
;)

rilJ^'T' ^'"i^^. ^]P0^. Whereas [the'] hope of frail-man

Thou hast [utterly] destroyed

(so that no hope whatever

can be entertained with re-

spect to him
;)

A-^er. 20. l/ri!] '^V.^/ '''*'5P^^ Thou overpowerest him for ever,

after he is gone.

&c., &c.

Ver. 19. '7"'n''?P P|t:)^ri Will overflow [witK] its second crops. Comp. Isa.

X. 22, ^1^7-^ 'IP''^ overflowing-[witli^ righteousness. Also Levit. xxv. 5,

^"l^2p n"*pp [</<e] second or after-crop of thy harvest ; and 2 Kings xix. 29,

Isa. xxxvii. 30, where n"*?9 occurs in its absolute form, and again, in the

meaning of what grows of its own accord^ i.e., after-crop, second crop.

Ver. 20. '"^nDpOri Thou overpowerest him. Rosenmiiller recommends us to
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consider it as put for iS F)pi'pri, but we should like to know what occasion there

is for this. The verb Hpri occurs only three times, viz., here, infra xv. 24, and

Eccles. iv. 12 ; and in all these instances is found with an objective pronominal

affix, and not with a preposition.

"JT7n*T after he is gone. ) For the true force of the "^ con-

•innpipJTlT after Thou hast despatched him. j versivum in these two verbs, see

our note on C7vO*T, ver. 10.

'''*39, lit., hisface ; but here used to denote appearance generally ; just as Vl^

,

an eye, sometimes occurs in the sense of appearance, as in Num. xi. 7, 13'*J?1.

'^?"^?n r?? And its appearance \_was'\ like [the'\ appearance of bdellium.

Ver. 21. V32 ^T^p^^ his children may be numerous. Comp. Exod. xii. 38,

"^l?? n?)7P 7nuch cattle. We prefer taking the verb "^23 here in this sense,

in order to keep up the antithesis with ^~'??^"1 or they may be few, in the second

hemistich. We are glad to see Kimchi is with us, though we cannot deny that

equally great authorities favour the translation given in the English Version.

Ver. 22. Before the word l"!^? his flesh, "^^3 ^'S as long as, should be under-

stood, and the same words should be supplied in the second hemistich.

CHAPTER XV.

Vers. 2—6. Should a wise-man utter ivindy t1iought[s~\, andJill his

belli/ with the east-ivind? (Ver. 3.) To reason on a matter y^h.\c\i

cannot profit, and that with ivords wherewith one can do no good.

To reason about afflictions, which are sent by God, is in itself alto-

gether absurd, as the sufferer cannot expect to remove them by his

reasoning ; if, however, he must complain, he should accompany

his complaints with prayers and supplications to Him from whom
his sufferings come, when haply He might be moved to pity ; and

not use harsh words, from which no good can possibly result.

But not only is such reasoning idle and useless, it is positively

mischievous. (Ver. 4.) Yea, thou sappest the fear of the

Almighty, and takest away prayer before God. Thou settest a

bad example. Since, in the days of thy prosperity, the people

used always to look up to thee, as to their leader and instructor,

they will of course not fail to note liow thou bchavest now that
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affliction hath been sent upon thee by God ; and, hearing thee

indulge in grumbling, murmuring, and cursing, instead of seeking

help in prayer, they will naturally be led to conduct themselves

similarly under similar circumstances. (Ver. 5.) Surely, thine

own mouth teacheth thine iniquity. Appriseth and informeth us of

thine iniquity. Although thou hast chosen the language of the

crafty. Even though thou avoidest saying in plain words that

there is no God, this will avail thee very little ; for, if thou main-

tainest that God does not care how things go on in this world, but

allows the wicked man to do what he likes with impunity, thou

dost in reality deny the providence of God, and, consequently,

declarest thyself, in spite of the gloss thou givest to thy speeches,

by expatiating upon the power and wisdom of God, to be neither

more nor less than an atheist. (Ver. 6.) Thiiie own mouth con-

demneth thee, and not I; and thine own lips testify against thee.

Do not, therefore, say, "My brethren have dealt deceitfully"

[supra vi. 15) ; it is not thy friends who condemn thee, it is thine

own mouth, thine own lips.

Ver. 3. "liSP": W^ for ^isp^. ^b ni^^? which cannot profit. So again, i^^

D2 7'^Pi"' for C2 I'^'^'V )A'> ~it27S wherewith one can do no good. We take

TrV to be impersonal.

Ver. 4. '^r.^, lit., thou wilt break, or break down, fut. Hiph. of "^"i^ to break,

destroy, &c.

ns-i: for ^^^ nW-i;. [the] fear of \the'\ Almightij, or D^nb^ nS^^^. [the] fear of
God.

' '

Vers. 7— 16. Wast thou, Oman. O Job. First made? Before

all other men. Or ivast thou formed before the hills .^ Job, having

said (sujyra xii. 12), " With the aged then will be wisdom, and with

length of days understanding," his friend now asks him whether he

had lived before the world began, that he esteems himself so wise.

(Ver. 8.) Didst thou hear the counsel of God.'' When He com-

muned with the sons of God, who assembled round Him, to cele-

brate in chorus the creation of the world. (Comp. infra xxxviii. 7.)

Or hast thou taken away wisdom to thyself? So as to leave none for

any one else. (Ver. 9.) What knowest thou, that we know not ?

What dost thou understand, which is not with us ? Which is beyond

us. It will be seen [infra xviii. 3) that, in the discussion carried
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on between Job and his friends, he is not always regarded as

a single individual, but rather as the representative of the party

whose views he holds, that of the philosophers, namely, who wish

to understand, and account for, everything ; while his friends, on

the contrary, represent the orthodox party, whose principle it is

to declare everything that comes from God good and right,

whether it be comprehensible or incomprehensible to the human
intellect. Hence the plural D3^r^3 in your ei/es, used by

Bildad (though speaking to Job alone) in the chapter alluded to,

that is, in the eyes of you philosophers. In like manner, in the

verse before us, Eliphaz says (Ver. 10), Both grey-headed, and
very aged^ men are amongst us. Amongst us orthodox people.

Men, that number more days than thy father. (Ver. 11.) Are

our 'powerful consolations too little for thee / We have offered

thee many powerful and efficacious consolations; we have told

thee more than once, that thou hast only to humble thyself before

thy Maker, and to acknowledge His justice, and He will not fail

to extend to thee once more His mercy. Is this then too little

for thee '? Hast thou tried and followed our advice, and been dis-

appointed 1 By no means ; nay, hitherto, thou hast only given

way more and more to passion, and hast vented thy spleen in

expressions altogether insulting to God. To be sure, our conso-

lations being powerful, were naturally couched in powerful lan-

guage ; we have spoken boldly and fearlessly, as became old and

sincere friends ; but, on the other hand. Was there any gentle

word with thee ? Hast thou spared us more than we thee ? Hast

thou been more measured in thy terms towards us than we
towards thee ? Were we not called by thee " patchers up of lies,

worthless physicians'? " (See snina xiii. 4.) Where, then, is thy

claim to leniency on our part"? (Ver. 12.) Why should thine

heart carry thee away, and what do thine eyes wink at? What
is meant by those terrible hints thou throwest out about the non-

existence of a Providence, and about this world's being left to mere

chance, without a supreme superintendent? (Ver. 13.) That

thou shouldest turn thy spirit against God, and bring forth such

wordsfrom thy mouth. (Ver. 14.) What\%frail-man, that he should

he pure ; or he that is horn of a woman, that he should he just!

(Ver. 15.) Lo ! lie hath no confidence in His holy-ones, arid the
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heavens are not pure in His eyes. (Ver. 16.) Much less, that

abominable and filthy being, man, which drinketh iniquity like

water. Which thirsteth after what is iniquitous and wicked, like

one that is parched with thirst after water.

Ver. 7. The first hemistich of this verse must be construed as though written :

! QIS ib^n p27Snn AH thou [the] first made, O man ?

We gratefully acknowledge that we are indebted to Herz Homburg for this

ingenious rendering. All the other commentators, we are not a little surprised to

find, translate ^7^ pffi'S'n \the\ first man, it having escaped them that the words,

to have this meaning, should stand thus : ^i^^SI C]1S.

The verb "T^"^ in Niph. literally means to be born, but, as this cannot be said of

the first man, we have preferred translating it to be made, or produced.

Ver. 8. "Tl^^nif, lit., whether \the'] counsel, the 2 being either pleonastic, or the

mark of the object, case. See note on "^S^?2?? supra iii. 9.

Ver. 9. r?^ for T?^ HQ What dost thou understand?

Ver. 11. ^^? nia^n^ri powerful consolations. Comp. ^^ "'T.'!^ (Ps. Ixxx. 11)

mighty cedars. We could not possibly follow the usual translation, viz., consola-

tions of God, as it would be, in our opinion, in the highest degree absurd to tell

an unfortunate sufferer, who had complained of the continual renewal of his

sores by God, that he was receiving consolations from Him.

^t'/ ~'2'!T a gentle word. So it is taken by Kimchi, as well as by Wolfssohn.

If it be thought better to consider ^^7 here as an adverb, then "I'l^"^ spoken^

should be understood after ''^'^ a word gently spoken.

Ver. 12. I'^^?!^. do they wink. This word is a aira^ Xeyofxevov, but the verb

/
'^"'j in the same acceptation, very frequently occurs in the writings of the

Rabbins.

Ver. 13. rVp for H^SS yhlp words like these.

Ver. 16. nj-lb' for rfr)W ^;??^? or rii-piWil that [is] drinking.

Vers. 17—21. I will shew thee ; listen to me ; I will declare,

both that which I have seen, and also (Ver. 18) That, which wise-

men tell [without concealing it), as having received it from their

fathers. (Ver. 19.) [To them, alone, the land was given, and no

stranger passed among them.) I am going to relate, both what I

have learned from my own experience, and also what I have heard

wise men say, freely and without reserve communicating all that

they had learned from their fathers. These, having lived in a

happy age, when their country was not disturbed by foreign

invasion, were enabled accurately to observe the course of things

in this world, and their testimony may, therefore, be received by

thee with implicit reliance.
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And the result of their experience, as well as that of my own,

is, that (Ver. 20) All the days of the wicked-man, he is tormenting

himself. With gloomy presentiments. And, that, during the

number of years, which are laid up for the tyrant, (Ver. 21)

There is a dreadful voice in his ears, telling him, that m peace

even. When he has every reason to think himself secure and

safe. A spoiler will come upon him.

Ver. 17. 'iTTn nn for \n^Tn ~I2?W T^'i^ both that, which I have seen.

'^~[??P^1 I will even declare, the 1 being here not conjunctive, but conductive.

See note on DnYt?7"|T supra, viii, 4.

Ver. 18. (^nn? ^ ''1) {and have not concealed,) i.e., without concealing it,

without reserve. These two words should be taken parenthetically.

Dnia^fa for anin^^p ^3;pttJ -^m what they have heard from their

fathers.

Ver. 19. The whole of this verse should be taken parenthetically.

Ver. 20. The second hemistich of this verse should be connected with the first

of the next. (See note on f^^ supra vi. 29.)

Before ^3?!^3 were laid, stored, up, reserved, supply the relat. pron. *^?P^

.

Ver. 21. After "''^^TSS in his ears, "'P "i^ "i^^^ telling him, that, should be

understood.

Vers. 22—24. He doth not believe, he will returnfrom darkness.

That he will ever be able to extricate himself from the gloom and

misery, which will be his lot. Seeing that he is watched by his

fate for the sivord. He is impressed witli the belief, that his fate

is watching him very closely, ready to smite him with the sword,

and he is therefore afraid to venture out from his dwelling. If

at all (Ver. 23) He doth stir abroad, it is to ask /or bread, saying,

" Where is it ? " Nothing but urgent hunger can induce him to

go out, because He knoweth, that the day of darkness is ready at

his hand. He is aware, that his doom is sealed, and his end is

close upon him. (Ver. 24.) Trouble and calamity affright him ;

it (calamity), like a mighty and irresistible king, will overpower

him. (Comp. ^B]J Clp7X "^^D (Prov. xxx. 31) a king, against

tvhom [there is~\ no rising up ;) he is destined for its hall. He is

destined to be incessantly tossed about by calamity, like a ball.

(Comp. Isa. xxii. 18, where Shebna, the treasurer, is told, that

God will surely violently turn and toss him like ITHS a

ball, &LQ.)
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Ver. 22. -^li? for 3^Ii77 lit., to return; i.e., that he will return.

"n^n darkness, very frequently used in Hebrew poetry for misfortune.

N-^n •121*1 for W=^n ^ID^I (the reg. form) and he [is'\ watched, ^2^ being the

past part. Kal of nD2. In like manner, we shall find infra xli. 25. ^t27i^r7 for

>.itt727rr

.

•^. poet, form for ^?? for.

Ver. 23. The first hemistich should be construed as follows :

—

^^^^ T^J for Nin lli DS if he \is] stirring about (it w^ll be)

n\S: Z^rfil for i\S: "ibS*^ On^'?
'7^^:f^'?

^ a5/<: far bread,

saying.^ Where is it? Where can it be had ?

Ver. 24. ^7^? ^HDj^riri like a king, will it (calamity) prevail over him (the

wicked man) ; he will be utterly unable to stem its torrent.

liT^Sy T^ri^ [/te (the wicked man) is] destined for [its] ball. Calamity is here

personified (just as in Lament, iii, 1— 13, afiliction is represented as a tyrant, with

a rod of wrath in his hand, &c.) [See Mason and Bernard's Grammar, Letter

xlvii. P.S. (c)]—and the wicked man is described as destined to be tossed about

by it, like a ball. (The reader is again referred to Isa. xxii. 18, quoted above.)

That ~iiT^2 is only another form of "1^"^? a hall, which occurs in the verse

just quoted from Isaiah, is admitted by Kimchi, as well as by Ben-Zev, though

neither of them take it as we do ; Kimchi, quoting the opinion of some, who

consider it to be figuratively used for a military movement performed in a circle,

while Ben-Zev offers several other views which our space does not allow us to

quote. We appeal, however, to the judgment of the reader, whether we ought

to indulge in such fanciful explanations ( ?) when the verse can be so well

construed and understood without them. We said, indeed, at the very beginning

of our commentary, that no reliance should be placed upon the accents in this

book, still there can be no harm in observing, that the ^P'^3(l), after the word

Tf7^3
,
quite agrees with the manner in which we divide the second hemistich

of this verse.

So many strange things have been said, by commentators, on this verse, that

we may be well excused for quoting here the opinion of Jarchi ; which is, that

"lil"*? is synonymous with TIT*? (infra xli. 1 1,) generally translated a spark,

but which he seems to have taken to mean, a flame. That the letters "l and "T

sometimes interchange, is proved by him by the proper name nQ"^"! (Gen. x. 3,)

which in 1 Chron. i. 6, is ri?'''^
; he would then translate "^"if^?^ "T^H^ [he is]

destined for theflame, and his opinion might be supported by what is said of the

fate of the wicked man, infra xx. 26, " A fire not blown shall consume him."

The two words in question, however, should, by no means, be applied to the king,

as it is by Jarchi, but only to the wicked man.

Vers. 25—28. But, whence comes that panic terror, which has

befallen him ? Why has he all at once become so cowardly, as not

to venture out from his place, excepting when driven by the
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pangs of hunger 1 It is because he is conscience-stricken, because

he knows that he deserves terrible and unheard of punishments
;

Because he hath stretched out his hand against God; and

strengthened himself against the Almighty. Because he has defied

God, just as he defied his rivals and adversaries. (Ver. 26.) He used

to run against Him, with neck erect. Proudly, with defiance in his

looks. With the thick bosses of his shields. Shielded as he was

against the weapons of his foes, he thought himself proof also

against the " arrows of the Almighty," against all punishments

from on high. (Ver. 27.) Because he hath covered his face with

his fatness, and made him rolls-of-fat upon his flank\_s~\. By
gormandizing and stuffing himself with dainties, without leaving

the least morsel for the poor, he had " waxen very fat," and,

as a consequence, had grown very proud. So the Psalmist says of

proud and wicked tyrants (Ps. xvii. 10), "They are inclosed in

their own fat, with their mouth they speak proudly." Again,

he had been very proud of his conquests, of the victories he had

obtained over his enemies, of the devastation he had carried into

their territories, of the cities he had laid waste ; installed in his

tent, and surrounded by his numerous retinue, he had looked

down with pride and arrogance upon the ruins, which he

thought would hand down his name and fame to the latest

generations. (Ver, 28.) And because he hath divelt among ruined

cities, amongst houses, which man could no longer inhabit, tvhich ivere

destined by him to be eternal heaps. Therefore he thought he

had immortalized his name, and that the pages of the latest

historian would be filled with his heroic deeds.

Ver. 26. "1^5^?^ with [his'] neck ; i.e., he had approached God, not in an humble

position, as the Psalmist exhorts us to do, saying (Ps. xcv. 6), " O come, let us

worship and bow down : let us kneel before Jehovah our Maker," but in a proud

and arrogant manner, with his neck erect. We are really at a loss to understand

what the authors of the Eng. Vers, can have meant by their translation of this

passage :
" He runneth upon him, even on his neck."

rT^"^Q rolls of-fat, a aira^Xeyofxevov.

Ver. 27. "ia^ l^lip.'. ^^ for D3 JQir^ i^b nt^h? u^kich thetj do not inhabit;

i.e., which are uninhabited. Comp. Isa. li. 14, nnt^7 =^ nni^2 in the pit, as

translated in the Auth. Vers.

^ITjIPrin ^vere destined, a Hithpa-al for Niph-ul. Comp. Lament, iv. 1,

n3p2ritt?ri they are constantly poured-out.
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Vers. 29—30. But how vain are the calculations of the tyrant,

inflated though he be with pride and arrogance, in consequence

of his successes! How futile are his plans! How easily are

they rendered fruitless by the decrees of Providence ! The

destructions he caused will one day come to a perpetual end, the

cities he laid waste—even the memorial of them will perish ;
* the

spoils he carried ofl", the treasures he hoarded up, what will

become of them? Will they be lasting] Will he continue to

enjoy them for any leno;th of time 1 No, he shall not be rich, and

his wealth shall not endure; neither shall his (lit., theu) achieve-

ments extend on the earth. The fame of his victories and heroic

deeds shall not spread, they shall not be spoken of, or even

remembered, long. (Ver. 80.) He shall not depart out of dark-

ness., a flame shall dry up his tender-branch, and he shall depart

from life in one breath of his mouth. Though so stout and strong,

and in the enjoyment of such perfect health, he will suddenly

drop down, and, with one gasp, expire.

Ver. 29. C73p Ht., their accomplishtnent ; i.e., the great deeds tliey have

accomplished, or achieved, their achievements. The absolute form of this word

is not to be met with in the Bible, but would seem to be H^pp , and to be

derived from the verb n .3 to finish, to bring to an end, itself found only in

Isa. xxxiii. 1, "f^?? ^H^?? lit., on thyfinishing to deal treacherously ; i.e., when

thou hast ended thy treacherous dealings.

It will be perceived, that the poet, instead of speaking of the wicked tyrant

in the sing, numb., as he has hitherto done, says ^7?'^ their achievements^

referring to tyrants in general. Changes of person and number in Hebrew are

of very frequent occurrence, particularly in this book. So Wolfssolm observes

on the word before us :

ybn"? p7 p o ,7'n'p m:33 rvr> r3ypi ivtZf qfi ,d'31? n:23 obp ivbzt 5i; v"'ppd bh

• PDiPi roip iD3 iivv ti\-^<> T^f^y iD^D ^552 is'ppn i'rip i)vz> 'Pi3i rr? ipp3

"And do not marvel at his saying, ^7?^ y{\ih a plural affix, although he above

has constantly spoken with a singular affix, for this is the manner of the poet in

this book, to pay no attention whatever to gender and number, as the reader will

actually perceive in every section."

Vers. 31— 35. Let him that hath been led astray. By his wicked

propensities. Have no confidence in that which is vain., for vain

also will be his reward. (Ver. 32.) It (the reward) will-come-to-

an-end before his last day., so that his branch will not he flourishing.

* Comp. Ps. ix. 6.
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(Ver. 33.) He will shake off his unripe-grape, as the vine, and, as

the olive, will he cast off' his hlossom. (Ver. 34.) For the com-

munity of the hypocrite shall be cheerless, and fire shall consume

the dwellings of bribery. The dwellings, in which bribery has

been practised. (Ver. 35.) He conceived mischief, and so he shall

bring forth evil. For himself. Yea, their belly. Their inward

jDarts, their mind. Prepareth their own deceit. They deceive

themselves with exaggerated ideas of their own greatness, and

this overweening pride of theirs will lead to their ruin.

Ver. 31. The first hemistich of this verse should be construed

thus

:

Dj^n^ p^i^] ^^ [that'] hath been led astray (by

wicked propensities, or self-

delusions).

]^^l ^^ Let him have no confidence

(according to the Kree) NI.^Il in that which [is] vain ;

inn^lJii^ lit., His exchange^ or equivalent ; i.e., that which he will receive as a

reward from the vanity in which he placed his confidence.

Ver. 32. I'si^ )sl^ lit., without his day ; i.e., before his last day has arrived.

See note on "lO"!"* supra xiv. 6.

^!?^^ lit., it (the reward he will receive) loill become full ; i.e., will come to

an end.

Ver. 34. "THti? ^!?ij^^ lit., tents of bribery ; i.e., the dwellings, in which bribery

has been practised.

Ver. 35. T^'^\7^ to conceive, for '^'5'7 ^*e conceived, an infin. for a past tense.

Comp. Jer. xiv. 5, " The hind in the field also calved ^"^^V"! (for •^^T?'!) and

forsook (it)."

"i^^l and to bring forth, for "fy^"] and [«o] he shall bring forth. Again an

infin. for a past tense, which, in this instance, is converted into a future by the ^

.

D3^S lit., their belly ; the poet, again, changing the number from the sing, to

the plur. refers to proud tyrants in general. See note on D/?^ ^^r. 29.
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CHAPTER XVI.

Vers. 2—6. I have heard many such things. I have often heard

evil prognosticated to the wicked man, but I have very rarely seen

such prognostications realized ; it is very easy for you to predict all

sorts of calamities, as sure to befall him, but it would by no

means be so easy to adduce instances, in which such have really

befallen him. Troublesome co?nforters are ye all. (Ver. 3.)

Will there ever be an end to windy words ? Will you ever cease

adducing such futile reasons'? Or what emholdeneth thee., that

thou shouldest ansioer? Is it thy belief in the excellence of thy

arguments % If so, undeceive thyself, thy arguments are so utterly

miserable, that, if thou hast no others to advance, if thou canst

bring no charge against me, to prove that I suflfer justly, it were

a great deal better for thee, not to speak at all. (Ver. 4.) Should

I also speak as ye do, {f ye were in my place? If I were to see

you suffering as unjustly, as you see me, should I impute it to

you as a crime, if you complained of the injustice done you "?

Should I say, that your own mouth condemned you, that your

own lips bore witness against you, that your own mouth taught

your iniquity"? (Supra xv. 5, 6.) Should I aggravate your pain,

by treating you with injustice, though I saw you already smarting

with the sense of that done you by another ? No, I could not

be so cruel ; but rather icould Ijoin myself to you with my words.

I should give you to understand that I entirely agreed with you,

that you had great reason to complain; my words would be

in unison with your words, as my heart with your heart ; And
I would move my head at you. I would express my sympathy and

condolence. (Ver. 5.) / would either strengthen you with my
words. Address you with words of solace and comfort. Or my
moaning would restrain my speech. My grief would be so great,

and my moaning so incessant, as entirely to prevent my speaking.

But, as it is (Ver. 6), If I speak, my pain is not restrained, and., if

I refrain from speaking, what part, or particle, of my pain

departeth from me ? I am now in that condition, that, if I do

not gain anything by speaking, I at least know, that I shall gain

equally little by holding my tongue.
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Ver. 3. ''^?^"?^^ lit., will, or can, make thee strong ; i.e., can make thee bold,

embolden thee. We have already seen the verb V^Q in Niph. in the significa-

tion of to be strong, powerful ; in Hiph. of course it has a causative sense, to

cause to he strong, make strong. See note on ^^"^^5 supra vi. 25.

Ver. 4. '"pbS n2 for ^::bs naq
, or '?b« ca nsn whether I also ? &c.

"'t?^r? ^^^ ^??^?? ^?. ^^ lit., if your person (i.e., if any one of you) ivere in

stead of my person ; i.e., if any one of you were in my place :

n-J>3n« for ^t?7p3 n-J^2nS I ivouldjoin myself

n^"^3S'] And I would move, &c. It has already been observed, that in Hebrew-

poetry the phrase, to move one^s head at one, is not used exclusively to express

derision, but sometimes also expresses sympathy and condolence. See note on

'V\'y7 supra ii. 11.

Ver. 6. The second hemistich of this verse should be construed

thus

:

T'i"] Or, moaning (i.e., or my moaning)

^JiTl^ ivoiild restrain

*^^}^^^ my lips (i.e., my speech).

The noun T"? is evidently derived from the verb "^^^
, which, amongst its

many significations, has that of moaning, groaning. Comp. Jer. xxxi. 18, "I
have surely heard Ephraim "fT^iip bemoaning himself, &c."

Ver. 6. •^/'^n^'l for '^?'^P nv'^HS') or, if I refrainfrom speaking,

if^r\> ^aa na for ^^Sp ^pp Tjbn^ n^ what will go off (depart from) my

pain? "We could not bring ourselves to consider "^3p as equivalent to ^3S!p from

me, as most seem to do, since then it should be pointed "'3!?
^ as infra xxi. 16 ;

xxii. 18 ; but we take it to be the poetical form of IP (as in this very chapter,

ver. 16, S2/p7'a xv. 22, and in many other places), and supply after it the word
^laS? my pain, from the first hemistich.

Vers. 7—9. Surely notv, He (God, who will be named in

Ver. 11) hath ivearied me out. I am so exhausted, that I really

scarcely know what I am about, and cannot therefore determine

whether I ought to speak, or be silent. Thou hast destroyed all

my company. The whole company of my children. The reader

will perceive, that there is a change of person in this verse ; the

poet, in the first hemistich, speaking of God in the third, and in

the second, in the second person. Such changes are so frequent

in Hebrew, particularly in poetry, that we could fill whole pages

with examples ; we shall, however, content ourselves with quoting

one, viz., Judg. v. 31, where Deborah closes her song with tlie
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following words :
" So shall perish all "^"'?^"i^^ Thine enemies,

O Jehovah ; PZinNI but His lovers shall be as the sun, &c."

(Ver. 8.) And that Thou hast-made-me-full-of-wrinkles, hath

become a witness against me. The very circumstance of my
body having become covered with wrinkles, in consequence of

my disease,* is considered by my friends as a witness, giving

evidence of my guilt. So that my own leanness riseth up against me,

and beareth witness to my face. The emaciated state of my frame

is regarded by my friends as furnishing clear, palpable, proof of

my guilt ; for they cannot believe for a moment, that I should

have been reduced to such a miserable and frightful condition,

unless I had committed some crime to merit it. This sentiment

the reader will recollect had already been expressed by Job

[supra X. 17), when he said to God, "Thou renewest Thy wit-

nesses against me," meaning thereby the fresh crops of sores,

which were continually coming out, and were regarded as so

many witnesses, rising up against him, to bear their testimony to

his guilt, as was explained in our comment on the passage.

(Ver. 9.) In His anger. He hath torn me to pieces, and hated

me ; He hath gnashed His teeth against me ; like mine adversary^

He sharpeneth His eyes against me. Just as I might expect an

adversary of mine to do, He fixeth His eyes intently upon me,

that none of my movements may escape Him.

Ver. 8. This verse should be construed thus

:

'JtpPj^ni for •'^t?9pi? 1^^\ And that Thou-hast-made-me-

full'Of-wrinkles (i.e., the

very circumstance, that

Thou hast made me full

of wrinkles,)

["^133] "f^7
'"^T? ^^^ become a witness [against

me7\ (i.e., is considered, by

those, who see me, to bear

witness to my guilt)
;

^3 ''t^nS DJ^JT yea, my leanness hath risen

up against me,

'^J^ pll] T^'lyl beareth witness [against 7ne'\

* The skin in Elephantiasis does become thickened and rugous.
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to my face (i.e., seems

publicly to proclaim me a

sinner, deserving unheard-

of punishments).

By way of amusing the reader, we will quote here Dr. Good's

version of this and the preceding verse, together with a portion

of his remarks upon them, in which, whilst his own views are

propounded with a degree of modest assurance quite pardonable

in one who shows such a very accurate knowledge of Hebrew,

he pronounces the translation given in the Auth. Vers, (with

which ours in substance agrees) to contain no definite idea

!

He translates as follows :
" Here, indeed, hath he distracted

me. Thou hast struck aghast all my witnesses. And hast cut

off myself from becoming a witness. Yet my calumniator risetli

up against me ; He chargeth me to the face." On these verses

he observes: "This period, in conjunction with the ensuing verse,

is supposed to comprise one of the most difficult passages in the

whole poem : yet I trust, as I have now rendered it, both verses

are clear and easy; while at the same time I have literally

adhered to the Hebrew text. The perplexity is, indeed, that of

the translators themselves, and not of the original writer. Our

common version gives no definite idea," &c. This,

we repeat, we quote merely for the amusement of the reader, for

the comment and translation of one, who can say he has literally

adhered to the Hebrew text, and renders "'-H'Ty in Ver. 7, my
zoitnesses, besides translating ri\"l Ijjy in Ver. 8, from hecoming

a witness^ are of course unwortliy of a moment's serious attention.

The rest of his Commentary and Translation, as far, at least, as

we have consulted them, are quite of a piece with what we

have quoted above, everywhere displaying the same imperfect

acquaintance with the first principles of Hebrew Grammar

;

and yet, strange to say, the learned Doctor has his admirers,

the boldness with which he puts forward his astonishingly faulty

translations, making them, it would seem, pass current. Those

who praise him, however, should be made aware, that, in doing

so, they only proclaim to the world their own inability to

detect the glaring blunders with which his pages are so thickly

beset.

L
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Ver. 9. i9« for iSS^ in His anger, as "?T'3« n^^ for •?!"?« ri^ni? (Gen.

xxiv. 23) in [the'] house of thy father. Comp. also "i2S!il 1t27?3 P|~it2 infra sviii. 4.

^1^ for "^"'^? like mine adversary, as though He were an adversary of mine.

Comp. Lament, iv. 14, where D'^llV stands for D'^II^S like blind-men.

Vers. 10, 11. But not only do I suffer directly, through the

indignation of God, I suffer also indirectly, and that very greatly,

from the bad odour into which His indignation has brought me
with men generally ; for they, seeing that I am abhorred and

abominated by God, think they must needs also regard me in the

same light, and hence the constant persecution I suffer at their

hands. They have opened their mouth wide against me. They

pour out a continual stream of invectives against me. They have

smitten my cheeks contemptuously. They assemble themselves to-

gether against me. They all to a man stand up and discharge

their gall upon me. (Ver. 11.) God giveth me up to any worth-

less-man. Any vile fellow may now insult and trample on me
with impunity. And overthroweth me by the hands of ungodly men.

Besides the afflictions which He directly sends upon me. He over-

whelmeth me also indirectly by placing me at the mercy of every

wicked man that wishes to maltreat me.

Ver. 10. nrf"*?? their mouth, the prefix 2 being used here either pleonastically,

or as the mark of the objective case. Comp. Exod. vii. 20, n;2^2 nn^l and he

lifted up the rod. The same is the case with I^St?^? in the preceding verse,

though the pleonasm is there less striking from the English idiom's admitting

a tvith after the verb to gnash.

"^T^? ^^"^ '^?"^v^? They have smitten my cheeks contemptuously. Though a

blow inflicted upon any other part of the body may be equally painful with one

upon the cheek, or even more so, yet it is by no means so degrading. So the

elegist says. Lam. iii. 30, " Let him give his cheek to him that smiteth him ; let

him be filled with disgrace ;
" and so our Saviour, when enjoining on his disciples

the highest degree of humility and self-denial, says (Luke vi. 29), " And unto

him that smiteth thee on the one cheek offer also the other."

I^Sv'pO''. they assemble themselves. Comp. D"'!?''' ^^P (Isa. xxxi. 4) an
assembly of shepherds ; also Gen. xlviii. 19.

Ver. 11. '"3~l"'Sp;; He constantly gives me up, delivers me over. The verb "^^D

,

which in Kal signifies to shut, shut up, has in Pi-al and Hiph-el the sense of

giving up, delivering over. So David said to Goliath, " This day nin'^ ^lr!P"l

( 1 Sam. xvii. 46) loill Jehovah deliver thee (into mine hand) "
; and in Ps. xxxi. 9,

we have "^3rn2prT sb"] And Thou didst not deliver me over (into the hand of an
enemy).
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^313*1"| He constantly overthroics me ; fut. Kal of ^"^^ to pervert, over-

throw. The proper form would be ^?^T^., but the radical "^
is dropped, as in

"^r?*l (Gen. ii. 19) and He formed, for '^?"^?1, which is found in verse 7 of the

same chapter, and is the regular form.

Vers. 12—19. I was at ease., and He brake me in pieces ; yea.

He took hold of my neck, and dashed me to atoms, and set me up for

a mark for Himself. As a mark for His arrows, or those of His

archers. (Ver. 13.) His archers encompass me ; one cleaveth my
reins and spareth not ; another poureth out my gall upon the earth.

(Ver. 14.) Again, one hreaketh through me with breach upon

breach. Just as in the case of a strong fortress containing great

treasures, the besiegers endeavour to make as many breaches as

they can in the walls, in order to get at the treasures, so here the

archer breaches the outer defences of the body, that he may
reach the vital parts. A,nother runneth against me like an hero.

Displaying his prowess, forsooth, in overcoming so frail a being as

I am! (Ver. 15.) I have sewed sackcloth upon tlie-scab-of-my-

sores. A very irritating and galling application to an ulcerated

surface. And I have defiled my horn in the dust. It is well

known that jlp. horn is used in Scripture to express strength,

dignity, glory. Comp. Ps. cxxxii, 17, "There will I cause to

spring up ]np. a horn (for David)
;

" and again, Ps. cxii. 9,

"
13"1J^ his horn (shall be exalted with honour)." The poet, then,

here laments that his horn, that is, his dignity, has been brought

down to the very dust. (Ver. IG.) My face hath become red

through iveeping, and the shadow-of-death is ujwn mine eyelids.

(Ver. 17.) Not because of any wrong in my hands. These sufferings

cannot have come upon me in consequence of any wrong I

have done, nor of any disrespect on my part towards God, for My
prayer also was ^mre. The prayers I addressed to Him in the

days of my prosperity, and particularly at the time I oflfered up
the sacrifices according to the number of my sons (supra i. 5),

were not mere outward show, but were made in all sincerity of

heart. (Ver. IS.) O earth, cover not my blood! The unfortunate

sufferer, looking upon himself as in process of being slowly

murdered without a cause, implores the earth not to drink in his

blood, so that, meeting the gaze of all passers-by, it may strike them

with amazement and horror. We read in Gen. iv. 11, that the

L 2
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earth opened her mouth to receive the first mnocent blood that had

been spilt ; but this Job entreats her not to do in the case of such

innocent blood as his. And let there he no spacefor my cry ! Every

sound is, we know, produced by vibrations in the air, or other

media ; as far, therefore, as these vibrations extend, so far will the

sound they give rise to be heard. Supposing, then, that one were

to cry so loud, as that these vibrations should be propagated

throughout all space, the cry would of course be heard every-

where ; but this is not enough for the innocently sufi"ering poet

;

his affliction is so great, so unheard-of, and so undeserved, that he

wishes his cry may be loud enough to penetrate even beyond the

limits of space. (Ver. 19.) Even now, behold, my witness is

in heaven, and my testimony is in the high-heaven. In spite of the

terrible pain I suffer, and the burning indignation I feel at having

to endure such torments undeservedly, the only charge to which

my words can possibly lay me open is that, perhaps, of expressing

my feelings too loudly and openly ; I have indeed spoken from my
heart, but I have done so to relieve my agony, and by no means
with the intention of offending my God and my Maker.

Ver. 13. I"*^"! ""y^? ^2D^ His archers encompass me. The verb -^D is here

construed with 72?
^ as in Judg. xx. 5.

n??"! he cleaves. ) It will be perceived that we take these verbs

"TJ2^^ he pours out. J to refer to the archers individually, one cleav-

ing, another pouring out, &c.

Ver. 14. ''2^"]?1 he breaks me. ) These vei-bs also we refer to individual archers,

V7t ^*^ Tuns. J instead of to God, as is usually done, since we
cannot think that the words "^12;:? "^br V"!^ he

runs againstme like a mighty-man, or a hero, can be

fitly applied to God. In likemanner, Mendelssohn,

in commenting on Gen. xix. 9, where we have,

in the same verse, ^"'XPN*^ and they said, twice,

the second time seemingly pleonastically (and

where, moreover, Lot is spoken of, sometimes

in the second, sometimes in the third person),

makes the one refer to one part of the men of

Sodom, assembled around Lot's house, and the

other, to the other, translating, and [some]

said— atid [others] said. Again, in

Mason and Bernard's Grammar, Letter 57,

§ 9, the 9th verse of Prov. xxix. is translated

thus :
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" A wise man contending with a foolish man,

'5*71 ['^^^ one] will rage, '^^'^'\ and [the

other] icill laugh, and there will be no

peace."

Ver. 15. ''^VS my scab; i.e., the scabs of my wounds. Instead of putting

lint, or any thing soft, upon them, he put sackcloth, which would be very

irritating. The noun "T^^ is only to be met with here, but, as in the Talmud it

is used to express the scab, which forms on a sore, and this acceptation suits our

text very well, we could see no reason for not adopting it. Thus we read in

Mikvaoth, chap. 9,

" [the] scab which is outside of a sore."

''^
r 1^1 <md I have defiled. The verb ^^^ in Hithpa-al is used to express

abusing, degrading, defiling. Thus, in Judg. xix. 25, we find, "^^ ^by3?ipn and

they defiled themselves toith, abused, her. Again, in 1 Sara. xxxi. 4, "^^ •"l^y^rT^'?

and may abuse me. We cannot see, why the same sense may not be given here

to the Pi-al ; it suits the context admirably, and we are glad to see the Auth.

Vers, is with us.

Ver. 16. ^"'P'7^tJ ^'^^ become red (lit., have become red, but translated in the

sing, because myface in English is sing., while the corresponding Hebrew ""^S (the

subject of the verb here) is plural), from I^H to be red. Comp. Ps. Ixxv. 9,

"^^^7 ^-1 ^"^ [the'\ toine loas red; also Lament, ii. 11, "'^P •Tlp"!ipn my bowels

have become red, i.e. inflamed.

Ver. 17. D^n bib 727 for D^ifT 737 t^7 not because of [any"] ivrong, &c.

The very same words occur in Isa. liii. 9, where the same transposition must of

course be made.

Ver. 19. ''li^^'' ^^'^ ^y testimony. This word seems to be of Chaldaic

origin, as we read in Genesis xxxi. 47, ^n^^O^^ 13^ a heap [intended^ for a

testimony, the same heap being named by Jacob in Hebrew "T^'bS words, which

have the same meaning.

Vers. 20, 21. The reader will recollect, that Job, in one of his

preceding discourses (ch. ix. 33), said.

Nor is there between us any umpire,

Who should lay his hand upon us both ;

shewing that he longed for some third party, to act as mediator

between himself and God. He now again touches upon the same

point, and exclaims, O my mockers ! mij friends ! O ye that mock
me, though my friends! Mi?ie eye droppeth tears unto God.,

entreating Him, (Ver. 21) That one might p>lead for man with

God. That there might be some one to come forward and plead,

in favour of man, before God. As every son of man ought to

plead in favour of his fellow-man. As it is the duty of every
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human being to come forward, and plead in behalf of his fellow-

man, when he sees injustice done him, so I would there were some

one, whose duty it were to plead in favour of man, when undeserved

punishments come upon him from above.

"Wolfssohn takes '?'i^^ in ver. 20, in the sense oi judge, in which significa-

tion -"'•i^.^ is unquestionably sometimes used in Scripture (Comp. Exod. xxi. 6,

" Then his master shall cause him to draw nigh D^rl 7Sn bi:< unto the judge "),

and would therefore make Job say, that he longs for a judge, who might decide

between man and God, as judges do decide between man and his fellow-man.

IMuch as we are struck with the ingenuity of this interpretation, and great as is

the support it receives from the verse quoted above, in which Job regrets there

is no umpire between God and himself, who should lay his hand upon both, we

still could not make up our minds to adopt it, as we do not meet with any

instance, in which '!''i '?^ is used in the sense o^ judge. We cannot, however,

refrain from transcribing here the remarks of this great Hebraist and most able

commentator, convinced as we are, that they cannot fail to call forth in the reader

the same feelings of pleasure and admiration they evoked in ourselves. His

comment is as follows :

d6 PODfi 53 , pp ip:m3i , o'ii ]ig5p f"? 'i'ip rhvzi iv)t\ : D")if'3 'PjW 2"i?i
,
553

iz>b ,u?ijp 5fi ;'ij bzib 'j^i ppp iiii5p'
,
ri5fi5 fi-)ip ofi izb bv 'i?n Dii5p'

: i?:;-)5 07fi ]'3 UPiD? P'3v id6: ,
Pi5fi5 13: \2 v'^v) U)9D'

" According to the opinion of the interpreters, who have preceded me, the

verses, which follow till the end of the chapter, would not have any connection,

or relation, whatever, and, therefore, I have abandoned their interpretation.

And I say, that [the] word ^?'*?P should be taken in the same sense as Q'^?!?

{mockers) ; • and its meaning here [is] I will not mind, if my friends mock at my
calling for a judge ; let them mock, but I will look up to the judge, who shall

judge and decide between man and God, just as a judge decides between man and

his fellow-man.''

Having quoted Wolfssohn's comment upon these two verses, we will also quote

his translation.

Ver. 20. "*?VP mt/ mockers. The verb V^ '' in Hiph., i.e., in the tenses of

that conjugation, is, it must be admitted, very frequently used in the significa-

tion of mocking ; we cannot, however, find one instance, in which it is decidedly

so used in the pres. part. In G.en. xlii. 23, V^^^P has the signification of hiter-

preter, but, as interpreters in those times were employed, not merely to translate
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verbatim, but also to set forth the cases of their employers,* the word is also

used in the sicceTptation of advocating, pleading ; as en/ra xxxiii. 23, V^rP "H^?^
an' advocating angel. Again, as advocates are supposed to possess oratorical

talent, the noun n^'^7P is used in the sense of oratory, eloquent layiguage, poetry,

as Prov. i. 5. Moreover, in Isa. xliii. 27, we find ''^ =l37li7S ^"'^"^7P-1 which, in

our humble opinion, ought to be translated, and thy advocates (i.e., thy inter-

cessors, who ought to use what rhetorical powers they possess, in thy behalf),

have rebelled against me. We were therefore very much inclined to translate the

word ''?'^7P in the verse before us, wy orators, and to regard it as a complimen-

tary title bestowed by Job upon his friends, and intended to express, that, though

he differed from them in opinion, he could not help admiring their oratorical talent

;

we preferred, however, not putting ourselves in opposition to the greater number

of commentators, and particularly, to the Auth. Eng. Vers., where there was no

absolute necessity for our doing so.

Ver. 21. ^nr-1^ DIS ^^^ for =in371> n?V DIS ^^^ as a son of man ought

to plead for his fellow-man. The prefix •'' in the word 1^^ should be taken in

the sense of as, like. Comp. supra xii. 11, "JTnl as [^the^ palate, &c.

Ver. 22. But if my eye droppeth tears for one, who should

plead my cause, and vindicate my innocence, before God, he must

come forward, and not tarry, as I shall not be here for ever ; For

the numbered years assigned to me will come one after another,

and then / shall go the way, whence I shall not return.

"iSptt msp lit., years of number ; i.e., numbered years, by which is meant

few years, just as "^^PP "^OP (Gen. xxxiv. 30) lit., men of number, is used to

signify men, that can be easily numbered, few men.

•"^^^7—/ for rinw nnS7 ^'•ri?:?.'^. will arrive one after another.

The second hemistich of this verse should be construed thus:

nni^ '^b\}^ .... 1 ivhen I shall go [the~\ way.

pi)Dp] 3^m^ S*? [1g^^;] [From whidi] I shall not return.

* The Chaldee ^?3nin , which is synonymous with the Hebrew V''?p an interj)retcr, has,

we are inclined to think, been metamorphosed into the word Dragoman, a person who, as

every one knows, not merely translates verbatim what he hears, but speaks and enlarges

upon the subject of the message he bears to the Porte, with all the eloquence and

oratorical power he possesses.
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Vers. 1, 2. My breath is corrupt. Has become intolerably foetid

and oiFensive.* My days are extinct. They are so full of gloom

and misery, that their light may be said to be extinguished.

They are graves to me. They are as joyless, yea, as loathsome

as the grave ; I am, as it were, buried-alive. Aye, well may I con-

sider my life to be insupportable, for, besides my frightful suffer-

ings, (ver. 2) Are there not deriders with me? Yea., mine eye

constantly dwelleth on their j^rovocation. I am constantly witness-

ing their endeavours to excite and provoke me.

Ver. 1. ^2^"?? lit., were extinct. The verb T^'^, which is a a-n-a^ Xeyo'/xevov,

is synonymous with "1371 , a verb frequently to be met with in Scripture in the

sense of being extinguished, (as supra vi. 17, •"'^^l? were extinguished), and of

which indeed it may fairly be considered to be the Chaldee form, since ^ and "T

very often intei'change in the two languages ; as e.g., the Hebrew '^^T to

remember, is in Chaldee "i^T
, &c.

Ver. 2. Q'^^'inr' lit., mockeries, from the verb vTin to mock (see supra

xiii. 9), but used here concretely for mockers.

ni~)X2rT3 lit., on their provoking, it being the inf. Hiph. with afiix and suffix

of the verb HID to rebel, in Hiph., to excite to rebellioti, to provoke. The dagesh

in the ^ cannot be accounted for.

"1?^ constantly dwells. The regular form would be T :^ from the verb V^^

or V: which, though frequently signifying to lodge, to pass the night, is also

sometimes used to express, constantly remaining, or dwelling ; as e.g., Cant. i. 13,

which should be translated thus : " My friend is unto me like the bundle (bunch)

of myrrh, which V{^ is constantly between my breasts ; " from which it

appears, that, in those times, women used to carry about them bunches of spices,

for the sake of the scent, just as now-a-days they wear nosegays.

Vers. 3—9. We confess that it has cost us not a little pains and

trouble to find anything like a continuous train of reasoning in

the verses before us. We have of course consulted Wolfssohn

and Horaburg, also Rosenmiiller and others, but have found in

them no help whatever. Before beginning our own comment,

however, we would beg of the reader to bear in mind, that Job

has been more than once heard to complain very bitterly, that

• iSuch we are told is the case in Elephantiasis, as occurring in the East.
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a man should receive punishment from above, without having

been previously allowed the opportunity of pleading his cause,

defending, and clearing, himself; in other words, that a man, when
he offends against God, is not tried before a tribunal, as is the

case when he offends against man. In one of his discourses

(siqora xiii. 18, 19), he said he was quite prepared with his case,

and was only at a loss to know, who was going to oppose him ;

in the last chapter, (ver. 21,) he went a step farther, and

expressed a wish, that a man might be allowed an advocate, as he

would be before a worldly tribunal ; and now, going farther still,

he would have God admit him to bail, until the time of trial.

His words, which are again addressed to God, are as follows

:

Arrange it so, I pray, be-Thou-surety-for-me loith Thyself.* Be
Thou Thyself my bail, that I do not escape, but duly surrender

at the time of trial ; for, if Thou Thyself wilt not. Who is he^

that will strike hands for me? AVho is there will be generous

enough to come forward and bail me ? (Ver. 4) For their heart.

The heart of my three friends here. Thou hast hid from under-

standing. Thou hast concealed the way of their heart from

understanding, so that she hath not been able to enter therein.

Seeing that Thou wouldest not exalt them. Thou hast not given

them to experience those elevated feelings, with which generous

men are penetrated, when they see a friend in trouble. Who is

there then, I ask again, that will come forward and bail me'? But,

supposing even, that some one, moved by pity and commiseration,

should come forward. (Ver. 5) He would say, " Friends should

go shares.'' He might naturally be expected to say, If I, a

stranger, take pity on this unfortunate man, and consent to become

surety for him, surely, his old friends ought to share the responsi-

bility with me. But even the eyes of his children would fail. Not

only would he himself never persuade myfriends to join him in giving

security, but even his children would look to them in vain ; they

would never consent. (Ver. 6.) Then would he set me tip as an

example for jyeoples. He would publish on all sides the shocking

perfidy of my old friends, and their inhuman behaviour towards me.

* If God had accepted this proposal, Job's sufferings would, of course, at once have come
to an end ; he would forthwith have been released, at any rate until after his trial, from

the " stocks," in which, as it were, his feet were set. Note of Editor, 1861.
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So thatI should be like a tahret in former times. I should play the

part the tabret [drum] did in former times; its roll resounded

throughout a city, giving the alarm, whenever anything very

extraordinary or dangerous had occurred, and even so would the

fame of my treatment at the hands of my perfidious friends be

trumpeted abroad in the ears of all men, as a warning never to

put too much trust in those, who should profess to be their friends.

For all would look at me, and see the wretched condition to

which I have been reduced. (Ver. 7.) Inasmuch as mine eye

hath become dim, by reason of vexation. Such is the vexation I

feel at the conduct of my perfidious friends, that my sight hath

become dim with weeping. My limbs also are all of them wasting

like a shadow. (Ver. 8.) Upright men would be amazed at this.

That is, at this cruelty on the part of my friends. And the

innocent-man would bestir himself against the hypocrite. He would

no longer suff'er himself to be caught by his bland words, but would

at once put him to the test, and so lay bare his perfidious heart.

(Ver. 9.) Whilst the just-man would holdfast his way. Would never

swerve one finger's breadth from the course he had laid down for

himself. The shame, which would befall the unmasked hypocrite,

would greatly encourage the good man to persevere in the path of

rectitude. And he that had pure hands would increase his firmness.

The man of clean hands, who had never imbrued them in crime

or guilt, would gain additional strength to hold on his way.

Ver. 3. n^'^P put, arrange (it so) ; i.e., arrange matters so.

?P.^'. ^T^ «^n ^P for ^P.r)\ n;> ni27S S^n >p, Ut., Who Its'] he that will be

struck for my hand ? i.e., that will have his hand struck, instead of mine, will

become surety for me. It was the custom in those times for one who gave bail to

strike hands with him who accepted it ; e.g., Prov. vi. I ,
" My son, if thou hast

given surety for thy friend, hast stricken thine hand with a stranger," &c. Job

therefore, to procure bail, would have to find somebody to strike hands for him,

as of course he could not give bail in his own cause.

Ver. 4. Ci^inO ^^ 1? ^P for oniS WCTnry sb ^3 b2? ^3 seeing that Thou

ivouldest not exalt them. It was not Thy will that they should be susceptible of

the generous and exalted feelings of genuine friendship.

^3 yV ^3 seeing that. Comp. Gen. xviii. 5, where Abraham presses the three

strangers to take some refreshment, saying, Q?7?^ ''^ ^^'7"=^? ^? ^V "^^ Seeing

THAT t/e have passed near your servant. The Auth. Vers, has, " For there-

fore are ye come to your servant." Unless, in King James's time, therefore and
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seeing that were synonymous, we are at a loss to understand how the translators

could make Abraham invite strangers to partake of his hospitality in terms which

would have made any man, possessed of the least particle of delicacy, shrink from

accepting it. In like manner, in Gen. xxxiii. 10, Jacob presses his brother Esau

not to refuse his present, saying, ^??1^1 n>rhi< "*2Q n«-!p ^r?? \n^W-J 15 ^37 "^3

SEEING THAT / havB Seen thy face, as [the] seeing of (i.e., as though I had seen)

[^the] face ofan angel, and thou wastpleased with me. Here, again, the Auth. Vers,

has " FOR THEREFORE I have seen thy face," &c., which again makes no sense.

We meet with instances, too, in which 1? ^"^ stands for 1? ^? "^2, as Ps. xlii. 7,

n"!- V"l?^^ ^"ISTI;!^ 1? ^¥ nnintZ7n "'tppD ^b^ \ib« O my God, my soul is

drooping within me, seeing that / must make mention of Thee from \_the'\

land of Jordan (i,e.,*instead of from Thy sanctuary in Jerusalem). We strongly

recommend the reader to consult Eichel's most masterly translation of Prov. vii. 15,

with his "ilN^ on the passage, where l? b?? is also shown to stand for "1? ^^ ''S

,

It will be perceived that this verse is parenthetical.

Ver. 5. This verse should be construed thus

:

T"!^ He would say (i.e., supposing one should

come forward to strike hands for me, he

would naturally say,)

" p'^n'? D^JL^n " " Friends [should go'] for a share " (i.e., I will

readily bail him, provided his friends share

the responsibility
;)

nj'^pJi^ VJIl '•rj^/l But [even the] eyes of his children ivill fail

(i.e., will look in vain to see my friends do

that).

The verb nbZJ to end, come to an end, be consumed, when joined with C^S"*!?

ei/es, as it very frequently is, expresses looking in vain, longing in vain, for a

thing ; in other words, disappoiiited hope, e.g., Ps. Ixix. 4, ^"^V. '"^^S mine eyes

have failed (whilst I am waiting for my God).

na^pri , The reg. form would be •^^''^pn , which is found in some copies.

Ver. 6. ^^Y? , lit., for a comparing of (it being an inf. kal with 7 of the

D7"D3), i.e., he would set me up as one to whom every one deceived by his friends

should be compared, that is, as an example.

ripril. for rir?ri?=l so that like a tabret.

D-'iD^ in former-times, of old. Comp. Ruth iv. 7, ^^"JP^? C^32b n^^T"! Now
this [urns the manner] informer times in Israel.

Ver. 7. "*']^''1 (root, "^^'^ to form), lit., aiid my formed [_parts~\ ; i.e., my
limbs.

Ver. 10. Having concluded his address to God, Job now says to

his friends, But notwithstanding all of them. In spite of the upright
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man, who would be amazed, in spite of the innocent man, who would

bestir himself ao:ainst the hypocrite, in spite of the just man, who

would hold fast his way, and him, clean of hands, whose fortitude

would be increased. Ye icould come hack. With your empty

arguments. Nothing would deter you, and you would have the

effrontery to continue your unmeaning speeches in the face of all

good men, who would sympathize with me, and be shocked at

the terrible lot which had been assigned to me. But I do not care

for you, or your reasonings. Yea, come ye even now. With your

shallow arguments ; I heed them not, For I kno^v I shall notjind

one toise-man among you.

nbs cbs'l for Cbs "by Cbsi or cbs 155 cbS") lit., but against {in opposi-

tion to) all of them ; i.e., in spite of all of them.

Vers. 11—16. Job seems now to muse over his miserable condi-

tion, and to speak what follows, as it were, to himself. My days

have passed. My happy days are over. My plans have been

broken off—even the possessions of my heart. That is, my fondest

hopes, my much-cherished schemes, which I had so long har-

boured in my heart. It will be recollected, that Job was assured

by one of his friends (supra xi. 17), that a life-time would arise

for him, brighter than noon-day, and that he would be like the

morning; referring to this, he now says to himself (Ver. 12.)

They (my friends) want to make of night day. They would have

me believe, that my present gloom and misery, constantly on the

increase as they are, will soon be exchanged for sunshine and

happiness. They want to make out, That light is near at hand, before

darkness cometh. When darkness is on the point of coming, they

would persuade me light is near at hand. The reader, it is hoped,

need hardly be reminded, that darkness is used figuratively

for calamity, and light for happiness. (Ver. 13.) Truly, I hope

for the grave to be mine house. I hope for the time, when I shall

have spread out my couch in the darkness. Dreadful as is the idea

of rotting and mouldering in the grave, yet so great are my
sufferings now, that I am become quite reconciled to it—nay, death

were for me a most happy and welcome change, so happy and wel-

come indeed, that with joy (Ver. 14) I ivouldcall out to corruption.
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Thou art my father ! to the worm I would call out, O my mother^

and my sister ! (Ver. 15.) For ivhere is now my hope? What
can I yet hope for % What use to prolong a life so utterly miser-

able, and bereft of hope 1 Yea, as to my hope, who will ever see

it realized? (Ver. 16.) As to these limhs, destined to the (jrave,

let thein go doivn. Verily, quiet is altogether in the dust. There is

neither quiet nor peace in this life for man, and it is only in the

dust (the grave), that he can look for them.

Ver. 12. ''iJSp should be here translated like \3?^ before, as in Lev. xix. 32,

C^pj^ n2"'tt7 "'iDp Before [the^ hoary-head shalt thou rise up.

Verses 14, 15. The second hemistiches of these two verses

should be construed thus

:

Ver. 14. [''O^'^IR]
'^?"''? 2o the worm \I should call out].,

^^\T^^^ ''DS O my mother, and O my sister!

Ver. 15. "^•O'^POl And, as to my hope,

[^'? inin "'3] nj-l.l:^'^ ^P Who will see it [granted to me']

(i.e., realized?)

Ver. 16. ^iSp '^'^2
lit., limbs of [the] grave; i.e., limbs destined to the

grave, this being one of the many significations, in which the state of construc-

tion in Hebrew is used. (See Mason and Bernard's Grammar, Letter xlvii.

§ i.—iv.) e.g., '^^'^ 1^-2? (Ps. xliv. 12) like sheep of food, i.e., like sheep

DESTINED EOR food ; and ^r^f^ 1^-^ (Ibid. ver. 23) sheep of slaughter; i.e.,

.sheep INTENDED FOR slaughter.

The primary meaning of the noun "T? seems to be a staff, or pole, to carry

something with, as C"*l2tt7 ''^^ "^^2 (Exod. xxv. 13) staves of shittim-wood.

Hence it came to signify the branch of a tree, as Ezek. xvii. 6, " and brought

forth C^'^2 branches." And lastly, it is used figuratively of the parts or limbs of

an animated being ; as infra xli. 4, ^^"^2 Jus parts {\.\\q Leviathan, or Crocodile's),

and infra xviii. 13, l"*^? his limbs (applied to man).

' The verse before us should be construed thus

:

'7iS^ "^"nS [as to these] limbs, destined to [the] grave,

nj"T"ir\ let them go down.

rin3 DX Verily, quiet [is to he found]

"IDj/ ^)l in^ Altogether in [the] dust (i.e., only Avhen

man returns to the dust, from which he

was taken, can he find quiet).
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Vers. 2—4. The first of these verses has puzzled abnost all the

commentators and translators, and justly so, smce the words, as

they stand, express just the opposite to what we should expect

Bildad to say ; there is then, manifestly, an ellipsis, and this has

been variously supplied. Some have understood the adv. D"]^

before, ere, after HJS Ij/, and among them the translators of the

Auth. Vers. Others supply the negative particle ^1 not. For

our own part, we must say, that, considering that the friend, who

holds this discourse, is the same, who spoke in chap, viii., and that,

in both instances, his speech begins with the words ]K "Ij/ , or

TiZ^ "Tj/ , which of course are synonymous, it seems to us much

more natural to supply after HJi;? "TJt/ here, the words which

follow |»^ "TJ^ in chap, viii., viz., Ph^ ^W^ ' ^^ rather, since he

is here addressing Job in the plural, instead of the singular,

number, rh,"^ I'Pv'Dn will ye speak these \things'\. The verses

before us will then run as follows :

Hoiv long will ye (i.e., thou Job, and the whole party of

philosophers thou representest) speak these things ] Ye should

put an end to words ; ye should first consider, and then let us speak.

What use is it talking at random, without first well considering,

whether, or not, our arguments and assertions rest on a solid

foundation ? It is very easy to say,* that no wise man can be

found amongst us orthodox people, who have full confidence

in the justice of Providence ; but is there any real ground

for such an insulting remark? (Ver. 3.) Why are we

accounted as beasts? Why are we unclean in your eyes. It

has already been observed, (see our comment on ch. xv. 9,) that

Job and his friends in their discussions do not regard each other

so much as single individuals, as the representatives of the

parties to which they respectively belong ; Job being considered

to represent the philosophers, who wish to account for every

thing ; his friends, the orthodox party, who firmly believe that

* Chap. xvii. 10.
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whatever comes from God cannot be otherwise than good and just.

(Ver. 4.) O Thou, that art one, who in his wrath teareth his very

self to pieces. Who, in his despair and frenzy, does not care

what he says, nor what becomes of him. I ask thee, Must, for

thy sake, the earth he abandoned, and the Hock he removed from

His place ? Dost thou imagine, that, because thou art, as thou

fanciest, hardly treated, the world is left without a supreme judge

and ruler ? Dost thou suppose that the Rock, whose " work is

perfect, and all whose ways are justice ; who is a God of truth,

and without iniquity, just and right," dost thou, I ask of thee, O
deluded and benighted mortal, suppose, that that Rock hath been

removed from His place, and hath nothing more to do with this

earth and the dwellers therein ? Is everything here below, in

thy opinion, left to mere chance and accident ?

Ver. 2. nD« 117 for n^« ^bbttljl ms 13? till when, (how long), will ye

speak these [things^ '?

T\^^ ''?Pi? for !3''23)7 or Tv'PV T??)? lit., ends (or terminations,) to words.

"We frequently (though it is a great anomaly), meet with construct forms before

prepositions; they must, however, be translated, as though in the absolute state.

Comp. Ps. ii. 12, i^ ^'Q^^ for i2 Cpin trusting in Him.

As to the form ^"^Tp. , some of the Hebrew Lexicographers suppose it to be

derived from the Hebrew noun \^i7. an end, which as coming from the verb V^P
to cut, has, on receiving affixes, its 2 dageshed ; as ^?)7 my end, "i-^i? his end,

&c. VI?. however, in its genuine Hebrew form, is not found in the plur., but

this, did it exist, would, it may be assumed, be D^?r? , which, by exchanging the

Dogesh for a 3 before the dageshed letter, as is frequently found to have been

done in the Chaldee forms of Hebrew words (e.g., the Hebrew ^1^ [2 Chron.

i. 10] Jcnoivledge becomes in Chaldee ^"^^^ [Dan. v. 12]), would become Q"*^?)?

,

and in construct. '^ri^P. .

Ver. 3. ^2^pi22 have we become dejtled, unclean. The reg. form would be

•"lasni^^ (root WJ2tD) the N being changed into "*
, and the Tsayre into Cherik.

Comp. ^nSQ~l (2 Kings ii. 21) for ^•0^??1 I have healed ; and see our note on

ny5"^ri supra V. 18.

Ver. 4. i3W2 itt7p3 r\ip for iSS? itt7p3 Prpr\ nri« thou, that {art one'\

tearing his [very] self in his ivrath. Comp. Ps. cxlv. 16, where ^1^ ^IS nniS

stands for "'^'T^ rit;? nniD nriS Thou l^art'] opening Thine hand, 8sc.

Vers. 5—11. Having resented the insulting expressions used

by Job against himself and his friends, the speaker now proceeds

to afhrm anew, and in the most positive terms, that which had
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already been said by himself, as well as his friends, with regard

to the fatal terannation of the wicked man's career, however

splendid and brilliant it might at first have appeared to be.

He says

:

Yes, the light of the wicked shall be extinguished, and the blaze

of his fire shall no longer shine. However dazzling the blaze of

his prosperity, it shall be utterly extinguished. As, in the first

hemistich, we find il''i/'ti'n wicked-men in the plural, and, in refer-

ence to them, in the second, W)^ his fire, this must of course refer

to every one of the wicked men individually. (See note on

lQn3 supra vi. 17.) (Yer. 6.) Light becometh dark in his

dwelling. And his lamp over him. The lamp suspended over his

head. Shall be extinguished. Not only shall the rays of the sun

no longer penetrate into his dwelling, but it shall want even the

feeble light of a lamp. All will be wrapt in gloom and darkness,

desolation will reign there. (Ver. 7.) His mighty steps shall be

straitened. The gigantic strides of his ambition shall be shortened

into mincing steps. And his own plan shall cast him headlong.

His plans shall prove 'so rash and improvident as to cause his ruin.

(Ver. 8.) For he teas let loose with a net attached to his feet.

Although, as a man, and, consequently, a free agent, he had

entire control over all his movements, so that he could direct

his steps in whatever path he chose, yet there was a net attached

to his feet, ready to catch and entangle him, as soon as, in his

self-willed career, he had overleaped all bounds.* Yea, he tvalketh

upon net-work. He thinks he is walking upon solid ground, but

he is grievously mistaken ; it is but a delicate network, spread

over an unfathomable abyss, into which, therefore, he every

moment risks to be precipitated; (Ver. 9.) The snare shall take

hold of his heel, the trap shall prevail over him. In vain shall he

endeavour to escape from it. (Ver. 10.) His noose. The noose

destined to entangle him. Is concealed in the earth, and his gin upon

the path. (Ver. 11.) Terrors affright him on every side, and drive

him about, following at his feet.

Ver 7. 'i^'i'^ ^l^e •'^~'f.\ Y\t., straitened will be [the] steps of his might; i.e., his

mighty steps. The I'eadei* need hardly be I'emiuded, that a noun in construction

* See Maimonides, on Fiee-Will, in his npinn t, Cook I., nmirn niDbn, chaps, v.—vii.
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with another is very frequently qualified by it. By his steps being said to be

straitened is meant, that he has no longer the same freedom of movement as

before, can no longer step out. Comp. Prov. iv. 12, ^15? "'?."! ^"^ thy step shall

not be straitened.

PW strength, might. Comp. infra xl. 16, ISIS") and his might.

Ver. 8. nvt27, lit., he loas se«it off, i.e., let go, let loose, left entirely to himself.

Comp. Gen. xlix. 21, nil^tE' i^/*^ a hind let loose; also Prov. xxix. 15,

np^i^p ~ip?1 hut a boy let loose, i.e., uncontrolled.*

Ver. 9. 2,7^^ for 'i::i|7.p on his heel.

Q"*^? a trap. See our note on this word, supra v. 5.

"Ver. 10. 'i''?n, lit., his cord ; i.e., the cord, the noose, destined to entangle him.

Ver. 11. ^n!2p![lT and they (the terrors) constantly drive him about. The

verb V^^ in Hiph. is generally rendered to scatter ; but, as one person can scarcely

be said to be scattered, it must, when applied to a single individual, as here, be

rendered by, to drive about in different directions, or some equivalent expression.

Comp. Habak. iii. 14, ''??'^?n? to drive me about.

^'^7?T}? [followingi at his feet ; i.e., close upon his heels. Comp. 1 Sara.

xxv. 42, " With five damsels of her's, which went '^7?"^ : ^'^ ^'^^ foot, i e., after

her."

Vers. 12—16. Bildad, having now described the misery which

is to befall the wicked man himself, proceeds to declare the fate

which awaits his progeny. He says:

—

The beginning of his might. That is, his first-born son. Shall

he famished^ and destruction shall be ready at his side. (Ver. 13.)

That first-horn^ destined to deaths shall gnaw the linihs of his hodi).,

yea, his own limhs shall he gnaiv. The agonies of starvation shall

drive him to gnaw his own limbs. The speaker now reverts to

the wicked man himself. (Ver. 14.) His confidence shall he

rooted out of his dwelling., yea, it shall make him step-over to the

king of terrors. His arrogant self-confidence will be the true

cause of all the terrors, which will ultimately seize upon him. By
" king of terrors," of course, the highest degree of terror must be

understood. (Ver. 15.) It (terror) shall abide in his dtvelling

(not indeed his own, but violently taken away from the legitimate

owner). Brimstone shall he scattered upon his habitation. (Ver. 16.)

His roots beneath shall dry up, and his hough above shall he cut off.

Ver. 12. "i^lS for 13*1*^ IT^a^Sn ^the] beginning q/'AwwiVj'Af, a periphrasis used in

Hebrew poetry to express^r5^6or« son ; thus, in Gen. xlix. 3, the dying patriarch

• As well rendered by Dr. French and Mr. Skinner.

M
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called his eldest son Reuben ''?iW iT^tt^Sni ^113 my strength, and \the\ beginning

of my might. To remove any ambiguity that might have arisen from the omis-

sion of the word -n^tJ^S"] beginning, before 131S^ the poet, in the next verse,

designates more exactly the person intended, by calling him ri).^ "T1D2 \the'\

first-born destined to death. So the Chaldee, in the verse before us, translates

i2i« 3^n \n': by nnp-12 -)^2 ]??D ^n"; his first-born son shall befamishing.

i37 c"?^ at his side. We may, perhaps, be allowed here to suggest, that, in the

same manner as, in the first hemisticli, l3lS his might, is used by the poet to

express first-born son, so 'ij'??, in the second hemistich, may possibly have been

intended by him to signify his rib - his wife, his widow. We have not ventured

to translate it so, for the simple reason that we are unable to bring forward any

instance in which 3^1?^ is used in Hebrew to designate a wife.

Ver. 13. 'i~'"i!y "'"^f? [the'] limbs of his body. See our note on "^l? in the last

verse of the preceding chapter. "^137 though usually signifying skin, is sometimes

used for the whole body, as in Exod. xxii. 26, " It is his raiment 1"I13?7 for his

body."

n^n niD? lit., [theA^ first-born of death; i.e., the first-born, destined to

death, or doomed to die. See our note on vTSip '^"^'.2 in the preceding chapter,

ver. 17. These words Alp "liS?
,
serve as a nominative to the verb VwM^

, in

the first, as well as in the second, hemistich, so that the verse, written in full,

would run as follows :

•i"li37 '*'n2 bpS'' nia -liD:? [The] first-bom, doomed to death, shall gnaw

[the] limbs of his body ;

V^2 7DS"' n)^ ~liD2 [The] first-born, doomed to death, shall gnaw
his [own] limbs.

t7 7?^ lit., without [its being, or belonging] to him; i.e., without, in reality,

its being his property. These words are to be taken parenthetically, and

seem to have been added by the poet with a view to qualify in some degree the

expression i^HS^l in his dwelling. " I have called it," he says, " his dwelling,

though in point of fact it is anything but his, taken away, as it has been, by

violence from its rightful owner."

Vers. 17—21. The speaker, having detailed the calamities,

which will befall the wicked man, as well as his first-born son,

now proceeds to consider what will become of his name and

fame, when he shall be no more. He says

:

His remembrance shall perish from the earth, and he shall have

no name in the street. In the public places, where, during his

life-time, he made so conspicuous a figure, his name shall be

altogether forgotten. (Ver. 18.) He shall be thrust from light

into darkness^ and reinoded from the world. He shall be buried
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in eternal night, and his name be consigned to oblivion. (Ver. 19.)

He shall have neither son, nor grandson, left among his people, nor

shall there be a survivor in his divelling-places. His dwelling-

places shall become, on his death, altogether empty and desolate

;

not one of his family, slaves, or friends shall any longer harbour

there. (Ver. 20.) Latter generations shall he astounded at his

last-day, just as their predecessors (that is, those, who were

contemporaries of the wicked man,) were seized with horror.

(Ver. 21.) Surely such are the dwellings of the iniquitous-man,

and such the place of him that knew not God.

Ver. 17. "f?^ lit., has perished. The poet is so certain, that the wicked man's

memory must perish, that he considers it as a fact already accomplished. See

Mason and Bernard's Grammar, Letter li., § 8. So supra ver. 6, "H^l^ lit.,

has become dark.

Ver. 18. ^^P'^n.']; lit., they con-~\ Both of these verbs, being used imper-

stantly thrust him

;

'
I sonally, may be rendered in English

^nilD^ * lit., they constantly remove C in the passive. See our note on "^^^

him. (See note on "f"!!!l'l infra xx. 8.)
j

supra iii. 3.

Ver. 20. i^i"* his [last] day. See note on 1^1"' supra xiv. 6.

"127^7 ^'^V^ lit., they have taken hold of, or seized, horror. The more

usual expression would be, horror has seized them, as in Exod. xv. 14,

nwhB ^:iW^ TnS 7'^n Sorroiv has taken hold on the inhabitants of Palestine

;

and (Ibid. ver. 15) ^27"! iZDtnb^'' trembling shall take hold upon them. The

inverted mode of expression used here by the poet approaches somewhat to the

English, " to take fright," but may be intended to shew, that it was not a

transitory, but a lasting, horror, so that, when the horror took hold of them, they,

in their turn, took hold of the horror, preventing its departure. A similar

expression we shall find i7ifra xxi. 6. ri^^JyS "^"^^^ ''^^l 'S'o that my flesh

(body) lays hold of trembling.

-.r r.. -ii-ivs i-x .7 -T» 1-i ^i • ( arc both uscd herc as ffescn/j/ew, rathcr
Ver. 21. HviS ht., these nT ht., this. \ ^ ,

/-
'

( than as demonstrative, pronouns.

So Cant. V. 16, '3?n n.Tfl >-|il nt Such
[w] my love, and such myfriend. See

Mason and Bernard's Grammar, Letter

xlviii. § 2o.

b« ^-V ^\ nipX? for ^W 371^ ^^ "^^m QipP [^Ae] p/cce of Him that knew

not God.

* From TiJ , fut. Hiph. third pers. plur. masc. ("?;) with pron. affix. Some copies

have im:', . This would be the same conj., tense and pers. from "ti^ .

—

Note of Editor, 1861.
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CHAPTER XIX.

The discourse we have just heard, did not contain a single argu-

ment, the speaker no doubt thinking, it would be quite enough for

him to confirm and corroborate that, which had already been said

over and over again by himself, as well as the other two friends,

concerning the terrible end awaiting the wicked, to stop the mouth

of all those, who, when labouring under afflictions from above,

murmur and complain. He had only to establish the fact,he thought,

that the end of the wicked is invariably punishment from on high,

to prove clearly and indisputably, that those who receive such

punishment, must be wicked. His reasoning may be resolved into

the following syllogism : Every wicked man must become a great

sufferer ; Job has become a great sufferer ; therefore, Job must

have been a wicked man ; a conclusion, as falsely drawn, as if, from

the premises, that every A is B, and every C is B, we should

conclude, that every C must be A. The unfortunate Job then,

feeling, that the whole of his friend Bildad's discourse had for its

object to prove his wickedness from the very sufferings which he

was undergoing, says

:

Vers, 2—7. How long ivill ye vex my soul, and crush me with

your words ? (Ver. 3.) These ten times. Ever so many times.

Do ye put me to the blush ; are ye not ashamed to behave impudently

to me? (Ver. 4.) And yet^ indeed, if I have erred, the-cotisequences-

of-my-error will abide with me. You mock and jeer at me, but

you are unable to bring any charge against me, else you certainly

would not have waited till now ; but, even if there were any

ground for accusing me—if I had done anything wrong unawares,

and were now suffering for it, it would be most cruel on your part

to insult me, whilst I was receiving my punishment. Where is

the barbarian, who, even in common life, could stand by and mock

at a criminal undergoing corporal punishment ? (Ver. 5.) But

the truth is, ye-wish-to-magnify yourselves over me. You boast of

your being free from affliction, as a proof of your righteousness.

And bring my degraded-state as an argument against me. You
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would prove my guilt from the degraded state, to which I am
reduced, but this is unjust as well as cruel. (Ver. 6.) For, hww
ye now^ that God hath wronged me^ and hath cast His net around

me. Like an innocent bird, which never gave, nor could give,

offence to the fowler, I am entangled in a net, from which I cannot

escape. (Ver. 7.) Lo ! I cry, ''^ Wrong !" but Iam not answered

;

I cry aloud, but there is no justice.

Ver. 2. ^^^^^^ loill ye vex; fut. Hiph. of ^3"^ which, in this voice, means

to vex.

"'33^S3'Tri^ a7id will ye crush me. The regular form would be ^3?^S?li"3^ or

"•aaSSli-l^
. Comp. Prov. i. 28, "^33nntt7"; they shall diligently seek me.

Ver. 3. ^J this (ten times). In phrases of this sort, ^\ this, used adverbially

and = already, is always found, and not <^y?^ these. Comp. Numb. xxii. 28,

C?^*l 277tp T\\ lit., THIS three times, i.e., already three times.

In English too, in similar phrases, we find this sometimes used for these. So

Dryden :

I have not wept this forty years, but now

My mother comes afresh into my eyes.

"127?? ten, used for an indefinite number, = ever so many times. Comp.

D'^3J3 ri"]^'^ (Gen. xxxi. 7.) Ten (i.e., ever so many) times. See our note on

chap. V. 19. *

^^ for ^^n Comp. our note on ^^ supra xiv. 16.

^"iSnri ye should behave impudently ; a future, used for an infinitive, as a

more regular construction would have been "^7 "'PlI? ^i^'^O ^^ Are ye not

ashamed to behave impudently to me? Comp. 1 Sam. ii. 3, '^'^r^lO ^^"^^ '^ for

'12't7 !12"iri /S lit., do not multiply to speak, i.e., do not speak much, &c.

The root "I3n , as a verb, occurs only here. We find, however, in Isa. iii. 9,

Dn''23 n"i2rT which we, with Kirachi's father, believe to signify, the impudence

of their countenance, and to have nothing to do with the well-known phrase

^33 -l«»3n to accept persons; for "l"*?"!^ is the inf. Hiph of "^23
, wliilst, in

iTlSn (const. H'^in), the H is radical, so that the noun is not of the form

n^^n , like nV!Jn deliverance, (root ^^*3) but of the form nb^Q
, as ^^v>^

a request.

Ver. 4. "^rill^li^P lit., my error, is here used in the sense of the consequence

of my error, i.e., my punishment, or the punishment I receive. Comp. Gen.

iv. 13, where ^^1? my iniquity, ^ the consequence of my iniquity, i.e., my

punishment.

Ver. 5. ^^'''^Sn for Qw''niti''p3 ^7"'"=T2ri ye would maqydfij yourselves ; or, as

some think, for 2?"^? ^ '"'"^r'^ lit., ye tvould magnify your mouth, i.e., talk big.

Ver. 6. ""P^^V lit., has perverted me; i.e., has perverted, wrested, my just

cause, has wronged me.

Ver. 8—20. Having expostulated with his friends on account

of their heartless behaviour to him, he now enters into a somewhat
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lengthened detail of God's proceedings towards him, and of his

sufferings, mental as well as bodily, saying:

He hath hedged up my way^ so that I cannot pass. He impedes

all my movements, thwarts all my designs. (See note on "^jD^I,

supra iii. 23.) And upon my imths He putteth darkness. So that

I cannot see my way. (Ver. 9.) My glory He hath stripped from

off me. He has robbed me of all that rendered me honourable

and glorious in the eyes of men, so that I am become despicable

in their sight. And He hath removed the crown from (lit., of) my
head. He has taken away all my honour and dignity. (Ver. 10.)

He demolisheth me on every side, and I jmss away; and He hath

removed my hope, as one would remove a tree. He has destroyed

my hope; for a tree, when uprooted, dies. (Ver. 11.) And He
hath kindled His wrath against me, and counted me unto Him as one

oi His adversaries. (Ver. 12.) Histroops come together. The misfor-

tunes, which He has sent, gather themselves against me in troops.

And raise up their way against me. They omit no means, by which

they can gain access to me. The metaphor is taken from the

siege of a city, one of the first steps in which was, in those times,

to cast up a raised way against the city, in order to facilitate the

approach of the besieging army. And encamp around my dwelling.

(Ver. 13.) He hath removed my brethren far from me. They

keep aloof from me in consequence of the degraded state, to which

He has reduced me. And they, that know me, have verily become

estranged from me. (Ver. 14.) My relations have failed. They

have dropped off one by one. And my acquaintance have forgotten

me. (Ver. 15.) The inmates of my house, and my maids, count

me for a stranger ; an alien have I become in their eyes. (Ver. 16.)

I call my servant, but he will not ansiver ; with my mouth, must J
7nake supplication to him. Instead of commanding him, as I used

to do, I must now entreat him to do for me what I want.

(Ver. 17.) My breath hath become loathsome to my wife, and so

would the demonstrations of my affection now be to my children,

if I had any. They would loathe my affectionate caresses.

(Ver. 18.) Yea, wicked-little-children despise me; when I stand

by, they speak against me. Even in my presence, they insult and

mock me. (Ver. 19.) All my familiar friends abhor me, and

such, as I loved, are turned against me. (Ver. 20.) My bone. All
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that is bone in me. Cleaveth to my skin, mid my Jlesh. I am
reduced to such a state of emaciation, that my bones and skin are

glued together. And I am escaped only with the skin of my teeth,

that is, with my gums ; they have escaped the fate of the rest of

my body ; of them only can I say, that they do not cleave to their

bones, that is, to my teeth, for I have no teeth, they have all

dropped out.

Ver. 11. ''"^"^V^ for ''"'T?^ "T^'v^ '^^ ^^^ ^f His adversaries.

Ver. 15. ''^^tpH'TI account me. This verb, having two nominative cases, agrees

in gender with the one nearer to it, viz., "^rinps my maids. Comp. Ezek.

XXXV. 10.

Ver. 17. "'^*?*l3n') And my affection, it being, according to Kirachi and Ben-Zev,

an irregular infinitive Kal of pn to be gracious, merciful, affectionate. The proper

form ^3n
J

or, perhaps, ^3n , has here become "'H'^sn by assuming the termina-

tion {^^') of the inf. of the verbs n"7 . Gesenius, ready, as he always is, to

favour us with Hebrew nouns, of which the Hebrew Lexicographers never

dreamed, introduces into his tiexicon the fanciful noun HSn plur. mSH ^ and

takes ^ril2n here to stand for ^nl3n
^ translating it, my entreaties. Those, who

can read Kimchi and Ben-Zev in the original, and are Hebrew scholars enough

to admire the beauty of their style, will not find fault with us for following them,

rather than one, who has never ventured to write one line of Hebrew, and who,

as has been shown by us, (see note on ^^7 supra vi. 3,) betrays such a glaring

w^ant of knowledge of the true principles of Hebrew punctuation and accentuation.

The reader is referred to Ps. Ixxvii. 10, where ri"l3n is also used as an infinit.

7S nian np^^rj Hath God forgotten to be merciful, affectionate ?

''Dl^n •'pnb lit., to \the'\ children of my belly ; i.e., to my children. ]^5 "^^S

children of [the'] belly, or womb, should be considered as a periphrasis for C"^321

children, in the same manner that IP? '*'?? fruit of [the] belly, or womb, very

frequently is (Comp. Ps. cxxvii. 3) ; ^?^? "^32 therefore, would mean my
children. Some take "^^^2 here in the sense of the womb, in which I lay, and

understand by "^?^? \?2 [the] children of my mother ; i.e., my brethren. We
have, indeed, already seen "^3132 used in this signification, supra iii. 10, but

there no ambiguity whatever could arise from its employment ; here, on the

contrary, by using it in this sense, Job would have run such risk of having

his meaning misunderstood, as ^?^2 might fairly be considered synonymous with

^^pn wy loins, or "^^^ my botrels,* that we find it quite impossible to believe,

that, if he had really wished to speak here of his brethren, he would have

applied to them such a very ambiguous epithet. Those, who take it here in this

sense, are obliged to confess that they do so, in order to get over the difficulty

of accounting for Job's speaking of his children, when, as we learn from the

historian, tliey had all been destroyed ; but, for our own part, rather than

translate "'?^? \^Ti my brethren, we would suppose, as some really do, that

* As in Ps. cxxxii. 11, ''"f?
'i2p, where ^5'^? refers to David.

—

Note of Editor, 1861.
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Job either had had children by concubines, or that his wife had borne him some

in the interval (considerable perhaps) which had elapsed between his being struck

with poverty, and afflicted with bodily disease. There is not, however, in our

opinion the least occasion for indulging in any such supposition, since, even if

the common view be adhered to, that Job had no children at the time he spoke

this, the verse may very well be understood as follows : " My breath hath

become disgusting to my wife, and so would my aflfection be to my children ;

"

i.e., if I had any children, they would not be able to endure my caressing and

fondling them.

Ver. 18. C''7'^1^. tvicked-yomig-children. We suppose the noun ^"^^? to be

composed of ^^V a young child, and 71^ iniquity, or toickedness. Comp.

infra xxi. 11, where Cn^7''")i^ stands in parallelism with Cn'^l''- their children.

"*? ^""^T. they speak AGAINST me. The verb ""^"T, in Pi-al, when construed

with ?, signifies to speak against, as D''n7S2 J^iaTI (Ps. Ixxviii. 19) Yea,

they spake against God.

Ver, 19. "^IID "^n^ lit., men of my counsel, communion; i.e., my familiar

friends.

'n^nw nn for '^?nw ^^^, n?1 And such as I loved (see note on HH
;?M/)ra xviii. 21) ; or may not H^ here, contrary to the opinion of Mason and

Bernard (Letter xxv., P.S. (d)), be really synonymous with ""^^ ? If it is, as

we are inclined to think it is, the difficulty of accounting for its being joined with

'''^f'7v ^^ the plural will vanish.

Vers. 21— 27. Dreadful as are the torments, bodily, as well as

mental, enumerated by the unfortunate speaker here, there is yet

one, a mental one, far more agonizing than them all, and that is,

the abominable supposition indulged in by his friend Bildad {supra

xviii. 4) that he (Job) believed " the world to be deserted by its

Maker, and the Rock to be moved from His place," a supposition

equivalent to a charge of downright Atheism. What are bodily

pains however excruciating, what are mental sufferings however

agonizing, when compared with the pangs with which the mind

of a pious and upright man like Job would be seized, on hearing

such a charge brought against him—him, a man, who had, not only

during the whole course of his life, preached the power and

excellence of God to others, but even now, in his sufferings,

longed, nay panted, for the privilege of defending himself and

jiroving his innocence before Him ! He is so utterly confounded

by this charge, that, feeling his complete inability to find words to

express his indignation, he prefers appealing to his former friends

for pity and compassion,- and imploring them, as it were on his
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knees, and with tears in his eyes, to spare him, and abstain from

hnrrowing up his soul with such false and utterly unfounded

accusations. He says :

—

Have inty upon me^ have pity upon me, ye my friends, for the

hand of God hath smitten me I The afflictions sent upon me by

God are already greater than a human frame can bear, why then

add to them by imputing to me a crime of the blackest dye,

that, namely, of denying my God and Maker? (Ver. 22.) Why
should ye jwrseciite me like God? I am already undeservedly

suffering chastisement at the hand of God, is not this enough,

without your striving to emulate Him by loading me with accusa-

tions and charges, which I as equally little merit ? Yea, ye seem

never to he satisfied with my flesh. Your rancour against me
seems to be so immeasurably great, that you could, as it were,

altogether devour me, and even then not be satisfied, but

long for more of my flesb. You say, that I deny God, and think,

that the " Rock of the universe is removed from His place ;
" but

here is my answer to this your charge—here you have, in a few

words, my profession of faith, wliich I only hope may be handed

down and transmitted to the latest generations. (Ver. 23.) 0/«,

now, that my words were written down ! Oh, that they were engraved

in a hook ! Nay, but that were not enough ; words, written and

engraved in a book, are not lasting ; would, then rather, that

(Ver. 24.) With an iron style, and with lead, they were graven in the

rock for everl Tliese words namely, (Ver. 25) That I know, that

my Redeemer liveth, and that He will remain the last iqjon the

earth. That I know Him to be a Being, whose existence

will have no end or limit.* So in Isa. xlviii. 12, God says,

r'^D^ '^^ n*^ V^^'l ^^^ I [prn the] first, yea, I [am the] last.

(Ver. 26.) Even after my skin hath thus heen pierced. That

is, consumed, and eaten into holes by ulcers, as it now is. Y"et,

even from my flesh can I see God. Even from the flesh, which

peeps out through these holes, disgusting as it is, I can see, that

it is so wonderfully wrought, that none but God could be the

* So far from my believing, therefore, that He has been moved from His place, and has

deserted the earth, I know, upon the contrary, that, long after every mortal has left his

place on earth, God will still remain behind, immovable, the last. This seems to be the

force of the pn.v here.—Note of Editor, 1861.
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maker of it, God, (Ver. 27) Whom I can see for myself. I have

no need to be told by others of His existence, I myself can

plainly see Him in His works, yea even in a frame so wasted,

and so disgusting as mine now is. Yea., my own eyes see Him,

and not another. There is no occasion for another to point Him
out to me, I see Him, with my own eyes, in myself. My reins are

consumed for Him within me. Not only do I not deny His

existence, but I wish, desire, long for nothing else, than to be

brought into His presence, that I may clear myself, and prove my
innocency before Him.

Ver. 21. "'^.IJn Have pity upon me. The repetition of this word imparts emphasis

to the entreaty. See Mason and Bernard's Grammar, Letter xlviii., § 6, II.

Ver. 22. ^^^atp'n M7 ''"ntZJ^ia^ Yea, you seem not to be satisfied with my flesh

;

i.e., it seems you cannot have enough of it, cannot glut yourselves therewith.

The rancorous hatred of an enemy is well depicted in Hebrew by his being said

to devour the flesh of him he hates.* So the Psalmist says, Ps. xxvii. 2, " When
evil-doers approach me "^"1^? j"^?!?

'''^?^v ^^ ^^^ ^^ Jiesh." Comp. also infra

xxxi. 31, 372^2 b^b i"li^?a '{n\ "^a Oh that we had of his flesh, we could not

be satisfied! i.e., we could never eat enough of it.

Ver. 23. -Ipn^l "l^^D? in"; ^a for "^925? Vn^l 1^'. 'P Would that they were

engraved in a book !

Ver. 24. rinD!?"] and lead. It would be a great mistake to understand the

word ^^T^ before it, and translate with a style of iron, and of lead, as lead is too

soft a metal to be able to cut a rock. The wish of the poet evidently is, that his

words might first be graven in a rock with an iron style, and then filled up with

lead ; a mode of proceeding, by which the inscription would be rendered at once

more conspicuous, and less perishable. So Jarchi observes :

: ]36p htib b\T^ J) nnD t^idvj 5d ui) d")?3 ]:p' bb) yb ppip p?
" They usually cut in the rock, and after this insert the lead, to give the letters a

blackish appearance, in order to make them distinct, and this [is] the way of a stone-

carver. But it is not right to explain [it as though signifying] a style of lead, for, behold,

it is soft beside stone."

I^i^ni they (i.e., my words) should be graven. We have here an instance of

the figure Zeugma, for the verb used can, as has just been observed, properly

* Similar expressions might now very appropriately be introduced into the Italian

language, and perhaps also into Papal Latin, for did we not read in the "Times" two or

three months ago (Aug. 27, and comp, also Aug. 23 and Sept. 6)—and the report has

not, I believe, been contradicted—that a party of Neapolitan Reactionists (by others called

brigands), hearkening to the incitements and instigations of their priests, actually roasted

alive and ate the bodies of some unfortunate Piedmoiuese soldiers (their determined

enemies), whom they had treacherously surprised and captured.

—

Note of Editor, Nov.,

1861.
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be applied only to the iron style, and not to the lead, with which the letters were

not to be cut, but to be filled up. See note on ^V^^ supra iv. 10.

Yer. 25. "*n "'T'NS M?/ Redeemer (i.e., God) liveth. The same epithet is

applied to God in Ps. xix., which concludes with the words, "*
.'^'^-'^ "^"!^!J

^t*^^

Jehovah, my Rock, and my Redeemer ! Now, as in the preceding Chapter,

Ver. 4, Bildad had applied to God the epithet "'^-i Rock, and taxed Job with the

horrible crime of supposing the " Rock to be removed from His place ;" so Job,

in repudiating this abominable charge, calls his Maker ^^2 Redeemer (the word

which is found in conjunction with "l^^ in the Psalm above quoted), saying, "I
know that "^V^^l my Redeemer liveth."

~1D37 727 upon earth. In this sense, the noun ~ip^ is also used, infra xli. 25.

C=1p^ ivill stand, last, e?idure. Comp. Isa. xl. 8, ^'^'^'^^
"^^P"^ ^^''Hbs nsi-T but

[Me] word of our God shall endure for ever.

Ver. 26. ^2i?3 they have pierced. This verb is to be taken impersonally, so that

^^P? '^~!'13^ "^C^l may be fairly translated. Even after my skin has been pierced.

^"^ thus, in this manner. In Mason and Bernard's Grammar (Lett, xlviii.,

§ 24) instances have been quoted in which the masc. demonst. pron. Ht

is used = this manner, fashion, and so its fern. •HST should be considered here ; or

it may, perhaps, stand for ^'i^'^'^ ,after this manner.

nivS HTn^i? ^"It^'Sa^ Yet, from myflesh (i.e., when I consider the flesh, dis-

gusting as it is, which peeps out through the holes in my skin), I can [stiW] see God ;

i.e., I can see that it is so wonderfully wrought that it can be the work of none else

than God. Nothing is more certain than that a close examination into the structure

of the human body, feeble and frail though it be, cannot but give rise to serious

meditation upon the marvellousness of the works of God, and to sincere and heart-

felt prayers and praises to its Maker. Thus the Psalmist says (Ps. cxxxix. 14),

" I will praise Thee, for I am fearfully and wonderfully made : marvellous are

Thy works, and that my soul knoweth right well."

Ver. 27. "'J another. Comp. Prov. xxvii. 2, "'J "T/yU"! Let another praise

thee (and not thine own mouth).

^pnS '•n'^^D ^bs for "'pns ^rf^'D ib ^^ My reins are consumed [icith desire']

for Him iviihin me (lit., in my bosom) ; i.e., my only wish is to be brought into

His presence, that I may clear myself of the terrible charges which are laid at

my door. Comp. Ps. Ixxxiv. 3, "^^'P? "^A^
: ? -^ *^"^ **' consumed (i.e., with

desire, longing).

Vers. 23—27 seem to have been so embarrassing to all the

translators and commentators, Wolfssohn himself (to whom none

of the other modern commentators can, in the least degree, be

compared) not excepted, that we think it but right to shew the

reader how we construe them :

—

Ver. 23. ^te ]13I13^1 i£iS ]r\] ^D Would, now, that my words were

written down !

^P^"^) "IDDIl \Iiy' "'P Would that they were engraved
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in a (lit., the) hook! (or, iii

order to render them more

lasting and durable,)

Ver. 24. IVb "ll^ll llUVn"! IThat] they were graven in the

rock for ever,

^l^li^l '^n^ ^J^? ^''^^ ^^ *^^^* ^^^^^^ ^^^
\_
filled

up with~\ lead! (See above,

our note on ri"iD^')—these

words, namely,

Ver. 25. ^n ''^S;^ ^r^^l] ^2Sp_ That I know my Redeemer

liveth,

IDJL/ 1^ i"iin'^ ^'IpT -^ ^'^^ ^^^^ remain last npon earth

(i.e., that, after all beings have

ceased to exist, He will exist).

Ver. 26. n.ST IDJ^p ni;^ "l^^i^ j^y^/i «/irer my skin has thus

been pierced,

•^17^: nrnjj ^"}if'3P1 Yetfrom myflesh can I see God
(i.e., from the flesh, which is

visible through my pierced

skin, I can see God ; I can

see that God, and none else

than God, is the Maker of it).

Ver. 27. 'h nm^ ^?« -|;i\Nf Whom lean seefor myself

"IT ^^7^ li^"! ''ri^l Yea, mine own eyes behold, and

not another ; (so that I do not

stand in need of another to

tell me, or remind me, of His

existence. All that I wish

for is to be allowed to justify

myself in His presence.)

'•jPnB *'ty^'2 172) My reins are consumed (with

longing) \_for Him] in my
bosom (i.e., within me).

Vers. 28, 29. Having now cleared himself from the terrible charge

of atheism, he warns his friends to be careful how they bring such

unfounded accusations against him, reminding them that, by so

doing, they incur an awful responsibility, since the very making a
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false charge is in itself a great crime, and one that will certainly

ultimately be visited ^\ith the severest punishments. His admoni-

tion runs thus :

—

But ye say^ What is a persecuted-man to Him (God) ? What
object, what pleasure, can He have in persecuting an innocent

man ? and hence you draw the conclusion, That the root of the

matter must he found in me. That in me must lie the cause of all

the calamities that have been sent upon me by God ; that I must

needs be a very wicked man, richly deserving such punishment.

But to this I say, Mind well, what you are doing, mind well how
you attribute to your friend guilt and crimes of which you can

afford no proof, and respecting which he can appeal to Him who
knoweth the secrets of the heart, that he is altogether innocent

of them. (Ver. 29.) Be ye afraid o/* the sword. That is, of

the avenging sword, with which the Divine justice is sure ulti-

mately to visit such malicious accusations. For furious are the

punishments of the sword. That is, the punishments inflicted by

the sword. Ye should therefore know that there is judgment.

Ver, 28. ^"^1? a man-persecuted, i.e., a persecuted man, the word being the

part. Niph. sing, masc., and not the 1st pers. plur. fut. Kal, as it has been taken to

be by all the Translators and Commentators we have before us, although there is

only one example (viz., Judg. vii. 25), in which H"'"' is followed by a dat. (i.e.,

by ^^) and there this ^^ is declared by the best Commentators to stand for

nS just as in Ps. ii. 7. V^ ^^ = P^ ^^

.

~12"|T t27"i.tJ7"1 So that [^Ae] root of [the\ matter ; fig. for the true and only cause

of the matter.

Ver. 29. ^9'^ ^^^-f t^^o-th, fury ; in English, however, it must be rendered

furious, as though it were an adjective. Comp. Ps. xxxv. 6, " Let their way be

"^V?^ lit., darkness,''^ (i.e., dark).

ni^ll? lit., iniquities, used here for punishments. Comp. '^T^'^ (Gen. iv. 13)

my punishment.

y^ul therefore. This is the sense, in which this word should be taken here,

as also in Prov. ii. 20, where the royal Proverbialist, after warning the young man

against the bland words of the artful woman, exhorts him thus, "H^^ 1?^?
"'^ilD Tf71? therefore, shouldest thou loalk in [the'] xoay of [the] good.

yK^W (according to the K'ree) for "I'l"^ tC*??? that there isjudgment. The letter

2?, which in later Hebrew is very frequently used for "'P^ that, is usually

pointed with Segal, and followed by Dagesh ; in the word before us, however, it has

Pathach, and so it has in Judg. v. 7, ''^Pi^P that I rose.

1^"^ (more commonly V^.) judgment, is a verbal noun, formed from the inf.
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"J'l"^ or V^. to judge, just as '-"12 contempt, is formed from the iiifin. f^^ to

despise.

These two verses should be construed thus

:

Ver. 28. nD^^n ^3 But ye say,

1? ^"Jl.Ii np What [is] a persecuted-man

to Him (God) ? (i.e., what

advantage, or pleasure, can

He have in seeing a man
persecuted ?)

"13'n W'\}2}^ And, therefore, the root of

[the] matter (i.e., the real

cause of my sufferings.)

"'Il J^^P^ is found in me, (i.e., my own

guilt must needs be the

real cause, which has

brought these calamities

upon me; against this most

pernicious conclusion, how-

ever, it is my duty to warn

you. I say then,)

Ver. 29. Ilin ^JSp D?'? 1113 Be ye afraid of [the] sword

(with which such malicious

accusations are sure to be

visited,)

3nn niJT^ njn "^S For furious [are the] punish-

ments of [the] sword (i.e.,

the punishments inflicted

by the avenging sword are

furious.)

\^1^ P^l^ l^^'? Therefore, ought ye to knoiv,

that [there is] judgment

(i.e., you ought to bear in

mind, that you will be

called to account for these

false accusations, and not

escape with impunity).
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CHAPTER XX.

A HINT having been thrown out by one of the three friends {supra

xviii. 2), that it was quite time to " make an end of words," or that,

at least, every speaker should well consider what he was going to

say, Zophar, before beginning his discourse, thinks it but right to

apologize for his not complying with that request, and to explain,

that he considers himself bound, injustice to himself, not to suffer

the charge of Job, that all the accusations brought against him

are false and malicious, to remain long without its refutation. He
says :

—

Vers. 2—9. On this account do my thoughts cause me to reply.

Prompt me to answer. And for this reason is my haste in me.

The reason for my not delaying to answer is this, that (Ver. 3) I
hear a correction intended for my shame. I hear my friend Job

launching against me accusations and charges which, if sub-

stantiated only in part, would load me with shame. Therefore the

spirit of my understanding maketh me to answer. My reason biddeth

me not keep silence, but defend myself by shewing that I do not

speak from malice or ill-will, but from my intimate conviction

that, inasmuch as the wicked-man always pays a terrible penalty

for his wickedness, the torments which my friend Job is now

enduring must have their origin in such very serious offences and

sins against God, as His attribute of justice could not allow of

His suffering to remain unpunished. (Ver. 4.) Dost thou knoiv

this F Art thou aware of this great truth? From ayicicnt-times^

from the time of man's being placed upon earth. That is. from

having studied ancient history. (Ver. 5.) That the triumphant-

shout of the wicked is of recent date, and the joy of the hypocrite

but for a moment ? (Ver. 6.) Though his excellency mount up to

the heavens, and his head reach unto the cloud\s~\. (Ver. 7.) Yet,

like his own dung, shall he perish for ever. His head, which

may be said to touch the very clouds (so exalted is he in honour,

dignity, and pride, above the common herd of men), shall be abased

to a level with the dung which falls from him to the ground. So
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utterly shall he perish, that, Tfiose seeing him. Those, who were

wont to see him in his high station. Will say^ " Where is he ?
"

(Ver. 8.) Like a dream, shall he fly-away and not he found ; yea^

he shall he chased-away as a vision of the night. (Ver. 9.) The

eye^ which hath seen him, shall see him no more, neither shall his

place any more hehold him.

Ver. 2. ""^2^5^ for HT "I^S?^*'^ lit., and because of this; i.e., and for this

reason.

Ver, 3. "'•O^?? "^P^^ lit., \the] correction of my shame ; i.e., the correction

INTENDED FOR mj shame, intended to bring shame upon me. See note on

visii? ^"^2, supra xvii. 16.

Ver. 4. D^^ D^^ lit., [one's'] placing man; i.e., man's being placed. Comp.

Num. ix. 15, l^ti^sn rii;? ^^I^V^
^'^"''?5 lit., on [</«e] day of [oners'] rearing up the

tabernacle, i.e., of the tabernacle's being reared up.

Ver. 5. ^'i'^l^'? lit, of near ; i.e., of recent date. If, during the triumph of

the wicked man, inquiry should be made as to when it began, it would be found

to have had no long existence. This is the purport of the first hemistich, whilst

in the second, we are told that the joy of the hypocrite will be but for a moment ;

so that his joy, or triumph, is comprised within very narrow limits of time,

extending but a very little way into the past, and about to extend but a very little

way into the future. Comp. Deut. xxxii. 17, '"^S ^'"'l^^ [whichl came newly

up ; i.e., whose existence is of very recent date.

Ver. 7. "i^^?.? like his dung. In 1 Kings xiv. 10, we find the form ^^2 dung,

from which, however, the word under consideration can hardly be derived, as it

would then be pointed "i ''^?? . We must, therefore, suppose that it comes from

vv^^ though this form does not occur.

Ver. 8. ^"^^^P"! ^^1 lit., and they shall not find him; i.e., he shall not be

found, the verb being used impersonally.

'^T.^ lit., and it shall be caused to move aivay (it being the Hoph. of "1*^3 to

move) ; i.e., it shall be chased away.

Ver. 9. =1^ptt27 X:V for ^r\^]'^ "l^W TV [^Ae] eye which has seen him.

?l"'pin i^b") shall do so no more, the 1 being conductive. See note on

nyti?")] supra viii. 4.

iaipp ^3~l.Wn li37 Sb") nor shall his place behold him any more. Comp.

supra vii. 10, where, however, OipP is masc, as, indeed, it almost invariably is

in the Bible. Even here there is no absolute necessity for regarding it as

feminine, as 'it is well known that the verb, when it precedes its nominative case,

need not agree with it, either in gender, or in number. Comp. ^/^npp S''3n "Iffi'S

(1 Sam. XXV. 27) which thy handmaiden has brought.

Vers. 10, 11. His children shall have to conciliate the poor.

To win back the hearts of those whom their father has made

poor. Or, even his own (the father's) hatids ivill have to restore
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to every one his substance. Inasmuch as the wicked man was

described in Ver. 6 as one whose excellency mounted up to

heaven, and whose head touched the clouds, it is evidently of

no common robber, that the poet speaks here, but of a great and

tyrannical conqueror ; and of him he prognosticates, that his

fortune will one day take such a turn, that either his children

will have to sue for peace to those weaker princes, Avhom their

father had stripped of provinces, treasures, &c., or that even

he himself, in his lifetime, will be obliged to restore to every one

of his victims all he had plundered them of. (Ver, 11.) Though
his limbs be full of his youthful-vigour. Whilst even in the prime

of life, and full of youthful strength. Yet with him shall it

(his youthful vigour) lie in the dust. He shall be carried off

suddenly in spite of his youth and vigorous constitution.

Ver. 10. 'iS'l^^ for "i^in his suhsttiiicc, i.e., the substance of every one of those he has

plundered. See note on ISHr^ supra vi. 17. Comp. Hosea xii. 9, " I have found me
ouil^'i^ substance" But, perhaps, thei'e is no occasion to adopt this unusualsignification,

seeing that, by simply taking D"^?"^ in the first liemistich, in its primary meaning

of weak, feeble (whence only its signification of poor has been derived, inasmuch

as people, who are poor, are commonly weak and helpless, and liable to be injured

with impunity), l"iW in the second hemistich, would form an excellent antithesis to it,

in its usual meaning o^ strength, might (see note on 'i^lS supra xviii. 12) ; and the

sense of the verse would be, that those, xoeakened by having been stripped of their

wealth, would again be invigorated by having, one and all, their former strength

restored to them. Comp. 2 Sam. iii. 1, " The house of David P.'fr71 "^7'^ [wa«] con-

tinually gaining strength, whereas the house of Saul D^yll C"*? j-h ^icas (lit., iverey]

continually growing weaker." Comp. also Prov. xxii. 22, i^^J^ ^"1 ^2 ^"^ •'P^ ^^

which should be translated thus, Rob not a poor-man, though he be weak ; (i.e.,

though he be helpless, and can offer no resistance, and may therefore be injured

with impunity) For Jehovah will plead their cause, &c.

Ver. 11. T^^^7!^. (according to the K'ree) his youthful-vigour. Comp. iifra

xxxiii. 25, V^^I^V. "^Z2^7 to [thel^ days of his youthful-vigour ; i.e., to the days

when he was in the prime of his youthful vigour. Comp. also Ps. Ixxxix. 46,

Vnn'737. ^X?"". ^"|?i?rT Thou hast shortened [Me] days of his youthful-vigour.'"

We are glad to see, that in the Chaldee Vers. T^^^ ''^: ^s rendered by "^^^^H his

strength ; for, to translate this verse, " His bones are full of the sin of his youth,"

&c., as is done in the Auth. Vers., and other translations, is, in our humble

opinion, to divest it of all meaning, for what connexion could there be in the

poet's mind between bones and youthful sins ? Jarchi observes on ^Nytt Vniai*5;

T -:

N
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[" The] vigour of his youth ;

"

and, on riSP^ 1?? ^^ "iSVI

: 1PD CI" ofrP Jnn' O
" For he will die suddenly with (i.e., whilst in possession of) his vigour."

Vers. 12— 16. The poet, in these verses, compares wickedness

to a dainty morsel in the mouth. As a child, for instance, plays

with a sugar-plum, rolling it under his tongue, pressing it against

his palate, using every device, in short, to extract all its sweetness

and perfume ; so does the wicked man play and dally with his

wickedness, not a whit less luscious to his taste.

Though his wickedness he sweet in his mouthy so that he hide it

under his tongue. (Ver. 13.) Though he spare it, and part not

with it, hut keep it hack within his palate. (Ver. 14.) Yet his

food. For his wickedness is to him as food and dainty food.

When in his howefs, is changed. It turns out to be altogether

different from what its scent and flavour made it appear to be. The

gall of asps it proveth to be ivithin him. (Ver. 15.) He hath

swallowed down wealth, hut shall vomit it up again ; God ivill drive

it outfrom his helly. It was no dainty morsel he had in his mouth ;

it was (Ver. 16) The gall of asps he was sucking ; It will slay

him as though it were the tongue of a viper.

Ver. 12. P'^'fTiP'!? it may be sweet, though a Hiph. in form, is used here in-

transitively. Comp. Isa. i. 18, ^3''2T 37t^3 they shall be [as] white as snow,

and our note on ^v'^Qi^l supra vi. 27.

Ver. 13. V^"*^? ^^n^ lit., he may have pity upon it, i.e., spare it.

n33T^^ ^^1 lit., and may notforsake it ; i.e., may not relinquish it, part with it.

Ver. 14. C^^S n"]i"ip \the'\ gall of asps ; the noun '^'^1~'^ being synony-

mous with n"n'7.P gall, which we had sripra xvi. 13.

Ver. 16. n^?S X\W^ for !^^?^ V^'^l'^ as [the] tongue of a viper. Though,

strictly speaking, it is not the tongue of the viper which contains the venom

;

yet, since this member is darted out at the moment of the infliction of the bite,

it was anciently considered to do so. So the Psalmist says, Ps. cxl. 4 : They

Lave sharpened C^iti?? their tongue (like a serpent).

Vers. 17—23. The poet having stated that wickedness, how-

ever great the pleasure attending its commission, will ultimately

lead to the destruction of the wicked man, now goes on to

enumerate some of the disappointments and miseries in store for

him, before he is removed from this world. He says ;
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He shall see no floods^ rivers^ or brooks, of lioney and milk. He
shall no longer enjoy that abundance of good and rich things,

he was used to in the days of his prosperity. Hyperbolical as

the language in this verse may appear to the reader, such, to our

minds, overstrained figures are by no means unfrequent in the

mouth of Hebrew poets. Thus, infra xxix. 6, he will hear

Job say, by way of depicting the smooth and easy flow of his

former prosperity, that his footsteps were washed with milk

(cream), and that the rock poured out for him rivers of oil.

(Ver. 18.) He must restore that which he laboured to obtain.

By dishonest means. And shall not swallow it down ; as the

substance. Of which he unlawfully deprived his fellow-creatures.

So shall be the restitution thereof and he shall not rejoice in it.

The restitution he will have to make shall be to the uttermost

farthing ; not one particle of his dishonestly gotten wealth shall

remain with him, to cause him rejoicing. (Ver. 19.) Seeing that

he hath crushed., hath abandoned the poor. He first ruined them

completely, and then left them to their fate, without the least

commiseration. Seeing that he hath violently-taken-away a house,

which he never built. (Ver. 20.) Seeing that he never felt quietness

within him. He was always restless, and bent upon doing

mischief. Therefore, he shall not escape with that which he

delighted in. (Ver. 21.) Seeing there was nothing left of his

meat. For the poor. Therefore, shall his prosperity not last.

(Ver. 22.) In the very fulness of his sufficiency. When his

plenty is great to superfluity. He shall be p)ut to straits ; every

blow o/the miserable. Every blow, every plague, that can render

a man miserable. Shall come upon him. (Ver. 23.) He ivill be

about to fill his belly, when He (God) will send upon him His

fierce anger ; yea. He will rain it down upon them. Every one

of them. While at his meal.

Ver. 17. ^¥'?r^l ^^^. fionet/ and milk, should be supplied after ni2b?2 in

the first, and ^"IlT? in the second, hemistich. Comp. infra xxi. 28, m2?J?7p 7nS
D"'rt»"! [Me] tent, [the'] habitations, of [the'] wicked.

nSDH undoubtedly is sometimes used in the sense of butter, as in Prov.

XXX. 33, " Surely the churning of milk bringeth forth ^^^H butter." In the

verse before us, however, where floods, rivers and brooks of it are spoken of, it

can hardly have this meaning ; it may perhaps be intended to denote the richest

N 2
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part of milk, viz., cream, but we thought it best to render it simply, milk. In Judges
V. 25, '^'^'^^ must also mean cream, or butter-milk, as it is not likely, that Jael

should have brought forth butter, when Sisera asked for xoater, to quench his

thirst. Besides, ^?7^ "^77 ^nilk and honey, or ^^H- ^^"^ honey and milk, are

so frequently mentioned together in the Old Testament, that we have no doubt

but that here nsprT) 273^ = dh^^, I27n":T honey and milk.

Ver. 18. 373^ n>tt7a for 12 17^; -l??7S n^a7Q [/ie shall be'\ restoring that, ivhich

he laboured for.

2?bn^. ^b"! for iniS Vhlp, ^bl an^/ Ae shall not swallow it down.

•in-j^a;p b^n? for inn-iaj-i n^.r^n i? b^n? a^ [^e] t^eaZ^A (which he has

unlawfully gotten), so shall be the restitution thereof; i.e., he shall have to make
full restitution.

n^^ZiiTl lit., exchange (i.e., the giving of one thing for another) ; hence,

compensation, restitution.

^"•n
, in this instance, is not the const, form of b'Tl

, but an independent

noun in its absolute state, and synonymous with b^n . Comp. Isa. xxxvi. 2,

^?3 ^T?? = "f?2) v^n^ with a great army. In like manner, we find b^b synony-

mous with b^b = n7^b night, in Isa. xxi. 11.

bbj;; ^b") for i2 obr.^ Sb"; and he shall not rejoice in it. The verb ^bp is

synonymous with Tbl7 and Vb^ , ^, ', V interchanging as dentals.

Ver. 19. -in?.^^ i^b") for -inDS^ sb n^^?T m;A«cA he shall not have built, the

prefix 1 being merely conductive. See note on DHyll?^! supra viii. 4.

Ver. 20. "ibti? prop, an adject, (see supra xvi. 12) ^-Mz'e^, tranquil, here used as

a subst. quiet, tranquillity.

isba"! b^b i^^D^TS for il^^nn iti?2? tobp": i4b he shall not deliver himself

together with \that ivhich was'\ his delight ; i.e., he shall not escape with that,

which was his delight. Comp. Amos ii. 15, where, in the same verse, ^v??"! stands

once with "1127^3 and once without it, in the same sense.

Ver. 21. b>n; will last. Comp. Ps. x. 5, 1^2^! -ib^n; which should be

translated, his (the wicked man's) ways are lasting ; i.e., everything he undertakes

in the course of his life is durable and lasting.

Ver. 22. 1p?P his sufficiency, abundance; absolute form prob. V^!Q derived

from pSD or rather p2tZ7 to be sufficient. Comp. 1 Kings xx. 10, pS^'! shall

suffice.

'^P^ "^1 ''3 lit., every blow of a miserable-man; i.e., every blow, or plague,

which can render a man wretched and miserable. The noun "TJ, though

originally signifying hand, is very frequently used in Scripture for bloio, stroke,

plague, &c. Comp. infra xxiii. 2, when "^l^ stands for my blow; i.e., the blow

I have received.

^la^^^n for ^"^br N3r) shall come upon him; another instance of an object,

afiix instead of a preposition with a possessive affix. See note on ''?N'^.^*T supra

iii. 25.

Ver. 23. nbtt?") He {God) will send. Though bs God, has not been referred

to since ver. 15, yet the poet did not consider it necessary to repeat His name
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here, as no doubt could possibly arise, as to whom he intended as the subject to

this verb,

iD'^br lit., upon them; i.e., upon wicked men generally. The poet here again

changes the number. See note on D ^"^p supra xv. 29.

Vers. 24—28. The wicked man, environed as he is, according

to the description of the poet, with dangers of all sorts, is not

overwhelmed by them all at once ; he may escape one, but, whilst

he is congratulating himself on his good fortune, another, greater,

will come upon him ; this too he may surmount, his self-confidence,

arrogance, and pride, increasing with his success, but soon other

dangers will overtake him, more terrible still, and following one

upon another in quicker succession, till at last, fairly hemmed in,

he must succumb. He will be in fact, to use the language of the

prophet,* " As a man, who fleeth from a lion, and a bear meeteth

him; and then cometh home, and leaneth his hand against the

wall, and a serpent biteth him." Our poet's words are as

follows

:

He may flee from the iron weapon. Escape injury from it, but,

straightway, The hoiv of brass ivill strike hitn through. With its

arrow. (Ver. 25.) This may be drawn^ and coine out, from his

body ; yea, the glittering-iveapon may be drawn out from his gall.

The weapon may be skilfully extracted, and the wound heal, but

immediately, other Terrors will come upon him. (Ver. 26.) Every

sort of darkness. That is, calamity. Is concealed for his hidden-

treasures. The dangers, with which his treasures are threatened,

are not perceived by him, till they are no longer to be shunned.

Afire not fanned. By human hands. Shall devour him. Mis-

fortunes shall befall him, the origin of which neither he, nor any

other, shall be able to discover. The one remaining in his dwelling

shall fare ill. (Ver. 27.) The heavens shall reveal his iniquity;

yea, the earth riseth up against him. All nature will unite in

bringing on his ruin. (Ver. 28.) The increase of his house shall

depart, flowing away in the day of His (God's) torath.

Ver. 25. ^?tp lit., one drew out; i.e., is drawn out. This verb, as well as

^?.*^, must be understood before the noun P"^?, which of course stands for

P'^2 VD lit., \_the'] arrow of lightning; i.e., the glittering, gleaming arrow.

* Amos V. 19.
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"n^n! for ^3bn^_ shall go on, pass. Since, however, the verb precedes its

nom. case 0"'^''^? terrors, it need not agree with it in number. See Mason

and Bernard's Gramm., Lett. xlix. § 8.

Ver. 26. ^^^ lit., darkness, used figuratively for calamity, misfortune.

nsp ^b 27S for n53 hJb lt?7^? W^ afire, which teas not fanned.

Ver. 28. rii"l23 flowing away, part. Niph. fern. plur. of *^33, in Niph., to

flow, referring to b^^*^, which, being a collective noun, may have the word in

agreement with it in the plural. Comp. 2 Sam. iii. 1, D^Vll D^P^H b^Wrz; n^n:i

and \the'\ house of Saul [loas lit., were] continually grotving weaker and weaker.

Ver. 29. Having now completed his description of the cala-

mitous life and miserable end of the wicked man, Zophar

triumphantly exclaims

:

Such i§ the portion o/the wicked-manfrom God., and the heritage

appointed unto him of God.

i~iJ2S nbns lit., [the] heritage of his word, or sentence; i.e., the heritage he is

sentenced to (by God). The absolute noun ">??^?, from which the word under

consideration seems to be formed, is not to be met with in the sing, numb., and

even the plur. numb, mostly occurs in the poetical books. We find, however,

also in Joshua xxiv. 27, ^j*^"! "^IP^ [the'] words of Jehovah.

CHAPTER XXI.

Hitherto the unjustly tormented Job had, as might reasonably

be expected, made his own unfortunate and unparalleled case the

prominent topic of his discourses—describing minutely his bodily

as well as mental sufferings, declaring most solemnly his inno-

cence, complaining in unmeasured terms of the wrong that was

done to him, and lamenting bitterly that there was no judge or

tribunal to which he could appeal for redress. With regard to

the condition of the wicked in this world, he seemed but little

inclined to dwell upon the subject, his mind being naturally

rather taken up and engrossed with his own grief; if, now and

then, he did make allusion thereunto, it was but very briefly

{supra ix. 24 ; xii. 6), and in all probability the matter would not

have engaged his attention further, had it not been that his
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friends so continually obtruded it upon his notice. He now
begins to feel, however, that the miserable lot, which they

strenuously maintain must befall the wicked, is pressed upon

him so repeatedly and vehemently—and that, not so much as

a matter of fact, or historical truth, as to serve as premises, from

which, if admitted, his friends might draw the conclusion, that his

lot too is miserable, merely and solely because he is wicked (see

preliminary remarks on chap. xix. 2—7)—that he can no longer

pass over the subject in silence, and he therefore now proceeds to

shew, not only the fallacy of their conclusion, but also the utter

falsity of their premises—and this he does as follows:

—

Yer. 2— 15.

—

Listen attentively to my speech, and let this he

your consolations.^ I do not ask you for consolations ; my wounds

are far too deep to be soothed by any balm you could pour upon

them ; all that I beg of you is to give me an attentive hearing.

(Ver 3.) Bear-with me, and let me speak; and, after I have

spoken, thou mayest mock. Allow me first to speak out my mind,

and then mock, one or all, as much as you please. (Ver. 4.) As
for me, doth my complaint refer to any other man ? Did I ever

mix up any other man in my complaints? Was I the first to

introduce the subject of the fate of the wicked, or to institute a

comparison between their lot and mine ? If I had done so, I could

not complain of your following in my track ; it would have been

only natural in you to take up what I had said, and, after having

thoroughly examined and sifted it, to point out wherein I was

right or wrong; but such is not the case, I was altogether

occupied in bewailing my own sufferings, and cared not for the

lot of others. You have introduced the subject ; And if so,

why, I ask you, why may I not well lose my patience ? (Ver. 5.)

Look on me, and he amazed, and 'put your hand upon your mouth.

See the condition I have been reduced to, and be amazed at your-

selves, that you could treat me thus, that you could think of

wasting so many words upon the fate of others, and altogether over-

look what my own fate is. (Ver. 6.) And surely, when I do think

of it. When I reflect that, contrary to all one might expect from

the sympathy of friends, you have had the heart to introduce and

• That is, the consolations you oflfer me.

—

Note of Editor, 1861.
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speak at such length upon a subject altogether foreign to my case,

and to remind me of the lot of the wicked, I am troubled, and my

body is seized ivith shuddering. But when, besides reflecting upon

your behaviour towards me, I also consider the manner in which I,

an innocent man, am treated by God, who deals so very differently

with those who are notoriously wicked and ungodly, my horror

increases tenfold. (Ver. 7.) Why, indeed, should the ivicked

live ? ^^''hy are they at all allowed to exist, to be the plague and

scourge of their fellow-creatures? They do live, however, and

not only live, but become old ; yea, grow mighty in j^ower. Their

power increases with their years. (Ver. 8.) Their seed is

established before them, and toith them, yea, their offspring is before

their eyes. They have the delight of seeing their children com-

fortably established and settled around them; they know they

are near them, and prospering, not rambling about the vorld,

striving for their living. (Ver. 9.) Their houses are in peace,

without fear, neither is the rod of God u^jon them. (Ver. 10.)

His bull. That is, the bull of every one of them. Genderetk, and

faileth not ; his coio calveth, and casteth not Iter calf. (Ver. 11.)

They send forth their wicked-little-children. Not only are they

themselves wicked, but their children shew themselves such, even

from their tenderest years. Like a flock, yea, their children skip

about. Like lambs. (Ver. 12.) They take-up the tabret, and

harp, and they rejoice at the sound of the lute. (Ver. 13.) They

spend their days in prosperity, and in a moment are ci'ushed (and

hurled) into the grave. The reader will recollect, that death

coming on, not by lingering disease, but suddenly, was considered

by Job as a blessing. (See our comment on supra ix. 23.)

(Ver. 14.) Therefore they say to God, " Depart from us, for we

" desire not to knoiv Thy ways. (Ver. 15.) What is the Almighty,

" that we should serve Him, and what profit can we have, if ive pray

" unto Him?"

Ver. 3. 3"'3?7]? thou mayest mock. Job's object in changing the number here

(the second pers. plur. having been used in the first hemistich) seems to have been

to individualize his friends, whom he had before addressed collectively—as though,

when pronouncing this word, he looked at his friends in turn, as much as to say,

" Thou Bildad, or thou Zophar," &c. The verb, though a Hiph., is used in the

same signification as in Kal. See note on P'^^'P^ supra xx. 1 2.
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Ver. 4. ^"3^ r with reference to \any~\ man. Comp. Gen. xvii. 20, vSy^tt?^7n

and with reference to Ishmael, I have heard thee, &c.

The first hemistich of this verse should be construed thus :

—

'Disn As for me.
T V »' '

'^'^'^'^i^
[is] my complaint

DlNv with reference to \_ciny\ man? (i.e., do I in my
complaints mix up any other man than myself?

Why, then, do you continually keep instancing

the fate of wicked men])

'^TVn "i^pn S7 lit., should my spirit (temper) not he short; i.e., should I not

lose my temper, patience. Seeing that n^~l '^'}^ lit-j long of spirit, is used (in

Eccles. vii. S)= patient, and n^~l ~i2p lit., short of spirit (in Prov. xiv. 29) =

impatient, we cannot conceive how the translators of the Auth. Vers., and

others, overlooked the very evident connexion between these phrases, more espe-

cially the latter, and the expression in the text.

Ver. 6. ri^^ vQ "'"l^rl ^C^l lit., and my flesh takes hold of shuddering ; i.e.,

shuddering takes hold upon my flesh. See note on supra xviii. 20.

Ver. 9. D'i^IE' [z«] peace. See note on this word, supra v. 24.

insp without fear, the ^ having here a privative sense. See note on D'l^P

supra xi. 15.

Ver. 10. ^""V?! ^^^ and failetk not [to do so] ; for the literal meaning the

reader is referred to Ben-Zev's D^27"ltt7n "ISIS^ in which he will find the fol-

lowing words, the translation of which he may perhaps dispense with :

—

.(]3i?: -j'l i^p ,]y5-)j;nipMf') msn lobpDn intn 'ti^bs nno'' wb

Jarchi and Kimchi explain it nearly in the same manner.

Ver. 11. t^n'^b'^'l^ their wicked-little-childre?t. See note on t^'^7"*^? supra

xix. 18.

Ver. 12. 'iri? [the"] tahret, the 3 being either pleonastic, or the mark of the

object, case. See note on ^rPl'PPr^ supra in. 9.

Ver, 13. ^^n"! they are broken in pieces, crushed. The form so plainly shews

this to be the fut. Niph. of nnn to break, crush, that we could not venture to

follow those authorities, however great, who translate the word here as if it were

derived from rin3 to descend. We find, moreover, in 1 Sam. ii. 10, the very same

word translated in the Eng. Vers., shall be broken to pieces, though here it is given

the sense of going down.

Vers. 16—26. Several passages have been quoted by INIason

and Bernard in their Grammar (Letter Ivi. § 19), in which it is

absolutely necessary to supply inverted commas (marks, which the

Hebrew language does not possess), in order to arrive at their
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true meaning, seeing that, without this help, they would either be

altogether unintelligible, ,or even convey an idea just the opposite

to that, which was intended. In this very chapter, we shall find

three instances of the sort ; indeed, the first hemistich of the verse

we are now about to comment upon, absolutely and indispensably

requires to be understood, as if Job said to his friends, I know
what you will reply to the statement I have just made about the

blasphemous language of the wicked, and the foolishness, rashness,

yea, madness, of the defiance they dare to breathe against Him,

in whose hand and power they, and ail they have, unquestionably

are. You no doubt will say

:

* " Z/O, their prosperiti/ is not in their hand'' Their prosperity,

as well as they themselves, may be annihilated by God in one

moment ; how then can they dare to hold such insulting language

to God] But my answer is. The counsel of the wicked is farfrom

me. I never undertook, nor ever will undertake, to justify, or

even explain, their daring to use such blasphemous language ; I

never had any intercourse with the wicked, never approached

them, never came into their counsels, how then can I know their

motives for speaking with such arrogant impiety ? All I know is,

that they do speak so, that they do defy God, as if they were

altogether independent of Him. But I would ask you (Ver. 17)

How often doth it happen, that the lamp of the wicked is

extinguished, and that their calamity. That is, the calamity due

to them. Cometh upon them, even the sorrows God distributeth

in His anger F Can you shew me many instances of it?

Certainly not. (Ver. 18.) How often doth it happen, that they are

as stubble befoi^e the wind, or as chaff, that the whirlwind snatcheth

away ? Can you shew me many instances, I again ask you, where

this has happened ? Certainly not. But then you will say

:

(Ver. 19.) * " God layeth up his affliction for his children."

You will say it certainly sometimes happens, that God does not

* "We leave it to the judgment of the reader, whether Job himself, who maintains, that

the prosperity of the wicked is steady and unshaken ; who would have them receive

punishment in their life-time ; and who moreover delights in philosophizing and accounting

for everything, and finds fault with matters, as they generally go on in the world—could

use, as expressing his own sentiments, the words in this chapter, which we give with

inverted commas.
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punish the wicked man in his lifetime, but then He is a God
" visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children unto the

third and fourth generation," and consequently the iniquity of the

wicked man, if not punished in his own person, will certainly be

expiated by his children and descendants. But such an answer

as this I could by no means regard as satisfactory ; such a

proceeding on the part of God would be anything but just; He
ought to requite it to the wicked-man himself^ thai he should know.

That there is a God judging upon earth. (Ver. 20.) His own
eyes should see his calamity, and he himself should drink of the wrath

of the Almighty. (Ver. 21.) For what concern hath he in his

house after him ? What does he care for his family, when he is

dead? When the number of his months is cut off. That is,

completed, ended. But to this again you will object : (Ver. 22.)

* " Shall one teach God knoidedge ? Seeing He judgeth even the

eocalted-heings r' Angels, archangels, yea, the highest in the

hierarchy of Heaven, are judged by Him, how then can we, frail

and abject men, be so presumptuous as to suppose we can teach

Him, what would be best for Him to do'? But to this, plain facts

shall be my answer ; what do they tell us % How do matters go

on in this world "? Why, we find, that (Ver. 23.) The one (the

wicked man) dieth in the very perfection of his strength., being

wholly at ease atid quiet. (Ver. 24.) His vessels are full of milk,

and the marroiv of his bones is moistened. (Ver. 25.) While the

other (the good-man) dieth in the bitterness of his soul, seeing he

never tasted pleasure. And yet (Ver. 26.) Alike they ivill lie

down in the dust, and the worm will cover them. Where then, I

ask, is the diiference between the good man, who deserved a

reward, and the wicked man who deserved chastisement 1

Ver. 17. "i^W? )?\^) for iSN^ \^\r\) -ltt7S which He (God) distributes in His

anger.

Ver. 18. ^''H'^ for ^'^H"'. naS How often \does it happen, thai] they are?
n2-1D ^nSDJl for nC^D ^r02^ -itZ^S which [the] whirlwind snatches-aivaij.

Ver. 19. 131^^ his affliction, i.e., the affliction which ought to come upon him,

which he has merited. Comp. Gen. xxxv. 18, ''^"IS '\^ Son of my affliction.

Ver. 20. "IT^? his calamity. The noun T^2 is a aira^ Xiyofxtvov. So Aben-

Ezra observes

:

• See foot-note in preceding page.
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• iJP )b ]'fii ]':i;p ]V n'f) ir^ no

" ITS [is] the same as iTx [/«s calamity'] from the context, for it has no fellow."

Ver. 21. "i^pri /«'.? concern, business, interest Comp. Isa. Iviii. 13, riltt?^

^^^D (sic) which should be translated, doing thy business, transacting thy affairs,

^1-in lit., were cut off; i.e., were ended.

Ver. 22. "^WT. impers. should one teach.

Ver. 23. "is^^ D^^? lit., in his perfection itself; i.e., in his very perfection.

Comp. 'i^-)J^ Ci^n Dr???? on this self-same day (Gen. vii. 13). Perfection

should here be taken, not in a moral, but in a physical, sense = the perfection of

his health and strength.

13^^712? a aira^ Xeyofxevov, i.q. ^'^^P at ease.

Ver. 24. "T^^*^^? his vessels. We are fully aware, that the first hemistich of

this verse, as translated by ourselves, and others, does not form a parallel with

the second, as vessels full of milk have but very little connection with bones and

marrow. Ben-Zev suggests, that V3''tp^. Ht., vessels for milk, should be under-

stood of the lacteals of the human body, and the ^^^ milk, with which they

are said to be full, of the chyle, which is found in these vessels, and has, when

healthy, very much the appearance of milk ; this meaning would very well suit

the connexion, and we confess, that we should have been greatly tempted to adopt

it, if we could have supposed, that the physiology of the human body was so

well known in Job's days. We give, however, Ben-Zev's comment on the word,

which, it should be remembered, only occurs here He says :

(vv)wv:r-f^"p) V3>i3i7 ]V2 f'^i n32bi nDT r^u^'b cnntt? 'nn-'ai D^T^b

: mm n^on "»'b-i r^-aiiwa pi • vni?3i*27 niDi by ntt7\"iX2'i

" ]'•£? A noun signifying a vessel for milk ;

" (Here he quotes the first hemistich of this

verse) " [a jnilh-jug] ; but what seems right [is], that it [is used as] a figure of the nerves

and sinews, in which * [there is] a pure and while humour, and to them he applied [the

word] vrp?? [lacteal vessels], which very well tallies with 'and the marrow of his bones,'

(mentioned in the second hemistich) ; and so R. Solomon Jarchi seems to have understood

it in the concluding-part of his words."

Ver. 25. n2*ll2S bDS Sb") and did not taste pleasure. Comp. Deut. iv. 28,

where it is said of idols, that they "neither see, nor hear ^^bpS"^ Sy") nor taste,

(nor smell) " where the context shews the verb bDS to express the sense of

tasting. The prefix ^ in nsitSSl we take to be the mark of the object, case. See

note on "'Q^'SyS supra iii. 9.

Ver. 26, IH^ together; i.e., alike.

* We of course do not hold ourselves responsible for Ben-Zev's physiological errors

;

we quote him as a Hebraist, and not as a physiologist.
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Vers, 27—34. It is really astonishing to us, that the Trans-

lators of the Auth. Vers., as well as many others, could render the

verses before us as they have done, and so make Job, at the close

of his discourse, contradict almost every word he had previously

said in it. Hitherto we have heard him speak of nothing but

the success, happiness, and enjoyments of the wicked, but now he

is made (by the Translators alluded to) to speak of their miserable

end in terms nearly as strong as those used by his friends, whose

opinion upon this point he had always so strenuously combated.

Two Hebrew words also occurring in these verses, have had their

meaning most unaccountably perverted by them ; the noun 2'^12
,

namely (Ver. 28), which, though generally used to express every-

thing, that is generous and noble, they have chosen here to take

in a bad sense, so as to stand in parallelism -with 2^^'C^n tvicked-

men, in the second hemistich ; and secondly, ^^'^^ , which, in

every other instance, where it occurs, and even in this book itself

(sujira V. 26), is unanimously translated a shock of corn^ but here,

by some process or other, has been made to signify a tomb.

Vexatious as it is to see Hebrew words divested of their usual

meaning, and, by needless ingenuity, made to assume a significa-

tion quite different from, or even contrary to, their real one,

yet we could have passed the matter over in silence, if we
had but seen, that the Translators had in this way contrived

to maintain the consistency of the train of reasoning ; but when
we find the result of all this tasking of their brains is to put

into the mouth of the unfortunate speaker words diametrically

opposed to his previous ones, we feel ourselves really bound

to expose such practices. We trust, then, to be able to shew,

that the usual meaning of these two Hebrew words may be

adhered to, and yet no difficulty be found in giving of the

verses before us a translation, which shall be in harmony and

unison with all that has been said by Job in the preceding

part of his discourse. AYe understand him, namely, to say as

follows

:

Lo, I know your thouglits, and the devices ye wrongfally-imagine

against me. (Ver. 28 ) For ye say., " Where is the house of the

7ioble-minded-7na?i, and ivhere the dwelling., the habitations of the

wicked.''" You say, that it is quite impossible for short-sighted
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mortals to decide positively with regard to any house, whether

it harbours a good or a wicked man, because, judging as they

do, only from appearances, they may mistake one for noble-minded

who in reality is wicked and depraved, or hold another to be

wicked who is secretly, and without ostentation, acting in

a manner altogether pleasing and acceptable to Him, who

*'knoweth the secrets of the heart." By thus disputing the

competency of a man to pronounce any one of his fellow-men

to be either just or wicked, you, of course, mean to insinuate

that I too, though you can bring no distinct charge against

me, may have all my life been wicked and depraved. But to

this I reply, that, although men may, as it must be admitted,

sometimes be mistaken in the judgment they form of their fellow-

creatures, yet it is not likely that all should be always mistaken.

If, therefore, you have no confidence in what. I say, as having

seen it with my own eyes, touching the manner in which wicked

men fare in this world, and if you place no reliance upon what you

yourselves have observed with regard to them, let us appeal

to travellers, to men who have travelled far and wide, and

have noted down what they have seen and heard in the course

of their travels, and I therefore put the question (Ver. 29.)

Have ye never asked great travellers ? {hut ye must not deny what-

they-have-marked-down). In their notes. You must not say,

that all the observations they have made are incorrect and false.

Now, what will you find recorded by them'? You will find

(Ver. 30) That^ in the day of calamity, the wicked man is spared,

even in the day, when wrath is Irought on. That, when punish-

ment comes down from above, it usually leaves the wicked

man unscathed. (Ver. 31.) Who will, in his presence, mention

his course-of-life ? Who will venture to his face to blame,

or even allude to his misdoings ? Yea, when he hath done. A
thing, however wrong. Wlio will requite it him? But, not

only in his lifetime, do people stand in awe of him ; his influence

is so great, his wealth so immense, and his children so powerful,

that the greatest respect will be paid him even after his death.

(Ver. 32.) Yea, he is carried to the hurying-place. With the

same respect. As he was held in, when he used to watch over

his shock[s'\-of-corn. Just as in his life-time people, were obhged
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(through their fear of him), to salute him humbly, when they

passed before him as he stood watching over his shocks of corn,

that no poor man might glean an ear, so must they testify their

respect to his body when carried to the grave. (Ver. 33.) The

clods of the valleij are therefore sweet to Imn. Death has lost its

terrors for him ; when he thinks of it, it is but to revel in the

contemplation of the honours which will be paid him, when
his body has been committed to the tomb, Seeing that every man
will he obliged to draiv after him. That is, to follow his funeral

procession. And before him will move men without number. There

will be great numbers preceding, as well as following, his remains.

(Ver. 34.) How then comfort ye me with that, which is vain,

seeing, that your ansivers—every one of them proveth to he a

fallacy !

Ver. 29. "JTl^ "^"'-^"^^ lit-, passers of [the] way ; i.e., those, who travel far and

wide, great travellers.

Dp^"'^"! lit., but their marks ; i.e., what they have marked, and noted down.

^lissri N7 you must not deny. So Ben-Zev explains this passage :

maib n3"'3^'!7n d^-it i^n*' ithw iv » nnnnsn ^d bo c>-ni2 nnw

" For they (the things, which the travellers have marked down) [are] so clear in their truth,

that they cannot be strange in your eyes, so that you should think that they are not true."

It will be perceived, that the second hemistich of this verse is parenthetical.

Ver. 30.^^S nv^ "^3 for I'W Di^) ^3 D?^ :np«^ nan ikbu will they not

tell you, that in the day of calamity, Sfc. ?

D'iV in the first, as well as in the second, hemistich of this verse, stands for

Di"'? in [the] day, just as in Gen. xlix. 27, ^'?.?^1 stands for ^IV^^I and in the

evening.

y") ^t^n^ [</ie] wicked-man is usually withheld, kept back (from wrath) ; i.e.,

spared.

JlbaV ninn? n1^^ for ^bn^'' nmv ia -IC!7S nv'i in [the] day, in which wrath

is brought upon (lit., wraths are brought on).

Ver. 32. This verse should be construed thus

:

/HV i^im yea, he is carried. \/. ^,
'

. . L r 7 -1 7 • 7 ^ • 1
(i-6'j the same re-

m"l3p7 to \the\ burymq-place (withl ^ -n i''=•
\ -^

J ji \ spect will be paid
the same respect) V^ , . n. ^ •

_. . . „ , 11- X 7
/to him after his

^^VW^ . . . T a,9 (he was held in) ?67«?w . . . , , , .

' =

•
= / , , , / I

death, as when he
he used to ivatch. 1 t x

• ». L.. r, . n 7 7r -I /. I was alive.)
U/'^ld iV over [his] shock\s\-oj-corn. '
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2^"*"I| is taken here in a collective sense, as in Exod. xxii. 5.

Ver. 33. ^H? '^?^"7 [^^'«] clods of \the] valley, in which his grave is to be dug; or

/HD may perhaps itself mean the ditch dug out for his tomb. The noun ^^n
^

25"!! , or ^5"! occurs only twice in the Bible, here and infra xxxviii. 38, and in

both places in the plural number.

Tjlt:???"] lit,, will draw; i.e., move on, go. The French <^Ver, and the German

Ziehen are also used in the sense of to go.

nspp V^ for "^f95? r^^ °"T^' ^1 all men without number.

Ver. 34. ^^T} for ''?'7^ '^^^th [that lohich is^ vain. Comp. Ps. Ix. 7, " Save

?y3^!3") for ^r»"'2 tdth Thy right hand."

CD'^O'i^^^ri^ seeing that your replies, i.e., seeing that, as to your replies,

7^X2 "i^?^? \every one of them'] remains (i.e., proves to be,) a failure.

CHAPTER XXII.

Vers. 2—10. Can a man he profitable vnto God? Surely, to

himself is a wise man profitable. God can derive no benefit from

the pious life of a man, but the man, who has wisdom enough to

perceive that his whole object should be to serve God, and obey

His commandments, he benefits himself. (Ver. 3.) Hath the

Almighty any interest in thy being (lit., that thou art) righteous,

or a.ny gain, if thou makest thy ways perfect? Since then it is

altogether impossible to impute any motive of self-interest to the

Almighty, it must needs follow, that, if He has favoured man more

than all other animated beings by endowing him with intellect, it

was purely from His love to the human race, and from the delight

He feels at seeing His creatures walk in the right way, and, by

doing so, deserve His grace. His blessing, and His bounties.

But the chief ground of thy murmuring, my friend Job, seems

to be, that punishments have been sent upon thee by God without

His explaining to thee the reason why He sent them. But is it

not in the highest degree absurd to expect, that the Maker should

be willing to explain His doings to the creatures He has made ?

When a man requires an explanation from his fellow-man, he
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thinks of course he has a right to demand it of him, and founds

his expectation of its being given, upon the feelings of respect

or fear, with which he conceives himself to be regarded by him,

to whom he addresses the demand. But can a man expect

God to give him an explanation of His dealings with him

from any such motives ? (Ver. 4.) Will He reason with thee,

because Be standeth in awe of thee? Will He enter into judgment

with thee? Will He seek to justify His proceedings towards

thee, by enumerating to thee all thy past misdoings, saying ?

(Ver. 5) "Was not thy ivickedness great?" Yea, there was no

" end to thine iniquities. (Ver. 6.) For thou wouldest take a pledge

" of thy brethren without a cause, and the garments of those thereby

" left naked wouldest thou strip off. (Ver. 7.) Thou ivouldest give

" the faint no water to drink, and from the hungry-man thou with-

" heldest food. ((Ver. 8.) As though the powerful man—to him

" should belong the earth, and as though the man of authority

" alone ought to dwell in it.) (Ver. 9.) Thou didst send widows

" aioay empty*' With their just claims unsatisfied.
" So that

the arms of the fatherless should be crushed.'' So that the fatherless

might be rendered feeble and helpless, and be exposed to injuries

of all sorts without any hope of redress. (Ver. 10.) " Therefore

were snares round about thee.'* Therefore, even in the time of thy

prosperity, though without being thyself aware of it, thou wast

by thy misdeeds encircling thyself with snares, in which thou

shouldest at some future time be caught. " And therefore did

sudden terror confound thee." Therefore didst thou on a sudden

fall into the very trap thou hadst prepared for thyself. Canst

thou expect that God will give thee any explanation like that ?

Ver. 2. ^'*3t?'"'^ "i^V^ PP1 "'S lit., surely to themselves does a wise-man

"profit. See note on i^n^ * supra vi. 17.

iZi*"!?^ = here "i^^ to them, to themselves. Comp. 1 Kings ii. 18, where
^"^

(!? = '^^ for thee, on thy behalf.

Ver. 3. V?0 in the first hemistich corresponds to 3??? in the second, and

therefore must be understood to signify advantage, interest, or something similar.

(See our note on "i^PD supra xxi. 21.) We are very sorry to find the word in

this instance rendered in the Auth. Vers., as well as in other translations,

* But this is really the converse, for here it is the plural which is irregular, there the

singular. The present passage I would rather compare with ^nm^, supra viii. 19, on

which see note in Appendix. Note of Editor, 1861.

O
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pleasure—the hemisticli running, " Is it any pleasure to the Almighty that thou

art righteous?"—since it is putting into the mouth of Eliphaz, so orthodox

in all his discourses, a sentiment diametrically opposed to what we are told over

and over again in Scripture of the pleasure God takes in the peace and welfare

of those who serve Him. Of the many instances we could quote, the one in

Ps. XXXV. 27 will perhaps suffice ; i"=T?? nib^p V??nrT nin"; hri^. Let Jehovah

be magnified, xohich delighteth in \the^ prosperity of his servant.

Ver, 4. '^r'^^l"^'^ I't., whether from thy awe ; i.e., whether, because of the

awe, in which He stands of thee. See our remarks on the ambiguity of the

Hebrew possessive affixes in our note on ^?^? , supra iii. 10.

N.B. At the end of this verse, '^bS7 saying, should be supplied, the following

verses, till ver. 10 inclusively, being supposed to be the words of God.

Ver. 6. ta^rppn D^^^ny. nann llt., and [the'] garme?its of [the] naked thou

usedst to strip off; i.e., thou usedst to strip off the garments of those, who

thereby were left naked, thou didst strip men naked. Comp. Hos. ii. 5,

na"i37 na^'^d^lS lit., Ishould strip her naked; i.e., I should strip her, so as to

leave her naked.

Ver. 8. ^i"!? tt^^ST as though a man of arm. ; i.e., a man of power, a powerful

man. These two words should be taken absolutely, when the hemistich would

run, " as though with regaed to a powerful man, \^^T} "i^ to him \alone should

belong'] the earth ; " i.e., as though he, the powerful man, had alone a claim to

the earth.

D'^3Q S^tI75^ and [as though the one] elevated of coxintenance ; i.e., the man

of authority (Comp. 2 Sam. v. 2). These two words must also be taken abso-

lutely, and the hemistich i-endered, " And as though, with begard to the man of

authority, "^^ 21^'] H^n he ought to dwell in it (the earth);" i.e., as though he

alone had a right to inhabit the earth. It will be perceived, that this verse is to

be taken parenthetically.

Ver. 9. ^S"!"! should be crushed. This verb in the sing. numb, individualizes

the plur. noun ni3?"i^
, arms, to which it refers, and so expresses that every in-

dividual arm would be crushed. See note on IJSn? supra vi. 17.

Ver. 10. niwnD nnQ ^^rin^l for Disn? ins ^^nn": )3 b:y") And therefore

did sudden terror confound them.

N.B. The verses we have given with inverted commas contain

the explanation which the speaker supposes Job might expect

from God of His proceedings towards him. All the Translators

and Commentators, Wolfssohn, their king, not excepted, have

looked upon them as spoken by Eliphaz himself, in his own name,

and as real charges brought against Job. But, if Eliphaz and the

other friends had known Job to have committed such atrocities,

as are enumerated in these verses, we can hardly believe that

they would have come to sympathize with him, and comfort him

;

much less, that they would have torn their garments and sprinkled
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dust upon their heads on account of the fall of such a barbarous

oppressor. Moreover, since Job had challenged them as early as

(Chap. vi. 24) to point out to him, in what he had erred, it is

difficult to understand how—if they had had charges like these to

bring forward against him, charges which they would not have

failed to perceive must put him to the blush and silence him for

ever—they could have kept them back till now. The truth of the

matter is, Eliphaz merely meant to say this: We certainly

cannot point out to you a single thing in which you have done

wrong, but this does not prove that God could not, as He may
have seen you commit many atrocious crimes, which remain

concealed from us, as well as all others, who know you.

Vers. 11—20. The speaker, having shown Job how absurd

it was of him to think, that God would ever condescend to give

him an explanation of His proceedings towards him, now goes

on to point out to hini the equally great absurdity of his

supposing, that there is no Providence at all, but that everything

in this world is left to chance, God interfering in nothing that

goes on here below—either because it would be quite impossible

for Him to do so, owing to the great height at which He sits

enthroned, and the thick clouds that intervene between His

throne and the earth, or because it would be altogether beneath

the dignity of so majestic a Being—who is much more fittingly

engaged in ruling in the realms of heaven, and employing

Himself there with objects of a nature more sublime, and more

worthy of His Divine care—to occupy Himself in the least about

poor miserable mortals.

Before proceeding to translate, and comment upon, these

verses, we must beg to own that Verse 11 has caused us great

trouble, and we would pray the reader not to pass his judgment

upon our translation of this verse, till he has read the three suc-

ceeding ones, which, in our humble opinion, were intended

by the speaker to illuminate the obscurity of its somewhat

too great brevity and conciseness. He says

:

(Ver. 11.) Or canst thou not conceive. The possibility of a Pro-

vidence regulating things here below. On account of the darkness.

Of the clouds. And the abundance of their water, which is

above thee.'' Are these dark clouds thou seest above thy head,

o2
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and the floods of water they contain, the cause of thy being

unable to conceive, how it can be possible for God to watch

over the afl'airs of this world? (Ver. 12.) Is not God in the

height of heaven ? Yea, look at the summit of the stars, how

high they are! (Ver. 13.) And so thou mayest, perhaps, say,

" Hoiv can God know ? What is going on here below. Can
" He judge through thick-darkness? (Ver. 14.) Thick-clouds are

" a covering to Him. He is altogether veiled in thick clouds. So

" that He cannot see.* And it is in the circuit of heaven that He
" moveth." He employs Himself with sublime objects, more befitting

His glory and majesty, and more worthy of His Divine care.

But, if thou art really imbued with this pernicious doctrine

of magnifying God and humbling thyself in order to be able

to deny altogether His control over thee, thou must not take

credit to thyself, as if it were an idea of thine own. It is

an old, hackneyed tale, concocted by those depraved men of

olden time before the flood, whose wickedness was so great,

as to exhaust even the long-suffering of God Himself. (Ver. 15.)

Host thou keep to the old path, which iniquitous men have trodden.^

Long before thee. (Ver. 16.) Which became shrivelled corpses

before their time. Whose depravity was so great, that the justice

of God could not allow them to live out their time. Is it in their

footsteps that thou art treading ?

Indeed, their foundation. That is, the wicked principles, on

which they strove to establish their most pernicious and

dangerous doctrine. Is like an overflowing river. Such is the

spreading and contagious nature of these principles, that it is

by no means unlikely they have infected thee ; and if so, it

can be with no slight taint, for, thy conscience's opposing

barrier once overborne, they cannot have failed to mar all that

was good and holy in thee, in the same manner that a river,

which hath overflowed its banks, spreadeth its devastations far

and wide among the corn-fields. I mean the doctrine of those,

Who say to God, " Depart from us.'' But, thou wilt ask, what

hath God done to them? What hath He done to them, that

they should fall out with Him] (Ver. 18.) Seeing that He hath

Mled their houses with good-things. To this question, I must

* Comp. Ezek. viii. 12; ix. 9; Isa. xxix. 15.
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answer in thine own words.* . Indeed, the counsel of the wicked

is far from me. It is as far from me, as it is from thee, and

therefore thou canst not expect me to give any reason for their

using such wicked and rebellious expressions. All I know is

that there will come a time, when (Ver. 19) Righteous-men will

see that they have reason to rejoice. That they have not been drawn

into the vortex of such atrocious principles. And when the inno-

cent-man will mock at them (the wicked), saying, (Ver. 20) " Verily^

our substance hath not been destroyed, whereas a fire hath consumed

their abundance.'' So that their miserable end will be a full

vindication of the justice of God, as well as an evident proof,

that everything here below takes place as decreed by Him.

Ver. 11. '^V?^ for "^?7n 73? on account of darkness. Comp. Ps. lix. 4, where

••nSl^n Kb") ^rtt?p bib stands for ^nS^n br Wb"l n^r?73 bp sb not on account

of my transgressio7i, nor on account of my sin. "JT??n darkness, is more fully

explained below by the words I^?"^? (Ver. 13) thick-darkness, and D''237 (Ver. 14)

thick-clouds, and, therefore, means the thick and dark clouds, which intervene

between earth and heaven.

nt|5"^ri sb ca7ist thou not conceive 7 The verb HSi is used of things perceived

by other senses than by that of sight ; e.g., by the ear, as Gen. ii. 19, riiS"17 to

hear (what he would call it) ; by the touch, as Isa. xliv. 16, "I am warm, ^T'"^'^

/ have felt (the fire)." It is used also of the perceptions of the mind, f = to

perceive, understand, conceive; as 1 Kings x. 4, ^^^ ^? /^ ^'I'T!'!) and when

\the'\ queen of Sheba perceived (all Solomon's wisdom, &c.) Again, in 1 Sam.

xxiv. 12, '^?5~'^ ^^ know and understand, (that there is neither evil nor

transgression in mine hand). In like manner here, "^^"10 ^ canst thou not see,

understand, conceive, (how it is possible, that God should regulate the course of

events here below) ?

^DDn Dl'ia ni^Dtp"! for ^IPpri "ntt7St '".n n3?!:tr bri (b:? being again under

stood, as in Ps. lix. 4,) lit., or, on account of [Me] abundance of tvater, which

covers thee; i.e., the abundance of water contained in the clouds above thy head.

Many Commentators take " the abundance of water " to be used figuratively for

misfortunes, calamities, but we are not, it seems, the only ones, who could not

* Supra xxi. 16.

t Perhaps rather of the operations of the mind which are the results of its perceptions

through the senses; for when we see, hear, or feel, and recopnise the nature of the objects

with which we have thus been brought into communication, we have then also to deal

with perceptions of the mind, and these printary, or direct, perceptions may, or may not,

give rise to seco7idary, or indirect, and higher ones, produced by the aid of reason from

the first. If, therefore, we say tlwifis are perceived by the senses, we can only mean

perceived BY THE MIND THROUGH the senses, for the senses (sensorium) can only

perceive (i.e., become conscious of) impressions—which thus grasped become sensations—
and cannot perceive things. Comp. Carpenter's Physiology.— iV^oie of Editor, 18G1.
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digest such an explanation. Homburg too was so reluctant to admit it, tliat he

even preferred to understand the words of the drops of sweat which often stand

out upon the body, when one is struck with sudden terror. We need scarcely,

we think, apologize for not accepting this desperate interpretation, which was

evidently only had recourse to because nothing better suggested itself. The
perplexity, into which this verse has evidently thrown all the Commentators,

without exception, seeming to us to have chiefly arisen from their connecting

ver. 1 1 with ver. 10, we were led to take it in connection with the three succeeding

verses, and, by doing so, hope we have surmounted this seemingly insurmountable

difficulty.

Ver. 12. D^ati; PTi^ for D^fitt? ^±2 in [the'] height of heaven. We have

already so many times had occasion to notice the ellipsis of the prep. 2
^ that we

do not think it necessary to quote an example here. The Chaldee version has

expressed the 2, rendering, i^*??^ "*n5ia|l in [the] heights of heaven.
•"^an "'S lit., hoiv they are high; i.e., how high they are. "^S " has here the

sense of hoiv, as in I Sam. xiv. 29," " ''S how (mine eyes have been enlightened)."

Ver. 13. "T?^n whether through. Comp. Prov. vii. 6, ''S^^^^ *T?? through

my casement.

Ver. 14. Q^ptt? a^m. for D^tttJ? :i^n bs?^ and on [the] circuit of heaven.

Vers. 11—14. should be construed thus:

Ver. 11. nsnn )?h 1j< for D^i'7^^ wi o n^iT\ \kb i>^

P>S3 b^CODi:^ Or, canst thou

not conceive, that there is a

God, judging on earth,

"^^n for '^tf^'n ^>}l on account of

darkness (i.e., on account of

the dark clouds, which inter-

vene between Him and thee,)

;iD?n d:d T\v^\!}^ for jDDin -i;^n; d^p r^v.^p hv.]

lit., Or, on account of [the']

abundance of water, that

covers thee ? (i.e., on ac-

count of the abundance of

water, contained in the clouds

over thy head. Are these the

cause of thy not being able

to conceive it possible, that

the eye of Providence can

watch what passes here

below ?)

Ver. 12. ni^N ^bn Is not God
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D:9^ na5 for D\pjf^ r]222 in [the] height

of heaven F (i.e., in the high

heaven 1)

D^npi3 U;^l Hi^nl Yea,lookatlthe']su7nmitof[the']

stars,

IDT ^3 how high they are

!

Ver. 13. Tll^ijl And [so] thou mayest [perchance]

say

:

bVi VT, n^ " " What does God Mow (of

things here below %)

COiS^^. b^lV. T^an " " Can He judge through thick-

darkness ?

Ver. 14. 17 "irp D^3jt^ " " Thick-clouds [are] a covering to

Him (i.e., He is veiled in

thick-clouds,)

nSlT )kl^ " "50 that He cannot see;

" "qSin^ u^^^ Jim " for iv'nn^ d^dj:^ jin hv^ ''Indeed,It-:" '-t : 't-:**-t -: '

JZ(? moveth on [the] circuit of
heaven [only]" (i.e., the

heavens are His sphere of

action, inasmuch as they, and

only they—but not this insig-

nificant clod of dust, called

earth—contain creations and

creatures, worthy of His di-

vine notice.)

Ver. 16. ri37 b^b"! ^'^T^\) -it^h^ for Dri37 ^b") ^I^^,"? -ll?7S lit., who were made

shrivelled [corpses], when their time \tcas] not; i.e., who were swept away before

their time. The verb ^^P to be wrinkled, or shrivelled, occurs only here, and

supra xvi. 8.

DliD"; pV"* "^'"75 should be construed thus

:

DliD"; * Their foundation (i.e., the prin-

* TiD^ foundation, is very frequently used by the Rabbins for the principle, or base, upon

which a doctrine is founded. Thus Maimonides begins his great work, npmrt t with the

words

"The foundation of foundations (i.e., the most important of all principles,) and the pillar of wisdom, [is]

to know, that there is a first being."
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ciple, on which their nefarious

doctrine is based) [is]

p'^V in: for PVT* "IS^^^? "in:? like a river,

which should be poured out.

(i.e., their doctrine is like an

overflowing river, calculated

to sweep away everything

before it ; and so, perhaps,

thou hast been carried away

by its torrent.)

If this verse were meant Jby the poet to convey an allusion to

the men, who were destroyed by the deluge, as, with other

Commentators, we are disposed to think, the second hemistich

may perhaps, in addition to the meaning we have given to it, also

have been intended to express, that the doctrine of those desperate

and abandoned men was as destructive, and overwhelming, as the

flood, which swept them from the earth.

Ver. 17, ''"iDh ^lli; '7;/^^ HOV '' But what does the Almighty

do unto them ? " So, O Job, thou wilt be disposed to ask.

Ver. 18. "3i£D DiTM iS^.p ^<^^^" "-Seeing that He has filled

their houses with [everything that is] good.'' The reader will

recollect, that, in the preceding discourse, (ch. xxi. 14, 15,) Job

had said, that the greater the blessings wicked men enjoy, the

greater the defiance they bid God ; Eliphaz, therefore, thinking it

likely Job might here interrupt him with a shout of triumph at

hearing him acknowledge the truth of his (Job's) assertion,

subjoins: but, if thou ask me, why these wicked men are so

ungrateful to God, who has so bountifully bestowed His favours

upon them, I can only answer thee in thy own words, (See supra

xxi. 16,) namely, ^3D Hj^nn D^jL/^f'T riV^^T indeed, [the] counsel of

[the] wicked is farfrom me. Their motives for shewing themselves

so ungrateful to their maker and benefactor are as much a mystery

to me as to thee ; all that I know is, that there will come a time,

when the righteous will see, &c.

Ver. 19. ^niap^l D\7^q? ^H"^^ ^the] righteous will see that theij should

rejoice. The 1 in =inap-."! has the force of that, as in nin^ '??:^n':i ^rittJn:

(Gen. XXX. 27) / have divined (I divine) that Jehovah hath blessed me ; and in

1
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'^^ ^?^1 ''IV cri^"} (Isa xliii. 12.) Yea, ye \are^ my loitnesses

THAT /[am] God. At the end of this verse "^^^7 saying, must be supplied.

Ver. 20. •"'^^''f? our substance. The more regular form would be 'I^D'^p . The

noun D"*)"? = Q'lp'! substance. So Kimchi observes on ^^tt'^p.

.

^3S5Jip^ naib nijin *'"-)V2 ^p^p i»D sim
" And it [is] like =i3C)'p. with a Tsayreh, meaning to say ^Jpip.' o?<r substance."

Those Commentators, and, alas, they are not few, who have taken the lilberty

of distorting ^'^'^'^V. into •"'3X3)? and render it, our adversary, would perhaps have

had more mercy upon this word, if they had consulted Kimchi's C^tt7"lt2?rT "IDD .

D'^'H'^."] but their abundance. Kimchi {s.v. Cp) refers the first hemistich of ver. 20,

to Noah and his household, who, by the grace of God, were saved from the flood,

and the second, to the men of Sodom and Gomorrah, who were destroyed by a

rain of brimstone and fire. According to him, therefore, '^'^C^.l should be

translated, but the rest of them ; i.e., the wicked men among the descendants of

Noah. He paraphrases this verse in the following words :

nbD« mn^i '^^331 m i-iKtra/D ' bin^sn bDi bsn -laav inD3 sb n»s2

" Verily, ' our existence was not altogether destroyed ' by the flood, for Noah and his

sons remained ;
' but the rest of them fire consumed,' meaning to say, the rest of the

wicked-men, namely those, who were after [that time] in Sodom and Gomorrah."

Vers. 21—30. Having pointed out the utter ruin and perdition,

which those wicked men drew down upon themselves, who were

infatuated with the idea, that God does not notice the doings of

man, the speaker now entreats his friend Job to follow an

altogether different course. He says :

Acquaint., now., thyself with Him (God), and then thou wilt

prosper. Instead of imagining that He is only in heaven, far away
from thee, and not caring at all about thee, impress thyself rather

with the great and salutary truth, that He is also on earth, and

near thee, and that He is noticing, not only thy movements and

thy doings, but also the most secret thoughts of thy heart ; on

this condition, and this only, canst thou expect to be prosperous.

By these-things. Which I am about to recommend thee. Good
will come unto thee. By these namely, (Ver. 22.) Receive. I
pray thee, the law from His month. Shut not up thy heart against

His law, but do all His commandments. And lay up His words

in thine heart. Let all His precepts be graven in thy heart.

(Ver. 23.) If thou wilt return altogether to the Almighty, thou
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shalt he built up. All thy losses shall be repaired, the breaches in

thy fortune closed. If thou wilt but remove iniquity far from thy

dwelling-places. (Ver. 24.) And put gold on a level with dust.,

and the fine gold of Ophir, with the pebble\_s'] of the brooks. Attach

no more value to gold, even the finest gold, than to dust and

stones. (Ver. 25.) But rather let the Almighty be thy gold.

And^ His might., thy silver. Put thy confidence in the Almighty

rather than in gold and silver, let Him be thy treasures. (Ver. 26.)

Then., surely, shalt thou have thy delight in the Almighty, and shalt

lift up thy face unto God. Then will there no longer be any

cause, why thou shouldest let thy countenance fall, as malefactors

do,* but thou wilt confidently look up for help to thy God and

thy Creator.

Vows are commonly made by men, when they either ardently

wish, or pray, for anything. Thus Jacob, on his journey to

Padan-Aram, made a vow when he prayed to God to preserve him

on his way ; Hannah made a vow when she prayed for a male-child.

Men, therefore, who have often to perform their vows, may justly

be regarded as greatly blessed, since the performance of them

proves that the object of their desire has been attained. This

will explain the words of the Psalmist (Ps. Ixi. 8), " So will I

sing praise unto Thy name for ever, that I may daily perform my
vows ;

"—as also those of the speaker here, who thus continues his

promises to Job (Ver. 27); Thou wilt pray unto Him, and He will

hear thee, so that thou shalt have to perform thy vows. Nothing

thou prayest for will ever be denied thee, so that every vow thou

makest thou wilt have to perform.

The Scriptures tell us, that, whenever the true servants of God
required anything, however extraordinary, to take place, even

changes in the course of nature not excepted, they had only to

say the word, and it was done. Joshua needed only bid the sun

and moon stand still, and they did stand still. A similar power

is promised, in the following verse, to Job, when he shall

once more have become the favourite and beloved of God.

(Ver. 28.) When thou wilt decree a thing, it shall be established

unto thee ; yea, light shall shine upon thy ways. Instead of the

* Comp. Gen. iv. 5, 6, and supra xi. 15.
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darkness, which thou sayest God hath set upon thy paths,* bright

light shall be everywhere about thee, everything thou undertakest

shall prosper.

We learn from the Scriptures also, and in more than one place,

that even wicked men may be, nay, actually have been, saved by

the merit or intercession of good men. Had there been but ten

righteous men in Sodom, that city would have been spared for their

sake (see Gen. xviii. 32). It was through the prayer of Abraham
that Abimelech was healed (Gen. xx. 17) ; nay, at the close of

this very book, we shall hear God say to Job's three friends [infra

xlii. 8), " And my servant Job shall pray for you ; for him will I

accept, lest I deal with you after your folly." So also here Eliphaz

tells Job, that (Ver. 29), When men are hrought low, then thou

wilt say, " Pride " (was the cause of it). It was their pride

which was the cause of their fall. (Comp. Prov. xvi. 18, " Pride

goeth before destruction, knd an haughty spirit before a fall.")

" Seeing that one humhle-minded-man might have saved them all.

" (Ver. 30.) Yea, he (the humble-minded-man) might have de-

" livered even him, who was not innocent,'' and so shall he (who

may not be altogether innocent) he delivered also (O Job !) by the

pureness of thine hands. Many a man, who has deserved to incur

the wrath of God, shall be delivered by thy prayer and interces-

sion, as soon as, by the purity of thy hands, thou shalt again have

been received into the favour and grace of God.

Ver. 21. ]3PlT Become acquainted. The verb PD, in Hipli., is used to

express habit, as Numb. xxii. 30 ; also acquaintance, knowledge, as Ps. cxxxix. 3,

"And all my ways nn^Spn Thou art acquainted with {Thou knoivest)."

Umbreit renders ^SiV ^2 13pn Verkehre treu mit ihm (Have faithful intercourse

with Him), by which, of course, he meant, " Be not estranged from God," though

bis translator, the Rev. John Hamilton Gray, has, we are sorry to see, understood

him otherwise, rendering the passage, " Turn truly to him." The Rev. Gentle-

man has here been guilty of the very gross error of taking the German verb

verkehren (to have intercourse) ^- Kehren (to turn), an error against which the use

of the prep, mit (with) should have warned him, for had the verb the meaning he

so erroneously assigns to it, it would most assuredly have been construed with zu,

or an, and not with mit, which is never equivalent to the English to. Only a

few verses back we had observed a very glaring mistranslation by the same

gentleman of the following words in Umbreit (Ver. 15) :

• See supra xix. 8.
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Willst du denn fest am Weg der Vorwelt halten,

den des Verderbens Menschen gingen ?

which properly should be translated thus :

Wilt thou then hold fast the way of former ages,

(The way) which men of corruption (i.e., corrupt men) went ?

but which Mr. Gray, connecting the des Verderbens with the den (an impossible

construction), instead of with Menschen, renders :

Wilt thou keep fast the ways of the ancient world ?

The ways of destruction which mortals followed. ! ! !

It would be well if translators would but test their knowledge of the language

they undertake to translate, before they favoured the public with their trans-

lations ! This is the only chapter of Mr. Gray's translation that we have

happened to compare with the original, and we do not therefore know whether or

not any such mistranslations are to be found in the previous chapters.

Cvtt7-T lit., and be in peace, or prosper. The imperative is here used for a future,

as in Gen. xlii. 18, "Do ye this ^T'l and live" for ^T'ril. and ye shall live.

nr!T2 for n^^?2 by these [things^ (which I am about to recommend). A pers.

pron. is here used for a demonstrative, as in Gen. xlii. 14, ^fp"]?"^ "^^?? ^^^ for

^rin2":T i^S S^n HT This [w] it, that I spake.

^nsi^ri for ^^7^? Sl^Jp will come unto thee; an objective affix, instead of

a preposition. (See note on "^P.^'^.^^.l supra iii. 25.) As to the form ^^r'^''^'^^

,

comp. Deut. xxxiii. 16, nriSIUJp for Sl3ri it shall come, where HH" is paragogi-

cally added, according to Kimchi, to give emphasis, the meaning being, it shall

CERTAINLY comc. In the w'ord before us, the objective affix T is the cause that

the n has been struck out.

Ver. 23. "fV lit., as far as, close up to. We are told by Rosenmliller that

TV stands here for ^^ to, but we are rather inclined to think with Maimonides

that it is purposely made use of in its real signification, namely, asfar as, even to,

right up to, close up to, in order to encourage Job, who was looked upon by the

speaker as a very great sinner, by shewing him that, notwithstanding the enor-

mities of his sins, he need not despair of coming through penitence again close

up to his offended Creator. What Maimonides says on the subject in his npTnn "T"'

is too beautiful and too consoling to a penitent sinner, not to be quoted on this

occasion. He says (in "T p^D nmtt^n niDbil) :
*

mn"* Dsa bs-ic:?^ ^^wn ns -)!:h3T mn^ cs3 nj? anna? wbi -i!2S2T -i^nbs

" Repentance is of the greatest importance, inasmuch as it brings a man near to the

" Shechincih ; for it is said, * O Israel, return "i? close to the Lord thy God' (Hos. xiv. 2) ;

" again it is said, ' Yet have ye not returned ""1^ close to Me, saith the Lord' (Amos iv. 6)

;

" and it is also said, ' If thou wilt return, O Israel, saith the Lord, return unto Me '

" (Jer. iv. 1) ; meaning, if thou wilt but turn with repentance, thou wilt cleave unto Me."

* See Dr. Bernard's Selections from the npinn t (Cambridge, 1832), p. 62,1. 2 of the text,

and p. 288 of the translation.

—

Kate of Editor, 18G1.
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pTliri for P"^n"l^ D^ if thou wilt removefar away.

Ver. 24. ^? stands here in the sense of the same as, as in Gen. xxxii. 1
1

,

*'Lest he should corae and smite me D"^?2 ^? Q^ mother the same as children;
"

i.e., mother and children without distinction.

The first hemistich should therefore be construed thus

:

"1^3 ri'^ii^'l and put gold

"IDI^ 7jt/ the same as dust (i.e., on an equality with dust).

~l^!S^5l and with pehblel/] of,
"1^2 being here used collectively. The context

shews us that "l^^ must here be taken in the sense of stone, pebble.

"T'DIN for "I^SlN DH? fine-gold of Ophir. Comp. infra xxviii. 1 6.

Ver. 25. '^"*~!^? lit., thy golds; i.e., thy treasures. Kimchi, however,

tells us :

D'^-in b"i:iD'i i^n** y^wh r^^-n'^ p d« Vv in ^"n n^p^'na d^-isd w^^

: snansn -nam
" But there are carefully revised copies [where there is] no Yod in it (i.e., in this word)

;

if so, it would be in the sing, numb., and the Segol under the Resh [would be] on account

of the Etlmach."

It would seem therefore that Kimchi assigned to the noun "^^^ two forms,

namely "^5?? and "^^2, when of course "TP^r^ would be of the same form as

^^"^2"^ thy word, from "1^"^ a word.

niDlJin for ib "l^?? niD^in [the'] strength (or might) which [belongs'] to

Him ; i.e., His might. Comp. Ps. xcv. 4, i^ D'^IH nisi^in"} Yea, [the] strength

of [the] hills [is] His.

This verse should be construed as follows

:

nj^ n\"lT And let the Almighti/ he

^^Vb thy gold,

niayin l And [las'] might [be']

\2 ^9? silver to thee (i.e., thy silver).

Ver. 29. ^b>QU?n >3 for Dtt??D ^\>^WT\ ^3 fVJien they (i.e., men), have lowered

themselves ; i.e., have brought themselves very low, have ruined themselves.

ni2 i.q., niSS pride, as infra xxxiii. 17, "^^-l and pride.

Ver. 30. "'P? "'W for ^p3 ^S npy n^ him, loho [is] not innocent. ^N is a

neg. part, constantly used by the Rabbins, but to be met Avith also in the Bible,

viz., in 1 Sam. iv. 21, "^33 ^N [there is] no glory.

Vers. 29, 30 should be construed thus

:

l'?'^2):i'n "^S Wlien \inei{\ have brought [themselves] very

loiv (i.e., have ruined themselves),

IDXn] then wilt thou say^
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^1^.
" " [^f tvas] pride (which was the cause of their

ruin,)

^.T-^ ni^n" "-Seeing that an humble-minded man (i.e., one

humble-minded man, if he had been found

among them),

}l^yJV'' for Dnis;;^J^i^ ''would have saved them (i.e.,

God would have spared them for the sake

of that humble-minded man).

Ver. 30. totey "-He (the humble-minded man) would have

delivered [even~\

" ^j"?^ "''^ " " {_hiM tvho was'] not innocent'*

tO^P3T So (O Joh)shall he (the one,\ (i.e., thou thyself,

who is not innocent) be becoming a truepe-

delivered nitent, shalt again

enjoy the favour

and grace of God
to such a degree as

to be able, by thy

prayer and inter-

cession, to turn

away His wrath

from one who is

^''^5 "lil3 bi/ [the^purity of thy hands.) not guiltless.)

1

CHAPTER XXIH.

To a true believer in, and a fearer of, God, such as Job was,

nothing could be more distressing than to hear, especially from

the lips of an intimate friend, that he was suspected of following

in the wake of that most wicked and depraved generation of old,

of whom it might justly be said, that they polluted the ground

they trod upon, and contaminated the air they breathed. He
therefore, in the agony of his mind, commences his reply by

asking.
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Vers. 2—12. Will to-day^ too, my complaint be considered

rebellion ? From the manner in which my friends have behaved

to me since my fall, I have every reason to apprehend that,

to-day too, every sigh, every groan, every word, which pain the

most excruciating may extort from me, will be considered by them

as rebellion against God ; but that I cannot help, I must give

vent to my agonizing feelings. My blow is heavier than my
groaning. My groaning is not at all commensurate with the blow I

have received from above ; my afflictions would warrant complaints

far bitterer than mine. My friend, indeed, recommends me to

acquaint myself with God, and to return close to Him, * but this is

my wish, this is my most ardent desire ; my heart pants for God,

my soul thirsts for Him. (Ver. 3.) Oh that I knew ivhere I
couldJind Him! that I could come unto His seat! (Ver. 4.) Then

would I order my cause before Him, and Jill my mouth with argu-

ments. (Ver. 5.) Ishould then know the words He would answer

me, and understand what He would say to me. (Ver. 6.) Would

He plead with me with great poiver .^ Would He bring His

boundless might to bear against me, whilst pleading with me, so

that, dismayed and confounded, I might not be able to utter one

word 1 No ; He would by no means take this advantage of my
weakness, but rather Would give heed to me. And what makes

me so sure that He would do so is, that (Ver. 7) There the

upright might argue with Him, and so I should free myself /b?* ever

from my Judge. I can with certainty predict, that, if I am only

allowed to argue, I shall be acquitted for ever. But, alas, how
can I come close up to Him ! (Ver. 8.) La, I go eastward, and

He is not there, ajid westward, but I cannot perceive Him
;
(Ver. 9)

When He worketh in the north, I cannot behold Him ; He veileth

Himself in the south, and I cannot see Him. (Ver. 10.) Surely,

had He but known the way, which was mine. Had He but known
the course of life I have led. Had He but tried me, I should have

come out as pure as gold. As fine gold which, when assayed,

is found to be pure of all alloy. If I had but been fairly tried

before a judge, and my manner of life thoroughly investigated, it

would have been seen that I had led a life pure and without spot.

(Ver. 11.) My foot hath laid fast hold of His footstep. I have

* See supra xxii. 21, 23.
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followed closely in His footsteps. I have obeyed all His precepts.

His way I have kept, and have not declined from it. (Ver. 12.) The

commandment of His lips have I kept, and have not gone back from

it; hy-reason'Of-the-rule-I-made-for'myself^ I laid up. In my
heart. The words of His month. It has ever been a fixed rule

with me to treasure up in my heart the words of His mouth, and

there is therefore no occasion for my friend Eliphaz to recommend

to me * that I should receive the law from His mouth, and lay up

His words in my heart— I have done so during the whole of my
life.

Ver. 2. D? for C^lT whether also ?

'^'^^ rebellion. Comp. Prov. xvii. 11, "An evil man seeketh only "^"IP reJeZ-

/low." It is a noun formed from the root n"iXi to rebel, just as '^V'^ a water-pail,

from HvT to draw tcater, or "^?P captivity, from n22? to take captive. The

translators of the Auth. Vers., who render it bitter, seem to have derived the

word from "'"'^ to be bitter, but we cannot see by what process the third radical

"^ has become a quiescent "*. Rosenmliller defends this rendering, saying that the

verb, geminat. ''"'^ to be bitter follows here the verb n"v
^

n~iXi to rebel, just as

{supra XX. 10) ^*-^T. (the root of which he supposes to be V^"') does the verb n"7,

n2~i to please ; but this is begging the question, since both Kimchi and Ben-Zev

give ^52"]^ under n!J1 to please, and in the Auth. Vers, it is rendered " shall seek

to please." Some, indeed, do assume the root to be V^"' , but we should hope for

their credit that they took '"^^S"]"] to stand for ^^^'T'l, where the second radical

would be supplied by the Dagesh in the third, and not to follow the form of

^T. , from 1^72 to reveal, as Rosenmiiller most erroneously seems to suppose.

The first hemistich of this verse should be construed thus

:

nvn E:5 for Di^'^ Djn [JFUl] to-day, also,

irT't^ my complaint (be considered by my friends as)

^"Ip rebellion (against God) I

''1'' my blotv ; i.e., the blow inflicted upon me. Comp. Gen. xvi. 5, ^P'?D my

wrong ; i.e., the wrong done to me.

vV above ; i.e., more than.

Ver. 3. ^ns^ps"! ^n^i; \^\ ^^ for inls b5!jpb ''nvi^^l in": ^tt Oh that I

knew \where'\ to find Him I so that a tense is used here instead of an infinitive.

Comp. Esther viii. 6, ^'?'«":'l
^?^« HSD^S for rm-h b?^N nDD^M How shall

I be able to see ?

The pron. aflSx ^H* Him, in '"^^t^^l? ^^s no object to refer to, as God has

* See supra xxii. 22.
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not yet been mentioned in this discourse. He is, however, so unmistakeably

referred to that the speaker relies upon the common sense of his hearers to apply

it to Him. In like manner we shall have {infra xxv. 1) "i^V with him, referring

to God, though His name had not yet been mentioned in that discourse.

Si3S for Ni^S"! ^r\> ^a Would that I could come!
'^ryyOi^ His seat, a noun formed from the verb ]^3 to prepare, arrange, and

consequently of the form n>12ri
^ the same as nD?l3FI understanding, from 1^2 .

The noun under consideration is to be met with again in Ezek. xliii. 11,

Nah. ii. 10 ; and all these passages are quoted by Ben-Zev, as well as by Buxtorf,

under I'lS . Gesenius, for reasons he has kept to himself, tells us that the word

here is derived from 1^3 , but, in Ezekiel and Nahum, from ]3n , when of course

it would be of the form nb^37p , like n^-132 strength, from 1^3 to be strong.

If the reader will but refer to what we quoted from this learned lexicographer in

our note on ^37y {supra vi. 3), he will, no doubt, at once form his decision as to

whom he ought to take for his guide, Ben-Zev and Buxtorf, or Gesenius.

Ver. 4. t^Qtpp for "'tODCpa my cause.

Ver. 5. ''?i??^ for ^??}?^ ''^^ which He would answer me.

Ver. 6. '^l Dtj?^ for "^^V
"^^^

°"'^t He lootdd set His heart on me ; i.e., give

heed to me. See note on C^^P "^ c?P supra iv. 20.

Ver. 7. noia for riDi^ n;]r]''_ Ut., might be arguing ; i.e., might argue.

n^b?N1 for ^tt?p3 n^bsST ' So I should deliver (i.e., free) mgself. ^^S
, how-

ever, in Pi-al, may be intransitive, as it is in Kal, when of course the strict

meaning would be, I should escape, or get of. So l^H has in Pi-al an intransi-

tive signification. Corap. Prov. vi. 28, ^''i:' "^^U] ^^ Can a man go (upon hot

coals) ? and infra xxiv. 10. See also our note on ^y'?"! supra xx. 20.

Vers. 8, 9. D^P. forwards, "'inS backwards, ^I^JSt?? (or, more properly,

bi^nip) left, and TP^ right, are used here to denote the four quarters of the

globe. On looking towards the rising sun, * the East is in front, the West,

behind, the North, to the left, and the South, to the right.

Ver. 8. fn« t^b"! for inis Tn« ^ib") and I cannot behold Him, ^ns being the

apocop. fut. Kal. (in pause) of nTH to behold, for H^ni;? . Comp. '^nn') Mic.iv. 11.

Ver. 9. inbv.Sl On His working; i.e., When He is displaying His wonderful

works. Umbreit would, in this instance, make the verb '^'^V synonymous with

^'^'V in the second hemistich, and give it, therefore, the signification of covering,

veiling, instead of its usual one of doing, working, and he tells his readers that, " Die

gewohnliche Uebersetzung, weyin er zur Linken wirket, klingt matt." Most of

them will, however, probably be of opinion, that to give to so common a verb as

ntC3^ a signification which no lexicographer ever dreamed of, klingt, to say the

least of it, sehr seltsam.

nbV! for i2?p3 P\hv)_ Jle loraps Himself up, veils Himselj.

ntjinW ^4b1 for "ini« nj<|-)N sb") And I cannot see Him.

* The Jews, even in our days, always turn, when they pray, to the East, and this having

probably been the custom also in the time of Job, he naturally begins with the East, instead

of the North, as we should do.

P
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Ver. 10. 37T had He known. ) These two verbs must be understood condi-

"'??'7^ Jidd He tried me. ) tinnnlhj, as though they were preceded by the

part, nw if. Comp. Prov. xxv. 16, 0«V^^ tZ??^.

hast thou found honey = ti7?T ^^r'? '^^ ^^

tltou liastfound honey,

Ver. 11. t2S t^b") for -"IS^P t3S b^bT and I did not decline from it. ^i^

,

though Hiph., is used here intrans., as in Isaiah xxx. 11, fTj'S ^p_'f2 ^tSH
^ turn

aside out of [the] path.

Ver. 12. "I'nStt? ni^p. After these two words ^^I^K?, from the second

hemistich of the preceding verse, must be supplied, as though it were ^^l^^
''rrnptp Vnptp [</<£] cnmma7idnient of His lips I have kept.

tr^aS sb"! for na^p C^-^^pS sbl and I did not depart from it.

"'ipnP l>y reason of my rule ; i.e., by reason of my having made it a rule. The

force of the prefix ^ here is tlie same as in Px'ov. xxiii. 4, " Labour not to be

rich ;"
^'J'^

^ri"?^"^^ refrain (from doing so) hy reaaon of thy own understand-

ing ; i.e., thy own understanding should teach thee not to labour to become rich.

"^riDp^ for ^??? "^^35^ I have laid (or treasured) up in my heart. So the

Psalmist says (Ps. cxix. 11), ^n*n??S "^IpD'^ "*??? In ?ny heart have I tuts.a-

SURED up thy ivord.

Vers. 13—17. Yet He, being unique. That is, without an

equal. Who can imider Him ? He being one God, Eternal and

Omnipotent, who can prevent Him from doing what He pleases ?

Yea., what His soul ivilled. He hath done. What it was His will

to do unto me, He has done. (Ver. 14.) Surely, He will com-

plete ivhat4s-decreed-for-me. No argument, no reasoning, will

induce Him to leave what He has decreed for me unaccomplished.

Yea, like these. Like these afflictions. There may still be mani/

more ivitk Him. In store for me. Terrible as are my sufferings,

there may be many more like them, or even worse, stored up for

me, which I cannot foresee, so that 1 have not even the consola-

tion of knowing that I have seen the worst. (Ver. 15.) There-

fore am I confounded before Him. This is the reason why I am

in such trepidation. When / consider. When I consider, that

even now the measure of my calamities may not be full. / am

in dread of Him. (Ver. 16.) But it is God Himself who hath

made my heart faint, yea, the Almighty it is who hath confounded

me. He it is who, by sending on me calamity after calamity,

every one more grievous than the last, by depriving me, first of

my property, then of my children, and finally of my health, has
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made me so faint-hearted as to dread even greater evils than those

I have already seen. (Ver. 17.) Because I was not cut off before

this darkness. Before this misery came upon me. As He was

not merciful enough to spare me these woes, I have no right to

expect mercy from Him for the future. When He would have con-

cealed from me this gloom. Had He but cut me off before these

calamities befell me, I should never have seen this gloom which is

now around me.

Ver. 13. "f^^^? S^ni Yet He [heing^ unique, i.e., acting as one, who is "^H??

unique, without an equal. So the Targum, "^^^Tn"! ^^^ T^l But certainly He
\is] unique. It will be perceived, that we take the prefix ^ here to be pleonastic,

as it is taken by Mendelssohn in "1J2tp H^? (Ps. Ixviii. 5), which he translates,

" Sein Name ist Ewiger " (His name is Eternal-Being), and also by Dr.

French and Mr. Skinner, who, in their masterly translation of the Psalms, render

the passage, " Jehovah is His Name ! " See also the Rev. J. Phillip's Commentary

on the Psalms. Perhaps, however, the prefix — in 'TJ'^? has the force of the

French en = as, in the quality of, so that "'H^S would = as one, or in the quality

of one ; and this may also be the import of the ^ in "i^^ '^^r' in the quality

(or attribute) of JAH '^^ [which w] His name.

^3?^P^ "*p^ lit., So, who can tnake Him turn hack (from His purpose ?) i.e., so,

who can prevent, hinder Him ? Comp. supra ix. 12.

nn^N itt;p3"] for nn:|S i^??: npsi and what His soul desired.

Ver. 14, "*i?r][ lit., my decree; i.e., the thing decreed for me. See note on ''l^

(Ver. 1).

nanDT yea, like these; i.e., miseries and calamities like these.

Ver. 17. "n^^n darkness ) ^ f •
i -x

h^ gloom } %. for misery, calamity.

Better, I think, expressed in French, en sa qunlite de Jah. Editor, 1861.

p 2
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CHAPTER XXIV.

Vers. 1— 11. Eliphaz having, in his last discourse, again

reverted to the fate of the wicked, and asserted that their end

must be so wretched and miserable, as to be a matter of triumph

to the just and innocent {supra xxii. 19, 20), Job cannot pass

over the subject in silence, but is prompted by his love of truth

to protest against that which his friend had said, and to declare

the contrary. At the same time, we shall hear him say, that,

though he loves God with all his soul and all his might, and

is desirous of being introduced into His presence, he must never-

theless confess, that he cannot see any signs of His Providential

care and Divine retribution here below, inasmuch as the just and

the innocent are altogether at the mercy of the wicked and

depraved, who may tyrannize over them, rob them, and even slay

them, with perfect impunity—a course of things, which causes him

not only the deepest regret but also the greatest surprise. He says

:

JVliy is it so % Events are not concealed from the Almighty^

seeing that His omnipresence and omniscience altogether preclude

the possibility of any event's being hidden from Him, Yet those, who

love Him, do not see His days ! His days of retribution. Why do

they not see crime meeting with that punishment, which it so

richly deserves, and ought to receive without the least delay ?

Wherever we turn, we see atrocities of the blackest dye committed

with impunity. (Ver. 2.) Here they (the wicked) remove land-

marks. They set them up on their neighbour's land, so that the

extent of their own may be increased. There they violently take

away a herd, and feed it. As though it were their own property.

(Ver. 3.) Some drive away the ass of the fatherless ; they take the

widow's ox. Her only means of support. For a pledge, (Ver. 4.)

Others ^<«*w the needy out q/" the way; yedi. the poor of the earth

are altogether concealed. The oppression and violence they have

to endure from the wicked are so great, that they dare not shew

themselves in the street. (Ver. 5.) Behold, they must go forth

to their work in the desert, like wild asses. Like wild asses which
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are never seen but in the desert, where they seek for pasture,

so the poor, not being suffered to abide in the villages and towns,

must work in the wilderness, Diligently seeking for food; the

wilderness must furnish him. Every one of them. Bread for

his young-children. (Ver. 6.) In the field, they must reap his (the

wicked man's) grain, and gather the produce of the wicked mans

vineyard. (Ver. 7.) They pass the night naked, without clothing,

and have no covering in the cold. (Ver. 8.) They are wet with

the showerls] of the 7nountains, and embrace the rock for want of

a shelter. They are obliged to squeeze themselves into the

crannies and crevices of rocks in order to avoid exposure to

the inclemency of the weather. (Ver. 9.) They. That is, the

wicked. Pluck the fatherless-child from the breast of its mother,

and take that, which is upon the poor-man as a pledge. The

scanty clothing, which the poor man has to cover himself with,

they take away from him as a pledge, careless of leaving him

altogether naked. (Ver. 10.) They. That is, the poor. Go

about naked, without clothing, and hungry are they, when they

carry the sheaves. The wicked man's sheaves. It was considered

cruel to suffer even a beast to starve in the midst of plenty,

whence the precept, " Thou shalt not muzzle the ox, when he

treadeth out the corn," (Deut. xxv. 4), and yet the poor are

suffered by their wicked oppressors to famish, whilst carrying their

sheaves. (Ver. 11.) They 2)ress out oil ivithin their (the wicked

men's) toalls ; they tread their wine-presses, and yet suffer thirst.

Ver. 1. '?^'^P for P ^^y}\ '?^"=Ta tvhy should it be so ?

Wn'S lit., times, here evidently = events. Corap. Ps. xxxi. 16, "'nnv ^*Tt? «^

Thine hand \_are'] niy times, i.e., the vicissitudes of fortune, which await me, the

events of my future life. So also, 1 Chron. xxix. 30, 1^^? ^"l^?? "itt?« C>^37n"!

and the times (events^ which passed over him.

V^T") (according to the K'ree) lit., and those knoioing Him ; i.e., those

acknowledging Him, loving Ilim, as Ps. ix. 11, ^^I^^ ""^^T"*, which is

unquestionably synonymous with ^^^ ''?lT^^ (Ps. v. 12) [the] lovers of Thy

name.

V^^ lit., His days. By the day of Jehovah is generally understood, the day

of His retribution. Comp. Isa. xiii. 6, " Howl ye, for nin"! DV [the'] day of

Jehovah is near ; it shall come as a destruction from the Almighty." So also,

Malac. iii. 23, N"i'i3ri') ^"i^^n pin"; Di'' [the] great and dreadful day of

Jehovah,
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Ver. 2. -I^^t^^ they are loont to remove. The more proper form would be

•i:i"'D^. Comp. Deut xix. 14, ^''SO S7 Thou shalt not remove (thy neighbour's

landmark); also (Ibid xxvii. 17 :) "Cursed be he, that is ^^S? removing (his

neighbour's landmark)." See note on ^27? 3 supra v. 2.

=»P^n for iniS :i37n'l aiid theij feed it.

Ver. 5. D'^?";f for C"^Sn^3 Uke wild-asses. See note on ^^'J. ""P.?^ siqyra v. 7.

n^.^^ ^in^^P for n"?.^^ nnqr^P diligently seeking for food. Comp. Ps.

ii. 12, i2 ^D^^^ for i2 D-'pin trusting in Him; also VV^^ ''?3)7 (sM;;m xviii. 2),

on which see note. ^"?.?^ is not always used in the sense of prey, but also in that

o^ food, victuals. Comp. Prov. xxxi. 15, "and she gave forth ^1}^ food (for

her household)."

Ver. 6. I^'^/S his grain, the poss. affix "1" his, referring to the noun ^^"^ in

the second hemistich. See note on '"^^ supra vi. 29. Comp. also Ps. Ixviii. 15,

where f^S in it, in the first hemistich, refers to 7"!^7?^ in Salmon, in the

second.

D7.^1 for DTIp "'i???! cind \jthe'\ grapes of \_the~\ vineyard.

^^|7.T. They must gather. This is the only instance in which the root ti7p7

occurs as a verb.

Ver. 7. •12"'
7^ they pass the night. The verb X^ is intrans., even in Hiph.

Those, who think that it has a trans, signif. in Lev. xix. 13, and Deut. xxi. 23,

err in taking V}^ to be the 2nd sing, masc, instead of the 3rd sing, feminine.

Ver. 9. "Tt£^Q from \flie'\ breast. "TtI7 is here synonymous with '^'^ (dual

n!*"!^) which seems to be the more common form. We find, however, T27 - breast

in other places, as Isa. Ix. 16, ^''P^P '^W^ and [the] breast of kings (shalt thou

suck.)

"•3^ h'S^ for '^3^ ^1? Ili^^ rii;?T and that which [is] upon [the] poor-man;

i.e., his clothing. So Ralbag, to whom we are greatly indebted for helping us

out of the dilemma, in which the use of the prep. 7? here had placed us. He
comments on ^v2n^ ^3!y viyi as follows :

: ]1vDpi "^V^' T>3 rP2P' IZib IDIsi fil?) 'yj il^D PP i''")

" Meaning to say, that which [is] upon [the] poor-man, that is to say, his gai-ment,

wherewith he covers himself, they take away as a pledge."

Ver. 10. ^^bn they went. The verb I^H is here used intransitively in Pi-al,

as was observed in our note on ni^v?^! {supra xxiii. 7).

"ijp^ sheaf being here used collectively, = sheaves.

Ver. 1 1. r? lit., between, i.e., within.

nh^rz? their (the wicked men's) tvalls, Comp. Ps. xviii. 30, "I will leap

over "I'iti? a walW
•TlTI?^ they press out oil. The root "1^2

, as a verb, is not to be met with

elsewhere.

Vers. 12— 18. Having described the oppression which those

suffer, whom the tyranny of the wicked had obliged to flee from
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the city, Job now proceeds to depict the atrocities, that are

practised in the city itself, saying

:

From the city men groan, and the soul of the slain crieth out.

From the city there is nothing to be heard but the groans of

dying men, and the cry for vengeance of the blood of the slain.

Yet God doth not impute to them (the wicked) injustice. Job

now divides the wicked into two classes—the one composed of such

hardened villains, as are bold enough to commit the most horrid

crimes in broad daylight—the other, of those who, being too

cowardly for this, dare not face the light, but sneak away to their

dens at its approach. He says; (Ver. 18, ) Some of them are

among those, who rebel against the light. That is, who, as it were,

bid defiance to the light, and ply their horrible trade in the

middle of the day. Others again there are, who do not know its

ways, nor abide in its paths. Who are so much afraid of the

light, as to avoid it altogether. (Ver. 14.) The murderer riseth

ivith the day-light. Not because he dreads the full light of the

sun, but so as to have the whole day before him. And killeth the

2)00r and needy. He is quite indifferent to the sun's shining upon

his murderous deeds. But in the night he is again, as though he

were a thief. Though, in the day time, he displays more boldness

than those sneaking cowards, who only venture to carry on their

depredations under the cover of deep darkness, yet, he is not

ashamed to imitate them ; his greediness is so great, as to induce

him to stoop to thieving in the night. (Ver 15.) The eye also

of the adulterer waiteth for the evening-twilight, " No eye,'' salth

he, " must see me." This precaution, however, not seeming to

him sufficient to secure him against recognition, he adds a second.

He even putteth on a mask. His conscience renders him as great

a coward as the despicable thief who haunts the streets at midnight.

(Ver. 16.) Another again, digs through houses in the dark. In

order to enter and plunder them. Whilst in the day-time they shut

themselves up ; they do not like the light. (Ver. 17.) For the morning

is to them all like the shadow of-death, for they experience the terrors

of the shadow-of-death. When the morning comes, they are in

as great a fright, as though they felt themselves seized with the

pangs of death. But, when surprised by the light, the paltry

thief, coward though he is, plucks up courage from the very
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greatness of his terror, and to effect his escape, would be bold

enough even to plunge into a river ; and, did he do so, his usual

success would still attend him; far from being drowned, he would

quickly reach the other side in safety, for he swims like a cork.

(Ver. 18.) He is light upon the surface of the water. Their

parcel-of-ground is accursed in the land. That is, the site of their

fastnesses, being waste, barren, and rocky, is regarded as accursed

of God, and only fit to harbour men equally accursed. He turneth

not. That is, not one of them turns. By the wai/ of the vi?ie-

yards. When they are in danger of being taken, they dare not

take their flight across the vineyards, where they might be

arrested by the husbandmen, but prefer unfrequented paths and

by-ways, or even crossing rivers.

Ver. 12. nb?n D^tt?;> b5b for nb^n nn^ U^b\ S7 does not impute to them

(the perpetrators of these crimes) injustice, as shown by the fact, that they are

not overtaken by the Divine vengeance. See note on n7Dri supra i. 22.

Ver. 13. "^iM ^'^?p^ ^^n n^H for ^is ^l^b^ ^>T^ 7^J^n};^ Some of them (of

these wicked men) are among those rebelling against \the'\ light; i.e., they belong

to that class of bold and hardened villains, who set the light at defiance, and are

ready to do anything, however atrocious, in the face of the sun.

VD-il rn^^r\ i4b for V3-J1 :n>3n ^b ^^^? r\}^r\ll^ and some of them [there

are] luho do not know the ways thereof (of light).

Ver. 14. nVi") Dip; "lif^'^ lit., at (i.e., with) the light [the]

murderer rises. Those, who have not, as we have done, con-

sidered the preceding verse to treat of two distinct classes of

villains—the bold and hardened on the one hand, the timid

and cowardly on the other—have felt great difficulty in explaining

how the murderer could here be said to arise with the light,

after it had been stated in the preceding verse (as usually

translated), that men of his class dread and shun it. Some
of the Commentators, therefore, would take 11 i^'? to signify,

before the light, whilst others understand by it just at daybreak,

when the feebleness of the light would allow the murderer

to escape recognition or detection. The first of these interpreta-

tions we could not for a moment entertain, as ^7 never means

before, nor was it possible for us to admit the second, seeing

that as often as we meet with lli^'? in Scripture, the context
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rather points to the full light of day, than to the feeble light

of early dawn; e.g., sujna xii. 22, "he bringeth out "lliS? to

light (the shadow of death)," where ")1i^ is surely not intended

to express a glimpse of light or faint light, but rather a bright

light. Therefore it was, that we preferred considering the pre-

ceding verse to treat of the two different classes of villains

designated above ; and to the first of these classes the murderers,

whose practices are recorded in the verse before us, must of

course be referred.

Ver. 15. ^'I^'t?^ waits for. The verb "iJ2tI? is sometimes used in this sense,

as in Ps. lix. 10. mbtp^ ?T^^W for Thee do I wait.

D^33 inp lit., a covering offace ; i.e., a mask. So Wolfssohn observes :

5i? ifiD'D D':9P ni)t) bv rf ivf^ i"ti
,
p"?-)? dtpd iw dop ij^^ onui

:b"DD ^rppfip fvbz f^i'p::> or'fin on'S' f^ho hd o'vui? d?*:?

"And [the] meaning of d';Q '^^j^ [is], as Kabbi David Kimchi explained [it], and what

he says is this : he (Job) says this with reference to the image of the face, which wicked-

men wear on their faces, in order that those seeing them may not recognise them, [and]

which in a foreign language is called ' mask.' Thus far [is] his (Kimchi's) language."

Ver. 16. "i^7 ^^^n the?/ shut (lit., seal) themselves up. Comp. infra xxxvii. 7,

where, when speaking of the heavy rain, which prevents both man and beast from

stirring abroad, Elihu says, *' Di^HlI He (God) shuts up (every man in the

place, where he is," so that he cannot move about). Kimchi comments on the

passage before us as follows :

im«n "nnn"' nb^bm n^bmsn in^'Di onin D'*23an wv^ nvn -iiaibD

DK"i> Kbtt? DVn nnaD3 nnw lab "n^o"' inb ^i^r^n aov D^t&nctt w^^

* -ns "i^T «b sin sti mw
" That is to say, in the day-time the thieves make a mark and sign on the walls, and in

the night they dig in that place, which they had marked,"

" But some explain ia^ TOnn cw tJiei/ shut themselves up ; for in the day-time they

[are] shut up, that no man may see them ; and this is [the meaning of what is said in

the last part of the verse] "liN «?7; n"? [they do not like the light]."

On referring to the Auth. Vers., the reader will find this passage translated in

accordance with the first explanation given by Kimchi ; we, however, have given

our preference to the second, and that for two reasons ; first, because it agrees

better with the last clause of the verse, as observed by Kimchi himself; and

secondly, because, as mentioned above, we find the word Dinn^ occurring in this

very book, in the sense of shutting up.

^VV^ Sv they do not like. See note on ''"'VTl ver. I. It will be perceived,
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that there is a change of number in this verse, the verb in the first clause being

sing,, while those in the second and third are plural.

Ver. 17. "'"^?! lit., he knows ; i.e., becomes acquainted with (the terrors of the

shadow of death, which he had never experienced before).

Ver. 18. 0^)7711 their parcel-of-land. The noun '^rjfD a parcel, portion,

is generally used in construction with "^"T-^ a field, as in Ruth ii. 3,

Ti'27 7^'^]]2T^ ri)2?n a parcel {or part) of the field {belonging) to Boaz, but

is, however, also met with in its absolute form, as, e.g., in 2 Sam. xiv. 30.

"We will not pollute our pages by quoting the disgusting obscenities, which

Schultens would wring out of this and some of the following verses. If the

reader do not mind wading through a couple of pages * of dirt and filth, he will

receive a salutary warning as to what value he ought to set upon the explanations

of Scripture given by this commentator and others like him, who are unfortunately

taken for their light and beacon by those who cannot read the Commentaries of

Mendelssohn, Wolfssohn, Eichel, Bril, Homberg, &c.

Vers. 19— 25. It will be recollected that Job had already

spoken of the sudden death of the impious as one of the

blessings they enjoy (see supra ix. 23; xxi. J 3), since they

ought not, in his opinion, to be permitted to depart from life

without having first undergone lengthened and excruciating

sufferings. Having now enumerated the various crimes

committed by the wicked, he again reverts to this topic, and

laments their easy and speedy release from the world, saying:

Just as drought and heat steal away snow-water. For, under

their influence, it gently and imperceptibly vanishes. So

the wicked slip-down into the grave. Without any pain or

suff'ering, which is not as it ought to be, for it were but just

that they should be plagued with such frightful and loathsome

diseases, as would chain them to the bed of sickness, and render

them an object of the greatest horror and disgust even to their

best friends and nearest relations. (Ver. 20.) She, who bore him,

ought to forget him. The horrible nature and lingering character

of his disease should be such, as to drive even his mother away

from his bedside, and make her forget he is her son. The worm

ought to be sweet to him. His misery, what from bodily sufferings,

consequent upon his protracted disease, what from mental agony

at seeing himself deserted by his nearest relations, should be so

See the Leyden Edition [1737], pp. 688, 689.
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intense, as to make him long for the worm and corruption of the

grave. He should he remembered no more ; and so iniquity would

be broken like a stick. The poet, anxious to justify his impre-

cations upon the impious, endeavours to heighten what he has

already said of them, by giving a sketch of another class, not

included among those we have just heard him describe. He now

introduces us, namely, to a tyrannical conqueror, who not only

himself spreads ruin and desolation on all sides, but, by his

example, has stimulated a number of other, minor, tyrants, whom
he has subdued and brought under his sway, to emulate him in

his acts of oppression and cruelty ; while they, in their turn,

tremble at his nod, and, as his vassals and satellites, are obliged

to follow him, obey his commands, and pay him onerous tributes.

He says, (Ver. 21) He crusheth the barren^ that heareth not. One,

therefore, who is already distressed enough on account of her

sterihty, a great reproach in those times. Yea^ also, to the widow.

A woman left without support or protection. He doeth no good.

But, not satisfied with the atrocities committed by himself.

(Ver. 22.) He also., by his poiver., attracteth to himself other

2)owerful-men. These, following his example, oppress and spoil

all they have to do with, but to him they truckle, so

great is the awe in which they stand of him, seeing that,

when he riseth up against them, not one of them is sure of his

life. (Ver. 23.) Yea, he. That is, every one of them. Must

give him tribute, in order that he may be in safety^ and be able

to stay himself upon him
;

yet, his (the tyrant's) eyes are upon

their ways. The eye of the great tyrant closely watches the

movements of the petty tyrants he domineers over. (Ver. 24.)

As soon as they are a little exalted, he. Tliat is, every one of

them. Is undone. As soon as they shew the least disposition

to raise up their heads, and attempt to shake off his yoke, they

are either at once plunged by him into utter ruin, Or they are

humbled, silenced, like all others, or even cut off as the tops of

ears-of-corn. (Ver. 25.) Now, if this be not so, who can make

m,e a liar, and make my speech nothing worth ? I challenge any

one to disprove the statements I have made in this discourse of

mine.
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Ver. 19. "it^^^? as, should be supplied before i^^? in the first, and ]? so,

before viSK7 in the second, hemistich.

The verb ^^^H primarily signifies to miss, as in Judg. xx. 16, "Every one

could sling a stone at an hair-breadth, ^PH! "^1 and not suffer [itl to miss."

Hence it has come to signify, to miss one step, to slip, as Prov. xix. 2, " and he

that hasteth with his feet WiDin slippeth." Lastly, it has been taken figuratively

in the meaning of to sin, its ordinary acceptation, from the fact, that one who

sins, has missed, or slippedfrom the path of rectitude.

The verse should be construed thus

:

Dh Dil n^)i ["I2^^^^] [^Just as] dryness, as well as heat,

27U:/ ^C'^D l'?TJ^ Steal-away snow-waters,

b'W^^ INpn []5] [So] they (the impious) slip down to

[the] grave (i.e, gently, without

pain or suffering).

Ver. 20. Onn Ht,, womb ; i.e., the womb, which bore him, used fig. for his

mother.

Ver. 21. n^T lit,, \Jie is'l breaking, i.e., oppressing, crushing. The verb ^37"!

,

in this instance, = 371"' to break, the same as nT3 to despise = ^"^^
. Comp.

Jer. ii. 16, "fpirj "^''37"'1 they will break thee \the\ crown of [thy] head ; and Prov.

XXV. 19, n^JI '\W a tooth breaking-down.

"f^n ^?b for "T^n Nb -it^S who does not bear.

2''i;).'*.'J
^7 he does not do good to. The proper form would be 2^tD^]^ (Prov.

xvii. 22, &c.), as it is the fut. Hiph. So, in Isa. xv. 2, 3 ; xvi. 7, ^"'^l"! for ^"V."!

• will howl.

Ver. 22. ]'*n2 in life, the Chaldee form for D^^nS
.

Ver. 23. ^n''3n?'l and his eyes, poet, form for ''''?"'?')

.

Ver. 24. ^S^nl or are humbled. The proper form would be ^2^^n^ for it is

the past. Hiph. of "f^^ .

^^l^PJ?'^ they are silenced (from V^P to shut, close, applied to the mouth), i.e.,

they are so struck with awe, that they dare not utter a word. Comp. Ps. cvii. 42,

" and all iniquity n"'53 n^p)7 hath stopped her mouth;" and also supra v. 16.

Ver. 25. ^S^ for ^^ to nothing.

* Which is, however, never found, though we do meet with nVbw Mic. i. 8. In every

other passage the irregular form of this fut. is met with. Thus we have ''''!?:>< (Jer.

xlviii. 31); iVVn (Iga, Ixv. 14); iW'.; (Hos. vii. 14) ; iVVrr (Isa. lii. 5). a'p^,, on the

contrary, is the only instance of the irreg. form, in the fut. Hiph. Note of Editor, 1861.
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CHAPTER XXV.

BiLDAD, finding that his eflPorts to prove to Job, that the impious

and wicked must ultimately meet with severe and condign

punishment, and the pious and just, with abundant reward from

above, have had no effect, does not again revert to the subject,

but confines himself in this short, but energetic speech, to calling

the attention of Job to the unlimited power and profound wisdom

of God; topics, which, if duly reflected upon, must convince us,

that the dispensations of Providence are as just as they are

unerring, and that, if events sometimes occur, which, according

to our narrow views of right and wrong, seem to us to be the

reverse of what we might have expected, it is only because we

are too short sighted to perceive the end, to which such events

are intended to lead by the decree of Him, in whose hands are

the destinies of man. He says

:

Ver. 2—6. Dominion and fear are with Him. That is, God.

The terror, which He can strike into those, who attempt to rebel

against Him, is in proportion to the greatness of His sovereign

power. He maketh peace in His high 2)laces. He maintains har-

mony among the heavenly bodies, which, great as is their number,

and immense their magnitude, never clash or jar with one another,

but move with the greatest smoothness and precision, in the track

assigned to them by Him. (Ver. 3.) Is there any number to his

hosts? Can any one number the stars, which fill the universe'?

Yet, upon which of them doth not His sun rise ? Is there any

constellation so distant, as to be out of the reach of the rays of the

sun"?* (Ver. 4.) Howthencanfrail-man he right with God F How
can he think he has a right to find fault with the decrees of God, or

how can he dare to challenge Him to enter into judgment with him,

as Job more than once has done % (^Supra ix. 32, 33, and jiassitn.)

And how can he he clean, that is horn of a woman ? How can

* The reader will perceive, that we are here merely explaining Job's ideas, without

necessarily subscribing to them.
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one, that was shapen in iniqnity, and conceived in sin, think

himself so clean and free from all guilt, as to have a right to

murmur, when corrected and chastised by his Maker ? (Ver. 5.)

Behold the spoliation of the moon^ how she no longer jntcheth her

tent in the heavens ! Consider, how the moon, when eclipsed, is at

once stripped of her brightness, and becomes invisible, as though

she did not exist, and no longer had her pavilion in the heavens

!

(It will be recollected, that, in the poetical language of the Bible,

the great luminaries are represented as pitching their tents in the

heavens. Comp. Ps. xix. 5, " In them hath he set a tabernacle

for the sun.") Yea, the stars are not jmre in His eyes. His

brightness is so great, that the stars in His sight are as opaque

bodies. (Ver. 6.) Hoic much less frail-man^ that is but a worm,

and the son of man, that is but an insect'.

Yer. 3. "'P ^^1 stands for Crr^ ''P vJ?") and vpon tvhich of them.

^rrnlW His sun. The sun, as being the origin of light, is called *^1'*^ infra

xxxi. 26, where it stands in parallelism with HTl^ moon ; in Habakkuk, too,

(ch. iii. 4,) some, with great propriety, render ~l*tl^3 like the sun. In the same

sense is the Greek <^aos understood by some in Odyss. V. 335 : "HS?; yap ^aos

OL)(eff VTTO t,6<f)0V.

Umbreit observes on this word, <'^n~ns fUr l"^"!?^ wie oben Cap. xxiv. 23,

•in^D^37 flir "1"^3"'27 ," but surely this is anything but a just comparison, as a masc.

noun, (e.g., "i"*!?? a song,) on receiving the possess, pron. aifix of the 3rd. pers.

sing, masc, has two regular forms, given in almost every Grammar, viz., 'V^'^'ip

and •li^"].''^ , the latter of which cannot even be said to be the poet, one, as it is very

frequently met with in the historical books ; e.g., ^nD'^py after its kind, is found

several times in Genesis, whilst I^^P? is found only once (Gen.i. 11). Not so the

plur. D'^"i'^t27
, which, on taking the possess, affix of the 3rd pers. sing, masc, has only

one form, viz., ^"'"^'^^
, nor would any Grammarian venture to give a second ; and

if, in writing Hebrew, one were to render his songs, ^ri''"T't27
^ jt would make him

rub his eyes, who read it, since this is a very extraordinary, and, we may almost

say, anomalous form. Indeed, Eichenbaum has been found fault with by Hebrew

scholars in the University of Cambridge for having, in his poem ^"^•^'^
> once

made use of ^"T^^S for T^^W to him, which of course he did for the sake of the

rhyme, though unjustifiably. To sum up, then, ^n"]iS is a most regular and

usual form, whereas •l'^''^'^? should be considered rather as an anomaly, as also

^n^T for V-[^ in Habak. iii. 10.

The mistake here made by Umbreit has been fallen into also by Rosenmiiller,

though for him it is but a mere trifle, as the reader may convince himself by

referring to our note on supra xii. 4, where we pointed out such a very gross, nay

unpardonable, blunder on the part of this Commentator.
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Ver. 5. "^V [_the] spoliation, or stripping, oj. From the verb H^tJ?
^ which, in

Hiph, signifies to deceive, mislead (as, e.g., 2 Kings iv. 28, "^ri^ "^^^^O ^^ do

not deceive me), we have the derivative noun ^tt? (2 Sam. vi. 7) self-deception,

error. In like manner, from the verb T^l^
^ which, in Hiph., signifies to take

off, strip (as e. g., Prov. xxv. 20, "^P.r? "Tl^p [owe] stripping off a garment),

we have here tlie noun "f!^ stripping, spoliation. Indeed, "^37 pre//, booty, to be

found in Gen. xlix. 27, Isa. xxxiii. 23, may, in our humble opinion, also be

referred to the verb n*T37 in its meaning of taking away, stripping off.

v^ns^ Sv'l So that she does not pitch-her-tent. In Ps. xix. 5, we read

n2 ^riM VXD ti"'ttU?7 in them, (the heaven'^) hath jfle set a tabernacle for the sun.

Here, our poet assigns a tabernacle, or pavilion to the moon also, and bids his

unfortunate friend consider how, when eclipsed, she is as though she had no

longer any pavilion in the heavens.

^•^^ as a verb, we find in Gen. xiii. 12, in Kal, ^J?^.*^ ci?id he pitched-his-tenf.

In Isa. xiii, 20, we have "*^"JV: ^^ ^^\ " ''1 and [the] Arabian shall not pitch-

his-tent there, where of course ^T}\ stands for -T^?*!! . In the verse before us,

this verb appears in its proper, and regular form, and it is, therefore, much to

be regretted, that the Tran.slators of the Auth. Vers., and many others, have

given to it the meaning of shining, as though it were the fut. Hiph. of ^vH
^ in

which case, however, its form ought surely to have been ^H^ , as infra xxxi. 26.

Comp. also in Isa. xiii. 10, ^'^7^ they shall make to shine. Had these Translators,

by offering such violation to this verb, added to the beauty of the poetry, we should

perhaps have said less, but, in our opinion, the only result of their misplaced

ingenuity has been materially to mar it. As, however, we are, we think,

the first, in the English language at least, to give to the verb -'"'•7^1 the

signification, which its form demands, we may perhaps be allowed to say, that

we have both Kimchi and Ben-Zev with us ; and with such authorities on

our side we can, we think, boldly face any real or would-be critic. Kirachi's

words (under the root ^nS) are as follows :

• '2^'^'^n ii.^nw ibnsn irs ib\^r) naibs > b'^ns'* sbt:? iDi'p u'^n'^ n^^vbrrf

"And the Hiph-il conjugation [is found in the passage,] Vri«: n:i
"T!;!;

t? p, even asfar
as [the] moon, which [is one] of the superior-bodies, will His wrath attain [lit., be], so

that she will not pitch-Jier-tent ; that is to say, as though she [would be] no longer in her

tent, by which is meant the firmament."

It will be perceived that Kimchi, though agreeing with us as far as the signifi-

cation of the verb b^nS^ is concerned, diflfers from us in the rendering of ^V >

which he treats as a prep., in the meaning of as far as, even to. Ben-Zev, how-

ever, agrees with us in both points, with this difference only, that, instead of

understanding the poet to allude to the eclipses of the moon, as we do, he thinks

he refers to her setting. He has the following remarks upon b'^ns^ S?") H"!?^ "^V

(vide root bnS) :
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** Meaning to say, He hides the moon, that she should no longer pitch-her-tent in the

firmament."

And under ni37, he observes on *T? :

• inbiTD -iDian bbtt? dv fii-i3 T"n cir i2?>"i

"And there is a noun-adjective masculine {viz., t?), synonymous with 'M {prey, booty),

which [is] taken away from another thing."

Ver. 6. na-i for n^"! N=in IKJt; who [es] a worn.

n27bin for nvbin S^n n;27N m;Ao [is'] an insect.

CHAPTER XXVI.

The reader will have perceived, that, whenever any one of Job's

friends has thought it necessary to remind him of the Omni-

potence and Omniscience of God, the unfortunate man not only

immediately takes up these subjects himself, but generally dwells

upon them at much greater length than his friend had done, with

a view, probably, to make him feel the impropriety of preaching

that to him, which he himself, as was well known, had been in

the habit of preaching to others during the whole of his life.

This custom of his we shall see him follow in the discourse he is

about to deliver. Bildad had, in his last speech, brought forward

no argument whatever, contenting himself with setting forth in a

few words the unlimited power and profound wisdom of the

Almighty ; this is felt by Job very keenly, and is looked upon

by him as a real insult. He therefore replies

:

Vers. 2—4. What assistance hast thou give^i to him that hath no

strength ? What helf hast thou afforded to the arm which hath no

might ? In the feeble and helpless condition I am now in, what

assistance, or what help,, can I possibly derive from the speech

which 1 have just now heard from thee ? (Ver. 3.) IVhat

\
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counsel hast thou given to him that hath no ivisdom, or what

practical-wisdom hast thou made him ahundantly to know ? A
stranger I confess myself to be to wisdom, but doth it, I ask, require

much wisdom, to know all that thou hast declared in thy speech ?

Doth it require even much practical knowledge to know that

God is omnipotent, and that all His works are under His control ?

Even supposing thou regardest me as an arrant simpleton, what

necessity was there for thee to tell me that which thou hast told

mel I further ask (Ver. 4), To whom hast thou uttered these

words? Was it to one who heard something in them he knew
not before 1 Nay^ whose hreath was it, I pray, came out from
thee ? Were the words thou madest use of in thy speech thine

own, or were they not rather a repetition of the words thou hast

so often heard from me % Didst thou not in thy speech merely

re-echo, as it were, what I have over and over again preached to

others \

Ver. 2. r^^ ^^V for i^ U^ ^^ "'^t?^ to him that has no strength,

T37 ^^b ^inT ri^rpin for vh x^ ^b -i£?7S ijintb n^i;7in np Wmt kelp hast

thou afforded to [jthe] arm ^ohich has no might ?

Ver. 3. nasn i4bb for ib naDn ^b ips.b tn him that has no wisdom.

ri3?7in n'lb n^rp-in") for n'lb ib ririin ll^W^n nil^ or ivhat substantial-

knowledge hast thou made him to know abundantly ? See our note on n^tt7-in
^

supra V. 12.

Vers. 5, 6. Moreover, what was the subject of thy discourse ?

The heavenly bodies, and the unlimited power God has over

them, so that, after all, thou didst only direct my attention to

objects visible to the eyes of every man ; but I will tell thee more

than that ; I will call thy attention to things not visible to the eye

of man, and yet unveiled before Him, from whose eye nothing is

concealed.

The place, where the giants of the deep are formed—that is, the

place, where all the huge and monstrous animals of the sea, such

as whales, sharks, &c., are produced—yea, that which is under the

waters., and the inhabitants thereof—(Ver. 6) the^my<? also every

one of these lieth naked before Him ; yea, there is no covering to

destruction. Even the grave and destruction lie open and un-

covered before Him, so that, just as His eye watches His creatures

Q
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whilst in the beauty and freshness of life, so it sees them also in

every stage of their decomposition and decay.

Vers. 5, 6. D'«Qin lit., the giants. So D'^p^^ "iriaa (Deut. iii. 11) 0/
\the\ remnant of the giants. This word is here applied to the monstrous

animals of the deep. Before it, CIZ? ^^S or Ctt? "ll^S DipD [<Ae] place where,

must be supplied. See our note on ^"I'T ^^ supra xii. 24.

nnrip for rinna ip^? Ma^^, wAic/i [fs] beneath. Comp. e«/m xli. 3, rinn

Qi^IiJrT b5 for D'ptt^n bs nnn n^7>^ ^Aa< which \is'\ beneath the whole

heavens. Comp. also infra xxviii. 24.

1'^33 * Dili; [j>] naked before Him. These words must be supplied at the

end of the first, as well as the second, hemistich of Ver. 5, so that

The construction of Vers. 5, 6, will be as follows:

—

Ver .5. \pm "I^SI Dipp] \\^The] place where]

T)h'\T\\ D\^5in the giants [of the

deep] are formed

nnnp [l'^^][that, which [is]]

beneath

011^3 pi^l D^p [the] waters, and

the inhabitants of
them

Ver. 6. 7iX^ [the] grave \ (i«e., the

M^2 Dln^ [is] naked grave and

beforeHim ^^® ^^
composi-

tion and

^ decay

which go

on there,

lie naked
&open be-

foreHim.)

|i*n5^^ mD2 j'^^^l Yea., [there is] no covering

to destruction

We will not conceal from the reader, that, in giving to the

word D''Sp1 the meaning we have adopted, viz., that of giants, or

monsters (of the sea), we stand quite alone; we shall lay before

* Here we have another instance of the poet's relying upon the common sense of his

hearers to apply m: before Him, as he means it to be applied, viz., to God. See note

on ''!i«?'pNi supra xxiii. 3.
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him, therefore, the renderings of some of the other commentators

and translators, and leave it to him to decide in our favour, or

against us. The word is certainly very frequently used in the

Bible in the meaning of [the] dead (as e.g., Prov. ii. lb), and so

it is taken here by Rosenmiiller, Umbreit, Schlottmann, as well

as by Wolfssohn, who, with those that can read and understand

his Commentary, must have infinitely more weight than the

three others put together. They agree, namely, in rendering

1?^in^ D^SSll.n the shades tremble, and must, of course (for else

there would be no sense), have understood after these two words,

1lJ^. before Him, from the next verse. The Auth. Vers, has

—

" Dead things are formed," Sec, which we suppose hardly deserves

a comment. The reason why we preferred to giving D''N$1. the

signification of gigantic sea-animals is, because the first hemistich

is by this rendering made to agree admirably with the second,

which speaks of the waters and the inhabitants thereof.

Ver. 7—13. He stretcheth out the North. That is, the Northern

heavens; he does not speak of the Southern, probably because

they were hidden from his sight. Over empty-space ; He hangeth

the earth upon nothing at all. (Ver, 8.) He bindeth up the

waters in His thick-clouds, yet the cloud is not rent under them.

(Ver. 9.) He shutteth up the face of His throne, and ividely-

spreadeth His cloud over it. (Ver. 10.) He hath drawn a circular

bound upon the face o/*the icaters, a bound, which will endure till the

end of light and darkness. That is, to the end of all days. (Ver. 11.)

The pillars of heaven are shai-en, and are amazed at His rebuke.

(Ver. 12.) By His power He clove the sea, and by His under-

standing He smote its pride. The waves and billows thereof,

which tower up so proudly, humbled themselves before Him,

when He clove the sea, which He moreover did. (Ver. 13.) By
His blast, which deautifieth the heavens. By dispersing, namely,

any clouds that may disfigure them. Even by His /land, which

formed the swift serpent. That is, lightning.

Ver. 7. '^^"'7? for HD '^'}'2. without anything ivhatever ; i.e., nothing. These

two words are blended into one, in the same way that we find

r\yt2 7!S [the] shadow of death, united with a slight alteration in the punctua-

tion, into one word, ri|1.^7?.

Ver. 8. Drinn I^V ypZli sbl Yet [the} cloud is not rent under them. "We

Q 2
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shall find, infra- xxxviu. 37, the clouds designated as -I'^H? "b^D [the] bottles of

heaven, and so here the poet, picturing the clouds in his mind as delicate vases,

marvels greatly how, in spite of the fineness of their structure, they are able so

effectually to sustain the weight of the great abundance of water which they contain.

Ver. 9. 'C^P ffe shuttcth up. Comp. Nehem. vii. 3, 'l^'^^'!. and shut (or bar)

[them (the doors)].

HDS for WD? (as in the K'ree) a throne; so, in 1 Kings x. 19, ^DSy for

ND3b . S and ^ , as quiescents, frequently interchange. See Mason and Ber-

nard's Grammar, Letter xxxviii., P.S. (e).

TtJJiQ He spread widely. This quadriliteral verb may be supposed to be

compounded of Ii?~12 to spread, and the root ^"'3 open, wide open, which we

find in the form "^T'J? as in Deut. iii. 5, '^T'^fH ^n^ the open (i.e., unwalled)

cities.

Ver. 10. "Hti^n nv niW n'^bpn "TV to \the'\ end of light with (i.e., and)

darkness ; i.e., to the end of day and night, till day and night shall cease to be

;

for the poet here calls day, light, and night, darkness, giving to each its original

name, as found in Gen. i. 5, where we read, " And God called the light day, and

the darkness He called night." "^1^ then, is, in this instance, synonymous

with D'i"', and "JlE^n with ^!?")7 , and the sense of the verse is, that the bound,

with which God has encircled the waters, is to last to the end of day and night,

i.e., to the end of all days. It is well known, that the night together with the

day following make up, in Biblical language, Q'i"' a day ; and the words before

us, thei'efore, express the same idea as the more usual phrase Cp'^H VP.? to \the~\

end of days. Umbreit translates this hemistich, und bestimmte scharf Licht

neben Fhisterniss ; Schlottmann, scharf scheidet er Licht und Dunkel. Obscure

(to use a mild term), as are these renderings, we could perhaps make allowance

for them, if we found they established a parallelism between the two members of

the verse, which, we must confess, we cannot perceive that they do. The Trans-

lators of the Auth. Vers., on the other hand, seem to have understood the

passage in the same way that we do.

Ver. 11. n^'ttti? ^1^^? [the] pillars of heaven, the poet picturing the heavens

in his mind as the dome of a stately temple resting upon pillars.

Ver. 12. 37^"^ lit., He broke; i.e., clove. This verb occurred supra vii. 5,

where it had a passive sense ; here, it is evidently used actively.

Ver. 13. nn?2;* W^XO in-ll^; hy His blast, [which'] beautifies, [the] heavens,

(by dispersing, namely, the clouds, with which they are sometimes overcast).

Comp. infra xxxvii. 21, " but the wind passeth, and cleanseth them (the clouds)

away."

n~iS t27n3 lit., [the] fleeing serpent ; i.e., the swift serpent, by which, seeing

that the next verse alludes to thunder, is evidently meant lightning ; and a very

appropriate and beautiful figure it is, if we consider the serpentine, or zig-zag,

* rnt;^, being a past Pi-al, the d should by rights have a Dagesh, which is however

omitted, as it often is when it would come to stand in a consonant bearing Shevah. See

Mason and Bernard's Grammar, Letter xvi., P. S. (d).
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shape of this phenomenon, and the velocity with which it glides, gleaming,

through the heavens.

Most of the English and German Translators apply TTl^W to God, taking, of

course, the H to be paragogic ; but a paragogic ^ , in the third pers. sing. masc.

of the past, is of such rare occurrence, and may, in the few instances in which

it is supposed to be found, so easily be explained away, that we could not- make

up our minds to follow their example.

We, therefore, construe Vers. 12, 13 as follows:

Ver. 12. inbs By His power,

iJ21 He broke {clove)

D^n the sea,

Injinnni And by His intelligence,

]^nQ He smote

Dnn for "snni its pride (and He did this,)

Ver. 13.
' innn With His blast,

ny^p for n-iD::^ l^i^j^ ivMch beautifies

D'D^i^ \the\ heavens, (even)

i"r; for 1"J;^ tvith His hand,

n'?Sn for tHiT\ "1:^'X loMch formed

n"}3 £^nj [the'\ swift serpent (i.e., the

lightning).

Ver. 14. Having thus enumerated some of the wonderful and

marvellous works of God, Job closes his discourse as follows

:

Lo, these are but outlines of His works, and what a trifling

matter hath here been heard in that, which I have said ! Great

and stupendous as are those works and deeds of His which I have

touched upon in this discourse, what are they, compared to the sum

of those which might be recorded of Him ? A mere nothing; indeed,

less than nothing ! Yea, the thunder of His might who can under-

stand.^ The nature of His mighty thunder passes all human

understanding. Job had, in the preceding verse, alluded to light-

ning, and now, therefore, naturally speaks of thunder, saying, as

it were ; yea, and His thunder also, which I omitted to mention,

who is able to understand its nature ?

Ver. 14. •Tl'ISp lit., ends-, extremities-of ; i.e., outlines.

''^3'^"^. (according to the K'ree) lit., His ways, by which is here meant His

works. Comp. infra xl. 19, ^^ ^'?y^. the ivays (i.e., the works) of God;
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likewise, Prov. viii. 22, where iS";"^ stands in parallelism with I^^^OP His

works.

"^?1 V^^ lit., a trifie of a thing; i.e., a trifling thing. See note on V^^
supra iv. 12. We take this word in the acceptation given to it by Aben-Ezra,

Jarchi, Kimchi, Ralbag, Ben-Zev, and Buxtorf. In the Chaldee Version, too,

it is rendered ^??p ,* and this signification is also preserved in the English

Version. The Vulgate renders it susurrus ; and Ben-Zev, after having trans-

lated it as we do, adds :

" And some interpret its meaning, [the] whisper of a low voice;"

alluding probably to the Vulgate, which none of his readers will, we presume,

consider of greater weight than the authorities quoted above.

"12 for [^'ri'?^^ "^^^] ^z? i^ that, which I have said. Personal pronouns

are sometimes found used for demonstratives, e.g., "^^1?"^ "^^5? ^•''^ (Gen.

xlii. 14) for ''i?!?'^ "^^^^ HT this [is'] what I spake.

CHAPTER XXVII.

Job, having (as already observed), with the view of expressing his

sense of the impropriety of Bildad's preaching to him the Omnipo-

tence of God, in his turn taken up this subject, and dwelt upon it

at greater length than his friend had done, might now naturally

have been expected to wait to see whether anything would be

advanced against him, the more especially as Bildad's speech, being

totally devoid of argument, had offered him nothing to refute.

He does not, however, so wait, but returns, the writer of the book

tells us, to the consideration of his own case.

Vers. 1—6. And Job again took up his impressive-discourse, and

said : (Ver. 2.) As God liveth, who hath turned away. That is,

rejected without noticing. My just cause, and, as the Almighty

liveth, who hath embittered my soul. As certain as it is, that

God Almighty liveth for ever, so certain is it, (Ver. 3.) f That,

* I do not now know where I found this tsso
, a word, which one would hardly expect

to meet with in a Chaldee Version. In Buxtorfs Bible V?^ is rendered in the Targum

nsp aliquid, both here and supra iv. 12. Aben-Ezra, however, does interpret it ^?9

.

Note of Editor, 1861.

t In the Translation, the that has been omitted, as its employment would have

necessitated the insertion of a number of words not in the text.
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as long as my Ireath is in me, and the Spirit of God is in my nostril[s~\

(Ver. 4.) My lips will not speak iniquity, and my tongue will not

utter deceit. If I were to confess myself a guilty man and a

sinner, my lips would speak iniquity, and my tongue would utter

deceit, which they never shall ; therefore, (Ver. 5.) Far he it

from me, that I should pronounce you to he right. In the conclusion

you have come to, that I needs must be a great sinner, richly

deserving the punishment I have received. I ivill not put o^

mine integrity from me, till I expire. (Ver. 6.) I have taken fast

hold of my righteousness, and will not let it go. I cleave to my
righteousness, and firmly maintain, it has always been with me, nor

ever, even for a moment, left me. My heart. That is, my conscience.

Cannot hlame any of my days. There is not a single day in the

whole course of my life, in which I have done anything I could

reproach myself with.

Ver. 1. '^^?^'p his impressive discourse. The noun ^^^, being evidently

derived from the verb p'^'Q to rule, have power, is applied to any kind of speech,

which is forcible, and calculated deeply to impress the hearer, and bring conviction

to his mind, no matter whether it consists of a similitude or parable, or of a pithy

and sententious saying, or whether it constitutes a lengthened discourse, in which

oratorical talent is displayed.

Ver. 2. 't33J??a n^pn for ^tpStpa ^^^n nps ivho has turned-away (i.e.,

disregarded,) my just cause.

^1W^_ for "'^tt? "^n"! and \_as Me] Almighty lives.

"•tt^'pa nan for "^t???? -inn n^S who has embittered my soul.

Ver. 3. Ti3? ^3 as long as. The same words, in inverted order, but in the

same signification, occur in Gen. viii. 22, Y"!.^'7 ''^l
''? "^^^ ^* ^<^^9 «* [^there

are] days of the earth ; i.e., while the earth remains.

Ver. 4. Q':' . This particle, when used after an oath, expresses a negation.

Comp. 2 Sam. xiv, 11, "As Jehovah liveth, ^"13"; DW there shall not fall (one

hair of thy son to the earth)." So also, Ps. xcv. 11, " So that I sware in my

wrath, l^^^"^ Q^ that they should not enter (into my rest)."

Ver. 5. V nb"'7n lit., profane [be it] to me ; i.e., be it as far from me, as I

could wish a profane thing to be.

^rrnri "T^pS h5b lit., / shall not turn away my integrity ; i.e., I shall not

put off, strip (or divest) myself of, my integrity. Comp. Gen. xxxviii. 14,

rrn^SpyN ^132 "ipni and she put off [Me] garments of her widoio-hood.

Comp. also infra xxix. 14, "'^273/:
p"J^ / put on righteousness (like a

garment).
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Ver. 6. ""^l^P any of my days. The prefix 12 has here a partitive sense, as in

Gen. iii. 6, *i''~'?P Some of the fruit thereof ; but being preceded here by the neg.

part, ^^v, they are together equivalent to not any, or not one. So in 2 Sam.
xiv. 11, "?Ti?^ rrc^_'^r;i

^ being preceded by the part. CS (which after an oath==

" ^ , as has j ust been observed in our note on ver. 4), must be rendered, not any
(or NOT one) of thy sons luiirl/^.

Vers. 7—10. Job has so many times alluded to the prosperity

of the wicked, that he is apprehensive he may be suspected of

envying their lot, and of wishing to be in their place, a suspicion

in the highest degree offensive to him. In order, therefore, to

prevent his friends from entertaining any such erroneous notions,

he says

:

Ijet mine enemy he as the wicked-man, and mine adversary as

the iniquitous-man. So far from envying the wicked, on account

of their success and prosperity, I would not, for the world,

exchange my condition, miserable and wretched as it is, for theirs,

well knowing that the stings of my conscience would be infinitely

more painful than these sores, with which I am covered from the

sole of my foot to the crown of my head. Though my conduct

has been ever such, that I cannot conceive it possible I can have

an enemy
; yet, if I have one, the worst thing I can wish him is,

that he may feel those torments of conscience, which every wicked

and iniquitous man must feel. I lament, it is true, very greatly,

that the wicked fare so well, and I am very much surprised at it,

but on no account would I exchange places with them. (Ver. 8.)

For what is the hope of the hypocrite, though he get gain., though

God suffer him to he at ease ? (Ver. 9.) Will God hear his cry.,

when distress happeneth to come upon him ? To be sure, whenever he

does involve himself in difficulties, he never fails to extricate himself,

but, still, while the danger lasts, he must be weighed down even

to the dust by the overwhelming consciousness that he dare not look

up to his Maker for help ? (Ver. 10.) Can he delight himself in

t\\e AlmigJity ^ Can he call on God at all times ? As I do. Almost

intolerable as are my sufferings, I have yet this great consolation, that

I can call upon God, and with confidence declare to Him my readi-

ness to appear at any time before His judgment-seat, for the pur-

pose of clearing myself of any charge that may be brought against

me, and of fully proving my innocence. Can the wicked man.
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can the iniquitous man do this? How absurd, then, would it be

of you to suppose for one moment, that I envy their lot

!

Ver. 8. "iti^P? •3!*' '-^ ''^" "'^ aUJiough God give, ease to his person, i.e., suffers

him to be at ease. Wq take ^"^^
, with Kimchi, to be the apocop. fut. Kal of

nvI27 (used here actively), just as we have, in Gen. xhii. 34, '^'^0). from nm
to be great, or much. Kimchi, indeed, says that some consider it to stand for

^^\ (root ' ti?3 to draw out, pull off), but the form certainly points to the root

we have adopted, and a sense is thereby obtained in complete parallelism with

'V^'^\ in the first hemistich.

Ver. 10. 0^5 is here merely an interrogative particle =lT. Comp. supra

vi. 12, Tib D''33.^ nS D« Is [the'] strength of stones my strength?

Vers. 11, 12. Lest any of his friends should again hurt his

feelings by preaching to him the Omnipotence of God, Job

concludes his discourse as follows :

I will teach you what,is in the power of God. It is not so much
for you to proclaim to me the unlimited power of God, as for

me to proclaim it to you. I have never been in the habit of con-

ceali7ig that which is with the Almighty. On the contrary, I have

ever publicly taught and set it forth. (Ver. 12.) Behold^ ye, all

of you ^ have seen. Have seen me stand up, and proclaim the

Omnipotence and Omniscience of God to those around me. Why
then should ye thus indulge hi that, ivhich is utterly vain ?

Ver. 11. ^W f^.?* for 7S T? nt??S thut, which [w] in [the] po^ver of God.

inDS N7 / used not to conceal ; i.e., it has by no means been my habit to

keep that, which I know of the power of God, to myself ; I have ever loudly

proclaimed it to others. It will be perceived, that we take "^H^^ in this

instance, as a fut. expressing frequency and habitual practice. See Mason

and Bernard's Grammar, Letter xxix., § 1.

Ver. 12. ^72nJ^ ''5(7 Here we have a verb coupled with a noun from the

same root to give emphasis, and this we have endeavoured to express by

translating, should ye indulge in that, which is utterly vain. Comp. Lament,

i. 8, P i"^^"!^ i^^^n Nipn Jerusalem has sinned a sin ; i.e., has grievously

sinned.

* See note on '3^ ^) {sujyra xxiv. 9). Editor, 1861.
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* CHAPTER XXVIII.

[And Zophar the Naamathite answered, and said.]

In justification of our opening here a new Chapter, and making

Zophar the speaker of the first eleven verses of it (the last eleven

of chap, xxvii. in the text), we quote the words of Kennicott

(in his " Remarks on Select Passages in the Old Testament,

Oxford 1787, pp. 169, 170), which seem to us quite irresistible.

It will be perceived, however, that we go farther still and

attribute to Zophar not only these eleven verses, but the whole of

chap, xxviii. in the text ; our reasons for so doing we beg to be

allowed to defer laying before the reader, till we have concluded

our comments upon the Chapter.

Kennicott's words are

:

'* I shall now take notice of a matter of considerable moment, in chap, xxvii.

The reader will allow the importance of it ; because it relates to eleven whole

Verses, now ascribed to Job, which were probably spoken by ZOPHAR. Let it

be first observed, that the plan of the former part of the Poem is as follows :

Chap. iv. and v. Eliphaz, 1st Speech—Job replies ; Chap. vi. and vii.

viii. Bildad, 1st Speech—Job replies ; „ ix. and x.

xi. Zophar, 1st Speech—Job replies ; „ xii. xiii. and xiv.

XV. Eliphaz, 2nd Speech—Job replies
; „ xvi. and xvii.

xviii. Bildad, 2nd Speech—Job replies
; „ xix.

XX. Zophar 2nd Speech—Job replies ; „ xxi.

xxii. Eliphaz, 3rd Speech—Job replies ; „ xxiii. and xxiv.

XXV. Bildad, 3rd Speech—Job replies ; „ xxvi.&(now) xxvii.

" It is, therefore evident, that Eliphaz and Bildad speak three times ; and are

as often answered by Job : but, tho' the regular mechanism of the several

parts leads us to expect a third Speech likewise from Zophar, yet we are greatly

disappointed. But, that we really, even now, are in possession of a third Speech

made by Zophar, will probably be allowed by most of those readers, who consider

well the following remarks.

" The eleven Verses, which conclude the 27th chapter, and are now given as

the words of Joh, cannot have been spoken by Job ; because they contain such

* In the text, chap, xxvii. 13.
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doctrine as Job himself could not hold, and which indeed he expressly denies :

namely, that great calamities prove great wickedness. But these eleven verses

perfectly express the sentiments of ZOPHAR, and are in his fierce manner of

accusation ; and they stand in the very place, vphere Zophar's third Speech is

naturally expected. We should observe also, that if, in answer to Bildad's third

Speech, Job's reply is contained in chap. xxvi. and in the first 12 verses of

chap, xxvii ; that reply ends there very properly, thus

—

Behold, all ye yourselves

have seen it ; why then are you thus altogether vain ? But, which is a stronger

argument, the 13th verse, here supposed to begin Zophar's third speech, is the

very same maxim, and nearly in the same words, with the conclusion of Zophar's

second speech : so that he means to say—/ abide by my last positio7i ; and what

I before maintained, I maintain still. He had (xx. 29) concluded, that This

(sc. misery) is the portion of a wicked man from God ; and the heritage

appointed him by God. And here he resumes the maxim, and persists in the

justness of his observation : This is the portion of a wicked man tvith God ; and
the heritage of oppressors, which they shall receive of the Almighty. How
miserably the Commentators are tormented, at finding the maxims of Job's

accusers here ascribed to Job himself-—may be seen in the remarks of the learned

Alb. Schultens on this book ;,pp. 729, 744 : and also Observationes Miscell. in

Job.; 8vo. Amstel. (BouUier) 1758, p. 252.

" It will be, however, objected—that there is no authority either from Hebreio

MSS. or Antient Versions, for ascribing these 11 Verses to Zophar. The
answer is—that if the words must, from their internal evidence, have come from

Zophar, not from Job ; then the Title, ascribing them to Zophar, was probably

omitted before the Versions were made, at a very early period, when several

other corruptions took place likewise."

We heard Zophar close his second discourse, in which he

described the miseries which must infallibly be the lot of the

wicked—with the following words, (supra xx. 29
:)

Such is the portion of the wicked-man from God,

And the heritage appointed unto him by God.

These words he now, in his third, and last, discourse, repeats

with a slight variation, the repetition having for its object to

confirm their truth, as though he said : yes, the assertions I made
in my last discourse, I was quite warranted in making,

Vers. 1—11. [* 13—23.] Such is the portion of the wicked-

man with God. Laid up for him with God. And the heritage of

* The numbers in square brackets are those of the corresponding verses of chap, xxvii.

in the Hebrew text.
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oppressors, which thei/ shall receive from the Almighty. (Ver. 2.)

[14.] If his children are numerous, it is for the sword. I allow

that he often has many children, but this must not be considered

as a blessing, for they are only given him, that his punishment

may be the heavier, seeing that they will all perish by the sword.

And his offspring shall not he satisfied with bread. Not only will

they come to a violent end, destroyed, namely, by the sword, but,

as long as they are allowed to live, they will continually suffer the

pangs of starvation. (Ver. 3.) [15.] Those that remain of him,

when dead, shall he buried, hut their widows shall not weep. Over

their graves. (Ver. 4.) [16.] Though he heap up silver as the

dust, and prepare rahnent as the mire. Though he have silver

and raiment in such abundance as to esteem them no more than

dust and mud. (Ver. 5.) [17.] He mag prepare it, but the just

shall p)ut it on, and the innocent shall divide his silver. (Ver. 6.)

[18.] He huildeth his house as the moth. Does hers. His house

shall have no more firmness and stability than the frail cocoon,

which encloses the moth as a chrysalis. And as the booth, which

the keeper maheth. To shelter himself from the weather, during

the time he watches over the gardens or vineyards, and which,

being only intended for temporary use, would naturally be made

of very frail and perishable materials, and quickly fall to pieces.

(Corap. Isa. i. 8.) (Ver. 7.) [19.] He may lie down a rich-man,

without the whole of his wealth being yet collected. He may have

a great deal of wealth in his house, besides outstanding debts, and

capital to a large amount, invested in vessels, merchandize, &c.,

which he has sent out to distant parts of the globe. Yet he

openeth his eyes, and it is gone. (Ver. 8.) [20.] Terrors will

overtake him as waters. Will come upon him as suddenly as an

overflowing river, or the rising tide, sweeps in upon those whom

it surprises. A whirlwind stealeth him away in the night.

Destruction comes upon him in the night with the suddenness

and violence of a whirlwind. (Ver. 9.) [21.] The east wind will

carry him away, and he will depart ; yea, as a storm, will it hurl

him from his j^lace. (Ver. 10.) [22.] TJien shall cast himself

upon him, and not spare him, he, who constantly fled from his

power. The very man, who, weak and timid, never dared stand

up against him and resist him, but preferred seeking safety in
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flight, shall, when calamity has overtaken his oppressor, cast him-

self upon him, and avenge the wrongs he has suffered at his hands.

(Ver. 11.) [23.] He. The weak and timid man. Will then

triumphantly clap his hands at him, and hiss him out from his

place.

Let the reader ask himself, whether the calamities, which are

depicted in these eleven verses as sure to overtake the wicked,

could possibly be assigned to them by one who, has, like Job, over

and over again asserted, that they meet with nothing but

unparalleled prosperity and success ; whether such a description

of their fate could possibly proceed from the same lips, which

said, {supra xii. 6.)

Prosperous are the tents of the spoilers ;

Yea, security is for them, that provoke God.

And (ch. xxi.) Ver. 7. Wherefore do the wicked live ?

They become old, yea, wax mighty in power ;

Ver. 8. Their seed is established before them, yea with them,

And their offspring, before their eyes.

Ver. 9. Their houses are in peace, without fear.

Neither is the rod of God upon them.

Ver. 11. They send forth their wicked- little-children like a flock.

Yea, their children frisk about.

Ver. 12. They take up the tabret and harp,

And rejoice at the sound of the lute.

Next, let the reader ask himself, whether the eleven verses

under consideration could possibly be uttered by one, who so

greatly lamented the honours which are paid to the wicked, even

after their death (Chap. xxi. 32, 33); who found fault with God
for removing them from the world so suddenly and without pain

(Chap. ix. 23; xxi. 13; xxiv. 19); and who, finally, would

not at all admit the correctness of his friend's assertion,

that, though God does not punish the wicked in their lifetime.

He will punish them in their posterity, but declared, that this

would not satisfy his ideas of the Divine justice, which ought

to require them themselves to drain the bitter cup they had

so richly deserved (Chap. xxi. 19—21). We again beg the

reader to compare these verses with the passages we here
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either quote, or refer to, and then calmly and considerately

to form his own judgment, as to whether or not they should be

attributed to Job. Commentators there are indeed, and those

not few, who think that they can prove, nay demonstrate with

mathematical certainty, that the sentiments expressed in these

verses are not in the least incompatible with what Job has pro-

claimed and asserted ; but, in our humble opinion, those who can

maintain this, might confidently challenge the Royal Preacher

to show them anything so crooked, that they could not make
it straight.

Ver. 1 [13].* ^n:p^\ '"^t^P for ^rip^\ ^"tl^P ^?7>? which they will receivefrom
[the'] Almighty.

Ver. 3 [15]. .ni^? lit., in death ; i.e., when dead. So the Psalmist says

(Ps. iv. 2) " "l-^? in distress (i.e., when I was distressed) Thou didst enlarge

me ;" and again (Ps. xci. 15) •' I will be with him "^"^^ri in distress" (i.e., when
he is distressed). The speaker here predicts of the wicked man, that those of

his children, who escape the sword, will indeed be buried, but that their

widows will not weep over their graves, as was usual in those times. Comp.

2 Sam. iii. 32, " And they buried Abner in Hebron : and the king lifted up his

voice, and wept at the grave of Abner ; and all the people wept." So John

xi. 31, *'she goeth unto the grave to weep there." This interpretation of the

word will, we doubt not, appear to the reader, as it does to ourselves, so simple

and so clear, that he will join us in regarding as utterly uncalled for such strained

and tortured explanations of this verse, as we quote here from Rosenmiiller :

"Verba TOp^': ni^3 quidam interpretantur : peste confecti sepelientur, ut Chaldaeis ^es^t's

dicitur wnia, quod 2 Sam. xxiv. 13, pro Hebraeo ii'^. in versione Chaldaica exstat. Alii:

in ipsa morte sepelientur, i.e., subito, cum vix exspiraverint. Rectius alii : dum moriuntur,

erunt siinul sepulti, nee aliam habebunt sepulturam, quam mortem ; mors ipsis erit sepul-

tura, quatenus vel obruantur, vel mergantur, vel devorentur, vel absorbeantur, Ita

Vavassor :
' Est hsec propria insepultura. Mors illos sua sepeliet, nihil prseterea honoris

supremi consecuturos. Vult enim, mortem iis futuram pro sepultura, quasi qui inhumati

projiciantur, aut jaceant sane inopes et infleti : quorum inleritura honore sepulturae cognati,

affines, ipsse conjuges, carere patiantur.'
"

1"'n'i3?p7^') lit., and his widows ; i.e., the widows of every one of them. See

note on Isn^ supra vi. 17.

n355ri The more regular form would be '^5"'??'0. Comp. supra xvii. 5,

nab^n and xi. 20, na^b^n

.

Ver. 4 [16]. "^^H in this verse is taken by Homburg in the acceptation of

heap, when the translation of the second hemistich would be, " he will prepare

* The numbers in square brackets indicate (until further notice) the corresponding

verses of chap, xxvii. in the Hebrew text.
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raiment like heap[s] " (i.e., in great abundance), a rendering, which that

most able Commentator very aptly supports by quoting (from Hab. iii. 15)

"^jlT D^^ "i^n a heap of great ivaters, and which, we confess, we should have

adopted, but that the parallelism between the two hemistiches would thereby

have been impaired. We have translated "iS2n therefore, - "i^H clay, slime,

mire, as supra iv. 19.

Ver. 6 [18]. "l??3 nb^ for "^^^b Htt^l? ntt7S lohich \jthe'] watchman made.

Ver. 7 [19]. ?nPW'! ^^1 for T^^V ^P«?. ^Sl though his wealth has not [yet]

been collected ; i.e., he is rich by what he possesses at home, and besides, he has

a great deal of property in other, and distant, places. With respect to the

rendering in the Auth. Vers., " The rich man shall lie down, but he shall not be

gathered : he openeth his eyes, and he is not," we leave the reader to form his

own judgment.

^33'^K"] and it (his wealth) is no more ; it has vanished in the night.

Ver. 9 [21]. ^n~i.rt27^1 yea, it will hurl him as a storm. Here we have again

tt? for D, as supra ix. 17, H^nripa
,

Ver. 10 [22]. '^.'0l\ for "iS??: ^y?^^ then will cast himself. See note on

Jlb^'Sri stipra vi. 27.

n-;:?': ninn ITD for il*n'm3«| nilS nr^S he, who constantlyfledfrom his

power.

This verse should be construed thus

:

T'^if '^'?:i^:i for vbV r^^'l lS^':i Then will he cast himself

upon him,

(7iDn^_ S7l) (and not spare [i.e., without sparing him])

n-12'' ni-)3 ITD for IT'Q nnT n1-l3 1\l}^ Who constantly jledt:'-t t* t- -:'-tV-: «-'•'

from his 'power (i.e., the very man, who
used to be in such dread of him as on all

occasions to flee from before him, shall

now fall upon him, and wreak his ven-

geance).

We were very glad to find, that Wolfssohn has understood this

verse just as we ourselves do, for the rendering of the Auth.

Vers., " God shall cast upon him and not spare : he would

fain flee out of his hand," seems to us hardly intelligible, and

certainly very feeble.

Ver. 11 [23]. pS^^. he (the timid man, who used always to flee from

before his oppressor), shall \now'\ clap, &c. This verb is generally written with

a D.
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"i'2''?^ for ''"^7? at him ") Similar changes of number have occurred,

ID'^DS for "l"^^? his hands) ?LX\.(}i been commented upon so often, that

we must refer to what we have ah-eady

said.

(Here Chapter xxviii. begins in the text.)

Having in the most positive terms, confirmed what he said in

his second discourse respecting the terrible lot, which awaits

the impious and wicked, Zophar is now about to meet his

unfortunate friend on higher and much more advantageous

ground. He is, namely, going to remind him, that, vast and

wondrous as is the power, which man, by his intellect, industry,

and experience, aided by the inventions of art and discoveries

of science, may exercise on all the objects around him on this

globe (the elements themselves not excepted), so as to keep them

more or less under his control, and make them subservient to his

plans and purposes, yet wisdom, that highest intelligence, which

rules the universe, ordering all destinies and events, is not only

beyond his reach, but even altogether beyond the sphere of his

conception. He, man, therefore, was not sent into this world to

scrutinize the dispensations of Providence, to philosophize upon

them, trace them to their source, and reduce them to the puny

scale of his own narrow and limited perceptions, but—and this is his

whole destination here below—to admire his Maker in His works,

to worship Him, stand in awe of Him, and obey His command-

ments. This speech, unparalleled for energy and sublimity, we
shall find concluded with a sentiment, with which, in other words

indeed, but in the same spirit, ages afterwards, he, who from his

throne, preached to mankind the vanities of this world, wound up

his discourse, saying (Eccles. xii. 13), "Fear God, and keep His

commandments, for this is the whole duty of man."

Vers. 12—39 [* Chap, xxviii. 1— 28]. Truly, there is an issue

for silver. Man has devised means for extracting silver from

the bowels of the earth. And a place, where they fine gold. To

this more precious metal man has also access ; he draws it out

* Henceforwards the numbers in square brackets indicate the corresponding verses in

chap, xxviii. in the Hebrew text.
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and fines it. (Ver. 13) [2.] Iron may he taken out from the

earth; and stone. That is ore. Molten into copper. (Ver. 14) [3.]

Tie (man) putteth an end to darkness. He chases darkness from

the places, which he wishes to make the sphere of his action.

And every thing finite he searcheth out, even the stone of deep-

darkness and the shadow-of-death. As long as man does not

meddle with that which is infinite, he may fairly look forward to

success in even the most difficult and arduous of his enterprizes
;

yea, even things, which are to be found only in the deepest

recesses of the earth, he can dig out and make subservient to

his purposes. (Ver. 15) [4.] He hreaketh away river[s\ from the

inhabitant. He can divert rivers from their original course,

and, taking them away, as it were, from those, who dwell upon

their banks, make use of their beds, as though they had always

been dry land
;
yea, so completely can he turn them from their

channels, That they B,re' forc/otten by the foot ; they have been

exhausted, moved away by frail-man. Those, who tread the

ground, thus become dry, altogether forget that it was once

covered with water, and that in former times they knew a river

flow there; and this so great a work is effected by the hands of

frail man ! (Ver. 16) [5.] The earth—out of it cometh bread,

yet under it it is like fire stirred up. While the farmer ploughs

his field, the miner under him maintains perpetual fires ; and

again, whilst in the bowels of the volcanic mountain the fire

rages terribly, the husbandman calmly and fearlessly cultivates

his land upon its sides. Ver. 17) [6.] He findeth out a place,

the stones of which are sapphire[^s^, and which hath dust of gold

(Ver. 18) [7.] A path, which the bi7'd-of-prey knoweth not, and

the vulture's eye hath not seen. (Ver. 19.) [8.] The proud-

wild-beasts have not trodden it, nor the fierce-lion passed by it.

(Ver. 20) [9.] He putteth forth his hand upon the rock ; he

overturneth mountains from their rootl/]. When, in the construc-

tion of a road, a mountain, or rock, impedes his progress, he

is nothing daunted, but cleaves a passage through, or levels,

it. Ver. (21) [10.] He cutteth out rivers in the rocks, and

his eye seeth everything, that is precious in them. When rocks

oppose him in his endeavours to change the course of a river,

he cuts a channel through them, and will then of course discover

R
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anything precious they may contain. Again, when it serves his

purpose (Ver. 22) [11], He hindeth up rivers^ so that they do not

trickle, arid bringeth the thirig, that is hid, forth to light. He
makes canals, and lines them with stone, so that no water can

escape ; and in their construction he, of course, discovers many
things, which had till then been hidden from the light. Comp.

Herodot., B. II., chap. 127, where such a canal is spoken of.

(Ver. 23) [12.] But as to wisdom—whence can she he obtained,

and where is the place of understanding ? Man may be able

to find out precious stones and ores, and other valuable

substances, concealed even from the piercing eye of the bird

of prey, but can he discover the place where wisdom, where

understanding, is to be met with? (Ver. 24) [13.] Frail-man

knoweth not the value thereof, seeing that she is not to be found

in the land of the living. (Ver. 25) [14.] The deep saith, " She

is not in me

;

" and the sea saith, " She is not with meJ"

(Ver. 26) [15.] Choice-gold cannot be given for her, neither can

silver be loeighed as her price. (Ver. 27) [16.] She cannot be

valued ivith fine-gold of Ophir, with the precious onyx, or the

sapphire. (Ver. 28) [17.] Gold and crystal cannot be compared

with her, neither are vessel[s'\ of fine-gold an equivalent for her.

(Ver. 29) [18.] Highly-prized-things and dia7nond[s\ cannot be

mentioned. Together with her. Seeing that the attraction of

wisdom is greater than that of rubies. (Ver. 30) [19.] The topaz

of Ethiopia cannot be compared tvith her, neither can she be valued

with pure gold of Ophir. (Ver. 31) [20.] But, now, this wisdom—
whence cometh she ? And where is the place of understanding ?

That is, the place where understanding has her seat. (Ver. 32)

[21.] Seeing that she is hid from the eyes of all the living, yea, is

concealedfrom the fowls of heaven. (Ver. 33) [22.] Destruction

and Death say,^'' We have heard the fame thereof with our ears."

They, too, can give no account of her abode, seeing that they

have only heard of, not seen, her. (Ver. 34) [23.] " God
" understandeth her way, and He knoweth her place. (Ver. 35) [24.]

" For He can look to the ends of the earth, yea, that which is

" beneath the whole heavens. He can see. (Ver. 36) [25.] So as

" to make a weight even for the wind ; and the waters He hath

'* meted with a measure,'' That air has weight, is, as is well known,
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a discovery of modern times ; to weigh, therefore, the wind or air

was, at the time, when this discourse was delivered, considered as

an evidence of supernatural power, as indeed to weigh the whole of

it would still be. (Ver. 37.) [26.] " When He made a statute for

the rain" when, where, and in what quantity, it should fall ;
" And

a way for the flash oft\\e thunder" determining where the lightning

should strike
;

(Ver. 38.) [27.] " Then did He see her and de-

clare her ; He established her^ and searched her out." (Comp. Prov.

viii. 22—30, where we hear wisdom herself say, that she was with

God at the time of the creation of the world.) (Ver. 39.) [28.]
*' But unto man He said: ''Behold^ the fear of the Lord, that is

wisdom, and to departfrom evil, that is understanding.'
"

Here we again ask, Can these twenty-eight verses have been

uttered by Job'? Job, the man with a philosophizing mind, ever

ready to examine, scrutinize, and analyze, the dispensations of Pro-

vidence, and who unhesitatingly ventures to assert that he has reason

to complain of them, can he say, that man has nothing at all to do

with wisdom ? Can one, who has had the hardihood to speak of God
in the most unbecoming, we might almost say, unpardonable, terms

;

one, whom we have heard throughout the whole of his discourses,

do nothing but put questions to God, and betray the greatest im-

patience at finding these questions not answered ; one, whose whole

desire was, to reason with God, to plead with Him, and to find a

tribunal, before which he could summon Him ; one, who says :

To the wretched man, why is light given
;

And life, to those bitter in spirit ?

(Chap. iii. 20.)

If I have sinned—what can I do unto thee ?

O Thou preserver of man, why hast Thou made me so,

that I should clash with Thee,

And become thereby a burden to myself ?

(Chap. vii. 20.)

It is all one, therefore did I say

;

Alike the pious and the wicked, He (God) destroyeth.

(Chap. ix. 22.)

R 2
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There is no umpire between us,

Who should lay his hand upon us both.

Let Him (God) remove His rod from off me,

And let not His terror affright me :

Then will I speak out, and not fear Him

;

For am I not upright with myself?

(Ibid. 33—35.)

But, it is to speak to the Almighty, that I wish

;

And to reason before God, that I desire.

(Chap, xiii 3.)

Then call Thou (0 God), and I will answer ;

Or, I will speak, and answer Thou me

!

(Ibid. 22.)

To God doth mine eye drop tears,

That one might plead for a man with God,

As every son of man should plead for his fellow.

(Chap. xvi. 20, 21.)

There might the upright argue with Him ;

So should I free myself for ever from my Judge.

(Chap, xxiii. 7.)

Can one, we repeat, who has given utterance to such sentiments,

be the man who preaches to his fellow-men, that they must have

nothing at all to do with wisdom, as being altogether beyond their

conception, but must hold the fear of God alone to be wisdom, and

to depart from evil, understanding ?

But, it will be said (and indeed has been said), may not Job

have at last repented and become a convert ? If so, we would beg

of those, who take this view, to have the goodness to explain, how

it is, that we hear him say, almost immediately after his supposed

conversion (Chap. xxx. 21), that God has become cruel to him;

and again, how he could, at the very conclusion of his last dis-

course (Chap. xxxi. 35), challenge God to answer him, either by

word of mouth, or in writing ? Is this the behaviour of a penitent

man and a convert ?
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Moreover (Chap. xxxv. 16,) we shall hear Elihu say of Job,

that,

i25> ^^bn nvi "'b?^

he multiplietli words without knowledge ;

Nay, we shall hear God Himself say (Chap, xxxviii. 2), that Job

speaks,

nui ^bs rb^

words without knowledge.

But, if Job were really the speaker of the discourse under con-

sideration, we would ask, in the name of reason, how a sentiment,

which deserves to be written in letters of gold in every place of

public resort, how words such as those in verse 39,

But unto man He said,

Behold, the fear of the Lord, that is wisdom ;

And to depart from evil, that is understanding ;

how such words could be pronounced to be

words without knowledge ?

And yet, with one single exception, of which more presently,

all the Translators and Commentators we have before us, English,

German, French, &c., as well as those who have written in Latin,

Greek, &c., not only unanimously agree in attributing to Job the

twenty-eight verses under consideration, but endeavour to demon-

strate, with a truly pitiful display of racked and tortured

ingenuity, that it is quite right, natural, and consistent, to put

them into his mouth. The reader will, we think, on referring to

these authors, see that it may, with great truth, be said of them, in

the words of the prophet Isaiah, " Woe unto them that put

darkness for light and light for darkness ; that put bitter for

sweet and sweet for bitter
!

" And why have they done so 1

Merely because, forsooth, the words '\D^^^ ^^DV^H l^y ]i;_^] Aiid

Zophar the Naamathite answered and said, are wanting at the

beginning of the third discourse of that friend. Now, what are
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all these, " And .... answered and said " ]—surely nothing but

mere marks, such as might be used in any dramatic poem to

indicate the speaker. Chap. xl. bears this heading, though it is

evidently quite superfluous, and signifies absolutely nothing.

Nor can we say less of the sentence, 31^^;^ '•"IIT ^^^ [The] words

of Job are ended, with which Chap. xxxi. terminates. May not,

then, in this instance, the writer of the book have gone to the

contrary extreme, and for once have omitted this mark ? May he

not so have arranged his manuscript, that a mere dash, or other

sign, should indicate the speaker? May he not have thought

that, since Zophar's second discourse ended with the words,

j/li'l DIS ylT\ nj Such \is the\ portion of a wicked man, &c., the

very fact of another discourse beginning with^Ji^'l DJ^^ "pivy HT Such

[is the'] portion of a wicked man, &c., would be quite sufficient to

point it out as spoken by him, the more especially as the other

two friends had each spoken three times, and Zophar only twice %

Moreover, may not the writer have relied upon the common sense

of the reader to see for himself, that these words could not pos-

sibly be spoken by Job % Do we not find, even in the historical

books of the Bible, instances in which the writers did thus rely

upon the common sense of their readers to supply what they did

not consider it necessary to tell them. Thus, when Moses had

helped the daughters of Jethro to draw water for their flocks, and

the father said, "Call him that he may eat bread," we do not

read that he was called, but the writer, leaving the reader to infer

that it was so, at once proceeds to say, " And Moses consented to

dwell with the man " (Exod. ii. 20, 21.) Again, when Ruth, on

coming home early in the morning from the barn, was asked by

her mother-in-law, who could not see her for the darkness, " Who
art thou my daughter 1

"—we do not read that the answer was,

" I am E-uth, thy daughter-in-law," which the reader was sup-

posed to have wit enough to supply, but merely that E-uth told

Naomi how she had fared (Ruth iii. 16).* We may then justly,

we imagine, in our instance also conceive similar reliance to have

been placed by the writer upon the common sense of his readers.

How he misplaced his reliance, however, may be judged from the

fact of so many Commentators having addled their brains with

• See Aben-Ezra on this passage.
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no other result than to make Zophar speak only twice, instead of

three times, as though he had been suddenly deprived of speech ;

to make Job say that which Job could not say; to make Elihu say

what Elihu could not say ; and, alas, to make God say what God
could not possibly say

!

Had we stood quite alone in our view, but with such arguments

to back us, we should still have considered ourselves strong

enough to face any critic, who could bring himself to listen to

reason ; but in putting these twenty-eight verses, as well as the

eleven by which they are immediately preceded, into the mouth

of 'Zophar, we do not stand quite alone. We have, we are proud

to say, with us no less an authority than Wolfssohn, who, though

arranging the discourses we read in the 26th and 27th Chapters

(according to the text) in a somewhat different manner from our-

selves, yet fully agrees with us that to Zophar must be attributed

all those verses to which we have affixed his name. Those who
are able to read Wolfssohn, and can admire the soundness and

logic of his reasoning, as well as the beauty and elegance of his

style, will bear witness to the greatness of the authority we
quote ; and as for those who cannot read and understand such

commentaries as Wolfssohn's, we frankly and candidly declare that

we do not consider them Hebrew scholars, and would have them

leave the criticism of the Old Testament to those who really are

such. Moreover, we take the liberty of telling them, that as long

as they are unable to read such commentaries as those of Jarchi,

Aben-Ezra, Kimchi, Ralbag, Mendelssohn, Eichel, Wolfssohn,

Friedlander, Ben-Zev, and Homberg, the Old Testament will

remain for them a sealed book, as was the book of Ecclesiastes

before Mendelssohn's Commentary upon it was translated for them

by the Rev. Theodore Preston. Let them read that translation, and

then ask themselves whether, before it stepped in to help them

out of their difficulties, they ever understood as much as half a

chapter of that book.

Wolfssohn's remarks on Chap, xxvii. 13 (according to the text),

are as follows

:

3vfi 'pp rnD DiPDi if^r> IV f^by ,i:'J9i iivv iZih ,''f'V 3vf^ 'Pp rifr on^?? o6

vD'i pd5d 7'pp lU'iipp iD^ pt bb? o ' vD'i wi Y^'
"^^^^

,
^^^"^^ o'7Jjnp -)Dfi on:7P

D'PD") PJJ-) Dvt'b {'z TDiP) POD? ):vm , 'PP:;:? ^91i pi3 yif"? piuiwi , dpodp^ nh^p^
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PI3C> ? Pifr 0-5373 ivbb 3Vf> f>3 PP 716)0 ropi' Pfil '71)331 ! rD19r> qiP ID 'l3l 3npp

fiiip qp:i D' o ,
v)p6iD roip? dp nr iPf'P? )3ip' rP3 7ir'i ? un 'd:6 p:j7 iipp*

T-)7P -706 •:7p3 d6 oiifii ! 3-)i;pp nrp pimo Di3iP3i ovyyjz ppp cpim iDf^ '01

D'f'3rii pifip Dn37? qpD rvvDP3 3?! 'P19PD1 , i53p Pipppp 53 nnv t6
, t)o p , piiri

o
,
1PD!; pfi p;d 65 61P1 , ipii 137 '131 \>bT> r>i iPf'P? ij"r7 • d?':p6 iu orinn^

rp d:i ,D'7'pn rj'6 dtoip r3ius nip6i ,p6o u-in? 'Di^rD '2 ?d")P3 pippi dj

D'lDP i?D-) D'pyp p6iJ d6 ^6d i;'7ipi jni? ripjpi pdt 076 pipp -)37i q-pi?

nnipi i'7' 5ip3 ii oiD' 'Pi , wv 6i3' 711? o ^ i;'P in ip3J i6i TiWi i6
, np pdipi

l6n 53D 71; ^D'-5p65 VP' 13Pn 1PP3 ,n3p' P1P3 V7'X ,31P ipi 13T VJ3 ,ii?up6p

'Dr»p p6 uipd5 31'6 35 p6j o 5ui • vivb d6") do'i , vi}:) v5r» piPD' oopi ii>7i'i

P0")i?6 ip6ip6i 'pr'7' ]P' 'p Dvbb ,d'56 56 5u -)375 i'7:pi ,v6n3 dd ipjpjpi 'p

531 ,076 5dp D3P 61P i563 ,ppi73i 'i3i o'Pi^ upii 65 '7DP U17P 'i3i UPDP v:p5

p'7ip5 'i3i 6iip qp35 D' '3 (p"3 PD-)p) ip6'i i5ip p6 ipii 6d: ]3 5i? , ipippi? 65 dipp

•]\iz 6-)i3p 'jjpp •5p6 •7ipp5
,
dij65 65i , n'T)vb^ v>v:'T^T' oib ]35 65 '3

, 3v65 )V'ih

p-) 1P:i3P 531 D76p PP3P 53 d6 '3 ? P33 D'p56 'p PDP pp5l PP 5p 5i6d5i V)1j' DP 6lp

PP13P31 ,Dn7P 56 ,iPP 65pir3 d5i6i ,Din 7ip5i 3iu r»UDb vpiiP niPD5 ,d'p56 nf^y

• D'p56 p6t , D76p vby id63 65 o , uppp 56 ipp

" If these words had come out from the mouth of Job, [as they do] according

*' to the arrangement before us, it would be exceedingly surprising to hear now
" from the mouth of Job words, which [are] opposed to his own opinion, and
*' which [rather] confirm the opinion of his friends ; for is not this what his three

" friends have all along asserted, as [is] plainly stated in their discourses ? And
" Zophar, the Naamathite, in particular, has dwelt upon this at length, in his

" second reply (Chap, xx.), saying (Ver. 5), ' The triumphant-shout of [the]

*' wicked [isj of recent [date],' &c., to the end of the Chapter ; and, independently
** of this, it would be very difficult [to understand] what Job wishes to teach by
" these words. Will he, by them, upset the opinion of his opponents ? And,
" moreover, what connection would there be between this speech and the Chapter
*' following it [beginning], ' Truly, there is an issue for silver,' &c., which are

** as distant [one from the other], in their subjects and ideas, as [the] sunrise is

" distant from [the] sunset ? But, if the arrangement be such as I arranged it

*' above, * then, all these doubts will be resolved, and, as apples of gold in

" pictures of silver, [so will be] these words, and those following them in their

" proper turn. That is to say, the speech '121 \:\?n nt Such [is the'] portion,

" &c., are the words of Zophar, he not having changed his opinion ; for, above

"also, in Chap, xx., as I have mentioned, he made the same assertion, saying,

" that the prosperity of the wicked [is] not permanent ; and here, also, he again

* The following is the arrangement proposed by the Commentator whose words we here

quote :

Bildad speaks Ch. xxv., and Ch. xxvi., Vers. 5—14 inch

Job speaks Ch. xxvi., Vers. 2—4 inch, and Ch. xxvii., Vers. 2—12 inch

Zophar speaks from Ch. xxvii. 13 to the end of Ch. xxviii.

(These references, are all, of course, according to the text.)
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" speaks of the portion of the wicked man, and of the heritage of [the] oppressor,

'' declaring that, although we may sometimes see [the] wicked-man taking root,

" and producing fruit, we must not wonder, nor rashly speak with our mouth, for

" his day will yet come, when Jehovah will repay him the recompense of [the

" work of] his hands, so as to cut off his stock from the earth. ' His children may
" be multiplied [but only] for the sword ; ' ' they that remain of him, when
" dead, shall be buried ' (Chap, xxvii. 14, 15) ; his silver and his gold will belong

" to others ; so that every one who hath seen and known him in former times will

" clap his hands at him, and wag his head after hinn And, seeing that Job's heart

" was [so] proud as to pass judgment upon the works of Jehovah, and His pro-

" vidential care with [regard to] His creatures, and that he had magnified [himself]

" so as to speak against the God of gods, saying, 'Oh that I knew where I might

" find Him !
' 'I would order my just-cause before Him,' &c. (Chap, xxiii. 3, 4).

"'Why [is it so]? Events are not concealed from the Almighty,' &c. (Chap.

" xxiv. 1), and [expressions] like these, as if he [were] wiser than all men, and

" no secret-thing were obscure to him—therefore Zophar lifted up his voice, and

" said (Chap, xxviii. [according to the text]), * Truly there is an issue for silver,'

" &c., in order to declare to his friend Job, that true wisdom [does] not [belong]

" to the son of man, and [that it is] not for frail man to investigate the dispensa-

" tions of the Creator, blessed be He, towards His creatures, or to ask why, and

" wherefore, Jehovah God should act thus ; but [that] the whole wisdom of man,

" and his whole intelligence, [consist] only [in his] fearing God, so as to keep

" His commandments, to do good and depart from evil. But that which is too

" wonderful for thee, thou must not inquire after, and that which is concealed

" from thee thou must not search after, for God does not see as man sees."

It will perhaps be urged against us that the fact of Chap. xxix.

beginning with the words, ID^^^ ^b'^f^ nst^ 3i^X ^Q^^ And Job

again took up his impressive discourse, and said, tends to shew

that the preceding discourse was also spoken by him ; but this

would be no argument whatever, as these words are evidently

introduced for the purpose of shewing that Job would not—as

might reasonably have been expected of him, seeing he had been

the first to speak—allow his friends to have the last word, but was

determined to keep it for himself.

As the alterations we have here introduced in the arrangement

of the text, and those which we may have occasion to propose, or

actually to make, in the chapters yet to come, will, in all proba-

bility, raise against us the cry of some, we may perhaps be

allowed, in extenuation of our guilt, present and prospective, to

quote what IVIendelssohn says on this subject in his Commentary

on Ecclesiastes, Chap. iii. 22

:
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)7p7p3 PIP )b D'D 'r» , WpP 'P r71J fii 'D , ilU'Ppn Ppi5p3 P'JDP f'io 7^71? "7331

?pi5pp D^pp pod3 'pi;73 r>5]; i3Di ,-]Pr'5 ]3i ,")13pp DipP3 d'pj;p5 p'oppD p^t

-)37P 'dp:? ,Dp3' iDfi pf" fiiipi Pf'i" ^^D 6iipp 5i; ippiD ^if) ,p:i)D? 'P3

• 'tD 1P3

" And I have already informed thee that thou needest not mind the division

" into chapters, for it is not known who arranged it, and every one that has

" brains in his skull must see that he (the one who arranged the chapters) some-

" times stopped where they ought to have been joined, and vice versd. At first,

" indeed, it came into my mind to change the place of division according to the

" sense, but, in order to make it easier to the reader, so that he might have no

" trouble in finding what he wanted, I suffered the matter to remain as it was."

Ver. 12 [1].* =lpV^ for "ini« ^P^\ ^f ^^^_ where they fine it.

Ver. 13 [2]. P^^^ [is] molten. It will be perceived that we take this word to

be the part. pass. Kal. of P^"* to pour out, melt, cast.

ntj^^np for ntt^^nDv Itito copper. The more common form is '"^??'^?, but

ntt7-in3 is found again infra xl. 18, xli. 19, as well as elsewhere.

Ver. 14 [3]- ^^ ^P- ^^ (man) puts a limit. Here, again, the poet relies upon

the judgment of the hearer to supply the nom. case to the verb 02)', in accord-

ance with the requirements of the context. See note on -ins^ip^l supra

xxiii. 3.

rr^bpri bDb^ and everything finite, the ^ being here merely the mark of the

object, case. See note on ^"^1^/^ supra v. 2.

Ver. 15 r4]- ^^- ^ river, stands here collectively for ^"^
/''7? rivers. Comp.

Gen. xxxii. 6, " And I have """i^Hl """i^ " lit., an ox and an ass ; i.e., oxen and

asses ; and below xxx. 4, n^b, ibid. Ver. 7, ^•I'^n.

"^nSttJan Ut., that areforgotten ; i.e., so completely are the rivers broken away,

that they are forgotten, &c.

b3"i ""lip for "'?'i^ ''?'?. ''^P from \jhe'\ foot of [<Ae] one passing-over.

^^"=1 they are exhausted. Comp. Isa. xix. 6, " And the brooks of defence •'>^/'^

are exhausted."

The last three words of this verse should be construed thus

:

1 v'l they (the rivers) have been exhausted,

U'3 they have moved away (from their place),

Ji^iJSD hy means of frail man (i.e., frail man is the cause of

their having been removed from their place).

Ver. 16 [5]. ^^ "1^23 '^^T^l 'Q^B^^^'] for ^Sm "l^?« tt7S il2? n^i^nni and

under it (i.e., in its bowels) \itis'\ like afire that has been turned (i.e., stirred up),

* The numbers in square brackets again indicate the corresponding Verses in Ch. xxviii.

in the Hebrew text.
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a very strong fire. There are passages in the Hebrew Bible from which no sense

whatever can be extracted without a transposition of the words. So we shall

have, infra xxxiv. 27, V-jnsX3 ^ID ^3 b^_ -l??Js for Vnnsa ^1D 1^>>< ^3 bl? on

this account, that they have turned away from after Him (God). Again, in

Ps. Ixxxix. 48, we find T^^n na ^3h^ -13^ for "rbn nn >DbS na -13^ remember what

1 [am\, what [my'] lifetime \is\. Such a transposition we thought it much better to

make in the passage before us, than to render it, with the Auth. Vers., " And
under it is turned up as it were fire," of which we cannot see the sense.

Ver. 17 [6]. n^?3« -1>SD Dipp for "^^SD n>53S^ -^tt7^; nipp a place, the stones

of which [are] sapphire[s]. It is well known that the noun Cip^ place, often takes

its constructive form D*lpp
, when the rel. pron. "It??^. is expressed, or understood,

after it ; e.g., Dn.^D^? TJ^pn ^n^DS -1I?7S cipp (Gen. xxxix. 20) [the'] place [m]

which (or where) [the] prisoners of the king [were] hound ; and "l^P D27 Dipp

(Ezek. xxxix. 11) for "1?P. "^^ ~itt^W Dipp a place which there (i.e., where)

[there is] a grave.

ib nnt ni-ipri for nnt ninp^ ib -it;?sT a7id which has dust of gold.

Ver. 18 [7].^"iV i^JT rfb for r:)^? "WV )^b -lt?7t? which [the] hird-of-prey

does not knoiv.

Ver. 19 [8]. VO^ "*?.? lit, 'children of pride, used in this book for proud wild-

beasts, as infra xli. 26. In the Babylonian Talmud (treatise Sabbath, fol. 62,

col. 2), we read :

[7%e] men of Jerusalem were men of pride : i.e., proud men.

Ver. 22 [11]. "'Pr^P lit., from weeping, or trickling = that they should not

trickle ; that is, he binds up the rivers so closely, that not even a drop can escape.

Here we have another instance of the prefix ^ being used in a privative sense.

See note D^SD supra xi. 15.

-lis for "liwb light. Comp. supra xii. 22.

Ver. 23 [12]. W^^^l T.^P Whence can she be got (obtained) ? We find

instances in which the verb S!iD is used in the sense of getting, obtaining, as in

Gen. XX vi. 12, " ^^Pll and he obtained (in that year an hundred fold)." So also

2 Sam. XX. 6, "ib S^^ "jp lest he get him (fenced cities)." By adopting this

signification here, we are enabled to preserve the usual meaning of the word

I^SP , namely, from where, whence, as supra i. 7, and infra Ver. 20. Some, in

consequence of their giving to S!5a here its usual sense o^ finding, have been

compelled to translate ll'^P where, a rendering we cannot approve of.

Ver. 28 [17]. n3?-i2?^ t^b for nb "i]'-)!?;; b^b one cannot compare to her. See

note on "'3";riSi"i supra iii. 25. The same words occur Ver. 30 [19], and must be

explained in the same way.

nn"1^l3ri^ for rrniian ^b"1 nor is her equivalent.

Ver. 29 [18]. niasn for nia"^ (the root being D^-| to be high) highly-prized-

things, ox jewels. This word is found in the same acceptation in Ezek. xxvii. 16.

In Proverbs, too, we read (chap. xxiv. 7), niapn b'^isb ni^sn to [the] fool
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highly-prized-jeivels [are] wisdom ; i.e., when he possesses jewels, he thinks him-

self wise. So this passage ought to be translated and understood, though we do

not find it has been done so by any of the Translators or Commentators we have

consulted. In the second hemistich we are told that he (the fool) will find him-

self grievously mistaken, for that, when his turn comes to speak in public, he will

see that he must not venture to open his mouth, and that his jewels avail him

nothing.

tt7"'Zl3"1 and diamondl/]. It is, of course, very diflScult, if not impossible, to

determine with certainty what are the precious stones named in this chapter, but,

as in Ezek. xiii. 11, we find 27"'227^ "'??'!? meaning hail-stones, it seemed to us

natural to render 2?''Zl2 diamond, on account of the similarity of appearance which

there is between this precious stone and hail.

"TJtt7J?^ and [the\ attraction of. With regard to this word, we may say with

great truth of all the Translators and Commentators we have consulted, Quot

homines, tot sententice. One translates it price ; another, value ; a third, the

getting ; the German translators render it Besitz (possession); all of them over-

looking its natural meaning of attraction, as derived from the verb "I27Q to draw,

attract. Had these gentlemen consulted Ben-Zev, they would have spared their

brains much torture. And, after all, they are driven out of the field by a lady, a

Miss Smith, who takes "JT?^P in the sense of attraction ; not that she had ever

consulted Ben-Zev, however ; for her translations contain abundant evidence of

her never having been guilty of such a crime. Nor did we ourselves, either,

borrow from him, having always understood the word in this sense, though we

are, of course, proud to find so eminent an authority agreeing with us.

Ver. 35 [24]. HH^ for rinri ")??S TW^ that which [is] beneath.

Ver. 36 [25]. rii£C3?b lit., to make; i.e., so that He can even make, &c.

Comp. supra v. 11, D^ii^^ to set up = so that He can set up, &c.

CHAPTER XXIX.

Job, bent, as was observed by us in our comments on the pre-

ceding Chapter, upon having the last word, as he had had

the first, will not allow the controversy to rest where it is, but,

after having spoken nine times, and received nine answers, now

enters upon his tenth and last discourse, which, as will be per-

ceived, extends over three Chapters. In the first of these, the

Chapter now under consideration, we shall hear him give a sketch

of the happiness he had enjoyed in his better days, the good he
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had done, the services he had rendered to his neighbours, and the

great veneration he was held in by them in consequence. He
says:

Vers. 2— 10. Oh that I were as in months past, as in the days

when God preserved me! From evil. (Ver. 3.) When His lamp

so shined upon my head. With such vivid brightness. That, hy

its light, I could walk even in darkness ! If, in those happy days,

I was sometimes enshrouded in the gloom of adversity. His

(God's) light (i.e., His favour and help), guided me in it, and

quickly led me out of it. (Ver. 4.) As I was in the days of my
youth, when the secret-hlessing of God was upon my dwelling!

When God, though invisible to me, gave me evident marks of

His having my dwelling in His providential keeping. (Ver. 5.)

When the Almighty was yet with me, when my children were round

about me. (Ver. 6.) When my steps were bathed in milk, and the

rock poured me out rivers, of oil. An Oriental figure denoting the

enjoyment of great ease and comfort in the midst of superfluity.

(Ver. 7.) When I went out to the gate through the city, and

prepared my seat in the market-place. (Ver. 8.) The young-men

saw me, and hid themselves. They withdrew from the street, that

they might not impede my progress. Yea, very-old-men rose.

From their seats. And stood up. To testify their respect for me.

(Ver. 9.) Princes restrained their words, and laid their hand upon

their ?nouth. They could not venture to speak in my presence,

and therefore hastened to put an end to their conversation on

seeing me approach. (Ver. 10.) As to the voice of the nobles—
they altogether hid themselves, and their tongue cleaved to the roof-

of-their-mouth. The nobles, on perceiving that even princes held

their peace on seeing me draw near, were struck with such awe,

that, their words dying away upon their tongues, they hurriedly

withdrew.

Ver. 1. See our remarks upon this verse towards the conclusion of our com-

ments on the preceding chapter.

Ver. 2. '^321^": "a Oh that I were ! That ^P^\ ""P is always used in Hebrew in

the sense of the Latin utinam, has already been observed supra xiv. 4 ; on taking

affixes it must be rendered according to the person denoted by the affix ; e.g.,

"•D^ipi '^a oh that I were! '^^i?''. "'P (Cant. viii. 1) Oh that thou wert! &c.

^7.(7- ^D"'-? for ^li?- ^0"]-^^? (is in months of old; i.e., as in months past.
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"'P'^3 for '^S?''23 as in [the] days of. This noun, being in construction, has for

its consequent the words ^?T?PP'l '*^^'''^:
> the literal translation being, as in \the]

days OP God used to protect me ; i.e., as in the days when God used to protect

me. See Mason and Bernard's Gramm., Letter xlvii., § 2. Comp. also Ps. xc. 15,

" Make us glad "^"^y^^^:^ nia"? * (lit., as \the\ days of Thou hast afflicted us; i.e.)

as in the days wherein Thou didst afflict us."

Ver. 3. "i"^? "ivH^ lit., on its {His lamp^s) shining = merely on His lamp's

shining, the affix "1"
its, in "l^"?^, being redundant. Pleonasms like this are very

frequent in the Talmudic dialect, as weU as in the Syriac language. They are,

however, sometimes to be met with even in the Old Testament, as Exod. ii. 6,

V.J'? ^^ ^^^l*"?). lit., atid she saw it, the child ; i.e., and she saw the child.

So in Ezek. x. 3, 27'^Mn ib?^^ lit., on his entering (namely), the man ; i.e., on the

man's entering.

The form i vTl? so evidently declares it to be the inf. Kal of vvH , that we

were rather surprised at finding Rosenmiiller observing, " Pluribus est infinitivus

Hiphil cum praefixo et suffixo, et absorpto prceformante "^ (pro 'iv'Tin? [of course

he must have meant "ivnnS]) ob celeriorem pronunciationem (ut T^ , T^, ri"'l2?)."

In the first place, it is very strange to determine the form of a verb belonging to

the geminata, according to that of verbs "^ "37 ; and, secondly, he seems quite to

have forgotten that it is considered by the best grammarians and lexicographers

doubtful whether the verbs he quotes belong to ''"37 or T'37.

•ijtt?n for Tft?7n2 in the dark.

Ver. 4. "'Sin my youth. The noun 'TTI'n properly signifies autumn, but, since

with the Hebrews (as it still does with the Jews), the new year began with the

autumn, it is also used to denote youth, just as we speak of the spring of life, the

spring being the early part of our year.

TiO . This noun is sometimes used in the sense of counsel, as sripra xv. 8 ;

sometimes in that of secret, as Prov. xi. 1 3, f"ID np^p [is] revealing a secret.

Sometimes, however, it denotes the favour, or blessing, shown by the Almighty

to those He loves, as a mark of His being pleased with them ; e.g., Prov. iii. 32,

" For the froward is an abomination to Jehovah, but with the righteous is "niD

His secret-blessing." In this acceptation we take it here.

Ver. 6. ^^D? for nspHS in milk, perhaps in cream, as being that part of

milk, of which butter (in which sense the word is sometimes used) is made. See

our note on this word, supra xx. 17.

P^2!J is here the third pers. sing. fut. Kal of P^^ ; i.q., P^'' to pour out.

Ver. 7. "'P?^ for ^7- ^"^ ^^ ^^^ 9"'^^' ^^ ^^ ^^^^ known that, with the Hebrews,

all public business was transacted in the city gateways. Corap. Deut. xvi. 18.

Ver. 8. ^^^nal lit., a7id were hidden ; i.e., and hid themselves. The Niph. is

used here instead of the Hithp., as in Gen. iii. 10, W?nS1 for «?n0^5 and I hid

myself.

* In the second hemistich of this verse ni:iij (for niDiiJ??) is used in precisely the same

way with the verb i3w . The meaning of these elliptical expressions of course is, Let

our joy now be as great as was our sorrow then. See Appendix. Note of Editor, 1861.
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Ver. 9. n^yPIl 'I'HIJ^ restrained [their] words. Comp. supra iv. 2, "l^^^l

Ver. 10. •''W|in3 lit,, they were hidden = they hid themselves.

The first hemistich of this verse should be construed thus:

D'^l''^^ 7ip As to [^tJie] voice of [the] nobles

1N3n3 thei/ hid themselves (i.e., there is no occasion

for me to tell you that they did not speak,

since, when they saw even princes restrain

their words, they were, of course, at once

awed into silence).

The second hemistich of this verse, which Umbreit translates,

und ihre Zunge blieb an ihrem gaumen hangen.

lit., and their tongue remained suspended to their palate.

is rendered by Mr. Gray, 'his translator,

and their tongues did cleave unto their gums.

the Reverend Gentleman having, it appears, considered the

German Gaumen to be synonymous with the English ^um ! !

!

Vers. 11—17. Afraid that his hearers should think, the homage

thus paid to him by all classes, had had its origin in the fear and

dread inspired by his tyrannical and despotic rule. Job assures

them, that it was not so, nay, that precisely the contrary was the

case. This deference, he says, was shown to me by ray neighbours,

(Vers. 11, 12.) Because the ear, which heard. My fame. Blessed

me, and the eye, which saw me, hare me witness. That I used to

deliver the poor, that cried, and the fatherless, who had no helper.

(Ver. 13.) The Messing of him, that was ready to perish, came

upon me, and I caused the widow's heart to sing. For joy.

(Ver. 14.) I put on righteousness, and it ftted-me-as-a-garment,

my justice I put on as a robe and turban. (Ver. 15.) / 7vas eyes

to the blind, and feet was I to the lame. I rendered every assistance

to the helpless, giving to every one that which he most stood in

need of. (Ver. 16.) J was a father to the needy, and the cause of
those I knew not I searched out. When I sat as a judge, I suffered

myself to be influenced, neither by the wealth of those, who
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appeared before me, nor yet by my private feelings ; I saw justice

done even to the needy, and to those who were utterly unknown

to me. (Ver. 17.) And I brake the grinders of the iniquitous,

and plucked out his spoil from his teeth.

Ver. 11. Tivnw for ^37ptt7 TlV^W nds which heard m^fame.
nns-j for "'niS r{n><n -it^S which saw me.

"'STS?^! for ^
i:37

*^3^riT hore witness of me. The 1 , though it converts the

tense, is not copulative, but merely conductive, as also in ''^l^t^^l in the first

hemistich.

Ver. 12. i^ "!?>' «^1 for i^ "1T> ^^ ^^^1 ivho had no helper, the 1 in

"1E?S1 being simply conductive. Comp. Isa. xiii. 14, V^FZP T^l 1^^?'' and as

sheep, WHICH no-man gathers together.

"j3~lW nDDvS nbl. And I caused [the] widow's heart to sing [J'or joy'\. This

hemistich is rendered by Schlottmann, " Und das Herz der Wittwe machte mich

frohlich." How much is that reader to be pitied, who from a want of knowledge of

Hebrew, is obliged to put his faith in a translation containing such a gross blunder

as this, a blunder, which we should not expect from one, who had read Hebrew

only a month, and by which the sense, so far from being improved, is utterly

ruined.

pns for r?"?^ as supra xxviii. 11, ^'4^ for ^'''?"i\

Ver. 14. ^psiz^P ^'3^"! b"^27P3 for "tpQttJp ^^ipnb ^1^32?^ b^3?^3 like a robe

and turhan I put on my justice.

Ver. 16. ^.HI^Tt ^^ -^^'^- ^^^ ^^^T, ^^ "^^^ ^^"^ andlthe'] cause of [those],

whom I did not know ; i.e., the cause even of those unknown to me, &c.

Vers. 18—20. In his last discourse (chap, xxvii. 6,) we heard

Job say, his heart could not reproach any of his days ; now, he

goes farther and tells his friends, that the manner in which he

had acquitted himself of his various duties, had ever been such,

as not only to secure for him the love and esteem of his neighbours,

(as he had already said it had done in the early part of this

chapter), but also to leave his conscience free from remorse, and

to inspire him with confidence, that he would be allowed by the

Almighty to lead for many years a life, which could not be

otherwise than pleasing to Him, He says :

So that I thought, '' I shall die in my nest, and I shall multiply

my days as the sand." I thought I should die in peace, in my own

house, with all that were near and dear to me around me, and not

prematurely, but in a good old age. I moreover thought,

(Ver. 19) " My root is open to the waters, and dew lieth all night
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upon my branch." I thought I was like a healthy and vigorous

tree, abundantly supplied with nourishment by water below, and

dew above. (Ver. 20.) " My glory is fresh with me, and my bow,

which is 171 mine hand, ivill reneio its strength." The dignity,

with which I was invested, would, I conceived, constantly

receive new lustre, and the authority, which had been conferred

upon me by the common consent of the people, grow firmer and

firmer.

N.B. In the Translation, we have marked these three verses

(B), and the remainder of the chapter (A), to shew, that, in our

humble opinion (the opinion also of Wolfssohn), the former

should be read after the latter, though as the transposition was

not absolutely necessary, we did not make it. We shall quote

Wolfssohn's remarks at the end of the notes on the three verses

alluded to.

Ver. 18. n^ in, as in Deut. viii. 5, " And thou shalt know "T^^? ^V ^^

thine hearth

T'inD'! and like the sand. A great number, or multitude, is very often in the

Old Test., compared to the sand of the sea, as Gen. xxii. 17. We will not,

however, conceal from the reader, that some of the old Commentators, and

among them Jarchi, tell us, that ^"in ig the name of a certain very long-lived

bird—probably meaning the phoinix, which, according to the fable, lived

some mythical number of years, and then burned itself in its nest, which it

had constructed with twigs of scented woods, and filled with spices ; an in-

terpretation adopted, no doubt, with a view to explain how Job came to speak

of dying in his nest.

Ver. 20. ^"'^n^'^ for HS T'^nn idU renew strength. Comp. Isa. xl. 31,

"But they, that wait for Jehovah, HD ^D'^yp^ shall renew [Meir] strength."

J^^*" These three verses (18—20) would read much better

after Ver. 25, for the reasons very clearly stated by Wolfssohn,

and to which we fully subscribe. As, however, we have made it

a rule never to introduce any alterations into the text, without

there being an absolute necessity for doing so, we have contented

ourselves, in the present instance, with marking these three verses

(B), and the remaining verses to the end of the chapter (A)
;

and we leave it to the reader to assign them the places he thinks

they ought respectively to take up. Wolfssohn's observations are

as follows

:
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ncf" ip;nD r6 3vfi 3tj; f>"3 fi^pp 7y ?i? ^ipppp o pfiT S'3dp fii^p 53

]P p") '3 • DPipP ]f^:) ]'f> ID^ Dnpf" D'DPlpi 1UUD V3VP-)1 ,
pfitp rD-)93 pV3 P'i6

rp ii? ]3 d6i ,ipiin:i mf'PP rfii oopi np'i m33P ")9dI> 7iy 5pr 6"3 pip?

D'pippp 'wip ,17P? PODi '7' 563 D' of" ph) ?r5fir cp^pw ]':u? p'P9?

op DP 'P1PI 'jfi nipfii , Dpi 'l6-)P DPipP DO '3 , PD")?? (])P3 6"3 ID pifip

ipPD '3 ,-]9r5 r:p cpf" pp^i ,'335 dipt 'Pp73 i)3v:i ,nvv d7P '7^3Di 'idi puf>

•'131 D'TPi '5U

"Every intelligent reader will see, that from this Verse (Ver. 18) to Verse 21

" Job has departed from his [primary] object, at which he aimed in this Chapter,

" and [that] his thoughts have wandered away to other subjects, which are here

" out of place ; for [it is] only from Ver. 21, [that] he again begins to tell of his

" former honour and dignity, and of the glory of his excellency, and if so, why
" did he interrupt the subject by these Verses (viz., 18—21)? If, therefore, I

" had had it in my power to alter the arrangement, I should have placed these

" Verses (from Ver. 18) to Ver. 21, at the end of the Chapter, for there is their

" proper place, saying (i.e., Job saying) ' I thought I should expire in my nest,

" &c.,' ' and my glory [would be] fresh with me,' on account of my righteous-

" ness and the integrity of my heart, but now alas it is [just] the reverse, since

" young men laugh at me, 85c. (as the next chapter begins)."

Vers. 21—25. After this short digression, Job returns to the

description of his former dignity and glory, and of the popularity

he enjoyed with his fellow-citizens. He says :

Unto me men gave ear, and waited. For my advice. Yea, they

kept-silence at my counsel. When, in a public assembly, it was seen

that I was preparing to deliver my opinion, such eagerness was

felt to hear it, that a breathless silence prevailed, which was only

interrupted by my own voice. (Ver. 22.) After my word[s'\ they

would not speak again, so that my speech should still drop upon

them. When I had concluded my discourse, the orators, who had

spoken before me, would not rise again, in order that I might be

induced to continue. (Ver. 23.) Yea, they waited for me. That

is, for the continuation of my speech. As for rain, and opened

their mouth wide as for the latter-rain. Just as the husbandman

waiteth with impatience, in the autumn, for the early, and in the

spring, for the latter, rain, so did my audience long for the con-

tinuation of my discourse. (Ver. 24.) When / smiled at them

they would not believe me. When by a smile I gave them to

understand, that my discourse was actually at an end, that I really

had nothing more to say, and that consequently the assembly
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was dissolved, they would not believe me, they would not take the

hint and go away. Yet they did not cause the light of my counte-

nance to fall. Impatient as they were for my speech, still they

betrayed their impatience by no word or look that could offend

me, or make me change colour. (Ver. 25.) I used to choose out

their way. At any public procession I used to lead the way, and

they followed whither I chose to go ; and when we took our

seats, I sat at their head., yea, I abode as a king amidst his host,

as one that comforteth mourners. It is the custom among the

Jews of our day for mourners to sit on the ground, whilst he

who wishes to comfort them occupies a seat, and this appears,

from the present verse, to have been the custom also in the time

of Job.

Ver. 21. ^v'n^l for ^"I^*V,^ ^^Q';')* (the dagesh in the ^ being altogether irre-

gular) and they used to loaitfor my advice.

Ver. 22. -I^P^. S7 lit., they used not to do a second time (what they had done

before ; i.e., speak). The verb n^ti? signifies, to do a second time, or again (what

has been done before). Thus, in 1 Kings xviii. 3-1, when Elijah wished to

confound the priests of Baal, after water had, in compliance with his orders,

been poured once upon the sacrifice, he said, ^^ip do [it'] the second time. In

the verse before us, it is used by Job for the purpose of informing his hearers,

that, whenever, in former times, he had finished speaking in the assembly, the

orators, who had preceded him, were so well satisfied with what they heard from

his lips, that they would not speak a second time.

''nv'a r)t2ri la'^viy^ So that my speech should [stiW] drop upon them. It is

a common figure in Hebrew poetry to compare a smoothly-flowing and instructive

speech to the dropping of rain or dew. So (Deut. xxxii. 2),
*' My doctrine

shall drop as the rain, my speech shall distil as the dew, &c."

Ver. 23. It will be perceived, that the ^ of ^^ipyQ/ must be supplied after

the 3 in "^^^3 , and again the 2 of "^'^^? before the ^ in ttrip^ri^
, so that

-llp^D stands for "^^S^? as for rain, and K?ipba^ for mip^a^D as for [the]

latter rain.

1^^ in the first hemistich, though signifying rain generally, is here used =

rf^V early rain, as is evident from the second hemistich.

Ver. 24. ^^^TiS";, t^b for "'V ^3^aS^ b^b they would not believe me.

••as "lis") yet [the'] light of my countenance ; i.e., the clieerfulness of my

countenance, or look. Comp. Prov. xvi. 15, D^*n T|bp "'D^ nis^l In [the] light

of [the] king's countenance [is] life ; i.e. a cheerful, or gracious, look from a king

revives, gives confidence to, all around him.

* "hvi;?. is the first word in ver. 2Z.—Edilor, 1862.

s 2
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CHAPTER XXX.

In the preceding chapter, we saw the poet choose the brightest

and most vivid colours in order to portray his former happiness

and glory ; in the present chapter, wishing to present a powerful

contrast between these and the misery and degradation he is now
suffering, he selects the darkest and most sombre tints.

He says

:

Vers. 1—8. But now they, that are younger than J, have me in

derision^ whose fathers I disdained to set with the dogs of my jiock.

In my happier days, very old men rose and stood up at my
approach (chap, xxix. 8); but now those, that are younger

than I am, hold me in derision. In my happier days, princes

and nobles paid me homage (Ibid. 9, 10); but now the very

outcasts and dregs of society, whose parents offered their

services to help the dogs to guard my flocks, and were rejected

by me, treat me with the greatest contempt. And I had reason

to reject their offers, although they were strong and vigorous, for

((Ver. 2.) Of what use, indeed, was the strength of their hands to

me? With them mature-age was lost. Vile and worthless men,

they made no proper use of their strength and vigour, employing

them only in the accomplishment of their nefarious designs ; their

time, therefore, was spent altogether unprofitably, was utterly

lost, nay, worse than lost, for the longer they lived, the more

crimes only did they heap up.) Having assigned a reason for his

rejection of the fathers, he now proceeds to give a full description

of the vileness of the sons, whose object of derision he now is.

They are, he says, young men, who are (Ver. 3) Cheerless,

through want and starvation, ivho flee into a wilderness, dark, waste,

and desolate. (Ver. 4.) Who pluck up salt-wort hy the hiish\es~\,

and the root of the hroom is their food. The reason, why they are

reduced to such a miserable state as to have to seek their food in

the desert, is, that (Ver. 5.) They have been driven forth from the

midst. Of the city. They cried after them as after a thief.

(Ver. 6.) They must dwell in the cleft[s'] of vallies, in holes in the
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earth and rocks. (Vex. 7.) They groan among the hushes^ they

are huddled together under the thorn[s\. To escape the inclemency

of the weather, and keep one another warm. (Ver. 8.) They

are children of impious men, yea^ children of men without a name.

Their fathers were the lowest of the low ; they never emerged

from obscurity ; their names remained utterly unknown. They

have been beaten out of the land. They rendered themselves so

notorious by their crimes in the country which gave them birth,

that they were ignominiously chased out of it with blows.

Ver. 1. ^pntp they laughed. Rosenraiiller observes : "Verbum ^^['W sequente

^Sj in bonam partem dicitur, ut supra xxix. 24., et cum ^? , super, adversus,

in malam, pro subsannare, et illudere." For our part, who can see no difference

between the particle '^ and the prefix ^ , we cannot possibly admit the

accuracy of this observation, as we meet with innumerable instances, in which

the verb V^^ , construed with ^, is used in a bad sense ; e.g., supra v. 22,

'^ntC'ri 1537^ Ity? at destru/^tion and famine shalt thou laugh, and infra

xxxix. 7, n^li? 1"i^n7 P^^\ he laugheth at [the] multitude of [the'\ city. The

fact is, that the context alone can decide, whether this verb is used in a good, or

in a bad, sense, as in the case also of the synonymous verb s^r^"^ , Thus, in

Gen. xvii. 17, when God promised Abraham he should have a son by Sarah, we

read, that he fell upon his face pn^*l and laughed, a laughter, for which he was

in no wise reproved, because it was the laughter of joy ; whereas of Sarah we

read (xviii. 12), ^"|^ PC^^l Therefore, ^SaraA /aw^/jec?, and that she was very

severely rebuked for it, because it was the laughter of contempt.

Q^p;^ ^3??a Dn;5:!J for D^P;"^ "3^P D'~!'3;? n^.S Ht., that [are] less than I

for (or, in respect to) days. The adj. '^"'^V '^ undoubtedly found alone in the

acceptation of young, as in Gen. xxv. 23, "l'^5?2 "T^^.^l 2"T) and [^Ae] elder shall

serve [the'\ younger; since, however, it also had the signification of little,

insignificant and inferior, as Judg. vi. 15, '^^3^^'7 the least (in my father's

house), Jer. xiv. 3, " and the nobles have sent Cri''']'.''^^ their inferiors,*'—the

poet here, to remove all ambiguity, added °"^pTf in days, which, however, is

better omitted in English.

Ver. 2. It will be perceived, that, as this verse only contains the reason

assigned by Job for his having rejected the services of the fathers, it should be

considered as parenthetical.

HvS 13S i'lS^?.^ mature-age teas lost loith them, i.e., was utterly misspent by

them ; they led such a wicked and profligate life, that it would have been almost

better if they had died in their infancy. So Ralbag (as quoted by Wolfssohn) :

• n\)V\T) Dpi \b '3 Dv"3p ]P;r 736: oPin'PPiD id ,
iis 'i o'hd vp bb

" They were of no use at all to me, seeing that, on account of their worthlessness, time

was lost with them, for [there was] no profit in them."
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^^"2 mature-age. That this word is used here, not in the sense of old age,

(as stipra v. 26), but rather in that of mature and vigorous age, is evident from

the first hemistich, in which mention is made of strength of hands, which would

hardly have been attributed to very old men.

Ver. 3. D'^|'?']^(7 *^^o Jlee. The verb P")^ , which does not occur again in the

Old Test., is used in Chaldee as the equivalent of the Hebrew rn2 . Thus, in

Isa. xlviii. 20, ^H'la Jlee ye, is rendered in the Targum •'^p'i"^^
.

n^? for n^?
f* lit., to a dry-place, i.e., a wilderness.

2^p^ lit., last night, but used here in the sense of night generally, darkness.

A desert is often designated in Hebrew poetry as dark ; e.g., Jer. ii. 31, " Have

I been a wilderness unto Israel ? A land of darkness !

"

Ver. 4. "'^V. by, or near, as G-en. xlix. 22, V."^ "*?? by a well.

n^^ lit., a bush, used collectively for Q"^n^^ bushes. See our note on 7713

,

supra xxviii. 15 (in text xxviii. 4).

Ver. 5. "12 1^ for nnp ^^ ]a from [the'] midst of [the] city.

^323 for naan bj^? as after the thief

Ver. 6. 12^? lit., so as to dwell ; i.e., so that they are obliged to, or must,

dwell. The ^ of the Q7"3^ is sometimes used to express what must, or must

not, be done, as in Ps. xxxii. 9, ^"i ''?? so that one must hold in ; and 1 Chron.

XV. 2, risipv S7 none must carry (the ark of God,) Sec.

The first hemistich should be construed as though written ^"^ V^? V"^""?!? 1^!?^/

they must dwell in [the] clefts of vallies.

''"in for ''"^n^l in holes of.

Ver. 7. ^P'7?"! they groan. The verb pn3 was used, supra vi. 5, of the

braying of an ass, and some take it here in the same sense ; we prefer, however,

making it synonymous with ^p^^l they groan, which occurs supra xxiv. 12.

b^"in thorn, collectively (as supra v. 4, 0"'^,'') for C^vlQ (as Prov. xxiv. 31)

thorns.

^nSD"; they are joined. Comp. Isa. xiv. I, where -IHippai and they shall be

joined, stands in parallelism with ''Sn n^73"1 and the stranger shall be joined.

Wolfssohn understands it of sexual intercourse.

Ver. 8. ^23 ''pa sons of impious-men. ( ''^^ being of course used collectively

as above ver. 7, '^"'C')'
^^ have preferred taking 723 here in the sense of

impious, rather than in that o^ fool. In Ps. xiv. 1 too, it should also be rendered

impious, as has been done by Dr. French and Mr. Skinner in their masterly and

most elegant translation.

=)S23 they were beaten. Comp. Isa. xvi. 7, n"^^?? "H^ surely, [they are]

stricken.

Vers. 9—15. The poet, having completed his, in accordance with

the usual style of Oriental poetry, somewhat hyperbolical description

of the vile and miserable condition of those who mock and

scoif at him, now proceeds to describe the vexation and suffering

he endures at their hands. His words are :
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And now I have become their song. They compose satirical

songs, of which I am the subject. Yea, I am a hye-word to them.

(Ver. 10.) They abhor me, they stand alooffrom me, and spare

not to spit before my face. The poet now proceeds to explain to

his hearers how it is, that men, so abject and degraded as those

he has described, have the hardihood to insult one, who, like

himself, had formerly been invested with such high authority and

dignity; it is (Ver 11.) Because He (God) hath loosed my string.

The string of my bow. And afflicted me. Job had said in the

preceding chapter (Ver. 20), that he thought the bow in his

hand would renew its strength (i.e., that his authority would

become more and more assured), but now he tells us, that, so far

from this expectation of his being realized, God has, on the

contrary, loosened the string of his bow (i.e., has taken away his

authority from him,) Therefore, (he says,) they. Those wretched

men. Have let loose their bridle before me. As long as I retained

my authority, they were restrained by fear and awe, like horses or

mules, which are bridled ; but now that they can insult me with

impunity, they shake off all restraint, they cast away their bridle.

But not only they themselves, their children also are a source of

great annoyance to me. (Ver. 12.) Upon my right hand, riseth

up the young brood ; they push away my feet. They push my feet

from under me, trip me up. And they raise up against me their

calamitous ways. Whenever they are bent upon injuring me they

contrive to reach me with as much ease, as though they had raised

up a high-way against me. The metaphor is taken from the siege

of a city, one of the first steps in which was, in those times, to cast

up a raised way against the city, in order to facilitate the approach

of the besieging army. (Comp. supra xix. 12.) (Ver. 13.) They

break up my path. They throw every possible obstacle in my way.

They contribute to my calamity, although they derive no help from it.

So gratuitously malicious are they, that they harass me without

the expectation of deriving any advantage from it. (Ver. 14.)

They come upon me as through a wide breach. That is, in great

numbers, inasmuch as in the case of a besieged city (from which

the metaphor is taken), the wider the breach in its walls, the more

soldiers can rush in at the same time. They roll themselves in

instead of a tempest. \Yhen there is a wide breach in a house
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the inmates have reason to be afraid of a tempest's bursting in

and carrying everything away, but, instead of a tempest, the

poet says these mischievous and malicious men rushed violently in.

(Ver. 15.) Terrors are turned against me. Are levelled against,

brought to bear upon, me. Every 07ie of them (i.e., the terrors)

jmrsueth my soul like the wind. With the violence of a raging

wind. So that my safety 2)asseth away as a cloud. Just as a

raging wind maketh the clouds to scud before it, so do these

terrors chase along my safety.

Ver. 9. ^^15"'^? ^^'^*^ ^o^ff' So the Psalmist complains (Ps. Ixix. 14), "And I

[was] the song of the drunkards."

Ver. 10. P'"l ^-^n ^^ "'^t'P^ lit., and they have not kept back [their] spittle

from, before me; i.e., they do not mind spitting in my presence. Wolfssohn

observes :

iSfiD flip n? ,vj)p3 pT pn' ofii ,005 t\z:i 'JP3 ipn idpS jup? yii D7p 03 p63
• 'jpp opn i3Dn fii rifr otippp cp ivb 5"i?i / 171323 djipi ipdp

" In eastern countries, an inferior-man must keep back his spittle before a man of rank,

" for, if he should indeed spit in his presence, behold, he [is] as though he [was] slighting

" him, and vilifying his honour; and therefore he says here, these vile-persons do not
" keep back their spittle from before me."

Ver. 11. ''iri'! for '^^^\l ^^T, \_the'\ string of mij bo70. Comp. Ps. xi. 2,

" They make ready their arrow "^O?. ^? (for Q^^)2 ""^1.) ^?) upon [the'] string

(of their boiv)."

njJlQ He (God) loosened. Here the poet again relies upon the judgment of his

hearers to supply the proper nom. case (sc. God), as we have already seen him do

in several instances. Wolfssohn comments on this verse as follows

:

)DV') /:pr' rfiiT' ]Dt n'o? ?p? o: 3"i;i ^oip pbb 7'-5iri 'P3 D'inp ir»hD 'id' pppd bv

• )3ZM iipi DP1D i::'6 iD^ ]Vi) ^pp 'bi dipd ,
'Piiirii n3ib r>w '53p pv c35d rn

" Because He (God) has loosened my string, that is to say, has weakened my power and
" brought down my horn to the earth; therefore they also have removed the bridle of

" [their] awe before me, so that they do what their heart pleases, without regarding my
" words or commands, like a horse without bridle or bit, which hearkens not to the voice

" of its rider,"

Ver. 12. nn~iS a young-brood, from n"lD to sprout, applied here to a rabble of

young men, who have not yet completed their growth. From the same root

is n"!C^ the young of birds, which occurs (in the plural) in Deut. xxii. 6,

D^!J^5 "i^ Cn~i2i|? young ones, or eggs. Kimchi, in his C'C^ltt^n "12D , observes

on the word HPl'lS (under the root rVi^') ;

pi * vbr :2jbb 13"^»^ bv iai|T n^n3?3n*i c^arapn i27"n>D") i"abn bsann
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" The third radical being doubled ; and its meaning [is], young children and boys rise

" up on his (Job's) right hand, to mock at him ; and so the young of birds are called

D^"*^ mn^S lit., ^the"] ways of their calamity; i.e., their calamitous ways, the

ways by which they bring calamities upon me.

Ver. 13. ^^^^ i.q-, ^^O? they have broken, broken up, D and ^interchanging as

dentals. See note on Dv37]) supra xx. 18.

^^"'3?"'
lit., they profit, help ; i.e., contribute to, promote.

Ver. 14. y}^^ for V"1P?3 as by {through) a breach.

Ver. 15. "n^rrn it was turned. The verb, preceding its nom. case mnbsi
terrors, need not agree with it, either in gender or number. See note on

•iaipp J^a-HJiiz?;^ lir i^b") swpra xx. 9.

P)"inri it (i.e., every one of these terrors) pursues. See note on isn2 supra

vi. 17.

"^0^7? lit., my noble one; i.e., my soul, which alone is noble in me. We find

more than once, in Hebrew poetry, similar endearing epithets bestowed upon the

soul. Thus, in Ps. xxii. 21, we read, "Deliver ^ti^P? my «oz<Z from the sword,

T'7'^n^. MY ONLY ONE from the power of the dog." So, also, in Ps. xxx. 13,

" To the end that "f133 (for ''"l"^^?) my glory (i.e., that which is glorious in me,

my soul) may sing praises to Thee ;
" and again in Pa. ciii. 5, which, in our

humble opinion, should be translated thus, "Who satisfieth with good-things

U^"!? '% soul" (lit., thy ornament; i.e., that which adorns thee), so as to keep

up the real meaning of ^f? * ornament, as it occurs in Exod. xxxiii. 4, " And
no man did put on him 'i'^l^ his ornament[s'\.^' Kimchi observes on "'HIllS :

tt7D3n '•3 ''33ttDn nn^i3 m-ii -ins mprsn nj3S32; i!:3 trcan bi? la^-^sb ^-^n^

" It may be applied to the soul, just as it is said in another place (Ps. li. 14),

" '?5ppn ninj nni and may a noble (or liheraT) spirit sustain me, for the soul is possessed of

" nobleness (or liberality)."

* Nor need any other than the real meaning of the word '1? , namely, ornament, be given

to i'ls* in Ps. xxxii. 9, for the verse should be translated thus: "Be ye not like a horse,

like a mule, to which one cannot impart intelligence, Di''3^ (^'1?) IP'JJ ^C?? i^° be con-

strued thus)

:

Ci^?/ to hold in (i.e., which one must hold in *)

IpnT ^r^P? with bridle and bit,

(VIV) (its ornametit) (i.e., to these animals the bridle and bit are

an ornament, but to thee they would be a disgrace ; thou,

therefore, must not be wild and untameable like thera,)

tI'^vS Ili"ip 7? [50 that there should ie] no coming near to thee" (i.e., so that

people should be afraid of approaching thee, but thou

shouldest, on the contrary, be mild and gentle, and be able

to restrain and check thyself when necessary).

* Or better, So that one must hold (it, or them) in. See note on pt^ (ver. 6, of this

chap.) p. 262. Hditor, 1862.
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Vers. 10—22. Now that he has given these details of what he

suffers from men, Job returns to the subject dwelt upon by him

at much greater length in his former discourses, the sufferings,

namely, with which he has been visited by Providence. He says

:

And now my soul is poured out toithin me. 1 am exhausted by

my sufferings ; my life is ebbing fast. Days of affliction have

taken hold u])07i me. (Ver. 17.) By night my hones are pierced

in me. When night comes on my pains are greatly increased,

and penetrate even to my bones, which they pierce and rack. And
my sinews find no rest. (Ver. 18.) My garment must he changed

with great effort. Owing to the numberless ulcers with which he

is covered from head to foot, and the matter they discharge, his

garments stick so firmly to his body that their removal is effected

with great difficulty, and causes him excruciating pain. It girdeth

me like the collar of my tunic. The whole of my tunic now

holdeth my body in as firm a clasp as its collar doth my neck.

(Ver. 19.) He (God) hath cast me into the mire, so that I am

hecome like dust and ashes. (Ver. 20.) I cry loudly unto Thee,

hut Thou answerest me not ; I stand up in prayer, hut Thou dost

not regard me. (Ver. 21.) Thou art hecome cruel to me. Cruelty

hath replaced Thy kindness of former days. Thou shewest Thy

hate towards me hy the might of Thine hand. (Ver. 22.) Thou

usedst to raise me up, to make me ride upon the wind. To make

one ride upon the wind is to raise him to the highest pitch of

prosperity and glory. We find other very similar figures used in

the Bible to express the same ideas. Thus, in Isa. Iviii. 14, it is

said of Israel, If thou " call the Sabbath a delight," &c., " then

shalt thou delight thyself in Jehovah, and I will cause thee to

ride upon the high places of the earth." And so the King of

Babylon is represented by Isaiah (ch. xiv. 14) to have said in the

pride of his heart, " I will ascend above the heights of the

clouds." Indeed, of God Himself, appearing in His glory, it is

said (Ps. xviii. 10), " He did fly upon the wings of the wind."

Job uses this figure, then, in order to contrast in the most

forcible manner his former glory with his present degradation.

And now Thy wisdom dissolveth me away.

Ver. 16. ''^^P? "n?^^^ "'r?' Mf/ soul is poured out within me; i.e., I am alto-
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gether exhausted with my sufferings. In like manner, the Psalmist says

(Ps. xlii. 5), ^2^?3 "^yv HD^tp^^ and Ipour out my soul within me. So also the

Elegist expresses himself (Lam. ii. 12), when speaking of infants, exhausted with

want of food, DtC'pa "TJCn^n^ on [the] pouring out of their soul ; i.e., when they

sink down exhausted QHSS p'^U /S into the bosom of their mothers,

Ver. 1 7. *^i^2 lit., pierces through ; a past Pi-al, used impers., and to be translated,

therefore, by a passive. We have already had several examples of a similar

construction.

"'/^^ vpon me, the ^ being pleonastic, as infra Ver. 30. Comp. Eccles.

v. 7, n'^l bra i.q., rrha b? above [<Ae] high.

"'l2*137'! and my sinews. So Aben-Ezra and Kimchi, who derive it from the

Arabic.

Ver. 18. '^^r\r}\ is changed. Comp. 1 Sam. xxviii. 8, b^«t^ ti^Sni-l^l and
Saul disguised himself (i.e., changed his garment). If we were to quote what
has been said by other Commentators upon this verse, we should fill whole pao'es

;

we hope, however, that the short explanation we have offered above will shew how
little real difficulty it offers.

"'/p^riS "^53 lit., as [the'] mouth (or opening^ of my tunic; i.e., the upper

part, or collar, of the tunic, which would, of course, fit more tightly than any other

part of it.

Ver. 19. ^3'nirT ffe (God) has cast me. Here, again, the poet leaves it to the

hearer to supply the nom. case to the verb, according to the sense of the passafe.

"•a^in , which is the Hiph. of nn"* (with sufiix), has here the same sense as it has

in Kal, e.g., in Exod. xv. 4, D"? H"!^ ffe cast into the sea.

^^^0^1 so that I am compared; i.e., am like. The Hithpa-al is here used

in a passive sense = Niph., as Prov. xxxi. 30, bbn/pn N"'?! she should be praised.

The verb is here followed by 2, as it is in Ps. xlix. 13, 21.

Ver. 20. ^^IPV for ^^?rinb ^.HiaV / stood up to pray. So Ps. cxxxv. 2,

"Praise him, ye servants of Jehovah, ^"1^37127 who [are'] standing (for

bbson? D"^1P!yt^ who are standing up to pray) in the house of Jehovah."

Another instance occurs, in which the verb "IJ327 expresses this idea of standing

up in prayer, viz., in Num. xvii. 13, where it is said of Aaron, when the plague

had broken out in the congregation, " ib^'^T and he stood (making intercession

in prayer) between the dead and the living, and the plague was stayed."

"•S l^iaOriT for "•? l?."2i;in t^b") and Thou dost not regard me; the neg. part. S^b

of the first hemistich being understood in the second.

^b "^)???7 ^ "V^^ li''» Thou art changed towards me into a cruel-one. Thou
art not as Thou wert towards me ; instead of kindness, I experience no Ion o'er

anything but cruelty from Thee.*

Ver. 22. btS for b^ upon. Comp. Gen. iv. 8, where the second VFTN bsn bw

* We cannot refrain here from again asking those who put the 28th Chap, (accordin"-

to the text) into the mouth of Job, and tell us that it was uttered by him after he had been
converted, whether this is the language of a convert and a penitent.
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stands for "'"'HK v?rT 7^ upon (i.e., against) Abel, his brother ; likewise Fs. v. 1,

ilr7*'n^r] vJ;^ for ilib'^iian ^V upon Nehiloth (a certain musical instrument).

n*tpri (according to the K'ree) wisdom; i.e., Thy wisdom. We very fre-

quently find in Hebrew poetry tbat the possess, affixes must be supplied. We
may cite as instances infra Ver. 24 "f^ for "il^ His hand ; Ps. Ivi. 8, " ^^S in

anger (i.e., in Thine anger) cast down the nations ;" Ps. xxix. 9, "And in His

temple doth every one speak of Ti^S glory (i.e., His glory) ;" and Ps. xxx. 13,

" To the end that "Ti-9 g^ory (i.e., my glory, my soul) may sing praise to

Thee." It will be perceived that we take the noun n^27ri to be the nom. case

to the verb "'^.^^b;^-'!

.

The verse should be construed thus

:

'JSJi^in Thou usedst to lift me up,

'*3Z1''3'}^ Thou Ksedst to make me ride

nn ^78 (for r\T\ '?;;) upon [the] wind (i.e., Thou
usedst to raise me up to the highest pitch

of dignity and glory)
;

T]^^^T\ "'p.JJbni and \noiv\ wisdom (i.e., Thy wisdom,) dis-

solveth me (i.e., Thou, in Thy wisdom, hast

resolved to make an end of me).

Vers. 23, 24. The unfortunate speaker admits the certain

knowledge which he has, that death and the grave will ultimately

deliver him from his sufferings, to be a source of consolation to

him, but laments that these deliverers are not sent by God as

soon as man in his misery longs and prays for them. He says:

Of a truth I know, that Thou wilt bring me hack to death, and

to the house of assembly for all living. I know, that these

sufferings of mine must have an end put to them by death and

the grave. (Ver. 24.) Howbeit, He (God) will not putforth His

hand. To bring man to death and the grave. When there is prayer

for them. When man prays Him for death and the grave. He will

not put forth His hand to bring them upon man, When, in

calamity proceeding from Him, there is a loud-cry for them.

When men are afflicted with miseries sent upon them by God,

and cry loudly for death and the grave, He will not hearken to

their cry.

Ver. 23. "'^T^^ ^^^ for ^^n^K^n nv^ Thou wilt bring me back to death.

The circumstance of Job's having used here the verb "^^^ (i.e., ''23'^K?ip Thou

wilt bring me back, and not ''3W''3;p Thou wilt bring me), goes, in our humble
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opinion, very far to corroborate what we have said over and over again, and

consider to be the only key to this apparently difficult book (which, indeed, without

it would be nothing but a chaos of incongruous sentiments and conflicting ideas),

namely, that Job knew nothing at all of a future state, but thought, that men
ceased to exist, when they ceased to live. Death and the grave were, then,

with him synonymous with annihilation, or non-existence, and therefore it is he

says, Thou wilt bring me back to that state of non-existence, from which I

sallied forth to be born. I was nothing, and Thou wilt make me again become

nothing.

"Tl?iD rT'n^ for "f?iQ n"^3^^ and to \the\ house of assembly ; i.e., to that

house, to which all living men must ultimately resort, viz., the grave.

Ver. 24. Previously to entering upon the details of this verse, we must remind

the reader that, as words must sometimes unavoidably be supplied from the first

hemistich of a verse to the second, so on the contrary it is, not unfrequently,

impossible to make sense of the first hemistich, without introducing into it a

word, or words, from the second. Thus, in Prov. xiii. 1, the first hemistich is,

T - T T ' ••

words which convey no meaning whatever unless we supply the verb 2?ptt7 from

the second hemistich, as though the text were,

3« "iD^a 37027 D3n 12
T - - T T T •

•*

" A wise son listeneth to [the] instruction of his father."

''V? for Vi^ ^^"^ ^^ iP^ and IH^ being supplied from the second hemistich),

when \there u] a prayingfor them.

^r^ a 'praying, or prayer, derived from n372 to ask, entreat, pray, just as

^1^ fruit, from mS to befruitful. Comp. Isa. xxi. 12, 'l^'^? ^-Vran GN //ye

will ask (praj), ask ye. So in Chaldee, Dan. vi. 14, rTn^l72 ''272
lit., he prays

his prayer.

iTC? lit., in His calamity ; i.e., in the calamity proceeding from, inflicted by.

Him. Comp. Prov. xxiv. 22, CH^'^tf 1^^^ lit., and [the] calamity of both of

them; i.e., the calamity proceeding from both of them (God and the king). See

what has been observed on the ambiguity of poss. pron. affixes in our note on

"'ap^ , supra iii. 10.

^^27 ]n7 [there is] a crying-loud for them, namely, for death and the house of

assembly for all living. Comp. Isa. xxii. 5, ~'I7'7 v
^"^^1 (^nd crying to the

mountains, where we observe Shurik instead of Chowlem, an interchange of these

vowels being of frequent occurrence, as in Eccles. xii. 7, -^^1 ^^"^ ^^^^1 and it

shall return.
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These two verses should therefore be construed thus :

Ver. 23. ""i^^i^T, ^3 Of a truth I hnoio \

^:i'X^T\ rr)J2 (for T^^Db ^^"^^'^T}) TIwu \ (i.e., My
wilt bring me back to I knowing this

death (i.e., Thou wilt lis undoubt-

make me return to I edly a source

that state of non-exist- I of consolation

* ence, from which I \to me, as in

emerged when I was
j
ceasing to ex-

born), I ist, I shall,

"TJ^iQ nni (for IJJ^D n^2)^)Even to I of course,

[the^ house ofassembly, I also cease

appointed I to suffer),

•^n h^b for all living. j

Ver. 24. '^'^ Hoivbeit, \

T r\hlV] ^h He (God) will not put

forth [las'] hand (to

bring men back to

(i.e., when men,

on being afflicted

death andthe grave),

^2 (for in"? ^^2 DS) when

[there is'] a praying

for them (i.e., when

men pray for death

and the grave)

;

iT'^S Di< When in His calamity

(i.e., when on cala-

mity being sent by

Him on men),

jn'? ^^12} [there is] a crying-loud

for them (i.e., for

death and thegrave).

We wish the reader would consult, as we have done, the Auth.

Vers., Rosenmiiller, Umbreit, Schlottmann, &c., and then ask

himself, whether we should not have deserved great blame, if we

had adopted any one of the numberless far-fetched explanations (?)

offered by those Commentators, in preference to the very simple

and straightforward one proposed by us above. For our own

with calamities

sent upon them

by God, pray and

cry aloud to Him
for death and the

grave, He will not

put forth His

hand to bring

them back to

them, and so put

an end to their

misery).
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part, we could not consent to abandon it even for that of Wolfs-

sohn, though he, as usual, shews himself infinitely superior to

the Commentators above alluded to ; and indeed that great

Hebraist himself is not only dissatisfied with his own explanation,

but regards it as impossible that a satisfactory one should ever be

arrived at. He prefaces his comment upon the passage with the

following words

:

i)h 'pfiin f^h) >Dvy )3 -jof" ,v\v i^vz Df^v pwinpr» Pifi^prn ]P vivh hv) pr

, T>w 7ofi
^
ipD")pi 'Pn3 rpiuD PP1 . D'Pim oni^i ]?:? i^w iv ppp3 ww

. Mfill S'U'C D11P fii TIIJ 'PDT'D qfi

'' This [verse], and the next to it, are among the most obscure in this book,

" and upon them (lit., upon which) I have bestowed [much] labour, though without

" finding a correct and acceptable explanation, either in the books of the men of

" our own nation or in the books of the wise men of [other] nations ; and therefore

" their true explanation will remain in doubt, until the priest shall stand up [to

" consult the] Urim and Thummim.* And that, which has suggested itself to

" my mind [as to how] to explain them, I will now set forth, although I know
" that they are not yet well and properly explained."

Vers. 25—31. The Chapter concludes by Job's telling his

friends that his course of life had been by no means of a nature

to lead him to apprehend, that he would one day be reduced

to such a state of misery as to pray for death and the grave—and,

alas, to pray for them in vain—but that, on the contrary, his

conduct had always been such as to inspire him with the hope,

that God would continue to watch over him, and to have him in

His keeping. His words are as follows

;

Did I not iveep for the ill-fated man 1 Did not my soul grieve

for the needy ? Had I been unfeeling, and callous to the

suff'erings of others, I should certainly have deserved myself to

suffer ; but this is very far from having been the case ; on the

contrary, I was always pained by the pain of others, and grieved

by the grief of others. (Ver. 26.) Verily, J lookedfor good. I

had every reason to hope, that God would continue to bestow

* A figure, by which the Rabbins commonly express their conviction, that the passage

of Scripture under their consideration is so difficult, that all endeavours to explain it will

be entirely fruitless, and that nothing short of an oracular revelation can disclose its

hidden meaning.
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His blessings upon me. And yet evil came. Instead of good. Yea,

I hoped for lights hut deep-darkness came. (Ver. 27.) My hoivels

boil, and are not quiet ; the days of affliction came unawares upon

me. My afflictions have come upon me so suddenly, and are so

completely the reverse of what I had any reason to anticipate,

that I cannot possibly gather strength enough to calm my
emotions. (Ver. 28.) / go about black, but not through the

sun. If my complexion looks so sallow and dark, it is not

that it is sun-burnt; it is in consequence of my mental

suffering and bodily disease. I rise up, and cry aloud in the

assembly. Much as I am ashamed to utter cries and groans

in the presence of others, yet I cannot help doing so ; the

excruciating pains which rack me, press them out from me
against my will. (Ver. 29.) / am become a brother to dragons,

and a companion to young owls. My torments extort from me
dismal and doleful shrieks, resembling those of dragons and

owls. (Ver. 30.) My skin is become black upon me, and my
bo7ie[s\ are burned with heat. (Ver. 31.) So that my harp is

turned to mourning, and my lute into the voice of them that weep.

Cries and groans are now my only music.

Ver. 25. ^^ ^^ = ^^l| whether not ? The particle Q^ here serves merely

to mark a question, as supra vi. 12.

Di"* nL!?)77 Wi., for one hard of day, i.e., for one, whose day, whose lot, is hard,

who is ill-fated.

'^\D^2 na?r for ""J??? nan:^ ^b nS did not my soul grieve? «b DW being

supplied from the first hemistich. The verb ^^3? is a aira^ Xeyofievov as far as

regards the Bible, but is very frequently used by the Rabbins.

Ver. 26. ''"i^ light, and b^M deep-darhiess, are, of course, to be understood

in a figurative sense of happiness, and the depths of misery, respectively.

Ver. 27. ^?'P'?r? lit., /^a^7ejt;re«e^^<ec? (anticipated) me; i.e., have come upon me

unawares, when I least expected them. Comp. ril.72 "^rC'p'ra ''3!^X2'^|'7 (Ps. xviii. 6),

\the~\ snares of death anticipated me ; i.e., came upon me, when I did not expect

them, unawares.

Ver. 28. '^'^'^ S?? lit., with no sun; i.e., without the sun; the sun is not

the cause of the darkness of my complexion ; this should be attributed to the

intensity of my grief, and the virulence of my disease. A similar form of

expression is found in Isa. li. 21, "drunken, but not with wine."

Ver. 30. ""^^^ See note on this word, supra ver. 17.

^P^^l lit., and my bone ; i.e., my bones ; the noun being used collectively.
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Job closes his last discourse by reading to his friends the statement

which, as will appear from Ver. So, in this chapter, he had drawn

up of his case, and by challenging God to bring a single charge

against him, either by word of mouth, or in writing. In this

document. Job, as might well be expected, gives a detailed account

of the manner, in which, in his prosperous days, he had conducted

himself as well towards his Maker, as towards his fellow-creatures ;

and his object in reading it to his friends was, no doubt, to repel

their attacks upon his character, and to make them feel, that the

sins and crimes imputed to him by them had no foundation in

truth. He, moreover, avails himself of this opportunity occa-

sionally to turn their reasoning against themselves, thus fighting

them, as it were, with their own weapons. He asks, for example,

how their assertion, that "the triumphing of the wicked is of

recent date and the joy of the hypocrite but for a moment,'*

{supra XX. 5), can be reconciled with the fact, that, though, in

their opinion, guilty of so many atrocious sins, and crimes, he had

flourished and prospered for such a number of years. If he really

had, as they supposed him to have done, taken a pledge from his

brother for nought, and stripped the naked of their clothing ; if

he had not given water to the weary to drink, and had withholden

bread from the hungry ; if he had sent widows away empty, so

that the arras of the fatherless might be broken (supra xxii.

vers. G, 7, 9) ; how then was it, he asks, that such a tyrant, such

a monster, should not only have been suffered by God to exist,

but should have received from Him innumerable blessings and

bounties, and that during a long series of years without one

moment's interruption ? In this statement of his. Job also declares

himself to have been innocent of two sins much greater, and much

more heinous than those imputed to him by his friends, adultery,

namely, and idolatry, and he begins with the former, as being, from

the violence of the passion, and the frailty of human nature,

much the more prevalent of the two. He says :

T
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Vers. 1—12. I made a covenant with mine eyes. I strictly

forbade them to be lustful, or to dwell on lascivious objects. How
then could I bring myself to look upon a young-woman ? (Ver. 2.)

And yet. In spite of this my continence so rigidly enforced.

What is the portion that hath been allotted to me by God^ from

above., and what the inheritance assigned to me by the Almightyfrom

on high ? A virtue, which ought to have been rewarded with the

greatest of blessings, has been recompensed with the most

intolerable of sufferings. (Ver. 3.) Ought not calamity to be

allotted to the iniquitous., and estrangement from God to the ivorkers

of iniquity ? Why then should that be the lot of a good man,

which ought only to befall the wicked % (Ver. 4.) Doth He not

see my ways., and count all my steps ? • (Ver. 5.) Have I followed

after vanity., or hath my foot hastened to deceit ? (Ver. 6.) Let

Him weigh me hi just balances^ and then will God know mine

integrity. Let Him strictly examine the whole course of my life,,

and He will see, if I ever gave myself up to vanity and deceit.

(Ver. 7.) If my step had turned from THE way., and mine heart

walked after mine eyes. If I had not restrained, but had yielded to,

the lustfulness of my eyes. And any blot had cleaved to mine

hands. (Ver. 8.) Then., whenever / sowed., another ought to have

eaten. My harvest. And all my produce ought to have been

uprooted. How then was it, that I was blessed with such rich

and abundant harvests year after year"? (Ver. 9.) If tny heart

had been enticed by a woman, so that I laid in wait at my neighbour s

door. To watch his coming out, that I might have an opportunity

of satisfying my lust. (Ver. 10.) Then my wife ought to have

groundfor another., yea., more still, others ought to have boived down

before her. Greatly and deservedly as I should have been

punished in seeing my wife degraded to the state of a menial

servant, grinding corn for others, yet this punishment would not

have been proportionate to the enormity of my crime, for I should

have deserved that greatest of all torments, that, namely, of seeing

my wife prostitute herself to others. (Ver. 11.) For it (i.e.,

adujtery) is a flagitious-crime^ yea., it is an iniquity to be punished

by the judges. Even mortal judges could not suffer such a crime

to be committed with impunity, how then could He do so, by

whom one day the judge's will themselves be judged ? (Ver. 12.)
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For it (adultery) is a fire^ that consumeth to destruction ; it ought,

therefore, to have uprooted all mine increase.

Ver. 1. "*5^??? lit., to (or for) mine eyes ; i.e., with mine eyes. The phrase

n"*"l^ ni^S to cut (or make) a covenant, is sometimes construed with C37 or

.n^ with, and sometimes with v to, or for. Comp. 2 Kings xi. 4, Cn^ ^'"l?*.!

^''121 And he made a covenant with them.

n AiySL a young wotnan. In the Auth. Vers, this word is translated maid

;

others translate it virgin ; one and all are mistaken. That n^-in^ does not

express only an unmarried woman is evident from Joel i. 8, where we read,

" Lament H^^n^S like a young-woman, girded with sackcloth for the husband

of her youth." Nor does it signify virgin, m the strict sense of the word, unless

it be, besides, expressly stated, that she has had no intercourse with man ; as,

e.g., in Gen. xxiv. 16, "^^7^ ^ ^"'^'l H^^n^ a young-woman, and no man

had knoivn her, and Judg. xxi. 12, E^'N ny^; ^h -1I!?W nb^n^ * nn^a *

damsels, young-women, which had not known man. To be sure it might be said

that, in these two passages, th^ phrase, which we regard as explanatory, is merely

one of those pleonasms, which are not of infrequent occurrence in Hebrew, and

which we have already had occasion to notice ; but, as it has been shown, by the

passage just quoted from Joel, that a H^^n^ may have a husband, we do not

see why we should consider as pleonastic an additional definition which may be

essential ; nor should it be urged, that because D"^7^ri? signifies virginity, therefore,

nb^nSl must necessarily mean a virgin, for do we not find the Latin virginitas,

derived from virgo, t which is sometimes applied to a married woman, as in Virg.

Eel. vi. 47, -ZEn. i. 493 ? ^"'7^1 signifies times, as Numb. xxii. 28, and in other places,

yet no one would venture to use it in the sing, (be this 73T
^ 7^1 , or b^n) for

time, and so it is, we think, in other languages, e.g., physics has nothing to do with

physic. Besides we cannot see why Job, when declaring, that he never permitted

his eyes to indulge in lascivious glances, should limit himself in his asseverations to

maids or virgins, as a lustful eye would very likely just as wantonly regard a

married, as an unmarried, young-woman.

The real Hebrew word for virgin, is that employed by Isaiah (chap. vii. 14),

in announcing the birth of our Saviour, namely "^^ f? > which may be traced to

* These two words stand here in the singular (though they must be translated in the

plural), as nouns usually do in Hebrew, when they follow a number greater than ten.

The phrase n'rini rnjj very frequently occurs in the Bible to express, that the person

referred to is of marriageable age, as rny: by itself might be applied to a little girl, just

as lyj is sometimes used synonymously with i^ a male-child. Comp. Gen. chap. xxi.

where Ishmael is called i)^ in vers. 14, 15, 16, and i?3 in 17, 18, 19, 20.

f And so, in our own language, the term maiden (maid), which is frequently used to

express merely a young unmarried female, without reference to her virginity, lias a

derivative (of similar meaning to D"')in2) which can hardly be applied excepting to a virgin

in the strictest sense of the word. Editor, 1862.

T 2
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the root D^37 to hide, conceal, and therefore primarily means a woman who is alto-

gether concealed and hidden from the other sex. Gesenius, as we are very much

grieved to find, is diametrically opposed to us upon this point, for in his Lexicon (as

translated by Dr. Tregelles), under ^^7? , he actually finds fault with the Septua-

gint for having translated this word in Isaiah, loc. cit., Trap^eVos, asserting that n^-in^

is the only word in Hebrew, which conveys the idea of unspotted virginity, though

the passage quoted above from Joel must have stared him in the face. He lays some

stress on the employment of j"Ti^^^ in Cant. vi. 8, andna737 in Prov. xxx. 19, as

though he i-egarded these passages as invalidating the translation of the Sept.

above quoted. We think, therefore, that we need make no apology for here examining

these two passages, in order to see whether they are actually opposed to the meaning

we attach to the word '^'^<'V_ viz., that of a pure and immaculate virgin. In Cant,

vi. 8, the poet, wishing to represent his love as altogether unmatched and

unrivalled in her excellencies, to whatever class of women she might be compared,

says, " There are threescore queens and fourscore concubines, ril^ v^l and

virgins without number. But one is my dove, &c." Now we should like to

know what in the world proves that rnQvl? here does not signify virgins in the

strict sense of the word, for, whether it refei'S to the maidens in attendance upon the

queens and the concubines, or to others, why may they not have been pure virgins ?

Gesenius, surely, cannot mean to say that mQ7I^ here stands in parallelism with

''ti72b"'S concubijies, which would be a most insufferable pleonasm in a poem.

Let us now consider the passage in Proverbs, in which we find the Royal

Moralist enumerating several things, which pass his understanding. He is at a

loss to conceive, namely, how the eagle without any adventitious help, without

map, chart, or mile-stone, finds his way back to his nest, from a distance of many

miles ; how the serpent, which creeping along the ground, can hardly be guided

by its sight, yet contrives, unprovided though it be with feet or other means

of prehension, to make its way even over slippery rocks and reach its little hole ;

how the ship can find her way across the ocean, a feat, which, when the science

of navigation was in its infancy, must have appeared marvellous to the landsmen

of those times, as, even in our days it does to those, who do not understand the

principles of that science ; and lastly how a man can contrive to gain the affec-

tions of an ^9 • '^ ^^ virgin. It is well known, that in Eastern countries the

two sexes never mix together, and that women there, are, when within doors,

strictly secluded from all society, and confined and guarded like prisoners in their

cells, whilst, when they are allowed to go out, they are most closely veiled ; how,

therefore, a man can overcome all these obstacles and win the affections of a virgin, is

a matter of marvel to the Royal Bard. Now, if by ^^?^ in this passage is meant a

chaste and unspotted virgin in the strictest sense of the word, how the poet came

to put her in comparison with the other three subjects of his wonder, is intelligible

enough ; but, if, on the contrary, the word in this instance, must be understood

of a profligate, or adulterous, woman, as it seems to have been understood by

Gesenius, then, instead of an acute and true remark, we shall have nothing

before us but hopeless nonsense, for what difficulty would a man meet with
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in gaining access to such a woman, and where, consequently, could there be any

matter for surprise ? *

Ver. 2. PIU portion ) are both taken here in a bad sense, as supra

^70? inheritance ) xx. 29. "* <" J^^*? ~"?'^: which has been mine, should

be understood at the end of the first hemistich,

and the same phrase (only with '^^7"^'7 instead

of '^t't) ^* t^6 end of the second.

Ver. 3. "IP^ estrangement, alienation, (from God) according to Kimchi and

Wolfssohn.

Ver. 5. ^^ 2^ , as is well known, sometimes signifies if, whilst at others it

is merely an interrogative particle, as supra vi. 12, and also in the verse before

us, though it will be found used in the sense of if several times in this Chapter.

The two significations being then here found intermingling, it becomes of the

greatest importance to distinguish by the context when the one is intended, and

when the other, as is well shown by the fact, that those interpreters, who
everywhere adopt the sense of if, are in consequence frequently obliged to

supply an apodosis,—an expedient, to which our renderings will, we trust, shew

there is not the slightest occasion to resort.

Sltt? Qy ^rip7n lit,, / have walked with vanity, i e., have held intercourse

with vanity, made it my companion, my friend, vanity being here personified.

Comp. Gen. vi. 9, U^ 'H^nr''? ^'''Ibsn nj;< Noah walked with God, i.e., held

communion with Him.
tt^nriT and it hastened. The proper form would be ^nril the word being

the fut. Kal of I^^^n
, Similarly, from ^^37 or '^''V to Jiij, rush, we find

^^^1 (1 Sam. XXV. 14) and ^371:1 (1 Sam. xiv. 32, in K'ree). RosenmuUer

wants to make the root of ^^^1 , "i^^^ i.q. ^'"^n
; the punctuation indeed

favours his view, but he stands quite alone.

Ver. 7. "ni'^'il THE way, i.e., the good way. Comp. Ps, xxv. 8, " Good and

upright is Jehovah ; therefore, will He teach sinners "=T"?."^? in the wayj^

dsa for C^a a blot, blemish, fault, as in Dan. i. 4. Some, however, take it

to stand for na^Sp anything (belonging to others), and compare Deut. xiii. 18,

"Tinn 19 HQ-ISp '^T'^ p?l^ ^^1 And there shall cleave nought of the cursed-

thing to thine hand.

Ver. 10. "^^tt^S ~inS7 'inp.n My wife ought to have ground for another ; i.e.,

she ought to have been obliged to perform the most menial and degrading offices for

others. Comp. Exod. xi. 5, " from the first-born of Pharaoh that sitteth upon his

throne, even unto the first-born of the maid-.servant that is behind the mill." Some

of the Rabbins understand the verb IHta in the verse before us of sexual intercourse,

so that, according to them. Job would say, that, if he had looked with eyes of

* The Proverbialist, having had his thought.s directed, in this passage, to a chaste and

strict virgin, is led to think of her opposite, a profligate and abandoned woman, and to

such an one devotes the next verse ;
just as in the same Chapter, vers. 25—28, after

treating of weak and contem-ptibie animals, such as the ant, conies, &c., he proceeds, in

the verses immediately following, to enumerate some powerfu' and noble ones, such as the

lion, greyhound, &c.
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lust upon another woman, he ought to have had the mortification of seeing his own
wife prostitute herself to others. So the Chaldee Version takes it, rendering,

"'O'T'?^ I'^'in D37 WT^Wr) my wife ought to have had sexual intercourse tvith another.

It must be admitted, that the first hemistich, so translated, would tally admirably

well with the second, and we might perhaps have adopted this interpretation of

the passage, had it not been that the Rabbins give the same signification to the

verb ?nii in Judg. xvi. 21, saying, namely, that the Philistines, desiring to raise

up a breed of strong men, such as Samson, brought women to him whilst in

prison—an explanation, which seemed to us so fanciful and so unnatural, that we
rejected the whole. This absurdity of the Rabbins leads us to notice here another

one still greater (to use a gentle term), which we find in the Rev. Mr. Gray's

translation (?) of Umbreit. Umbreit namely, translates this hemistich,

dann hiitte mahlen sollen einem andern mein Weib,

then should my wife have ground for another,

but which Mr. Gray prefers to render,

then might another have wedded my wife ! ! !

This is, we believe, the third time that we have exposed this gentleman's

ignorance of the German language ; let it not be supposed, however, that we have

quoted all his mistranslations ; others we have ourselves observed, and many more

we have no doubt, remain in the verses (and their name is legion, for it is only here

and there that we have compared the two translations), the correctness of which

we have not tested.

nns for D'''}n^ others. Comp. T^O? supra xxiv. 22.

Ver. 11. Q''^"'^? VV for D^'V^Sp 27337nb f\V an iniquity to be punished by

judges. Gesenius tells us that C'*7'^?? is only found in the plur., and that its

absolute sing, is ^"^Y^ , thus making it of the form ^'^3^f . Unless, indeed, he

consulted an oracle, we would venture to ask, why the absolute sing, might not

be ^''^P of the form ^''U?? just as ^''P? a fool, makes in the plural D''^*'P|

.

Ben-Zev, who, it would seem, had no oracle to consult, and did not think he

possessed the gift of divination, warns us against assigning to any particular form

such nouns as are not found in the absolute sing., and have Sh^vah under the

first radical. He says :

br ^snpxsn CHD nasn idn^jq sb -itr« -cn^jpn poriDnb w^ pb ^v^p

i^D T^l": d": m^ian ns r^i^nb ]^k bb Sai) >> i^-[> a' i / nnDi^sn nbpa^n

" And seeing that these nouns which begin with Shvah, are, in their oblique cases, like

those which begin with Kawmets, therefore a doubt arises with regard to some of them,

the absolute form of which we do not find in Scripture, as to what would be their form in

the absolute state ; e.g., [in the case of] " tt (Deut. xxxiii. 12) the beloved of Jehovah,

there is no means of deciding whether the absolute form is also tt like Tail , or ti; after

the form of an: , and this [arises]because we do not find the absolute-state in Scripture."
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Ver. 12. bpt^n p^n^? IV for T^?^ "f? b^Wn nt^S which consumes to

destruction.

7D3-1 therefore all, the ^ being pleonastic. See note on IHtt; ''Sr^^?

supra iii. 9.

Vers. 13—15. Eliphaz having thrown out a hint (.sz^pra- xxii. 8),

that he suspected Job had, in his prosperous days, been so selfish

and arrogantly proud as to think that only men of his own rank

and dignity ought to enjoy themselves in this world, whilst men of

inferior station might be dealt with in a very summary and

arbitrary manner, Job repels this insinuation, and asks, why, if he

had actually behaved with cruelty and injustice to his inferiors, God
had not at once taken him to task for it, and visited him with condign

punishment, which he must have submitted to without a murmur,

as he could not possibly have urged his superiority of rank and

dignity as an excuse before God. He says

:

If I did slight the just-,cause of my man-servant, or my maid-

servant, wheti they contended with me. If, whilst I held the office

of judge, I did not exercise the same impartiality with respect

to any complaints that my servants made against me, that I should

have exhibited had they been made against another. (Ver. 14.)

What then should I have done if God had arisen ; and if He had

visited me. Had punished me. What could I have answered Him ?

What excuse could I have offered in palliation of this behaviour of

mine towards my servant ? Could I have urged that I was his

superior'? or better than he? Assuredly not, for, (Ver. 15.)

Hid not He, who made me in the belly also make him, and fashion

him in one womb ? In a womb of precisely the same nature.

Ver. 13. D^^S ow their contending. The more usual form would be '^^'^'^r^

.

Comp. pis supra xxix. 13.

Ver. 15. ^?J?'3? for ^?P37 H^n "il!?S wlio icas making me ; i.e., who made me.

5135^D"^^ and fashioned him. We take this word, with Kimchi and Ben-Zev, to

be the fut. Kal of 1"I3 , and so have no occasion to refor, as Umbreit recommends us,

to Gesenius' Lehrgebiiude (a book which we do not possess, and which we expect

will never ornament our shelves), in order to account for the Shurik in tlie 3 . In

his Lexicon, however (according to Dr. Tregelles' translation), we are told that

^22^3^ stands for ^a^^'i^"! fut. Pilel, from the root 1^3 , with SUFFIX I PL.

;

that both Nuns have coalesced into one doubled ; that 1 is SHORTENED
into 'T

; and that the meaning is he will fashion US ! ! ! statements which,
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astounding as they are, we shall allow to elicit from us nothing but a shrug

apiece for the author and translator.

"rnt< C3r7")2l would more correctly be "^rjJ^ ^H"?.? in one ivomb ; i.e., in a womb

precisely similar to the one in which I was formed. Ben-Zev remarks on these

two words :

• (s''^bn3"^^s) p^!3T) ns"ii27n2 "rn« s's nDD!:n in« lii'^w ri^ri mp^n "rnw

ii7N
, in this place, does not signify one in number, but one in similarity and comparison

(=of the same kind)."

This verse should be construed thus

:

|!D3n ^:^i; sSn for l^nn ^}'^V iTH im^ ^bT\ Has not He
that was making me (i.e., that made me)

in the belli/

inJW7 made him
T T

inSt Dni3 13312";] And fashioned him in one womb (i.e., in a

womb of the same nature as the one in

which I lay).

Or the first hemistich might be construed thus

:

^imV )h7] Has not my Maker

]D52 ^^t*]J made him [also'] in the belly ?

Vers. 16— 18. Job now gradually proceeds to clear himself

from the other charges brought against him by his friend

Eliphaz {supra xxii. 6, 7, 9), viz., that, in the days of his prosperity,

he had had no commiseration or pity for the hungry, the naked,

the w idow, or the orphan. He says

:

Did I withhold the ])Oor from their desire ? Or did I cause the •

eyes of the widow to fail. With longing (See note on 113 72]^

supra xvii. 5). (Ver. 17.) Or did I eat my morsel myself alone,

and the fatherless did not eat thereof? (Ver. 18.) Surely^ from

my youth lie (the fatherless) grew up with me as with a father, and

her (the widow) / guided, as though she had come out from my

mother s womb. As though she had been my sister.

Ver. 16. The first hemistich should be construed thus:

D^^'H i/3P^? Di^ Did I withhold jwor-men

y^n^ for D^DH^ from their desire f
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Ver. 18. "'2v'T2 for ^^37 713 * he (the fatherless) has grown up with me.

Com p. Ps. V. 5, '^1}'^. ^ for ^'SV "^^^^ ^^ cannot dwell ivith thee.

^!^P for 2S D37p as loith a father ; i.e., as though I had been his father.

^SK ^tpS^^ for "-'^S 1^?Xp?n, or, more fully, '^W l^S^T? nS^; -ir??lf?l and

as though she (the widow) had come forth from my mothers belli/. It is really

very distressing to see what sad havoc all the Commentators and Translators we

have consulted, with the exception of Wolfssohn, have made of this verse.

Some of them, in the greatness of their perplexity, have resorted to the truly

desperate expedient of reading for ^^p ^
2SD pain, and for I^^nDS

^
nin3}^

sighs, groans, thus breaking, as it were, the verse on the wheel, and marring all

its beauties. By simply supplying, however, the 3 of comparison of ^i^? after

the ^ of I^Sp^
J
every difficulty vanishes, and we have disclosed to us one of the

most beautiful and touching verses of the book. To translate the second hemi-

stich, as it is done in the Eng. Vers., namely, " And I have guided her from my
mother's womb " (a new-born babe guiding a widow ! !) the reader will, we
think, admit would be employing a hyperbole at which even an Oriental writer

would be startled.

This verse (which we had explained in the same way that we
now do, long before we saw the comment of that extremely

judicious writer, Wolfssohn, who, besides, does not take precisely

the same view of the first hemistich that we do), should be con-

strued as follows

:

^ni^iip ""ip Surely, from my youth
J

^^715 for "^^i/ 7"T^ has he (the fatherless) grown up

with me.,

3iJD for 13 iS Dj;?3 as ivith a father ;

n3n3i^""l and .... I.guided her (the widow)

^;?S ]lJ3P for "^^N ]Cp3Zpp as though [she came forth'] from

my mother's ivomh (i.e., as though she had been

my sister).

* ^"[i is the only form of the third pers. sing. masc. past Kal, which actually occurs in

the Bible, and it is only found three times (Gen. xxvi. 13, xxxviii. 14, Job ii. 13). As,

however, "JlJ 's found as the part. Kal (e.g., 2 Chron. xvii. 12), we have, after the analogy

of V?!7 part, and "fcn third pers. sing. masc. past Kal o! yen , some reason for supposing

that "Jis may have been sometimes used for ''']3
. From 3ip we find the masc. T^l and

(Zeph. iii. 2) the fem. (in pause) r^y)p^
, as if from a form i\ . But in the case of the

verb in« there is no room for any doubt, as the pfi&t Kal occurs in both forms 2n« and
3nN , though the latter is much more frequently found. See Mason and Bernard's Gram.,

Letter xxx. § 20, where we read. " The Verbs of the form "J^s have the same forms in the

Kal for their Third Persons Sing. Masc. Past, and their Sing. Masc. Pres. Parti-

ciples ; so that VEi7 may stand for he was willinij, or one {m.) williiiy." Editor, 1 862.
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Vers. 19, 20. Job, having been taxed by Eliphaz {supra xxii. 6)

with the cruel act of stripping the poor of their clothing and

leaving them naked, now repels this accusation, declaring that he

had ever done the contrary. He says

:

Could I bear to see any one perishing zvithout clothing, or the

needy-man ivithoiit covering ? (Ver. 20.) Did not his loins rather

hless me, seeing that he kept himself warm with the fleece of my
lambs ?

ni<tns DS Could I see .? i.e., Could I bear to see ? Comp. Lam. iii. 36, " To

subvert a man in his cause ^ST S v ^3ib? the Lord beareth not to see."

Vers. 21—23. If I had shaken mine hand against the fatherless.

If I had threatened him with uplifted arm. Because I saw my
help in the gate. Because I was convinced the judges in the

forum would side with me, if any charge were brought against

me. (Ver. 22.) Then ought my shoulder^ to have fallen from my
shoulder-blade, and mine arm ought to have been broken from its

bone. My forearm should have been severed from my upper

arm. So cruel did it appear to Job even to menace a fatherless

child with a blow, that he thinks the member employed in the

act should at once, and without delay, by the miraculous interpo-

sition of Providence, have dropped from its body. But, if it had

entered my mind to behave so cruelly towards an orphan, it

would not have been the fear of any punishment that the judges

who sit in the gate could have assigned me, that would have

deterred me, but the dread of the punishment of Him who sits a

Judge on high. (Ver. 23.) Surely, calamity from God was

terror to me. The penalty which He most certainly, and most

deservedly, would have exacted from me—that was what deterred

me. And on account of His Majesty I could not act so. I could

not possibly bring myself to commit such a cowardly and

* Probably meaning the bone of the upper arm, the humerus, unless, indeed, Job alludes

to a fracture of the neck of the scapula (! ! !) as Dr. Good seems to have understood him,

when he says, " May my shoulder-bone (scapula) be shivered at the blade "
! and certainly,

if shoulder be taken in its strict sense, this is the only meaning which can be attached to

the words. The objection to this interpretation is, of course, that it would be making Job

too much of an anatomist, though, indeed, he might have considered the bone of the

shoulder as separate from the shoiilder-blade.
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dastardly act, in the presence of so majestic a Being as God.

Comp. supra xiii. 11,

Should not His majesty deter you ?

And His dread fall upon you ?

Ver. 21. 1¥^? in the gate, the place in which justice was administered in

those times. See note on "l?^? supra v. 4.

Ver. 22. ''V'^T^"] and my arm. 371"^?, the regular Hebrew form for arm, takes

here, as also in Jer. xxxii. 21, a prefixed >!;? . Comp. the Chaldee 3?'71 v » which

occurs in Ezra iv. 23.

•^^i?^ ^or »^^||!p from, its hone, the Mappik being omitted in the H , as is often

the case. The absolute form is n^j7 a reed, and hence, from its form, the bone of

the upper arm, the humerus. Kimchi tells us :

* .fiHDn p-)5 137T 5TiTn piDQ Kim p^san ir^Diz^Jsi nn: s"nm

" And the n is quiescent, though, by rights, it ought to have a Mappik ; and this is from

the joint of the forearm (elbow-joint), as far as the joint of the shoulder."

Ver. 23. ^^ T^W [^Ae] calamity OF God; i.e., proceeding from God. See

note on "TT"'p2 supra xxx. 24.

inSK^uJ-T Yea, by reason of His excellency. See note on "'i^H^ supra xxiii. 12.

bp^S b^b for 1? nitt?!^b bD^S ^\ I could not do so.

Vers. 24, 25. Job, when admonished by his friend Eliphaz

(supra xxii. 23) to return to the Almighty, was admonished by

him at the same time to despise riches, and put gold, yea, even

the finest gold, on a level with dust and pebbles {ibid. Ver. 24).

To this admonition Job now refers, declaring it to have been

totally uncalled for, as his heart had never clung to gold, nor

silver, nor, indeed, to any such vain and transitory possessions

—

and, consequently, it is not the loss of these he laments, but the loss

of his children and his health. He says :

Did I ever make gold my confidence^ or say unto fine-gold., " Thou
diXtmy trust?" (Ver. 23.) Did I ever rejoice because my wealth

was great, and because my hand had gotten much ?

Ver. 24. "^1!^:?^ for nnS ^n^^p Thou \_art'] my trust.

Ver. 25. ns^*a had gotten. See note on W2?ari 'J."'Sa supra xxviii. 12.

Vers. 26—28. Did I consider the sun when he shined, or the

glorious moon moving ; (Ver 27) So that my heart ivas secretly

enticed, and my mouth kissed my hand.'' By way of paying
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homage and obeisance to them, of declaring myself their wor-

shipper. (Ver. 28.) This also would have been an itiiquiti/ cognizable

hy a judge, for I should have denied God, who is above. I should

have rendered myself guilty of a crime which, even to a mortal

judge, appears most heinous, and deserving of the immediate in-

fliction of the severest and most rigorous punishment ; how, then,

could the everlasting Judge have suffered me to commit so

abominable a deed, and that for so long a time, with impunity 1

Ver. 26. *^1^ lit., light, used here = ^^^ \the'\ sun. See note on ^H^iS supra

XXV. 3.

Ver. 27. ''?^ "^f^ P^^- for "^T^^ "^Q P^^l and mymouth kissed my hand; i.e.,

by way of paying homage (to the sun and moon). Comp. 1 Kings xix. 18, "all

the knees, which have not bowed unto Baal, and every mouth i^ ptt''^ N7 ~i^?:?

tvhich hath not kissed him." Comp. also 27>blf7 ni^^n"!? iap.t^^ni (Ps. Ixxx. 6)

for ^'^ .'^-^ ^"'"13791 "^^P.^'^T'l and thou hast given them tears to drink in great-

measure. That r^'^T'l has for its subject "^S a masc. noun, need not surprise us, as,

when the verb precedes its nom. case, it need not agree with it either in number or

gender. See Mason and Bernard's Grammar, Lett, xlix,, § 8. Perhaps, however,

ptE^riT signifies here and it touched,'" in which sense we find the verb p273 used in

Ps. Ixxxv. 11, ^P^9 ^^''^1 PI? righteousness atid peace have met, touched [each

other~\, where ''P^^ stands in parallelism with ^t^^^S 7net together. Comp. also,

Ezek. iii. 13, "the wings of the living-creatures, that rilp^'^Q [were'] touching

(one another)." In this case, there would be no need of any transposition, as

""l^ would be the nom. to P^^^^^l, the translation being, and my hand touched my
mouth. Or, lastly, it is possible that such a hypallage as, aiid my hand kissed my
mouth, instead of and my mouth kissed my hand, had nothing startling in it to

Hebrew ears ; and, indeed, we have already met with two instances of this

figure, occurring in our author, viz., supra xviii. 20, as they, that were before

[them], took hold upon horror, for as horror took hold upon them, that, Sfc. ; and

xxi. 6, and myflesh taketh hold of shuddering, for and shuddering taketh hold of

myflesh. And so in other languages ; e.g., in Virg. ^n. iii. 61, we find dare

classibus austros, which evidently stands for dare classes austris. The French,

too, commonly say, enfoncer son chapeau dans la tete, for enfoncer la tete dans

son chapeau.

* In English too to kiss, is sometimes used in the sense of fo touch, although it is much

more lull of meaning. Comp. Shakespeare :

(they) beat the ground

For kissing of their feet

(Temp, act 4, so. 1.)

When the sweet wind did gently kiss the trees.

(Mei'ch. of Ven. act 5, sc. 1.)

Again the part of a loaf which has touched another in the oven is called the kissing-crust.

The French baiser, and German kiissen are also similarly used. Editor, 1862.
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Ver. 28. "? V? judicial, cognizable by a judge. This word also, Gesenius

tells us is derived from ^^5 , but, if his disciples and followers were to be asked

what rendered them so certain, that it did not come from ^'^V? ,
just as ''71^

(Zech. xi. 15) is derived from ^"'T^j the only answer they could give to such

a question would most assuredly be ipse dixit. See our note on D^?"*?^

supra Ver. 11.

''^^ God, the 7 being objective. See note on ''"''^H/ supra v. 3.

b^DQ for b^^a t^nn ntt7i^ who is above.

Vers. 29—31. Bildad, when oifering his consolations to Job,

had held out the hope to him (supra viii. 22) that he would yet

see the time, when his enemies would be clothed with shame

;

in allusion to this, Job now says, that as he had never entertained

the slightest particle of ill-will against any of his enemies,

so their confusion and shame could by no means be a source of

gratification to him. He says :

Did I ever rejoice at the calamity of mine enemy ^ or exult when

evil befell him ? (Ver., 30.) Nay., I did not suffer my mouth to

sin, so as to ask for his life with a curse. I never allowed any

imprecation against my enemy to escape my lips. So far was

I from harbouring any rancour against him, that (Ver. 31) Did
not the inmates ofmy tent say ? By way of reproaching me for what

appeared to them my misplaced forbearance. " Oh, that we had of his

(the enemy's) flesh, we could not he satiated with it !
" Our hatred of

him is so great, that we never could tire of eating his flesh. This

sense has been given to the second hemistich by many besides

ourselves ; but Hosenmiiller does not hesitate to set his face

against it, without, however, assigning any better reason than

that it contains " nescio quid atrox et immanc." He appears

altogether to forget that Job had himself made use of this so

fierce and savage an expression, when he said to his friends

{supra xix. 22):

Why should ye persecute me like God ?

T . ' • T ; •

Yea, ye seem never to be glutted with myfesh.

Ver. 31. VV?^ "'^'^ [^''^] ^"^'^ ^f ^W t^^tt i i-e., the inmates thereof.

iri^ "a for ^3b n;m ini >a Oh that we had'.

i"itp:zip of hisfesh ; i.e., the flesh of the enemy.
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Ver. 32. Job now protests that he had ever been most hospit-

able to strangers, saying

:

The Stranger-did-not-pass-the-night in the street F I did not

suffer the stranger to spend a miserable night in the street, but

invited him to take shelter under the shadow of my roof. My
doors I opened to the woy-faring-man.

Ver. 32. H^M? to the way-faring-man. n"iM is either used here for n"iM (which

occurs in Judg. xix. 17 ; 2 Sam. xii. 4), or stands for n^S '^'DS'S a passer-hi/

[Me] way,]\is,i as, supra vi. 19, ^^B ninnS was used for ^'^^ nin"!S "^"iniy

[Me] passers-by [the'] ways of (i.e., the wayfaring companies of) Tenia. The

Targum has, H^nO? S^:?D?S7 ^W'\ My doors I opened to \the'\ ivoy-farer ; the

Sjriac Version, 2u*i\.a j^jP s^'^hLo And my door I opened to the way-

farer.

Vers. 33—34. Job, having been taxed by Eliphaz with want of

sincerity, with hypocritical language, and with having chosen the

tongue of the crafty [supra xv. 5), now solemnly protests against

this charge, declaring it to be quite foreign to his character to

speak otherwise than he thinks, the frankness and sincerity of his

nature being such, that, if he had chanced to commit a fault,

he could not have concealed it, but must, regardless of shame

and all other consequences, publicly have confessed it before God
and man. He says

:

Could I have covered my transgressions after the manner of man.,

so as to conceal miiie iniquity because of my selflove ? (Ver. 34.)

Because I dreaded the great multitude., or because the contempt of

families terrified me. Should I have been deterred from acknow-

ledging my sin, by fear of falling into disgrace with the people,

or meeting with the contempt of the great families, who were

on intimate terms with me ] So-that-I-should-have-been-ohliged-to-

stay within, and not go out of the door? So that I should have

been ashamed to shew my face in the street "? It will be perceived

that we understand Job to express himself in these three verses

conditionally., that is, that, if he had committed any transgressions,

he most certainly would not have concealed them, but would have

publicly confessed them, for we cannot bring ourselves to believe,

as most others seem to have done, that he here wishes to record

the/«c^, that whenever he had happened to transgress, he had
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always made a public confession of it, since he would thus con-

tradict his own words [supra xxvii. 6), " My heart cannot reproach

any of my days."

Ver. 33. ^"^^-p like-man ; i.e., after the manner of man, or conformably to human

nature, which is weak, and therefore prone to omit doing what is right through

false shame.

"'ans because of my self-love, because my self-love would have prevented me.

By all the Commentators and Translators we have consulted this word is rendered

in my bosom, a meaning which we have endeavoured in vain to trace to any pure

Hebrew root. We therefore, with Kimchi and Ben-Zev,* derive the word from 23n

to love (found in Deut. xxxiii. 3, D^JpV ^^H PjS Yea, He loveth [the'] peoples),

and take it to be either the inf. Kal with the ^ of the D7' 33
^ and possess,

affix, or a noun of the same form as ^pH my statute, from )^'P'^ . The force

of the prefix ^ is here because of, as in Gen. xxix. 20, f^riM in3rjS2 because

of his loving her. If we had stood alone in this our view of the meaning of the

word, as for a long time we thought we did, we should still have held it fast

and not have let it go, inasmuch as we are unwilling to derive words from the

Chaldaic, or Talmudical, dialect, when excellent sense can be obtained by

referring them to pure Hebrew roots.

Ver. 34. tS'^S^ so that I should have been obliged to remain still; i.e., remain

within doors. The verb D^T is used to express not only the restraining of the

voice, as Lev. x. 3, PH^ ^^11 cind Aaron held his peace, but also the checking a

movement, and remaining in the same place, as Josh. x. 13, ti^P^^?'!' C"^*^ And
the sun stood still. In this second sense we take it here, and here stand quite

alone, but we could not very well see what holding one's peace had to do with

going out of doors.

Vers. 35—37. Having finished reading his defence, Job now
emphatically exclaims : OA, that I had one hearing me ! Behold

what I have marked doivn ! Let the Almighty answer me, or let

the hook answer me, which mg Adversary hath written.'\ Let the

Almighty either verbally point out any false statement I have

made, or name any other sins and crimes He may have to

impute to me, not comprehended in my defence. But, if He will

not deign to speak to me, then let Him produce in writing the

* Kimchi makes 'ana refer to ';i^ (my iniquity) ; i.e., because of my love for it (iniquity),

but Ben-Zev takes it precisely as we do, and assuming the absol. form to be nart, says

:

! nan tt"? (rrb^rrN) "oi? 'ana porib : nanxb T'ao

" nan a masculine noun [applied] to love : '51?. 'a^^a *ra'.pV (self-love), on account of

love." '

t That is, the list of charges He has drawn up.
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charges there may be against me. (Ver. 36.) Would I not hear

it. The book, written by my Adversary. On my shoulder ? I
would bind it SiS a diadem (lit., diadems) to me. * So confident am I,

that a history of my life, even though written by my Adversary

himself, would prove me innocent, that I would on no account

let the book go ; nay, I would constantly carry it about me, and

make it my glory and my boast, j^ well knowing that it would be

unto me an ornament as brilliant and as proud, as a diadem to the

prince that weareth it, encircling his brow. (Ver. 37.) I would

tell him. My Adversary. The number of my steps. I would not

conceal from Him any of my movements or actions during the

whole course of my life. I would approach him as though he

were a prince. Instead of assuming before Him that attitude of

haughty and arrogant defiance which people often do in the

presence of their adversaries, strong in the consciousness of my
innocence, I would draw near to him with the greatest respect, as

I would unto a prince.

Ver. 35. '^^J^ lit., my mark ; i.e., what I have marked down. Comp. Ezek.

ix. 4, l'^ n'^'inn'] and thou shall mark \_set\ a mark. Those who render

"*").n my desire, and regard it as standing for ^03^?>'D , have taken upon themselves

more than we could venture to do.

>nn tt7^S 3n3 -|?P1 for "^nn l»^S 3ri3 n^?S >323J: n??D1 or let ^the'] booh

ansiver me, which my Adversary has icritten.

Ver. 36. The affix =^2" in ^3Sb?.S and ^a^JP^'S refer to "i??P [the'] book.

Ver. 37. The affix ^3"~ (which stands instead of a proposition with a case),

in ^a-J^SS and ^3?-}i:S! refers to ^^I'l ti^^S my Adversary.

^^ The reader will see for himself, we trust, that Job's exclamation, con-

tained in these three verses, ought to stand after the three following, which

conclude the summary of his conduct during the time of his prosperity—that

is to say, at the end of the Chapter, before the words -"i^N ''~i.?7 'isri [The] words

of Job are ended, a sentence, which, as we have already had occasion to observe

(see supra, p. 246), we look upon as a mere distinctive mark. Some of the

Translators and Commentators have, we are rejoiced to perceive, seen the

necessity for this transposition, and have actually made it ; for our own part,

however, as we have imposed upon ourselves the rule to transpose verses only

when there would be absolutely no sense without it, we have confined ourselves

here to including (an expedient we have already found it convenient to adopt,

* Or

—

I ivould hind it, so that it might be as a diadem to me. Editor, 1862.

•j- Or—in the full assurance that it would as certainly declare the dignity of my past life,

as the diadem declares the dignity of him that wears it. Editor, 1862.
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see supra, p. 257), the three verses in question, in one bracket, marked (B), and

the three following in a second, marked (A). Wolfssohn remarks upon these

three verses :

bv 7'JM , Dpi 'if"-)? ompra fiiD i"5 ID p'i \o i:"P7 , rifi? T>\f^i';^v^ 'j^pii

^ 1P1P 7P p"5 ]v D'pippp :i'jp5i ,
-)7p? ruDi 'Pipfi *pf>")' '5iii , ")uppi ^iDpn rfr

-)37 IDfi^ nO'l 1Pp7iP 711? )37i Svfi q'PIP rPD O , l"3 71; p"5 D'piP9? op5

^9Pn P'Dfiip -537 id6 v)37 ioS Dvpr' 1P3 f>ipi , npf) y^vv izi ppi
,
rpi? 7u

ioDPPi 'J'i;3 rfi-): pfrs • r:npf'3 D:i'ipii dp3 d"p5 D)b:> ]3 5r>i , iP'i>3P id

•)P3'1 3")p'

" According to my opinion, these verses, viz.. Vers. 35—37, are not in their proper

" place, and [indeed] the connexion and context shew this ; and, if I had not been afraid, I

" should have thought of changing the order, so as to place the verses from Ver. 38 to

" the end of the Chapter, before the Vers. 35—37 ; for there (Vers. 38—40) Job goes on

" to speak of his righteousness and uprightness, as he had hitherto done (Vers. 1—34),

" whereas here (Vers. 35— 37), he speaks of another subject; and they are, as it were, the

" finish to all his words which he has spoken from the beginning of the book to the

" end thereof, and therefore, it would be proper to conclude with them, and to place them

" at the end (of the Chapter). So it has seemed right in my eyes, and the intelligent

" [reader] will adopt and make his choice."

Vers. 38—40. Job concludes his defence by declaring that, in

pecuniary matters also, his dealings would bear the strictest

scrutiny ; that all his former possessions had been lawfully and

honestly acquired, and that he had never injured any man. He
says

:

If my land had cried out against me^ and, at the same time, its

furrows had wept because of me. It is not at all unusual in

Hebrew poetry to find inanimate objects represented as speaking

and weeping. Thus, in Gen. iv. 10, we read, "the voice of thy

brother's blood crieth, &c. ;
" in Habak. ii. 11, "For the stone

shall cry out of the wall, and the beam out of the timber shall

answer it ;
" in Lament, ii. 18, " O wall of the daughter of Zion,

let tears run down like a river day and night: give thyself no rest.

Sec." In like manner, the poet here says, If the ground in my
possession had cried out, and its furrows wept, on account of the

unlawful and violent means I had employed for their acquisition.

(Ver. 39.) If I had eaten the fruits thereof without payment, and

made f/<e legitimate owners thereof to breathe out their soul. If, by

violently dispossessing them of their land, I had reduced them

to starvation, ending in their death—if I had done this, how was

it, that, year after year, I was blessed with a rich and abundant

u
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harvest? It ought surely to have been quite otherwise. (Ver. 40.)

Instead of the wheat, which I had sown, thorn[s) ought to have come

up, and, instead of harley, noisome-weedii).

The words of Job are ended. That is, the words which he

addressed to his friends, for we shall still hear him say a few

words in answer to the questions addressed to him by God. We
have already observed, that we consider this concluding sentence

as a mere mark, introduced by the writer to assist him in the

arrangement of his manuscript.

Ver, 39. f^HS lit., its strength, by which, of course, is meant its fruit, or

produce. The same word is used by God in the curse pronounced upon Cain,

Gev. iv. 12, "When thou tillest the ground, it shall not henceforth yield unto

thee 'i^^'^ its strength." *

^P\r\^ri H'^^y^l tt????.'] lit., and I had caused to breathe (to be breathed) out

[Me] soul of its owners ; i.e., if, by violently taking away the land, I had made

the owners thereof to die of hunger. Comp. sujrra xi. 20, 27??3 HB^
.

Ver. 40. ntan nnn for ni^n^^ ^^^. ^"^^^ nnri instead of loheat, which I

used to soio,

nti;^3 noisome-weed[s\, from Z£'S2 to have an offensive smell. See note on

7lb<Dn supra i. 22.

* The Eng. Vers, has, " When thou tillest the ground, IT shall not henceforth yield

unto thee her strength," though both it and her refer to yi-ound. In Hebrew, indeed, we

sometimes find a noun of com. gend. construed both as a masc. and as a fern, in the same

verse, e.g., Job xx. 26 ; 1 Kings xiii. 10, &c., but in the passage now before us the it and

the her are both expressed in the original by a. feminine. The Hebraism, therefore, with

which the translators of the Auth. Vers, have here favoured us, is a purely gratuitous one.

Surely, such a jumbling of genders would now-a-days be pronounced to be inaccurate,

inelegant, and a«ibiguous, yet the passage has remained for two centuries unaltered. Is

then the Auth. Vers, (a mere translation after all) so very sacred, that not even such a

trifling blemish as this may be removed?

—

Editor, 1862.
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PEOLOGUE TO ELIHU'S SPEECH.

SDMMAKY OF THE PRINCIPLES AND VIEWS ENTERTAINED BY ELIHU,

THE SON OF BARACHEL.

The three friends, who have hitherto been Job's opponents

in the controversy, have, in their eagerness to vindicate

the dispensations of Providence, declared their unfortunate

friend to be a fool, a sinner, a tyrant, a sceptic, and a

hypocrite. (Chap. ,v. 2; xi. 6; xxii. 5 ;
6—9, 13—14;

XV. 5.) The justice of God could not, in their opinion,

be established otherwise than by the assumption of Job's

guilt, and by the assertion that, if the afflictions which

had come upon him, were terrible, the sins and crimes,

which had called down those afflictions, must have been

more terrible still. Either Job—so they must have reasoned

with themselves—is guilty and God just, or Job is innocent

and God unjust ; and, seeing no other alternative, they

determined, one and all, to abandon their fallen friend,

and to offer up, as it were, the friendship and esteem they

formerly felt for him as a holocaust upon the altar of piety

and devotion to God. What success this determination

on the part of these three friends met with has been seen

in the Chapters we have already commented upon ; not

only did they not succeed in inducing the unfortunate

sufferer to confess himself guilty of sins and crimes which

he had never committed, but they irritated and exasperated

him so much as to cause him to exchange the mere

complaints in which he had at first indulged, for violent

grumblings and murmurings, and these again for words

and expressions against God, wliich would have been in

the highest degree insulting if addressed to a man. This

u 2
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Elihu perceived, and he was displeased. It vexed him to

find, that three aged and talented men could not see that

the justice of God was by no means incompatible with

the innocence of Job, inasmuch as afflictions sent down

from above do not always betoken the Divine wrath, but

very often the Divine love and grace. For these afflictions

are by no means sent exclusively upon wicked men, for the

purpose of punishing them for offences, which they have

committed, but very often also upon good men as an

admonition andwarnin^ against offences which they might

be upon the point of committing. Man, who is shapen in

iniquity and conceived in sin, is unstable as water, nor can

he at any moment of his life answer for what may be his

conduct towards God or man in the next moment. How-
ever willing his spirit, his flesh is weak. He may have

been humble-minded the greater part of his life, yet all at

once become proud ; he may have been a fearer of God from

his youth upward, and yet suddenly turn a rebel against

God. This is particularly the case with those, who live

in ease and comfort, in the enjoyment of riches and

wealth, in affluence and abundance. That this is so, that

the enjoyment of temporal blessings is apt to make even

the best of men degenerate, and to lead them to become

quite the reverse of what they have been, we are told over

and over again in Scripture. We read for example

:

Lest, when thou hast eaten and art full, and hast built

goodly houses, and dwelt therein. And, when thy herds and

thy flocks multiply, and thy silver and thy gold is multiplied,

and all that thou hast is multiplied. The?!, thine heart be

lifted up, and thou forget Jehovah thy God, which brought

thee forth out of the land of Egypt, from the house of

bondage. (Deut. viii. 12— 14.) But Jeshurun waxed fat,

and kicked : thou art waxen fat, thou art groiun thick, thou

art covered with fatness : then he forsook God, which made

him, and lightly esteemed the Rock of his salvation. (Deut.

xxxii. \b.) For there are no bands in their death: but

their strength is firm. They are not in trouble as other

men ; neither are they plagued like other men. Therefore^
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pride compasseth them about as a chain ; violence covereth

them as a garment. Their eyes stand out with fatness :

they have more than heart could wish. They are corrupt^

and speak wickedly concertiing oppression : they speak loftily.

They set their mouth against the heavens ; and their tongue

walketh through the earth. (Ps. Ixxiii. 4—9.) Remove

far from me vanity and lies ; give me neither poverty nor

riches ; feed me with food convenient for me. Lest I he

full^ and deny Thee, and say, who is Jehovah ? &c. (Prov.

XXX. 8, 9). Whether Job and the other four men, who
speak in this book, were contemporaries of any one of the

inspired writers, whose words we have just quoted, or

whether they lived before, or after them, matters here very

little ; it is sufficient to know that Elihu, the young man
who is now about to speak, was fully aware of this great

truth, namely, that God has the good man ever in His keep-

ing, but that, when He sees that, owing to the prosperity

and the exalted station in which it has been given him to

live, the root, " which beareth gall and wormwood," is

becoming implanted in his heart, He subjects him to

afflictions calculated to kill that root, and thus saves him

from the ruin which it would have brought upon him

(Chap, xxxvi. 7— 9). Elihu, moreover, was aware that,

when God, in His love and mercy, does send afflictions

upon a good man, to prevent him from becoming dege-

nerate, that good man's future fate depends upon himself,

that is, upon the manner in which he conducts himself

while subjected to these afflictions. If he bows to the

will of God, if he kisses the rod which chastises him, if he

is penetrated with the conviction, that that which comes

from God must be intended for his good, then his afflic-

tions last but for a moment, and he is again received into

the bosom ofHim who chastened him, as the father chastens

the son he delights in. But, if he proves refractory,

murmurs, and rebels against God, his end must be

dreadful (Chap, xxxvi. 11, 12); and the afflictions, which

were at first a mark of God's love for him, will be con-

tinued to him as a mark of His anger {fbid. Ver. 18).
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The good man, therefore, is actually saved by the afflic-

tions he has to undergo ; they are no punishment, but a

salutary warning, a finger of God to point out to him

that he is in danger of falling [ibid. Ver. 15). Now, as

Job's afflictions seem to Elihu to have been sent upon him

by God for this very purpose, the essence of this friend's

discourse may be given in about the following words.

Thou, O Job, sayest that thou hast always been a good

man, that thou hast ever been meek and kind towards thy

fellow-men, submissive and humble towards thy Maker;

this I admit, this I fully believe thee to have been, and

have the greatest pleasure in believing
;
yea, I delight in

regarding thee as a most virtuous and pious man, and a fearer

of God (Chap, xxxiii. 32) ; but, wouldest thou have con-

tinued to be so, if thou hadst been allowed to remain in

the enjoyment of comfort, affluence, dignity, and all other

temporal blessings?—this I do not know, this thou thyself

canst not know, this only He could know, before whom
lie open the recesses of man's heart, and this I maintain

He did know. He did know that the seed of corruption

was beginning to germinate in thy heart, that, from being

pious, upright, and a fearer of God, thou wast—unaware

of it thyself—about to become the very contrary, and there-

fore, desiring to save thee, to rescue thee from ruin and

perdition, He sent afflictions upon thee. In so doing, He
wished to snatch thee from the grasp of the worst enemy

a man has in this world, namely, too great ease and too

great comfort, to pluck thee from the jaws, as it were, of

an adversary, who panted to devour thee (Chap, xxxvi. 16).

Now, hadst thou proved thyself submissive to the dictates

of thy Maker, these thine afflictions would have been but

for a moment, and thou wouldst have received blessings

greater even than those thou didst formerly enjoy. But

how didst thou behave 1 Instead of humbling thyself in

prayer before God, thou gavest vent to rage and fury that

would have disgraced even the most wicked of men ;

therefore is it that thy sufferings are continued to thee

{ibid. Ver. 17); .and now, God will not, nay cannot, re-
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move them. Indeed, I myself pray to Him not to

remove them, since His indulgence in this respect would
serve as a pernicious example to other men, who would be

led to imitate thy behaviour when sufferings were sent upon
them from above, if thou wert now to be allowed to

triumph, and to boast that thy murmurings against God had
availed thee (Chap, xxxiv. 36, 37). Yea, I warn thee,

and tell thee that the afflictions under which thou still

continuest to labour are no longer the signs of the love

and mercy of God, as they were when they first came upon
thee, but are now actual chastisements, are now marks of

the indignation and wrath of God. Take heed, therefore,

to thyself, lest He should give thee the finishing stroke

(Chap, xxxvi. 18). Having thus made allusion to

death, Elihu thinks it right to warn Job [ihid. Ver. 20)

against the most horrible of all crimes, suicide, which he

had confessed he had been, owing to the agony he suffered,

sometimes tempted to commit (Chap. vii. 15). And
then Elihu concludes his discourse by calling upon Job to

admire God in the works of His creation, and in the great

phenomena of nature, rain, thunder and lightning—phe-

nomena which probably preceded the whirlwind from

which God was soon to manifest Himself, and therefore

engrossed the attention of the speaker.

The fact, that God, as will be seen in the last Chapter of this book,

not only rebuked the three aged friends of Job, but also required of

them an atoning sacrifice, and bade them seek the intercession of Job,

whilst with the young man Elihu He found no fault, goes, in our

humble opinion, very far to shew that Elihu had spoken the truth, and

that the afflictions which were sent upon Job, had really just come in time

to prevent a sad change, which was on the point of being operated in

his mind, and would, in all probability, have come to pass, even if

Satan had not interfered. If thei'efore Satan, in the pride and malice

of his heart, thought that it was at his instigation, and in consequence

of his slander, that Job was given up into his hands, he was most

egregiously mistaken, for the afflictions of our sufferer were not sent

upon him by God for the purpose of gratifying the enemy of mankind,

but for the purpose of rescuing from eternal perdition one, whom God
knew to be pious and upright and a fearer of Himself.
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Vers. 1—5. So these three men ceased from answering Job,

because he was just in his own ei/es. These three men, thinking

that the only means of vindicating the ways of Providence lay

in the establishment of Job's guilt, did everything they could to

induce Job to confess himself guilty; but, when they saw that neither

advice, entreaties, nor even invectives, could bring him to acknow-

ledge his guilt, and that he even called God to witness that, till he

died, he would not remove his integrity from him, that he would hold

fast his righteousness, and not let it go, that his heart could not

reproach any of his days (Chap, xxvii. 2—6) when they saw,

moreover, that even Zophar's noble closing speech—the most

sublime and emphatic of all the discourses in the book—could

not prevail upon Job to acknowledge the great truth, that man
has no business to philosophize and investigate the ways of

Providence, seeing that his wisdom alone consists in fearing God
and departing from evil but that, on the contrary, he continued

to speak of his piety, generosity, and the good he had done

during the whole course of his life, and forgot himself so far

as to call God "lp^i^ cruel (Chap. xxx. 21), and, ait the conclusion

of his long discourse, to challenge the Almighty to point out to him,

either by word of mouth, or in writing, what he had done to deserve

punishment when they saw all this, they became convinced that

no good could arise from following up the line of argument they

had adopted, and they therefore came to the conclusion, that the

best course they could pursue would be to desist from their purpose,

and leave off speaking. (Ver. 2.) Then kindled the anger of Elihu,

the son of Barachel, the Buzite, of thefamily of Ram ; against Job

did his anger kindle, because of his considering himself more righteous

than God. It was not because Elihu suspected Job (as the other

three men did) of having acted wickedly, that his anger was

kindled against him, but on account of his (Job's) entertaining

and expressing the opinion, that, seeing he had done nothing

wrong, God could not have acted justly in sending afflictions upon

him—an opinion which a really pious and good man ought never
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to have entertained, much less expressed whereas he should,

on the contrary, when affliction came upon him, have thought

and said : Although I am not aware that I have done anything to

deserve these afflictions, yet, inasmuch as they have come upon

me from One, whose wisdom and mercy pass all human under-

standing, I feel convinced that they have been sent upon me for

my good. Had Job spoken thus, Elihu would, it would seem,

have been quite satisfied with him, and his displeasure only arose

because Job thought (agreeing in this with his three aged friends),

that the justice of God was incompatible with his own innocence.

(Ver. 3.) A7id against his (Job's) three friends did his (Elihu's)

anc/er kindle, because they had found no answer, and therefore

declared Joh wicked. Because, unable to vindicate the proceedings

of God towards Job, otherwise than by imputing to the latter

crimes and sins even more enormous than would justify the afflic-

tions under which he laboured, they had straightway pronounced

Job guilty—no real answer to his complaints and murmurings.

(Ver. 4.) Now Elihu had ivaited with his words regarding Job.

He had deferred uttering what he had to say with regard to the

fate and sufferings of Job. For they. The other three friends.

TFere older than he in days. Out of respect to the old age of

the three friends he had refrained from speaking until they had

ceased. (Ver. 5.) But, when Elihu saiv that there was no

answer in the mouth of these three 7nen. That they still were of

opinion, that, unless they assumed Job to be guilty, they could

not establish the justice of God. Then his anger kindled.

Ver. 2. C^nv^a 'ill??^ ip'^^ v3? because of his considering himself more just

than God. Umbreit strongly objects to give to the prefix ^ in CiivSQ the

sense it usually bears when serving to institute a comparison, namely that of more

than, asserting that Job had never said that he was more just than God. He
prefers, therefore, bestowing upon that prefix a force,* which, in our opinion, it

would be difficult for him to prove it ever has. Job, indeed, had never said

totidem verbis that he was more just than God, but, by implication, he had said

a great deal more, and that, not once only, but over and over again—the infex'ence

his hearers must have drawn from his words being, that he was Just and God unjust.

Corap. supra ix. 22 ; xvi. 14—18 ; xix. 6, 7 ; xxiii. 11—16 ; xxiv. 12 ; xxx. 21. As
well might Umbreit, if, in his hearing, a white man should say to a blackamoor,

that he was white and the blackamoor black, object that the white man never said

* He gives it the sense of vor (before) and translates :
" well er sich fiir gerecht hielt

vor Gott."—Editor, 1862.
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he was whiter than the blackamoor. Elihu, indeed, did not draw such over nice

distinctions, for we shall hear him say in the next Chapter (vers. 8—11) to Job,

Surely, thou hast spoken in mine hearing, and I have heard the voice of thy words,

saying, I am clean without transgression, I am innocent ; neither is there iniquity

in me. Behold ! He findeth occasions against me, He counteth me for His

enemy, &c. For this signification of the ^ we are referred by the same translator

to supra iv. 17, where, however, he is just as much in error as he is here.

Ver. 4. D^"?2-f2 ni*« ns r[3n nn^bsi lit., now Elihu had waited with [Ids']

words regarding Job ; i.e., he had deferred uttering what he had to say with

reference to Job for the reason assigned in the second clause of this same verse,

namely, that they (i.e., the three friends, who had hitherto spoken) were older

than himself. As we never meet with the verb "^SH governing the accusative

case, we have been induced to consider the particle •H^ , not as a mark of the

accus., but as giving the proper name ^I'^W an absolute sense. Comp. 2 Kings

vi. 5, " And as one was felling a beam C^^n bw 7D3 vnan nW") then, as for

the iron, it fell into the water.
^^

The verse should, therefore, be construed thus

:

nsn li'T'vST Now Elihu had waited
T • • v: :•

D"^"]!!!!! for VlQl? '^H^^ his words (which he had

to say)

ni^X JllSI in regard to Job,

DBr) ^^ for they (i.e., the three friends, who had

hitherto spoken) [_were]

13^^ D''^j?.r older than he,

D^Df? as far as regards days.

The seemingly pleonastic ^"'^^y here as well as in ver. 6, may perhaps have

been intended to express that the three friends were not superior to him in rank

or dignity, but only as far as regards the respect to which age entitles, as, in our

opinion, wherever CPP.T is used in the sense of elders (of a city), not the most

aged men are necessarily meant, but the leading men of the city. For the force

we have given to the prefix b compare Gen. xvii. 20, ^''.n3??tp by^:p')b^

and, WITH REGARD TO Ishmael, I have heard thee.

Vers. 6—12. And Elihu, the son of Barachel, the Buzlte, took-

up-his'discourse, and said. As far as regards days. I am young,

and ye are very old. Though there may be no difference in the

station we fill in life, yet there is a vast difference in our respective

ages. Therefore was I slow. To come forward. And afraid to

shew you mine opinion. I knew that old age ought to be respected

and venerated (Ver. 7.) / thought, days ought to speak. I

thought that such only as have seen many days have a right

publicly to declare their opinions. Seeing that a multitude of
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years make men to know wisdom. And that, therefore, those, who

have lived many years, and have grown wise by experience, should

alone command the public ear. (Ver. 8.) But verily I find that

it is not as I thought, that it is not that which men receive through

their senses which makes them sensible, but that it is the spirit

which is in rnan, and the breath of the Almighty, which rendereth

them intelligent. And that consequently those, upon whom the

Almighty has been pleased to bestow that spirit of intelligence, may

become sensible and wise before they have attained any consider-

able age. (Ver. 9.) Multitudes are not always wise, nor do old-

men 'Always, perceive what is just.* Although ye, who have hitherto

opposed Job, are three, and are all of you agreed in regarding

Job as a guilty man, and though I, who am not of your opinion,

am alone and single-handed, it by no means hence follows, that

you must be right and I wrong. Neither does your age entitle

you to believe that you have arrived at the truth, and that I am
mistaken. (Ver. 10.) Therefore, I say. Listen, O Job, unto

me, I, yea I also, will shew thee mine opinion. (Ver. 11.) Lot I
have waited for your loords ; I gave ear to your reasonings, waiting

until you should have searched out matters. I was in no hurry to

come forward with my opinion, but waited to hear to what con^

elusions you would come, after having thoroughly sifted the case

of our unfortunate friend. (Ver. 12.) But, though / attended

unto you, yet, behold I there loas not one of you convincing Job, or

answering his words. As you have none of you been able to

convict Job of any of the enormous crimes you imputed to him,

his complaints and pleadings have remained totally unanswered

by you, whose arguments based upon the supposition, that he

(Job) fully deserved the punishments that have been inflicted on
* We cannot refrain quoting here the sentiments of the Rabbins of the Mishnah on

this subject from Treatise Aboth, Chap. iv. :

—

n:o ^" nmici mnp d'132? by\nb nnn «in niab cj'Epn p imbn noin 'bain nD3 «'« min'' ni 'dv 'n

! ]©' ]" nmisi m''iic2 easy 'join'? non ><"in rraV O'jp^n ]d loibni

J 13 ]'« ©in iVd««3 ]«' ttn ]iD' sbo loin ]p3p lU' la «J'o noa «bN ]p:pa tanon "?« iqin t«q 'm

" Rabbi Jose the son of Judah a man of K'phar-Habbabelee says : He who learns of young-men,

unto what is he like ? [He is like] unto one [that is] eating sour grapes and drinking wine from its

press (i.e., before it has sufficiently fermented) ; but he who learns from old-men, unto what is he

like ? [He is like] unto one [that is] eating ripe grapes and drinking old wine."

" Rabbi Mayeer [in opposition to the above Rabbi] says : Do not look at the pitcher, but at that

which is in it, there being a new pitcher full of old [wine], and an old [pitcher] in which there is

not even now [wine]."
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him—a supposition entirely unwarranted—could not do otherwise

than fall to the ground.

Ver. 6. ^"*Pt :
^* y^^ ^* regards days. For the force of the prefix ^ see our

note on the same word in the preceding verse.

''^7'-'^ lit., / crept ; i.e., I was slow in coming forward. We take the verb

vPIT in the sense it was taken in by Rabbi Jonah, as quoted by Kimchi in his

C^tinir'n IDD. Comp. Deut. xxxii. 24, "1237 "'bqT lit, creepers of [<Ae] dust; i.e.,

serpents of the dust. Some suppose ^HT in the present instance to be i.q. the

Chaldee ''^1 to fear, but, though the Hebrew ' is very frequently exchanged

for "T in Clialdee, we preferred embracing Rabbi Jonah's opinion, as we thereby

avoid tautology.

Ver. 8. The relative ""'I^^ which, should be supplied before ^"i^M? in the first,

and before D.?''3i^, in the second, hemistich.

Ver. 9. Q"^?"] many, or multitudes ; i.e., it does not follow, because you are

three against me, who have no one to support me in my opinion, that you must

therefore be in the I'ight. So we heard Job say (supra xii. 2) ;

Indeed, because ye are a company,

Must therefore wisdom die with you ?

Some take D"'?1 to be in parallelism with Q^^pT in the second hemistich, and very

reasonably support their view by the passage in Gen. xxv. 23, "''^^^ *^^??^ ^11

and [_the^ elder shall serve [the'] younger. For our own part, however, we have

preferred giving the word its more usual meaning, as we shall then make Elihu

utter the same sentiment as we have just shown had been expressed by Job.

EJStpp Jira; D-^ipn for t0Q*^a ^3^a^ n^pp.T sb) Nor do old-men {always]

perceive [what is] just (right), so that the particle ^^ of the first hemistich must

be understood in the second, either in the place we have assigned to it, or after

the word Q^^pT
. Comp. Ps. ix. 19, where the same particle must also be supplied

from the first hemistich to the second.

Ver. 10. ni'pa; hear thou [0 Job!] In the next Chapter (Ver. 1) we shall

find the speaker addressing himself to Job by name, and here he may fairly be

supposed to have indicated, by his gestures, that he was speaking to Job, unless,

indeed, by using the singular, he intended to call the attention of every one of the

party present to what he was about to say.

Ver. 11. TT^ for the more reg. form I'^T^^ I gave ear, the fut. tense of course

expressing constancy, and implying that he never for one moment ceased to

lend an attentive ear to the speeches delivered by his friends. See note on ""^^^

infra xxxiv. 31 (note).

1'^yP we take here to be synonymous with Q^T'^'T words, or rather matters, in

which sense nb^ is very frequently used in Chaldee. Comp. Dan. ii. 8, 15, 17.

Ver. 12. The particle V^ in the first hemistich must be supplied before the

participle H^il? in the second, and, on the other hand, the word D?P in the second

hemistich must be understood after the T^ in the first, so that, expressed in

full, the first hemistich would run.
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Di*S7 rr^Dia DSa 'J'^M narri And lo ! there %oas no one from among you con-

vincing Job ;

and the second,

T^^S n3iy C3Zp ]'^M there was no one from among you answering his

speeches.

Vers. 13—22. Having paid his tribute of respect to the age of

the three friends, whom he is about to oppose, Elihu now proceeds

to shew them that he fully perceives the drift of all their argu-

ments, but cannot approve of them. He says

:

Peradvetiture 1/e will say^ We have found out vnsdom. Does not

that strong and conclusive argument which we wielded against

Job shew this'?—the argument, namely, that it is God that

thrusteth him down^ and 7iot a man. Could we possibly have used

a better argument than this 1 If Job had complained, that for his

afflictions he was indebted to a man, we should have consideri^d

it our duty to examine whether his complaints were or were not

just, and whether he had actually been wronged by that man or

not ; but, as his afflictions proceed directly from God, there can

be no doubt but that he has in the fullest degree deserved them.

To this, in fact, your arguments amount. (Ver. 14.) But why
did he (Job) not direct his words to me? I indeed should not

have replied to him ivith your speeches. I should not have adopted

a line of argument like yours, which could not fail to exasperate a

man conscious of his innocence, and to drive him to despair.* (For

what did Job's friends gain by the course they thought fit to

pursue? Were they not, so far from reaping any advantage from

it, signally defeated by Job, and reduced to an ignominious

silence?) (Ver. 15.) They were confounded; they answered no

more ; they put away the matter from them. They declined inves-

tigating the matter ; they said, since the punishment came from

God, it must needs be just; what necessity, then, for proving its

justice? (Ver. 16.) So I waited, until they spake no longer,

untU they stopped., and answered no more. (Ver. 17.) I also will

speak my part. I will say my say. Yea, I also idll shew mine

* It will be observed that in the next two verses there is a change of person, and that

Elihu no longer addresses himself to the three friends, but speaks of them. But whether

he now begins a soliloquy, or whether he turns round and addresses himself to Job, I must

leave to the reader to decide. It was for the purpose of marking this change of persons

somewhat that I inserted the brackets, which were not in the manuscript.

—

Editor, I8G2.
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opinion. (Ver. 18.) For I am full of words. If I have hitherto

been silent, it was not because I had nothing to say ; on the con-

trary, I have a great deal to say upon the subject, and at the same

time a great desire to say it. The spirit within me constraineth me

to speak. (Ver. 19.) Behold', my belly is like wine, which hath

no vent. Just as wine, when allowed to ferment in a cask or

other vessel which has no vent-hole, may be expected to burst

that vessel's walls, so does the subject I have to speak upon

ferment and work within me. It (my belly) is ready to burst like

neio bottles. These would be more likely to burst than old bottles,

because new wine was put into new bottles, as we read in

Matt. ix. 17. By bottles here, as well as in Matthew, of course

leathern bottles or wine-skins must be understood. (Ver. 20.) /
will speak, then, that I may ease myself ; I will open my lips, and

take-up-my'discourse. (Ver. 21.) / toill not now accept the

person of any man, neither ivill I iise-bland-words to any man.

(Ver. 22.) For I know not how to use-bland-words ; my Maker
will almost have to forgive it me. No one can charge me with

ever having used bland and flattering words to any one who
required correction ; my tendency lies towards the other extreme,

so that God may perhaps find fault with me for conveying my
correction in too frank and open a manner.

Ver. 13. '{^ which usually signifies lest, ovforfear that, is evidently used here

synonymously with "^

i^^ perchance, peradventure. So in 2 Kings ii. 16, "Let

them go, we pray thee, and seek thy master ; 1? peradventure, the Spirit of

Jehovah hath taken him up, Sec." The reason for our objecting to give to this

particle here the sense of lest, which most of the Translators have assigned to it,

will no doubt be obvious to the reader, for lest cannot be used unless there be some

word or sentence for it to depend upon, and what could it depend upon here ?

Ver. 14. "JTl^ ^5^1 for "TTI? ^^ "^^^l • But why did he not direct, as infra

xxxiv. 33 '3N sbl for ^3S sb HS^l

.

Ver. 15. D^vP we again take here to be synonymous with t3"^"l2"7 matters (or

rather matter in the sing., to meet the requirements of the English idiom), as we
did above in Ver. 1 1

.

Ver. \6. "'S in the first, as well as in the second, clause, evidently stands for

"*3 ip until that ; and the word Til? must be supplied from the third clause

after ^"l?"!' in the first.

Ver. 18. "^079 ^^^ ""O^^^ . We met with a similar omission of the ^ supra i. 21

in the word ''n|:^ (C'theev). On Tlbtt we have the Masoretic note, "« Wbn b"2D

so it ought to be without « (b'.'^JD standing for Hl^nb "T»-i2 fD).
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Ver. 19. nnS^ b^b for JinB"] i^h nt^S which is not opened.

?l/.^1 it tvill burst, or it is ready to burst, refers to ''3t?^ my belly, in the first

hemistich ; the meaning being, my belly is ready to burst like new bottles. New-

bottles are mentioned, as being more likely to burst than old ones, in consequence

of the fermentation of the new wine which it was customary to put in them.

Comp. Matt. ix. 17.

Umbreit, and others, who are reputed to hold the highest rank

among German critics, seem to vie in running down Elihu.

Umbreit terms him a conceited and idle prattler, and, indeed,

goes so far as to maintain that the author of this book himself

intended to turn him into ridicule, when he put into his mouth
the words upon which we have just commented, namely, " My
belly is ready to burst, &c." The reason why these German
critics speak so disparagingly of Elihu, seems to us clearly to be

this, that, namely, to none of them has been revealed the real

pith of his powerful and decisive arguments ; but what we are

puzzled to account for is, how one like Umbreit, who doubtless

professes intimate acquaintance with Oriental literature, coidd

forget that expressions and figures, which to European ears would

appear unnatural and bombastic, are in Oriental languages not

only admissible, but frequently considered elegant and highly

poetical. Among such expressions and figures we may quote the

following: "Put Thou my tears into Thy bottle" (Ps. Ivi.S);

" For I am become like a bottle (wine-skin) in the smoke

"

(Ps. cxix. 83) ;
" Thy navel is like a round goblet, which wanteth

not liquor ; thy belly is like an heap of wheat set about with

lilies .... thine eyes are like the fish-pools in Heshbon ..."
" thy nose is as the tower of Lebanon, «&c." (Cant. vii. 2, 4). We
could cite many more such, or even more extravagant, hyperboles

from the Bible, but our space will not allow us to do so.

Ver. 20. V ^ITI^I Ht., that there may be ease to me; i.e., that I may be eased.

Comp. 1 Sam. xvi. 23, v^Stt?? TVP^^ lit., and there used to be ease to Saul ;

i.e., Saul used to be eased. See Mason and Bernard's Grammar, Letter xlix.,

P.S. (b).

Ver. 21. i^?.?^ ^ ^1^ -"^l lit., I xoill not giveflattering epithets to any man;

i.e., I will not soften down the asperity of my rebukes by using bland and

soothing expressions.

Ver. 22. n.3Dl:^ ^^^S^T^ ^^^ ^3 for niSD^ '^2?T b^7 ^3 for I do not hnoxo

\how\ to speak blandly; a tense being here used for an infinitive mood. Comp.
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Lament, iv. 14, where ^VV. stands for ^l^^b or ?227 to touch. For other

examples see Mason and Bernard's Grammar, Letter 1., § 13.

'^2W'^ "'^St^^. mi/ Maker will forgive me ; i.e., my Maker will have to forgive

me my sometimes hurting the feelings of my friends by speaking too openly.

We take the verb ^^3 in this instance in the acceptation oi forbearing, or

forgiving, as in Ps. xcix. 8, ^'J?'^ vS a forbearing, or forgiving, God. Nearly

all the Translators we have consulted understand it in the sense of removing (from

this world) ; but, besides there being, as far as we know, no one instance in which

this verb is used in such a sense in the Bible, this interpretation of theirs has

not even the merit of establishing a close connexion between the two members of

the verse, as God certainly does not always immediately remove flatterers and

sycophants, when they speak otherwise than they think.

CHAPTER XXXIII.

Vers. 1— 12. Hear then., Job, I pray thee, my words, and give

ear to all my speeches. (Ver. 2.) Behold, now ! I have opened my

mouth ; my tongue hath spoken within my j9«7a^e. As long as I

could refrain from speaking, I did so, but now, that I have once

begun to speak, 1 must be allowed to continue till I have uttered

all I have to say, and, therefore, I crave thy constant and

undivided attention. (Ver. 3.) The iqnightness of my heart sheR

be my eloquence, and my knowledge shall consist in this, that my

lips speak clearly. The speaker had not, it appears, forgotten

Job's finding fault {supra vi. 25) with his friends for seeking to

display their oratorical talent, on which occasion he had maintained,

that words spoken with sincerity, though plain and unadorned

with rhetorical ornaments, were more powerful than set speeches

replete with elegance and eloquence. Referring to this, Elihu

says, I do not lay claim to eloquence, or to any great profundity

of knowledge— I lay claim to sincerity of heart ; no loftily-worded

phrases must be expected from me ; all that I can promise is, that

whatever I do say shall come out of my heart, and be expressed in

plain and simple language, unvarnished and unadorned. Having
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thus modestly acknowledged his inability to play the orator, he

next calls attention to the wish expressed by Job, that God would

remove His rod and His terror from him, whereby he should be

enabled to reason with Him, without being overwhelmed by His

power and majesty (Comp. supra ix. 34, 35); and in reference to

this, Elihu says, In me at least there is nothing whatever that can

strike thee with awe, and deter thee from endeavouring to refute

my arguments, if I am wrong, for I am a human being like thy-

self. (Ver. 4.) The spirit of God hath made me. Just as it hath

made thee. And the breath of the Almighty preserveth me alive.

Precisely as it doth thee. Therefore, (Ver. 5) If thou canst,

answer me ; set thy words in order before me, stand up. I am quite

ready to hear what thou hast to say by way of objection and

refutation. Thou didst wish to reason with God {supra xxxi. 35)

;

this wish shall now be granted thee. (Ver. 6.) Behold ! I am
here instead of God, according to thy ivord. Thy desire then is

granted to thee, and at the same time all cause for dread is

removed from thee, for, although I take upon myself to represent

God, thou needest not in the least be afraid of me, since I am a

man as thou art. Just as thou hast been, so also have I been cut

out of clay. Dust we are both of us, and to dust shall we, both

of us, return. (Ver. 7.) Lo ! my terror. The terror I am
capable of inspiring. Need not affright thee, neither can my
importunity press heavily upon thee. Since we are both men,

thou canst easily shake me off, if at any time thou should est

perceive that I become importunate. (Ver. 8.) But, thou didst

say in mine ears ; yea, I heard the sound of ivords. Such as these.

(Ver. 9.) "7 am pure without transgression ; I am clean, and

there is no iniquity in me. (Ver. 10.) Lo ! Hefindeth occasions

against me. Occasions for doing me hurt. He counteth me for his

enemy. (Ver. 11.) He pi^itteth my feet in the stocks
-,
Hewatcheth

all my ways.'" All my movements. (Ver. 12.) Behold! in this

thou art not right, let me tell thee. Thy three friends told thee,

thou must needs have done wickedly in the former part of thy

life, and in saying so they may have wronged thee ; but I do not

say so, I believe thee to have lived a righteous life, till these

afflictions came upon thee, but then thou didst sin, and sin very

grievously, in that thou couldest presume to utter such unseemly

X
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words concerning God, because He had afflicted thee, For God is

greater than frail-man. He is a Being so great and so exalted,

that it is not possible to suppose He would afflict such a weak

and frail being as man, unless He knew that he would be

benefitted by his afflictions.

Ver. 3. "^"^^^ lit., tny speeches, equivalent here to my eloquence. Comp. Exod.

iv. 10, "'?'3f;? °''"]^"^ ^"'^ ^ '' lit., / [a»^] not a man of words, but very justly

rendered in the Auth. Vers. / am not eloquent. The verse before us should be

construed thus :

^2l7 'y^}'^ [The'] uprightness {ox sincerity) of my heart

[shall he]

^"^9^ wy eloquence.,

rij^ll for "^i^ijll A7id my knowledge [shall consist

in this., that]

rnp "n"l3 ^0?^ ^j/ ^^ps speak clearly, (i.e., I lay no claim

to either eloquence or wisdom, and can

only undertake to speak sincerely and

clearly.)

Ver. 5. '^5')V. for 'T''*?.^^ '^?~'3? or ^"'^'P '^?"'V. arrange thy words. Comp.

^''vp "»7M "TJ"]^ S7') [supra xxxii. 14), indeed he did not direct {his\ words to me.

Ver. 6. ^^?? lit., according to thy mouth ; i.e., according to thy w^ords,

according to the request given utterance to by thee.

7Sb instead of God. Comp. Exod. iv. 16, "he shall be to thee ^?7 instead

of a mouth, and thou shalt be to him ^''TIT'ST' instead of GodP
Ver. 7. "'S^^l* lit., and my pressure, i.e., my importunity. The absolute form

^5^ is not to be met with in Scripture, but the verb ^3^ is found in Pi-ov.

xvi. 26, '^n^S ^^T^ n?^ ^"^ for his mouth urgeth him, as very properly trans-

lated by Dr. French and Mr. Skinner.

Ver. 9. ^n clean. The punctuation of this word refers it to the root H^n

(part. Kal), which in Hebrew signifies to cover, shelter ; but from this meaning

no sense suitable to the passage before us can be extracted. Since, how-

ever, the same verb is used in the Talmud, in the significations o^ rubbing,

scratching, scraping, Ben-Zev considers ^H here to have a meaning hence

derived, namely, that of being rubbed bright, cleansed, clean. Comp. ^^ "l^T3

n^lS:3 'm7S"i r|in^ a Nazarite must not rub his head loith earth. (Beza,

chap. v. near the beginning.)

Ver. 10. nis^ari occasions. Most of the Translators and Commentators

derive this word from ^^2
, which in Hiph-el signifies to forbid, frustrate, make

of none effect, but with all their elaborate discussions and explanations they

* Comp. ?^S! (Isa. xlvii. 8, 10) from dd«. Editor, 1862.
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cannot succeed in elucidating the manner in which they have derived the sense

they choose to give this word here from the above named root ; nor can the word

in this passage have the same signification as it has in Numbers xiv. 34. We are,

therefore, glad to find that Ben-Zev considers the word before us to be synonymous

with n3Sn * (Judg. xiv. 4,) an occasion.

Ver. 12. •HST for nsT^ in this, i.e., in saying so. .

Vers. 13— 18. Why didst thou contend with Him? What was

it that chiefly caused thee to complain and murmur against Him %

It was because He will not declare any of His ivords. Because,

according to thee, He refuseth to offer the slightest explana-

tion of His proceedings towards men. (Chap. ix. 2, 3 ; x. 2 ;

xiii. 22 ; xix. 7.) But this assertion of thine I flatly deny, for

(Ver. 14) Certainly God doth speak to man in one way, yea., in

two ways, if he doth not regard it. If no heed is given to the

warning of God when conveyed in the first of the two modes,

which He employs for the purpose, He conveys it in the second

and more severe one, so as to secure attention to His admonition.

The first mode He adopts is to speak to man (Ver. 15) In a dream.,

a vision of the night, ivhen deep-sleep falleth upon men ; in their

slumberings upon their couch. (Ver. 16.) Then He shews men.,

that He will decree their chastisement. That He will most assuredly

chastise them, if they give no heed to His first warning.f This

is done by Him (Ver. 17) In order to remove from man his evil-

practices, and also to remove from man the pride., which he con-

cealeth. The pride, which he has in his heart, and which he

either covers with a cloak of hypocritical humility, or may,

perhaps, sometimes be infected with, without himself being aware

of it. To remove this, warning is given in a dream, so that

(Ver. 18) He (God) may keep back his person from the pit, and

his lifefrom passing. Away from the world. By the sword. By
a violent and untimely death.

Ver. 13. •H"^^''"^- didst thou contend. This form is very irregular ; for, if it be

taken to be the pret. Kal (the root being -^"l or ^''~'), the reg. form would be

^?1 ; and if the pret. Hiph-el, we should expect to find Hl^'*'!'!!! . A similar

anomaly occurs in Dan. ix. 2, where "^O^^t^ / understood, stands either for "^^32
^

if Kal, or for ^niD^nn , if Hiph-01.

* The plur. of this would be masn or nir^in , and from the latter, by a transposition of

some of its letters, we should obtain the word under consideration, n\^i:n .

—

Editor, 1862.

t As was the case with Abimelech (see Gen. xx. 3) ; and with Nebuchadnezzar (see

Dan. iv. 5).

X 2
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Ver. 14. na^^tT": sb for n^'^.^tZ?^ i^b ns if he (man) will not regard it (the

warninf first given). The verb '^^'^ to look, see, is sometimes used in the sense of

to observe, regard. Comp. Hos. xiii. 7, "l=127S / will observe, narrowly watch.

In the same acceptation the verb nS"1 to see, is sometimes used, e.g., in Isa.

xxvi. 10, nin") n^lSa nS"]'* bs^l and he will not regard \jth,e'\ majesty of Jehovah.

Ver. 16. Q'^3S |TW Th'^\ lit., He uncovers [the] ear of men; i.e.. He shews,

reveals, to men. The phrase IT'^ nb2 to uncover [the] ear, in the sense of to

shew, declare, very frequently occurs ; for one instance of the many that might

be quoted, the reader is referred to 1 Sam. xx. 2.

Chn^ nnobn^ lit., that He will seal their chastisement ; i.e., decree it them,

since, as we are informed in the Bible, decrees had to be sealed with the Kinsc's

signet-ring before they acquired validity. Comp. Esth. viii. 8. The 3 in C"^C)a^

is either the mark of the objective case, or pleonastic. See note on '^HIZ; "^S^^S?

supra iii. 9. C^Db stands here for DID^a , which is the more regular form.

Ver. 17. The ^ of "^^rlP in the second hemistich of this verse must be

supplied to niW in the first ; and the relat. "^^^^ lohich, before HDD":
, so that the

verse should be construed thus :

"l^D^? in order to remove
T :

nti^i/p for THJ^^p his doing (or 'practice)

DIJ^ for DISQ from man.
T T T T •' .^

nijl And [also to remove'] pride.

")33p from man
T^D2) for riDD^ '^W'^. y^^iieh he may conceal (i.e., which

he may not display through hypocrisy, or which

may, unknown to himself, be beginning to strike

root in his heart).

ni2 stands here for '^^^\ pride, as sujpra xxii. 29.

Vers. 19—26. Elihu now proceeds to speak of the more serious

warning, which is given to man by God, if that conveyed in a

dream is disregarded. He says

:

Or he is chastened with pam upon his couch.* He is stricken

with such a severe and painful disease, that he is obliged to take

to his bed. So that the jarring of his limbs is vehement. So that

the harmony which reigned between the different parts of the

sufferer's body is disturbed, his whole economy disordered and

deranged. (Ver. 20.) And his appetite loatheth bread, yea, his

soul loatheth \i\s favourite food. (Ver. 21.) His flesh wasteth so

* As was the case with Hezekiah, as recorded in 2 Kings xx.
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that it cannot he seen, so that his hones, which were not seen. From

being covered with flesh and fat. Stick out. (Ver. 22.) Yea,

his soul draweth near to the pit, and his life to the destroyers. To

the destroying angels, who bear commission from above to remove

man from this world. However (Ver. 23), If there he in his hehalf

an advocating angel, even onefrom among a thousand angels, to

shew respecting that man his uprightness. If, when God summons

the sons of God before His throne that He may hear what report

they bring of men on earth below, one, yea, only one out of a

thousand of them can step forward and point to some good deed

wrought by the man, who lies, racked with pains, and wasted

with disease, upon his couch. (Ver. 24.) The^i He (God) hath

compassion upon him, and saith to the advocating angel, " Deliver

himfrom going down to the pit, I have found a ransom." That

one good action which thou recordest of yon diseased sinner I

accept as a ransom for the sins he hath committed, and grant him

absolution. (Ver. 25.) Then his flesh becometh fresher, than it

was in his childhood ; he returneth to the days of his youth. His

constitution, far from becoming broken and shattered by the

violence of the disease he has had to undergo, is, by the grace of

God, so strengthened and renovated by it, that it becomes even

firmer and more vigorous than it was in the days of his youth.

Ver. 19. ^"I"!"! and \_the\ strife, jarring, of. The Ctheeb is
2'^"''' in conse-

quence of which some Translators have thought, that, according to the Otheeb,

the word signifies strife, but, according to the Kree, multitude. For our own part,

however, we can see no reason why the KWee should be interpreted differently

from the C'theeh, as we also find ^"5 m \hes,\gm^c2ii\onoi contending, striving

,

as eg, in Judg. xi. 25, ^^"^^^ C17 ^"^ inri did he ever strive against Israel?

and also infra xl. 2, "iiD"^_ ^"^t^ 237 2 'l! Is [he who w] contending with [the'l

Almighty, corrected?

Ver. 20. This verse should be construed thus :

iJl^n • • • • T So that his appetite

II^/DHj loathes it,

urn viz., bread (i.e., his appetite loathes bread),

iCi''D3T and his soul [^loathes^

niSIl b^^D for irili^n bD^O food of his desire (le., even

his favourite food, the food he always liked,

he cannot now eat).
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The object, affix in ^^'?n?1 is pleonastic. See note on ^"13 ibn2 supra
xxix. 3. The verb DHT is a aira^ Xcyo'/Aevoi/.

The noun ^^^^ , in the sense of ajjpetite, will be found infra xxxviii. 39,
Q>-[><23 n^n) or [the] appetite of young-lions.

Ver. 21. ''N'lp lit., without sight; i.e., that it cannot be seen, or, perhaps, imper-

ceptibly. The prefix ^ is here used in a priv. sense. See note on C^TSp supra xi. 15.

^'^^'] (according to the K'ree), lit., so that they are made high ; i.e., so that

they stick out, the root being Tl^W^ and the conjugation Pu-al.

•IS*^ * S^ for ^N") W7 ~i?7S which were not seen (when his body was covered

with flesh and fat).

Ver. 22. ''Oppb | for D'^n'^ppb lit., to those causing to die ; i.e., to the agents,

or angels, sent from above to remove men from the world. So in 2 Sam., Chap,

xxiv., where we read of a pestilence having been sent upon Israel, we find that

God said (Ver. 16) n'^Tl^'Sin "rjS^ffib to the destroying angel, &c.

Ver. 23. ''"'72? for him (the man afflicted with disease), or rather, in his behalf,

a force which the prep. >"? frequently has. Comp. Judg. ix. 17, "For my father

fought ^P''^? for you, or in your behalf; " likewise 1 Kings ii. 18, "And Bath-

sheba said, Well, I will speak ^"''^V for thee (i.e., in thy behalf) to the king."

V ??? "^'??^ «w advocating (or interceding) angel, in contradistinction to

n'^nXlp'Q TlS^p (2 Sam. xxiv. 16). That V"*^^ may have the sense of advo-

cating, or interceding, has been clearly shown in our note on ^?"'?P supra xvi. 20.

Ver. 24. ^'^??7^ redeem {deliver) him. The verb 3712, which is an uTra^

Aeyo/A€vov, is synonymous with HID

.

Ver. 25. ^^P"! . This word is a uTra^ Xeyo/Aevov, and, according to some, is

made up of ^^1 to be fresh, juicy, and ^^^^ to spread ; and, according to others, of

2^1 and ti?2ia to be fat; so that its literal meaning would be, either it becomes

fresh and full, or fresh and fat.

Vers. 26—33. The speaker now tells us how a really penitent

man behaves, after that, having received punishment from his

Maker, he has been again admitted into His favour. He says

:

He (the man whom God had stricken with disease, but has

now restored to health and favour) prayeth to God, and He
accepteth Him; yea, he seeth His face with a shout of joy. He
goes for the first time after his recovery from his disease to the

house of God with great rejoicing. Because that He (God)

hath requited to man according to his righteousness. However

* The Dagesh in the i is of course extremely irregular. It is, however, of the same

character as that so common in the word next following nn and joined to it by &Makhiph.

Comp. Prov. xv. 1, Tyvrerp, These Dageshes are most commonly found after words

ending in ri , ^qg supra xix. 27, infra xxxiv. 4, 7, 16, Exod. iv. 16, Jer. ii. 17, &c. The

Dageshed letter, though commonly, is not always, preceded by Mahhiph, e.g., Numb.

XXV. 13. Editor, 1862.

f For the omission of the Dag. in the Q see note on rns-ij supra xxvi. 13 (note). Editor, \%^1.
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many his sins and offences, yet, because only a single redeeming

action has been recorded of him by his advocating angel (see

Ver. 23), all his sins and offences have been forgiven him by God
in His mercy, and therefore he rejoices. (Ver. 27.) He (the

pardoned sinner) looketh upon men and saith. He makes his

confession openly before men, saying, " / had sinned and had
" perverted that w^hich was right, although it did not projit me."

So complete is his repentance, that he does not even conceal that

his wickedness sometimes had had its origin, not in temptation, but

in the depravity of his nature, inasmuch, as if he sinned, it was not

from any motive of self-interest, but merely from that love of

wickedness which gradually becomes firmly rooted in the breast

of the most depraved men. And yet, notwithstanding I had thus

reached such a pitch of wickedness (Ver. 28), "i/e (God) redeemed

my soulfrom passing over into the pit, so that my life should still see

light.*' (Ver. 29.) Lo ! all these things God doeth oftentimes with

man. He repeatedly warns and admonishes them, either in dreams,

or by severe afflictions, these being, in fact, the language which He
employs towards men, and a language well befitting the Creator,

when He would hold communication with His creatures ; a lan-

guage which He employs (Ver. 80), To make his (man's) soul turn

from the pt^t- To the brink of which he has either brought him-

self by the wicked deeds which he has committed, or would have

brought himself by the wicked deeds which he was on the point

of committing when he received these timely admonitions. To

he enlightened ivith the light of the living. But I have not quite

done yet. I have something yet to add, and therefore (Ver. 31)

Attend, O Job, listen unto me ; keep silence, and I ivill speak.

(Ver. 32.) If thou hast words. To oppose to my statements.

Reply to me ; speak, for I delight in pronouncing thee to have

been righteous. Before afflictions came upon thee. Thou needest

not fear that I will tax thee, as did thy friends, with sins and

crimes to which thou mayest have been an utter stranger ; on the

contrary, it is my delight to think that thy former life was free

from spot or blemish, and that thou only hast begun to wander

and go wrong, since these afflictions came upon thee, and that for

the simple reason that thou wast unable to penetrate the object

with which they were sent upon thee. (Ver. 33.) If thou hast
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none. If thou beginnest to see, that what I say is true, then Listen

thou to me ; keep silence^ and I will teach thee wisdom. I will shew

thee that the wisdom of God passeth all human understanding.

Ver. 26. nrJlli"!!! lit., with a shout-of-joy ; i.e., with great exultation. So the

Psalmist says (Ps. xcv. 2), " Let us come before His presence with thanksgiving,

and make a joyful noise unto Him with psalms."

in|71.!J for "inf^lS^ according to his righteousness. So the Targum renders

it, '^^jDPI^? according to his righteousness.

Ver. 27. ""^^ ^'^ looks, for "^^^^IJ, the more usual form, just as in Eccles. xii. 7,

SiZ^^I for the more common ^^ti?^") and it returns.

"*/ TT\W S7^ lit., though it profited not to me ; i.e., though I derived no benefit

from it. Comp. Esth. iii. 8, Hltt? ]*'S ^if is'\ not profiting, or projitable,

' according to the Otheeb, which we have adopted, as

offering a much more beautiful sense than the K'ree,

which reads l^?? his soul, and "i^^jn his life. Those

who think, and may be not unreasonably, that the

preference should on all occasions, where it is at all

practicable, be accorded to the K'ree over the C^theeb,

are, of course, obliged here to put the words of this

verse, not in the mouth of the convalescent and

i^
penitent man, but in that of Elihu.

nS"iri liS|l shall see light. The verb HS") is often construed with ^ as the

mark of the objective case. Comp. Ps. xxvii. 13, '^5'~''1 ^^^r^ ri'is~l7 to behold

[;/«e] goodness of Jehovah.

Ver. 29. ti^7li7 niP??5 lit., twice, thrice ; i.e., oftentimes, more than once. See

ournoteon3??tZ7^^----n'i'lV ^^? supra v. 19.

Ver. 30. "1*1^7 for "l"iWU? to be enlightened, the H having been struck out, and

its vowel transferred to the ^ of the D^"D2j just as in Exod. xiii. 21, Onn^y

stands for QnnDny to guide them.

Ver. 28. ''t??? my soul

"•O^n my life

'

CHAPTER XXXIV.

Vers. 1—12. And Elihu took up his discourse, and said. In

the preceeding Chapter, Elihu had addressed himself exclusively to

Job, whose grumbling on account of God's (according to his (Job's)

opinion) not holding any communication with men, he wished to

put a stop to—an erroneous opinion, which he supposed was enter-

tained by no other of his auditors. Now, however, as he is about

to vindicate the ways of Providence generally, he addresses the
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whole of those present. (Ver. 2.) Hear, ye wise-men^ my

words, and O ye intelligent-men, give ear unto met (Ver. 3.)

For the ear should try words, just as the palate tasteth that which

one is to eat. Just as food cannot be pronounced to be pleasing

or displeasing to the taste until it has passed through the ordeal

of the palate, so a discourse cannot justly be either applauded or

condemned, unless it has been proved by the ear. (The same

sentiment had already been expressed by Job himself supra

xii. 11.) (Ver. 4.) Let us choose for ourselves a mode of rea-

soning. Let us not ramble and speak wide, or indulge in mere

similes and poetical figures, as has been done till now, but let us

confine ourselves to the examination of what bears directly upon

Job's case. Let us know between ourselves what is good. Let us

come to an understanding as to the real bearings of the subject

we are about to discuss. (Ver 5.) Surely Job said, '-' I am
righteous, hut God hath turned away my just-cause.'" My cause is

just, only God rejecteth it, and will not take it into consider-

ation. (Comp. supra xiii. 18, 19 ; xxvii. 2.) (Ver. 6.) " Shall

I speak-falsely agaitist mi?ie ownjust-cause ? " Shall I confess myself

guilty, when I am conscious of mine innocence \ (Comp. supra

xxvii. 2—6.) " The arrow which hath wounded me (lit. my arrow) is

very grievous, without any transgression." On my part. My pangs

(due to the arrows of the Almighty) are extremely piercing and

excruciating, yet rack me undeserved. (Ver. 7.) IFho is the

man, that like Job drinketh up scoffing like water ? Can you point

me out a man, who indulges in scoffs and jeers like Job against his

Lord and Maker \ Indeed, he is brimful of them, as men are wont to

be with water, which, as costing nothing, and incapable of producing

intoxication, they do not hesitate to swallow in copious draughts.

(Ver. 8.) And goeth to associate with workers of iniquity, and to

walk with men of ivickedness. (Ver. 9.) For he said, " A man

profiteth nought by delighting himself with God." By holding

communion with God, and using all his endeavours to render

himself acceptable to Him. (Comp. supra ix. 22, 30; x. 15.)

(Ver. 10.) Therefore, O ye men of understanding, listen unto me

;

far be it from God to do wickedness ! and from the Almighty to do

iniquity ! Far be it from entering into any one's mind to con-

ceive God capable of wickedness and iniquity, which is to Him
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as that which is profane !
* (Ver. 11.) Surely, the work of man

will He requite him, and according to the way of a man will He
cause him to find. Men will meet at His hands with thdt requital

which their course of life deserves. (Ver. 12.) Yea, verily,

God cannot do wickedly, neither can the Almighty pervertjustice.

Ver. 3. ^^.^/ C??^^. lit., tastes [in order] to eat ; i.e., tastes, that it may deter-

mine whether the food is eatable or not. Supra xii. 11, we had 1^ Q?^"'. ''5^ .

Ver. 4. 13QI27P « mode, manner (of reasoning). Comp. 2 Kings i. 7,

tiJ^'Sn t3Stt7p na what [was the'] mamier of the man ?

Ver. 6. "'^n lit., my arrow ; i.e., the arrow which has wounded me. See

note on "'l^ supra xxiii. 2.

Ver. 7. nnp": for n^^J"! "^I??^? who drinks.

Ver. 8. nnzirib to join, associate with. "We take this word to stand in

parallelism with f^?^7 ^^ *^^ second hemistich, and to be the inf. Kal of the

verb "i^n to join, with the ^ of D^"33j and a paragogic ^, after the form

of nsn^7 to fear (Deut. iv. 10, and many other places), H preferring Segol to the

slender sound of Short Cherik. Thus, whilst ^^t?* a rod, on taking the pos-

sessive affix of the first pers. becomes "'P?'?^ , the noun p!?^ a portion, gives

^pyD . Our reason for regarding ^"^^H as an inf. was, that this word is not to

be met with anywhere in the Bible as a noun, and that we were thus enabled

to avoid giving the ^ a forced signification, whilst, at the same time, as

already observed, we establish a parallelism with ''^?77 '^^ t^® second hemistich.

Ver. 9. "iri'iJ"]? m his delighting himself. Kimchi, in his D"^tt?-lti?n "iDD tells

us that, in the opinion of Rabbi Jonah, the verb n^~i has in this passage the same

signilication as V'''"' » namely, to run (just as ntQ-W^ to despise). According to

this view, then, D'*n^.^ ^V in'^"^? would signify in his RUNNING with God

—a more emphatical way, perhaps, of expressing the idea conveyed by the words

in Geii. vi. 9, T)^ "n^nOn D^n^.^n nw Noah WALKED with God. In

support of Rabbi Jonah's explanation we may quote Ezek. i. 14, where we find

W2"l signifying to run = V^"^ , and why might not n!2~l have the same meaning,

seeing tliat ^ and ^ so frequently interchange ? "We preferred, however, giving

this verb here its more usual signification of being delighted. Rosenmiiller

says :
" Sed ad verbum Y"^"* si hebrsea dictio referenda esset, scriptum foret

"in"!^"lS" (!!!) Much as we admire this extremely novel and beautiful form, we

must admit that it does not stand alone either as regards its novelty or its beauty,

as the form ^??f? proposed by the same Commentator, and remarked upon by our-

selves in our note upon supra xii. 4, lays at least equal claims to originality and

elegance. Alas ! what is to become of the Hebrew Bible, if people who write

such Hebrew (?) will continue to comment upon it, and if those who cannot read

the Rabbinical Commentators continue to consider as first rate critics men whom

they should rather regard as blind leaders of the blind ?

• See note on ^)^)^ supra xxvii. 5. Editor, 1862.
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Ver. 10. ^^!? "'i?'"'?^ lit., men of heart ; i.e., men of sense, understanding, in

which signification ^^i? has already occurred in this book, viz., supra xii. 3.

"*"?2?T for ^"^^^^ , the ^ being supplied from ^?!?7 in the first hemistich.

Ver. 12. ^^t2?"|^ can do wickedly; this verb being sometimes used in Hiph-el

intransitively. Comp. 2 Chron. xxii. 3, ^"'^"jny to do wickedly.

Vers. 13—15. After having laid down, as a principle, that God
cannot possibly act unjustly, Elihu now proceeds to shew that this

principle is based upon the truth, that no one (as a general rule)

ever injures that which belongs to him—a truth which may
almost be regarded as an axiom, as it would be in the highest degree

absurd to suppose that any one could find a motive for injuring or

maltreating that which was his own. An agent or a steward may act

wrongfully from a motive of self-interest, but the proprietor himself,

what motive can he have to damage his own property \ He says :

Who hath charged Him with this earths Or who hath put upon

Him X Given unto Him in charge. The whole universe. If the

earth, if the whole universe, were not His own, but belonged to

another. He might be supposed to have some motive for governing

it wrongfully. Since, however, they are all His own, His work.

His creation, is it not the height of absurdity to think that He
would act so as to injure His own? (Ver. 15.) If He were to set

His heart upon Himself. If He could be supposed to act from a

motive of interest, a motive which He could only find in the

pleasure of wronging that which was His own. He would gather

unto Himself His own spirit and His own breath. The spirit and

the breath with which He had animated the sons of men.

(Ver. 16.) When all flesh together would expire, and man return

to dust. Who could call Him to account if He acted thus, or to

whom would He be responsible for so doing 1

Ver. 13. "^^ ^'^ "^ll" has charged Him ivitk. This force the verb "T^ frequently

has when construed with ^V . Comp. Numb. iv. 27, ^kJO^V. ^^lii?^ and ye

shall give unto them in charge.

n2~iS for V"l^ , the ^ being paragogic, as in i^/^? night, of which the simple

form is ^l'? .

Ctt? "'D^ for "^V? ^^ ^^^ ^'' ^^'^'^ ^'^^ i^"^ upon Him—i.e., given unto Him
in charge, entrusted him with the government of ? It will be perceived that

the ^ ^3^ is supplied from the first hemistich.
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bnri [the] universe. In this acceptation this word is taken here by Homberg,

who observes that »^^3 the whole of it, by which it is qualified, justifies us in

so translating it.

Ver. 14. "I"* ''^ (in both hemistiches) to Him; i.e., to Himself.

Ver. 15. ^^ ==^^ . Comp. 1 Sam. i. 10, Tl)p) br bbsr^^l and she (Hannah)

prayed unto Jehovah.

Vers. 16—20. Elihu now goes a step farther in his reasoning,

and, turning himself again exclusively to Job, reminds him, that

even among mortals it is contrary to all principles and rules of

society to impute wickedness and malice to a sovereign, inasmuch

as, being lord over his kingdom, and father to his subjects, he

cannot have any motive for wronging those he rules ; so that if

any mismanagement be discovered in a kingdom, it is more

natural to suppose it to have had its origin with the ministers and

agents of the king, whose self-interest it may have served, than

to bring it home to the crowned head, who should be placed

altogether beyond the pale of any such suspicion.* Elihu's

words are these:

Now^ if thou (O Job) hast understanding^ hear this. What I

am going to say. Give ear to the sound of my words. (Ver. 17.)

Shall, indeed, one who hateth justice, rule ? Dost thou suppose

that one who is chief over a nation, can hate justice'? How then

wilt thou pronounce wicked, one who is most just? But He
does rule, and therefore must be most just ; how then canst thou

charge Him with injustice ^ (Ver. 18.) Doth it behove us to say

even to a king, " O worthless-man ? " Or to any one among

princes, ^^ thou, wicked-man .^
" (Ver. 19.) Much less should we

say so to Him, who accepteth 7iot the persons of princes, nor noticeth

a rich-man before a poor-man, because they are, all of them, the work

* We may be allowed, perhaps, to give here a short extract from Mendelssohn's ii«3 on

Ecclesiastes viii. 2, where he remarks very pertinently to our subject as follows

:

Z)b\ 31U of) -jirr row pf> uipoi dp5 pid") jwp f^^D T)yyir)z in: 553 irn

D'7iwp \itT> uipDP 65 Tib\ '5i5i ^-\VT*3 65 ,Di;r> pfi upid i5pp '3 /»?' v^

: 1P71 ]5r3

" Now this is a great rule in politics, that the people must have no power to pronounce

judgment upon the conduct of a king, whether it be good or bad, for the king judges the

people, and not the reverse; and if [it were] not for this (great rule), the country would

never be quiet, and without rebels against the king and his law."
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of His hands ! Far from this, He deals with all classes alike,

according to the requirements of justice, and the promptings of

His supreme wisdom. (Ver. 20.) In a moment they die. The

hour of death is not deferred for the great man on account of his

greatness, nor hastened for the poor man on account of his

poverty. Yea^ in the middle of the night. When all seems

buried in quiet and repose, A people may he troubled,'^ and

pass away ; and the mighty-man is removed, not hy any human

hand.-\ But by the mere nod of Him, in whose hand are the lives

of men.

Ver. 16. '^3'»2 DS"! for ^^ n2"'2 QS*1 And if [there is"] understanding to

thee, if thou hast understanding ; or for n3''2 riV"?^ D^l (as infra xxxviii. 4).

And if thou knowest (art acquainted with) understanding.

Ver. 17. C^'i^n^ Shall ride. The verb tt^SH primarily signifies to bind, as

supra xxviii. ll,:j: 272n He bindeth; but secondarily it is used in the sense of

checking, restraining, and hence ruling, just as the verb "^^^ to restrain, is also

employed in the meaning of to' rule, as e.g., in 1 Sam. ix. 17, "^^^5 "i^^l HT

this [same~\ shall reign over my people. In like manner should be understood the

passage l^i?n n^HS S7 (Isa. iii. 7) / will not be a ruler, as explained by

Kimchi, who says in his D^tt7"ltt7n IDD
:

" Seeing that a ruler restrains and binds those, who transgress his commandments, he

says, ^i5?n n^n« n"? " (J will not be a ruler).

"T^SS p'^'^S [owe who zs] mostjust. So Jarchi :

" Tia should be taken here in the sense of ^^«p {very much, exceedingly)."

Ver. 18. "l^^.r? lit., whether [should there be a] saying (the verb being in the

inf. construct, preceded by H interrogative), i.e., does it behove, or become, to

say ? The Hebrew infinitive is sometimes used like the Latin gerund in dum, to

express fitness, or propriety; e.g., nSltS'n QV Hi;? nlCE^ (Deut. v. 12) [It

behoves you, or, you ought"] to keep the Sabbath-day. So Jarchi, who observes

on the passage before us

:

•D'3'7: if" vzi ivbh) bv'bz -jini -)V)h >)f^i) ju? O)

" Now is it indeed fit and proper to say to a king, 'O [thou] worthless -man,' or to say

to [any one among] princes, ' O [thou] wicked-man !
'

"

• An instance of this is recorded in Exod. xii. 29.

t Comp. 2 Kings xix. 35. Editor, 1862.

t And also sujpra v. 18, tfarri . Uditor, 1862.
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C^S^lD vS for Q"'2'''T3p "THSt 7S to onefrom among princes.

Ver. 19. "it»W for "^^^^ "^3 H^ much less to Him, who.

Ver. 20. ^P"l for V^l^ in a moment.

^1''P^1 lit., and they cause to turn away; i.e., remove, the verb being used

impersonally.

T-n wb for K^i^S l^n sb not hy {the] hand of man, but by the will of God,

which is carried into effect without any visible agency.

Vers. 21—32. Having established the point, that every thing

which proceeds from God must be right and just, Elihu goes on

to speak of His omniscience and omnipotence. He says :

Surely^ His eyes are upon the ways of man ; indeed. He seeth all

his steps. By day or by night, in light or in darkness, every, even

the slightest, movement of man is known to God. (Ver. 22.) There

is no such darkness, and there is no such shadow-of-death, that it

can be a place of refuge for the workers of iniquity to he concealed

there.* (Ver. 23.) Surely He doth not lay upon man so much.

He imposes no such heavy task upon man, that he should have any

semblance of cause or reason To enter ivith God into judgment.

All that God requires of man is to love Him, and believe in Him,

and surely this is not so great a burden, that man should have

any reason to murmur and to complain, that more is required of

him than he can do.-j* (Ver. 24.) He breaketh-in-pieces mighty-

men in an unsearchable manner. Nobody can discover the means,

by which He destroys them. (Comp. supra Ver. 20, 1^3 )s7 ivithout

any [human'] hand.) And setteth up others in their stead. (Ver. 25.)

He therefore noticeth their ivorks, and overthroweth them in one

night, so that they are crushed. (Ver. 26.) In the very place of

the wicked-men. He striketh them. To make His finger visible

He punishes them upon the very spot, where they had shown

themselves rebellious against Him. Yea, in the ^j/ace tvhere

men were beholding them. In open rebellion against Him.

J

(Ver. 27.) For this reason that they turned backfrom after Him, and

* The same sentiment is expressed by the Psalmist (Ps. cxxxix. 11, 12) : "If I say,

" Surely the darkness shall cover me ; even the night shall be light about me. Yea, the

" darkness hideth not from Thee, but the night shineth as the day ; the darkness and

" the light are both alike to Thee."

t So we read in Matt. xi. 30, " My yoke is easy, and my burden is light."

X An instance of this sort is found in the history of Korah and his company, recorded

in Numb. xvi.
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considered not any of His ways. (Ver. 28.) So as to bring before

Him the cry of the poor-man^ for He doth hear the cry of the

afflicted. No cry, no groan ever escaped the lips of an afflicted

or oppressed man, without His hearing it.* (Ver. 29.) When
He giveth-quietness. When He looketh upon a man, and bestoweth

ease, peace, and comfort upon him. Who then can make-trouble ?

On the other hand, If He hideth His face. If He withdraws

His favour from man. Who then can behold Him ? Who can

hope to behold His face, to enjoy His favour, as long as He
remains unpropitiated 1 (It is all one., whether He doeth this.

Whether He hides His face. On account of a whole nation., or

on account of one man. Who has provoked him. (Ver. 30.)

Whether on account of an hypocritical man's reigning, or on account

of the snares of a people.'\ Whether the anger of God, which

causes Him to hide His face, arises from the provocation He has

received from a whole nation, or from that given by a single man

;

whether from the reign of a hypocrite, or from the corruption of

a whole nation, it is an anger which will abide in the one case,

as in the other, so long as the sins which called it forth remain

—

unexpiated and unatoned for.) (Ver. 31.) Surely, what is proper

to be said to God. When chastisement has been received from

Him, is, " / have borne. The punishment of my iniquity. I will

not act corruptly any more. (Ver. 32.) Besides those sins which

I can see, teach Thou me." As for those offences, which I am
conscious of having committed, I entreat Thy pardon in dust and

ashes, but if there are any others, of which I have been guilty

unconsciously, or of which I am likely to render myself guilty

unconsciously at some future time, point them out to me, that I

may repent me of the evil which I have done, and be upon my
guard against the evil of which the seeds lie hidden in my heart.

'"'' If I have done iniquity, I will do so no more."

Ver. 23. "TlV much, a great deal. Comp. Gen. xlvi. 29, " and he wept on his

neck T13? a great deal."

* " And it shall come to pass, when he crieth unto Me, that I will hear, for I am
gracious." (Exod. xxii. 27.)

t The snares of a people ; i.e., the corruption of a whole people. For instances of such

universal corruption the reader may refer to Gen. xix., where an account of the men of

Sodom is given ; and to 2 Kings xvii. 24—26, whtre he will find recorded the wickedness

which prevailed among the nations the king of Assyria had transplanted to Samaria.
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Ver. 24. "^PH is7 lit., [there is] no searching ; i.e., it cannot be searched out,

in an unsearchable manner.

Ver. 25. n>7 "?JprT"l for i^^"!? ^^^H- and he overthrows them [^in the'] night.

Great and sudden calamities are often described in Hebrew poetry as taking

place in the night time. Comp. supra xxvii. 20,

" In the night a whirlwind stealeth him away."

Ver. 26. ^"^^^"1 ^^^ in the very place of \the'\ wicked ; i.e., in the very

place, in which they are practising their wickedness. Comp. Exod. xvi. 29,

" Abide ye every man Vi!jinri in his place."

D'^S") D1pa2 lit., in [the] place of seers, i.e., in the very place, on the very

spot, where men are beholding their evil practices. ^
Ver. 27. "I? ^? '^^^.^ for "lt?{^ 1? ^1? for this [reason] that. See our note

"

on D^n S7 7:^ supra xvi. 17.

Ver. 28. 1''^^ ^^-^'7
• ^^ bring before Him. We take the pref. ^V here to

have the same force as in supra i. 6, "^^^^ ''3? before Jehovah ; or "^"^/V ^^7

perhaps stand for 1"^^^ . See note on ^V supra Ver. 15. Some, perhaps justly,

refer the ^^7? "^^t to God, but to every one of the individuals included under

the term D'^^t^"'. wicked-men, and spoken of in the two preceding verses, when

the sense would be, that the acts of every one of them are so cruel, as to bring

upon him the cry of the poor-man.

Ver. 29. The short (Jherik in '^V.'^\ and V'^'^l stands for a long Cherik, as

supra xxxiii. 22, Q^OPP? and in other places.

rii7"]^ can cause trouble. That the idea primarily conveyed by the verb 37t27~i

is that of restlessness and disturbance, has already been explained in our note on

D^3?ti7"! supra iii. 17.

>3Q nnDll for V3Q nrip^.l and \if] He hides Hisface, i.e., if He withdraws

His favour ; a phrase commonly used in Hebrew to express the indignation of

God. Comp. supra xiii. 25.

^2"l.^ti7]' ^U^ then, who can behold Him ? i.e., who can hope for a look of favour

from Him.

^^^ alike ; i.e., it is all one, it makes not the slightest difference, whether His

indignation be provoked by a whole nation, or by a single individual ; whether

by the reign of a hypocritical man, or by the corruption of a whole people. For

this force of the word '^'01, Comp. Ps. xlix. 3, r"^?^") ''"'P? '^Ul rich and poor

alike. It will be perceived, that we take the latter part of this verse, as well as

the next verse, to be parenthetical.

Ver. 30. ^^ "^Pf^ap on • account of [the] snares of a people, i.e., the corrup-

tions of a people, by which they ensnare both themselves and others.

Ver. 31. "'P^'n it is meet to be said. That the infinitive is used in Hebrew to

express fitness and propriety, has been mentioned in our note on "^^^D supra

Ver. 18. The Segol under the n stands for Tsayreh, the word being the inf.
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Niph. of "i»W. Corap. Judg. v. 28, where ^"^r}^ stands for ^"^D^*; and Ps.

li. 7, where we find ^^n'Qn) for ^^.0^;.

.

'"

'^Hi^W^ for ''^l? ^riSti73 / have borne my iniquity, i.e., the punishment of my
iniquity. See note on "i

''f'.?
supra vii. 2.

^2n?|? ^ ** for "T*137 ''SHf^ ST* / will not act corruptly any more. Comp.

Neh. i. 7, ^^ f?'^ ''^n We have dealt very corruptly.

Ver. 32. nms ^"T^^^^ for nTnSt -^:?'^^ D^rtt;fprr ^I^^S Besides the offences,

which I see ; i.e., if there are any offences I have already committed, or may
commit, unconsciously.

"'??.'^ ^^^ teach Thou me, or point Thou out (those offences) to me, that I

may repent of those I have committed, and refrain from those I otherwise might

commit.

f)^p\^ ^b for ]? biy^b fl^piS ^b I shall not do so again.

Vers. 83.—35. Elihu now proceeds to prove to Job by an

incontrovertible and overwhelming argument, that for a man to

desire that the ways of Providence should be regulated according

to his own views and opinions, is an absurdity bordering upon

folly and madness, inasmuch as, from the very opposite opinions

which prevail among mankind, if God acted according to the

opinion of one man. He must needs act in a manner diametrically

opposed to that of another. The speaker's words to Job are : Shall

He requite it according to thy mind.^ Shall He requite the conduct

of a man according to what thou deemest right? Shall He omit

to do a thing, Because thou rejectest it \ Because thou refusest

thy approval ; and, on the other hand, shall He do a thing, Because

*
''"'H':? is nowhere found in the Bible. in>?, however, is found twice, though, curiously

enough, as two very difl'erent parts of the same verb. Once, it is used as the third pers.

sing.masc.^ws^ Pi-M (Gen. xxxiv. 19) ; and once, with "i conv. (">n«) , Gen. xxxii. 5), as the

first pers. sing. fut. Kal. Buxtorf, indeed, in his Concordance gives in>?) as the fut.

Pi-dl, but Mendelssohn in his comment on the passage states that it is Kal, and compares

2n« (in pause for ansi) Prov. viii. 17. Mason and Bernard tell us (Lett, xxxiii. P.S. (c))

that inxi stands for 'r'J?^^ . and ansi for 3nN« . Somewhat similar is ]'}« , infra xxxii. 11,

for fiy.i^ , which is not, however, found, though p^: occurs twice.

t:n.^ occurs twice, viz., Deut. xix. 6, and (in pause en;) Eccles. iv. 11. In both places

it appears to be the fut. Kal (from err), or the fut. Niph. from c»Dn . Kimchi, in his

''i''3Q (fol. 103, p. 1), gives err as the fut. Kal of cm, yet in his ccnTDmED he quotes

the err in Eccles. (see supra) as the fut. Niph. of con , when it would be hke

rin; (in pause nn;) from nnn
, and correspond to CD' from cdd , Gesenius also in-

clines to this latter view, which he speaks of as if it had originated with him. In

1 Kings i. 1, en' (fut. Kal from cm) is more generally read than en; . crp does not then

occur as a. past Pidl, though, to judge from the form which gave rise to this note, \.h.Q past

Pidl, third pers. sing. masc. of cm would have this form.

—

Editor, 18G2.

Y
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thou clioosest if? Because thou approvest of it, so that thou

shouldest first pronounce what is fit, and what unfit, for Him to

do ; But why not I also ? Why should not I have the same

privilege of suggesting to Him what I think fit, or unfit, for Him

to do X And this question of course every one may ask of thee

as I do, why, namely, he should not enjoy the same privilege,

which thou wouldest have, of dictating to God the course He

must pursue. And ivhat knowest thou ? By which thou couldest

meet that question. Speak. If in any way thou canst upset this

my argument, speak out, and do not keep back thy wisdom from me.

(Ver. 34.) Men of understanding will say for me. I need not

say it, every sensible man will say it in my stead. Yea, every

wise man hearing me. Will at once come forward, and say,

(Ver. 35.) " Job speaketh without knoivledge, and his words are

without wisdom!' There is not one man of sense, who has heard this

my argument, who will not take upon himself to answer thee in

these words, and so spare me the necessity of answering thee myself.

Ver. 33. HSPv'E'") shall He requite it, i.e., the conduct of a man.

''iS !sb') = ''3S D3 sb nSl7"l and why not also I? i.e., why should not I also

have the same privilege ? See note on '^'^'^ ^^1 supra xxxii. 14.

niJT na^ for :2''tt?nb niJT^ nJ2^ and what knowest thou to (what canst
T ; -T - • T : T : "T - \

thou) answer (to this question) .?

Ver. 34. "^^ ^"ipS"* would say for me ; i.e., if I told thee not, sensible men

would tell it for me. Comp. Ps. Ivi. 10, ^^ D'nb« "^S that God [«s] for me.

^b "Sdw DDn -1?31. for ^b nn«^ ^b rpiz? ntz?^; nsn n^^l and [also every']

wise man, who listens to me, would say for me.

Vers. 36, 37. Elihu now addresses his words to God, saying

:

O my heavenly Father ! let Job be proved for ever. Do not

now release him from his suff'erings, but let this ordeal continue,

in order that answers may be given to iniquitous men. In order

that, in case other iniquitous men should murmur and rebel, when

afflictions came upon them, the example of Job might be held up

as a warning to them to desist,—of Job, whose murmuring and

rebellion against God availed him nought. (Ver. 37.) i^or, other-

wise. If he were now to be released from his sufferings, he would

think that it was on account of his grumblings and murmurings.

He would add rebellion to his sin, and imagining he had gained
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his release by finding fault with the dispensations of Providence,

He would triumphantly clap his hands amongst us, and would

multiply Ms words against God. He would actually go so far as to

say, that by grumbling and murmuring he had forced God to

release him.

Ver. 36. "'^^ my Father. We could see no reason (as many others have done),

for giving this word any other than its simple and natural meaning, seeing that

God is addressed as Father twice in Isaiah, viz., in Chapters Ixiii. 16 ; Ixiv. 7.

n3a?;|l 737 for in2rT7 nhti;^;|l 7^ for answers to be given ; i.e., that there

should be answers ready to be given (to iniquitous men.)

Ver. 37. ^5 for ri^T ''l.V^'2 ^3 for, loithout this ; if this should not be the

case, if he should now cease to be proved.

1)'}^P'^, for y^^ P12p^ he would clap his hands. Comp, Numb. xxiv. 10,

VS3 rii^ p3D?1 and he clapped his hands ; also supra xxvii. 23, where we find

pbt27''.witha27.

CHAPTER XXXV.

In one of his discourses [supra xxiv. 1) Job had plainly said,

that matters go on here below in a way so contrary to human
notions of right and wrong, that even pious men, men loving God,

can perceive nothing to intimate that He rules the world—thus

expressing strong doubts as to the existence of a Divine Provi-

dence ; and these doubts we shall hear Elihu, at the end of this

Chapter, reprove him for harbouring, in energetic and emphatic

terms. On the other hand, one of Job's three friends, when
accusing him of entertaining the heretical and erroneous idea,

that, because God is enthroned in the highest heavens. He
employs Himself only with the government of the sublimer

beings, who there surround Him, without bestowing a thought

upon this insignificant and abject world,—had asked him, whether

he intended keeping to the way which wicked men of old,

heretics like himself, had trodden. (See supra xxii. 12— 15.)

Y 2
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With this question Elihu is also very much displeased, as, in

his opinion, Job, in doubting the existence of a Divine Pro-

vidence, was infinitely worse than those wicked men of old, to

whom his friend had compared him, inasmuch as there is a vast

difference between a nation, or community (such as those wicked

men alluded to may probably have been), groaning under the

scourge of an oppressor and tyrant, and a man, who (like Job) suffers

from afflictions sent upon him by God, and is fully aware that

these afflictions proceed directly from God. In the case of the

nation or community, if, after they have cried to God for help,

and no help has been sent them, they then declare it to be their

opinion that it is quite useless to cry to Him, for that He does not

seem to notice what is going on here below—they give, indeed,

such evidence of the wickedness of their heart, that every rightly-

thinking person must condemn them as great sinners, but still it

cannot be said, that there is not some semblance of reason on their

side, or that their words involve any inconsistency or contradiction.

In the case of the man, on the contrary, who admits he is fully

aware that the afflictions, under which he labours, proceed directly

from God (as Job had admitted over and over again), and yet

declares his doubts as to whether there is a Providence, he,

indeed, may be pronounced deficient in consistency and judgment,

seeing that he manifestly contradicts himself. To compare him

therefore to the wicked men of old, as Eliphaz had done, is, in

Elihu's opinion, to pay him a compliment which he very ill deserves.

It was thought necessary to make these few prefatory remarks,

as they are the hinge upon which the whole of Elihu's reasoning

in this Chapter turns, and it is only owing to their not having

discovered this fact, that the Commentators and Translators we
have consulted have, one and all, exhibited as incoherent and

void almost of meaning, a Chapter, which is a master-piece of

close and solid reasoning.

Vers. 2— 14. Dost thou think this right? This, namely, that

thou saidst, " Mi/ righteousness is 7nore than that of God." (Ver. 3.)

Thaf thou saidst, what will thy righteousness j^^'ofit thee, What
advantage shall I derive from my righteousness more than from mi/

sin? (Comp. supra ix. 23; x. 15). (Ver. 4.) / will answer

thee, and thy friends with thee. I will give thee such an answer,
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that thy friends will perceive that they too were at fault. (Ver. 5.)

Look unto the heavens^ and consider ; and behold the clouds, which

are higher than thou. Which are so high above thee. (Ver. 6.)

If thou hast sinned, what eifect canst thou produce on Him ? And,

if thy transgressions are numerous, what canst thou do unto Him ?

(Ver. 7.) If thou art righteous, what givest thou Him ? Or what

doth He receive of thine hand? (Ver. 8.) A man like thee only

can thy wickedness affect, and thy righteousness only a son of man.

Consequently, if God desires to see thee a good man, it is not

for His, but for thine own, benefit. (Ver. 9.) If men cry unto

God on account of the multitude of oppressions. Which they suffer

at the hands of those high in power. If they cry aloud on account

of the arm. The power. Of great-men. Who tyrannize over

them (Ver. 10), When, namely, the oppressor, who uttereth songs

in the 7iight. Who passes the whole night in feasting and revelry.

Doth not say within himself, " TVJiere is God my Maker ? Is there

not in heaven a God, \vho has made them as well as me]
(Ver. 11) Who teacheth us men to be more than the beasts of the

earth, and hath made us wiser than thefoiol of heaven." If there

is a God in heaven, who has blessed us with intellect and reason,

and given us a conscience to teach us, that might is not right, that,

when we take advantage of our strength and power against the feeble

and the weak, we degrade ourselves to the level of the brute, and

that we then resemble rather wolves and tigers than men—if there

is such a God, how can I venture to oppress my fellow-creatures in

His presence? (Ver. 12.) Then. W^hen the tyrant is one who
does not indulge in such reflections. Men cry (when God doth

not answer them), on account of the arrogance of the evil-doers,

saying, (Ver. 13.) ^'Surely, in vain do we cry, God heareth

not, and the Almighty doth not behold it." Our oppression and

misery. Impressed as they are with the stamp of corruption and

sin, such words are still intelligible, and cannot be said to be

altogether illogical. (Ver. 14.) But canst thou, O Job, indeed

say, that thou dost not behold Him (God) X Canst thou at all say,

hast thou any pretext for saying, that everything in this world is

left to chance, and that God cares not for what goes on on earth ?

(Comp. supra xxiv. 1.) Thy cause is before Him. It has been

admitted by thee, over and over again, that thy afflictions proceed
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directly from God (Comp. supra vi. 4 ; ix. 17, 18 ; xvi. 11—14, et

jyassim), so that thou hast involved thyself in contradictions, such

as no man of sense could do ; and these contradictions it was of the

highest importance to point out to thee, in order that thou mightest

submit with patience and resignation to the will of God, Aiid

mightest wait for Him. For His help.

Ver. 2. ^^^ ''PT? for ^^ ri|7'7-?p "'I7"T? rmj righteousness \is'\ more than \the']

righteousness of God.

Ver. 3. "n^ ISp"! na for ^OStsn^i ^b ^Orjl'J 13?^ * n^ what will thy

righteousness profit thee more than thy sin 7

''riS^na Vv« HD for 'n^^nKl \"I|7"T^2 b'^rk na ^chat advantage shall

I have from (lit., by) my righteousness more than {from'\ my sin ? So Jarclii

understood this verse, for he observes on it

:

" For thou sayest, What •will profit thee ? [namely] the ways of righteousness ; what

advantage shall I have? [namely] from my righteousness more than from my sin."

Ver. 5. 3T?P ^"^^l for ^IPP ^nnS ~llpS which are higher than thou ; i.e.,

%vhich are so far above thee,

Ver. 6. '^"'^.^J? =12"]"] for ^''?tJ7p ^2"! «") and if thy transgressions are

numerous ; the part. Qi"? being supplied from the first hemistich to the second.

Ver. 9. D^r?^^''? oppressions, a plural noun occurring only here and in Eccles. iv. 1

.

^P^'VT^ they (or men) cry out. With Wolfssohn we take the verb W^
to be in this instance intransitive in Hiph-el, as it is in Kal ; and as in-

transitive should it also, in our opinion, be considered, Jonah iii. 7, P?T*1

~)??S'''1 and he cried, and said.

''2"i ^i")-Tp lit,, from [the] arm of [the] great; i.e., from the power of great

men. Comp. ^'^'^T ^"'^ (supra xxii. 8) a man of arm ; i.e., a man of power, a

powerful man.

"^Sn great-men, chiefs. Comp. 2 Kings xxv. 8, D"^n2!D 2*2 ^the'] chief of

\_the'] guards.

Ver. 10, ^^V nibs for ^^^V nibw God, my Maker. The participle stands

in the plural as a plural of excellency ; or it may be that '3'^^^_ is here used

similarly to DT^bS, which often takes a plural adj. or part. Comp. Q"^r7bS

Wr^^W (Ps. Iviii. 12,) a God judging.

Ver. 11. ^2Qya for ^^pbS^n f who [is] teaching us, the ^ being elided as in

Eccles. iv. 14, where D^~i^Dn stands for D'^l'IDti'n

.

* As the noun is fem. and the verb precedes, the masc. gend. may be used. See note

on supra xx. 9. Editor, 1862.

j- The affix being object, and not possess., the employment of the def. art. together

with it is quite allowable. Comp. Deut. viii. 16, ^??S=i!7 who causes thee to eat.
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Ver. 12. Ctt^ then, as in Ps. cxxxii. 17, and Eccles. iii. 17.

n?.^.^ S7l u-hen He does not answer. These two words should be regarded

as parenthetical.

Ver. 13. na-i^a?; h5b for ^3^337 n^ * nsn-lK?^ b^b does not behold it, {namely
;\

our misery.

Ver. 14. "lasn "^3 ?!« for "ip^D ''3 ^iSn canst even thou indeed say ?

Comp. Gen. iii. 1, D^ribs "IDS ^3 ?!« for D^nbt;^ irJN '•S flSn Did even God
i?ideed say ?

V'^. for '7?''"^ </*^ cause.

Vers. 9—14. Should be construed thus

:

Ver. 9. 1p^jL/r for Ip^j/P Di:^ JVJmi they cry,

(i.e., when men cry)

U^'^VZ'V. 3i"l/P on account of [the] multitude of

oppressions (which they have

to endure)

;

D^3i. j/iiT-p ^V^j^}^. for D^zn j/in-tp li/l.:^^ D« TF7«ew

^/ie?/ cry-loud on account of

[the] arm (power) of great-

men (i.e., of the great men,

who oppress them)
;

Ver. 10. n'7'^v'n niiDt ini---") for nlTDr ]n^r\ p^u'n----i

n7v3 ^?i(Z ^Ae oppressor, tvho

utters songs in the night (i.e.,

who indulges in noisy revelry

the whole night long),

")DU^ i^b Does not say (i.e., does not ask

himself),

'tri; niS^i^ n:i5" " where [is] God my Maker?

(i.e., God, who made them

as well as me "?)

Ver. 11. px nlDnnp i:??^^" for nicinnp nvrfi ij-ivJiStzpn i
rnJ:^ " TFho teaches us to be

more than [the] beasts of [the]

earth (i.e., who gave us in-

tellect and reason to control

* For a pleonasm of this sort, Comp. Exod. ii. 6, i^^n n.y nnx-ini and she saw it [_nameli/'}

the child.

t The employment of the def. art. here has been explained, page 326 (note).
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our passions, and warn us

against degrading ourselves to

the level of brutes, by taking

advantage of our strength and

power),

IJOpn^ D^D^n ^ii;;^! " " And makes us iviser than \the]

fowl of heaven ;
"

Ver. 12. Ct^ Then (i.e., when men cry be-

cause of oppressions, and their

hardened oppressor does not

make the above reflections),

IpifV^. they cry

answer, i.e., does not release

them from their sufferings),

D^jL/n ]1J^J ^jSp On account of [the^ arrogance

of [the^^ ivicked,

["lbs?] [sayiny],

Ver. 13. i^r^ "^iS" for pj/V? i^)^) 1^ ''Surely, in

vam do ice cry,

h^ Vn^^ >^h " for ^^T\W^ ^78 Vr^^^ ^h " God
" - ; • •• 't -: - " - : •

does not hear our cry,

n2'ivz^> ^b ^'1'^^) for *i::3;; n^ >^^'^^^] ^'7 n:^'i

" And \^the^ Almighty does not

behold it" (namely, our misery.

Words like these must shock

every good man, and deserve

the severest punishment,

still they cannot be said

to be altogether uncalled

for ; but with thee, O
Job, the case is altogether

different,)

Ver. 14. imn ^2 ^t^ for imn ^3 ^i^n Canst even

thou indeed say

lanit^']! ^b for 12-;}^:} ^h ^3 that thou dost

* This pleonasm has been supported by an example, page 327 (note).
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not behold Him (God) (i.e.,

that thou dost not recognise

the finger of God in thy

afflictions) %

rydl n for V>;)'? ^ri. Thi/ case [is] before

Him (i.e., thou thyself hast

admitted that thy sufferings

are his work)

;

i'? hbmni for npwnh i^ hb-inn^ So thou

must wait for Him for help

(but do not indulge in such

palpable contradictions as thou

dost, when thou sayest, that

this world seems to be without

a supreme ruler, and at the

same time admittest that thy

affliction came upon thee from

God).

Vers. 15, 16. Having thus exposed the contradictions in which

Job had involved himself, Elihu proceeds to say

:

And now. Now that I have shown thee, O Job, that thy doubts

as to the existence of a Divine Providence are not only in the

highest degree sinful, but also clash with thine own words, I

maintain that that, which His anger hath visited upon thee, is,

compared to thy sinfulness, as though it was nothing. Thy
sins are so great, that the chastisement thou hast received is any-

thing but commensurate with them—indeed, may be considered as

a mere nothing in comparison to what thou didst deserve. Itideed,

He (God) hath not taken cognizance of a great multitude of thy

sins. (Ver. 16.) So that Job hath ojjetied his mouth with vanitj/.

His reasoning has been anything but solid and substantial. And
multiplieth words without knoivledge.

Ver. 15. 27Q multitude, either from 27^3 to abound, to he numerous, or Ht&D to

spread widely.

Jarchi seems to have understood this verse as we do. His words are :
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• ovT fii li'fi^ t^Div :i?jpp yt'^^n 3n3

" With regard to a great multitude of thy sins, the Creator conducts himself as though

He did not know of them."

This verse should be construed thus

:

tir^V} And now (i.e., now that I have convicted thee

of having spoken not only sinfully, but

also inconsistently and incoherently, I say

that)

12S ipa for ISiS ^^'7;^ "IPS nt^i^ that which His lorath

has visited upon thee (i.e., the punishment,

which He has inflicted upon thee, is)

]^J^ ^3 as though nothing (I consider it as a mere

nothing in comparison to the enormity of

thy sins)

;

TNQ w^2, ;;t ^^b^ for ^'^xconQ il^n ^^3. j/t )^h^ So that m
did not take cognizance of a great multitude

of thy sins (i.e., in His infinite mercy He
has overlooked thy sins to a great extent).

Ver. 16. ''?'7 for ^5'7'? w^iVA vanity.

CHAPTER XXXVI.

Vers. 2—7. Elihu opens the present discourse (which is addressed

to Job), by overturning that most pernicious doctrine which he had

referred to in the preceding one, as entertained by those deluded

and benighted people, who think that, because God is majestically

enthroned in the highest heavens. He cannot humble Himself so

far as to notice what is going on on earth. (Comp. Chapter

xxii. 12—15.) He says :

Wait for me a little. Have yet a little patience with me.

And I will shew thee, that I have still words to bring forward on
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behalf of God. (Ver. 3.) I will take up my reasoningfrom afar.

I will now dive more deeply into the subject, and bring up argu-

ments more forcible still than those which I have hitherto employed.

And I will ascribe righteousness to my Maker. I will shew that all

my Maker doeth is just and right. (Ver. 4.) For truly my words

are not false. The words I addressed to thee, O Job, in my last

discourse, namely T*}?! / T'^, (p%] cause is before Him (God)) are

not false, but quite true. He who is perfect in knowledge is 2vith

thee. Although so gloriously enthroned in Heaven, yet God is

with thee, by thee, and around thee ; He noticeth all thy mave-

ments, even the most hidden of thy thoughts lieth unveiled before

Him, and He dealeth with thee according as He hath decreed

concerning thee in His high wisdom. (Ver. 5.) Lo! God is

mighty, yetHe doth ?iot despise. The work of His hand. Although

mighty in power and wisdom. Notwithstanding His majesty and

omnipotence, He condescendeth to notice the doings of men here

below.* (Ver. 6.) He will not preserve the wicked-man alive

;

but He ivill establish the justice of the afflicted. Of those afflicted

by the wicked man. And as He taketh vengeance upon the wicked

for their oppressions, so, on the other hand, doth He favourably

look upon the righteous, to reward them for their justice.

(Ver. 7.) He ivithdraweth not His eyes from the righteous, but

with kings doth He establish them on the throne for ever, so that

they are exalted.

Ver. 2. "l^? wait. This verb, which every where else signifies to surround,

is here used in the sense of to wait, which it has in the Aramaean and Chaldaic

languages. So Jarchi who observes on the words ^^0^!! ''"'^T
**

r "''?l :

cf" imipii ]wr D:-)'n isfis 5pip 'i • ")P3 : 17061 ^vr^ 'i 3pi? f"? 'r^ib '5 i3o

•]\iny (3"p T>'VZ)') iip"

"The whole is in the Aramsean language [signifying,] Wait for me a little and I will

shew thee, ip? Signifies wait ; so in the passage i7rr; a'^« Srr^Tiri (Isa. xlii. 4) ;
(a«c? for

His law [the] islands ivait) Jonathan renders ^''T! ,
]''"''??' •

* Thus the Psalmist says, (Ps. cxiii. 5—8.) " Who is like unto Jehovah our God,
who dwelleth on high. Who humbleth Himself to behold the things that are in heaven,

and in the earth ! He raiseth up the poor out of the dust, and lifteth the needy out of the
dunghill

; that He may set him with princes, even wilh the princes of His people." And
again, (Ps. cxxxviii. 6,) «' Though Jehovah be high, yet hath He respect unto the lowly,

&c." So also in Isaiah we read (Chap. Ivii. 15.) " 1 dwell in the high and holy place

with him also that is of a contrite and humble spirit, to revive the spirit of the humble,
and to revive the heart of the contrite ones."
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D^bp nibwb l^y >3 for n^hip rribj^^b ^b liV "'S <Aa« / /i«t;e s#i7? ivords on

behalf of God. For this force of the ^
, comp. note on ^^Vi? supra xiii. 7.

Ver. 3. P'i'^*^??? ""V^ ^^^ -^ will take up my knowledge from afar ; i.e., I

will dive more deeply into the matter, which he actually does by applying what

he had before said in general terms to Job's case in particular (See infra vers.

15, 16). With P'in'^/S/ St^3 we may compare the Latin altius repetere ; and

the French reprendre une chose de plus haul. Those who understand Elihu to

say that he intends speaking of the great phenomena of nature, rain, dew, light,

&c., as matters that have escaped the attention of the other speakers, must have

forgotten, that these phenomena had been referred to more than once before

Elihu interposed. Comp. supra v. 10; xii. 15; xxv. 5; xxvi. 8, 13, 14;

xxviii. 26. With regard to the 7 in pirTjay , see note on n"^32p vS"] supra

V. 5.

Ver. 4. ^^^ J"l'137^ C^Q^ ^JJe xoho is'\ perfect in knowledge \is'\ with thee, i.e.,

deals with thee. Many Commentators are of opinion that Elihu here refers to

himself, in which case the passage would be grist to the mill of those (and they are

not few), who are determined to see in Elihu a presumptuous and arrogant young

man ; but we cannot for a moment think that he would bestow on himself an

epithet, which in the next Chapter (Ver. 16) he gives to God Almighty.

There is no means of discovering whether the Translators of the Auth. Vers,

referred the epithet to God or to Elihu, but we should for their credit hope that

they took it to apply to the former. Aben-Ezra considers it to refer to God as

we do, but Jarchi regards it as applied ironically to Job, when the verse would

read as follows : For verily my words [^are'\ not false, [ thou, who^ with thyself

(i.e., in thy opinion) [art] perfect in knowledge, i.e., who art presumptuous enough

to think thou surpassest all other men in knowledge. Jarchi's paraphrase of the

verse runs thus :

: ?P'iD inviD 113P PPfiD -{VD -)3lb ODD i-pj^f" ?:?

"Behold! I will now begin to speak with thee, O thou, who art thinking that thy

knowledge is perfect."

Ver. 5. OS:?P^ ^^"j for VQ3 Ty". ^^f^) ^^? yet does not despise [the^ labour

(the work) of His hands, i.e., men, whom He has wrought. Jarchi supplies the

word ""^P an afflicted-man, after ^^^\ ^ A , but we preferred understanding

*1^B3 'T'y'_
J
as having been used by Job himself, supra x. iii.

27 n's for 2/?^ nS might and understanding; an asyndeton, of which we

have had more than one instance in this book. Comp. also Habak. iii. 11.

Ver. 7. D?"*^"! He establishes them, the "^ being redundant ; or it may have

its usual conjunctive force, when D2"'a?i> should be supplied after '^''ST'p . The

plural affix D" refers to P^?? which is used collectively, righteous-men.

SSsb upon the throne. 7 has here the force of ^!? upo7i, as supra ii. 13,

" So they sat down with him V^^^ upon the ground" and in many other

places.
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Vers. 8—14. Having shown that the eye of God is open upon

all the ways of the sons of men, and that both the wicked and

the just ultimately meet with the reward which they deserve, the

speaker proceeds to say that, when affliction comes even upon the

.

best of men, we must not be surprised thereat, as such affliction 1

is not to be regarded as a chastisement inflicted on them by God!

in His wrath for past offences, but rather as a warning sent by

Him in His love and mercy ^ that they may know that they were upon

the^^mt of transgressing in some way, although unconsciously,

and fiiat they indubitably would have transgressed, if they had

been suffered by Him to continue to flourish and live in happiness
|

and ease. He says :

And if they (the righteous mentioned in ver. 7) are sometimes

hound in chains. If their prosperity receives a check. If some-

times they are caught in the cords of ajliction, by this means

(Ver. 9,) He sheweth them what their work would be, if their

transgressions should prevail. He intends their affliction as a hint \

that the seed of corruption was beginning to germinate within ?

their heart, and that they were on the eve of becoming degenerate,

and would have become, degenerate, had they been suffered to

live any longer in the enjoyment of ease and comfort. (Ver. 10.)
^

So that by this chastisement He openeth their ear to instruction^

and telleth them, that they should draw hack from iniquity. He tells

them that sin is crouching at the door, * waiting to devour them,

thus warning them of their danger, and bidding them beware.
\

Consequently, when affliction is sent by God in His mercy on

good men, it is not—as being merely a warning—intended to be of

any long duration, so that their future fate will depend upon their

own conduct during that affliction. (Ver. 11.) If they ohey^and

serve Him. Even when affliction comes upon them, and are wise

enough to see and to know that, inasmuch as it comes from God,

it must be for their good, their sufferings will soon have an end,

and They will again spend their days in prosperity^ and their years

in pleasures. (Ver. 12.) But, if they do not ohey. When affliction

comes upon them, and, instead of serving God, rebel and kick

against the pricks. They will pass away hy the sword. They will

die an untimely death. And expire for ivant of knowledge.

* Gen. iv. 7.
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Because they were unable to perceive that their afflictions were

sent upon them for their good. (Ver. 13.) JSo that the hi/pocrites

in heart lay up anger. They turn the mercy of God into anger,

so that the affliction, which was, and ought to have been

considered by them, a mark of the grace of God, is now continued

upon them as a mark of His wrath. Because they do not cry unto

Him for help, lohen He hindeth them, but, instead of making prayer,

indulge in grumbling and rebellious murmurings. (Ver. 14.)

Their soul, therefore, dieth in their youth, and their life is spent

with the unclean. They will come to a miserable and untimely

end, and even during the short time they are suffered to exist,

they will be ranked among the vilest outcasts of society.

Ver. 8. "I^"T?v'''- ^^^ 1^"^?V- °^ ¥" ^^^V ^^^ caught, the CS being supplied

from the first hemistich.

Qn'»37l27C^ their transgressions, the 1 being merely explanatory. Comp.,

1 Sam. xxviii. 3, 'i"I^V?^ ^^l? *^ Ramah, even in his [otvn'] city. The

hemistich should, therefore, be construed, ^'^'^VT. Dn"*?^'? ^3 if their trans-

gressions should prevail.

Ver. 14. The noun ^^IP an unclean-man (sodomite), occurs also in Deut.

xxiii. 18.

Vers. 15—19. Elihu now brings the beautiful train of reason-

ing contained in Vers. 8—14 to a close, and applies it to Job's

case. He says: From what I have observed, results, that lie

delivereth the afflicted-man hy his affliction. The very affliction

which is sent upon a good man, and which, if properly received,

would only last for a very short time, is intended to rescue him

from total ruin and destruction, which would have been his lot,

had he not received such a warning. And openeth their ear

hy chastisement. By the very chastisement He inflicts upon

them, He reveals to them, that they are on the point of falling

and becoming degenerate, and warns them to stand upon their

guard. (Ver. 16.) Yea, also thee, O Job, hath He removed I

By means of the afflictions He hath sent upon thee. From the

mouth of an adversary, who was lurking for thee, and was greedy

to devour thee, namely, Ease, in the place of which there was

no straitness. Ease, uninterrupted, unbroken, for one moment.

And that which came down upon thy table, full offatness. That

ease and that opulence, in which thou hast lived so many years,
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were the worst and most dangerous adversaries thou ever hadst

to encounter, as they would have tempted thee to deviate from

thy former course of life, to become proud instead of humble, and

rebellious against God instead of devoted to Him. Now, from all

this, from all these perils and dangers, God intended to release thee

by the afflictions, which He sent upon thee, and which would in all

probability have lasted but a very short time, hadst thou humbled

thyself before Him in prayer, and received His chastisement with

resignation. (Ver. 17.) But thou hast been full of the plead-

inQ[s'] of the wicked-man. Instead of praying, thou hast done

nought but murmur and grumble ; instead of bowing with sub-

mission to God's will, thou hast kicked against the pricks,

therefore Judgment and justice lay hold on thee. As it is, God
will not free thee from thy sufferings, nor can He in justice do

so, as long as thou shewest thyself rebellious against Him.

(Ver. 18.) For now it is wrath. The very sufferings, which

were originally sent upon thee through the grace and mercy of

God, now torture and rack thee because of His wrath ; I warn

thee therefore, yea, take heed. Lest He should remove thee

with one hlow^ which no ransom^ hoivever great, will enable thee

to avoid. For that which is a ransom among men is no ransom

with God. (V. 19.) Will He esteem thy riches? No, neither

gold, nor all the endeavours of strength. The only ransom He will

accept is a penitent and contrite heart.

Ver. 15. t33TS their ear, the affix referring to "'P^ which is used here col-

lectively = afflicted-men.

Ver. 16. 2n"l lit., width; i.e., roominess, ease.

n'^J^nn instead of it; in its place, •'"inj^ is taken here in the same sense as

supra XXX. 14.

Ver. 17. ^^^ry. for "H? ^3piT. lay hold of thee.

Ver. 18. 1? for l^ ^^ "I'^tE'ri take heed to thyself, lest.

Vers. 16—18 should be construed thus:

Ver. 16. ^i7'P'!! ^'^\ Yea, also thee (0 Job), has He
removed (i.e., snatched away)

1^ "'SP from [the'] mouth of an adversary (who

was about to devour thee; and

that adversary was)

nn"1 Roominess (i.e., ease)
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n^rinn pviz^ ^b for p^^^d ^b n^r^nn "^.^'.s:^ instead of

which [there teas'] not \_even ani/]

straitness (i.e., ease never inter-

rupted by any straitness),

'^'rh^^ XyT^'iy And [the'] coming down of thy table

(i.e., and that which came down,

which was set, upon thy table),

]^1 ^b^ for ]l^1 i^)D n^n IZ*^ which wasfull

of fatness (i.e., that uninterrupted

ease which thou didst enjoy, and

the luxuries, with which thy table

was loaded, were the most dan-

gerous adversaries thou couldst

have had, inasmuch as they had

nearly led thee to become proud,

arrogant, and rebellious against

God. But from this dangerlle hath

rescued thee by sending on thee thy

present afflictions, which, however,

if thou hadst received them with

resignation, would have been of

very short duration indeed).

Ver. 17. riiJ^D IJl^l ]^"I1 But thou wastfull of [the] pleadings

of a wicked-man (i.e., instead of re-

signing thyself to God's will, thou

hast done nothing but murmur,

and use the language of invective

and insult, and therefore)

^Dbn^ JOJ^^'pi jn. for in IDpn^. C:2):f'pi ]^1 Judg-

ment and justice lay hold on thee

(therefore, thy sufferings still weigh

heavily upon thee).

Yer. 18. n,!2n ^2 For [there is'] wrath (i.e., now God

is really angry with thee. When
He first sent thy sufferings upon

thee, He shewed Himself full of

grace and mercy towards thee,

inasmuch as His object was to
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rescue thee from ruin and perdi-

tion, but now thy sufferings are

a mark of His wrath, and there-

fore)

p^ra ^n^p: ]2 for p^'^2 r[r\V] 1? ^^ '^^f^ take

heed to thyself, lest He remove thee

with a blow (i.e., lest with one

blow He despatch thee, and cut

thee off from among the living).

Vers. 20—26. Job having said that he longed and prayed for

death [supra vi. 9, 11 ; xvii. 16), nay, that in the agony of his

pain, he was sometimes tempted to commit suicide [supra vii. 15),

Ehhu admonishes him not to allow such sombre ideas entrance

into his mind—as death would be sure to come some day and

carry him away, without there being any occasion for him to

hurry to meet it—and concludes his admonition by recommending

him to admire God in Kis works, instead of brooding over his

miseries, and indulging in metaphysical researches, which are

altogether beyond the sphere of a human being. He says

:

Do not thou pant for that eternal night (death), which is sure

to cut off whole nations on the spot where they are. Thou mayest

feel confident, therefore, that it will not overlook thee ; what need,

then, to run with open arms to meet it? (Ver. 21.) Be on thy

guard! do not turn to this sin. To suicide, a sin, which in

enormity far surpasses all others, inasmuch as it is one which cannot

be atoned for by repentance. I think it my duty to warn thee

against this terrible sin. Because thou seemest to choose this rather

than affliction. (Ver. 22.) Lo! God is exalted in His power

;

who is an instructor like Him ? Who knoweth like Him the

precise time, when man requireth admonition and instruction,

and the means, by which such admonition and instruction can best

be conveyed to him? (Ver. 23.) Who hath enjoined on Him
His way ? V^^ho hath traced out for Him the course He is to

pursue *? Or who ever said to Him, " Thou hast ivrought iniquity ?
'*

Instead of scrutinizing the acts of God, which are altogether

inscrutable (Ver. 24). Remember that thou oughtest rather to

exalt His ivork^ which men contemplate. (Ver. 25.) All men
behold it, even frail-man can perceive it from afar. His works

z
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are so great and so wonderful, that even men of the lowest order

of intellect cannot fail to be struck with them, and are irresistibly

led to admire and adore Him, who planned and executed them.

(Ver. 26.) Behold I God is exalted beyond our comprehension ; the

number of His years is unsearchable. We can as little conceive

His greatness and His majesty, as we can set limits to the

eternity of His existence.

Yer. 20. ^"T^^T^ *^^ night; i.e., that eternal night, death, QipHn U^QTS nibl?b

for Cj;nnri U^llfS nibrnp "it^^. ivMch \is\ to cut off peoples in their place;

i.e., which is sure to destroy whole nations in the very place where they are—thus

coming to seek them out, and not requiring them to go to him. That the verb

nbp is used in Hiph-el in the sense of cutting off, or removing from this world,

we see from Ps. cii. 25, ''?!??^'!? ''^ do not take me away, or cut me off (in the

midst of my days), riib^'b stands here for nibl^H?, just as in Exod. xiii. 21

nnn?b for nnh^n^ (Neh. ix. 19) to lead them.

Dnnri in their place ; i.e., in the place where they are ; a sense in which

this word is used infra xl. 12. When the reader has consulted the passages here

referred to, he will, we doubt not, be puzzled to understand how Schultens came to

characterize this simple verse as " Profundissiraus locus, velut vortice quodam nos

circumacturus." Ralbag's interpretation, we are glad to see, agrees with our own.

Ver. 21. ""2^n for ^^ "'^^'7 take heed to thyself, be on thy guard.

"Ili^ ^« for T^-'^T\ I'l.Sn b^;? to this sin.

bl? "^2 for "'S b? because that; i.e., I think it right to give thee this warning,

because, &c. Comp. Deut. xxxi. 17, ""S b? because (my God is not with me,

&c.). For a similar transposition, Comp. Dan sb by for Dan by ^b {supra

xvi. 17). Comp. also supra xxxiv. 27. It was in consequence of the verb "inn being

nowhere found construed with by , that we were induced to adopt this transposi-

tion ; the second hemistich of this verse, therefore, should be construed thus

:

(It is my duty to give thee this admonition,)

h}J ^^ for ^^ 71? because that

^]. ^'!'!'5 thou preferred this (this crime, namely, suicide)

^Ili/p rather than affliction.

Ver. 22. ^''?^"'! is exalted, the Hiph-el being here used intransitively, like

p'^riari supra XX. 12.

Ver. 24. ^^"^^ have looked. We take this word to be the Pi-dl of "l^ti^ to

look, and to stand in parallelism with -"^fn in the next verse. Those who con-

sider it to be the Pi-dl of "^"'P to sing, to praise, destroy this parallelism.

Ver. 27—33. Having advised his unfortunate friend, instead of
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brooding over his own miserable condition, to consider the

wondrous works of the Almighty, from the contemplation of

which he would be more likely to derive consolation, Elihu

follows up this advice by calling his attention to the rain, thunder,

and lightning, which now probably were beginning to be seen and

heard, ushering in the storm, out of which God was presently to

speak to Job.

When He taketh away the drops of water. From the seas,

rivers, and other collections of water, as also from the earth

generally, by means of evaporation. They. These drops. Distil

rain for His mist. These imperceptible particles derived by

evaporation from the sources just named, unite into drops (which

Elihu terms rain, even before they have ascended to form clouds),

when but a short distance above the face of the earth, and con-

stitute mists. (Ver. 28.) Rain, which the clouds drop, pour forth

upon man in abundance. (Ver, 29.) Yea, can one understand

the spreadings of the thick-cloud[s~\, or the noise of His tabernacle ?

The roaring of the thunder heard among the clouds, in which

God dwells as in a tabernacle.* (Ver. 30.) LiO I He hath spread

His lightning over it. Look there, how it lightens ! See, the

lightning spreads over the clouds like a curtain. A7id so hath

covered the offspring of the sea. The drops of water which are

contained in the clouds, and which, as contributed in a very far

larger proportion by the evaporation of the sea, than by that of

other bodies of water, are here termed the offspring of the sea

exclusively. (Ver. 81.) For by them He executeth-judgment-

upon nations. He punishes nations by means of these drops,

when, namely. He sends them down in such excess as to devastate

the earth. And by their means again He giveth food in great

abundance. When He suffers them to fall in such quantity only

as will fertilize the earth. (Ver. 32.) Again, ivith His hands He
covereth the lightning. He takes it like a ball in His hands before

He hurls it. But on hurling it He giveth it a charge. He com-

mands it where to strike, and there, and there only, it does strike.

(Ver. 33.) Its crash sheweth respecting it. Tliat it is in conse-

• Comp. Ps. xviii. 12, iron His pavilion (round about Him were dark waters and thick

clouds).

z 2
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quence of jealous-anger ; * it shews it to be in consequence of

wrath because of iniquity, f Of iniquity wrought by man.

Ver. 27. ^"^5^ takes away. In this, the only instance in which it occurs in

Pi-al, the verb 37"^^ has the same signification as in KaL
i"TS7 for His mist, vapour. T^ (without a Yod) signifies mist, vapour, as in

Gen. ii. 6 ;
'^'^^ (with a Yod) signifies calamity, as supra xviii. 12.

Ver. 28. 2"J
— ^'^"'7 "* abundance, abundantly.

Ver. 30. ''"^/^ over it, refers to 2^ in the preceding verse.

i")1M His lightning. The noun "^1^, which generally signifies light, means

sometimes also the sun, as the great origin of light (as supra xxxi. 26) ; here it is

used in the sense of lightning (as also infra xxxvii. 3). The reader will do well

to keep these two secondary meanings in his recollection, as in the next Chapter

he will find the noun employed first in the one, and then in the other of them, so

that it is only by a careful consideration of the context that one is able to dis-

criminate which should be adopted.

Djn ''Ip'Jtp'l lit., and [the'] offshoots of the sea; i.e., the offspring of the sea,

drops of water, which arise from it by evaporation. By a similar figure we find,

infra xli. 20, an arrow, as being an offshoot from a bow, called ^'^Jl 15 \the'\

son of a boiv. The noun ^"il^, though it generally means root, is sometimes

used synonymously with VT''^ a sucker, or tender-branch, as in Isa. liii. 2, where,

seeing that the verb HvS? to go (grow) up, is used in reference to it, it can

scarcely be taken in its usual meaning of root. Perhaps also in Isa. xi. 10,

^W\ a?nii7 would be more properly translated [the] offspring of Jesse.

Ver. 32. D^?? ^? lit., by means of [His] hands; i.e., with His hands.

rf^vr I^^T a7id He lays a charge upon it; i.e., commands it ; such being the

signification of the verb ^^^ ^ when construed with ^^ . Comp. Gen. xxviii. 6,

V^V l^^l and he commanded him.

The affix in f7"^v? is feminine, though it refers to ~''^'^, which in this instance

exchanges its own proper gender, the masculine, for that of its synonym rrnlS

(Ps. cxxxix. 12). In like manner, the fem. affixes in '^'^P^?^ '^7??
:
(Gen.

ii. 15) refer to 1? a garden, which is masc, but in this instance takes the gender

of its synonym ^33 (Isa. i. 30).

y^appa for nniS i3;7prT?l on His causing it to fall, strike; i.e., on His

throwing, hurling it.

Ver 33. "1371
1
Y^^ "T"*?! its crash shews concerning it. Comp. Esther vi. 2,

b? '^?'?"i^ "T''3n "iB?^* which Mordecai told concerning (Bigthana and Teresh.)

* Comp. Exod. XX. 5, "For I Jehovah thy God am «3i2 ^^ a jealous God."

f That God shews His indignation by rain, thunder, and Hghtning, we see from 1 Sam.

xii. 17, 18, " Is it not wheat-harvest to-day ? I will call unto Jehovah, and He shall send

thunder and rain, that ye may perceive and see that your wickedness is great, which ye

have done in the sight of Jehovah, in asking you a king. So Samuel called unto Jehovah;

and Jehovah sent thunder and rain that day ; and all the people greatly feared Jehovah and

Samuel."
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Comp. also Exod. xxxii. 17, "And when Joshua heard the noise of the people

n^"n? (K'ree l!y"!lri) on its clamouring."

n^P'? for W^n nppKi "^3 that it [is] jealousy (on the part of God) ; i.e., that He
is jealous. "^.^PP is here a derivative of ^3p to be jealous, W and H interchanging,

as they very frequently do, e.g., infra xxxvii. 6, '^iri for Hin le. See Mason

and Bernard's Gramm,, Lett, xxxviii., P.S. (e). So in Ezek. viii. 3, " Where w^as

the seat of the image of jealousy '^.^P^'^ (for ^.^P?'!') that causeth {Y>^o\6k&i\iX6)

jealousy;^' i.e., that maketh God jealous, a term which is applied to Him,

Exod. XX. 5.

^^"i^ for nbll^ iniquity. Comp. Ps. Iviii. 3, "1^^^?^ ribi37 Ye work wicked-

ness ; also supra v. 16, '^''P/^'! for nri7l^'1 and iniquity.

Ver. 33 should be construed thus

:

ii7"l Its crash (i.e., the tremendous crash of the thunder)

VIV "fil^ shews respecting it,

n^pD for Sin N3pp "^25 that it [is'] jealousy (on the part of

God ; i.e., that God is jealous (comp. Exod. xx. 5)

on account of the misdoings of men)

;

5]S for ^5^^ ^i^ '^2 that it [is] wrat/i (i.e., that the

Almighty is wroth)

^/.^^ ^^ because of iniquity (i.e., because iniquity is rife

among men).

^^^ As several Commentators, comparing TVVl^ a field, plur.

niltj', take n7lj/ to be the singular of ri/i)/ iniquities, which,

besides in the passage already quoted, occurs also in Ps. Ixiv. 7,

we have adopted this opinion, and translated accordingly. Strong

doubts must, however, be entertained as to whether the sing,

would not rather be T\l^}i , and to this view Dr. Bernard inclines,

the more especially when he compares the form ^T}^^ , which we

met with supra v. 16. He would, therefore, prefer considering

n7ll/ as the part. Kal. of Ph]) to go up, rise, and 1^ ^^ as stand-

ing for '^^5 IV (a transposition of which we had an example in

Dpn '^1 hll supra xvi. 17, on which see note), when the latter part

of the verse would be construed thus

:

["filll] [it shews'] (i.e., the crash of the thunder shews that

it is sent)

Dyii/ c^^«{ i)J because of rising ivrath (i.e., because the wrath of

God is beginning to arise on account of the
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sinful conduct of men. Comp. Ps. Ixxviii. 31,

Uni nb^ D\i^X ^i^] And [the] ivrath of God
arose against them ; also ibid. ver. 21, and 2 Chron.

xxxvi. 16, 1ZD^3 Din] ncn nibj; "r^ uiitu [the']

wrath of Jehovah arose against His people.)

Note of Editor.

CHAPTER XXXVII.

Vers. 1—5. The youthful speaker continues to dwell upon the

thunder and lightning, with the consideration of which he had

been engaged at the close of the last Chapter. He says

:

Yea, my heart also tremhleth at this, and leapeth from its place.

The fearful roaring of the thunder causes, Elihu tells us, his

heart to palpitate greatly ; it is ready, to use a vulgar but forcible

expression, to jump into his mouth. (Ver. 2.) Hear attentively

the rumbling of His voice. The rolling of His (God's) thunder.

And the roaring which proceedeth from His mouth. (Ver. 3.)

Under the whole heaven doth He direct it, and His lightning He
directeth to the ends of the earth. (Ver. 4.) After it. After the

lightning. The thunder roareth ; He thundereth with His majestic

voice, yet one cannot trace them. Yet none can trace the thunder

and lightning. Although His thunder is heard. Although the

noise of the thunder is as perceptible to the ear as is the flash of

the lightning to the eye, yet neither the ear nor the eye can

afford to the mind any accurate information as to the source

or course of these phenomena. (Ver. 5.) God thundereth

marvellously with His voice ; great-things doeth He, which we can-

not comprehend.

Ver. 1. Most Translators connect the conjunction H^ also, with riNTy at this,

and render the first hemistich,-^/ this also my heart tremhleth, a translation calcu-
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lated to lead the reader to expect to find Elihu abandoning the subject he was

treating at the end of the preceding Chapter, for some new one. Such is, how-

ever, by no means the case, as the thunder and lightning still constitute his theme.

It is therefore much better to connect the *1^ with ''^^ , and to understand the

speaker to say, Vea, my heart also trembleth ; i.e., not only am I deafened by the

crash of the thunder, and dazzled by the blaze of lightning, but my very heart

knocks against my ribs with dread.

Ver. 2. '^ip'^ \_the'] rumbling of, the ^ being merely the mark of the object,

case.

nfl-l") and Ithe'] roaring. Comp. Isa. xxxi. 4, •^v"}^'7 ^l'?v "^^^^ «* ^^^

lion roars. That the act of roaring is in the Bible attributed to God we find in

Hos. xi. 10, " They shall walk after Jehovah : He shall roar like a lion : when

He shall roar," &c. The relat. "'^i? should be understood before VQjp .

sinTltl?". lit., He has directed it ; the past Pi-dl of "^^'^
, the Dagesh being

omitted, as is often the case when it would occur in a letter bearing Sh'vah.

Ver. 3. "ill^ His lightning. In this sense the word "IT^ is used here, as it was

in the preceding Chapter, in Vers. 30, 32. See note on 'i"l'if^ in the first of these

verses.

Ver. 4. D?P?^ ^ ''1 Yet one (the verb being use.d impersonally) cannot trace

them ; i.e., the thunder and lightning. Comp. 1^'^r? "^^i?^^ (Cant. i. 8) in [the"]

traces (foot-prints) of the flock. Those who give to this word the meaning of

delayijig, or staying, translate it as though there were a 3 instead of a P , the

verb 2237 being used by the Rabbins in the sense of to delay; but, surely, a

signification derived from Biblical Hebrew must be esteemed far preferable.

Ver. 5. •nisbpp lit., wonders,* used here adverbially = tf^o/icfer/w/Zy, just as in

Ps. cxxxix. 14, msnia must be translated year/w/Zy.

Vers. 6—10. Elihu now begins to describe the inclemency of

the winter and rainy season. He says

:

For to the snoio He saith. Be on the earth, and likewise to the

gentle shoivei\ and to the heavy rain of His might. (Ver. 7.) In

the 2)lace of every man he sealeth him up. By means of His snow

and heavy rains He confines every man to the place he is in,

impeding and shackling his movements. In order that all the men

whom He hath made may know Him. May know that they them-

selves, as well as all their movements, are under the direct super-

intendence of God. (Ver. 8.) The wild-beast, also, checked

and impeded in its movements, must enter into its covert, and must

abide in its den. (Ver. 9.) The whirlwind cometh out from the

store-chamber. From the place where the winds are stored up.

And the cold cometh from the constellations. Is caused by their

* Kather tconderful-things.—Editor, 1862.
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influence. (Ver. 10.) By the blast of God ice is produced^ so

that the wide-waters are turned into a compressed-mass.

Ver. 6. ^.Irr for n.^H be thou, which form occurs in Gen. xxvii. 29. The more

regular form would of course be ^."irT

.

V"!^ stands for V"!?^? on the earth.

"l^a tC'a a shower of rain ; i.e., gentle rain.

rmtpa Ct£^2 lit., a shoiver of rains ; i.e., heavy rains. In Zech. x. 1 we find

Ctt7^ "l^P lit., rain of shower; but, as a noun, when in construction with

another, is very frequently qualified by that other (see Mason and Bernard's

Gi'amm., Lett. xxi. § 9) Ctt?^ "'^P would also express rain falling in showers,

gentle rain.

Cy?.^l stands for ^^.f /^ in both the instances in which it occurs in the second

hemistich of this verse.

Ver. 7. n"]^ ''? Tr^ in \_the'] place of every man. Comp. Deut. xxiii. ] 3,

*T^1 and a place (shall be to thee) , i.e., thou shalt have a place, &c.

Dinn^ for iniS DlFin^ He seals him up ; i.e., shuts him up at home, prevents

him from going out. Comp. supra xxiv. 16, 1^7 ^^^•0 they shut themselves up.

•^P"?/ tor "iniM n^"]7 so as to know Him ; i.e., so that they may know Him.

^nii737p "^ti^SS v3 lit., cill [the'\ men of His make; i.e., all the men He has

made. Comp. supra xxxiv. 19, ^93 VT T^^D"^^ ""S for they [are] all [the'\

work of His hands.

Ver. 8. (^''O'^^^^^'?^ ^''^^ "' ^^^ (^*^) d^ns. The noun ]"i37^, though usually

found in the signification of dwelling, is sometimes applied to the den of a wild

beast, as in Jer. ix. 10, D'*?^! Ti37P a den of dragons. Comp. also infra

xxxviii. 40.

Ver. 9. "'in'? IP from {ilie'\ store-room ; i.e., the place in which the winds,

according to the notion of the poet, were stored up. So Virgil

:

Nimborum in patriam, loca foeta furentibus austris,

J^oliam venit. Hie vasto Rex J^olus antro

Luctantes ventos, tempestatesque sonoras

Imperio premit, ac vinclis et carcere frenat.

^n. i. 51—54.

*^7n , in this acceptation of store-room, is used in Prov. xxiv. 4, " And by

knowledge D'^l^'^ store-rooms, are filled with all precious and pleasant sub-

stance."

D'^"}T?ap5» and from {the'\ constellations. With Aben-Ezra we reject as 'far-

fetched the opinion of those who translate n''~i|p the Noi^th, as also that of those

who take it to be the part. Pi-dl of nnt to scatter ; and with Aben-Ezra and

Ben-Zev we consider it to be synonymous with n"1"l-Tp {infra xxxviii. 32), and

niv-Tp (2 Kings xxiii. 5), both of which signify constellations (the "> and ^ inter-

changing, just as in Isa. xiii. 22 we have "'''J^'^^Pf^T^ for Vnl3P"]S'^ in its

palaces).

The verb Mi^W should be supplied from the first hemistich after D"*'?)PP^ in

the second.
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Ver. 10. ]^^, one puts; i.e., is put, or produced, the verb being used im-

personally.

n?'? ^nni lit., so that [the'\ width oj waters ; i.e., wide waters. Comp. Gen.

i. 30, 2t^\y p'^^_ greenness of herb = green herb.

p^^XS^l in a compressed-mass. The verbs "^"^ and ^^ having the same form in

Hoph-dl, P^'^Q may be either the part. Hoph. of p^"* to pour out, melt, cast, or

of P^^ (in Hiph.) to press, compress. Here we are inclined to regard P^2 as its

root, and therefore translate it compressed ; but infra Yer. 18, the context requires

that we should derive it from p^**

.

Before P^^^? in the present verse, ]^1 one puts, or is put, should be supplied

from the first hemistich.

Vers. 11—13. Before commenting upon these three verses,

we would beg to recall to the mind of the reader the passage in

Amos (chap. iv. 7, 8), " And also I have withholden the rain

" from you, when there were yet three months to the harvest

;

" and I caused it to rain upon one city ; and caused it not to rain

" upon another city; one piece was rained upon, and the piece

" whereupon it rained not withered. So two or three cities

" wandered unto one city to drink water," «&:c. From what we
here read, it is evident that God sometimes shews His favour and

His anger at the same moment by simultaneously giving and with-

holding rain
;
giving it unto those He loves, and withholding it from

those who have provoked His indignation. With these few remarks

we will now proceed to consider the words of Elihu. He says :

Yea^ the bright-sun weareth out the thick-cloud ; he scattereth

the cloud containing His (God's) lightning. (Ver. 12.) And it.

The cloud thus dispersed. Turneth itself circuitously. Moves
tortuously across the sky. By His (God's) plans, that they. The
scattered fragments of the cloud. May work out all that He com"

mandeth them upon the face of the world, in the earth. (Ver. 13.)

He causeth it (the cloud) to come either as a general chastisement.

When He sends rain in torrents, so as to cause great havoc. Or

for His land. When He bestows rain (gentle and fertilizing) on

that land alone to which He wishes to shew favour. Or as a

general kindness. When He waters the earth generally with

seasonable showers.

Ver. 11. "'I? serenity (according to Aben-Ezra, Ralbag and Ben-Zev), we
take here to be used concretely of the sun (just as we saw "liW light, applied
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concretely to that luminary, supra xxxi. 26), and translate it therefore the

bright-SU71.

n"*"!^^ wears out. n"il3 is used as a verb only in this instance, but, as the

noun n"iQ means burden (comp, Deut. i. 12), we conceive the verb to mean here

to cause to bear a burden, and so oppress, wear out.

iniS ]5? lit., \_the'] cloud of his lightning ; i.e., the cloud containing His

(God's) lightning. Corap. nin"! nn? ]inw (Numb x. 33) [^^e] ark of [#Ae]

covenant of (i.e., the ark containing the covenant of) Jehovah.

Ver. 12. niaipTp lit., turnings, is used here adverbially == circuitously,]\xs,i as

we had niS^pp (on which see note) used adverbially supra Ver. 5.

^/i^^ :
lit., /"or their icorking ; i.e., that they may work.

•^^"1^ for V"l.';?7 ^'* ^^'^ earth, as supra ii. 13.

Ver. 13. ^5^? lit., /or a rod; i.e., as a chastisement. Comp. it22li? His

rod, supra ix. 34.

i!J"iS7 yo;- His land; i.e., for that particular tract of land, which He has

chosen to bestow His blessings upon.

^nS^P^ He causes it to befall (men) ; i.e.. He causes it to happen, to come.

Comp. Exod. xviii. 8, "and all the travail ^0^|P '^^^, that had befallen {covcvq

upon) them," as very properly translated in the Eng. Vers.

Vers. 14— 24. Clouds big with thunder, lightning, and rain,

are wont to overspread the sky in layers, black and thick, and

seem one molten, leaden, mass, immoveable. As soon, however,

as, disburdened of their contents, they begin to feel the power

of the solar rays, they set themselves in motion (and this is the

first indication of approaching fair weather), and, ere long, they

may be seen becoming gradually thinner and thinner, just as

a mass of metal does, when hammered out into a plate ; till at

last riven asunder, they are hurried away in fragments by the

wind, and the golden sun once more emerges into view. Such

a description of the process by which a cloudy, tempest-darkened,

sky is gradually exchanged for one serene and bright, we shall

hear Elihu give in the following verses. He then closes his

discourse by observing, that the splendour of the sun, great as

it is, when he reappears after a thunder-storm, is nothing at all

in comparison with the splendour of Him, " who commandeth

the sun and he shineth not, and upon the stars doth set His seal."

He says

:

Give ear unto this, O Joh ; stand., and consider the wondrous-

works of God! (Ver. 15.) Dost thou know when God setteth the

sun over it (the cloud), and causeth the sun to shine upon His
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cloud? Canst thou determine the precise moment at which the

sun receiveth the Divine command to bear with the whole power

of his rays upon the cloud, until, growing thinner and thinner,

it be dismembered and dispersed] (Ver. 16.) Knowest thou

aught of the balancings of the thick'Cloud[s] ? ( OA, wondrous-ioorks

of Him, which is perfect in knoivlcdge) ! Canst thou tell by what

that oscillating movement of the clouds, which is the first indica-

tion of the approach of fair weather, is produced? (Ver. 17.)

Dost thou know hoiv it is, that thy garments are warm, ivhen he

(the sun) quieteth the earth hy the south-wind f By calling from

the south a warm and gentle wind to efface all traces of the

recent storm. Well may the sun be said to hold the winds at

his disposal, since it is by his heat that they are in a great

measure produced. (Ver. 18.) Dost thou loith him (the sun) heat-

thin the clouds^ which appear to the eye firm as a molten mirror ?

Dost thou help him, when with his rays he, as it were, hammereth

out those dense masses of clouds, which so much resemble a

darkened mirror* of molten metal ? (Ver. 19.) Teach us what

we are to say respecting him! what we must suppose has

become of that bright and splendid sun, who so much dazzled

our eyes before the intervention of these clouds ; what fate we

must assign to him ; where he is now concealed. We cannot

arrange our words on account of the darkness. We cannot say

where he is now, owing to the darkness caused by these clouds,

a darkness so profound, that even the piercing rays of the sun

cannot penetrate it. (Ver. 20.) Shall it he told of him^ shall I
indeed pronounce, or will any man say, that he is destroyed ? Could

I or any other man be simple enough to say, that the sun is

annihilated, because we no longer see him? (Ver. 21.) But

now, though men do not see the sun, he is still bright in the clouds.

The clouds have, indeed, concealed him from our sight, but they

have not been able to annihilate him, or even to divest him of his

glory ; he is indubitably there behind those clouds, as bright as

he ever was. A7id as soon as a wind shall have passed, and cleared

them away. (Ver. 22.) Yea, by means of a north^ioind. Which

will disperse the clouds. He will come out gold. In the fulness

of his radiance and brilliancy, and as glorious as ever. But that

• That is to say, a mirror turned away from the light.
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glory, great as it is, what is it, compared with the glory and

majesty of God"? Nothing, absolutely nothing, less than nothing.

The glory, which is with God, is awful. It is not a glory which

can inspire admiration only, but a glory, which must also strike

every one with awe. (Ver. 23.) As to the Ahnighty, we cannot

find Him out. Of the sun, though we see him not, though we

know not even where he is, we can still with certainty predict

that we shall see him, as soon as the clouds which shroud him

from our view shall have been dispersed by the wind ; not so

with God. No one can see Him excepting those to whom He
condescendeth to reveal Himself, and not even they can foretell

when, at what time, and in what manner, He will so condescend.

He is great in power and justice ; and in the abundance of His

righteousness He will not afflict. Any of His creatures willingly,

and without cause. (Ver. 24.) Therefore, men can only fear

Him, but not any even of the wise in heart can see Him. The

only thing that men can do, therefore, is to convince themselves of

His existence. His glory, and His majesty, and to regard it as

their bounden duty to love Him, to serve Him, to worship Him,

and stand in awe of Him ; but as for seeing Him they must not

hope for that ; thereunto even their wisdom will avail them nought,

and they must rest content with the conviction, that they can see

Him only when He is pleased to shew Himself to them.

Ver. 15. Dnv5 'F''''?!? C^^? on God's setting over them; i.e., investing with

authority over them. Comp. Deut. xvii. 14, "sJ^P "^72? n^'^ips I will set a king

over me.

n'^b^ lit., over them, referring to "i^DP at the end of the verse—a plural

affix used in reference to a sing. noun. Comp. supra Ver. 12, where the affixes

in Cvl'Qy and Q?.?'! refer to i^'im. at the beginning of the verse.

"lit^ [the] sun (a sense, in which we saw this noun employed supra xxxi. 26),

must be supplied from the second hemistich to the first, as is the case with IV^^?

in Prov. xiii. 1.

13317 for 'i33'y v37 over His cloud, the "^37 being supplied from the first he-

mistich, where, as has already been observed, Dn^/'? stands for l"'^?'

Ver. 16. ''i?'^?^ balancings of. Comp. Prov. xvi. 11, 073 a balance (and

just scales), &c., ^ and D interchanging, as they very frequently do. See note

on l^^S supra v. 2.

Ver. 17. ""^^ how, this word being here not a relative pronoun, but a con-

junction, as in Josh. ii. 10.

t2)2tpn2 for i^'^i^pn? on his (the sun's) quieting.
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Din':ra for DiT=T m-|^ hy [#/^e] south wind. So in Cant. iv. 16, PS^ is used

for 113^ Tyn north wind, and V^"^^ for T^""^ ^^"^ south wind. Corap. also

liD^Sa m/m Ver. 22.

Ver. 18. T'P'^^ for V^7?0L! lit., dost thou cause to spread out? This verb

has here in Hiph-el tlie same sense that it has in Pi-dl, in Exod. xxxix. 3, where

it denotes the beating out of a mass of metal with a hammer, or other tool, into

a thin plate, capable of being cut into threads, or wires. The passage is,

^3^i^"2'!l and they beat out (the plates of gold).

IS"^ with him, i.e., with "1"!^ the sun, last mentioned in ver. 15. All the

Commentators and Translators we have consulted, without exception make the

unfortunate mistake of referring the affix in "i^V to God, whom they also make
the subject of the next three verses, to the very great detriment of the sense, as

the reader will very quickly discover, if he will consult them. If their reason

for so doing was because God, as designated by His attribute ^V^ Cpri perfect

in knowledge, is the subject, which last precedes "l^V , they must have entirely

forgotten, that but little regard is paid in this book, by the holders of the several

discourses, to such niceties of grammar, as they believed their hearers to be

possessed of a sufficient share of common sense to enable them to refer to their

proper subjects whatever pronouns and verbs they might hear employed. Thus,

for example, in Chap. xxii. 21, I^V with Him, refers to God, who had not been

mentioned since vers. 17, 18, although the last subject is "'P^ in ver. 19. Comp.
also supra xx. 23, where H v'ti?'^ He shall send, refers to ^^ God, of whom no

mention had been made since, ver. 15, the intervening seven verses relating to the

wicked man first mentioned in ver. 5 of the same Chapter. Indeed, the whole of

Chap. XXV. and vers. 6—14 of Chap. xxvi. refer to God, whom, though not

once therein mentioned by name,* common sense requires us to consider as the

subject. This is the case also with Chap, xxiii., vers. 3— 15. So again, in

Chap, xxviii., all the he^s, which occur in vers. 3— 11, must be referred by common
sense to man. Besides, the words C"'V"!I D'^P^ niSy^a may very well be

regarded (as it will be seen has been done by ourselves) as parenthetical, in which

case "i^^ would really refer to "^it^ [the'] sun, in ver. 15, the last subject.

O'^pr^'P < [the'l clouds, the 7 being the mark of the obj. case, as in ''"'1?;?/?.

supra V. 2.

2"^rc!^Q for D^P^r^ "'^^ ivhich [_are'] strong, firm.

p^^lQ "'S"13 like a molten mirror. ^^1 (which is derived from the verb nS"1

to see, look) is synonymous with "^^l^ a looking-glass, mirror, which occurs in

Exod. xxxviii. 8. The root of P^^^ here is not P^^, as in the same word

ver. 10, but P^^ to pour out, and also to pour molten metal into a mould, to cast.

Ver. 19. "17 respecting him (the sun). Comp. Gen. xx. 13, "Say ^7 respect-

ing me, He is my brother."

"r|"1173 N7 for •*>2"'vP 'il'^2?3 M7 we cannot arrange our words ; i.e., we do not

know what to say. A similar ellipsis we met with supra xxxiii. 5, where
nD~i37 (on which see note) stands for ^'^yP '^tI^ arrange thy words.

* This is a mistake. God is once mentioned by name in Chap. xxv. (viz., Ver. 4), though

not in the Verses quoted from Chap. xxvi.

—

Editor, 1862.
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Ver. 20. "i^ respecting him (the sun), as in the preceding verse.

-l2-rs ^3 for "12-TS ^3n shall I indeed speak (say ?)

DS whether, used here merely as an interrogative particle. Comp. supra vi. 12.

Ver. 21. "Tiw ^^7 ^^ for "^iS ^Sn ^b "'S ? although [men] do not see \jthe']

sun. See note on "''i^ ver. 15.

"iTia bright, a arra^ Xeyo'/i-ei/ov. From the same root, however, we have

n"!rtS (Lev. xiii. 2, &c.), a white (or bright) spot.

Ver. 22. P^^P for li^^ H-TlX? by means of [<Ae] north wind. See note on

i~lia supra Ver. 17.

nriS'^ nnt /^g (the sun) will come out Gold, i.e., as bright as Gold. The 3 of

comparison is intentionally omitted here, in order to increase the force of the

simile. See note on '^^''PJ 72 "'S supra viii. 9. For this figurative sense of

3nT we may compare Zech. iv. 12, "which empty out of themselves ^T^'V^ the

gold," * i.e., the clear, bright, oil, as explained by Kimchi, who observes :

• ^-^am iTH '(nwn -iDib 13121

" He means to say the bright and pure oil."

So Shakespeare :

So sweet a kiss the golden sun gives not

To those fresh morning drops upon the rose,

Nor shines the silver moon One half so bright

Through the transparent bosom of the deep.

Ver. 23. ^P^l?"^!'! for 'i'l)^^?'^"):?^ and in [the'] midtitude (abundance) of

His righteousness. Those who translate these words, and great in righteousness,

have confounded 2"] , which stands for ^"ll
, and is a noun and not an adjective,

(the Choiolem having been changed into a short Kawmets on account of the

Makkiph connecting the word to the one next following),—with the adjective ^1
great, which could not possibly take a short-Kawmets.

nav^ ^b for tr7\^ \3? i^bp nai?"; ^b (as in Lament, iii. 33,) He does not

afflict [</te] sons of men from His heart, i.e., willingly.

The view we take of Vers. 15—24 of this Chapter so widely

differs from that embraced by all the Commentators and Transla-

tors whose works we have before us, that we must beg to be allowed

to set forth the manner, in which we construe these seemingly

incoherent verses—a manner, by which not only a most logical

and close connection is shown to subsist between them, but also

2i finale is obtained worthy to crown the discourse of the only one

of the wise men who speak in this volume, that is not found

fault with by Him, who " giveth wisdom unto the wise, and

knowledge to them that know understanding."

* Similarly, the purest treacle is often called golden syrup.—Editor, 1862.
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Ver. 15. ^l^n Dost thou know.

^^^^^ uw^ for iIn ri^h^ ciir? when

God appoints [the] sun

^\)^),^, for vhjj over it (the cloud,

which is here, as in verse 1 2,

designated by a plural affix
;

i.e., when God charges the

sun to disperse the cloud),

iij^j ")1« j/^iiini for w^ h}: -lix v't^^r^) And
causes [the] sun to shine

upon His cloud ?

Ver. 16. 3^ ^^^^'^ ^V. .I^ir^H Dost thou know [anything]

respecting [the] balancings

of [the] thick-cloud[s] ?

ipV/\. D'OT nlN^^p) ([OA/ the] wondrous-works

of [Him, who is] perfect in

knowledge.)

Ver. 17. D"^^)! ^^"Jt^ "I?^^ How thi/ garments [are] tvarm,

n? ^^R?''!'? fo^ n^ 'i^?!?'!'? On his

(the sun's) quieting [the]

earth,

Dil'JP for Din"! HMD hy means ofa

south wind?

Ver. 18. C^pntf^^ 112^ Jtf^RI^ for D^ipntf*'? i^j;^ TiPinn Do5^

^Aoif ^ea^ o««? with him (the

sun) [^Ae] clouds (i.e., dost

thou help him to rarefy the

clouds) ?

D^prn for D^prn "ll^'i^ Which [ap-

pear] strong (firm),

p^1/!D "^i^l? like a molten mirror ?

Ver. 19.
'

'^JJ^nin 2>rtcA W5

i? "ipSJ HD u7/«? it'e 5^«// say of him (the

sun; i.e., if we are asked

what is become of him, tell

us, what shall we answer!)

T^V} ^h for ^yhD ^h;;: ^h We cannot

arrange our words (i.e., we
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are at a loss to say what is

become of him,)

'^pT] ^35P on account of [the] darkness

(of the clouds.)

Yer. 20. 1^ "1^5^!' Can it he told of him (the

sun—

)

ly"])^, ^3 for "inigl ^DH shall I indeed

speak—
\l}^^ "ID^ Di^ Or will any one say,

^t^21 ''2 that he (the sun) is destroyed ?

(i.e., that he is altogether

annihilated, because we no

longer see him ?)

Ver. 21. nni;! But now,

"liJ5 ^)!r{^H for nix
1^5"J

^^ ^3 D5 though

[men'] do not see [the] sun,

D^pn^i'a i^in THS [Yet] he [is] bright in the

clouds ;

Dnntom n"l2I/ mm And when a wind shall hove"-:-:- t:t - ;

passed, and cleared them

away,

Ver. 22. jiDVp for jlDV nna [Fm,] ly

means of a north wind

'^^^?. h^ (the sun) loill come out-—
3(17 gold (i.e., so dazzling bright

thathe looks a globe ofgold.

But splendid as he will be,

his splendour will be as

nothing, when compared

with the glory and majesty

of God)

Tin [The] glory,

ni'^g hv. for ni'^.S hv. "l^i^^? which [is]

with God,

i^liJ [is] awful (not only an object

of admiration, but an object

of awe.)

Ver. 23. • ^'W [As to the] Almighty,
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lili^^Vp X"? we cannot find Him out (we

cannot know, when He
will reveal Himself)

;

COSIi^pT rO )^'^l^l/ [He is] great in power and

justice^

njJ'JVnn'l for iniJlV ^'^l^'' Andin[the'\

multitude of His righteous-

ness,

7MV\ )kb for t:^\S: ^3? i^fe mu\ ^^

(Lament, iii. 33) He will

not willingly afflict [the']

sons of men.

Ver. 24. D"'^'J*^ imi^ll \2^ Therefore, men can [only] fear

Him (the only thing they

do, as they cannot see Him,

is to have faith in His

existence, to revere and fear

Him).

"oh 'Ppn b^ '^h * Not any of [the] wise in heart

ns"1^ for 1n1k^ nS"l^ can see Him.

GOD'S ADDRESS TO JOB.

Since the murmurings and grumblings of Job had arisen solely

from his not having had (before God revealed Himself to him),

the remotest idea, or even the faintest conception, of an immortal

soul, and its existence in a future state, all that was required to

convert him, and arouse in him the most bitter repentance for what

he had so rashly said, was to convince him of the great truth,

that man is not a mere animal, but a being of a more dignified and

• ^1 ^'^ here signifies not any. Comp. na fe iDnn Nb (Deut. viii. 9) thou shalt not lack

anything in it.

A A
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I
exalted nature than all the living creatures which surround him,

and that his existence will not, like theirs, terminate with his life.

i

Now, this conviction must have taken possession of his mind, the

very moment God revealed Himself to him, and therefore arguments

on the part of God would have been as needless and superfluous,

as explanations, unbecoming. Lest, however, dazzled by the ex-

;
altation and dignity of the new position, which he so unexpectedly

j
found himself occupying in the creation as a man, he should

become even more inclined to self-conceit and pride than he had

, been before he was visited with affliction, God thinks fit to teach

' him humility by shewing him, that the soul of man, immortal

though it is, and exalted in its nature, nevertheless cannot, so long

as it is hampered with a body of clay, penetrate into the mysteries

of the most common phenomena of nature, or even always learn

to perform by reason, that which mere animals are taught to

perform by instinct, whilst the body it tenants is but very weak

I and frail in comparison with the gigantic frames of some of the

brute-creation. This admonition is followed by a short dialogue

between God and Job, which ends in Job's confessing himself

vile, but contrite, penitent, and heartily ashamed of what had

escaped his lips in consequence of the ignorance of his own

nature, in which he had been plunged all the days of all his life,

until God vouchsafed to enlighten his mind by revealing Himself

to him.

CHAPTER XXXVni.

Ver. 1—11. Then JeJiovah answered Job out of the tempest.

Which had been gathering towards the conclusion of Elihu's

discourse. And said, (Ver. 2.) Who is this, that darkeneth My
counsel. My purposes ; My designs. Who would dim the lustre

reflected upon Me by My dealings with mankind. With words
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without knowledge ? (Ver. 3.) Gird up now thy loins like a man.

Summon up all thy courage, for thou wilt need it, to contend with

Me. For I ivill ask thee questions, and do thou inform me.

(Ver. 4.) Where wast thou, when I founded the earth ? Declare,

if thou art acquainted-with understanding! (Ver. 5.) Who
determined the measures thereof if thou knowest? Who assigned

it its dimensions ? Or who stretched the measuring-line upon it ?

(Ver. 6.) Upon what were its foundations settled ? Or who laid

its corner-stone, ((Ver. 7.) While the morning-stars tvere singing in

chorus* and all the sons of God shouted-for-joy'!) (Ver. 8.)

And shut up the sea with doors, when it hurst forth as though

coming out of a womb ? (Ver. 9.) When I made the cloud its

garment, and deep-darkness its swaddling-hand ; (Ver. 10.) And
decreed for it My boundary. The bound with which I, and I alone,

have encircled it. And set upon it a bar and doors, (Ver. 11.)

And said. Thus far shall 'thou come, and no farther, and here shall

the pride of thy waves he stayed ?

Ver. 1. n*j;^tpri the storm, tempest. Our reason for not giving this word the

signification of w/iirlivind, which has been assigned to it by the Translators of

the Auth. Vers., was that we find in Ps. cvii. 25, and elsewhere, ^"J^P G^"^

(where the meaning whirlwind would produce an insufferable tautology), lit., a

wind of storm, i.e., a stormy wind.

Ver. 2. n^r for ^0^? Mi/ counsel.

Ver. 4. nS'^S where. See note on H-Jp "^S supra ii. 2.

Ver. 5. "^^TIPP its measures, dimensions. So Jarchi, who tells us that it is

synonymous with H'^Oi'^p from H'^Tp a measure, supra xxviii. 25.

Ver. 7. TH^ together; i.e., in chorus. This verse should be taken parentheti-

cally, when there will be no occasion to supply a ''P at the beginning of ver. 8,

as is commonly done.

Ver. 8 'in"'^? on its bursting forth. This verb is also used transitively, as in

Ps. xxii. 10, in the sense of drawing out, " for Thou art "l^^P '^H^ He who

drew me out from [/AeJ womb."

* It would seem that it was customary among the Jews to celebrate the foundation of

stately edifices with songs and shouts of joy and music. Thus we read in Ezra iii. 10,

"And when the builders laid the foundation of the temple of Jehovah, they set their

priests in their apparel with trumpets, and the Levites the sons of Asaph with cymbals to

praise Jehovah, after the ordinance of David king of Israel. And they sang together by

course, in praising and giving thanks unto Jehovah And all the people shouted

with a great shout, when they praised Jehovah, because the foundation of the house of

Jehovah was laid."

A A 2
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S?.-; Cq-ta for N2?. nrjno nr^KS as though it comes (came) outfrom \the\

womb. Or the hemistich may be translated as it stands, " when it burst forth,

came out from, [the] womb," when i^^r. , a tense, would correspond to 'in''2^ and

therefore, be equivalent to iriS^^ on its going forth, just in the same way that

in ver. 7 '''37''~'*1
, a tense, in the second hemistich, corresponds to T^? in the

first, and, therefore ^ ?"^"]!7?^ ^^^ ^^ {^the"] shouting of.

Ver. 9. 1J^V^)Q *^* swaddling-band. The noun "^^rin is a aTra^ Aeyo/xevov, but

the verb ^i^r\ we find in Ezek. xvi. 4, ^f'^'? ^ '' ^^H*?! ^^''^^ wast not swaddled

at all. As He had compared the sea to a babe coming forth from the womb. He
naturally compares the thick and dark vapours which at times overhang or

enwrap the sea to the garments of a babe, its swaddling-clothes.

Ver. 10. "iStpS^ and I decreed, determined. This seems to be here the

meaning of the verb "I3tt^
, which generally means to break. In a very similar

manner, the verb "^^2, which lit., signifies to cut, is used in the sense o( deciding,

determining, decreeing (as supra xxii. 28),

"'i^n Mg boundary, i.e., the boundary I determined for it. See note on ''^loa

supra iii. 10.

D'^tt^S^ for ''"'7^ t^'^^I^J and I laid upon it, T*^]? being supplied from the first

hemistich.

Ver. 11. fl"'ph ^^bl. for ^^ill^ 'T'pri ^bl. And thou shalt not add to come, \.e.,

shalt not come any farther.

^5;-1 for nc-l and here. So the marginal note, "H CIpDn "W, «S instead

of n ".

^"'^^ for i"f^ ^""^^ lit., one shall put (lay) his hand, i.e., exercise power

(Comp. su]pra ix. 33), = power shall be exercised (over the pride of its waves ) ;

i.e., their pride shall be controlled, stayed.

Vers. 12—15. Having dwelt on the creation of the world, God
proceeds to speak of that which He had next created, namely,

light ; and as Job had himself in one of his discourses described

the dread which wicked men feel on the approach of light,* we
shall find God alluding to this. He says

:

Hast thou ever conimanded the morning ? To dispel the

darkness of night, and to illuminate all objects. Hast thou made

the day-spring to know its place ? Is it in obedience to thy direc-

tions, that it constantly varies in position ? (Ver. 13.) So that it

should take hold of the cortiers of the earth and the toicked should he

shaken out of it. As dust or crumbs are shaken out of a cloth

held by the four corners, so light, as it were, seizes the earth by

its corners, and shakes the wicked (under whom Job had especially

* Comp. supra xxiv. 15— 17.
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included robbers and adulterers, who carry on their mal-practices

at night) out of it, causing them to beat a hasty retreat into their

dens, and so, for a time at least, to disappear from its surface.

(Ver. 14.) It (the earth) is changed like the clay of a seal. Just

as images are suddenly evoked upon a shapeless lump of clay (or,

as we should say, wax) by the impression of a seal, so the eartli,

which in the darkness of night becomes a confused and formless

mass, has stamped upon it, by the morning dawn, the endless

variety of forms which diversify its surface. And they. The

corners of the earth. Stand up^ as though they had put on a

garment. The objects on the surface of the earth, which, in the

darkness of night, were undistinguishable one from another, stand

forth prominently and conspicuously at daybreak, as easily to be

distinguished by the variety of colours with which the light has

(so to say) clothed them, as human beings are by the variety of

their dress. (Ver. 15.) But their light. The light of the

morning and the dawfi. Is withheld from wicked-men. Who
skulk away at its approach, full of consternation and terror : /So

that the high arm is broken. So that the arm of those, who
practise violence in the gloom of night, falls powerless on the

appearance of the light of morn.

Ver. 12. '^"^^PJ'PlT lit., tvhether from {or since) thy days, i.e., from the earliest

period of thy existence, as long as thou hast lived. Comp. 1 Kings i. 6, " And
his father had not displeased him l^^*'? at any time" (de ses jours.)

•^^^1 (K'ree) for ^V"^^l! didst thou make to know? the interrogative ^
being supplied from the first hemistich.

Ver. 14. "TJCnriri it (the earth) turns (changes) itself; i.e., becomes changed.

12-2\'n"|"1 ajid they (the corners of the earth) set themselves up ; i.e., stand out.

27^3^ ia:p for K.'^^^ ^^2^ "'Xd^^ as though they had put on a garment ; i.e.,

objects are distinguished from one another, as though each of them was dressed in

its own peculiar dress.

Ver. 15. QniS their light ; i.e., the light of the morning and the day-spring.

Vers. 16— 21. The globe and the light still continue to form

the theme of God's discourse, but when speaking of the sea,

which is composed of an element in which man cannot exist, the

idea of death and the shadow of death naturally suggest itself.

God therefore says

:

Hast thou penetrated to the mazes of the sea^ or hast thou walked
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about in the recesses of the deep ? (Well is the sea said to be full

of mazes, for even if a man could move beneath its surface like a

fish, how could he direct his course, how could he ascertain in

what direction he was going? No labyrinth could present

greater difficulties). This of course thou knowest thou canst not

do, and that there thou wouldest soon be overtaken by death, but

dost thou know all the innumerable other ways by which death

can reach thee '? (Ver. 17.) Have the gates of death been revealed

to thee, or canst thou see the gates of the shadow of death ? Have

thine eyes beheld the numberless portals, through any one of

which he might sally forth from his gloomy mansion against

thee ? (Ver. 18.) Hast thou comprehended even the breadths of

the earth ? This very earth, which has been assigned to thee as

thy abode—dost thou know the whole extent thereof? Canst

thou say how far it reaches this way or that "? Declare, if thou

knowest it all.^ (Ver. 19.) Where is the way that leadeth to the

place where light dtvelleth F When on the command, " Let there

be light," the light appeared, canst thou tell whence, or in what

way, it came ? Canst thou even say how it reaches the earth

every morning'? And as to darkness. By which that light is

succeeded. Canst thou tell where its place is? ((Ver. 20.)

For thou couldst no doubt take it. Either one or the other, light or

darkness. To the bound thereof! And thou canst no doubt perceive

the paths that lead to the house thereof! (Ver. 21.) Thou knoivest

all that, for thou wast then born ! Thou wast present when light

was first evoked, thou sawest and didst mark the way it came

!

Yea, the number of thy days is great!)

Ver. 16, D^ "*??? [^^'^] entanglements, intricacies, mazes, of\_the'\ sea. So Jarchi,

who compares ^n D"^?3? (Exod. xiv. 3) they [are"] entangled (in the land).

Kimchi, however, with whom Ben-Zev agrees, comparing "^P^p (supra xxviii. 11),

translates it springs, fountains of, as it is also translated in the Auth. Vers.

Din^ ~)j7n?'' and in \jthe\ recesses of the deep, as being places which do not

offer themselves to the view, but require exploration (PiiH) for their discovery.

Ben-Zev translates "ipn Grund (bottom), observing :

-iX2W> ntt?ND iTipjsi ibin^i nmn n'^'h'^n "t37 sinb npn b3?Q -jm p ""D

: (7Jnj) ctt?a {\viyiyiv) T2?bn

" For such is the signiflcation of the verb ip", to come [namely] to the end of a matter,

and its boundary and its origin, as the foreign-tongue (i.e., German) says, ergrunden, from

the noun Grund."
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We take, therefore, this word to be synonymous with {y)^) "'T?i?n?' (Ps. xcv. 4),

which Aben-Ezra explains

:

:]lf> DVDVD

" The lowest parts (or deep recesses) of the earth "

;

and on which Ben-Zev also observes

:

: n'^DDSi V""'« nvnnnb -i«n

" An epithet [applied] to the lowest parts of the earth, and the uttermost ends thereof."

Ver. 18. "f? eve7i, in which sense the French jusque is frequently used, and by

which preposition it is rendered here in the Genevese translation, which runs

:

" As-tu coxnprisjusques aux estendues de la terre ?
"

Ver. 19. ''i« l?^*' T?!^^ ^}. ^^ for "lis ^'^^\ is "^27S cipan bs TT-]"^rT HT ^s

Where (which) [is] the way to the place tvherein light dwells ? For an explanation

of HT ^S see our note on nQ'^S supra iv. 7.

^M for T^p (Prov. viii. 22) in olden times.

Vers. 20, 21, should be taken parenthetically.

Vers. 22—30. God proceeds to prove to Job the imperfection

of human knowledge by shewing him his inability to account for,

and explain, the most common phenomena of nature.

flast thou, He asks him, entered into the storehouses of the

snow F Or canst thou see the storehouses of the hailF I do not

refer to usual and ordinary falls of snow and hail, which thou

hast often seen, but to those supernatural snow and hail-storms

with which I visit those I am displeased with—to that snow and

hail (Ver. 23) Which I have reserved for the time of trouble, for

the day of battle and war* (Ver. 24.) Which is the way by

which light is distributed? By which the light, which first

appears in the east, is thence distributed over the whole earth.

Which the way by which the east-wind. Having just spoken of

the origin of light, which comes from the east. He naturally

mentions the east-wind in preference to any other. Spreadeth

itself over the earth ? (Ver. 25.) Who hath divided a tvater-

course for the pouring out of the rain-waters \ Or a way for the

flash of the thunder? (Ver. 26.) So as to cause it to rain upon

That God has destroyed by hail armies that took the field against His will, we are told

in Joshua x. 11, " And it came to pass that Jehovah cast down great

stones from heaven upon them unto Azekah, and they died ; they were more which died

with hailstones, than they whom the children of Israel slew with the sword."
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a land where no man is, upon a desert^ wherein there is no man.

Even there, where men, the choicest part of my creation, do not

dwell, I send the blessing of rain for the benefit of other living

beings. (Ver. 27.) To saturate the waste and desolate place, and

to make the germ of grass to spring up. The grass, which is to

satisfy the craving appetite of the beasts which inhabit there,*

(Ver. 28.) Hath the rain a father? Other than Myself. Or

who hath begotten the drops of dew ? (Ver. 29.) From whose

belly came forth the ice ? And as to the hoar-frost of heaven, who

hath brought it forth? (Ver. 30.) The waters hide themselves

when the face of the deep cohereth like a stone.

Ver. 24. "^i^ V^Pi"^. TinTin HT "'M for "^I'W pb^'^. ^2 nt?7S Tyn^n HT ^S Where

(which) [is"] the tvay by which light is distributed ?

V?T scatters (spreads) itself. This word, though in Hiph-el (from the root

V^S), is here used intransitively (though in English it must be translated re-

flectively, or passively), as in Exod. v. 12, ^^"7 V??- '^^ ^^^ people scattered

themselves abroad. »^2 ""^^^ "HlTfLf HY '^M niust be supplied from the first to the

second hemistich.

Ver. 25. m^b for Q"!)? m^)> (Ps. xxxii. 6) for\the'\flood of water; or, as

reference seems here to be made to rain, the more full and prosaic form would be

CK72in ^X?">p T^-^yf} for Xthel flood of the rain-water.

Ver. 26. tt?'« «^ for HS ti;^S b^b "itt^S in which \there is"] no man. In the

second hemistich, also, "'^^ must be supplied before ^7^ ^ ** •

Ver. 27. ^'^^^n? to satisfy, saturate. The verb !^2li7 generally means to be

satisfied (with /boc?) ; but sometimes also with drinh (e.g., Amos iv. 8), and hence

it is used of the earth, or land in general (as here), when saturated with water.

Comp. Prov. xxx. 16, D^p '^Tt^ ^ '^l^ \}he\ earth is not filled-with

water.

nSIGJip^ nSU7 a icaste and desolate place. The latter of these words is never

met with excepting joined with the former (as supra xxx. 3 ; Zeph. i. 15), though

nS27 occurs alone, e.g., supra xxx. 14.

S2D (root S!2^) a germ, as being that from which a plant goes forth, proceeds.

Comp. supra xxxi. 8, where Q^^^^r? was used in a somewhat similar sense. In

Chap, xxviii. 1, S21D was used of a place from which silver issties (or is

extracted).

Ver. 30. ^^3/0"! lit., take, or rather catch, hold of each other (from the verb

ID V to catch) ; i.e., cohere, congeal. Comp. infra xli. 9.

This Verse should be construed thus

:

* Comp. Ps. cxxxvi. 25, " "Who giveth food to all flesh ; for His mercy endureth for

ever."
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1^5Il^^''^ CJD [The] waters hide themselves

Dinri
"'J5?'1 when [the] surface of [the] deep

T^'lhTy^ l?i^? cohere[s] like a stone.

This way of construing the verse causes all the difficulties,

which the word ]5'^3 presented to all the Commentators we have

before us, totally to vanish. We should exhaust the reader's

patience if we were to quote all the passages in the Hebrew
Bible, of which the words have to be construed in a very different

order from that in which they are written, and we shall content

ourselves, therefore, with quoting Ps. xlv. 6, which runs thus,

but must be construed as follows :

D'^JlJCi' ^''?;fn Sharp-jjointed [are] Thine arrows^

XV^n ^3;1S d'?:^ for l^^n; •^^;§n U^i^« 353 They enter into

[the] heart of [the] enemies of the king,

Tj^nnn l'?^;' D^;2J; 'Nations fall beneath Thee !
*

Vers. 31—38. Job is now asked whether he has any, even the

slightest, control over the heavenly bodies, or can explain their

influence upon the earth ; also, whether the clouds and lightning

would give any heed to his commands.

Canst thou fasten (lit. bind) the bands of the Pleiades ? Canst

thou tighten the bands which unite its stars, and so cause their

influence upon the earth to cease? Or canst thou loosen the

fetters of Orion ? So as to increase its influence upon the earth.

(Ver. 32.) Canst thou bring forth the constellations, every one

in its season ? And as to Arcturus icith his children,'^ Canst thou

guide them. ? (Ver. 33.) Knoivest thou the ordinances of heaven ?

Canst thou set its dominion over the earth ? Determine how far

they influence the earth. (Ver. 34.) Canst thou lift up thy voice

to the cloud[s\ so that abundance of water shall cover thee ? \ So

that the clouds with water big should overhang thee like a

canopy. (Ver. 35.) Canst thou send forth the lightnings, so that

* So the verse is rendered by Dr. French and Mr. Skinner.

t By the children of Arcturus it is commonly supposed are meant the three stars which
compose the tail of this constellation.

X This same expression was used by Eliphaz, supra xxii. 11, as here, in reference to the

water contained in, and not poured outfrom, the clouds.
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they shall go. Whither thou directest them. Or will they say to

thee^ " Behold, here we are \ Ready to execute thy commands."

(Ver. 36) Who hath put wisdom in their inward-parts .^ Or who

hath imjjarted intelligence to their mind?^ (Ver. 37.) Who can

number the clouds by wisdom.^ Or, ivho can dispose the bottles

of heaven (i.e., the clouds) in layers? (Ver. 38.) When the

dust. Saturated with water poured out from those bottles.

Floiceth into a molten-mass. For, when dust is drenched with

rain, its particles, like those of a metal on being fused, run

together into a liquid, which afterwards— still maintaining herein

a similarity to the molten metal—hardens into a solid mass. And
the clods cleave fast together. First reduced to a liquid by the

rain, they afterwards dry into one hardened cake of mud.

Ver. 31. ni3"T5:a for ni'^3!?a bands, from the root "f337 which occurred

supra xxxi. 36, under the form '13"JD?7S / would bind it. That in the noun

before us the letters f 3 have been transposed is rendered extremely probable,

if not certain, by the fact, that in the Talmud we find Cl^?!?.^ used in the sense

of bafids, chains ; but, even if this had not been the case, we should not have

scrupled to assume the transposition, as we often meet with words which, in spite

of an exchange of place in a couple of their letters, are universally allowed to

have the same meaning. Thus, for example, ^'5? and ^^'^ signify both a

lamb; nvSptt? and HQ j-C? both, a garment; i^'^VyO^, too, (supra xxix. 17 j

Joel i. 6) and ni37;jl^a (Ps. Iviii. 7) grinders.

It will be perceived that ri13137p in the first hemistich stands in parallelism

with m^pixa lit., draivers, pullers (p. T^^) i.e., cords, fetters, in the second.

Ver. 32. ni"i;T^ constellations ; i.e., ^"'"IJ^ supra xxxvii. 9, on which see note.

Ini^Sl in its season; i.e., every constellation in its season.

^IV i.q., ^^ Arcturus, supra ix. 9.

v5 together with, along with, as in Exod. xxxv. 22, " And the men came ^3?

together with (the women)."

Ver. 33. Il^tpp its dominion, rule, hifiuence. Comp. "^^t!? one exercising

power, an overseer. Prov. vi. 7. The affix is singular, though it refers to

* Rosenmuller asks those who refer this verse to man, " At quem non offendat medias

inter questiones de coelestibus et aereis phaenomenis singula hsec de sapientia et intelli-

gendi facultate homini impertita, interrogatio ? " A very fair question certainly, and one

we might ourselves have asked, for it will be perceived that we do not take the words

nin:s5 in the inward-parts, and 'i3iB mind, to refer to man, but to the lightnings, personified

in the preceding verse, as agents who can receive and execute commands delivered to them

by God, and who can come and say, " Here we are
;

" and we greatly wonder that none of

the Commentators (for of those who do not refer it to man, not one applies it to the liglit-

nings) happened to hit upon this very simple explanation of the verse.
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D^aC? which very generally requires a plural. So C.^ is sometimes used with a

singular, e.g., Num. xix. 13.

Ver. 36. ri"int32 in the inward-parts. Comp. Ps. li. 8, " Behold, thou desirest

truth nin^^ in the imoard parts."

''P^ . Just as from the verb nS~i to see, we have the nouns "^^l^ and "'!??''.

(supra xxxvii. 18), both signifying a looking-glass, i.e., an object at which we look,

so, from the verb HSD or W2D in Chaldee to see, we have (the I^ being, as it

very often is, replaced by a ^) the Hebrew nouns n*pp and ri^3J??p , both

signifying picture, also an object to be looked at. HOP occurs only in

•^^P^rr ni^pt?? (Isa. ii. 16), lit., pictures of delight; i.e., delightful pictures.

n'^StpQ is met with more frequently, as, e.g., in Levit. xxvi. 1, n''32,''D ^5^

stone (or rather stones, for it is used collectively,) of imagery ; i.e.,

stones disposed so as to form images, mosaic work {mosaic being probably

derived from n^3t??P (MrtSKeeM)) ; and, in the plural, in Num. xxxiii. 52,

"And ye shall destroy Dn^Stpp v3 HM all their images." It is also

figuratively applied to the images of the mind, imaginations, as e.g.,

3^7 ni'Stpp (Ps. Ixxiii. 7) \the~\ imaginations of [their^ heart. The word
"•iDp then, which no doubt is derived from the same root (a 1 having been

inserted, as in "^^"10 (1 Chron. xvi. 27) gladness, from •^"'n), and of which the

literal meaning is, probably, therefore thought, imagi?iafion, is used here of the

seat of the thoughts, the mind,* as shown by its corresponding to riinis in the

first hemistich.

This verse should be construed thus

;

no^n nin£D3 n::^ ^d for hd^h n^^\^2 unh n-^ ^d lit.,t:t •<.- T- t:t x- vt t- '

Who has put for them ivisdom in

the inward-parts F i.e., who has put

wisdom in their inward-parts 1

nrn ^^^wb m ^d i\^ for nrn ^i::ti''7 dhb inj ^d ij< Or
T • • : V - ' - T • T • •:•.•- V T ' - T

ivho has 2)ut in them intelligencefor

the mind? i.e., who has put intel-

ligence in their mind \

* So Kimchi observes (under root hdic) on cnobn bs n« cm^w [Num. xxxiii. 52] {and

ye shall destroy all their pictures)

:

m«n 11 iQ'T i"i:?on lain o rrcin jiuj'jo 3''3yi / nr^ pv urra

^nvb m3?i ir:n tditdi .onrDi nci:? ibn© rra micnon Dm /(i ,;r wbrir) 21b nvsirn nis nrai

(iV , nb 2V«) nj'a 'l^irb ^n: 'o in 'i3o iVn xnp: -[3'd'ji . mn"?:?:!;!! mnv^no oabi rfbv ncNQ

Its meaning (that of rrairn) is picture, and this meaning is derived from the sense of

looking (which the root hd© has), for a thing which is pictured (painted), man looks at it

and hence i^b nvsirp r\y^ (^Fa. Ixxiii. 1), they have passed the pictures

(imaginations) of their heart (mind), that is to say, the ideas, which the heart (mind)

contemplates and beholds. And the interpretation is, that they attained unto and excelled

that which came up in their mind concerning prosperity and success. And, therefore, the

heart (mind) is called "^^^ (as in Job xxxviii. 30) nra 'idttI? ]nj 'n in {or who imparted

intelligence to the heart (mind) ?)
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Ver. 37. ^"^"^Pl lit., can cause to lie ; i.e., lay out, dispose in layers. Similarly

the Genevese Version :
" et qui dispose le giste (i.e, gite) des barils des cieux ?

Vers. 39—41. Having shown the utter inability of the human

mind to penetrate the laws, which regulate the sublimer parts of

His creation, God proceeds to demonstrate to Job that, even with

regard to the creatures, which live around him on the globe, many

of their instincts and habits remain a mystery to man.

Dost thou huntprey for the li07i? Or dost thou Jill the appetite

of the young-lions. (Ver. 40.) JVhen they crouch in their dens

^

when they abide in the covert, in ambush F (Ver. 41.) Who,

besides myself, jjrepareth for the raven his food, when his

young ones cry aloud unto God, when they wander for lack of

food ? f

Ver. 39. ^'^JTl and \the'\ appetite of. Comp. "i'H^n supra xxxiii. 20.

Ver. 40. ni2i37!?)2 for ni3i37r)2 in their dens. For this signification of the

noun T^'V^ see note on n'^j'^l^iyp^^ supra xxxvii. 8.

D'7M iX57 lit., for ambush; i.e., to lie in wait.

Ver. 41. ^S 7S to God. Seeing that God Himself is the speaker, He might

have been expected to say "^7^ to Me; instances, however, do occur, where God

employs, to designate Himself, one of His attributes, instead of a personal pronoun.

Thus, in Gen. ix. 16, we read: "And the bow shall be in the cloud; and I will

" look upon it, that I may remember the everlasting covenant ^"^r^ ''^. T^
" between God, &c.," instead of ''3"*r^ between Me. Again, Exod. xxiv. 1 we find

begins thus :
" And unto Moses He (Jehovah) said, come up n;in'' vi^ to

Jehovah^'' for ^?^ to Me.X See also infra xxxix. 17.

^37^1^. for ^37ri^. "^3 when they wander.

* Rosenmiiller, perhaps justly, connects the following three verses with the next chapter.

f So the Psalmist says (Ps. clxvii. 9) :
" He giveth to the beast his food, and to the

young ravens which cry."

X Nor are instances wanting, in which men speak of themselves, or are spoken of, in the

same manner. Thus, Jacob says to his sons (Gen. xlix. 2) :
" Gather yourselves together

and hear, 3py'_ '53 [ye] sons of Jacob I " instead of '23 7ny sons. Comp. also 1 Kings viii. 1,

" Then Solomon assembled the elders of Israel unto King Solomon in Jeru-

salem," where King Solomon stands in place of toMm or to himself; and also Ibid. xii. 21.

Similarly, in Exod. x. 11, rwiD '•ds n«n cnx '(t^v^ need not be translated, and they ivere

driven out from Pharaoh^s presence, as though the verb were used impers., but may well

be rendered, and he (i.e., Pharaoh who is speaking at the beginning of the verse) drave

them outfrom before Pharaoh, -when from before Pharaoh would stand iov from before

him, orfrom his presence,—Editor, 1862.
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Vers. 1—4. Dost thou know the time of, the hnnging forth of the

wild goats of the rock ? Dost thou watch the birth-throes of the

hinds F (Ver. 2.) Dost thou number the months that thei/ fulfil f

Or dost thou know the time of their bringing forth? (Ver. 3.)

Thei/ bow down ; they cast forth their young ; they disrniss their

pains. By ridding themselves of their young, they rid them-

selves of the throes these caused them in their birth. (Ver. 4.)

Their young ones wax strong^ grow up in the open-field ; they go

forth^ and do not return. Instead of needing the assistance of

grown up animals of their own race, as human beings do that of

adults, until they reach the age of maturity, these animals need

no help, but can well take care of themselves.*

Ver. 1. ^?9 '^'^V.1 [the'] ivild-goats of [the'] rock, V?! being the constructive

form of D''bi:': (Ps, civ. 18). The sing, of D^^??^ does not occur, but the sing,

fern, in construction (^ r*?^) is found in Prov. v. 19. Notwithstanding, however,

the existence of this fern., it would seem from the context here that C???"! is of

common gender, and is used of wild she-goats. In like manner, ^^^ a hart is

also used to mean a hind in Ps. xlii. 2, as shown by its being followed by a fem.

verb, 2^37^1 v*s:3 As \the] hind panteth, although it has a fem. sing. '^7t^ (Gen.

xhx. 21).t

* So a well-known German poet says :

Kaum geboren, hUpfet schon

Jedes Lamm um seine Mutter;

Kaum geboren, findet schon

Jedes Huhn sein Bisschen Futter.

Nur der Mensch, das Gabelthier,

Kann sich keinen Schritt entfernen

;

Und der Schopfung stolze Zier

Muss erst gehen und essen lernen.

t As the verb ^'''' in Kal means to heget, as well as to bring forth (comp. Gen. Iv. 18),

" And Irad "iV begat (Mehujael) ), Dr. Bernard is strongly inclined to consider that

2^!?D '!»1 in the verse before us should really be taken in its strict sense of wild he-goats of

[the] rock, and nib in that of begetting or gendering, when the literal translation of the first

hemistich would be, " Knowest thou the time of the gendering of the wild he-goats of the

rock " ? and a parallelism would be established between the two hemistiches of this verse,

similar to that which we find in Chap. xxi. 10, where the first hemistich speaks of the gen-

dering of the bull, and the second, of the calving of the cow. Kimchi, who, as well as

Ben-Zev, defines the word by; , "un «'n wild he-goat, must no doubt have taken the verb

n-tb in the same sense that Dr. Bernard would give to it.

—

Note of Editor.
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^7n lit., [the] being/ in pain of; for it is the inf. Pi-dl of "^"'n.

• nbtpn for "ibipnrj Ccmst tlwu mark?

Ver. 2. "iSpri for "iSpnn Canst thou count, number?

^^7;*! for P^'^y^ D«1 Or dost thou know ?

n:s5?a;;i for n3s>?an -ll^^^ which they fulfil.

Ver. 3. n:^-]pn ^/iey iotf, doM^. Comp. 1 Sam. iv. 19, "T^^l '^l^^l and

she boived-down and travailed,

naribpFl lit., they cause to cleave (the womb or vulva), i.e., they extrude, cast

forth, give birth to.

Ver. 4. "^22 in the open-field, this noun having here the same meaning that it

frequently has in Chaldee, in the emphatic form ^"^^ . Comp. Dan. ii. 38,

S^2 riyn ^the"] beasts of the open-field.

io'^ being masc, cannot refer to the hinds, and must, therefore, be considered

altogether pleonastic. There are several Hebrew verbs which take after them a

similar pleonastic pronominal dative ; e.g., from "I^"* to go, we find '^7"^7. (Gen.

xii. 1); from niQ to flee, '^Tn;^ (ibid, xxvii. 43); from nttl to be like,

Tlb-na-^ (Cant. viii. 14).

Ver. 5—8. Who hath sent out the ivild-ass free ? Who hath

exempted him from the bondage of man, that he should not

serve him, like his tamer brother, the domestic ass ? Or who

hath loosened the hands of the wild-mule ?* (Ver. 6.) Whose

house I have made the wilderness. To whom I have assigned the

wilderness for his habitation. And his dtvelling-ijlaces the salt-

land. That is, waste and barren land. (Ver. 7.) There he

laugheth at the hustle of the city., neither heareth he the cries of the

driver. (Ver. 8.) The searching of the mountains. What he

can find on the mountains. Is his pasture. He is not, like

the domestic mule, dependent upon a master for his food. And he

seeketh after every green thing. No species of herb comes amiss

to him.

Ver. 6. nnbp (found also in Ps. cvii. 34) for nnbp V^i^N (Jer. xvii. 6) salt

land ; i.e., barren land. Comp. Deut. xxix. 23, " And the whole land thereof is

* The animal bearing this name seems to have derived it from its resemblance, in form

and general appearance, to the domestic mule, without belonging, like it, to the class of

hybrids, a class which probably requires the intervention of man for its production. [Why

Dr. Bernard translated ^^>3J wild-mule, I do not know, unless it was for the purpose of

avoiding the repetition of the word wild-ass. Kimchi, Ben-Zev, Buxtorf, Wolfssohn, and

all other Commentators, as far as I know, take it to be synonymous with n"J3. {wild-ass),

and in no natural history can I find any mention of an animal bearing the name, wild-mule.
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brimstone ^7^1 and salt, and burning, that it is not sown, nor beareth, nor any

grass groweth therein. Comp. also Ps. cvii. 34, nnbpb """iS
V"?.!?? for ^"}? V"!!^

•^n "? ^"v^- o fruitful land into a salt (barren) land.

Ver. 8. C]"*"}!! "l^n^ [the] searching of \the~\ mountains ; i.e., what is obtained

by searching the mountains ; a noun formed from the verb "^^^"^ to search, just as

D^P^ substance, from t^^P to stand, subsist.

Ver. 9—12. Will the wild-hull he willing to serve thee? As

the domestic ox does. IFill he ahide at thy crih ? (Ver. 10.)

Canst thou hind the wild-hull by his rope to the furrow ? Canst

thou, by means of a rope around his neck, compel him to make

the furrows in thy land in a straight line, as thou wouldst wish ?

Will he harrow the valleys after thee ? Dragging after thee the

harrow. (Ver. 11.) Wilt thou have confidence in him, hecause his

strength is great? Or canst thou leave thy lahour to him?

Entrust the tillage of thy land to him "? (Ver. 12.) Canst thou

trust him, that he will hring hack thy seed ? Canst thou rely upon

his bringing back to thee the seed which thou hast sown, when

grown into a crop and reaped ? And that he will gather it into

thy ham ?

Ver. 9. CTl a wild-bull (Ben-Zev, Waldstier) is more commonly written D^"].

Ver. 10. in^? for inhr? b^/ his thick-rope.

Ver. 12. ^?"!?1 for ^?"]2 ^^'] and into thy barn. Comp. Gen. xxiv. 27,

where ^"'2 stands for ri'^S ^^ into [the'] house of.

Vers. 13— 18. The icing of ostriches is delightful. As far as

regards colour and beauty, the wing of the ostrich stands well-

nigh unrivalled,* but can it, notwithstanding, be said to be really

a wing ? Is it the wing of the stork, or is it the plumage of the

Buffon, however, does describe a wild animal which bears some resemblance to a mule,

and lives in the wilds of Tartary and Siberia, and he says that, in consequence of its thus

partaking of the appearance of the horse and the ass, it has received from a German

naturalist the name of muletfecond de Daourie (a province of Siberia), in addition to its

Tartaric name of Czir/itJiai. Now, surely, an animal which is considered to be appropriately

described by two such contradictory tei-ms as fecund (orfrniffiil) nude, might with, at least,

equal propriety be called a wild-mule, and I have, therefore determined to retain the name

which seems to me to have been happily chosen.

—

Note of Editor, 1862.]

* Ostrich feathers are worth, upon an average, about 8/. per lb., but when they are of a

pure white their value is much greater, and they are sold (wholesale) for as much as 15/.

per lb. See trial in Times, Feb. 7, 1862.—iVb^e of Editor, 1862.
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stork 1 Can the ostrich use her wings and feathers for the same

purposes that the stork does hers ? Can the ostrich be said to be

really a bird 1 Can she fly ? Can she so much as leave the

ground for an instant? No, she is not really and truly a bird ; at

most she is but half an one. (Ver. 14.) For she must leave her

eggs to the ground. Instead of laying her eggs in a nest on the

top of a high tree, or on some elevated building, she must confide

them to the bare ground. And she must ivarm them bi/ means of

the dust. Instead of hatching them herself, as other birds are

wont to do, she must leave them to be hatched by the heat of the

dust and sand in which she has deposited them. (Ver. 15.)

Yea^ she forgetteth that a foot may crush them, or the least of the

field may tram^^le upon them. If she could entertain any appre-

hension of her eggs meeting with such a fate, she would, as left

without a remedy, feel most miserable, and therefore she has been

created incapable of giving way to such apprehensions. (Ver. 16.)

She hath been hardened; her young are as though they did not

belong to her. She is as indifferent and callous to her young as

though she had had no share in their production. Her labour.

The trouble she took in disposing and arranging her eggs in the

sand. May prove in vain. Nothing may come of the eggs

which she has laid, since they may be trampled upon and crushed.

Still she is ivithout fear. She is free from all apprehension,

because He whose " tender mercies are upon all His works " has

had mercy upon her. (Ver. 17.) Because God hath made her to

forget wisdom. And hath not allotted to her any share in intelli-

gence. God having denied her real wings, and so rendered it

impossible for her to lay her eggs, as the eagle, on some towering

cliff, which neither man nor beast could ever hope to scale,

blessed her with that callousness and indifference to her young,

without which she would have been the most miserable of all His

creatures. But not only are her eggs constantly exposed to

danger, she herself, owing to the small size of her wings, is

frequently thrown into the greatest trepidation, by the approach,

namely, of mounted huntsmen. Yet (Ver. 18), if she could at the

proper time. That is, when pursued by the hunters. Raise herself

up on high. By means of her wings, as the stork and other birds

do. She would laugh at the horse and his rider.
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Ver. 1 3. ^''??'1 (a a-n-a^ Aeyo/^evov) ostriches. The fact that all the verbs referring

to this plural noun are used in the sing, indicates that every thing expressed by
them is to be considei-ed as predicated of every one of the individuals included in

the plural. See note on 13112 supra vi. 17.

nDb^"'3 is to be delighted in; i.e., is delightful. So "^^D? (Gen. ii. 9)

that is to be desired = desirable, pleasant.

HTpn n-j:?S for HTpn D-ii^i;? [<Ae] wine/ of [the} stork, the absolute form

being here used instead of the constructive, as in Deut. xvi. 21, V?? ''? "^"^^^ for

yV v3 ri']!!?^ a grove of any tree'i/}.

We are sorry to find HTprj, in the verse before us, rendered by the Translators

of the Auth. Vers., ostrich, although in Jer. viii. 7, and Ps. civ. 17 (passages,

in which the context quite forbids us to understand it of the ostrich, since the

bird spoken of is described as being in the heavens, and building its nests in fir-

trees), they have given it its true meaning, stork.

rr^il for ^"^""^Q ^"4'^'^: or [the'] feather[s'] (plumage, n^3 being used collec-

tively) of a stork. In the marginal reading of the Auth. Vers., this word has, it

would seem, been taken to mean ostrich ; on what grounds we cannot even guess,

for, far from being a aTra^ Xeyofievov, ni*D occurs in Ezek. xvii. 3, 7, and Lev.

i. 16, and in all these passages signifies, and is rendered in the Auth. Vers.,

feather.

Ver. 14. ^?"|. and by means oj. Comp. Gen. xxvii. 40, ^?"!'n v371 and by

means of thy sword, by thy sword.

nianip for * OniW Cann she warms them.

Ver. 15. i^"!-^^^ may crush it "1 The affix, being sing, and referring to

niE'^1^ may trample-on it ) '7^?"'? , expresses that every one of the

eggs is ^able to be crushed, or trampled

upon.

Ver. 16. n^^l/H for "^^v n^ti^pn one has caused her heart to be /<arrf (the

verb being u^ed impers.), i.e., her heart has been made hard, hardened. Or J?"! ^^

God, may be supplied from the next verse as the nom., i.e., God has hardened her

heart. See note on f^^l supra vi. 29. The Translators of the Auth. Vers,

render "7^?? C^^^"/"? she is hardened against her young ones, supplying a

preposition ; but for this, in our humble of>inion, they have no authority, as in the

only other place in which this verb occurs, viz., in Isa. Ixiii. 17, it is joined with

an accus. ^327 n^ppri Thou hardenest our heart.

Ver. 17. '?"i^.^ God, is again used here instead of a personal pronoun. See

note on ^^ vf^
, supra xxxviii. 41.

Vei', 18. ri^3 at the time, i.e., at the rioht time, when a flight into the air

* Or, perhaps, rather 'i\'™, as, though c'2*3 has the form of a masc. plur., it is

joined with a fern. part, (ninij? c^'?, Isa. x. 14) in the only passage from which its gender

can be determined. The sing. n3'3 is not found in the Bible, but is frequently used by the

Rabbins of the Talmud, though they also use the Chald. form n>"3 . The fem. affix of the

two verbs in Ver. 15 renders it probable that in Heb. also the sing, was n^5 . As the

passage quoted above from Isaiah is rendered in the Targ. ]V.'?^ '"^'?> it would seem that

r?'? C=°TI) in Chald. was sometimes masc.

—

Editor, 1862.

B B
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could save her from the hunter. Comp. supra xxxi. 7, ^~'3'I' the way, i.e., the

right way.

Nn^n for «^"!^^ D« If she could raise [herself.] Comp. Prov. xxv. 16,

where nS2^ rz??"^ stands for HSHD tt73":t DS If thou hast found honey. The
verb W"l^ is a aTraf Xfyojucvov, and would seem to be a transposition of DW~i = Q^"' to

be high. See our note on maST supra xxviii. 18, and on V^O! ijfra xl. 12 [17].

The six verses, which have just occupied our attention, namely

vers. 18—18, have been considered by some Commentators (and

amongst them by Wolfssohn) so difficult, and so many various

opinions have been ventured upon them, that we feel we should

not be doing justice, either to the reader, or to ourselves, if we
omitted to point out the way, in which we construe them.

Ver. 13. ^''^51 n^? [The] wing of ostriches

nD?.t/.3 is delightful

;

HTpn n-jajj' Dx for HTpn m_::^J l2^r^ [is it the]

wing of a stork

^

n^j] for ni'^pn nVJl or [the] plumage of

a stork ? (i.e., is the ostrich really

a bird \ Can she fly, or build her

nest on a high place, as the stork

does ? Certainly not
!)

Ver. 14. n''V''3 2U?n "^3 For she must leave her eggs (i.e., she

must entrust her eggs)

V"1J<7 to the earth;
I V T T

ID^ i]l\ And hy means of [the] dust

DSnri for *Dnii^ DSnil must she warm them;

Ver. 15. T\2^T\\ Yet she forgets (i.e., she does not

Conceive any apprehension),

nniTil TJI. ^^ that a foot may crush it (i.e., every

one of her eggs)

;

n^;^nn rn^ri n^.ni Or that [the] loHd-heast of the field

may trample upon it.

Ver. 16. n^:i'j?n for H^S n^::'^."! Her heart has been

hardened (i.e., God, in His mercy,

*^ has hardened her heart) ;

n''I33 Her young ones

* See note in preceding page.
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n^ S77 for lZi:^n3 ilh ^^77 are accounted [as!

not [belonging] to her;

n^'^J^, Her labour (i.e., the pains she has

taken to bury her eggs in the sand)

p"^"!? [jnay be'] in vain,

iriD "^721 \i/et, she is] without fear (i.e., she

entertains no fear upon that score);

Ver. 17. rj'ib^ ^3 For God
^f^^\^ ^^n has made her forget wisdom ;

nr33 n 7 p7n ^^7^. Nai/, He never allotted her any portion

in intelligence (i.e., God, having

denied her wings, whereby she

would have been enabled to fly,

and build her nest in lofty places,

has in His mercy also denied her

intelligence to foresee the dangers

which threaten her young ones, and

which would by anticipation, have

rendered her most miserable, as

having no means of averting them.)

Ver. 18. D^3 At the time, (i.e., at the right time;

when pursued, and nearly over-

taken, by the hunter),

DlnZD3 Xn^n for Di"lSn iSn;2n DX if she couldT- •:- T- •:- -J
raise [Jierself] on high (i.e., mount

up into the heavens as real birds

do),

1llp")7l DID? pnJi'n She would laugh at the horse, and his

rider (i.e., instead of being thrown

into agonies of terror, on being

pursued by the horse and his rider,

she would laugh at them both).*

* To understand Ver. 18, as all others before us have done, to express, that the ostrich,

when with outstretched neck and expanded wings she prepares to fly before the hunts-

man, laughs at the horse and his rider, as feeling that she can easily outstrip them, seems
to us exceedingly absurd. Her fleetness may, indeed, surpass that of the horse, but she

must, nevertheless, all the while she is being pursued, be in a state of the most agonizing

anxiety and alarm, a state, which none but a very eccentric poet would dare venture to

express by the verb prro to laugh. As, however, in Ver. 13 a parallel was drawn between the

B B 2
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Vers. 19— 25. Dost thou give might to the horse? Dost thou

clothe his neck with the rustling-mane ? (Ver. 20.) Dost thou make

him to leap like the locust ? The glory of his snorting is terrible

!

(Ver. 21.) He 2)aiveth in the valley, and rejoiceth iti his strength ;

he goeth forth to meet the iveapon. (Ver. 22.) He laiigheth at

fear, and is not dismayed ; and he turneth not hack from the sword.

(Ver. 28.) The quiver rattleth upon him, the glittering spear, and

the lance. (Ver. 24.) With noise and fury he devoureth the

ground, and cannot be steady when there is the sound of the trumpet.

(Ver. 25.) When there is abundance of trumpeting, he saith.

Aha ! and from afar he scenteth the battle, he scenteth the

thundering-cries of the captains, and their shouting.

N.B. In the Translation, we have marked Vers. 13— 18 (B),

and Vers. 19—25 (A), giving at the same time our reasons for

doing so in a note. As, however, the transposition did not appear to

us absolutely necessary, we have abstained from actually making it.

Ver. 19. '^^^"1 for i^^^l? lit., with thunder ; i.e., with a mane, which, when

tossed upon the horse's neck, makes a rustling noise, here, somewhat hyperboli-

cally, compared to thunder.

Ver. 20. 'i"^n3 his snorting. Comp. Jer. viiL 16, VD^D ^"2113 [the] snorting

of his horses. We are grieved to find this word rendered in the Eng. Vers, his

nostrils, as though it were '''^"]T'3 as infra xli. 12.

n^''S lit,, terror, used here instead of an adj. exciting terror, terrible. See note

on i^^O supra xix. 29.

Ver. 21. 1"i?n^ lit., they dig, i.e., by pawing make holes in the ground.

There is here a change of number from the sing, to the plur., as though, instead

of one horse being taken as the representative of his race, horses were now

spoken of genei'ally. Such a change is by no means uncommon in Hebrew.

Comp. Ps. xiv., where we find verse 1 beginning '^3 "IQS Uhe] fool says, S^c,,

and continuing ^'^'^^H'^ ^H'^nipn they have made corrupt, made abominable, &c.

nSS for inS^ in his strength.

ostrich and the stovk, Ver. 18 may, perhaps, be intended to apply to the latter and to form

the conclusion to that parallel. It would then place in very strong contrast the facility with

which the stork is enabled, by means of her powers of flight, to escape from her pursuers, at

whom, man and horse, she might then -well be said to mock, with the comparative help-

lessness of the ostrich as detailed in Ver. 13. Besides, Dino being uniformly used of a

very great height, nay, often synonymously with d^^tc liearen, as Ps. xviii. 17; Isa.

xxiv. 18, 21 ; hii. 15, would it not be extremely strange, if not ridiculous, to say of such

an uncouth and heavy bird as the ostrich, a bird, which cannot quit the ground one inch,

that she can raise herself usr^l on hiyh ? Much more probable is it, that this word is in

the present instance employed as synonymous with d^q-c, and refers to the stork, of

which in Jer. viii. 7 we read : "-Yea, D:n'i?2 nTpn [the] stork in the heavens," &c.
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Ver. 23. ^.?"]^ rattles. The verb n3"i
, which would seem to be somewhat

similar in meaning to 131 ^ is found only in this verse.

^"'^n ^U'y [the] flame of [the'] spear ; i.e., the flaming, or glittering, part of

the spear, the spear-head. Comp. Hab. iii. 11, 'Tp"'?Q P~!? lit., [the] lightning

of [ Thy] spear ; i.e., the glittering part of Thy spear.

Ver. 24. * ^^?'*. lit., he drinks up, sioalloivs ; i.e., devours (the earth) in the

swiftness of his gallop. So Shakespeare :

" and, starting so,

He seemed in running to devour the way."

(Hen. IV., second part. Act I., sc. 1.)

Comp. also carpere prata fuga (Virg. Georg. iii. 142.), and the vorare viam of

Catullus (xxxv. 7).

r^^! S7") and is not steady, remains not still. Comp. Exod. xvii. 12, "And
his hands were "^2^^?!? steadiness ; i.e., steady. In the translation given of these

words in the Eng. Ver. we can see no sense.

Ver. 25. "^"i!^ In [the] plenty, abundance, of, ^\ being the constructive form

of "'"^ enough^ or plenty.

Vers. 26—80. Is it hy thine intelligence., that the hawk soareth,

spreadeth out his wings towards the south.^^ Hast thou, in thy

wisdom, ^iven him the instinct which prompts him to fly to the

south on the approach of the cold season ? (Ver. 27.) Is it by

thy com7nand, that the eagle taketh a high flight, or that he maketh

his nest on high ? (Ver. 28.) He dwelleth and ahideth on the

rock, upon the crag of the rock, and the fortress. On the natural

fortress of a lofty rock. (Ver. 29.) Thence he seeketh out his

food ; his eyes behold it at a distance. (Ver. 30.) A7id his young

ones suck up blood. From their very birth they begin to drink

blood. And where the slain are, there is he.

Ver. 27. T?""?^^. for ^=13? W'ZT (Comp. supra v. 7) takes a high flight.

"Vip. for 37?9 ''^ iipon a rock, the preposition ^5 being supplied from the

second hemistich ; though this is, perhaps, unnecessary, as the verb P^ is

sometimes found followed by a simple accusative, e.g., in Ps. Ixviii. 7,

nriTllS ^2?C7 dwell in (inhabit) a dry land.

rri^ljp a citadel, orfortress, by which, however, must not be understood one

made by the hands of man, but one of nature's fortresses, a lofty and inaccessible

rock, such as the eagle commonly selects to build his nest upon.

Ver. 30. ^l?^^"! stick-up, as being the Fi-al of 3?'^^ , would be more correctly

written ^3?2^.i'7'^ , but, to avoid the unpleasantness of sound to which two con-

secutive 3?'s would give rise, one of the two has been transposed and put before

• Dr. Bernard is inclined to think that ^sj k'sj; is used in reference to the dust, which a

horse often raises in clouds around him when galloping, and which of necessity inhaling

he would appear to swallow.

—

Editor.
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the ^ . Such is the account given of this word by Kimchi and Ben-Zev.

Modern Lexicographers have introduced the root 3^^3^ , on what authority we
know not.

^''?7Q slain, = carcases. Comp. Matt. xxiv. 28, " For wheresoever the carcase

is, there will the eagles be gathered together."

ARRANGEMENT OF CHAPTERS 40—42.

In the course of the preceding Chapters we have met

with, and called the reader's attention to, several passages,

to which a more suitable place than that which they now
occupy could easily be assigned. In these cases, however,

the transpositions suggested by us were merely a matter

of taste, and therefore we refrained from disturbing the

arrangement of the text. In the Chapters upon which

we are now entering, on the contrary, the transpositions

we shall have to propose are a matter of absolute necessity,

as ably shown by Wolfssohn, whose reasons, as entirely

coinciding with our own, we cannot do better than give

here in his own words. He commences with a brief

summary of God's discourses, and then continues as follows

:

'yv3 ibv tby • di7P p^pp 01)16) • nips rif"? royr? p:io p^id

,b\bZih iDpn , D'lPf' Dnfi^n d'd-)pp pfii ii? n'pn i33i ,]'3r'i 5':dp 53

i:'\"'7 ri^p PVD1P3 tii-^'\VT> ivb)}^ imfip? D'7pr^5 niDr pod5 nnf' nno id

lit)? -jpp v)ir) f'ip' tb^i
,
])Zih3 o • ]"n pio? 3"p pdip id n"3 pdip p

I
Ov'^'^'pi) pipirpi or'j'pi T)yT>z> , 0735 orir th)

,
pipir>?i t)vt>t> v)373 b\by\

,P7'PP? ]P ]D ivt)
, o'l) fi-^p ,i;5p '5i;' ]P 1375 u"i pdiw i'pp;^ p o

ij"p7 pi9ir>:' ]P 7)y j: nnf^i
,
did? (P 7ip 1375 3pp r7'DPr» ]p "5375 ipi523i

OP '3 piD9 'p r'D")93 0^56 r;i;p io iDPrr' pp ,
poddi ? id^ci p? ]p

r7ip 3vfiD npf) o ?]"'! piD9 p-):!:? v"iD-)93 P'O'^D? rjppp 031 , v:p5d pp

?'l31 'UPDP IPP qKn li ipf" O'pif'D ]3P' yfi /l31 'p-)37 PPf) ipfil

5i)3 ")13P li I'f" '1D1 3i'P' 'JPi flip 'P /:i '3 piDP ^''P PDIPS IP^PP P'D'iDPI

P1PP3R Pni3:p 71U IPpi |3 ipf) ippi ,
17' ii; p'DPP KUPI , PIP OipP3

'Pi35 t^l> Orifi fiil 07^06 "ODfi P131 Pli)fiD 711)1 ? PDIPP ^1D 7^ jP'lipl

, Pi5 PP17P ip6 ]0j;3 'T^i'ob 132 PJP1 • p5f'3 TiV>i bb iZib , fi^ipp Pifiip

•77PP 1PPP 'P"p , 0'7P'PPP 0'")iJ13P1 0'D7pPPP WT> OPP 'pfi")' fii l3 O
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rfrp W2 it>
' D'wr' 'ponp onhri:^ )Dv luh , v:pfi bv i3i "537 'todpi

, wm 'D-)PP 3n iDj; Ojf':! / oif'sf'p ? rouf' pp o , ])vo '3 t>b , ouni
,3115? T)7P Pt fii ? DP3 5'3Dri? D9: 5wp IDf) 0'piP731 , PHI 1WP '1373

ppi' DPID? i3 ")D6 , ri6p D'3-)7P '"pi? ")f'3I?DP , )f'3P fi5 IZif^ 31U O
'Pi?7 i;'7i6 r? 'P137 o'Df) 73i v56 ")d6 , 5odp? 6iipD piiJini 'jpfii • opi

Pi'f> np^D PP o , onpfip? I7p5 't^)i bv pj^Spd ppi , rin ")7Pp 'i:d3

;iPipp ]63 ]'f' iDfi opup ,
o'W PiD' fii

, rip ]oi;3 d'p:;p 'popp d'-)63pp

]P t>b'TiT)r> 'p nfip r^^Dfi-)? WI'PP • 'Piui l-)7 PJPfil ^ D2-)7P 'J^IP ]3 iui

p"' IV y* D'piopp p3ii ,
'p PD-jp 71) ruopi

,
ir:p5 f"p5 pip2 p"3 pdip

• DPipp DD o ,
7"p5 pipp iT)b ifi p"2 pipp ivb \b rvp5 D':'-)i u"i pdip3

pvpi> yii ^''i pippp infi)
,
]"'! piPP 'P PDiP ]P pi'PPP POD? T'UvvT'

'di i'p^ vi]; D'D D'pippp
, |3 npi^i • ppip iv 'i \v b"r) t>di73 o'pipp?

'3 '6 pipp fi"p ?j-)P1 ,
3"5 pipp 'P TDIP ir'?7

,
6lp 'b D'PD? b PPD 71?

3'D?1 '131 ioiP b '3 'DVl' '3 pipp 3"P PDIP 31*6 ivfi nbl bv) • '})

UPD D'?3fi ipfi'i 'i3i 'i)vo pb 3yt> ]v') ' pvi '53 rip d'^dp pi 'p oTif"

('3 pipp 'p pDip) '01 '70 01; 3np 'r> ]V') ' ')Z) jiifi vmb 3i'f> 3'dpi '121 fij

T^bh oniio 3i?f' fiiip 6j ]in3 (i"'i id '1 p do) 'i3i 'ni3p p 31*6 3'D?i

PPipf' 56 rofii (PiPvf'PP i7i;i;p? is ,
pifi? Dn37? 'P bv f^b Df> pfi^i

• r>J7-)PP 65 1 p:7D5r)p

" Such is the drift of these discourses briefly. But, with regard to

•* their arrangement, this must appear very strange in the eyes of every

" sensible and intelligent man, and other interpreters and commentators
*' have already called attention thereunto ; and they raised such difficult

" questions, that they ended by declaring their determination to change
" the arrangement,—to place later passages earlier, and earlier passages

" later, in these Chapters, viz., from Chap, xxxviii. to Chap. xlii. 7.

" For, m the first 'place, is it not strange that (lit., why) He (God) has

" perverted the order, inasmuch as He comprehends beasts and birds

" in His discourse, yet does not place them separately, the beasts

" according to their kinds, and the birds according to their kinds ?

" Thus, He begins, in Chap, xxxix., to speak of the wild-goats of the

" rock, the wild- ass, and the wild-bull, and next of the stork, and,

" on His finishing to speak of the stork. He begins again to speak of

" the horse, and next to that again of the birds, namely, of the hawk
" and the eagle. And, secondly, what connection is there between the

*' discourse of God in Chap. xl. 2, and that which precedes it, or also

" [with] the third discourse in the same Chapter, ver. 7 ? For, after

" Job has confessed and said, ' Once have I spoken, &c.,' how is it

" possible that God should say to him, ' Wilt thou, indeed, deny My
" justice, &c. ?

' And, in the third place, the passage in Chapter xli. 2, 3,

" ' Who is he that can stand before Me, &c. ?
' has no connection whatever

" in that place ; and why did He conclude with this verse, and then

" again begin to speak of the might of the beasts and the crocodile, to
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" the end of the chapter ? And there are still many questions, which

" I will conceal and not place here, in order not to wearj out the

" reader, who has had no experience in such [matters]. Now, behold ! I

" have already said on another, but similar occasion, that, if I had not

*' been afraid of the fury of those pretended saints, and of those brutish

" men who feign to be [strict] Jews, I should have inverted the order,

" and should have restored everything [so as to be] in its [proper] turn,

" as the Commentators from among the wise men of [other] nations have

*' done. But, at the present time, I have withdrawn my hand backwards,

" and have interpreted the verses as they are before us ; and, if their con-

" nection has neither comeliness nor beauty, the fault is not with me, for

" what am I to do ? Shall I explain them, as most of the Commentators

" of our time have done, with empty and windy words, and with forced

" explanations, which an intelligent mind must loathe ? This is not the

*' right way, for better would it be that they should not be explained, than

" that they should be explained in such a manner that every one who heard

*' it should laugh thereat. However, for tlie benefit of the intelligent

" reader, to whom alone I here direct my words, I will make known myown
" opinion with regard to the alteration of the order [in these Chapters],

" and how it has occurred to me to arrange the passages, for that, which

*' some interpreters from among the wise men of [other] nations have

" said upon this subject, does not seem right in my eyes, for reasons,

" whose place is not here, and therefore I have turned from their way,

" and have prepared a way for myself. The first discourse of Jehovah

" begins Chap, xxxviii., as it is before us, and extends to Chap, xl., with

" the exception of Vers. 13— 18 in Chap, xxxix., which ought to be

" either after Ver, 25, or after Ver. 30 [of that Chapter], for there

" is their [proper] place. The second discourse begins at Chap. xl. 7,

" and after Ver. 31 [of this Chapter] ought to come the Verses of

" Chap, xli., from Ver. 4 to the end thereof; and next [should come] the

" Verses, ' Put thy hands upon him,' &c., to ' whatsover is under the

" whole heavens is mine,' that is. Chap. xl. 32, and Chap. xli. 1—3.

" And, in reply to this. Job says, Chap. xlii. 2, ' I know that Thou canst

" do everything,' &c., to which God answers, ' Who is he that hideth

" counsel without knowledge ? ' Then Job replies ' Therefore have I

" uttered,' &c., and God says, * Hear, now,' &c., when Job answers,

" 'By the hearing of the ear,' &c., and Jehovah rejoins, 'Is he who
" contendeth with the Almighty,' &c. (Chap. xl. 2), Job answering,

" 'Behold, I have been vile,' &c. {ibid. Vers. 4, 5). Prove, I pray thee,

" dear reader, these words, and consider, whether according to these

" words, all the discourses will not exactly fit together, and so closely

** stick one to another, that they cannot be parted."
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CHAPTER XL.

As Job had in plain terms [supra xix, 6, 7 ; xxvii. 2) impugned

the justice of Him, who is Judge of all the earth, we shall hear

him asked in the discourse we are now entering upon, whether he

considers himself capable of taking the reins of supreme govern-

ment into his own hands ; whether he is sharp-sighted enough to

discover pride, arrogance, and wickedness, wherever they exist on

the face of the globe ; and whether he is powerful enough to

inflict upon such as harbour them the punishment they merit. He
will moreover be shown, that not only would his sagacity be

bafl^ed, his power defied, by men, rational beings like himself, but

that, even in the brute creation, many an animal might be found,

which would quickly prove to him his utter impotence, were he

so madly headlong as to measure his strength with it. The

elephant, for example, a quiet, harmless, and inoffensive, beast,

—

would he undertake to cope with it? The hippopotamus, again,

far less noble and sagacious than the elephant, and rather

resembling the hog, like which it rolls and wallows in the mire,

—

would he not have to yield even to it the palm in strength and

power "? Even the crocodile, a creature much lower than the

preceding in the scale of creation, nothing in fact but a monstrous

reptile,—would not his heart fail him at its very approach X—
Such will be found to be the drift of the present Chapter, which

God begins by saying

:

Ver. 2—9. [* 7—14]. Gird up now thy loins like a man! I
will ask thee questions, and do thou inform Me! (Ver. 3) [8].

Wilt thou indeed deny My justice ? Wilt thou condemn Me, that

thou mayest appear just ? (Ver. 4) [9]. Hast thou then an arm

like God ? Or canst thou thunder with a voice like Him /

(Ver. 5) [10]. Deck now thyself with excellency and majesty^

and put on glory and splendour ! (Ver. 6) [H]. Scatter diXowxi6.

thee the fury of thy wrath, and look out for every one that is

* The numbers in square brackets indicate the corresponding verses in the Hebrew text.
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proud, and bring him low! (Ver. 7) [12]. Look out for every

one that is proud; humble him, and crush the ivicked in their place

!

Wheresoever thou discoverest them. (Ver. 8) [13]. Hide them

altogether in the dust ! Bind their j)ersons in some hidden-jjlace

!

(Ver. 9) [14]. Then will I also confess to thee, that thine own

right hand can help thee. Then, but not till then, will I admit,

that thou requirest not My help, but of thyself art able to govern

and administer the world.

Ver. 1 [*6]. '^"J^P for n"JlJIpn (whicli we had 5?A/)ra xxxviii. 1), the article

being omitted as in Gen. xxxii. 23, ^^H 717^bs for ^^T^'H nVb3 , which is

actually found at the end of the preceding verse.

Ver. 3 [8]. ''TP'01^ for ^31?^tI?-inrT wilt thou condemn Me?
Ver. 4 [9]. D^ is to be considered here not as a conditional, but as an inter-

rogative, particle, and it should be supplied in the second hemistich.

vS3 as [fo] God, i.e., as to Me. See note on vS 7?;? supra xxxviii. 41 ; also

that on D?iQ3 supra xii. 3, and comp. Josh. i. 15, where DP? == '^* \jo'] you.

Ver. 7 [12]. 'n'Trf , a ctTTtt^ Xeyo/xevov = "n''^ to pound, crush.

Ver. 8 [13]. 2l7^3^ lit., their faces, i.e., their persons. Comp. supra xiii.

8, ]'1Sl^ri V3Dn icill ye accept His person ? Similarly from ^^ nose, frequently

used (in the dual) in the sense o^ face, countenance (as e.g.. Gen. xix. 1), we find

in 1 Sam. i. 5, "one portion of Q"!^^ two persons."

Vers. 10— 19 [15—24]. But, if thou feelest thine utter inability

to control men, thy fellow-creatures, come try thy strength on an

inferior class of animals ! with them, perhaps, thou wilt, have

more success. Behold now the beasts, which I have made to be

with thee. To inhabit the earth with thee. The one. The

elephant. Eateth grass like the ox. He is not a carnivorous

animal, he feeds solely on what the earth brings forth, and so is

by no means savage or ferocious. (Ver. 11) [16]. Behold now

his strength is in his loins, and his might is in the muscles of his

belly. (Ver. 12) [I'T]. When he groweth lustful, his tail.

Membrum intelligas virile. Is like a cedar. The sineios of his

testicles become entwined. Scrotum non habet laxum et pendulum,

sed—insigne virilitatis argumentum—valde constrictum et corru-

gatum. (Ver. 13) [18]. His limbs are like strong-pieces of

brass; his bones, like &«r[s] of iron I (Ver. 14) [19]. He is

the chief of the works of God. He holds the first place among

* See note in page 374.
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quadrupeds, not only on account of his size, but also on account

of his sagacity, in point of which he stands next to man
himself. He loho tvisheth to dress him—let him hring his hiife near

him ! Let him approach him with his knife ! Let the man who
longs to taste his flesh come and slay him with his knife ! for he is

not a carnivorous animal, he grazes like an ox, and might, therefore,

be supposed to be fit for food. (Ver. 15) [20]. Surely the

mountains hear for him their produce. He pastures on the

mountains, and so quiet is he, so harmless and inoff"ensive, That

all the heast[s] of the field may gambol there. Where he is. They

may approach him without fear, he will not injure them. Why
then not butcher and dress him, like an ox, a sheep, or a lamb ?

(Ver. 16) [21]. The other. The hippopotamus. Lieth under

shady-trees^ in the covert of the reed^ and in the mire. (Ver. 17)

[22]. Shady-trees cover him every one with its shade; the

willows of the hrook\s~\ surround him. (Ver. 18) [23].

Lo ! the river may become violent^ he ivill make not haste.,

to flee before it. He would remain confident., though Jordan

were suddenly to swell up to his very mouth. AVould any man dare to

try his strength with him ? No, man's love of life is too strong

for that! (Ver. 19) [24]. It is by means of his eyes alone that

he (man) can take him. It is only by enticing and alluring him—by
placing something he delights in before his eyes, that he can be

subdued and mastered. By means of snares only can he (man) bore

his nostril\s7\ Before he can put a ring through his snout, as he

does through that of other animals, he must first decoy him into

his snare ; for by violence he could never efi'ect it.

Ver. 10 [15]. mxsnil beasts. Most Translators and Commentators from

motives which we have been quite unable to penetrate, regard the whole of the

ten verses before us as containing the description of one and the same beast, the

elephant according to some, the hippopotamus according to others. It is not to

be wondered at, therefore, that the plural rilDn3 (B'haymowth) should have

proved a source of great embarrassment to them. In such a dilemma, indeed, did

they find themselves placed by this view of theirs (a view, in which the Transla-

tors of the Auth. Vers, participate), that they were reduced to seek their escape

therefrom in the adoption of a most unwarrantable expedient, that, namely, of

declaring 07ie single animal, the elephant, or, as some would have it, the hippopo-

tamus, to be designated by this noun in the plural. Rosenmiiller, it is true,

who considers the hippopotamus to be the sole subject of these ten verses, tells us
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that the word niXSHS is here used in the plural to designate an enormous beast,

as being equal in size to many others put together, adding " Pluralem numerum,

etiam de singularibus, sed magnis et priestantibus rebus apud Hebrfeos usurpari,

notum," but the examples he adduces in support of this chimera of his, are so

very inconclusive, vague, and unsatisfactory, that we will not even stay to notice,

much less refute them. This very easy task we will leave to any reader, who

may have patience sufficient to consult the passages of Scripture referred to by

this Commentator, and we will at once proceed to bring forward our reasons for

regarding as altogether erroneous, and unwarranted by the context, this view, which

we have mentioned as being entertained by the majority of the Translators and

Commentators,—and for believing that the first six verses refer to the elephant,

and the last four to the hippopotamus. Our reasons, then, are that Vers. 16—19

[21— 24], which depict a filthy amphibious animal, delighting, like a hog, to roll

and wallow in mud and mire, can certainly not be applied to the noble and

stately elephant; while, on the other hand, Yer. 15 [20], as representing a gentle,

patient, and good-natured, graminivorous animal, which suffers other animals to

sport and gambol around it on the mountain, can scarcely be referred to the

hippopotamus, which is so timid and solitary in its habits, that it seldom leaves

the water but at night, and certainly never ventures on the mountains ; whilst,

that it lives altogether upon herbs, eschewing the fish, which was formerly

assigned it as the chief constituent of its food, has only been maintained of late,

and is as yet but imperfectly made out. Moreover, the highly honourable title

of ^^ "'?"?"! ri^'CJS'n [Me] chief of [the'\ tcorks of God, which, owing to the

sweetness of its temper and to its great sagacity, might fairly be bestowed upon the

elephant, could not by any possibility be conferred upon the dull and stupid

hippopotamus. We, therefore, prefer to supply (as will be shown more clearly in

our notes upon the verses we are about to specify) i^l the one, in Ver. 10 [15],

and n)1 and the other, in Ver. 16 [21], and understand Vers. 10— 15 [15—20]

to refer to the elephant, and Vers. 16— 19 [21—24] to the hippopotamus, when

the description given of each of these animals will be found most appropriate,

and the plural m^SHZl most natural. An ellipsis of this sort we have already had

occasion to notice when commenting on the verbs H vD^
, "H^P^. , ''??'l?^ , V?.^

which occur supra xvi. 13— 14, and to our note upon them we beg to refer the

reader.

T|a'y for "ij^^ ^"i"^"?^ to be with thee; i.e., to inhabit the globe with thee.

Comp. Gen. iii. 12, ""1^3? for "^l^P ni'^^^ to he ivith me. We should not have

thought it worth while to dwell upon this word (Tfai?), if we had not remarked,

that very few Commentators have given it the meaning we do.

bDS"* 1|:23 1^!Jn for "^f^?? "^^^H ^DS^ HT the one (the elephant) eats grass

like the ox.

Ver. 11 [16]. "i^tpn ''T"!^? in [the'] muscles of his belly /^ So Ben-Zev :

* Dr. Bernard is strongly inclined to translate iJP? his body (as in Ps. xxxi. 10

3^11 'ajp: my soul and my body, as very judiciously rendered by Dr. French and Mr
Skinner, and also in the Prayer-book version of the Psalm), when the meaning of the
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• ]bvpv)v , ?)i2n ^pTn nnw w^nn^i^Ti

" The sinews, which are the strong-parts of the body (Muskeln—muscles)."

We are sorry to see, that the Translators of the Auth Vers, have given the

word D'^"!"'!^ the meaning of navel, from a comparison, no doubt, with ^"T.^
(Cant. vii. 3) th>/ navel, forgetting that the navel could scarcely be designated by

a plui'al noun.

Ver. 12 [17]. f^^l for V'^H! "lt27S HV^ At [the] time that (or ivhen) he

becomes lustful. Comp. Ps. civ. 29, ^'^T^^\ ^^53 "^'^D^ [When'] Thou hidest

Thyface, they are troubled, as veiy properly translated in the Prayer-book. The
Germans very frequently employ the same idiom, so that V^H- might in their

language very well be rendered here wird er Ulstern = wenn er liistern wird.

1^51 ^^^ ^^^^r by which must be meant here his penis, or pizzle, as is evident from

the next hemistich. The German Schwartz is sometimes, though very vulgarly,

used in the same meaning.

"T^'7'^? (^ ill the K'ree) his testicles. This word would seem to be borrowed

from the Chaldee, for "H^^ ni"i^ (Lev. xxi. 20) crushed as to [the] testicle[s], is

rendered by Onkelos I'^'jnS D^'ip
, which has the same signification.

Ver. 13 [18]. ^V^^^. for "^iTPt?.? like strong-pieces of, the 3 being supplied

from the second hemistich. I^ut see note on ^^"H "'P.^ supra v. 7.

7^l3p a bar of, a aTra^ Xeyo/xevov.

Ver.' 14 [19]. ^'t^S^. chief of. Comp. Amos vi. 1, C'.ian n^ri'S^ chief of

the nations.

^^ ^'^'Vl lit., [</ie] ways of God; i.e., the works of God. See our note

on "^'^5'?^. (supra xxvi. 14); and on ^f? 7i^ (supra xxxviii. 41). To the ex-

amples quoted in the former of these notes we will here add Ps. cxlv. 17,

" Jehovah is righteous in all *'"'9'7'^ His works, and holy in all "1^^"'V^ His

doings," where
''"^^"t"^

stands in parallelism with "^"'^"'^^
.

ItZ^rn the [one] dressing him; i.e., the one who has a mind to dress him for

food. Comp. Gen. xviii. 7, "i^"^'^ ^'^"i^^^ to dress it, also ^^V he had dressed,

in the following verse ; and many other passages might be quoted where the

verb ni2737 has this signification. The affix in "IK^J^n being objective, the def.

article before it is quite admissible. See Mason and Bernard's Grammar,

Letter xlvi. § 2 adjinem.

i2l~in ti72^ for "i2"in VvS W^\ lit., let him make his knife approach to him;

i.e., let him approach him with his knife. The noun ^1X} is not always used in

the meaning of sword, but is sometimes applied to other cutting instruments.

Comp. Josh. V. 2, " Make thee C""")^ ni^nn sharp knives."'

Ver. 15 [20]. ^12 i.q., \^D.> [the] produce of

second hemistich of the verse before us would be, that the strength of the animal lies in

all the muscles of his body, and not only in his loins. Struck though I was by the

aptness of the reference, I still preferred to give the word its usual signification of heJly,

as in the first place it is somewhat of a truism to say that an animal's strength lies in the

muscles of his body, for where else could it lie ? and, secondly, helly forms a better parallel

with hins.—Note of Editor.
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"•"in mountaiiis, stands here mucli as it does in Ps. cxlvii. 8, " who maketh

grass to grow upon the mountains.''^

Ver. 16 [21]. 22t£?"| D^bi^^ nnri for D'^^.^ ^"inn '2'^^\ ntl. and the other

(the hippopotamus) lies under shady-trees.

The W in Cl'^bs'^ may perhaps stand in the place of ^ , as in ^DS.^'^

(Ps. Iviii. 8) the ^^ stands for D
, for the proper form would be ^D!?"! = ^003"^

.

Ver. 17 [22]. i^^? for 'i^)'?^?^ [every one] with its shade.

Ver. 18 [23].
^n^iQ bt;? 'J'^'i;^

U^T lit., Jordan should burst forth, rush, up to

his mouth ; i.e., suddenly swell up to a level with it.

Vers. 20— 26 [25—31]. Canst thou draw out the crocodile ivith

an hook, and ivith a rope, which thou mightest sink into his tongue ?

Canst thou angle for the crocodile, as for a fish, with rod and

line? (Ver. 21) [26]. Canst thou put an hook into his nose.,

or pierce his cheek with a rbig ? So as, by means of a cord

thereunto attached, to make him follow thee whithersoever thou

goest. (Ver. 22) [27]. Will he make many supplications unto

thee ? Will he speak soft-words unto thee ? Will he fawn upon

thee, and by his gestures seek to express his attachment to thee,

as a dog might do? (Ver. 23) [28]. Will he make a covenant with

thee ? Will he enter into an agreement to serve thee ? Canst

thou take him for a perpetual .slave ? As thou dost all thy domestic

animals. (Ver. 24) [29]. Canst thou play with him, as with a

bird, or canst thou bind him for thy maidens ? For their amuse-

ment. Canst thou catch and cage him as a bird ? (Ver. 25) [30].

Will the companies make a banquet upon him. As they might of a

fish, whose fiesh was delicate. Will they divide him among the

merchants ? Will they traffic with his flesh, as they do with that

of many a fish, when salted and preserved? (Ver. 26) [31].

Canst thou fill his skin with darts, or his head ivith fish-spears ?

Is his skin to be penetrated by any weapons of the sort \

Ver. 20 [25]. Tlttfpn for Tlii^'pnq canst thou draw ?

iDitrJb T\/^^ '^^'^'^^ for "i^itZ?^? T'Q^^ ""^^ ^?n?'1 or with a rope, which

thou mightest sink into his tongue, the prefix ^ in ^^rj:!:^ being understood

before "i^itZ^b . _

Ver. 21 [26]. 1^?^ a hook. This word is found in Isa. Iviii. 5, in the signifi-

cation of reed;'OY bulrush, but here it is evidently intended to designate some bent

and crooked instrument.*

• Infra xli. 9 [12] it has yet another meaning given to it, namely, caldro)i.—Editor, 1862.
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So Kimchi says :

'n^nn in d>1!j^7 bT-in isna i^12-d >bD win
• SI2i:in 1X23 P11D3 wi^-^w ^sb p N-ipsi

" It (JQJN) is an instrument like an iron needle, with which they catch fish

.... and it is so called, because its head is curved like [that of] a rush."

ninn^ or with a rijig ; T^^^ being here (as we are told by Kimchi) synony-
mous with nn

, which in Exod. xxxv. 22, and also in Ezek. xxix. 4, in the

plural DT^n (K'ree), as well as in other places, signifies a ring, or other circular

object. The more usual meaning of Hin is of course thorn, but this would make
no sense here.

Ver. 23 [28]. ^2^7)?^ for -lani^nn Canst thou take him?

Ver. 24 [29]. -liS?? for -^is?? ^UWn n;??^:? as thou wouldst play with a
(lit., the) bird.

Ver. 25 [30]. •1"^?"'. for ^"ip'-L! Will they make a banquet? See note on ^"iSni

supra vi. 27.

^''?}??? merchants, as in Isa. xxiii. 8, where n"'3:^^3 stands in parallelism with

'7^~'.n^ her merchants.

Ver. 26 [31]. ms^?^ with darts. Kimchi gives this word under the root

Tltt^ , telling us that the Dagesh in the 3 is in the place of the quiescent 1

,

while with regard to its signification, and that of some other words derived from
the same root, his observation is :

" And their signification is well known."

Judging from which, and from the passages he quotes, we suppose him to adopt

the meaning thorns. Here, however, we have no doubt that the word is used to

denote sharp missiles, pointed like a thorn.

727!J:;!J and with spear[s^ of. So Ben-Zev, fFurfeiseti.

CHAPTER XLI.

Vers. 1—21 [4—24].* Of the three animals, which were in-

troduced into the preceding discourse, two only, the elephant

and the hippopotamus, Avere described in detail ; the third, the

crocodile, was simply mentioned, the consideration of its structure

* The numbers in the square brackets indicate, as before, the corresponding verses of

the Hebrew text.
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and attributes being deferred to the discourse we are now entering

upon. God says respecting this terrible animal :

(Ver. 1) [4]. Itvill not i^ass over his jmrts in silence, nor the matter

of his, strength, 7ior the gracefulness of his2>Toportion[s\. This animal,

on account of his extraordinary size and strength, deserves more

particular mention. (Ver. 2) [5]. Who hath uncovered the

surface of his garment ? The surface of the skin, which invests

him as a garment, his scales. Who has ever ventured to lift up

even one of them? Who can enter into the doubling of his jaw ?

Who would venture to trust a limb within his jaws? (Ver. 3) [6].

Who hath ever opened the doors of his face 1 His mouth. Around

his teeth is terror! (Ver. 4) [7]. His strong shields are

his pride, shut up together as with a close seal. So strong and so

closely joined are his scales, that he is filled with pride when he

considers the weaker defences of other animals. (Ver. 5) [8].

They approach one to another so closely, that no air can come

hetioeen them. (Ver. 6) [9]. They are joined every one to its

fellow; they take hold on one another, so that they cannot be

separated. (Ver. 7) [10]. His sneezings cause light to shine, and

his eyes are like the eyelids of the daion. Are fiery red and

glowing like the first rays of the rising sun. (Ver. 8) [11]. Out

of his mouth go firebrands ; sparks of fire escajje therefrom.

(Ver. 9) [12]. Smoke goeth outfrom his nostrils, as from a bubbling

pot, or caldron. The smoke from his nostrils is like the steam

from boiling water. (Ver. 10) [13]. His breath would inflame

glowing-coals, and a blaze goethforth from his mouth. (Ver. 11) [14].

In his neck abideth strength, and sorroiv exulteth before him. So

great and universal is the sorrow, caused by the approach of the

crocodile, that it is well represented as an animated being, proudly

preceding him wherever he goes. (Ver. 12) [15]. The folds of

his flesh cleave fast together. The pendulous parts of his body

are much less flabby than is the case with other animals. Every

one of them is firm upon him; it cannot be moved. (Ver, 13) [16].

His heart is firm like a stone ; yea, firm like the lower millstone.*

(Ver. 14) [17]. By reason of his raisiiig himself tq), the mighty

are afraid ;^by reason of the breakers. By reason of the waves which

* See note on n^ntin nbcs page 386.
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he causes to break against the river's banks, when he rises out of

the water, They are beside themselves. They are so overwhelmed

with terror, that they know not what they do. (Ver. 15) [18.]

As to one coming up to him, his sword ivill not stand. Will shiver

in his grasp. And so will his spear., dart., and coat-of-mail. The

two former being utterly useless for offence., the latter for defence.

(Ver. 16) [19]. Iron he accounteth as straw ; brass, as rotten wood.

(Ver. 17) [20]. The arrow will not make him flee; sling-stones

with him are turned into stubble. Produce as little effect upon

him, as stubble would, if thrown at him. (Ver. 18) [21]. Clubls]

are accounted by him as stubble ; and he laugheth of the whiz of

the javelin. Why, indeed, should he dread any sharp-pointed

weapon, seeing that (Ver. 19) [22] Sharp potsherds are under

him. Such is the hardness of his scales, that he is equally at his

ease when lying upon fragments of pottery, or other rough and

pointed things, as when stretched out upon the mire. Nay, more

than this, he himself spreadeth out sharp'pointed-thing[s] upon

the mire. He actually prefers a rugged and flinty couch.

(Ver. 20) [23]. He could make the deep. If he ever were to

come there. Boil like a pot ; he could make the sea like a jar of

ointment. He would lash the sea into foaming circles around

him with the same ease, that the apothecary stirs his ointment in

ajar. (Ver. 21) [24]. He would cause a path to shine after him.

He would leave a snowy-white, glistening, wake behind him. So

that one ivould think the deej) had become hoary.

Ver. 1 [4].
^"^"^2 his parts, limbs. See note on vSIp "^^3 supra xvii. 16.

ninnn? for Vnin^n^ his might (lit., mights).

VCI atid [i/«e] gracefulness of, VH being synonymous with ]U ,
just as 1?

(Jon. iv. 10), with 15 son of, and "i"*?
(1 Kings xi. 36), with "'.? a lamp.

Ver. 2 [5]. "i^pn lit, his bit; i.e., his jaw, for a bit and the jaiv it fits are

very similar in shape. "i^P"", --r?? = therefore [the'] doubling of his jaw ; i.e.,

his double jaw, or his jaws.

Ver. 3 [6]. ni^^np {round about) used adverbially, as in Numb. xi. 24,

bil^n nh''pp round about the tent.

Ver. 4 [7]. niS2 for "ini^fS his pride.

1120 [every one of them is'] closed up. See note on ISH? supra vi. 17.

-1^ nnin for ~i^ nnin? ia? as ivith a dose seal.

Ver. 6 [9]. irf^nsa d''S lit., man on his brother ; i.e., one to another. Comp.

Exod. XXV. 20. The feminines of these two nouns are also similarly used, as

c c
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e.g., Exod. xxvi. 3, «^nni^ b« n^S lit., woman to her sister; i.e., one to

another.

Ver. 7 [10]. VnirJ7''l3r a airai Xcyofievov, his sneezings.

^T)^ [every one of them'] causes to shine. See note on ISHSI supra vi. 17.

Ver. 8 [11]. "^1*'"f''3 a aTra^ Xeyo/xevoi', sparks of.

Ver. 9 [12]. l^TS for "T^"=TP in? as from a pot.

n-l23 lit., blown ; i.e., made to boil by the fire upon which it (the pot) is set

being blown.

Ver. 10 [13]. lanbjil n^bn?. iaJp? His breath would inflame glowi7ig coals. On
this verse Rosenmiiller observes :

" Ne quis offendat in constructione anomala

^r}?^ ^'^r'^v'* observandum est, cum nomine pluralimasculino, quod rem, non per-

sonam, significat, conjungi posse verbum singulare femininum, cf. supra xW. 19, et

ibi not." Surely this learned Commentator's wits must have been wool-gathering when
he wrote the above, for he translates the three words in question precisely as we do

(excepting that he renders the verb in the present, and not the conditional, as we

have done), and therefore takes "^ti^P? , and not, Q'^^H?
j *o be the nominative to

^"07^
. We have rendered this verb loould inflame, and not, as is usually done.

inflames, because it seemed to us extremely improbable that the crocodile's breath

should ever come into contact with any coals at all, much less with glowing coals.

yriTin exults ; a atra^ Xe.y6jxevov.

V?P (root vD3 to fall) lit., [the] fallings of; i.e., the pendulous, loose, flabby

parts of.

P^^^ [every one of them is] firm,. See note on lS2n2 supra vi. 17.

iT^rinri rV}^ a lower milUstone, in opposition to 25") nbs (Judg. ix. 53), an

upper millstone. So Ben-Zev, unterer, und oberer, Miihlstein ; in reference to the

present passage he adds :

: 2210 nai^brni , p'^n la*)!? sin "^s

"For it (the lower millstone) stands firm, whilst the upper whirls round."

(Ver. 14) [17]. "i^^P for inSK^Q by reason of his raising [himself] up, the

S being omitted, as in T'rT supra i. 21, on which see note.

(Ver. 14) [17]. ^''l^^/^ lit., by reason of breakers; i.e., the waves, which he

produces by raising himself up. The Dagesh in the ^ proves the ^ to be a pre-

position, so that the real word is Q^l^l^ , which we regard as synonymous with

^n3t?7X? (with affix, Ps. xlii. 8) breakers. Similarly we find D'r?SP (Prov.

xix. 29) judgments, punishments = ''tpSI^D
.

ilSTann"*. lit., they miss themselves ; i.e., they are beside themselves. See note

on St^^]^l supra v. 24. Comp. Isa. xxi. 4, ^227 TT3n my heart (mind)

wandered ; i.e., I knew not what I did.

Ver. 15 [18]. ^nn for i^nn his sword.

Ver. 17 [20]. -'^^prj 1? lit., <x son of a bow; i.e., an arrow. Comp. Lam. iii. 13,

* In the original ^n^n 'bm . Rosenmiiller's pages swarm with similar mistakes,

which, to put the best construction upon them, must have resulted from his own care-

lessness, and cannot be attributed only to his printer.

—

Editor, 1862.
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"instils "^DS sons of his quiver = arroivs. Comp. also supra v. 7, '1^'?. "^?.ri lit.,

sons of a firebrand ; i.e., sparks.

Ver. 18 [21]. nniD -l^tpnp. chih\_s'] are considered, TlP^^Ty being used col-

lectively, though, when a verb precedes its nominative case, it need agree with it

neither in gender or number, as we have already, more than once, had occasion

to observe, nnin is a avra^ Aeyojuevov.

Vers. 20, 21 [23, 24]. We prefer taking the verbs n^'ri"]^, D-^b^ , n^«; con-

ditionally, as it does not seem to be established that the crocodile is ever met with

in the sea.

Vers. 22-27 [Chap. xli. 25, 26; Chaps, xl. 32; xli. 1—3].

We have ah'eady stated the reasons which induced Wolfssohn to

assign to these six verses another place than that which they

occupy in the text. To every one, indeed, who reads the last

four of them in the connection in which they there stand, it must,

we should think, seem very extraordinary that God should first

challenge man to engage with the crocodile, and then proceed to

enter upon a minute description of its structure. Nor is

Wolfssohn the only Commentator who saw the necessity for

altering their position, since Bouillier did so likewise. There is,

however, another point which to us seems more extraordinary

still—that, namely, an animal, which is in reality nothing more

than a monstrous reptile, should (see the second verse of the

group) be styled the king of all the proud beasts, and be said to

see everything high ; and it is therefore our firm belief that the

subject of the whole of the verses under our consideration is not

the crocodile, but man generally. Job of course being more

particularly had in view. God says

:

(Ver. 22) [Chap. xli. 25]. He (man), whose like there is not on

earth. Whose wondrous mind places an unfathomable gulf

between him and all other beings upon earth ; yea, assigns to him

a rank but little lower than an angel's. He (man) who is made to

be tvithout dread. Whose spirit of enterprise leads him to

disregard dangers and perils of all sorts ; who descends into the

very bowels of the earth, dives into the recesses of the sea, and

traverses oceans ; he who, alone of animals walks not with

head bowed down towards the ground, but carries it erect;

c c 2
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(Ver. 23) [Chap. xli. 26] He who seetli every thing that is high*

Who raises his looks to the heavens, and the heavenly bodies.

He who is king over all the proud beasts, A title deservedly be-

stowed upon him for the majesty of his appearance, and the absolute

dominion he exercises over all inferior animals. Him I challenge,

and say (Ver. 24) [Chap. xl. 32], " Put thine hand upon him

!

"

The crocodile. " Think on the battle—thou wilt not do so again!
"

Reflect, while thou mayest, upon the dreadful conflict that

awaiteth thee, for once engaged therein, thou wilt have no more

time for reflection, thou wilt speedily perish. (Ver. 25) [Chap,

xli. 1]. Lo ! his hope. Of proving victor in the contest. Hath

failed ; is he indeed cast down even at his very aspect^ Is the

dread the animal inspireth him with so great that he falleth

down paralyzed with fear, while yet at a distance, and uninjured?

(Ver. 26) [Chap. xli. 2]. He is not so cruel to himself that he

should arouse him—who then is he, that can stand before Me ? If

even the beasts I have created strike such terror into man, how

then can he dare to set himself up against Me, and find fault

with My proceedings? (Ver. 27) [Chap. xli. 3]. Who hath anti-

cipated Me. With a favour. Who hath ever laid Me under an

obligation 1 Thai I should have to repay it to him. That which

is under the whole heavens belongeth to Me. Every creature is

dependent upon Me for all that it enjoyeth, and can therefore lay

no claim to reward at My hands.

Ver. 22 [Chap. xli. 25]. "^'^^^ lit., his comparing ; i.e., a comparing to liim,

the inf. constr. vE7p being used here as a noun. See our note on 7tZ?P7 supra

xvii. 6. The words '^V?^. *^^n he who, must be supplied before V?;^ at the beginning

of the first hemistich of this verse, just as in Prov. xviii. 22, where n^'M S^Q

stands for HIE'Sl S^^ "^^^ W'l'^ he who has found a wife.

512737(1 for ''•lt2717ri , the regular form, as it is the past part. Kal of the verb

nt2737. See note on ^2^1 supra xv. 22. The substantive verb ni'^ijl , to be, must

be understood after '"l^^n .

Ver. 23 [Chap. xli. 26]. ns"]''. nh2 bs n« for f?^a bs n« n^-)^ nr^s. s^n

he who sees everything high.

* So the Roman poet says

:

Pronaque cum spectent animalia csetera terram,

Os homini sublime dedit, coalumque tueri

Jussit, et erectos ad sidera toUere vultus.

(Ovid Met. Lib. I., 84-80.)
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"^nw "'32 proud wild-beasts. See note on these two words, supra xxviii. 8.

N.B. Here the words '^^'W') ^"Jl?^ 1"^^?? 07i him (man) / call and say, should

be understood. A similar ellipsis occurs in Ps. xxvii. 8, where we read "^^W ^?
"JD -"Itt^l^S *''2h which, to yield any sense, must needs be construed as follows :

^3'? ID J} for 'h ^2) ID^ my heart tells me

\h for ^"7 "^5 thai [it is'] for THEE (i.e.,

that it becomes Thee),

[lfe^^!7 DliJ ^23 b'^ ^^"•p'? [to call upon [the'] sons of men, saying^]

*' ^ja IC^'pZ " " Seek ye My countenance.''

Ver. 24 [Chap. xl. 32]. ^pi^ ^^? for 13T^ ^Oi^ ^W thou wilt not again

think [of it\.

Ver. 25 [Chap. xli. 1]. ^^.^ 1''^'!'? ^^ °^rj Is he indeed cast doivn at his

[very] sight? Spoken ironically, as though God said, That is more than I

expected, I thought he would fight with the animal, but now it appears that the

very sight of it prostrates him with fear. We make this remark, in order to

shew that there is no occasion to supply a negative here, as though D50 stood

for D5 ^
'''I! , as Rosenmiiller would have us do.

Ver. 26 [Chap. xli. 2]. "^^PW ^^ for ^'^^f} ''??« !^b [he is] not [so] cruel

to himself.

Ver. 27 [Chap. xli. 3]. ^^'^^1 ''?P^"=Ji?n ^12 for ^ cbttJsi nsitan ^3p"*7pn ^D

Who has anticipated Me with a kindness, that I should have to repay [it] to him ?

i.e., who ever bestowed a favour upon me, before I bestowed one upon him ?

nnn for rinn "la^S that which [is\ under.

N.B. It will be perceived that in these verses there is a change of person,

the second being substituted for the third in Ver. 24 [xl. 32]. Such a change

is of very frequent occurrence in Hebrew. Of the numerous examples we

could quote, we will here only bring forward three, the first occurring in Gen.

Chap, xlix., where Joseph is, in vers. 22—24, spoken of by his father in the third

person, and then, in vers. 25, 26, addressed by him in the second ; the second, in

this book (from which, however, many other examples of the sort might be

quoted) supra xviii. 4, where Bildad, in the first clause, speaks of Job, in the

second to him, thus changing from the third, to the second, person ; the third, in

Ps. xxxiv., where (ver. 12) the Psalmist exclaims, "Who is the man that

desireth hfe, and loveth many days, that he may be good ? " and then, in the

very next verse, addressing such a man, says, " Keep thy tongue from evil, and

thy lips from speaking guile," to him I say being omitted between these verses, as

between Vers. 23, 24 (according to our arrangement) of the present Chapter.
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CHAPTER XLII.

Vers. 1—11. Of these eleven verses, which form a dialogue

between Jehovah and Job, five (7—11) we have transposed from the

beginning of Chap, xl., for the simple, but very forcible reason,

that, as they stand in the text, they render utterly unintelligible

the verses, which immediately follow them. For, how could

Jehovah, immediately after Job had (in Ver. 4) * expressed his

great contrition and sincere repentance for his rash and incon-

siderate language, by any possibility say, (Ver. 8) * " Wilt thou

indeed deny My justice 1 Wilt thou condemn Me, that thou

mayest appear just? " and again. Chap. xlii. 3, " Who is this, that

veileth My counsel for want of knowledge 1
" Surely, so full a

confession on the part of Job, instead of calling forth such a

severe rebuke, would (as is actually the case according to our ar-

rangement), be much more fittingly followed by a declaration of

forgiveness and acceptance from the lips of Jehovah.

And Job ansivered Jehovah, and said, (Ver. 2.) I know that Thou

canst do every thing, and that no imrpose of Thine can he ivith-

holden from Thee. That there is nothing which Thou purposest,

which Thou canst not perform.

Ver. 3. Jehovah.— Who is this, that veileth My counsel without

knowledge ? \ Who, for want of knowledge, recogniseth not My
wisdom and counsel in everything that befalleth man, but regardeth

all as left to chance.

Job.—For this reason have I said so, because I did not under-

stand. The mysteries of Thy counsel. They were too wonderful

for me, so that I could not knoiv them.

Ver. 4. God.—Hear now, and I will speak ; I will ask thee

questions, and do thou inform Me. %

Ver. 5. Job.—I have heard of Thee by the hearing of the ear.

I have heard the heavens declare the glory of God, and the

firmament shew forth His handywork ; I have heard the speech,

which day poureth out unto day, and the knowledge, which

night sheweth unto night ; I have asked the beasts, and they

* According to the text. f See siqyra xxxviii. 2. | See supra xxxviii. 3.
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have instructed me—the fowl of the heavens, and they have told

me—the fishes of the sea, also, and they have declared unto

me—that the hand of Jehovah hath made them. But, whilst

the beasts, the fowl of the heavens, and the fishes of the sea,

thus instructed me, and declared unto me Thy power and Thy
glory, they never told me that I was not a mere animal like

themselves, so that of this I remained in ignorance, and thought

I was not better than they, and that my existence would, like

theirs, terminate with my life. But noiv mine eye hath seen Thee.

Now, that Thou hast condescended to reveal Thyself to me, I see,

and know that I am not a mere animal, but that I am an object

of Thy peculiar care, and that, within this body of mine, though

but a house of clay, there dwelleth an immortal soul, which will

live even after I have returned to the dust from which I was

"taken, and that the days of my life here below are but a hand-

breadth, compared with those which I shall live with Thee to

all eternity. (Ver. 6.) ' Therefore I abhor. All that I have

said. And, being thus instructed, / repent in dust and ashes.

Ver. 7 [*!]. Then Jehovah answered Job, and said, (Ver. 8) [2].

Is he, who contended with the Almighty corrected ? Let him, who

reasoned with God, answer it ! This question. If he, who hath

been till now contending with the Almighty, standeth corrected,

and repenteth, then let him answer Me, and tell Me that it is so.

(Ver. 9) [3]. Then Job answered Jehovah, and said. (Ver. 10)

[4]. La, I have been vile ! what shall I answer Thee ? So utterly

worthless have I proved myself to be, that I dare not now open

my mouth to utter a word, and must beseech Thee to accept

my silence as a full confession on my part of the enormity of

my sin. 1put mine hand upon my mouth. (Ver. 11) [5]. Once

have I spoken, but will not again utter. Any such rash and

inconsiderate words. Yea, twice have I spoken. I am fully aware

that I have been more than once guilty of this rashness in my
language. But I luill not do so again.

Ver. 2. ^2Jin bb "3 for bb riwi^ b?^-! ^2 that Thou art able to do

everything.

* The figures in square brackets indicate the corresponding verses in Chap. xl. in the

Hebrew text.
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n^TD Tjan -1^2": * sbi = nibrb n^r -it?7s bis ^^^ 1221 w^l (Comp. Gen.

xi. 6), and [that] nothing which Thou purposest to do can be withholden from

Thee ; i.e., that everything which Thou purposest, Thou canst perform.

Ver. 3. DVPP lit., hiding, veiling ; i.e., refusing to acknowledge.

n'2V for "^m? i% counsel

ni7T "^72 for ril^T "^bliip for want of hnowledge.

X^-y^ sb"! for "^0"^'? ninbiyn ^nW ^bl. because I did not understand the

mysteries of Thy counsel.

yiS wbl for ^T}^^ 371S Sbl. so that I could not knoto them.

Ver. 6. DSnS for '^']2'^ bD2 DSpS;? (as supplied by Aben-Ezra) / reject all

my words.

"ipSI ~I2!? br lit., ON <?Ms^ and ashes ; i.e., in accordance with the English

idiom, IN dust and ashes.

Ver. 8 [2]f 2hn whether \the'\ one contending, ^"f being here the part, pres,

Kal. of the verb ^'1"' or 2'^~i to contend, just as "'"iW is found as a part, in

Prov. iv. 18.

TiS''. one corrected, it being a noun of the form b37Q , as "fib"! (Exod. i. 22)

one born.

•^|5}?! shall answer it ; i.e., shall answer the question, " Is he who contended,"

&c.

Ver. 10 [41. ''P "i^^? "'•T'P^ "^T, my hand I have put to my mouth ; i.e., I cannot

or dare not utter a word. Comp. supra xxi. 5 ; xxix. 9.

Ver. 1 1 should be construed thus

:

'*ri'13'n T\T)'^ Oiice have I spohen.,

n^^^S: )h\ for Ti;; nj^^S )kh\ hut I will not speak any

more ;

D^Jnii'l for ^ri"!3'n D^r^J^I yea, twice (i.e., several

times) have I spoken.,

?l^pi\S ^^A for nWb H'P^'^ ^^\ ^^t J Wi7/ not again

speak.

* We have here another instance, in which a masc. verb has for its subject a/«w?. noun

which follows it. See note on is-jwn supra xx. 9, and on «i*P? ^''1 itfra Ver. 20.

—

Editor,

1862.

t The numbers in square brackets indicate the corresponding verses of Chap. xl. in the

Hebrew text.
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Ver. 12 (7).* V^ respecting Me. Comp. Gen. xx. 2, "And Abraham said,

n~!K? v^ respecting Sarah."

n3iD3 . This word, though strictly speaking the part. Niph. fem. of the verb

V"13, is used as a noun f in Ps. v. 10, in the meaning of faithfulness, or sincerity

;

here, however, it is evidently used aHweYhiaWj = sincerely.

ni^S ''nni;|) HDIdp "^bs Dri^aT h5b "^3 for ye have not spoken respecting Me
sincerely, like My servant Job ; i.e., irreverent, nay, sinful, as were the words so

rashly uttered by Job when ignorant of the dignified nature of his own being,

yet they came from the depths of his heart ; not so yours, for, when you

reproached your unfortunate friend with crimes of the blackest dye, you did so,

not from an intimate conviction that he deserved such reproaches, but with a view

of pleasing Me, forgetting that nothing can please Me but the truth. When Job

complained of the afflictions I sent upon him, instead of imputing to him sins

and crimes, of which there was no reason whatever for believing him guilty, you

should rather have confessed yourselves unable to account for these af&ictions, and

have contented yourselves with calling upon your friend to believe, that, as they

had come from his Maker, they must be for his good.

Ver. 13 (8). D^ "? for verily. So, in Prov. xxiii. 18, D^ ^"^ for verily (there

is an end, and thine expectation shall not be cut off).

^^ V
"1"'3Q / loill accept his 'person ; i.e., I will have regard unto him. The

phrase D"'2D S273 to accept persons, though generally used in a bad sense, is

nevertheless sometimes found, as here, expressing merely to accede to one's ivishes.

See note on "l^sbn V35n supra xiii. 8.

nvZlD Q3^V niti72? ^ri/27 so as not to deal out disgrace to you ; i.e., so as not

to inflict a disgraceful punishment upon you. So Kimchi, in his D'*Ii^"'ti?n ~iDD

explains the word "^^^^ in this instance as

" A disgraceful and degraded thing."

DpISV lit., WITH you, must here, in accordance with the exigencies of the

English language, be rendered TO you. So in Gen. xx. 9, "'I'^V = to, or unto, me.

The verb n2737 to do, or make, is often used in the sense of to execute, or deal

out, as D"li32 "^^rj? ^"^^^? (Ps. cxlix. 7), To execute vengeance on the

heathen.

Ver. 14 (9). "i?^ for "12!S1 (though Rosenmiiller, for reasons we cannot

discover in any grammar, would supply '') a7id Zophar. When three things

are joined together, the third sometimes dispenses with the copulative conjunction ;

thus in Ps. xlv. 9 we have ni37''!i)^ ni7nf^T ~:a Myrrh, and aloes, [and'] cassia,

where nr^^^J) stands for ni37^'4i?n .

* The numbers in round brackets indicate the corresponding verses of Chap. xHi. in the

Hebrew text.

f We render it by a noun, it is true, but in other languages it need not be so rendered.

Thus in Germ, it is usually translated by a neut. adj., Luth., [Xichts] Gewisscs, Mendela.,

[Nichts] Redliches. In a Dan. Bible, too, I find [intet] hestandigt.—Ediior, 1862.
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Ver. 15 [10]. 2i*S n^nw nS nw lit., turned back [the] captivity of Job ;

i.e., restored to him everything He had taken from him ; for, seeing that the

property taken away from Job, at the instigation of Satan, was not taken away

for good, but was, as it were, merely confiscated until he should have passed through

the ordeal appointed for him, it might fairly be considered only to have gone into

captivity, and now to be restored to him therefrom.

The verb 2^27 is used here transitively in Kal, as in Jer. xxx, 18.

i7pQi7irT2 on his praying; i.e., after he had prayed. So in Exod. iii. 12.

T[S'>2in;|l On thy making to go forth; i.e., when, or after, thou hast made to

go forth (brought forth).

•in^i hisfriend ; i.e., every one of his friends, or his friends severally.

Ver. 16 [11]. ^^ ^"^T-^. and they mourned with him. See note on 1^ "VOr)

supra ii. 11.

n^^ti?l7 a piece of money, as in Gen. xxxiii. 19.

DT3 an ear-ring, as in Gen. xxxv. 4.

Ver. 18 [13]. J^^V^tt? = nr?p, the 3 being epenthetic. So in Hosea x. 6,

n2272 = nttJ^S shame.
T : T T

Ver. 19 [14]. Hfi'^p"^. Jemimah, probably from D1"' (plur. D'''^;) a day, to

express that she was as bright and beautiful as the day, or, as the French would

say, belle comme le jour. So the Targum :

TT* tt; t-:- t "'t t-; t • :

He called her Jemimah, because her beauty was like [that of] the day.

n5?''!Jl7 Keziah. The Hebrew word means Cassia, a spice, which seems to

have been very scarce in those days, so that the name was probably given her

with a view to express the rarity of her beauty. So the Targum :

T -;•':••• . T '. - T -: - t "'t t-: t • ':

" He called her Keziah, because she was [as] rare as cassia."

"TJ^Sn Y}p^ Keren-Happuch ; i.e., a born for paint, or, as we should say, a

paint-box. She had this name bestowed upon her probably on account of the

beauty of her complexion, which we may suppose to have vied with the brightest

colours of the paint-box. So Jarchi tells us this name was given her :

" From the name of the horn in which they put paint and soap."

Ver. 20 [15]. ^^^? ^ ''1 and there was not found. Here we have a verb of

the masc. gender and sing. numb, referring to a fem. noun in the plur. numb.,

a fact which goes very far to prove the correctness of the rule we have already so

frequently laid down, that, namely, when a Hebrew verb precedes its nominative

ease, it need agree with it neither in gender nor in number.

cn^ for 1'77 to them, or better "^^n? , which, as a femin. noun is referred

to, would be the regular form. This trespass against gender is also committed in

the case of 0*7''?^ and DH*''!?^. in the same verse.
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TRANSLATION OF THE BOOK OF JOB.

CHAPTER I.

1 There was a man in the land of "Uz, « whose « Jer. xxv. 20; Lam.
IV. 21.

name was * Job ; and that man was ^ pious w Job his name.

. , , „
,

„ 1/^1 1 i Ezek. siv.l4, 20.

and upright, and p one that reared (jrod, and /? a fearer of God
1 J •! and turning away

eschewed evil.
^

from evil.

2 And there were born unto him " seven sons, c infra xiu. 13.

and three daughters.

3 And his substance was seven thousand sheep,

and three thousand camels, and five hundred

yoke of oxen, and five hundred she-asses, and

a very great household ; so that that man was

greater than all the sons oi the East.

4 Now his sons used to go and r feast in the r make a feast.

house of every one of them on his day ; and they

used to send and ^ call ^ their three sisters, to ^ caU to, for.

eat and to drink with them.

5 And it was 50, when the days of ^ their feasting £ the feast.

were C eone about, that Job sent for. and pre- ^ g°°® rowiA, in a
° »/ I

circle.

pared, them, and rose up early in the morning,

and offered up burnt-offerings according to the

number of them all: for Job ^said: "Peradven-

ture my sons have sinned and blasphemed God
1 Or without blemish, blameless, pure, just (the Lat. integer, Fr.

intkffre). See Commentary and Appendix.

—

Editor, 1862.

2 Call is here used=send for, summon, invite, as in Gen. xx. 9, xli. 14,

&c. See Appendix.

—

Editor, 1862.

3 Or, perhaps, said in his heart, to himself, thought. Comp. Gen. xvii. 17,

and iliv. 2^.—Editor, 1862.
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a heart.

)3 all the days.

y set themselves up,

stand. Lat. sistere

86, sisti.

S near.

e the adversary, or,

the accuser.

^ in their midst.

1) mayest thou come.

set thine heart

upon.

K a fearer of God
and turning away
from evil.

X [Is] Job fearing ?

H vyithout cause.

V that [is] to him.

TT round about.

p hath spread [it-

self] abroad.

a touch.

r that [is] to him.

^ all that [belongs]

to him.

X to-

^ from viith. [the]

face of.

a at their sides.

/3 Sabeea.

ill their « hearts." Thus used Job to do ^ con-

tinually.

6 Now, when it was the day that the Sons of

God came to 7 present themselves ^before Jeho-

vah, then came « Satan also C among them.

7 And Jehovah* said unto Satan: "Whence
V comest thou 1

" and Satan answered Jehovah

and said :
" From going to and fro in the earth,

and from walking up and down in it."

8 And Jehovah said unto Satan :
" Hast thou

^ considered my servant Job 'i Surely, there is

none like him in the earth, a man, pious ^ and

upright, '^ one that feareth God, and escheweth

evil."

9 And Satan answered Jehovah, and said:

" ^ Doth Job fear God m for nought ?

10 "Hast not Thou made-an-hedge about him,

and about his house, and about all ^ that he

hath, '^ on every side ? The work of his hands

Thou hast blessed, so that his substance p is

increased in the land.

11 "But put forth now Thine hand, and o- smite

all ^ that he hath ; will he not blaspheme Thee

because of Thine anger ?
" ^

12 And Jehovah said unto Satan: "Behold, ^all

that he hath is in thine hand; only, -^upon

himself put not forth thine hand." So Satan

went forth ^from the presence of Jehovah.

13 Now it was the day when his sons and his

daughters were eating and drinking wine in the

house of their brother, the first-born.

14 And there came a messenger unto Job, and

said :
" The oxen were ploughing, and the she-

asses feeding « beside them

;

15 " When a host of ^ Sabseans fell upon them,

1 See note in preceding page.

2 Or, to Thy face. See Appendix.—i'dZt^or, 1862.

* For the signification of this word see Commentary.
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and took thera ; and the young men they have

smitten with the edge of the sword, and I am
escaped, only I alone, to tell thee."

1

6

While « he was yet speaking, ^ another came, a this.

and said; " vA mighty fire hath fallen from ya^fireoTGod.

heaven, and burned up the sheep, and the young

men, and consumed them ; and I am escaped,

only I alone, to tell thee."

17 Wliile ^he was yet speaking, « another came,
^ *J]j-

,

.

and said :
" The Chaldaeans C formed three bands, I set.

and '/rushed upon the camels, and took them, n spread them-

. , , selves (se sont de-

and the young men they have smitten with the pioyes).

edge of the sword, and I am escaped, only I

alone, to tell thee."

18 Wliile ^ he ivas yet speaking, '^ another came, ^ this.
"-

K and this.

and said :
" Thy sons and thy daughters were

eating, and drinking 'wine in the house of their

brother, the first-born

:

19 " And behold, a great wind came from beyond

the wilderness, and ^ smote the four corners of ^ touched,

the house, that it fell upon the young-people,

and they died ; and I am escaped, only I alone,

to tell thee."

20 Then Job arose, and rent his garment, and

M shaved his head, and " fell down upon the t^
s^oro.

V fell to earth.

ground, and '^ worshipped. ,r bowed himaelf.

21 And he said :
" Naked came I out from my

mother's womb,* and naked shall I return

thither. Jehovah gave, and Jehovah hath taken

awai/ ; blessed be the name of Jehovah."

22 Notwithstanding all this. Job sinned not, nor

p imputed malice unto God. p gave.

CHAPTER II.

1 Now, Avhen it was again the day, that the

Sons of God came to o" present themselves ^be- '^ supra \.q.
* T near.

* i.e., probably the earth, which Job, as a human being,

regards as his mother.
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a in their midst.

/3 supra i. 6.

Y mayest thou come.

S set thy heart upon.

e supra i. 1, &c.

Z he [is] stiU hold-

ing fast.

ij [is] to the man.

6 behold him.

K from with [the]

face of.

X boil, sore.

H with it.

a Jonah iii. 6:

infra xhi. 6.

V in [the] midst of.

TT [Art] thou still

holding fast.

p thou art wont to

a as [the] speaking

of one, &c.

fore Jehovah, then came Satan also " among
them ^ to present himself before Jehovah.

2 And Jehovah said unto Satan :
" Whence

7 comest thou ? And Satan answered Jehovah,

and said :
" From going to and fro in the earth,

and from walking up and down in it."

3 And Jehovah said unto Satan, " Hast thou
S considered my servant Job 1 Surely, there is

none like him in the earth, a man, * pious and

upright, ^ one that feareth God, and escheweth

evil; so Cthat he still holdeth fast his ^ piety,

although thou movedst me against him, to ruin

him without a cause."

4 Then Satan answered Jehovah, and said:

" Limb for limb

—

" Yea, all that v man hath

" Will he give for his life.*

5 " But put forth now Thine hand, and touch

but his bone and his flesh ; will he not blas-

pheme Thee ^because of Thine anger?"

6 And Jehovah said unto Satan :
" ^ Behold ! he

is in thine hand; only, preserve his life."

7 So Satan went forth " from the presence of

Jehovah, and smote Job with grievous ^ sores

from the sole of his foot even unto his crown.

8 And he took him a potsherd to scrape himself

M withal ; and he was " sitting " among the

ashes.

9 Then said his wife unto him: " ^Dost thou

still hold fast thy ' piety'? Blaspheme God,

10 and die.""!* But he said unto her : " p Thou

speakest ^ as one of the foolish women speaketh.

1 Or, integrity. See note, p. 395.—JEdiifor, 1862.

2 Or, to Thy face. See note, p. ^Q6.—Editor, 1862.

* If a man stretches out his arm, a less ' important part of

his body, to save his head, a more important one, he may well

be expected to offer up everything to preserve his life.

t i.e., put an end to thine existence.
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*>What! shall we accept that which is good w shall we indeed

^ from God, and not accept 7 that which ^5 evil ? "
^ from with.

^°°

Notwithstandinof all this, did not Job " err with ^
S*^

^^t ,o ' a irs. xxxix. 1.

his lips.

11 Now three of Job's friends heard of all this

evil that had come upon him, and they came,

every one from his own place, Eliphaz the

Temanite, and Bildad the Shuhite, and Zophar

the Naamathite ; and they agreed together to

come to ^ mourn with him, and to comfort him. ^shate [their heads]

at mm.
12 And when they lifted up their eyes ^afar off, £ from afar.

and knew C him not, then lifted they up their z, recognised.

voice, and wept ; and they rent every one his

garment, and * sprinkled dust upon their heads h infra xvi. 15

;

, 1 1 Josh. vii. 6 : Lam.
toward heaven.

ii. 10.

13 And they ''sat down with him on the ground c Lam.ii. 10.

.
, , . ,

^ . . d Gen. 1. 10.
" seven days and sev^n nights, »? none speaking ,, and [there was]

unto him a word; for they saw that ^his pain ethe^p̂ain.

was very great.

CHAPTER III.

1 After this Job opened his mouth, and cursed

his day.

2 And Job spake and said

:

3 Perish the day, '^wherein I was born! kI should, was to,
•'

_
be born in it.

Or the night, in which one said :

*
x she [is] bringing

X " She bringeth forth a m man-child !
" *

^ Itan (male).

4 May that day be darkness

!

^ J^""- ^^- ^^

God regard it not from above !

" Neither let \m\it shine upon it

!

" «n<J ^^t not light
'-' * shine.

5 Pollute it darkness and the shadow of-death

!

May there dwell on it a cloud

!

Black-vapours of the day affright it

!

6 As for that night deep-darkness seize it

!

Let it not rejoice amid the days of the year

!

Let it not come into the number of the months !

* i.e., of my mother.
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w cursers of day.

a infra xl. 25 (le-

viathan).

I Jer. XX. 17, 18.

j8 my belly.

y and so hid; or,

80 that it should

hide.

c Jer. XX. 18.

d Gen. xxx. iii.

5 [there] would have

been rest to me.

£ are building.

^ have.

jj are filling.

e Ps. Iviii. 8; Eccl.

vi. 3.

saw not.

K have ceased.

X [from causing]

trouble.

/ Ps. xxxi. 17.

fi of

V will rest.

K reposed.

p heard not.

10

11

7 Lo, that night—may it be cheerless

!

May there come into it no sound-of-joy !

8 May *" those that curse their day point at it, *

Those ready to arouse the ° crocodile

!

9 Darkened be the stars of its twilight

!

Let it wait for the full light, and there he none

!

Yea, let it not behold even the eyelids of ^f/«edawn.

* Because it shut not up the doors of ^ the belly

I lay in,

y So as to hide misery from mine eyes.

" Why should I not have died from the womb %

When I came forth from the belly, then ought

I to have expired.

12 Wherefore did ^ knees -j" meet me?

Or why breasts, that I should suck ?

13 For now had I lain down, and were quiet;

I had slept—then ^ rest would have been mine.

14 Ihad slept with kings and counsellors of Meearth,

Which ^ built desolations for themselves ; %

15 Or with princes, that ^ had gold.

Which 'n filled their houses with silver.

16 Or, as an hidden ^untimely-birth, why had I not

been ?

As infants, which ^ never saw light.

17 There, § the 'turbulent ''cease ^from '"troub-

ling,

And there, ^^e wearied out m in strength " find rest.

18 Together W^/i ^Aem, ^^e prisoners '^repose;

They phear not the task-master's voice.

1 Or, wicked.—Editor, 1862.

* i.e., may those who wish to curse their day (i.e., their

birthday, or their fate), even those, who are about to become the

prey of a crocodile, call out in their agony, Accursed be my
day like that of Job !

I The knees of the midwife.

;{: Or, desolate-places for themselves, i.e., mausoleums, pyra-

mids, &c., magnificent buildings, destined solely to harbour their

remains, and therefore well deserving to be called desolate.

§ He means, of course, in the grave.
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] 9 The small and the great « are there ;

And the servant is free from his lord.

20 Why ^ is light given to the wretched,

And life, to r those bitter in spirit ?

21 (Which ^ long for death, but ^ it cometh not,''

And would dig for it more than for * hid-

treasnres

;

22 Which C would rejoice, even to exultation,

Would be overjoyed, if they could find the

grave)."

23 Why to the man, whose way is hidden ;
^ *

1 Whom God hath hedged round about %
'

-f

24 Seeing that before my food -^my groaning

cometh,

And my roarings ^ are poured out like water.^

25 For ^ that which I greatly feared, is come upon

me.

And what I dreaded, »« is come unto me.

26 I was not at ease, neither was I quiet,

Neither had I rest ; yet trouble came.*

CHAPTER IV.

1 Then Eliphaz the Temanite answered and

said:

2 Hath one ever tried a word ^ with thee ? ::|:

Wouldest thou f- lose patience ?

Yet who can restrain his words %

3 Behold ! thou didst correct many,

And feeble hands thou " strengthenedst.*

4 Thy words "^ did upraise the stumbling.

And P sinking knees thou «" madest strong.' §

* i.e., on whom God bestows no favour.

\ i.e., whose movements He impedes.

J i.e.. Has one ever essayed to argue with, or contradict,

thee, and if one were to do so, wouldest thou be impatient ?

Comp infra xxix. 9, 10.

§ i.e., those wavering in their faith, and ready almost to

despair, thou usedst to exhort and console.

D D

a he [is] there.

j8 should [one] give

light,

y [the] bitter of

spirit (soul).

^ [are] waiting,

e it is not.

a Rev. ix. 6.

h Prov, ii. 4.

Z, who [would be]

rejoicing.

c infra vii. 15 ; xiv.

13 ; xvii. 14.

d infra xiii. 24 ; Isa.

xl. 27.

;; yea, God hath
hedged round
about him.

e infra xix. 8 ; Lam.
ill. 7, 9 ; Hos. ii. 6.

/ Ps. cii. 4.

g Ps. xxii. 1, 14.

the water.

9 [the] fear I feared
;

or, for I feared a

fear, and it is come
to me.

K cometh.

h Prov. xxviii. 14.

X to thee.

fi be weary.

V usedst to strength-

en.

i Isa. XXXV. 3 ; Heb.
xii. 12.

V used to upraise,

caused to arise,

raised up, esta-

blished.

p bowing, bending.

<T usedst to make
strong.
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z supra iii. 25. O

w toucheth unto.

a Prov. iii. 26 ; xiv.

26.

/3 thy hope, even

[the] integrity of

thy ways,

y remember now.
S who [is] he [being]

innocent, [that]

perished ?

h Ps. xxxvii. 25

!

Eccles. vii. 15 5

viii. 14.

5 according to what.

c Prov. xxii. 8 ; Hos.
X. 12, 13.

L nostril.

e infra xxxiii. 15.

V met, befell.

f Ps. Iv. 5.

TT and it made ...

to fear.

6

10

d Ps. Iviii. 6.

jj [is] perishing. 1 1

Q sons of stout-lion

(Bochart, lioness).

K was stolen. 1

2

X received,

/x a trifle.

13

14

But now * it is come unto thyself,^ and thou

faintest

!

It <" reacheth unto thee, and thou art con-

founded !

Ought not thy fear of God to he thy " con-

fidence,f

^ And the integrity of thy ways, thy hope ?

y Bethink thee now : ^ who is he that hath

perished being innocent ?

Or where are the upright, which have been cut

offP

^ As far as I have seen, the ploughers of iniquity,

And sowers of evil, reap it."

By the breath of God they perish.

And by the blast of His t nostrils they are con-

sumed.

The roaring of the lion,J and the voice of the

fierce-lion are silenced^

And the teeth of the young-lions are broken.''

The strong-lion i perisheth for lack of prey,

And the '^ stout-lion's whelps are scattered.

Now § the ' matter <^ was stealthily-disclosed

unto me.

And mine ear ^ caught m a little thereof.

Amid thoughts, from visions of the night.

When deep-sleep falleth upon men,^

Fear " came upon me, and trembling,^

^ Which made the multitude of my bones to

quake.

1 Or, a matter, or thing.

—

Editor^ 1862.

* It, i.e., evil.

t If thou art really a fearer of God, ouglit not this very

circumstance to make thee confident that thy sufferings cannot

last long ?

X The animals introduced in this and the following verse

represent powerful and wicked tyrants and their offspring.

Comp. Ps. X. 9 ; xxii. 12, 13, 16, 21, &c.

§ The matter, i.e., the justice of the dispensations of

Providence.
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15 Then a Spirit « passed before me— « ^^^d to pass.

It /^ made the hair of my flesh to bristle up

;

p used to make, &c.

16 It y stood, but I could not recognise ^ the form y used to stand.

, P
^

S its appearance.

1

7

A shape was before mine eyes
;

There was silence—then ^ I heard a voice, « i used to hear.

saying :

18 " Can frail-man be more just than God ?

" Man be more pure than his Maker 1

19 " Behold ! in His C " ministers He n putteth no i servants.

a Ps. civ. -4.

trust, t] trusteth not.

"And ^to His angels He imputeth faultiness. eon Heputteth.

20 " * How much more to the '^ dwellers in ^ tone-
JJ house^of clay.

ments of clay,* ^'f''''
^^}- ^^' ^

•'_
^

Cor. V. 1.

" Whose foundation is in the dust.

"f^ They are crushed before the moth, /* they crush them.

21 " t From morning to evening they are broken-

in-pieces "^

;

e Ps. xc. 3, 5, 6 ; isa.

""Without heeding it," they continually are
^^^'Jut^'onf]

perishing. setting [his heart],
i ^

. . . . . d Isa. xlii. 25 : Jer.

22 " Hath not their superiority, t which is m them, xii. ii.

, , ^ ^ e Ps. xlis. 20.
been removed ?

" They are ever dying, ^ but without wisdom ^ "^ ^"* ^^^ ^^^^^ ^i^-

to perceive it." / infra x^xvi 12.

CHAPTER V.

1 Call now ! p will there be any, that will answer p is [there] one an-

thee ?
swering thee ?

And to whom among the holy canst thou

turn 'i §

2 For his otun wrath will kill the fool,

And his own envy slay the silly one. ^
g Ps. xxxvii. 1, 2, 7,

8; Prov. i. 32;
xxiii. 17 ; xxiv. 1,

* See Comment.

I That is, from their coming into existence, till they leave it.

I i.e., their intellect which renders them superior to all other

living beings.

§ i.e., to whom amongst holy and good men canst thou, after

uttering these curses of thine, turn for sympathy ?

D D 2
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^ pointed out, pro-

nouuced.

a Ps. cix. 9, 10, 12
;

cxxvii. 4, 5.

(o and they shall

crush themselves.

b Prov. xxii. 22

;

Amos V. 15.

j3 and none deliver-

ing.

y who ; or whose
harvest he shall

eat.

c infra xxxi. 40.

^ or, trap.

e their.

Z, sons of a fire-brand.

q they make high to

d infra xi. 7— 9 ; xv.

8, 9, 12 ; xxii. 11,

12, &c. ; Prov xii.

11 ; xxviii. 19.

Q Or, But as for me
(lit., But I), I

would seek.

e ivfra, viii. 5.

K set, dispose.

\ doing.

fx and no searching.

V till no number.

f infra ix. 10.

TT [is] giving.

p sending.

(T to set up.

g 1 Sam. ii. 8 ; Ps.

cvii. 41 ; cxiii. 7,8.

T and [the] mourn-
ing.

(p breaking.

X thoughts.

t// do not do anything.
w taking.

h Jer. viii. 9.

WW is hastened, i.e.,

is made hasty, pre-

cipitate.

3 I—when I have seen the foolish * taking-root,

Have forthwith V'declared the fate of his dwellin &»

(saying)

4 " Far shall his " children be from safety ;

"
«" And they shall be crushed in the * gate,

^ without any to deliver.

5 y He shall eat his harvest, famishing,

''^Seeing he must take it even from among

thorns '^

;

"And ^ a snare shall swallow up ^ his substance."

6 Surely, it is not from the dust, that evil cometh

forth,

Nor doth misery spring up from the ground,

7 For man is born to labour

;

But, like C sparks of fire, v they '^ soar aloft,
-f

8 ^ But I would ' seek unto God,

Yea, unto God would I *« direct my speech

;

9 ^ Which doeth great-things, m and unsearchable;

Marvellous-things, " without number '^:

10 (Which ^ giveth rain upon the face of the earth,

And P sendeth water upon the face of the fields:)

11 '^ So that He can setup the lowly on high^—
•^ And those that mourn are exalted to safety.

12 ^He frustrateth the x plots of the crafty,

That their hands ^ eff"ect nothing substantial.

13 '^He taketh the ^ wise in their craftiness.

So that the counsel of the ^ perverse '^'^ proveth

hasty.

1 Or, And he will have to take it even from among thorns, i.e.,

famishinff, when he begins to eat his harvest—in consequence of the badness

of his crops the year before ; he will speedily hefamished, in consequence of

the great scantiness of his new harvest. See Comm. and Append. Editor,

1862.

2 Or, deceitful, cunning, treacherous. See Appendix. JSditor, 1862.

* i.e., wicked. Comp. Ps. xiv. 1.

t i.e., they indulge in metaphysical speculations, which are

altogether beyond them ; whereasif they would confine themselves

to that for which they were ordained, namely, to the tillage and

culture of their land, evil and misery would not come upon them.
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14 '^In the day-time, they /^grapple with darkness, ^
^^ggt^^^fi^i^t ^^^n

And 7 iXYone at noon-dav, as in the nis^ht." or (Ben-Zev) feel
*^ about feel tlieir

15^ And so He saveth the needy ^ from the sword

—

way, in the dark.

even from their mouth", Lvraxii.25;Deut.

And from the hand of ^'Ae strong. ^w ^^
'

^^*

16 So the feeble hath hope, ^and He saved.

» , . . . , , , , rf
S Ps. Ixxii. 4, 12

;

And iniquity ^ shutteth her mouth.

"

isa. xii. 17.

17 Behold! happy is the man, fwhom God cor- *"

xu^.T; Lam.Ti'.

rerteth • ^^
'

^''^- '^- ^^ 'recieui,
^

Rev. i. 16; ii.l6;

The chastening of the Almighty therefore, reject ^ix. 15.

not I
*

vide note on ver. 20.

18 For He maketh sore, yet bindeth up ; ^ GodTorrects him.

He smiteth, but His hands v make whole.^^ L^i^uf x"xif 39":

19 In •'"six troubles, He will deliver thee ;
Hos. vi. 1.

1) neal.

Yea in ^ seven, shall ^no evil touch thee. /Prov. vi.ie.

20 In famine. He *« shall redeem thee from death
; I ^H^'

^^^^'

And in war, ^ from the power of the sword.
^.-^fnotJ mf^^

21 * When the scourge of the tonsue* cometh, thou >^ from hands of.

, , , t . T
A Ps. lii. 2 ; Ivii. 4

;

shalt be hid ;
•!• ixiv. 3, 7, 8. Jer.

And when destruction, ' thou shalt not be afraid.
^ prov.'iii. 25.

22 At destruction /^ and famine thou shalt laugh ; n and at famme.

And of the " wild-beasts of the earth shalt thou v wUd-beast of.

not be afraid.

23 For even with the ^ stones of the field will he thy jc i Sam. ii. 9; Ps.

. I xci. 12 ; cxxi. 3 ;

covenant
; \ p^v. lii. 23, 26.

And the ^ wild-beasts of the field p shall be at tt wiid-beast of.

. , , , p hath been made to
peace '^ with thee. be at peace.

24 And thou shalt know,§ that thy tent is in peace ;
^""''l^^ 20)!^

''''

And when thou shalt visit thy dwelling, ^ thou ^ to, towards, or, for,

shalt miss nothing. nsa.xi.6—9; Ezek.

25 And thou shalt know, § that thy seed shall he r then thou shait not

great,"*
miss.

m Gen. xiii. IG j xv.

5, &c.

* Ver. 21. lit.,

In the scourge of the tongue, thou shalt be hid
;

Neither shalt thou be afraid of destruction, when it cometh.

f i.e., when slander is rife, it shall not affect thee.

X i.e., no stone shall ever trip thee up.

§ i.e., feel confident.
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a herb.

z Gen. XXV. 8

;

1 Chron. xxix. 28.

j(3 as [the] going up
of a sheaf.

y and [do] thou

know [it] for thy-

self.

And thine offspring, as the « herbs of the earth.

26 Thou shalt come in ' ripe-old-age to the grave,

^ As the sheaf is taken up in its season.

27 Lo this, we have searched it, so it is;

Hear it, y and mark i7, for thyself.

c they could, would,

lift into, &c.

s it would be heavier.

a Prov. xxvii. 3.

'C [are] with me.

b Ps. xxxviii. 2.

7] [is] drinking.

c Mat. V. 13 ; Col.

iv. 6.

in [the] spittle of

[the] yolk [of an

egg]-

d infra ver. 25.

K as [the] loath-

someness of my
food.

e Ps. cii. 4.

X might come.

/f Or, cut me off.

CHAPTER VI.

1 Then answered Job, and said :

2 Oh that my grief could be thoroughly weighed.

And my calamity ^ be laid altogether in tlie

balances

!

3 Surely now, ^ either were heavier than the " sand

of the seas

;

Therefore have they swallowed up my words.*

4 For the arrows of the Almighty C stick fast in

me,*

Whose venom my spirit v drinketh in

;

The terrors of God array-themselves against me.

5 Doth the wild-ass bray, over his grass ?

Or loweth the ox, over his fodder?

6 Can that, which is tasteless, be eaten without

salt ?
"

Is there a7iy savour ^ in the white of an e^^ 1 \

7 No ! my soul doth refuse to touch them ;

^ They are '^ as my * loathsome food. %

8 Oh that my request ^ might be fulfilled !

And that God would grant my hope

!

9 Yea, that God were willing, and would crush me!

That He would let loose His hand, and m make

an end of me !

* i.e., they have rendered my speech confused and inarticu-

late ; they prevent me from employing such choice and elegant

language as you do.

f He here compares his friend's arguments to tasteless and

insipid food.

\ i.e., thy arguments are as loathsome to me as food now is in

consequence of ray disease.
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10 Then were this still my consolation—though

I were to burn with pain, and He not

spare

—

That I have not denied the words of the Holy-

One'^.* z supra iy. 7, 18 ; v.

17
1

1

But what is my strength, that I should hope ?

Or what would he mine end, if I should pro-

long my life %

12 Is my strength the strength of stones?

Is my flesh "brass? a brazen,

13 Hath, then, because mine help is not in me,

Mine ^ understanding also been driven out from ^ common sense,

^
practical wisdom,

nie '
y discretion, judg-

14 r To him, that is pining-away, ^should kindness
^ tTthe [one] pining

he shewed from his friend : . ^Z^^- , ,j , ,
[there should be]

Or else—he may forsake the fear of the Al- kindness.

mignty .^ a supra'w.Q -, infra

15 My brethren have dealt deceitfully as a tor- ^''' ^•

rent,* b Gen. xlix. 4.

As the stream of torrents, that pass away;

IG Which grow turbid by reason of the ice.

By reasoti of the snow, that hideth itself ^ within * "pon tbem.

them.

17 f What time they wax warm, they v vanish
;

^
their^'*'becomL

°^

^ When they srow hot, they *« are consumed from '^^^'^
•^ ^ *^

7] are destroyed.

their place. (>on its (i.e., each of

18 Yi?«, they turn fro7n the paths of their « are^xtuiguished!

'

way;

They ascend in a shapeless-mass, and perish.

19 The caravans of Tema looked.

The wayfaring-companies of Sheba hoped, for

them.

* i.e., that I have not disregarded His commandments. Comp.

infra xxiii. 11, 12.

•\ i.e., because I am become helpless, am I also become a fool ?

See Ch. V. 2, where Eliphaz called him a fool,

I i.e., a sufferer, by being galled and chafed, may be driven to

shake off all reverence for God.
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a he (i.e every one 20 Thev wcrG ashamed that « they had trusted ;
of them) had trusted. ""

^

•'

/8 they came unto it. /3 They camo thither, and r were confounded ?

I surely now ye have 21 ^ Such novv surcly are yc become
;

become it. ye scc horror, and therefore are afraid. *

22 Did I indeed say, " Give to me "
?

Or " Of your wealth bribe for me "
?

23 Or, " Deliver me from an adversary's hand '"?

t violent-men, op- Qr, " From the hand of ^ tyrants C redeem me"?
pressors.

i t -n i i

? may ye redeem me. 24 Instruct me, and I Will hold my pcaco

;

T) vFhat I have erred Only, make me to understand n wherein I have
[in]

erred.

words of rectitude. 25 How forcible are 'bright words!
K What can one at ^ut. « what arguments can one wrina: out of

all argue out or '-' °
you? you'?

X Ht., Do you think 26 ^ Do yc think to use mere words for arguments" ?
to argue [by] words ? —ii i . • t i? •, o i

o w/m xi. 2 ; xii. 3 ; M Ihcu out as Wind must be Me words oi the

xiii. 5, 12 : XV. 3

;

j • • i

xvi. 3; xviii. 2;
despairing.!

XIX. 3
;

XXI. 2
; 27 As well might ye cast yourselves on the * fatherless!

xxxii. 12. o J %j

fi then [wiu be] for + Or make a banquet " on your friend ! S
wind, wUl become r,c, i^rr ^^ c ^ ^ ^

wind. 2o JNow thereiore be pleased, turn unto me

;

*9
• xS"2i' &c!^ Then tvill it be " evident unto you if I lie.

c infra :&ix. 22 ;xxxi. £9 Rctum, I pray you ; 7^ let there be no wrong ;

V before your face. Yca, rctum again ; my righteousness is still in
IT let not be. • 1

r

30 Is there iniquity in my tongue 1

p palate. Cannot my p taste discern perverse-things ? ^
* i.e., I expected to meet with consolation and sympathy at

your hands, but I have received nothing but reproaches and

invectives ; you have a horrifying spectacle before you, and

therefore are afraid to own my innocence.

•f
i.e., if we are only here to see which has the greater com-

mand of language, then of course I, who am reduced to desjmir,

cannot hope to vie with you.

J i.e., treat him with the greatest cruelty. Comp. Ps. xxvii. 2.

§ i.e., if you are capable of taking advantage of the situation

of an unfortunate friend, then there is no cruel act which you

may not commit.

II

i.e., in my tongue, mentioned in the next verse. See Com-

mentary.

^ i.e., can I no longer distinguish between right and wrong ?
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CHAPTER VII.

1 Is there not an appointed time for frail-man

upon earth'?

Truly, as the days of an hireling are his days.

2 As a slave panteth-for the shade, . „ .

^
, . ,

a infra xiv. 6.

And as an " hireling ^ longeth for his wages ; w waiteth.

3 So have I been ^ allotted months of vanity, /3 made to inherit for

And nights of trouble y have been prepared for r t^^y have pre-

pared.

me.

4 When I lie down, ^ I say : ^ then i say.

When shall I arise ? « But the night is length- * ^ut one measured'=>'=> out [the] evening.

ened out,

And I am C filled-with tossings until the morning- ^ glutted with.

twilight.'' « Ps. vi. 6.

5 My flesh hath put on the worm,* and clod of dust; ^ i^.^- ^^- 1^
;
^cts

My skin is broken, and become loathsome." c ^^/m xix. 20 ; xxx.

6 My days * were swifter than a weaver's-shuttle,*^ a infra ix. 25, 26.

But noiv they waste away without hope.* « Ps. cii. 3, 11.

7 O remember t that my life is hut a breath •/ ^'''^"' ^'"- ^^•

. Never again shall mine eye see good. ''

^etoTo Selood!
8 ^ No more shall the eye of him that seeth me ^ C^he] eye of [the

•' onej seeing me
behold me ;

shall not see me.

Thine own eyes >^ shall look for me, but I shall k [shall be] on me.

not he.

9 ^ A cloud, when it hath wasted, is gone for ever ; ^ I'^th a cloud

7 • 1 n' wasted, then it is

So /* he that goeth down to the pit shall not come gone.

/* [one] going down.

^P" g infra xiv. 10—12.

10 He " shall no more return unto his house, ^ '^^'^^ °°* ^''^""^
' again.

And his place '^ shall discern him no more.'' ^ ^^^^^ "»* discern

.
him again.

1

1

Therefore, I too will not refrain my mouth

;

/* infra viii. is.

I will speak, in the anguish of my spirit

;

I will complain, in the bitterness of my soul.' Unfrax.i.

12 ^?/i I a sea, or a sea-monster.

That Thou shouldest set p a dam * about me ? ;{: ^^ ^^^j.^

k iHy>'axiii.27;xxxiii.

* i.e., my former days of liappiness. 11 ; xxxviii. 11

;

t Job here addresses himself to God. ^ 22
'

X For the explanation of this extraordinary comparison see

Commentary.
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a carry away.

a infra vs.. 21 ; x. 1

;

Jer. viii. 3.

/3 from myownbones
(limbs).

y cease (desist) from
me.

h supra ver. 7 ; Ps.

xxxix. 4, 5.

c Ps.viii.4,5; cxliv.3.

^ at (of) mornings.

d Ps. Ixxiii. 14,

t at moments.

Z, not like anything.

See Comm.
e infra xiv. 6 ; Ps.

xxxix. 13.

T] my swallowing.

K Have I sinned.

X for a clashing to

Thee.

/i at, upon.

V and Thou mayest

but I [am]
not.

/ Ps. xxxvii. 10.

It till when.

|o these [things].

13 When I say : My bed may comfort me,

My couch may « remove my grief;

14 Then Thou scarest me with dreams,

And frightest me through visions

;

1

5

So that my soul would rather choose strangling,

—

" Even death, /^ by mine own hands.

IG {No! This thought, I loathe z^, not for ever shall

I live

;

y Avaunt ! * for a breath only are my days.*)

17 What is frail-man, that Thou shouldest exalt

him ?

And that Thou shouldest set Thine heart upon

him' ?

18 That Thou shouldest visit him ^ every morning?''

f Every moment prove him ?

19 C Not one instant wilt Thou look away from me,*

Nor let me alone, till 1 1 swallow down my
spittle.

20 '^ If I have sinned, what can I do unto Thee ? \

[But, if what I do can affect Thee, then]

O Thou Preserver of man ! why didst Thou

make me ^so that I should clash with

Thee,

And become thereby a burden to myself?

21 And why shouldest Thou not rather forgive my
transgression,

And cause mine iniquity to pass away ?

For presently I shall lie down m in the dust

;

V And, though Thou mayest diligently seek me,

I shall not he/

CHAPTER VIII.

1 Then answered Bildad the Shuhite, and said

:

2 ^ How long wilt thou speak p such things.

And the words of thy mouth he a violent wind ?

* Addressed to the idea of suicide, which infests him.

\ i.e., how can any action of mine affect Thee ?
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3 Can God pervert justice 1

Or can the Almighty pervert right"?
" az»/raxxxiv.io,i2;

4 If thy sons sinned against Him,

He "despatched them, /^ because of their trans- °f°t*K°l^'^n^V^ '
/3 by [the] hand of.

gression."" «« i^a. kiv. 7.

5 But thou, if thou wilt diligently seek unto God,

And, to the Almighty wilt make supplication

;

6 If thou art pure and upright

;

Surely, He will presently awake for thee,'' 6 Ps. vii. 6 ;
xiiv. 23.

And make prosperous 7 thv righteous habitation; r [the] dweUing of

. , .
thy righteousness.

7 So that even thy beginning ^ will seem hut small, ^ will be [compara-

Seeing thine end will be so exceeding great.

8 For inquire, now, of the former generation, *"

c infra xii. 7, 8.

And prepare thyself to the searching of their

fathers.

9 (For we are hut o/yesterday, ^ and know nothing; « ^"^^ <^o °ot tuow.

For our days are a shadow upon the earth.) '^ d supra Vn. 7, 16;
•'

^

*^

'

^ 1 Chron. xxix. 15 ;

10 Will not THEY instruct thee, tell thee, Ps.xxxix.5;exiiv.4.

And from their heart bring forth words saying.

First Simile.

11 " Can the rush C shoot up, without mire ? ^become high, lofty

" Can the flag, ^ grow up, without water ? », become great,

12 "It is still in its greenness,—it is not cut

down,

" Yet, before all grass it ^ withereth.^
I ITTI t^'

Application of this Simile by the men of

the former generation themselves.

13 "So are the paths of all, *« that forget God; k forgetters-of God,

" Yea, the hope of the hypocrite shall perish;

14 " X Whom his confidence will cut off, x Or, whose conc-

" Seeing that his * trust is as the h- spider's J^^^
^

•.ygV. fi a spider's house.

15 " He may lean upon his house, but it shall

not stand ;

* i.e., that on which he trusts.
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a Prov. xii. 7 ; xiv.

11.

16

z Jer. xvii. 8.

a sucker, tender-

branch.

P> goeth fortli.

h Gen. xlix. 22 , Ps. 17
i. 3 ; Ezek. xvii. 5.

y house of stones.

^ destroy.

£ I saw thee not.

18

c supra vii. 10 ; infra

XX. 9.

Z, joy of his way 1

J

(journey).

?; dust, earth.

6* they would spring-

up.

(i z«/rff XIV. 7—9.

e Ps. cxxvi. 2.

K shout-of-joy.

X thy haters.

"He may take fast hold of it, but it shall

not endure.

"

Second Simile.

" But * He is full-of-sap in face even of the

sun,''

" And his "branches /^ shoot forth over his

garden

;

" For his roots are entwined about a spring*;

" Therefore^ he overlooketh even a y house of

stone, f
" If one should ^ uproot him from his place,

" So that it should deny him, saying, ' ^ Never

did I see thee '^

;

'

" Lo ! this ivere to him a tjoyful journey,

" Seeing from another i soil ^ he would

spring up ^.

Application of the second Simile by the

Speaker.

20 Behold then I God will not reject the pious, ^

Neither will He take hold of the hand of the

wicked.

21 Even yet will He fill thy mouth with laughter,*

And thy lips with *« shouts- of-joy.

22 ^ They that hate thee shall put on shame,

And the tent of the wicked—it is not.

CHAPTER IX.

1 Then Job answered, and said

:

1 See note p. 395.

* i.e., the good man under the figure of a tree. Corap. i7ifTa

XV. 30, 32, 33, xviii. 16 ; Ps. i. 3, Hi. 8, xcii. 12 ; Jer. xvii.

8, &c.

j" i.e., he does not require the shade of other trees to shelter

him from the heat of the sun ; nay, in spite of this, he grows to

such a height as to overtop even a stately house of stone.
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2 Of a truth, I know that it is so ;
*

But how can frail-man be just with God?

3 If he should desire to contend with HIM,
HE would not answer him " one of a thousand « one-thing.

questions.

4 ^ Wise in heart, and 7 mighty in strength "
! P wise of heart.

Who hath ^ spoken fiercely unto Him, and been a infra xu. 13

at peace 5 ^ made hard [his

5 Which removeth mountains, ^ ere they are ^or<3s]-.
' •' Lev. XXIV. 11, 14,

aware :
I6 ; 2 Kings xvui.

1 1 • XT- ^^5 xix. 10, 22,
C Yea, " overturneth them m His anger. 27, 28, 35.

6 Which maketh the earth to tremble from her ?wHeh^(moimTarns)

placed He overturned.

J: ' c infra xxviu. 9.

So that the pillars' thereof are shaken. (^ Ps. xviii. 7 ;
kxyii.

'-

^
18 ; xcvii. 4, 5, &e.

7 Which »? commandeth the sun, and he shineth e isam. ii. 8; Ps.

lxxv.3 ; infra xxvi.
not

; f IL

And ^ upon the stars doth ^ set His seal.+ sTaSh about [X]
8 '^ He spreadeth out the heavens^, alone, ^ ^'^J^- ... „,

'^ / ^nfra xxxviu. 31 ;

And ^ treadeth ''upon the m high-waves of the xxiv. le ; xxxvii.7.

K spreading.

sea. g Isa. xl. 22.

9 "He maketh Arcturus, Orion, and tlie Pleiades,' a Amosm 13 ; Mic.

And the hidden-chambers of the south : \ '^\.

\i heights.

10 7^ He doeth great-things, P and unsearchable, v making.

. 1 /
* infra xxxviii. 31,

Yea, wonderful-things, ^ without number. 32; Amos v. 8.

11 Lo ! He goeth by me, and I see llim not; ptiiTno searching.

He passeth also, but I do not perceive Him. '

l
^^^^ °° '^"i"^^?'^

Jr ' I k supra v. 9 ; itfra

12 Behold! He snatcheth away; who shall xxxvii.5.
''

I infra xxiii. 8, 9.

^ prevent Him ?
'" m infra xi. 10; xxiii.

. 13Who shall say unto Him: " Wliat doest Thou ?"
r cause Him to tum

13 God will not <t> withdraw His anger
; § ^cttto tum back.

* Were I but allowed the opportunity of pleading my cause

before God, I could speedily satisfy Him of my purity and

uprightness, (comp. infra xiii. 18 ; xxiii. 10), and then I know

that, as thou sayest, I should be restored to my former prosperity

—but, alas, this opportunity will never be granted to me. See

supra viii. 6, infra vers. 28, 29, 32 ; xiii. 19, &c. Editor, 1862.

-j- Alluding to the eclipses of the sun.

I i.e., when they are hidden behind clouds.

§ i.e., when He is bent upon punishing.
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w helpers of pride " Proud helpers * sink beneath Him.

JsalxxxS. 14 How much less shall I address Him,

Shall I choose out my words to reason with Him !

15 I, who, though I am just, must not ^ proclaim it;

h ^upraVm. 5. -Bm^ must * make supplication to my Judge, -j-

n^d'^'iie had an-
16 If I had 7 prayed, ^ and He had granted my

swered (by grant- reOUeSt,
ing my prayer),

,

had heard, me. Yet could I not bclieve that He had given-ear-

unto my voice ; %
c «V/-a xxvii. 20, 21. 17 ]Je^ who is crushing me with a tempest, *"

And multiplieth my wounds without cause,

f to make to return. 18 He will uot sufFer me ^ to draw my breath,

? bitternesses.
^^^^ filleth me with C bittcmess.

»; if with respect to 19 »? If 7 appeal to strength—behold ! He is mighty

;

d or.'^dte, summon, And, if to justicc—who will ^ appoint me a time
^'«-

'

'

to plead F

20 Should I say : "lam just"—mine oivn mouth

would condemn me.

K then it would &c
^'*' " "^ ^^^* pious^ "—

*< that would provo me
perverse.

21 Thouffh I am pious,' I myself must not knowzY;

dsupmv\i.i?>;infra llierefore, I do loathe my life.''

22 It is all one, therefore did I say
;

eEzek. xxi. 3. ejj^ consumcth alike the pious,* and the wicked.

f infra xxi.iz. 23 If tJw scourgc slay the ivicked suddenly,-^

g supra vi. 9, 14; He may mock at the trial ^of the innocent. §
' '

'^'

24 The earth is given into the hand of the wicked

;

A covereth. jje ^ veilcth the face of her judges
;

1 Or, pixre, upright, blameless. See note p. 395. Editor, 1862.

* i.e., the proud confederates of him, whom God will punish.

-|- i.e., who can only supplicate my Judge, instead of being

allowed to plead my cause before Him.

X i.e., my punishment having been inflicted without cause, I

should not, if it were to cease, attribute its removal so much to

my prayers, as rather to some unaccountable change of mind

on the part of Him, who sent it.

§ Bildad having compared the wicked man to a reed which

suddenly dries up, Job replies that it is better to die at once

than to sufFer as he has done.
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If not, who '^ then is he, that doeth so ?

25 Whereas my days * were swifter than a runner ";

They fled, as though they ^ had seen no good.

26 They have passed by, 7 like f Aveh's ships

;

Like an eagle, that pounceth on his ^ prey.*

27 If ^ I say : " I will forget my grief,

"Lay aside mine anger, and " cheer up ;

"

28 Still, I dread all ray pangs.

For I know that Thou wilt not hold me
innocent.

29 / knoiv that I shall be accounted guilty

;

Why then should I labour in vain 1

30 If eve7t I had ^ washed in snow-water.

And had cleansed mine hands with lye **

;

31 '? Still wouldest Thou plunge me in the ditch.

So that my garments would ^ make me an

abhorrence.

32 For He is not a man like myself, that 1 should

say to Him

:

" Let us enter together into judgment."
"

33 There is no umpire between us,

Who should lay his hand upon *« us both.

34 Let Him remove His rod ^ from off me,

And let not His terror affright me ;^

35 Then will I speak-out, and not fear Him

;

For am I not '^'^ upright with myself?
;{:

w now, pray.

a supra vii. 6.

/3 had not seen good.

7 with.

S food.

b infra xxxix. 29.

£ my saying [is].

it or, take patience,

forbear—sich ge-

dulden (Ben-Zev).

? washed myself.

bb Jer. ii. 22.

7] then.

9 make me abhorred.

c Isa. i. 18 ; xliii. 26.

K us two.

X from upon me.

d infra xiii. 21 ;

xxxiii. 7.

dd Ps. Ixxviii. 37.

CHAPTER X.

1 My soul M doth loathe my life ;*

I will unburden my grief, which is upon me

;

I will speak in the bitterness of my soul.-''

2 I will say unto God ; Condemn me not

!

Make me to know, wherefore Thou contendest

with me !
^

/ihath been disgusted
with, abhorreth.

e supra vii. 15 ; ix.

21.

f supra vii. 11.

g supra vi. 24 } infra
xiii. 23.

* i.e., My former happy days.

I The name of a place, perhaps Joppa. See Commentary.

X i.e., am I not conscious of my uprightness?
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a good.

jS labour.

a infra xsxir. 19;

xxxvii. 7.

aa Numb.vi. 25 ; Ps.

xxxi. 16, &c.

y as [tlie] seeing of

frail-man.

h 1 Sam. x\'i. 7 ; Isa.

1y. 8, 9.

h before Thy know-
ledge (Thine Om-
niscience)

£ none delivering.

Z, made.

7j now.

Q make.

c Isa. xlv. 9; Ixiv. 8;

Jer. xviU. 6.

d infra xxx. 23
;

Gen. iii. 19 ; Ps.

ciii.13,14; Eccles.

xii. 7.

K the mUk.
\ the cheese.

e Ps. cxxxix. 14—16.

\i hast Thou done
with me.

3 Is it a seemly for Thee, that Thou shouldest

oppress,

That thou shouldest reject the ^ work of Thine

hands ",*

"" When Thou hast shone upon the counsel of the

wicked ?

4 Hast Thou eyes of flesh ?

y As frail-man seeth, seest Thou ?
*

5 Are Thy days as the days of frail-man 1

Thy years, as the days of the years of man X

6 ^ Surely, Thou demandest mine iniquity,

And requirest my sin.t

7 Yet is it ^ within Thy Knowledge, that I shall

not do-wickedly
;

But, from Thine hand, there is ^ no deliver-

ance.ij:

8 Thine own hands fashioned me, and f moulded

me
Altogether round about; and now Thou hast

destroyed me

!

9 Remember, 1 1 beseech thee, that Thou didst

^ mould me as the clay,"

And that to dust Thou wilt cause me to

return! ''§

10 Didst Thou not pour me out like '^ milk.

And curdle me like ^ cheese ?

11 With skin and flesh Thou didst clothe me,

With bones and sinews fence me in.*

1.2 Life—yea, favour m didst Thou grant me,

1 Or, that Thou demandest. Editor, 1862.

* i.e., a being, made by Thee, as innocent as I am.

•\ Thou temptestj provokest, me to sin, for sufferings such

as mine might well make even the best of men rebel.

X What need hath an Omniscient Being like Thee to put me
to the test ? yet no consideration can induce Thee to free me
from my affliction !

§ i.e., remember that, made of such frail materials, I must

soon die ; hasten, therefore, to take pity on me.
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And Thy « care preserved mv spirit. * « oversight, super.
•' ^ ''

. .
intendence,

13 Yet, these things wast Thou hiding in Thine z infra xxiii. i4;
'

,
° ^

Deut. xxxii. 34,

heart ;
'^

f 35, &c.

I know that this was ^m Thy mind.
y thin Thou wouid-

14 Hadlsinned, 7 Thou wouldest have "marked me, ?**> '^'':.. ._ .
' a infra xm. 27 ; xiv.

And from my iniquity wouldest not ^ have ^ 16, i7.

have held, pro-

acquitted me : nounced, me in-

15 Had I done wickedly, woe ivould have been bmpra'ix. 2, 28;

unto me :
^^-

^^^^- f •
.

' c supra IX. 21 ; tnfra

And 7101V, thouqh I have been iust,'' I cannot lift ^^i"- 11.12.
^ ^ d infra xi. 15 ; xxii.

up my head.*^ 26; Gen. iv. 5,6;

I am full of disgrace: look then on mine e2sam.xvi.i2; Ps.

affliction.^
\l]-^^'

^^'^•^•

16 And is it then so '"glorious, that, as a ^fierce- /«'^f'"^T.^'"-3.^ ' ' ^Lam. 111. 30; Ho3.

lion, Thou shouldest '' hunt me, xiii. 7, 8.

. , , . , rr<i ^ c i i • ^1 Sam. xxvi. 20.
« And at the same time shew ihyseii mysterious £ and shouldest re-

fnwnrrlsi mP?+ '
turn [and] shew

lOWaraS me t ^ thyself marvellous

17 Thou renewest Thy § witnesses against me,^' .

(seeComm.).
•' '

*-"
t supra IX. 11 ; tn-

And increasest Thine indignation f towards //•« xiu. 19,24.;^
xxiii.3,8,9; Prov.

me
; ||

xxv. 2.

1 Troop after troop—yea, a whole host, are ^ *4i[h me.

they % with me. '' changes succes-
•^ 'I sions, relays.

18 Why then didst Thou bring me forth from the
1 supra iii. 11; Jer,

womb ? XX. 18.

I ought to have ^ died '' when no eye had yet ^expied.
^^

°*'

beheld me; •" '^ |^* ^^'^^
' would not have

19 1 ought to have been, as though I had not been"" ;
seen me.

^
7 ' '" supra iii. 16.

I ought to have been borne from my mothers

belly to the grave.

* i.e., when I was in my mother's womb.

f Thou wast planning these punishments for me at the very

time Thou wast taking such care of me in my mother's womb.

X To be pursued and not to see one's pursuer, which is my
lot, is very wonderful, but is it glorious for the pursuer ?

§ These sores, which are considered by my friends as so

many witnesses of my guilt.

II

Thine indignation increaseth in proportion to the increase

in the number of these witnesses.

^ i.e., these witnesses,

E E



418 TRANSLATION. CHAPS. X. 20 22 ; XI. 1— 7.

a supra vii. 7 ; infra

xiv. 1.

1^ cease, desist.

w or, cheer iip, re-

fresh me.
h supra ix. 27.

c infra xiv. 6 ; Ps.

xxxix. 13.

a so that I shall not,

cannot, return.

d infra xiv. 12, and
references there.

e Ps. xxiii. 4; Isa.

ix. 2; Jer.ii. 6,31.

j8 and not orders,

y Or, So that it

shineth like deep

darkness ; or. And
[where] it sliineth

like, &c.

yPs. cxxxix. 12.

g infra xxxiv. 37

;

xsxv. 16; Prov. x.

19; Eecles. v. 2,

3, 7 ; X. 14.

man of lips.

h infra xv. 2, 3.

dS be justified, i.e.,

be held to be in the

right.

f falsehoods, lies,

fictions, fables.

^ so that thou mayest
mock.

>j and none putting

to shame.
Q And so that thou

mayest say [to one
of them].

K I have been clean,

ever was clean.

i supra vi.lO, 30; x.7;

infraixv. 4 ; xxiii.

10—12; xxxiii. 9.

Jc supra vi. 8.

X for [there is]

double to wisdom.

H then know.
V crediteth thee of

thy punishment.
1 Ps. ciii. 8, 10;
Ezra ix. 13.

TT searching ; i.e.,

power of search,

searching-power.

Ger., Forschkraft.

in infra xxvi. 6
;

xxviii. 24 ; xxxiv.

21, 22; Ps. vii. 9;
xliv. 21 ; Ixix. 5

;

cxxxix. 1—12
;

cxlvii. 5 ; Prov.
V. 21 ; XV. 3

;

xvii. 3 ; Is. xl. 28
;

Jer. xi. 20 ; xvi.

17 ; xxxii. 19 ; 2
Chron. xvi. 9, &c.

n infra xxxvi. 4

;

xxxvii. 16.

20 Are not my days " few ? "^ Forbear then,

And put Thine hand from off me, that I may
<» * recover me a little

;

"

2

1

Before I go—« and return no more''

—

To a land of darkness, and shadow-of-death ;

*

22 A land of gloom like deep darkness,

Of shadow-of-death, /^ without any order

;

y And where, even when it shineth, it is like

deep-darkness. ^

CHAPTER XI.

1 Then answered Zophar the Naamathite, and

said

:

2 Shall a ^ multitude of words not be answered ?

Or shall the ^ babbler'' ^^ be accounted right ?

3 Thine ^ inventions may put mortal-men to silence,

C And them thou mayest mock, i none putting

thee to shame
;

4 ^ Yea, to them thou mayest say : " My doc-

trine was pure,

" And '^ I was 'clean in thine eyes."

5 But,'^ oh now that God would speak,

And open His lips with thee !

6 And would proclaim to thee the secrets of

wisdom,

('^ For wisdom is twofold *) ;

i^ Then wouldest thou know, that God " re-

mitteth ' thee ^jart of thy punishment.

7 Wouldest thou attain unto the '^ searching-ken ""

of God? t
Attain even to the " perfection J of the Almighty?

* i.e., There are two kinds of wisdom, human and divine.

t Canst thou pretend to search out thine own heart as well

as the unerring eye of God doth ? How many times, there-

fore, mayest thou not have sinned without being aware of it

thyself!

;{; i.e., to His perfection in searching out the heart of man

[or, perhaps, more generally, His omniscience.

—

Editor, 1862.]



TRANSLATION. CHAP. XI. 8 16. 419

8 "It is as xhio:h as heaYen" ^-vvhat canst ^^^ cxx^ix.6.
*-

X [tliej heights or

thou do ? heaven.

Deeper than the pit—what canst thou know ?

"

cxxxix. 6—12

9 Longer than the earth is the measure thereof,
i^|°J'

^^^' ^
'

^^"

And broader than the sea.* * ^or howcanstthou
eliect [it, I.e., thy

10 If He cut off, or deliver over, purpose, aim] ?

/-v 1 ^ hh % -K 1 i
*^ know [of it] ; or,

Or gather together,"* 7 then who can prevent how canst thou
TT. en know [it, i.e., the
^1"1 • perfection of God]?

11 Surely He knoweth «vain men, L^je^iV^"
And He seeth iniquity ^ thouLjli He seem not to c sMjom ix. 12 ; ev«^ •' ' ° xLi. 14 ; xxiii. 13.

perceive it ^ a mortals of vanity.

12 For else even a worthless man would /^get him xTxIv.^Ii, 22!

understandino- • ^ "'-^^.^ ^^^•'^^' -^ 5ujiuei&Lctuuiii^
, ^ xxii. 13, 14 ; xxiv.

Yea, a man emn that were born /iA-e a wild- 1. 12; Esod. xx,

5 ; Deut. xxxu.

ass's colt.J 34, 35; Ps. x. 1,

13 ^ut if thou y prepare thine heart/ i_'ii
.

" Eccies.

"

And 5 spread out thiiie hands unto Him— ^
J^^ ^^^^t 15 \

14 If iniquity he in thine hand'', put it far away, Jer.
.

ii. 9, 22 j

And ^ suffer no wrong to dwell in thy tents '

—

Ezek. viii. 12

;

15 ' Then, surely, shalt thou * lift up thy countenance ^ bccITme' sensible,

without spot; ,htr;r!pared.

Yea, thou shalt be steadfast \ and not fear "". /i Sam. vii. 3.

*. , wilt, or, shalt have,

] 6 For thou shalt forget thy misery

;

spread.

g Ps. Ixviii. 31

;

Ixxxviii. 9.

* I have here thought fit to depart slightly from the transla- A infra xvi. 17

;

tion given in the Commentary, where there is some confusion, p^ ^-^^ 3
.

" ^^^^

as the first hemistich of ver. 8 is made to refer to the supposed iii. 8.

endeavours on the part of Job to attain to the perfection of the *

"^*on£°dweU
^° '

Almighty, whilst the second hemistich of the same verse and i sxqwa viii. 5, 6

;

the whole of the next seem rather to refer to the perfection ^g''^ ,

^^"' ^^~

itself. I have here made all four lines refer to the same subject

—

h supra x. 15 ; infra

the perfection (i.e., the omniscience, and perhaps, also (see J^xu. 26,&c.
^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ I Ps. XXI. 7 ; xxvi.

ver. 10) the omnipotence) of God. Still even so, What canst 1, &c.

thou do ? will refer to Job's endeavours.—£rf«Vor, 1862. '» ^"i''-* ^- 21, 2?.

-|- i.e., cut off, or deliver over, a man, or as.semble multitudes

against him.

X i.e., if He did shew that He perceived iniquity, by visiting it

with immediate punishment, even the worst of men would be

constrained to abandon their evil courses, and man consequently

would cease to be a free-agent. [Conip. Eccies. viii. 11,

—Editor, 1862.]

E E 2



420 TRANSLATION. CHAPS. XI. 17 20; XII. 1— 5.

z supra vi. 15.

<j} more than noon-
day.

a infra xxii. 28 ;

xxix. 3 ; Dan. xii.

3 ; lilatt. xiii. 43.

b infra xxx. 22 ; Isa.

xl. 31.

c 2 Sam. xxiii. 4

;

Prov. iv. 18.

a when there is hope.

d Prov. X. 28.

/3 when thou shalt

have looked.

/3/3 securely, confi-

dently.

e supra v. 24 ; Prov.

iii. 24.

y shalt have lain

down, couched.

5 then [there shall

be] none alarmuig

[thee, scaring

[thee] np.

f Prov. iii. 24.

i entreat thy coun-
tenance.

g infra xxix. 8—10,

21—25 ; xlii. 8.

£e shall waste away,
consume [with

longing].

h Prov. X. 28; xi.

7,23.

Z hath perished.

i Ps. cxlii. 4, 5 ;

Prov. xix. 5 ; Jer.

XXV. 35 ; Amos
ii. 14, 15.

Ic supra vui. 13, 14.

kk infra xv. 30 ;

xxxi. 39.

7] a people, company.
1 infra xxxii. 9.

m supra xi. 5, 6 ;

ew/raxv. 8 ; xxxii.

13.

n irfra xiii. 2 ; xv. 9.

o infra xvi. 20.

J) Ps. xxii. 7, 8 ; xlii.

10 ; Matt, xxvii.

39—43.
6 or, perhaps, a

righteous (just)

[and] blameless

man.

2 Ps. xxxi. 18; Matt.
ix. 24.

ic to [the] thoughts
of.

r Ps. cxxiii. 3, 4.

Or remember it hut as waters that have passed

away.'^

17 And a life shall arise /or thee "brighter" than

noon-day

;

Thou shalt soar* ; thou shalt be as the morning.^

And thou shalt be confident " when thou

dost hope '^

;
*

18 And /^when thou hast looked about thee,-)- thou

wilt lie down ^l^ in security.^

19 And when thou 7 dost repose, ^ none shall

disquiet ^ thee ;

Yea, many shall ^ make suit unto thee ^.

20 But the eyes of the wicked '' shall fail "
;

Nay, refuge C shall perish from them' ; J

And their hope '' shall he the ^^ breathing out of

their life.

CHAPTER XII.

1 Then Job answered, and said

:

2 Indeed, because ye are v a multitude^.

Must therefore wisdom die with you'" ?

3 I too have understanding, as well as you

;

I fall not short of you ". ^

Yea, with whom are there not sayings like

these ?

4 I am as one who is a laughing-stock to his

neighbour %
" Aha ! he calleth upon God, that He should

answer him* !
"

^

But even ^ a perfectly righteous man mai/ he a

laughing-stock '^.

5 There is contempt for calamity *« in the thoughts

of him that is at ease ''

;

* i.e., whenever thou entertainest a hope, thou shalt feel con-

fident thou wilt see it realized.

t i.e., at night, before retiring to rest.

X i.e , not only shall their eyes fail—i.e., shall their hopes be

disappointed, but there shall be no escape for them.

§ The words of the mocking neighbour.



TRANSLATION. CHAP. XII. 6 13. 421

It is ready for « them that slip with the foot". * <^ [t^^] tottering of

6 Prosperous are the tents « of the spoilers *

;

« Ps. xxxviii. 16.

Yea, /3^Aerei5 security for them that provoke God " spoS
And him, into whose hand God 7 bringeth arootZ ^

^'.'pJ"'
^•. ^«' ^,1'

' O J infra xxi. 7— 13,

things. ^ &«. ; Ps. ixxiii. 12.
"^

7 s,
• ^ securities [are] to

7 And yet/f ask now ^Ae beasts, ^and they will [the] provokers of

instruct thee

;

y hath caused to

Or the - fowl of the heavens, and it will tell thee : .^^^viii-S; infra

8 Or speak to the earth, and it will instruct thee; p^-^^; Deut.iv.

Yea, the fishes of the sea will declare unto thee. ^ and it (i.e., every

9 Who knoweth not, by all these, instruct thee.

That the hand of Jehovah hath made fthem?
Jj^fJ-g'

10 In whose hand is the^ breath of every living ^pan. v. 23; Acta

thing, ^^"- ^S-

And the '^^ spirit of all flesh of man. ^^ infra xxxiv. i4,

11 Doth not the ear prove words,
Eccies^xii"^?'

^^^

As the palate tasteth '? its food" ? »; food for itself.

12 With the aged, then, will he wisdom;
^

*xS!^3 ; Ps. cxixt

And, ivith length of days, understanding ^.

^ l^^;^ ^^^ 20 ; xv.

13 With Him, therefore, must be wisdom and 10 ;
xxxii. 7, 9.

might,' g supra ix. 4 ; infra

To Him belong counsel and understanding ''.
Ps. xcii'. 5 ; isa!

xxviii. 29 ; Jer.

xxxii. 19.

* i.e., one who is at ease has always contempt in store for APs-cxlvii.5; Prov.

1 , , . , , . \ n - '^lu- 22 ; Eoiu. XI.

those overtaken by calaniity ; he has it ever ready tor such as 33 34 &c.

are about to fall.

t Job seems here to revert to the thought to which he had

given utterance supra ix. 24, " The earth is given into the

hands of the wicked ; " and yet, he goes on to say, when

I contemplate the wonders which surround me, it is evident to

me that God made this earth, God whom I know to be so wise

and far-seeing that nothing can be hid from Him, and so mighty

that whatsoever He willeth He is able to perform. Why then

do the wicked prosper, and why do I, who am innocent, thus

suifer ? (See infra xxi. 7, xxiii. 13, xxiv. 1, ix. 21, xi. 4, &c.)

At the same time, however, he wishes to show his friends that

it is useless for them to declare to him the infinite wisdom and

power of God, as this is a subject upon which they can tell him

nothing which he does not already know (See ver. 3, supra

xi. o, 6, infra xiii. 1, 2). Comp. also note (1) on i/ifra xxi. 4.

—Editor, 1862.



422 TRANSLATION. CHAPS. XII. 14—25 ; XIII. 1,

(o upon, over.

a supra iii. 23 ; infra

xix.8 ; Ps. Ixxxviii.

8 ; Lam. iii. 7, 9

;

Rev. iii. 7.

b Isa. 1, 2, &c,

3 when He, &c.

y then they over-

turn, overthrow.

5 erring, and causing

to err.

£ to Him.
e 1 Kings xxii. 20,

22, 23 ; Ezek. xiv.

9 ; Eccles. ix. 1, 2

;

2 Thess. ii. 11,

Z making.
Tj stripped, spoiled.

d 1 Sam. xix. 24.

e Isa. xliv. 25.

6 hath loosedjlooseth.

K making.

X stripped, spoiled.

/ Isa. xl. 23.

fi lip [belonging] to

orators, or [the]

eloquent.

V pouring.

g Ps. cvii. 40.

h infra xxx. 11 ; Isa.

V. 27; xlv. 1;
Dan. V. 6.

TT disclosing.

i infra xxviii. 11.

k idfra xxxiv. 22, &c.

p increasing.

a the nations.

ZPs. cvii. 33—85,
38, 39 ; Isa. xxvi.

15.

r spreading out.

m Exod. xxxiv. 24

;

Deut. xii. 20

;

1 Chron. iv. 10.

<p removing, taking

n Isa. xliv. 25

;

1 Cor. i. 19.

o Ps. cvii. 40.

p supra V. 1 4 ; Deut.

xxviii. 29 ; Isa.

hx. 10.

^ and no light.

g Isa. 1. 10 ; Lam.
iii. 2 ; Amos v.

18, 20.

w wander.

r Ps. cvii. 27 ; Isa.

xix. 14 ; xxiv. 20.

14 Behold! He pulleth down, and it cannot be

built up

;

He shutteth '"up a man, and he cannot be

loosed ".

15 Lo ! He stayeth the waters, and they dry up*

;

^He letteth them loose, y and they overwhelm

the land.

16 With Him is strength and sound-counsel;

The ^ deceived and deceiver are ^ His \

17 fHe maketh counsellors to go i naked **,

And judges He rendereth mad ^

18 The confederacy of kings. He ^ dissolveth,

And girdeth a girdle on their loins.*

19 *= He maketh chiefs to go ^ naked,

And overthroweth the mighty ^.

20 He removeth the m speech of orators,

And the discernment of the aged He taketh

aivay.

21 "He poureth contempt upon nobles^,

And the girdle of the mighty He looseth''. ^
22 ^ He discloseth deep^-things out of darkness,

Yea,' bringeth out to light the shadow-of-death*.

23 P He increaseth "" nations, and destroyeth them'

;

"^ He '"enlargeth <^ nations, and leadeth them cap-

tive.

24 "^He "" removeth the understanding of the x chiefs

of the people of the earth,

And causeth them to wander in a waste, where

there is no way ".

25 They ^ grope in darkness, fivhere there is no

light '

;

Yea, He maketh them to "reel like the

drunkard^

CHAPTER XIII.

1 Lo ! all this mine eye hath seen,

* i.e., moveth them to war among themselves.

t i.e., depriveth them of their courage and strength.



TRANSLATION. CHAP. XIII. 2 12. 423

Mine ear heard, and " noted it."

2 /5 As ye know ^Y, so I too know

;

I fall not short of you.*

3 But, 7 it is to speak to the Almighty, that I wish ;

And to reason before God, that I desire."

4 Whilst ye are ^ contrivers of lies
;

^ Worthless physicians,''—all of ye !

5 Oh that ye would be altogether silent,

And it would be counted unto you for wisdom !*

6 Hear, I pray you, my reasoning

;

And to the pleadings of my lips, attend.

7 For God, will ye speak iniquity 1

And for Him, will ye speak deceit ?

8 His person will ye accept ?

For God will ye plead ]

9 /F^7/ it be f well for you, when He searcheth

you out "?

Will ye •''mock Him, ^ as ye might mock frail-

man "?

10 He will surely chastise you,

If ye secretly accept persons.^

11 Should not His ^ majesty '^ deter you "?
''

And His dread fall upon you ' X
*

12 Your records are ^ parables for ashes,

Parables for '" bodies of clay m like yours ! f

* Should you not be afraid to flatter such a majestic Being

as God ?

•j- The language in which ye have recorded the wonderful

power and wisdom of God is indeed eloquent and highly

poetical, and, if addressed to mortal-men—dust and ashes

—

dwellers in houses of clay like yourselves—would no doubt

find acceptance with them. But God it cannot please, as being

the language of flattery. He hath searched out your hearts,

and He knoweth that, if ye have exalted and magnified Him,

ye have done so less with the view of reproving me than in the

hope of finding favour with Him, and thereby escaping the

dreadful torments which He hath sent upon me, and which,

as being undeserved (for so ye believe them to be in spite of

what ye say), fill you with the greatest dread. But " be ye

afraid of the sword," if ye condemn me, whom ye know to be

<o or, noted for itself.

a supra v. 27.

/3 As your knowing.
h supra xii. 3 ; infra

XV. 9.

y as for me, I would
speak to.

c supra xi. 5 ; ix.

19,32—35; Mj/m,
vers. 19—22 ; xvi.

21 ; xix. 7 ; xxiii.

3-7; xxxi. 35-37.
S patchers up of,

botchers of, fra-

mers of.

£ physicians of va-

nity.

d infra xvi. 2 ; Mark
V. 26; Luke viii.

43.

e supra xi. 2 ; infra

xxi. 2 ; Prov. xvii.

27, 28.

^ good.

/Acts V. 3, 9.

7] as [the] mocking
at frail-man.

g infra xxxii. 21, 22

;

xxxiv. 19 ; Ps.

xii. 3.

Q elevation, dignity.

K terrify, affright.

h infra xxxvii. 22 ;

Isa. ii. 10; Jer.

V. 22.

i supra ix. 34 ; infra

ver. 21.

X similitudes,similes,

images, figures.

k supra iv. 19 ; infra

X. 9 ; xxxiii. 6 ;

Isa. Ixiv. 8 ; Jer.

xviii. 6 ; Gen. ii.

7 ; iii. 19 ; Ps. ciii.

14 ;1 Cor. XV. 47;
2 Cor. V. 1, &c.

Comp. also supra
i. 21.

fi [like] your bodies.



to me.

d supraviii. 13. Him * "'*

e infra xxiii. 7 ; Ps.
''"

i. 5; V. 5. 17 Hear, then, diligently ^my speech;
£ my word.

ee infra xxiii. 4>;isa. 18 Behold iiovv ! I have ^* Ordered Mj/ causc
J

f supra ix. 28; x. 7 ; I know that I shall be declared just/

424 TRANSLATION. CHAP. XIII. 13—21.

13 Hold your peace, cease from me, that I may
speak,

a anything. ^^-^^ jg|- come on me « what may.
p against, in sjDite •'

of, anything. 14 At/e, ^come what may, I will take my flesh in
a infra xxix. 17

;

Numb. xi. 33 ; Ps. my teeth,"

ijudg!xii^3;isam. And put my life in mine hand,* *

pTcxix^io9^^' 15 Lo! He may slay me, i/et, will I hope for

7 argue, plead. Him ; t
csM^ravi. 10; ix. 21; . . . ^ ^^.

X. 7, 15; infra But my ways I will y maintain oefore Him.''
^xu.

, ,

xvu.
-^Q Yg|.^ jjg should rather be ^my deliverance,

^
l7Je

^''^^^''^'''"' Seeing the ^ hypocrite cannot come before

Him.'' +

Hear, then, diligently ^ my speech ;

^ And let my declaration come into your ears.

i.4;Isa. 18

J8 ; X. 7 ;

gmpraix.'z2; infra ^9 -^^^^5 ^^'1^0 ^-^ Hc, that wiU ^ plead with me ?

xxiii. 4—9; xxxiii. ^ox soou shall I hold my peace, and Cdie.''
5, 7 ; xxxTiii. 3; j r ^

xi-2,7. 20 Only two things, God, do not »? unto me,

h supra Mi. 11, 12 ; Theii wiU I not hide myself ^ from Thee

!

r, Jith.'
^ '

^" ^^'
21 § Withdraw Thine hand far >^ from me,

from Thy face.
^^^j j ^ ^^^^

rpj^
^^^^^^ afi'right me

!

'

K trom upon me, with J o
me.

i supra ix. 34 ;
infra ^ Qr, And my declaration with your ears.—Editor, 1862.

xxxiii. 7.

innocent, for the sake of flattering your Maker. Think ye that

ye can escape the judgment of God if ye pervert the cause of

the innocent, and at the same time insult Him with your

flattery ? Comp. supra iv. 19 ; vi. 21, 24, 27 ; xiii. 4, 7—11

;

xix. 28, 29; Ps. Ixxviii. 36; xii. 2, 3.—Editor, 1862.

* Two phrases expressing in Hebrew the risking of one's life.

f I know my life is at His mercy, yet I hope, that He will

investigate my case and pronounce me innocent.

J Indeed, I do not see how I risk my life by speaking the

truth, on the contrary, as a lover of truth, He should be a help

to me.

§ Job, having said, "Do not do two things," we might

expect a negative sentence here as in the next line, whereas we
" have an affirmative one. The reason seems to be that " With-

draw Thine hand " is really equivalent to some such negative

sentence as, " Let not Thine hand be heavy upon me !
" See

Comraentaiy..

—

Editor, 1862.



TRANSLATION. CHAPS. XIII. 22 28 ; XIV. 1—4. 425

22 Then call Thou, and I will answer";

Or, I will speak, and answer Thou me'' !-

23 « How many are mine iniquities and sins X

My transgression, and ray sin, ^ make known

unto me/
24 Why shouldest Thou hide Thy face,''

And hold me 7 for Thine enemy ?
"

25 Wilt Thou crush a driven leaf^?

Or, pursue dry stubble^'?

26 That Thou writest bitter-things against me,

And ^ entailest on me the ^ sins of my youth.'*

27 ^ That Thou puttest my feet in the stocks,

'

And watchest all my ,paths.*

On n mine ankles, ^ they f imprint them-

selves ';

28 And *« these consume, like a rotten-thing,

Like a garment ^ which the moth '" hath eaten.

CHAPTER XIV.

1 Man, born of woman,"

M Few " of days, and full of trouble,^

2 Like a ''flower cometh forth, and is cut down ;

Yea, he fleeth as the * shadow, and " abideth not.

3 Even upon such an one, '^dost Thou open Thine

eyes ?

And wilt Thou bring me into judgment with

Thee*?

4 Oh, that a clean thing could come from an

unclean' ! X

* The object of this line is fully explained in the Commen-
tary.

f i.e., the stocks.

I i.e., how can a man possibly be clean and perfect, whose
parents were unclean and imperfect beings ?

a infra xiv. 15.

h infra xsxiii. 5
;

xxxviii. 3 ; xl. 7.

a How many [are

there] to me ?

j8 make me to know.
c supra vi. 24 ; x. 2.

d supra iii. 23 ; Geu.
iv. 5 5 Ps. cii. 2,

&c.

y for an enemy to

Thee.

einfra-Kv'\.9; xix.ll.

f Isa. xlii. 3 ; Hos.
xiii. 3.

g infra xxi. 18 ; Ex.
XV. 7 ; Isa. xli. 2 ;

Nah. i. 10, &c.

S and shouldest

make me to pos-

sess.

£ penalties of the
sins of my boy-
hood, early youth.

/* Ps. XXV. 7.

K And that.

i infra xxxiii. 11
;

Jer. XX. 2 ; xxix.

26 ; Lam. iii. 7.

Jc supra vii. 12, 17,

18; X. 20; infra
xiv. 6, 16; xxxi.4.

1] [the] roots of my
iect.

it impresseth itself.

1 2 Sam. iii. 34. ; Ps.

CT. 18.

»c it (i.e., each of my
ankles) consumeth.

\ [the] moth hath
eaten it.

m Ps. xxxix. 11; Jas.

V. 2.

n infra xv. 14 ; xxv.

4;Matt.xi. ll,&c.

fi short.

o supra X. 20.

p Ps. xxxix. 5, 6, 11.

Eccles. ii. 23.

jPs. ciii. 15; Isa. xl.

6-8.
r supra viii. 9

;

1 Chron. xxix. 15;
Ps. cii. 11.

V standeth,endureth

not.

TT hast Thou opened.

s Ps. cxliii. 2.

t supra xi. 4 ; infra

XV. 14 ; xxv. 4
;

xxxiii. 9.
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;// or, [there shall]

not one.

a supra vii. 1; 2 Sam.
Tu. 12 ; Ps. Ixxxix.

47; Lam. iv. 18;
John vii. 6.

h infra xxi. 21.

<i} made.
c infra xxxviii. 10,

11; Jer, V. 22;
Acts xvii. 26.

d supra x. 20 ; Ps.

xxxix. 13.

a from upon him.

e supra vii. 1, 2.

jS renew [its vigour].

fsupraYiii. 19; infra

xix. 10 ; Ezek.
xvii. 22—24.

y cease.

h make, produce.

£ bough.

g Isa. xi. 1.

Z, and hath been ill.

h 2 Kings xx. 1, &c.

jj hath expired.

Q then where, &e.

K gone away.
X river.

i Isa. xix. 5, &c.

/x But man, when he
hath lain down,
will not arise.

V until not heavens.

Jc Ps. Ixxxix. 29, 36,

37; cii. 25, 26;
Isa. xxxiv. 4 ; li.

6 ; Ixv. 17, &c.

I supra vii. 8, 9, 21

;

X. 21, 22 ; infra

ver, 14, 20, 22;
XX. 7—9; Ps. vi.

5 ; Ixxxviii, 5,

10—12; Is. xxxviii.

18, 19 ; Eccles.

iii. 19—22 ; vi.

3—6 ; ix. 4—6,

10, &c.

TT till [the] turning

[away] of Thine
anger,

m supra ix. 19.

V' Not one will ever.

5 If his days are determined,"

If the * number of his months is with Thee,*

If Thou hast " set His " bounds, that he cannot

pass ;

6 Then, ^\o6k away « from him, that he may cease

to suffer.

Till, as an hireling, he find pleasure in his last

day.^

7 For the tree, indeed, there is hope,

Even though it be cut down, that it will again

^ flourish j-'^

And its tender-branch not y fail.

8 Though its root grow old in the earth,

And its stock die in the ground ;

9 Yet, through the scent of water, it may bud.

And S put forth ^ boughs, as a young plant.^

10 But man, when he dieth, C after that he hath

been sick ;
^

Yea man, when he '? perisheth—^ where is he ?

1

1

The waters will have '' vanished from the sea.

The ^ rivers have wasted, and dried up,*

12 /^ And man still lie thet'e, and not arise ;
•]"

Yea, " till the heavens he no more,'^

Shall they not awake.

Nor be aroused from their sleep.

^

13 Oh, that in the grave Thou wouldest hide me

!

Wouldest conceal me, ^till Thine anger turn

away

!

Wouldest appoint me a set-time,"^ and then

remember me

!

14 When a man dieth, will he live again 9

(But will this be so ?)

* i.e., is known only to Thyself.

t i.e., the waters will first have failed from the sea, and the

rivers have wasted and dried up before man, after he hath

lain down, will again arise—that is, he will never rise

again.
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No ! onhi all the days of my^ life-time= can I ^ ;ippomte<a time;
^ J J {supra vii. 1.)

JjOpe z Isa. xxxviii. 18, &c.
^ ' w till [the] coming

^ {Only ^ till my " change * come), of my change.

15 That Thou mayest call, and I answer Thee ;

"'

cu.'^ 267^1 Cor.xv.

That Thou mayest again yearn toward the
5^^,^vfvii 21- x 3-

work of Thine hands.* w/m xxxiv. 19

;

xxxvii. 7.

16 (But now, Thou numberest my steps ;

"

c supra xiii. 27;

Dost Thou not watch over « my sins ? j* xSiii.
11.^^

17 My transgression is sealed up in a bag,'^
S Hos^^xiii. 12.

And mine iniquity Thou /^ securest with a /^ pattest a patch
-" '' agamst.

patch. )*l|l e Deut. xxxii. 34;
-^ , .. ,, . , Hag. i, 6; Eom.

18 But surely a fallen mountain 7 wasteth, ii. 5.

Yea, a rock ^ may be removed from its place ; \
^^^ ^'^^^'

•^

c may move away.

1

9

Yet^ f when the waters have worn away the stones
^ j^^^^ ^^-^^-^ ^^^^^.g

to dust, ^"^^^j"^^, 7^^'
'

_
made dust.

The soil of the earth will overflow with its after-

crops. §

But^Ae hope of frail-man Thou utterly destroyest.

20 Thou overpowerest him for ever, when that he

is gone;

He '^changeth ^his appearance, when Thou hast j supra ver. i4; Ps.

„ T • II* cii. 26 : 1 Cor. xv.
^ dismissed him. 5i^ &c.

21 His children i may be numerous, but he will not ^ ^^^ ^^^\..
,J

(f
supra viu. 4.

know it

;

»/ or, may come to

, , . honour.

Or ^fewin number, but he will not perceive them.' e or, may be brought

22 Only, whilst upon him, will his flesh feel pain
; j^ s^t^rav. 25.

Only, whilst *= within him,' will his ^ spirit ""''^'V^- _
J

'

' > t supra 111. 17.

mourn.'' ^ -^oui.

k Ps.xhi. 5,11 ; xhii.

5.
1 Or, Only till my change come,

15 Canst Thou call and I answer Thee.

Canst Thou yearn towards the work of Tliine hands.

—Editor, 1862.

* i.e., change, transition from life to death.

+ i.e., so as not to overlook even the slightest fault.

\ i.e., Thou puttest a patch where the bag seems likely to

give way.

§ i.e., though the fallen mountain, the displaced rock, no longer

exist as such, yet their substance, ground to powder by the inun-

dation that overturned them, will be converted into such a

fruitful soil as to yield even second crops.
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a utter.

/3 knowledge,
tliought, of wind,

windy thoughts,

airy notions.

a infra xvi. 3 ; Eccl.

i. 17; ii. 11, 17,

26 ; iv. 6, 16.

6 supra vi. 26 ; viii.

2; Isa. xli. 29.

c Jer. vii. 8.

y breakest down,
sappest, niinest.

d supra iv. 6 ; Ps.

xxxvi. 1 ; Kom.
iii. 18, &c.

e infra ver. 12, 13
;

xxii. 13, 14, &c.

f supra ix. 20 ; Prov.
vi. 2; xiii. 3;
Matt. xii. 36, 37 ;

Luke xix. 22.

g 2 Sam. i. 16.

S born.

h infra xxxviii. 4.

^ Prov. viii. 25.

k Isa. xl. 13 ; Eom.
xi. 34.

£ So that thou
shouldest take

I supra xii. 2 ; infra

xxxii. 13.

m supra xii. 8 ; xiii.

2.

n 1 Sam. xii. 2.

supra xii.12 ; infra

xxxii. 7, 9.

s more.

Z,K lit., consolations

of God, i.e., migh-
ty, powerful,

potent, strong,

consolations.

00 Heb. vi. 18.

1] less than thee.

9 a word [spoken]

gently.

p supra xii. 4 ; xiii.

4, 7—10; xvi. 20.

&c.

K take thee away.

q infra xviii. 4 ; xxii.

13, 14; xxxi. 26,

21.

r infra ver. 25, 26.

\ and shouldest cause

to go forth.

s supra xiv. 1 ; infra

XXV. 4 ; Matt. xi.

11, &c.

t supra iv. 18.

CHAPTER XV.

1 Then answered Eliphaz the Temanite and said,

2 Should a wise-man « give vent to (^ thoughts of

wind,"

And with the east-wind fill his belly * ?

3 To reason on a matter, which cannot profit.

And in words, wherewith one can do no good \

4 Nay more, thou 7 destroyest the '^ fear of the

Almighty,

And takest away prayer before God '.*

5 Surely, thine own mouth teacheth thine iniquity,

Though thou choosest the tongue of the crafty.

6 Thine own mouth doth condemn thee^, and not I,

And thine own lips testify against thee^.

7 Wast thou, O man, the first ^ produced ''
?

Or wast thou formed before the hills ^ ?

8 Didst thou overhear the secret counsel of God*,
f So as to take away all wisdom to thyself'?

9 What dost thou know, and we know notl

Or thou understand, and it is not with us"*"?

10 Both the "gray-headed and the very-aged are

among us ",

C Fuller of days than thy father.

1

1

Are our CC"" strong consolations '/too little for thee ?

But, was there ^ a gentle word with thee ^' ? -j*

1

2

Why doth thine heart '^ hurry thee away %

And thine eyes, what wink they af^^

13 That thou turnest thy spirit against God'',

^ And ventest such speeches from thy mouth %

14 What is frail-man, that he should be pure ?

Or he, of woman born*, that he should be just*?

15 Behold, in His Holy-ones He trusteth not',

* Other people, when suffering as thou now art, will be

induced by thy example to murmur against God, instead of

praying to Him.

f i.e., Our consolations being strong, were naturally

couched in somewhat strong language—but, was thy language

more measured ? Was there a gentle word with thee ?
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And the heavens are not pure in His eyes "
! ittra^^wii 19-

IG *Far less, that' abominable and filthy heinq, xiv. 3, 4.

. ,
c Ps. xiv. 1, 3 ; Nah.

Man, « which dnnketh in iniquity like water ". m. 6; i Pet. hi.

17 1 will shew thee ; hearken unto me ; „ drinking in.

And, both that, which I have seen, will I declare, l'^tA^fJ,\:A^
18 And that, which wise-men relate concealed.

. ^(3 from.

(/3 And hide not ought), as told them ^l^hy their e supra viii. 8, lO;

^ ,

,

. Ps. Ixxviii. 3, 4

;

lathers \ Isa. xxxviii. 19, &c.

19 (To them alone the land was given, ^
Ithl] wiektdfbe!'

Nor passed a stranger in their midst.*) fi,>fra ver. sb
-,

xx.
^ " ^ 12—16 ; Ps. vu.

(What I have seen and heard is,) 15, 16 ; xxxvii. 14,

20 That y all his days the wicked doth torment
l^ ; ^^^^^ ^^s';

himselF, Jetjxx.4. '

yy [^"^J wumber oi

And that 77 all the years, ^ reserved for the tyrant, [the] years.

. - . . , . . J 6 [which] are re-

21 A voice 01 ^ terror^ is m his ears, crying out that^ served.

Even in'' peace, the spoiler will come on him*. ^a,/raM.25;Deut.

22 He believeth not f that he will return out of ™.66,67;P8.
Ixxm. 19.

darkness, ^* Jer- iy- lo.

beemg he is ^^ watched tor the sword . j 2 to return.

23 If he doth stir abroad, it is for bread', saying ; foT[th5^^*swOTd^

" Where is it ?
" t^^^* ^^^^ }>'

^prey to [theJ

For he knoweth, that the day of darkness is sword; or, seeing
•'

that he [holdeth

ready at his hand. himself] destined

24 CCrirouble and calamity affright him
; (Ben-Zev).

^^°^

Like a king, + will it overpower him; he is
* Je^-^^i. 25

;
Amos

»/ reserved for its ball"'.^ ^ ^^'^- i- ii
;

i''- ^

;

. .
V. 9.

25 Because he stretched out his hand against God, ^^^ Or, distress and

And strengthened himself against the Al-
,, ready for the [i.e.,

migniy to become its ball.

26 ^ He ran ao^ainst Him, with lofty neck," "» ^^- ^^"- 1®- „
^3 '

. .
» Numb. XIV. 9 ;

'^ With #Ae thick bosses of his shield

—

Josh. xxii. is ; 2

Kings xix. 22, &c.;

* i.e., they were not disturbed by foreign invasion, and con- Uan. v. 23, &c.

sequently were able to watch the course of events.
^ supra ix. 4 ; Exod.

f i.e., he thinks his enemies lie in wait for him, ready to slay xxxii.9 ; 2 Chron.

him with the sword.

—

Editor, 1862.
^^jj 23 '

\ i.e., like a king, whose power is irresistible, will it (calamity) k with [the] thick-

o ness of [the] bosses

, , . .
of l^s shields.

§ i.e., he is destined to be tossed about by calamity like a

ball. Comp. Isa. xxii. 18, " He will surely violently turn and

toss thee like a ball."
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w flank.

z Deut. xsxi. 20 ;

xxxii. 15 ; Ps.xvii.

10 ; Ixxiii. 7 ; Jer.

V. 28, &c.

a they could not

dwell in them.

a Ps. ix. 6 ; 2 Kings
xix. 25.

J supra V. 5 ; viii.

15 ; infra xx. 15,

18, 26, 28; xxvii.

16, 17.

/3 their achievements

g^ extend, spread.

y turn away from.

c supra xi. 20 ; Ps.

cxhi. 4, 5, &c.

S tender-branch,

sucker.

d w?/raxviii. 16 ; Ps.

Ixxx. 15, 16.

t turn away.

ti breath.

e supra ix. 23 ; xxi,

13, 23 ;Ps. civ. 29.

Z hath been led

astray.

/ Isa. lix. 4, &c.

1) his exchange.

9 his [last] day.

K shall be fulfilled.

g supra viii. 16.

]i Isa. V. 2, 4 ; Jer.

ii. 21.

X congregation of.

\K hath consumed.

V to conceive.

K and to bring forth.

i Ps. vii. 14; Isa.

lix. 4, &c.

p their belly (in-

ward-parts).

Tc supra ver. 20.

I supra xii. 3.

ff comforters of trou-

ble.

ffff or, windy words.

m supra xv. 2, and
references there.

T if your person"[s]

[were] instead of

my person.

(p join [myself] to

you.

27 Because he covered his face with his fatness,

And made him rolls of fat upon his '^ flanks ^

;

28 And dwelt in desolate cities,

In houses, « which none could inhabit,

Which were destined hit/ him to become heaps ".

29 iVb, he shall not be rich, nor shall his wealth

endure *

;

Nor shall ^ his achievements ^^ be spread abroad

in the earth.

30 He shall not y escape'" out of darkness

;

His ^branches'' shall a flame dry up;

And he shall ^ depart with one ^^ gasp of his

mouth".

31 Let not him, that C'ls led astray,* put his trust

in vanity^,

For vanity shall be v his reward

;

32 Before ^ his time it •]- *« shall come to an end,

So that his branch will not be green.^

33 He shall shake off his unripe-grape as the vine^,

And cast, like the olive, his blossom.

34 For the ^household of the hypocrite shall be

cheerless

;

And fire m shall consume the tents of bribery.

35 ^ He conceived evil, ^ and so, shall bring forth

misery '

;

Yea, p his breast prepareth his own deceit *.

CHAPTER XVI.

1 Then answered Job, and said,

2 I have heard many such things as these' ;

'^ Troublesome comforters are ye all

!

3 Will there be an end to ^'^ words of wind "' 1

Or what emboldeneth thee, that thou shouldest

answer 1

4 Should I too speak like you,

T If ye were in my place 1

No! I would ^join you with w?j^ words,

f i.e., his reward.i.e., by liis evil propensities.
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And « bow mine head before you'',*

5 I would either strengthen you with my mouth,

Or my moaning would restrain my lips, j-

6 *If 1 speak, my pain is not ^ assuaged,

And ifly forbear, ^ how much of it departeth %

7 Surely now. He ;{: hath wearied me out

;

Thou hast ^destroyed all fmine households

8 And that Thou hast filled me with wrinkles'*, is

become a witness % §

Yea, my'* leanness n is risen up against me ; it

beareth witness " to my face.
||

9 ^In His wrath hath He ^ torn me, ^ and shewed

His hatred of me^;

He hath gnashed against me with His teeth' ;

^As one that is * mine adversary, sharpeneth He
His eyes against me.

10 Men^ too, have opened,wide their mouth against

me';

They have *= contemptuously smitten my cheeks'";

'^'^ They have gathered themselves together

against me.

11 God delivereth me up to the iniquitous ",

And,by ^/i<? hands of the wicked, overthroweth me.

12 1 was at" ease, and He brake me in pieces ^

;

Yea, He took hold of my neck, and dashed me
to atoms ',

And set me up ^for His mark S

13 His ' archers compass me round about;

H' One cleaveth my reins, and sparcth not

;

" Another poureth out my ' gall upon the earth.

1 Or, Mine Adversary sharpeneth His eyes against me. Or, Mine Adver-

sary—He sharpeneth, &c.

—

Editor, 1862.

* Would express my sympathy for you by a nod. But see

Append.

t i.e., My grief would be so great as to choke my utterance.

J i.e., God.

§ i.e., against me.

II

The present emaciated state of my body is regarded by

my friends as a proof of my guilt.

u) move at you with
my head.

a supra ii. 11.

h infra xxxii. 18

—

20 ; Ps. xxxis.

1—3.
j8 restrained,

y cease.

d what.

£ laid waste.

K my company.
c supra i. 14—19.

d infra xix. 20 j xxx.
30.

e supra x. 17 ; infra
xix. 5.

T) hath risen.

f infra xviii. 4.

g Hos. vi. 1

.

9 and hated me.
h supra xiii. 24

;

iyifra xix. 11.

i Ps. XXXV. 16

;

xxxvii. 12, &c.
k infra xxvii. 7

;

Lam. ii. 4, 5.

I Ps. xxii. 13.

K with contempt.
m 1 Kings xxii. 24

;

Luke vi. 29, &c.

KK they gather them-
selves.

n infra xxx. 2—16.

sjtpra iii. 26 ; infra

xxk. 2—25.
p supra ix. 17, 18

;

infra xix. 20 ; xxx.

17—19, 30 ; Ps. 1.

22 ; Lam. iii. 11.

q Exod. XV. 6 ; Ps.

ii. 9.

\ for a mark to him.

r supra vii. 20 ; Lam.
iii. 12, 13.

s supra vi. 4 ; Ps.

xxxviii. 2.

fi he cleaveth.

V he poureth out.

t Prov. vii. 23 j Lam.
ii. 11.
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u> he breaclieth.

/8 breach upon [the]

face of breach.

a infra xxx. 1-4.

y he runneth.

i Gen. xxirii. 34, &c.

d scab.

c supra ver. 10 ; ix.

31 ; infra xix.

13—19; XXX. 1,

9—14, &c. ; Ps.

Tii. 5 ; xxii. 15.

( from, tlu'ough.

cc infra xrii. 7; Lam.
V. 17.

d supra xi. 14, ite.

e supra ri. 30 ; ix.

21; xi. 4; xxiii.

10—12 ; xxvii.

4—6.
/ Gen. iv. 11 ; Isa.

xxTi. 21.

Z not place.

g infra xxxiT. 28 ;

Gen. iT.10;lSam.

T. 12 ; ix. 16, &.C.

h supra x. 7.

;/ in the heights.

/ supra T. 2 ; viii. 2 ;

xi. 2, 3; xii. 4;

infra xvii. 2, &c.

9 hath dropped.

/l-Ps.yi.6— 8;xxxix.

12; Lam. i. IG ;

iii. 48, 49.

/ supra ix. 19,

32—35 ; xiii. 3,

15, 16, 18—22
;

xiv. 13 ; infra xix.

26,27; xxiii. 3—7;
xxxi. 35—37.

K years of number.

m supra yii. 9, 10 ;

X. 21; xir. 12;

XX. 9, &c.

\ spoiled, destroyed.

n infra xix. 17.

o supra rii. 6 ; ix.

25,26 ; infra xxs..

16, 27.

14 "^ This one breacheth me with /3 breach upon

breach ;

"

y That one runneth upon me like a mighty

man.

15 1 have sewed * sackcloth upon my ^ sores,

And defiled my ' horn * in the dust.

1

6

My face is red « with weeping,

And on my eyelids is the shadow-of-death ;
"
f

17 Not for any violence in mine hands;''

My prayer also hath been pure. e +

ISO earth, cover not my blood,^

And let there be t no space for my cry !
^
§

19 Even now, behold, in heaven is my witness,''

And my testimony »? on high.

20 My ' mockers my friends !

To God ^ doth mine eye drop tears,''

21 That one might 'plead for a man with God,

As every son of man should plead for his fellow.

22 For *« a few years will come,

And I shall go the way, whence I shall not

return.'"

CHAPTER XVII.

1 My breath is become ^corrupt;"

My " days are extinct

;

* i.e., my dignity and glory.

f The expression, shadow of death, whicli occurs so fre-

quently in this book (e.g., iii. 5; x. 21; xii. 22; xxiv. 17;

xxviii. 3 ; xxxiv. 22, &c.), of course means deep darkness,

darkness like that of the under-world. According to our

present usage of the words shadow and shade, death-shade

would, I think, be more correct, but it has a less agreeable

sound. In the Auth. Yers., however, shadow, which is now

generally taken to mean " the image of a body produced by its

interception of light," is commonly used in the sense of shade,

the formless obscurity produced by the same cause.—Comp.

supra vii. 2; Isa. iv. 6; xxv. 4, &c.

—

Editor, 1862.

J i.e, was ever made with sincerity of heart.

6 i.e., let my cry extend beyond the limits of space.
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They are graves to me. *

2 Are there not '^ mockers '^ with me ?
'^ mockeries

a supra xu. 4 ; xvi.

Yea, ^ on their * provocation mine eye dwelleth ^ 20 &c.
' '' p on tneir provoking.

continually. h supra viU. 2 ; xi. 2,

3 y 'Order it t/ius, I pray Thee ; be Thou surety for //« xix.^ &c.'

me with Thyself

;

J Sho [is] he [that]

S Who is there else, that will ' strike hands for me 1 ^i^i be struck (ie.,

strike hands) lor

4 (For THEIR heart \ hast Thou hid from under- my hand ?

, ,. J c Prov. vi. 1, &c.
standing,'' d supra vi. 6, 7;

Seeing that Thou wouldest not exalt them. ' X) e^m xif 3%^2;

13.

[But if one did come forward and offer himself as my bail] e supra vi. 15—27

;

xii. 4, 5 ; xTi. 20

;

5 f " Friends," ^ he would say, '' should bear their ^1%-,^U^^^ ^^i

part ;
" ^^^^i- 2—4.

But for this even the eyes of his children would share.

> 1 1 • • „ f supra vi, 14, 15,
C look in vam.^ •"

21 ; xiii. 4 ; xvi!

6 Then would he set me up v as an ^^ example to 19 2?'xx^^9/et'

nations, ,
i^- *> 5 ; Mic. vii. 5.

. . 4 fail, be consumed
And I should be as a tabret in former times. § [with longing].

7 Seeing that mine eye hath become dim,* by ^
xix!^27'; xxxiAe*^

reason of vexation,
^ for^'fthei'^^om-

And my limbs are all of them as ^ a shadow.' paring of nations.
•'

_ _ pff 2 Pet. u. 6.

8 The upright would be amazed at this, "^ Lam. v. 17.

And the innocent bestir himself against the i supra xyIs] infra

r 'i. xix. 20 ; xxxiii. 21.
hypocrite.

9 Yea, the ]\\^t would ''hold fast his way,* k take hold of, seize,

And the pure of hands ^ increase in strength. ^ ^^Ja ii. 9; infra

10 But, despite them all, ye would Mcome on x add"^"increase

again
; j|

nay, come ye even now,' strength, firmness.

1 Perhaps, Put forth now Thine hand ; or. Give now heed unto me. See

Appendix.

—

Editor, 18G2.

* They are as joyless, yea, as loathsome as the grave.

f The heart of these my friends.

\ Inspire them with the exalted and gracious feelings of true

friendship.

§ I should give the alarm to men, and render them more

chary of bestowing their confidence upon their friends.

II
In spite of the amazement of the upright at your conduct,

&c., ye, my friends, would again bring forward your worthless,

yet insulting, arguments.

F F

/* return.

/ supra vi. 29.
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For I shall not find among you one wise-man

!

a supra vii. 6; ix, n My days havo " passed away, my plans have been

broken off

—

fa) possessions. The ^ treasures of mine heart.
/3 or, before.

-, n -kt- ^ a iii
b supra v. 19—26; 12 JNight would they* make day,

15"—19~ xsL ^v!
Light to he at hand, ^in the face of darkness.*

^^-
... „„ „„ 13 Truly, I " y lonf? for the e^rave to he mine house,

c stipra ui. 20—22

;

.'

'

o o '

vi. 9; vii. 15, 16; J^veii foT the time, lohen in the darkness I shall
ix. 21 ; X. 1, 18

;

'' '

xiv. 13. have spread my ^ couch.

J my couches. 14 To corruptiou I would ^cry, "Thou art my
I I have called, I call, fathpr '

"
I would call, cry.

"O my mother!" and "O my sister!" to the
d infra xxxiv. 18

;

^
1 Kings xiii. 30

;

WOrm.

^^i- 18. Yea, my hope, who will see it fulfilled ?
e supra vi. 11 ; xui. % . .

.^ ./

15; xiv. 19; infra 16 Thcse Himbs, destined to ^Ae grave ^—let them
xix. 10. -, ,

I limbs of [the] go down I

f S/ra'xviii 13.
Verily, altogether »? in the dust is ^ peace K

t) on [the] dust.

Q rest, quiet.

9 suprl iii. 13, 14, CHAPTER XVIII.
17—19; 2 Sam.
vii. 12, &c. \ Then answered Bildad the Shuhite, and said

:

K tiu when. 2 ^ '^ How lonor will ve speak such thinqs '' F \h supra viii. 2. o t/ ^ y
1

X put ends to words. Yo should ^ make an end of words '

;

xvi.*3; xvii'. 4^ Ye should coiisider* and after, let us speak.
«./m xix. 2

;
xxi.

3 Whorefore are we counted m as beasts ' ?

jc infra xxxiv. 4. ^^^^ ^^y ^re WO uucleau in your eyes "*
? t

fi as the beast. '^ J J f
I Ps. Ixxiii. 22 ;

xxxn. 9 ;
xlix. Iw, -^ q^^ yg limbs, destined to ilie grave, may ye go down, or, perhaps, go

jq
'

• • > down ; for the fut. is sometimes nearly equivalent to an imper. See note in

m supra xvii. 2, 4

—

Append, on '3iipn , supra vi. 23. Editor, 1862.

8, 9, 10, 12 ; supra 2 Or, perhaps. How long will it he ere ye make an end of words ? or,

^^* -"^ L ^^i'o^'
i^l^ ye have (lit., shall have) made an end of words ? See Append. Editor,

5; xni. 4, 7—12; ^„„.-,

xvi. 20; xix. 13,
^^''"•

14, 19, 22, 28, 29 ;

^^^.
^ ^ A ' * These pretended friends of mine endeavour to persuade me

also supra xvi. 10, that light (happiness) is about to shine upon me, although they

•^ • clearly see that the darkness (calamity) which envelopes me is

constantly becoming deeper and deeper. Editor, 1862.

f Comp. Chap. viii. 2.

% In thine eyes, Job, and those of the philosophers thou

represente&t.
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4 thou, that art as one tearing himself in his «
f";"'^ xvi. 9,

t>
1// left.

w or, flame.

supra iv. 8—II

;

T. 3—5, 12—14;
viii. 11—15 : xi.

anerer
,

i Deut. xxxii. 4, 15,

Because of thee must the earth be ^forsaken, Ps'.xviii.2,3i,46|

And the ' Rock remove out of His place '^ ? * xIxL t'sfxiu! 9 \

5 Yes, the lisjht of the wicked shall be put out ^
;

^^"- ^\^^-' ^°-^
, '- cs^epra VI. 24,29,30;

And the ^ blaze of his fire shall not shine ^t '^"- ^^J ^^- i^—
26" X 2 3 7 15-

6 Daylight /^ shall become darkness ^ in his tent, xU.' 6 ;' xvi.' 17!

Yea, his ^ lamp over him shall be put out. i^t^ifm'i-^lu.

7 y His mio;hty strides shall be straitened "

,

.
~^^

' ^^^^f
^-is-

c> J 'a supra v. 14 ; xv.

And his own counsel cast him headlong'. 22,23,30;xx.26;

±1 or he was let loose with a net upon his leet
; J 20 ; suiyra xi. 17

Yea, he walketh upon network*.

9 The ^ snare shall take hold upon his heel,

' The trap shall prevail ag-ainst him. 20; xv. 20—35;

^
x^- 4—29; xxii.

10 ^ The noose lieth hid for him on the ground, i9, 20 ; xxvii. 13

f And the gin upon the path*". ix.23, 2^T^iiQ°;

11 fOn every side "terrors »? shall affright him
;

23''24~^^'^^''^^'

Yea, ^at his heels, shall they " chase him all about. ^ ^^''^^, become dark.
'

. /see ((?) and (e).

12 ^His " first-born shall be famished ^, 3 i>'fra xxix. 3, and

And destruction shall he ready at his side
; y [the] steps of his

13 He shall m gnaw his body's limbs '— ^ ^;^t*'iii. 23 ; xiii.

Yea, he shall Mc^navv his limbs

—

that »'first-born, ^'^ Ps.xviii 36;
' ^ ' Prov. 1V.12; Lam.
doomed to death''. .

iii. 7, 9.

14 His ^ confidence § shall be ^ uprooted from his vii. i5; ix. i5,&o!

, , Jc supra riii. 14, 15
^^"^^ ',

infra xx. 5, 8

Yea, it shall p brinsr him to the king of terrors '.
^^^"- ^^' ^h ^^'

' o o Pa. xxxvu. 10

1 Or, The trap shall seize upon him. See Append. Hditor, 1862. ,

'^^°'^- "^^- 1^> '^'^•

*^ ^ I supra V. 5.

* Must we, to please thee, in accordance with thy fancy that o his noose [is] hid on

1 111 T 1 ^ 111 11- (or, in) the ground.
tnou art very hardly treated, regard the world as deserted by its

^ ^^^ his gin, &c.

supreme Ruler ? See infra xxii. 11— 14, and comp. supra xiv. »» Ps.cxl. 5; ix. 15;
, „ Gen. xhx. 17, &c.
^"'

^ round about.

t He repeats here with emphasis what he had hefore asserted » ver. 14 ;
supra xv.

/. r\\ •'•\ 21,24; JH/Vaxxvii.
(in Chap. viii). 20; XXX. 15.

X i.e., though he was a free agent, yet there was a net about »/ have aflVightcd.

his feet ready to entangle him, if he chose to leave the path of
^ g^atter Wm.

rectitude. X [the beginning] of

§ i.e., the wicked man's confidence. '^ ™'^
'

o Exod. iv. 23; xi. 5;

xii. 12, 29; Josh. vi. 26; 1 Kings xvi. 34; Mic. vi. 7. p supra xv. 23; Lam. ii. 11, 12, 19,

20, &c. fi eat, devoui-. q Isa. xlix. 26 ; 2 Kings vi. 28, 29. v firstborn of death.

r supra xvii. 16 ; comp. Isa. xiv. 30. s sitpra viii. 14. tt broken away. p make him
to step. t supra xv. 21 ; infra xx. 25 ; xxvii. 20 ; sxx. 15 ; Ps. Ixxiii. 19, &c.

F F 2
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a it (i.e., every one
of the terrors).

/3 without [its being]

to him.

a infra xx. 19.

b Gen. xix. 24 ; Ps.

xi. 6.

c Amos ii. 9.

d supraxv.Q0,32,SS.

e infra xx. 9 ; Deut,

xxxii. 26 ; 2 Sara.

xviii. 18 ; Ps.xxxiv.

16 ; cix. 15 ; Isa.

xxvi.l4; Jer.xi.l9.

y hath perished.

f infra xxx. 8 ; 2
Sam. xiv. 7 ; Ps.

ix. 5, &c.

h [shall be] to him.
£ on the face of.

Z, they shall thrust

him.

g supra vers. 5, 6 and
references there.

t) they shall remove
him, or cause him
to wander, flee.

[shall there be] to

him.

h supra v. 4 ; Isa.

xiv. 22 ; Ps.cxxvii.

3—5 ; cxxviii. 3, 6.

i infra xx. 26 ; Jer.

xi. 22, 23.

K [the] posterior,

later, ones.

X have been amazed.

fi [last]day, end, fate.

k supra xiv. 6 ; xv.

82, &c.

V [the] anterior,

earlier, ones.

TT took hold of horror.

1 infra xxi. 6 j Ps.

cxix. 53.

p or, knoweth not.

msuprav\\\.22;infra

XX. 29, &c. See su-

pra ver. 5 note (e).

a till when.

n supra vi. 26 ; xii.

3 ; xiii. 4, 5, 7 ; xvi.

2, 3, 20 ; xvii. 2
;

infra xxi. 3, 34

;

xxvi. 2—4. Comp.
also supra viii. 2

;

xi. 2 ; XV. 2, 3.

rThis.
o Gen. xxxi. 7, 41

;

Numb. xiv. 22
;

Zech. viii. 23.

do ye put me'^to

the blush.

Pj;
ye should behave.

p supra xviii, 5—21

;

(1) mv error, aa i.e..

15 «They* shall dwell in his tent—^ not, indeed,

his own ""

f

—

* Brimstone shall be scattered on his dwelling.

16 ''Beneath, shall his roots dry up,

And "above, shall his branch be cutoff^.

17 His * remembrance r shall perish from the earth,

And ^ no name ^ shall he have ^ in the street.

18 f He shall be thrust from light into darkness^;

Yea, 1 removed from the world.

19 No son ^ shall he have^ nor grandson, among his

people '',

Nor any 'survivor in his dwellings.

20 *« They that come after him ^ shall be amazed at

his /^ day *,

As " they, that went before them^ ^ were seized

with horror \

21 Such, surely, are the dwellings of the wicked,

And such, ^/(^ place of him, that p knew notGod "'.

CHAPTER XIX.

1 Then Job answered, and said

:

2 ^ How long will ye vex my soul.

And crush me with words " ?

3 ^ These " ten times ^ have ye put me to the blush

;

Are ye not ashamed x to behave thus impudently

to me^?
4 And yet, V'if indeed I have erred,

With myself will abide '^the penalty of mine

error.

5 But «" truly ye would magnify yourselves /^/^ above

me.

And 77 would bring my disgrace as an argument

against me *.

* i.e., terrors.

t but taken away by violence from its rightful owner.

XV. 2—13, &c. Comp. supra xii. 4 ; xvi. 20 ; xvii. 2. ^ have I indeed erred,

the truth, fact, is, ye, &c. j8/3 over me. yy would plead my reproach, de-

gradation, disgrace, against me. q supra iv. 6—8 j x. 17; xi. 14, 15 ; xvi. 8 ; infra xxii. 23, &c.
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6 Know then, that God hath ^ wronsred me % '^ perverted me; i.e.,

*-• wrested my cause.

And ^ cast His net around me. a supra ix. 17, 22;

7 Behold! I *cry out, "Wrong"," but I am not /3 hath made His net
1 1

^
togo around uponme.

7 nearO , Ji«/raxxx. 20;Lam.

I cry aloud, but there is no iustice \ "^- ^' ^°- „„ on•' ' J c s«pravi. 10, 29,30;

8 My way hath He '^ hedged up, that I cannot i^- i7, 21, 22, 28,

oOj oX I Xa O) U) /}

pass, 15 ; xii. 6 ; xiii. 15

;

And upon my paths He setteth darkness ^ JJ^;^ ^er. 29Txxiu!

9 My glory He hath stripped from off me,
l-l^'lll^^o'2i'

And s removed the ^ crown ^ from mine head^. xxxi.5,6;xxxiv.5.

y answered.

10 He breaketh me down on every side, so that 1 d supra m. 23; xii.

>. 14 ; xiii. 27 ; infra
i pass away

;

xxxiii. ii ; Ps.

And mine ' hope hath He removed i like a !^™ B^^r^,
tree

* ^ «»/»*« xxii. 28

;

xxix. 3 ; XXX. 26

;

1 1 For, He hath kindled His wrath against me, and Comp. supra

And counted me unto Him as one of His gcausedtotilmaway.

nrlvprsinriPQ*
'

£ crown (diadem)
aaversaries . of ^^ i^ead.

12 HisHroops come on tosrether, /Lam.v. i6.

, , ^
. g supra IX. 30, 31

;

And '^ raise up their way against me"*, xvi.i5;?v«xxx.

And encamp round about my tent. viii'. 5; Heb.'ii. 9.

13 My " brethren hath He " put far < from me, 2^.^25.
"^''''

^ And they, that know me, verily are estranored f
g°' *™ ?°"®-

.

•' ^ J CD
/i, supra VI. 11 ; xiv.

from me. i9; xvii. i5.

Ti I1K6 tll6 trGG

14 M My kinsfolk "have failed we, i in/ra xxiv." 20

;

And ^ mine ^ acquaintance have forgotten me. xiv.'^^7—9; 'isa.

15 The p dwellers in mine house, yea, mine own ^•^'^.\^^''i^^''

maids, account me for a stranerer'

;

k supra xiii. 24;
'

,. . .
xvi. 9 ; X. 3, 16, &c.

I am become an '''' alien m their eyes. / supra x. 17 ; xvi.

16 o- 1 call to my servant, but he will not an- e have raised.

. m infra xxx. 12 ; Isa.
^^*^^ ' Ivii. 14 ; Ixii. 10 ;

With my own mouth must I entreat him. 2 Sam. xx. 15
;
2

•' L-mgs 3UX. 32;

17 My ' breath is become ^ oifensive to my wife, Ezek. iv. 2, &c.

• , , ^ T_ •! w supra vi, 15 ; Ps.
And so were <? my caresses to x my cnil- ixix.S; Johnvii.5.

1 * o Ps. Ixxxviii. 8, 18.
* K from near me, with

18 Yea, V' * little-children <" despise me
;

™®:
^ A and my knowers.

^ -rn T 1 % r^/^ . M myncar-ones.thoso
* It I had any. See Comment. near to me.

V have ceased.

?r my known-ones, those known by me. p Ps. xxxi. 11 ; Ixxxviii. 8, 18; Luke xxii. 54—62,
&c. p dwellers of mine house. q Comp. infra xxx. 1, 9, 10. qq Ps. Ixix. 8. o- 1 called.

r supra xvii. 1. r strange. ^ my being allectionate, my affection, i.e., tlie marks of my
affection, my endearments. x [the] children of my belly, body. «// lit., naughty, wicked, ht-

tle children. * infra xxi. 11 ; xxx. 1, 12 ; Le^^ xix. 33. f> despised.
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a I rise up. ^Eveu. « wheii I staiid hi. ^ they speak against me.
jS and they spake.

'

. . •
ss

y men ofmy counsel. 19 All 7 my familiar fi'iends o abhor me,
d have abhorred. a i i t i i i i •

a Ps. xxxviii. 11 ; And such as i loved are turned against me "".

e hltitLYel^'' 20 To my skin, and to my flesh, my bone ^ cleaveth \
h supra vii.5; xvii 7

; ^^^ \ ^m oscapod oulxj with the skin of my teeth.*

30; Ps. cii. 5; £1 ^ Havo pity upon me, have pity upon me, O ye
Lam. iv. 8. ^ . ,

I pity me. my tnends,

c supra i. 11, 12 ; ii. For tlic hand of God hath smitten me "
!

—i4,&c. ;'isam" 22 Why should ye persecute me like God'*'?

czl;]m Tii. 14,18.
'Yea, '^ye seem never to be glutted with my

20; i^-i7;x.3; flesh !^t
xiii. 27 ; XIX. 6

—

'

13, &c. 23 Oh that now my words were written down !

i\ ye will not be ^^, .^ .-i i • zi i i f i

glutted. Oh that they were engraved m ^ a book^

!

'x'Stpsixx^ii! 24 That, with a ^ style of iron, and with lead, }

the book
^^^ evei', they were ^ graven in the rock !

/ Exod. xvii. 14 ; Ps. (These words namely)
xl. 7 ; Jer. xxx. 2,

^

. .

&c. 25 That I know that my ' Redeemer § '^ liveth,

h Exod.xxviii. 9, 11 ; And that He will ^ remain the * last upon Me earth.

i^^xk^'uTixx^Tiu! 26 Yea, even after my skin /^is thus pierced \
35 ; ciii.4 ; Isa. xh. .

14 • xliii. i4 • xliv. ^ ^^^ possibly, Tlven when I rise up ; i.e., when I rise up to speak.

6, 23, 24 ; xlvii. 4 ; Comp. infra xxix. 9, 10, 21, 22, where we see that, in the days of Job's

xlviii. 17 ; xlix. 7, prosperity, even nobles and princes had not ventured to speak in his pre-

_ _ ' , ^X'. T% I \' sence, far less to interrupt him. That it was not unusual in those days to
16 ; Ixm. 16 ; Jer.l.

' ^
c- ^ o ••• ,-

34_ rise up to speak may, I think, be mferred from infra xxx. 20 ; xxxm. 5.

K [is] living. See Appendix. Editor, 1862.

X stand, endure. 2 Or, And why will ye not be satisfied with my flesh ? Editor, 1862.
k Isa. xli. 4 ; xliv. 6

;

xlviii. 12. * ]^j„ p-uras, alone of my whole body, do not cleave to their
/tthey have thus J' & '

J ./'
_

pierced. bones, my teeth, because I no longer have any. [This is, per-

Zs«<pm ii. 7 ;
vii.5; haps, somewhat far-fetched, but I can suggest nothing better.

'
' ' See Appendix. Editor, 1862.]

f Comp. Ps. xxvii. 2, " When evil-doers approach me to

eat my flesh " (i.e., to glut their hate upon me).

I i.e., engraved with an iron style, and the letters afterwards

filled up with lead.

§ i.e., God. Comp. Ps. xix. 15 (A. V. 14), " Jehovah,

my Rock ^ ^^i^l and my Redeemer." [In all the passages

quoted in the margin the word Redeemer (or the verb redeem)

indubitably refers to God alone, as in every one of them, but

Ps. Ixxviii. 35, He is mentioned by His own peculiar name

Jehovah (A. V. the Lord). In Ps. Ixxviii. 35 He is called

P''b^ bs Most High God. In Isaiah there is one passage,

viz., lix. 20, in which the expression the Redeemer is generally

taken to refer to the Messiah. Editor, 1862.
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' ^ Still from my flesh, can I see God °
;
* '^ y^*-

.
•' aPs.cxxxix.14— 16;

27 Whom I, for myself, can see, supra x. 10,11.

^y . iiiTioT, 1A P ^iid not a stranger.

Yea, mine eyes behold, -j- p and not another "
; b Prov. xxvu. 2.

For Him, are my reins '' consumed 7 within me ''. J
'^

^^y] Ter. xL^Io'-

28 But ye say : " What is a persecuted-man to ^j^-
%^'l^-^^''^.

Him ' ? §
"

pxi. 16..,.-» - _j yin my bosom.
Ana, o thereiore, the root 01 me matter ^ must be c^ sMjpm ix. 34, 35

;

found in me ' ^.
SJji. i_ll7^^

'

29 C Be ye afraid of the sword ^ ^
",T'' •^- o ~o^n

'

•' 17 ; Tui. 3, 20 ;

For V furious ^ are the punishments of the sword ;
^i-6

;
xv.14—16

;

^ Therefore, should ye know, that there is a judg- xxv. 4—6 • xxxir.

4. i II
10—12.

inent .
|j a So [the] root of

[the] matter, &c.

£ was found.

nXT A "PTT7T? VV /«"/ra xxxii. 3, 13.
UMAriJiiri JL^. ^Be ye afraid for

1 Then answered Zophar theNaamathite and said: [the^] falTof (fr^

2 For this, do my thoughts impel me to answer, ^^^^Z^^^^o,n^^
Deut. xxxii. 41

;

1 Chron. xxi, 12

;

1 Or, Still from my flesh shaU I see God

:

jsa. ixvi. 16 • Jer.

Whom I for myself shaU see, &c. xlvii.6 ; Ezek.xxi.
3 5

i.e.. Notwithstanding the deplorable condition to which I am reduced by /•

my disease, I feel confident that I shall yet lire to see God, yea, behold ^ jgg,. Hx. 18.

Him face to face, and then I shall learn from His own mouth, and not 6 Or, So that ye

through you, wherefore He contendeth with me. Comp. stqira vii. 21

;

should know, bear

ix. 11, 32—35 ; X. 2; xiii. 3, 17—24; xiv. 14, 15; infra xix. 29; xxiii.
^ J^^^xxxii. 3 ; xlii.

3—9 ; xxxi. 35 ; xxxiii. 6 : and see Appendix. Editor, 1862. 7 . Pg_ ^xix. 120 •

Ezek. xi. 8, 9.

* Even the flesh, which is visible through the holes

in my skin—disgusting as it is, is so wonderfully wrought,

that I see it must be God, who made it. [Or, Notwithstanding

this tattered and, as it were, moth-eaten skin (^supra xiii. 28),

my body is still so fearfully and wonderfully made (Ps. cxxxix.

14), that I cannot help recognising therein the handiwork of

Glod. Editor, 1862.]

f Without needing the eyes of another to see Him for me,

without having Him preached to me by others.

\ I intensely long for Him. [Themn.yare here supposed to

be the seat of intense feeling. With equal inexactness the

heart is still described as the abode of violent emotions and

passions. See marg. ref. Editor, 1862.]

§ i.e., what pleasure can God have in seeing a man

persecuted ?

II
i.e., that ye will be called to account for imputing to a

fellow creature crimes, of which he is innocent.
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(•> my hasting.

^ correction of my
shame.

a supra xii. 2—

6

siii. 2—4, 7—13
xvi. 2,4,5,11,20
xvii. 2—10 ; xix,

2—5, 13, 14, 19,

21, 22, 28, 29.

y spirit from my
understanding.

S from eternity.

t from [the] placing

of man.

Z triumphant-shout
of.

f] from near.

till a moment.
b supra viii. 11—15 ;

XV. 29—33 ; infra

xxi. 18 ; xxyii. 18
—21.

K touch, attain unto.

\ cloud.

c Obad. vers. 3, 4.

d Ps. Ixxxiii. 10 ;

Jer. xvi. 4, &c.

e Isa. xiv. 11—17.

ft those seeing him,

his seers.

/ Ps. Ixxiii. 20 ; Isa.

xxix. 7, 8.

V and they shall not

find him.

TT shall be made to

wander.

g supra ix. 23 ; ver.

5 ; infra xxi. 13,

18; Ps.xxxvii. 36;
xUx. 11, 12.

(0 shall not add [to

see him] ; or [the]

eye hath seen liLm,

and shaU see him
no more.

h supra vii. 8.

ff not stiU, again.

i supra vii. 10 ; viii.

18 ; Ps. ciii. 16.

r concUiate.

V cause to return.

<p his substance.

k infra vers. 15, 18.

X bones (see supra
vii. 15).

kk infra xxi. 26.

i|/ upon.

1 infra xxi. 23 ; Ps.

xxxiii. 16.

m Prov. ix. 17.

n Ps. X. 7 ; Cant. iv.

11.

a and leave it not.

y3 in [the] midst of

his palate.

And, on this account, is "^ mine haste in me

;

3 I must hear /3 rebuke intended for my shame";

Therefore, doth the y spirit of mine under-

standing cause me to answer.

4 Knowest thou not this ^ from of old,*

f From the time that man was placed upon the

earth,*

5 That the C triumphing of the wicked is v of

recent date.

And the joy of the hypocrite but ^ for a moment * ?

6 Though his excellency mount up unto the

heavens.

And his head '^ reach up unto the ^ clouds %
7 Yet, like his oiV7i " dung, for ever shall he

perish ^
;

M They, that saw him, shall say :
" Where is

he?"

8 Like a '^ dream shall he fly away, ''and not be

found

;

Yea, he '^ shall be chased away, as a vision of

the night ^.

9 The eye, which saw him, p shall see him no more ^5

And <^ no more shall his place behold him \

1 His children shall "^ pay court unto the poor,

Or his own hands must " restore 4> their sub-

stance *.

11 TJiough his xlimbs are fuU-of his youthful-vigour,

Yet with him shall it ^*lie down V^in the dust'.

12 Though wickedness be so "" sweet in his mouth,

That he hideth it under his tongue " ; f
18 Though he spare it, °- and let it not go.

But keep it back ^ within his palate

;

14 Yet, his meat, % in his bowels, is changed

;

* i.e., from the history of olden times ; from the history of

man since his creation.

f As though it were some dainty morsel.

% i.e., this meat of his, his wickedness, which is to him as

meat, yea, as- dainty meat.
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« Gall of asps it becometh ^ within him ". 'i
wtterness.

^
_ ^ p m his inward-

15 He swallowed down wealth, 7 but shall * vomit it parts.

a ReT. X. 9, 10;
up a(/ain ; Ezek. ii. lo ; m. 3.

From his belly « shall God drive it out. ^ SpSu'oS
16 ^ It was "ffall of asps he was sucking

; ^
^*^p-

... „

^5 the viper's tongue shall it slay him. xxv. 16.

nw ^TT I- n 1 1 ^1 • or, God driveth it

17 iHe shall look upon no noods, tio rivers, wo?* out.

brooks, of ^ honey and milk ^ '
(^^^-^ted) g^if'o^f

18 '?He shall restore that, for which he laboured, asps,- [the] viper's

' *' tongue shall slay

and shall not swallow it down ''

;

bim.

c Jer. viii. 14 ; ix. 15.

As the wealth that he robbed, so shall be vi its re- z he shall not look

stitution^, and he shall not rejoice therein. ^f^^^ 0?°— brookl
of—honey and milk.

d 2 Sam. xvii. 29.
19 Because he crushed, he abandoned the poor'

And violently-took away an house, ^ which he e infra x^i. 24. ;^^\x.

• ! • 6; Exod. iii. 8, &c.

did not build '

; n causing to retum.

20 Because he '^knew no quiet in his ^inward "^^JyV
'"y'*'^^^-

ncirfc ''

•

'
»;ij or, his restitution.

P^^*-^ '
^

g Exod. xxii. 4;

Therefore, shall he not m escape " with that ^ev. vi. 4, &c.

;

-'
, . .

^ Prov. vi. 31.

which he delighted in. Ai»/mxxii. 5—7,9;

21 No remnant ivas there ^ from his meaP,* 16, 19, kc.'

Therefore his prosperity shall not endure ^ ^
^f

^"'^^ '^^^ ^"^^

22 In the fulness of his p abundance o- shall he be ^ ^^^t- xxviii. 30

;

Isa. Ixv. 21, 22.

put to straits ;
k knew not,

"^ Every plague of the wretched j- shall come a slpla iii. 17 ; xv.

„^^,, U:^ 20 ; Prov. iv. 16.
, upon him. ^ deUver [himself].

23 He will be about to fill his belly "*, "
7^*^.

H' ^f
'^^*'

•' '
_

TT to his food.

When ^ God shall send ^ His burning wrath * infra xxxi. 17

;

, . xxiv. 10, 11; Luke
upon him "

;

ivi. 21.

Yea, He w-ill "rain ^Y down x upon him at his ^
i8720%^'.S^"'

^/'meal^. ^^'f'^fT/'a shall it be narrow

24 He may flee from the iron w'eapon, to him.

T Evcrv blow stroKG

But the bow of brass will °- strike him through.
;{: plague, of a miser-

25 This ^may be drawn, and come out of his body, ^ Numb! xi!^33™"°'

uHe.
* i.e., for the poor. Comp. Chap. xxxi. 17. <p [the] burning of

t i.e., every plague that can make man wretched, or from
^ Ezer'^xxii 31 •

which a wretched man can suffer. Mai. iv. 1.

t i.e., with its arrow. " ^^- ^\- ^ '

^^^^-
+ ' xxxviii. 22.

X upon them. ;//food. ^Ps.lxxviii. 30,31. a pass through, traverse, him. (3 hath one drawn, (i.e.

if one hath drawn [it], so tliat it is gone out of [his] body = if it (this) be drawn and come out, &c.
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4^ lightning. Yea, the ^glittering-arrow—from his gall

;

a supra xv. 21

;

, .

xviii.11,14; xxvii. Then, other terrors" will come on him.
20; Ps. ixxiii. 19,

2^ 0, Every kind of darkness* is laid up for his

I

<o all darkness, i.e., hiddon-treasurcs
calamity.

h supra xviii. 5, 6, ^ fl^e ^ not fanned ^ * shall devour him *;

there. He shall fare ill y that is left in his tent^.

^^"hifrJ^AAQ,!!'-, 27 The heavens shall reveal his iniquity,

?&/^' ^^
'

^^"" Yea, the ^ earth ^ riseth up against him.

/3 [which] was not 28 The iucrease of his house shall depart,
blown, fanned. ,

'

d Ezek. xxii. 20, 21. Flowing-away in the day of His wrath.

^
xxvi^n. ' 29 Such w?/ie portion of the wicked-man from God,

y l^e] one remain- ^^^ , ^^^ heritage appointed unto him by God \

f supra xviii. 19 ; xx.

^^l;^' CHAPTER XXI.

f fis] raising itself 1 BuT Job ausworcd, and said

:

e [?hefSge of 2 Hear ye attentively my speech ^
his sentence from ^^^ Jg^ ^J^jg \^q ^q^^j. coUSoktionS ^"

! t
God. •' '

h infra xxyii. 13. 3 Bear ivlth me, and let me speak ;

A^^m^xiii.' 4,' 5 ;* And, C after that I have spoken, i may ye ' mock
xvi.2,3;xix.2,3,

&c. ; infra ver . 34. ^"'

? after my speaking. ^ i
^^g f^j. j^g ^ i(;a5 mv compkint of awu Other

t) mayest thou mock. ' j i. i/

I supra xii. 4 ; xvi. man *"
? i

[was] ' my com- < Why, thcu, ^ may I not well lose patience " ?

plaint in respect

m supra ix. 22—24 ;

1 Or (as formerly explained by Dr. Bernard),

xii. 6. As for me, loas my complaint of man ?

"
mav\ not &cJ> i-® > of ^ being weak and ignorant, who might do me injustice—no, I com-

\ may not my spirit plained of an all-perfect Being, God, who knoweth me to be innocent, yet

be short. treateth me as though I were guilty. See note on supra xii. 7, p. 421, and
»sMi?r«xvii.2; xix.

ggg^.^^^^^g^_34_ Appendix. Editor, \SQ2.

* i.e., a fire that requires no fanning ; a fire sent from

heaven.

t Ye have so entirely failed to console me, ye have proved

such miserable comfoi-ters, ye so vex and crush me with your

words, that I implore you to grant me the consolation of your

silence, and to suffer me to find ease in giving vent to my grief.

See infra ver. 34. Editor, 1862.

J Did I broach the subject of the fate of the wicked man ?

No, I have complained only of my own fate. May I not then

well lose patience, when I hear you continually harping on a

subject which you have only introduced for my annoyance ?
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5 ^ Look on me, and be amazed "
! ^ t^i™ to-

..

a supra xvii. 8.

Yea, lay 7/our hand upon i/our mouth *

!

b infra xxix. 9; xi.

6 ^ Verily, when I think on it, "
* y I am con- /3 so, if^ (when) ' i

fnnn dpd ^^^^*' remembered,
lOUnaeu, remember.

S And shuddering taketh hold upon my flesh '^. ^ Psxiii.4; cxxxvii.

7 Wherefore do the wicked live ^ ? r then i am con-

They ^ becom e old, yea, f wax mighty in power ^

;

^ and my Hesh taketh

8 Their seed is established before them, ijea, with
\^f

°^ '^''^^''-

them '^ supra xviii. 20;
'

_ ^
Ps. cxix. 53.

And their ofl'spring i before their eyes ^. « Jer. xii. i, 2.

. . A • 1 p * '^^''^^ become old.

9 iheir houses are in peace", without tear, ? havewaxed mighty.

Neither is the rod of God upon them. xu!^6 / chap^iy!

10 & Their bull gendereth, and « faileth not

;

" ^* *'^^^" %t ...
c> ' 9 supra xx. 26 ; xvm.

^ Their cow Mcalveth, and " casteth-not-her-calf'. i^. is, 19 ;
v. 4;

. T 1 • 1
infra xxvii. 14.

11 They send forth their ^little-children p like a Ji supra xviii. 15

;

n -I .
viii- 15 ; v. 24

;

nOCK
; infra xxvii. 18.

Yea, their children frisk-about *

;

^ ^1%^"^) '
^•^•' ^^^^

' ' bull oi every one

12 They take-up the tabret and harp \
of them.

. . n \ " c^^^^th not to

And rejoice at the sound of the lute. reject.

13 They " spend their days in prosperity, coVof eve^' one

And in a moment are crushed down into the „ °f„i^Tv„ _„„_
ft causetn to escape,

ffrave "*.
i*

releaseth, deliver-
° ' eth herself, or her

14 ^ Therefore they say unto God :
" Depart from young.

^
V aborteth not.

us , i Gen. xxxi. 8, 9;

" V For we desire not to know Thy ways

;

^"^^ ^e
15 "What is the Almighty, that we should serve ,^|"^'^,''^°-

,<->•''
f)
hke the flock.

Him " '? k Ps. xxix. 6 ; cxiv.4.

"And ^/'what profit ^' could we have, if we ixxxi. 2 ; isa. v!

should X pray unto Him ? pl^Srvu";'^!
._ . . Ml \

<' ^sar away, con-
(To this ye will say) sume.

.,-,,, -r ,,. . • . • ,1. m «?<»ra ix. 23 ; viii.

16 " Lo, their prosperity is not in their oiv?i 11—i5;xv. 29—
1 _i q „ 33;xx.5—8;xxiv.
^l*"*^

• 19; xxvii. 18—21.

T So they have said.

* When I think of, recall, your cruel and perfidious behaviour^ » infra xxii. 17.

and the manner in which I, an innocent man, am treated by God. ^ supra xi. 11 • in-

t i.e., without illness or pain. See Comment., note, on Chap, fra xxii. 11—14
;

. ' „ Exod. V. 2; Ps.x.
*^' '^^' 11; Ixxiii. 11, &c.

(p what could we

^ i«/'raxxii. 2, 3 ; xxxiv. 9 ; xxxv. 3; xxxi. 2; ix. 22,&c. x entreat Him. profit?

q supra viii. 11—15 ; xv. 29, 30 ; xxvii. 18—20, &c.
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Indeed, the counsel of the wicked is far from

a infra xxii. 18. me. '^ *

h supra xviii. 5, 6 ; 17 How oft is it, I ttsJc, that the * lamp of the wicked
XX. 26, and refer-

ences there. IS pilt OUt,

And that their calamity cometh upon them,

JEven the sorrows Hej* distributeth in His

anger ?

cExod. XV. 7; Ps. ig That they are as ''stubble before the "blast,

xi. 24. ' And as chaff, that ^ the whirlwind snatcheth
a wind. ^ n

13 [the] whirlwind away 5

Xinawayf^^' ^^ + " -^"^ God layeth up His affliction for his

d P8. i. 4 ;
XXXV. 5

;

children ^"
Hos. xiii. 3.

.

c swpm V. 4 ; xviii. S Him Mmself should He '"'requite, that he
12,13,16,17,19; • 1^ 1 ' TT- II

TT 26 . xyvii 14 mis:ht know 77 Him. \\XX. 26 ; xxvii. 14,

15 ; Exod. XX. 5 ;

comp. supra xxi.
20 His own eyes should see his calamity.

8,11-
. ^, And of the wrath of the Almighty he should

ee infra xxxiv. 11.
.

o
.*

yy or it. drink.

y what [is] his con- £1 For 7 what conccm hath he in his house after
cern ?

i • y

f supra \x. 2Z ; xxi. him-',

referraces th^re" And whoii the ^ iiumbcr of his months ^is cut

g supra xiv. 5. ^J3p '}

S are cut oif.

e to God. 22 ^ " Shall one teach ^ God knowledge ^
h supra iv. 17 ;

vui. o • xx • i i j- ^ ^

3; xi. 6-9; XV. '' feeeiug He judgeth f those that are on
8, 14; XXV. 4-6; hiirh^f"
XXXIU. 12 ; XXXIV. i^^ti 1^ •

Rom 'xi^34.^'

^^'' 2^ **
'' The one ft (iieth in ^ the very perfection of

^high-ones. his Strength,
i supra iv. 18 ; xv. f~

15 ; infra xxv. 5. Being " wholly at ease and quiet ;

ri this.

Q substance, essence,

of his [bodily] per-

fection, his very * I only tell you what they really do say, I do not pretend to
perfection. i • i .i

K all of him.
explain why they say so.

k supra ver. 13 ; ix. -|- i.e., God.
23; infra xxiv. ^ ^ ^^^^^^ objection made by the friends.

§ But this does not satisfy me. The wicked-man should

himself reap the fruits of his wickedness.

II
Know Him, i.e., acknowledge, recognise Him, know that

there is a God who punishes the wicked, and recognise in his

own sufferings the hand of God. Editor, 1862.

^ A third objection on the part of Job's friends.

** But here are facts, which confute your argument.

ft i.e., the- wicked-man.
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24 His vessels V'are-full-of milk ",
'/' ^^^^ been fuU of.

, ,
a Gen. xlix. 12.

And the marrow of his bones " is moistened *. w is made to drink,

25 But « the other * dieth /^in bitterness of soul % i Prov. i[i. S; ^•M/m

7 Tor never had he tasted pleasure '^.

xiv'3oTxvii^22''

26 F<?^ alike they lie down ^ in the dust, ,
^^; ^^^"- 3, 4.

•' ' a this.

And f^e worm * covereth them. /^ with bitter soul.

rtm T I T 1 ii 1 i
c supra iii. 20: ix.

27 Lo ! 1 know your thoughts, is, 23.

And the devices ^ ye wimgfully^magine ^'::^^i;,^:,^.
^^^

ao^ainst me. ^^''P''?' ^^- 25 j
Ps.

^ XXXIT. 12.

28 For ye say :
" Where is the house of the noble- ^ on [the] dust.

. T -I f -j
e infra xxiv. 20

;minded ^ { isa. xiv. ii ; cf.

" And where the tent, the habitations, of the
^ ye^'^^rragfuiiy-

wicked^r't ^'''^^•-
^ „.

I / supra IV. 7 ; v. 24,

29 But, havlf ye « never asked of Cthem that pass &c.
'

g supra viii. 15, 22
;

by Me way r % ^^i"- i^ ; xxvii.

('? Only that, which they have noted, ye must „ not.

not ^ denv") • ' ^ passers-on [the]
J J ' way.

They wiU tell you *
kxxix^ 4?;' Lam!

30 That, in the day of calamity, the wicked is
r^ but tLei marks

iJyew ^ in Me day, when wrath is brouf?ht-on '. ^ »* [the] day of
° wraths are brought

on.

^ . ,, , i «M»ra ix. 22—24:
* I.e., the good man.

^.ii 6; Chap. xxiy.

t i.e., a man can never affirm with certainty of any house,

that it harbours a good or a wicked man, whereby Job of

course means, that his friends would insinuate, that with

respect to his own dwelling, no one could say to which class its

proprietor belonged. [But surely we may interpret these words

both somewhat more and somewhat less literally, and under- .

stand them to refer to what has been constantly asserted by

Job's three friends, that, namely, the house of the righteous is

built upon a rock, whilst the tent of the wicked stands upon the

sand, Comp. 5Mpra iv.7 ; v. 24 ; viii. 15,22 ; xviii. 15 ; xxvii. 18 ;

Prov. xii. 7; xiv. 11. House and tent will then be used fig.

(as they very frequently are) for their respective owners, with

all that belongs and appertains to them (comp. 2 Sam. iii. 1) ;

whilst the " thoughts " and " devices " of Job's friends will

refer to the inference which they wished to be drawn from

their assertions, that, namely, as Job's house had not stood, he

must be a wicked man. Editor, 1862.]

X i.e, men of much travel, great travellers.
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a supra i. 11 ; ii. 5.

w And hath he done,

if he hath done.

/3 repay to him.

y to [the] graves.

^ brought.

£ shock.

Z, sweet...have been.

i infra xxiv. 20 ;

supra xvii. 14.

7} every man.
G draw.

K no number.

c supra xiii. 4 ; xvi.

2 ; ver. 2, &c.

X remained a fallacy,

deceit, treachery.

d supra vi. 6, 7, 25
;

xii. 4, 5 ; xiii. 2, 4,

5 ; xvi. 2, 3 ; xix.

2, 28, 29 ; xxxii.

11, 12 ; xiii. 7.

e supra xxi. 15
;

infra xxxiv. 9

;

XXXV. 3, 6, 7 ; Ps.

xvi. 2 ; supra vii.

20; ix. 22; x. 3,

7,&c.

fi to themselves.

f infra xxxv. 8.

V understanding-

man.
K [Is any] concern,

interest, to [the]

Almighty, that

thou art, &c.?

g infra xxxv. 6, 7.

p from thy fear.

h supra ix. 32.

i infra xxiv. 3, 9

;

Exod. xxii. 26, 27;

Deut. xxiv. 12, 13,

17.

Tc infra xxxi. 19, 20.

31 Who will declare his way * ° before his face %

^ And when he hath done amiss, who will ^ re-

quite him ?

32 Yea, even 7 to the burying-place will he be

^ borne

Honoured, as when he watched over his corn-

f shocks, f
33 tSweet unto him are the clods of the valley, ^

%

Seeing that, after him, § "^ all men will ^ move-on,

And before him, men >^ without number.

34 How then can ye '^ comfort me with that, which

is vain.

Seeing that your answers all prove ^ deceitful ^ \

CHAPTER XXII.

1 Then Eliphaz the Temanite answered, and said :

2 Can a man be profitable unto God ' ?

M Himself^, surely, doth the " wise-man profit.

3 '^ Hath the Almighty any advantage, if thou art

righteous.

Or ani/ gain, if thou makest thy ways

perfect ^ ?

4 P Through awe of thee, will He reason with

thee \
And enter with thee into judgment? saying,

5 "/5 not thy wickedness great?

" Yea, there is no end to thine iniquities.

6 " For thou didst take pledges ' of thy

brethren for nought,

" And didst strip off the garments of the

naked *.
||

* i.e., his course of life. Who dares reproach him with it?

t i.e., When he thinks of his death, he will revel, by antici-

pation, in the honours which will then be paid to him.

I i.e., in order, namely, that no poor man should glean.

§ i.e., after his coffin or bier ; i.e., will follow him to the grave.

II
i.e., thou strippedst off men's garments, so as to leave them

naked.
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7 " V'Thou ffavest no water to the weary to '^ *^o" ^^^^^^ "«*

.

"^ make [tne] weary
drink ", to drink water.

"And from the hungry thou withheldest Matt. xxv.^42r
'

1^ 16 b infra xxiv. 5, 6, 10,"^^^"
• 11 ; xxxi. 17.

8 "'"(As thouafh the ^miCThtv man alone <^ or, Seeing that [in
^ ° ^ J thy thoughts the]

7 possessed the earth \ mighty man, &c.

" And the ^ man of authority should alone y to him [was, be-

dwell nherein). e!:Xl2,.
9 "

' Widows thou didst send empty away, ' farted of coun-
* •' •'

' tenance.

" That the arms of the ** fatherless C might « ipit.

, , - d infra xxiv. 3, 9

;

be crushed ^ xxxi. le—is, 21,

10 "Therefore were there round about thee ^ might^ [every one]

snares^, be crushed.
' e supra iv. 3 ; tnfra

" And V sudden ^ terror '' confounded thee." xxxviii. 15 ;
Ps. x.

11 ^ Or, canst thou not see * for the darkness, Ezek. xxx. 21, 22^

And abundance of water, ivhich ^are above hos. vii.'is.

°'"^'

fVipp?* ' f sv.pra X. 6; x\m.
^"^*^ • 8—10, &c.

12/5 not God m the heio^ht of heaven^ »» fear of suddenly,

.
coming on sud-

Yea, behold the '^ summit of the stars, ^ how deniy.

, . 1 ,
,-

,

^Prov. iii. 25; vi.

high they are '

!

15 ; i Thess. v. 3.

13 And so, perchance, thou sayest: "How Mean ^"'i^il^^:
God know '

1 ,
p«- i^fi. 19, &c.'

V covereth thee.

*'Can lie judge through the thick-darkness? « head.

14 " Thick ' clouds are a " covering to Ilim, that He i infra xxxv. 5 ; Sa!
. xl. 26.

cannot see
; ^ l^ath God known.

"Yea, in the circuit of heaven onh/ doth He ^ ^y^'^ ^^•'^^'^h
' ^ Zi; XV. 12 ; XVm.

walk.*' i*
4 ; infra xxiii. 8,

9 • xxiv. 1 • Ps. X.

15 What ! Dost thou keep-to that track of old, li ; ixxiii'. li

;'

Which ^ wicked men '" have trodden, 26,^27 ; EzeL vUi.

16 Who P withered in death o- before their time " ? ? ^V ^^'^'-
a ,

i infra xxvi. 9 ; 1
Kings viii. 12

;

1 Or (as formerly explained by Dr. Bernard), Ps. xcvii. 2.

Or is there darkness ihat thou canst not see, v concealment, hi-

And doth the abundance of water cover thee ?
^"^^' covert.

TT men of wicked-
See Appendix. Editor, 1862. ness.

m Gen. vi. 5, 11

—

* Canst thou not see that there is a God, canst thou not 13.

believe in God's Providence, on account of the dark and rain-
^g^HvcUed (^o°S'

fraught clouds, which intervene between thee and heaven ? a when [it is] not

t i.e., lie confines His attention to heavenly Beings only, as ^°- .. o,_<,3

alone worthy of His care.
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w [like] a river,

[which] should be
poured out.

/3 foundation, prin-

ciple.

y who [were] saying.

a sujara xxi. 14.

h supra xii. 6 ; xxi.

7—13.
c supra xxi. 16.

5 that they may re-

joice.

d Ps. xxxiv. 2 ; cvii.

42 ; Zech. x. 7.

Comp. Ps. Iviii. 10.

£ mock at them.

e Ps. lii. 6; ii. 4.

Comp. supra xii.

4.

^ eaten up, devoured.

/ Exod. xi. 5—7 ;

xii. 29, 30; viii.

21—23, &c.

t] and prosper.

ff
supra ix. 4.

6 now.

K put.

h supra vi. 10 ; infra

xxiii. 12 ; Ps. cxix.

11.

\ up to, close up to,

right up to.

i supra v. 8, 17 ; viii.

5 ; xi. 13.

k supra xii. 14.

fi lit. their principle

[was].

^ Indeed, ^ like an overflowing river were their

^ principles.*

1

7

7 Which said unto God :
" ° Depart from us !

"

"But," thou wilt ask, "What doeth the

Almighty unto them,-|-

18 " Seeing He hath filled their houses with good

things ' ?
"

Indeed, tke counsel of ifAewicked is far from me''.J
19 "^ But the righteous shall see ^ they have reason

to rejoice ^, §

And the innocent shall « laugh them to scorn \

saying,

20 " Surely our substance hath not been destroyed,

" Whereas fire hath C consumed their abun-

dance •'^."
II

2

1

Acquaint now thyself with Him ; »? so shalt thou

prosper ^
;

Yea, by these things^ shall good come unto thee:

22 Receive, ^ I pray thee, the law from His mouth,

And '' lay up His * words in thine heart.

23 If thou wilt return ^altogether unto the Al-

mighty *, thou shalt be built up *,

1 Or, \i Whose principles were like an overflowing river ; or,

Seeing their foundation ivas as a rushing stream
;

So that it bore them away with it to destruction, and will bear away all who
tread in their footsteps. Editor, 1862.

2 Or, £itt the righteous shall see it, and rejoice. Editor, 1862.

* There is something so irresistible, so entrainant in their

doctrines, that they very likely have hurried thee away. [See

supra XV. 12. Editor, 1862.]

t i.e., What doth He do to them, that they should rebel

against Him.

X I cannot account for their rebellion, for I hold no com-

munion with them ; all that I know is, that they do rebel.

§ i.e., that they were not drawn into the vortex of their

(i.e., these wicked men's) principles.

II
i.e., the abundance of the wicked.

^ By the things which I am about to recommend to thee, by

the course of conduct which I am about to lay down for thee.

Editor, 1862,
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If thou wilt hut <» remove iniquity far from thy wmake......tobefar.
^ ^ J J a sM^raviii.bj XI. li.

tents \ /5 put.

^ . ^T o 1 11 /DO 1 i. A ^^ on a level with
24 Yea, ^ regard gold w as dust *, dust.

'Ewenjine gold of '' Ophir, as the 7 pebbles of the SIyCS^^i^ZAL
V>rnnV<! * • 17 ; Ps. lii'. 7 ; Prov.•^^^^^^

' xxiii. 4, 5; ITim.

25 And let the Almighty be ^ thy gold ^ ^i- 9, lo, i7, &c.
° -^ -^ ° ' c infra xxviii. 16;

And His might, ^ thy silver. i Kings ix. 28 ; i

26 ''Then, surely, shalt thou delight thyself fin Ps.^°JiV.^9^" isa'.

the Almighty ^,
^ r^o'c\lLe, pebble.

And shalt ^ lift up thy face unto God, ^ ^^y go^^s (trea-

^ ''
_

sures).

27 Thou wilt pray unto Him, and He shall hear d isa. xxxm. 6 ;

, h
Matt. vi. 19, 20, &c.

thee '

; e silver to thee.

And so thou wilt perform thy vows \ * ' 'I[X7^^ \

28 And when thou shalt decree a thing, then it y
^^- 1^—19.

"-' 4 on, on account or,

shall be established unto thee *, or, with.

-rr T 1 1 n 1 • 7 1 fi'ifra xxvii. 10;
Yea, light ^7 shall shine upon thy ways. xxxiv.9; Ps.cxix.

29 '7'? When men are abased, w?thou wilt say; " li ^ supra x. i5; xi.

is pride "^
!
" + , i^v^^"-^^-.^.'

6. &c.
t I A iw/ra xxxui. 26

;

" Seeing that one ^ of humble " sinrit could have supravi 8 ;
ix. le

;

® ^ X. 20 ; xiv. 13 ; xvi.

saved thein all t 21
;

xix. 7-, infra

§ .
xxiii. 3 ; xlii. 8

;

could have delivered even him, that isa. ixv. 24; Mark
xi '^3 24

was not '^guiltless";" iPs.'xxii.25; Prov.

And so shall he be delivered also by the purity k supra
'

xvii 11 •

of thine hands. ^
II ,S slta:

.

„ _^ I stipra xix. 8: /w/ra

CHAPTER XXIII. x?ix. 3; supra ^.

1 Then Job answered, and said : r,r, when they have

2 Will to-day too my '^ complaint he rebellion
''

'? ;Xegf
^^^'"''

My stroke ^ is heavier than my groaning \^ »;/;»; then thou hast
•^ J & O II s^aid, sajest.

* i.e., All thy wishes will be accomplished. '«
^^"T;.

^^^-
, ^^J

I , , , ^
XXIX. ^o 5 Jtrs. Ixxiii.

t I.e., it IS their pride has caused their ruin. 6, &c.

I i.e., by prayinsr and interceding for them. ^ 1°"^ ,?'^, ^^^^> °^

p . , , , , . , ,
bumble looks.

§ I.e., the humble-minded man. ,2 e„y>a xl. 4 ; xlii. 4,

II
i.e., the one, who is not guiltless, shall be delivered by thy t>, 8 ; 2 Cliron.

xxxiv. 27 ; Ps. x.
™ent. 17;cxxxi.l^Prov.

IF Will my complaints be considered by my friends as re- xxx.l3; Isa.ii. 11,

bellion against God ? But, I groan far less than my sufferings oi*/rrtxxxiii.23 24-

would warrant me in doing. t>en. xx. 17, &c.

]} infra xlii. 8. q su-

pra vii. 11 ; X. 1 ; xiii. 13—15, &c. r supra xxii. 2

—

i, 13—17 ; xix. 7 ; ix. 17, 22, 2 !• ; infra xxiv.

1 ; xxvii. 2 ; xxxii. 2, &c, \ hath been heavy over, beyond, my groaning, s supra vi. 3 ; iii. 2 !, &c.

G G
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a supra ix. 11, 19
;

X. 16 ; xiii. 3, 19 ;

xix. 26 ; xxxi. 35
—37, &c.

i supra xiii. 18 ; infra

xxxiii. 5.

c supra ix. 3, 32
;

xiii. 22, &c.

d suprax. 2 ; xiii. 23

;

comp. vi. 24.

e supra ix. 4, 19 ; xii.

13, 16 ; xxxvi. 5

;

Dan. ii. 20.

a would set [His
heart] upon me.

(3 [might the] up-
right [be] arguing.

J" supra xiii. 16.

y I should escape.

g supra vi. 24, 29,

30; ix. 20, 21,35;
X. 7 ; xi. 4 ; xiii.

15 ; xvi. 17 ; xix.

6, 7 ; infra vers.

10—12; xxvii. 5,

6 ; chap. xxxi.

passim.

5 forwards.

f backwards.

Z on His working.
T] left.

6 then I cannot.

K right.

7i supra ix. 11 ; xxii.

13, 14 ; Ps. cxxxix.

5—12.
i supra x. 7.

\ [the] way with me.

H as the gold,

k see references ver.

Tiff)-
V seized hold on.

IT step.

I supra ix. 35 ; xiii.

15 ; xxvii. 5, 6 ; Ps.

cxix. 4, and passim,

p by reason of my
law.

MPs.xxxix. 1 ; cxix.

lOG, &c.

n supra xxii. 22 ; vi.

10; Ps. cxix. 11.

3 Oh that I knew, where I might find Him "

!

That I might come even to His seat !
"

4 I would * order mi/ cause before Him,
i\nd fill my mouth with arguments''.

5 Then, should I know the words He would

answer me.

And understand what He would say unto me '^.

6 Would He contend with me with the greatness

of His power '^

?

No ! but He ° would give heed unto me.

7 ' There ^ might the ^' upright argue with Him

;

So should 7 1 free mi/self for ever from my judge^.

8 Behold, I go ^ Eastward, and He is not there ;

And f Westward, but I cannot perceive Him ;

9 ^ C When He worketh in the i North, ^ I cannot

behold Him ;

He veileth Himself in the '^ South, and I cannot

see Him"".

10 Surely, had He &?«/f'* known ^ the wety, which

ivas mine,

Had He but tried me, I should, have come forth

/^ as gold *,

1

1

My foot hath " held fast His ^ steps,

His way have I kept, and not declined j*

;

12 2%e. commandment of His lips also, and have

not gone back from if ^
;

p By reason of the law I made me "", laid I up

the " words of His mouth.

1 Or, There doth the upright argue with Him ; i.e., the upright (but the

upright only) are allowed to come before Him (see supra xiii. 16), and plead

their causes ; I am upright, and, therefore, if I could but find my way to

His judgment seat. He could not refuse to hear me, although Henowhideth

himself from me. Editor, 1862.

2 Or, Northward, when He worketh, but I cannot behold Him.

* i.e., turned his attention to, considered, noticed, examined.

—Editor, 1862.

t I have put and not declined, because I find it in the Auth.

Vers., and because it sounds well ; else and I /lave not declined

from it would certainly be more correct, as we do not say to

decline a way.—Editor, 1862.
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13 But He is ^without His like^—who then can

<" hinder Him ^ 1

So tvhat His soul « willed He hath done ~.*

14 Surely, He will /^ accomplish 7 that, which is

decreed for me ;

"

Yea, ^ many such things * may there he with

Him.j*

15 Therefore, am I confounded before Him ;

^S When I consider tJds, J I am in dread of

Him".

16 But it is God ivho hath made « faint my heart",

Yea, the Almighty hath confounded me

;

17 Because I was not cut off C before this darkness '^

came,

When He ^ would have hid from me this

gloom '^.

CHAPTER XXIV.

1 ^Why is it thus? ^Events are not hidden from

the Almighty \

Yet '^they, that love Him, '^ do not see His

days L ^

2 Here, ^^ men
||
remove landmarks ^;

There, m seize upon an herd, and. ^ feed it

;

3 '^ Some drive away the ass of the * ^ father-

less;

And take the ^ ^ widow's ox for a pledge

;

4 p Others turn the needy out of the way

;

Yea, the poor of the earth are ^ altogether hid '.

1 Or, perhaps

;

Why, if events are not hidden from tJie Almighty,

Yet, do they that love Him, not see Ilis days ?

See Appendix. 'Editor^ 1862.

* Unto me.

t Laid up for me.

\ That still greater calamities may befall me.

§ i.e., His days of retribution.

II

i.e., the wicked.

^ i.e., the defenceless and destitute.

(9 thoy turn. a were, have been, hidden. i infra xxix. 8 ; xxx. 5, 6 ;

G G 2

^ one, unique.

X Deut. iv. 35, 39 ;

xxxii. 39 ; 1 Sam.
ii. 2 ; Isa. xliv. 6 ;

xlv. 22.

w cause him to turn
back.

y supra ix. 12 ; xi.

10; xii. 14; Isa.

xHii. 13 ; Dan. iv,

35, &c.

a so His soul desired

and He did.

z Ps. cxv. 3 5 cxxxv.

6.

jS make complete,

y my decree.

a supra ix. 28.

^ many things hke
these.

h supra x. 13 ; ix. 28.

SS consider I (i.e., if

I consider), then I

am, &c. ; or, I con-

sider, and lam, &c.

£ soft.

c Jer. viii. 18 ; Lam.
i. 22 ; V. 17, &c.

t, from before.

ifl
had covered up

from my face, from
before me.
d svpra xviii. 5, 6,

and references ; iii.

11—16 ; Jer. XX.

17, 18.

9 times.

e supra xi. 11 ; itifra

xxviii. 24 ; xxxiv.

21, 22 ; xxxvi. 4
;

xxxvii. 16 ; Prov.
XV. 3 ; Jer. xvi.

17 ; xxxii. 19, &c.

K His knowei'3, lo-

vers.

X have not seen.

f supra iii. 23 ; xi.

11 ; xxi. 19 ; xxii,

13, 14; xxiii. 8,

9;ix.22—24; xii.

6; xxi. 7—13;
Ps. X. 1, 6,11 ; Ec-
cles. vii. 15; viii,

11—14, &c.

XX they remove.

g Deut. xix. 14
;

xxvii. 17 ; Prov,
xxii. 28.

fi have seized.

V fed.

TT they lead, drive.

h ivfra vcr. 9, and
references ; Deut.
xxiv. 17 ; xxvii.

19, &c.

Judg. ix. 5, &c.



452 TRANSLATION. CHAP. XXIV. 5 14.

a supra xi. 12 ; infra

xsx. 7 ; Isa. xxxii.

14 ; Jer. xiv. 6.

\jj have they gone

forth, do they go
forth.

b infra xxx. 3, 4 ;

Matt. iii. 4.

tj [the] wildei'ness[is]

bread to him for

the children.

j3 fodder,

c supra xxi. 32 ; Lev.

xix. 9,10 ; xxiii. 22.

y vineyard.

d Lev. xix. 10 ; Deut.

XX. 6 ; XXV. 4 ; 1

Cor. ix. 7, 9, 10.

e vers. 9, 10.

f infra xxxl 19, 20.

S from, through.

£ shower.

ff
Dan. iv. 15, 23, 25,

33.

^ have embraced.

/» i?»/ra xxx. 6 ; Isa.

ii. 10, 19, 21 ; Jer.

xvi.l6; Lam.iv.5.

i supra ver. 3 ; vi.

27 ; xxii. 9 ; infra

xxix.l2; xxxi.l7,

21, &c.

k Exod. xxii. 26, 27 ;

Deut. xxiv. 12, 13,

17, &c.

Z ver. 7.

m supra v. 5.

J? sheaf,

y between.

K have trod.

n Isa. Ixiii. 3 ; Lam.
i. 15 ; Neh, xiii.

15, &c.

X were thirsty.

fi mortals.

nn hfra xxxiv. 28
;

XXXV. 9, &c.

V putteth not, layeth

not up, wrong.

o ver. 1 ; supra ix.

22, 24; xii. 6;
xxi. 7—13 ; Ps. X.

1, 6, 11 ; Eccles.

vii. 15 ; viii. 11

—

14
TT they.

p were, have been.

a among rebellers of

light.

T they know not.

ip its ways.

% and have hot

abode.

p i»?/>-axxxviii.l3,15j

John lii. 19—21.

y\i at the light.

5 Behold, as "wild-asses, ^must they go forth in

the * desert to their work,

Seeking diligently for food *

;

^ The wilderness * must yield them bread for

tJieir children.

6 In the field, they must reap his ^ grain \ *

And gather the y vintage '^ of the wicked.

7 Naked, they pass the night, without cloth-

ing".

And have no covering in the cold ^,

8 ^ With the ^ showers of the mountains, are they

^ wet,

And, for want of shelter, ^ embrace the rock *.

9 They {the wicked) pluck the * fatherless from the

breast.

And that, which is upon the poor, they take to

pledge ^.

10 Naked go they [the poor), without clothing',

And, "" hung'ring, bear the v sheaves. "j*

11^ Within their J walls they press out oil ;

They « tread their wine-presses % yet ^ suffer

thirst.

12 From out the city too, /^ men groan,

And the soul of the slain "" crieth out

;

Yet, God "imputeth no wrong to the oppres-

sors ".

13 ^Some of them Pare ^of those, that rebel

against the light
; §

» Others know not ^ the ways thereof,

X Nor abide in its paths ^.

14 ^With the light, ^^e murderer riseth;

* i.e., the grain of the wicked man mentioned in the second

hemistich.

t i.e., Their tyrannical master allows them to starve in the

midst of plenty, like the ox, which is muzzled while treading

out the corn. Comp. Deut. xxv. 4.

X i.e., the wicked men's walls.

§ i.e., they set light, as it were, at defiance, by committing

their crimes' in broad day.
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He killeth the poor and needy "
;

« ^^p^^^ ^- is, i6

. , . ,. \ XX. 19 ; xxiv. 4, 9

.

And, in the night, is <" as a thief. xxx. 25 ; xxxi. 16,

1 5 The * eye also of the " adulterer ^ v\ atcheth for Ezek^^ xviii.
'

12

me iwiiigiit
, ^ jjg ^i^g ^jj-pf

" y No eye,* " ^ saith he, " must see me ;

"
* infra xxxi u 2

•^ '
' *

Pet. ii. 14 ; Matt.

So he putteth on -^ a mask ^ v. 28.

16 In the dark, "they -^ dig-through houses; /S hath watched.

By day, they fshut themselves up; y s^y^ng,lthere]must

They v love not the light ^.
,
"«* ^^^ "^^ '^^ ^y^-

•'

.
^ saying.

17 For ^to all of them is the morning as the « a hiding, covering,

shadow-of-death ; c Exod. xxxiv. 33.

For then, *« they feel the terrors of the shadoAV- "
one of the ^S

Of-death. ^^ burglars) hath
digged.

18 ^ They are light upon the face of the waters^ ; + /Exod.xxii.2;Matt.
''

. . . . vi. 19, 20; xxiv.
* Accursed is their '^ portion :|: in the land

;

43 ; Luke xii. 39

;

F They turn not hi/ the ^ way of the vineyards. ^^Si. b, ?,
12!"^'

19 Yet, as '"drought and heat "steal away snow- ^
5ia>^e sealed^

' c3 J
1] know not, irequent

waters ", "ot, are not inti-

mate with, love not.

So they glide down into the grave ". § g John lii. 19—21

;

20 Wliereas, ^^she, that bare him, ought to forget 5'j'^Mattxxvii.64'.

u'j^ . 9 to them together.
"^'" » K he becometh ac-

The worm should be sweet unto him ^ ; 11
quainted with, re-

cogmseth.

p He should be remembered no more ''

;
x he [is].

Ih 'Vets xxvii 42 *

So iniquity ^ would be broken as a stick ''.

xxviii. 4.

21 -^For he ^crusheth the barren, ^/^a^ beareth not', 1 Gc'n:^S'xfii.^\^^^

And doeth not good to the widow ". ^"^^oA'!;
^^^'^'

o
^

xiv. 30, 31 ; XXlll.

22 He attracteth, moreover, ofAe?* mighty men by 12-, 2 Kings ix. 21.

, . fi\\Q turneth.

his power ; ^1 l Numb. xxii. 24;
XX. 17 ; xxi. 22.

* We have translated "i^^!? here, saith he, instead of saying, "» Jer. 1. 38.

,.,,,» , , ,11 V snatch away, spoil,
wnicn would reler to the eye, and not to the adulterer. „ stipray'\. 17, 18.

]• i.e., they are expert swimmers ; when pursued, they will supra ix. 23 ;
xxi.

13 ; comp. supra
swim across a river. ^— 11—15 • xv.

I portion, i.e., a parcel of ground, as 2 Kings ix. 21. 29, 33 ; xx. 5, 8;

§ i.e., quickly, smoothly, without suffering or pain. ^ [Te] wor^lhould

II
i.e., his last illness ought to be of such a loathsome nature, forget him.

and so protracted, as to make even his own mother leave him ^^33 '^95^"' '^^^

to his fate, and him himself long for the grave. p he should not bo

IT i.e., to imitate him in his acts of oppression and cruelty.
remembered again.

' ^' •'

q supra \\\. a ; i.\\n

.

17 ; XX. 9 ; Ps. xxxiv. 16, &c. a was, hath been, broken as the stick, or tree. r supra v. 16

;

xii. 10 ; xiv. 7 ; Ps. xxix. 5 ; Isa. Ixv. 22. t crushing. s 1 Sam. i. 6. i Gen. xi. 30;
Judg. xiii. 2. u 5«/jr«xxii.9; xxiv. 3 ; infra xxxi. 16, &c.



454 TRANSLATION. CHAPS. XXIV. 23—25; XXV.; XXVI. 1, 2.

<» When he riseth up, not one of them is sure of

his life.

0) riseth he up (i.e.,

if he riseth up),

then he hath no

hTriseth up,'and 23 /^ They must "pay him, that they may he in
he hath, &c.

security, 7 and '' stay themselves upon him ;
jS he must give to

him.

a 1 Kings ix. 21 ; 2

Kings xvii. 3 ; xxiii.

33.

y and he may be

Still, his eyes are upon their ways ''.*

24 ^ If they have become exalted hut a little, ^ they

are undone,

Or humbled, brought to silence, as ail others^

Or cut off even, as the C tops of v ears-of-corn '^.

25 Now, if this he not so, who can ^ prove me a

liar %

Or '^ make my speech nothing ivorth^?

h Isa. ui. 1, &c.

c infra xxxiv. 21.

d have they become
exalted.

t and (or, then) he

[is] not.

t, head of.

r} ear-of-corn.

d Isa. xvii. 5 ; Jer.

li. 33 ; Joel iii. 13.

B make me to lie.

e supra xi. 3 ; Prov.

XXX. 6 ; 1 John v.

10.

K make my speech

[to] nothing.

f supra XV. 2, 3

;

infra xxxiv. 35
;

XXXV. 16 ; comp.
supra xii. 2 ; xix.

2, &c.

g supra ix. 4, 10, 12 ;

xii. 13—25, &c.
;

Ps. ciii. 19 ; Ixvi.

3, 4, 7 ; Dan. iv.

34; vii. 14; Eev.
i. 6, &c.

Ji supra xiii. 21 ; ix.

34; xxxvii. 22.

X making.
i comp. supra xxi.

22 ; Ps. cxxxv. 6

;

Dan. iv. 35.

ju troops.

k Gen. xv. 5 ; Deut.

i. 10 ; X. 22 ; Heb.
xi. 12.

I Ps. xix. 6 ; Matt.

V. 45.

m supra iv. 17 ; ix.

2; XV. 14-16.
n supra xv. 14 ; xiv.

1, 4; Ps. U. 5;
Matt. xi. 11. . o ^

o Isa. xiii. 10 ;Ezek. too powerful.

xxxii. 7 ; Amos v. ^ i.e., the dread whicli God inspires is in proportion to His

Mark xiii. 241 % i.e., He maintains harmony among the heavenly bodies.

CHAPTER XXV.
1 Then answered Bildad the Shuhite, and said

:

2 ^ Dominion and '' dread are with Him ; f
^ He maketh peace in His high places. ' J

3 Is there any number to His m hosts * ?

Yet, upon which of them ariseth not His sun ' %

4 How then can frail-man be just with God "* %

Or, how he be pure, that is born of woman " ?

5 Behold, the despoiling of the moon, " ''how she

no longer pitcheth-her-tent ^
! §

Yea, the stars ^ are not pure in His eyes .'

6 How much less frail-man—a worm ^

!

And the son of man—an insect

!

CHAPTER XXVI.
Then Job answered and said :

p "" What help hast thou given him, that hath no

power \

i.e., he keeps his eye upon them, lest they should become

§ i.e., how, when eclipsed, she seems no longer to have herLuke xxiii. 44, 45.

V or, so that she no
longer, &c. pavilion in the heavens. Comp. Ps. xix. 4.

p Ps. xix. 4. TT have not been pure. q Ps. xxli. 6; Isa. xii. 14. p Wliat hast thou helped ?

r supra xiii. 4 j xvi. 2.
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WTiat ^ succour to the arm, that hath no <^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ s^'^-

strength " ? „ Zpll vi. ii, 12

;

3 What ^ counsel "" to him, that hath no wisdom ^ g Yas/'thou coun-

Or what sound-knowledoje hast thou 7 imparted ^^^^^^ ^

" * aa supra v. 8 ; xi.

in abundance "t i3, 14 ; xxU. 21—
23

4 To whom hast thou uttered these words ? i supra v. 2 ; vi. 13

;

Yea, whose breath hath come forth from thee'' ? * 2';
^
L/m^ixviii!

5 The place, lohere the giant-monsters of the deep 35.^^^-''
le^^^'

are formed 7 made to know.

That, which is beneath the waters ^ and the xii.2; xiii.'2,'4,5',

inhabitants thereof '

L^l^iS! 3!' \l

6 f The erave all these lie naked before Him^, '^ '''r^^^\^^^

'

o ' xii. 13—25 ; infra

f Nor is there any covering to destruction -^.t s:xvii. 11 ;
supra

IT 7 15 7 -1 xiv. 1—4 ; ix. 32.

7 '7 He ^ stretcheth out the north o er the void

;

^ and their inhabit-

* Hast thou told me anything I did not know before ? Hast e infra xxxviii. 16

;

thou not rather re-echoed my own sentiments ? Have not I ^^- c^^xix. 9.

,. ,. ,,, T, ., 1-1 I- r> 1 ^ SO'' [the] pit (A.Y.
myselt proclaimed the boundless wisdom and might 01 (jod : i^eii) ;comp.Prov.

f i.e., His eye diveth down to the bottom of the sea, nay it i^- 18 and supra

penetrateth even the grave, and witnesseth the decomposition and yPs.cxxxix.S; Prov.

decay which there go on, in all their stages. Comp. Prov. xv. 11. xv. 11 ; Heb. iv.

[Although it would seem from supra xiv. 11, 12, &c., that Job y-^[ 28.

believed man to be altogether annihilated at death, yet it is I and [there is] no

evident from supra x. 21, 22, where he speaks of the grave
s'tretchinff out

(Sheol,) as " a land of darkness," &c., that, giving the reins g Isa. xlii. 5 ; xliv.

to his imagination, he pictured to himself (although no doubt c-v'^^
'

but in dim and shadowy outline) the bodies of the dead not as

lying in their individual graves, but as congregated in some

common receptacle, some deep {supra xi. 8) and gloomy realm

beneath the earth. Now such a realm seems to me to be

better expressed by the word grave (which, when used as a

general term (the grave), has, if I mistake not, a very similar

meaning), or pit, than by hell, which is used in the A. V., as

by hell, like Hades and Orcus, we commonly understand a place

tenanted by the spirits of the dead. I hardly agree, however,

with Dr. Bernard in thinking that Job here intended to allude

to the decomposition and decay which take place after death, for,

though this meaning may no doubt be extracted from 7"1^?^

,

yet it can scarcely be said to aiford a very striking or grand ex-

ample of the piercing-ken of God, and I therefore prefer to

take P"^?^ (Abaddon) translated in the text destruction, here to

be used coneretell/ of the place to which Job supposed the

death-destroyed bodies of mankind to descend, so that it would

be nearly equivalent to vist^ (Sheol) in the first hem., translated

grave. See Appendix.

—

Editor, 1862.]



456 TRANSLATION. CHAPS. XXVI. 8 14; XXVII. 1.

fa> hanging.

j8 not anything,

y binding up.

a Gren. i. 6, 7 ; Prov.
XXX. 4 ; comp. in-

fra xxviii. 22 [11]

;

xxxviii. 9.

h Prov. viii. 28 ; in-

fra xxxviii. 22, 37.

c infra xxxvi. 29

;

xxxvii. 16.

d shutting up.

e He hath spread.

d swpra xxii. 13, 14

;

1 Kings viii. 12
;

Ps. xcvii. 2 ; Pan.
vii, 13;Matt.xxiv,

30 ; xxvi. 64 ; Rev.

xiv. 14.

Z, He hath cu'cled a

bound.

e Prov. viii. 27.

f infra xxxviii. 10,

11; Prov. viii. 29;

Jer. V. 22 ; comp.
supra vii. 12.

j; till [the] end of light

with darkness.

g comp. supra ix. 6

;

1 Sam. ii. 8 ; Ps.

Ixxv. 3.

Q from, through.

h Ps, xviii. 15 ; cvi.

9.

i Exod. xiv, 21
;

Josh. iii. 16 ; Ps.

cvi. 9,

Jc infra xxxviii, 11
;

Jer. V. 22; Ps.

Ixxxix. 9 ; Prov.

viii. 29.

X hath beautified,

I infra xxxvii. 21,22,

fi iieeing,

V ends, extremities,

extreme lines.

ST wliat a triile of a

thing.

p in it ; i.e., in this

discourse.

a [the] thunder of

His might.

m infra xxviii, 26

;

xxxvii. 2— 5 ;

xxxviii. 25 ; xl. 9;

Ps. xxix. 3—9.
n infra xxxvi. 29.

r added to take up.

<p impressive-dis-

course.

o infra xxix, 1

;

Numb, xxiii, 7,

18 ;xxiv. 3,15,25,

21,23; Mic,ii.4;

Hab. ii. 6.

"'He hangeth the earth upon /3 nothing,

8 y He "bindeth up the waters in His thick-clouds *,

Yet the cloud is not rent under them \

9 ^ He shutteth up the face of His throne
;

^ He spreadeth over it His cloud 'K

10 fA 'circling bound hath He drawn upon the

face of the waters^,

To endure i till day and night have their end.

1

1

The ^ pillars of heaven are shaken,

And are amazed ^ at His rebuke ''.

1.2 By His power. He clove * the sea \

And by His understanding, smote He i^^pride^'

—

1

3

With His blast, which ^ beautifieth the heavens
^ ; f

With His hand, which formed the Jm swift serpent.

14 Lo, these are hut " outlines of His ways, §

And "^ how small a matter hath p here been

heard of Him !

o" His mighty *" thunder, also, who can " under-

stand ?

CHAPTER XXVII.

1 And Job ''again took up his
||
Sparable", and

said:

* My friend, Mr. Randolph, suggests that allusion is here

made to the Creation as described in Gen. i,, where we read in

ver. 9, that the dry land appeared in consequence of the

gathering of the waters into one place, i,e,, in consequence of

the division or cleavage of the sea into different portions. This

explanation seems to accord very well with the second hemistich,

for through this uprising of the land, those bounds, limits or

shores were given to the sea, by which its pride is frequently

described as being smitten or checked. Comp. infra xxxviii.

10, 11 ; Prov. viii, 29 ; Jer. v. 22, he—Editor, 1862.

t i,e., by chasing away the clouds which at any time disfigure it.

I
i.e., lightning.

§ i.e,, His works.

II
Parable herC) as supra xiii, 12, infra xxix. 1, is not used,

as in the New Test., in the sense of similitude, but rather in that

of a sententious, or weighty and impressive discourse. See Com.

—Editor, 1862.

\
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2 ^^God «" liveth.who hath /^ rejected mv iust-cause", 'li
P»] ^i^J^g-

. 711A ^ turned away.

And ^/«e Almighty, who hath embittered my a infra xxxiv. 5

;

1
supra xix. 7 and

SO"^? references there.

3 7 All the while my ' breath is in me, ^?^?•'' '^- ^^1
ij?'

•' ' 11 ; IX. 18 ; XXI. 25.

And the spirit of God is in mv ^ nostrils ^ v*^^<^ ^^ t^^^ whUe

T , ,, , . . .
(see Comm.).

4 ^ My lips shall not speak iniquity % c supra xii. lO; isa.

C Nor my tongue utter deceit \ 8 "ose, no^strii.

'

5 Far be it from me, '? that I should pronounce ^
tSfv. wTGen.li!

you rio^ht

;

7 ;
vii. 22.

/, . .i T • • ^ ™y P^ speak.

Till I ^ die, will I not '' put away mine integrity e supra vi. 30 ; xv.^^ 5, 6 ; xi. 3, 4. 6.Om me \ ^ if my tongue ut-

6 On my righteousness have I laid fast hold, and ^ ^f^'"^*^'

will not let it 2:0 ^

:

^ gi^^ "p ^^^ g^^^t,
*- expire.

My heart cannot reproach any of my days '\* « tum away.

T- . , 7-11 ' / supra ii. 3, 9 ; in-

7 -Let mine enemy be as the wicked, /m xxxi. 6.

And he that ^ riseth up against me, as Me ^
gfpjJ^V^'f^.Ys':

iniquitous \t ' ^'^^''-^'^hr. J^ ' h supra vi. 10, 30

;

8 For what is the *hope of the hypocrite, though ix.i7,2i;x.7,i5;,,.., xi. 4; xiii. 15; xvi.

he get him gain
, 17 ; xix. 6,7 ; xxiii.

Though God m grant him to be at ease ? Ihap^^xi^«S
9 Will God hear his cry*", f^^"-

^' ,^^^'T-
•' 5 ; comp. also vu.

When distress cometh upon him? 20, 21 ; xiv. 4;

/-./^i 1 1 'TAi-i t infra xl. 4 ; xlii. 6.

10 Can he "take pleasure in the Almighty" 5 \ [is] raising bim-

Can he call upon God '^ at any time " ? i Ps. "xxxvii. i

;

111 will P teach you what is in the power of God ^, ^^^\ \l^
£'°^-

For that, which is with the Almi<^hty, I do /-^ 5«i>^« viii. 13, i4

;

° '' xi. 20 ; comp. xix.

not conceal ''.

J 10.

T-»T-»iii ny 1 -^f i Matt. xvi. 26.
12 Behold ye, all oi you, have seen it*^

;

^ ease his soul.

m Ps. xviii. 41 ; Ixvi.

18 ; Prov.' i. 28

;

Y . , • .IT- , 1 TP 1 . , T Isa. i. 15 ; Jer. xi.

I.e., there is not a single day in ray whole hie, on which 1 n . ^iv. 12 ; Ezelc.

did anything wherewith my heart (conscience) can reproach me. ^i"- 18 ;
Mic. iii.

f Though the wicked man prospers in this world, yet would I ^^[ 20- xix. 7 •

not change places with him, for I, at least, can speak out my ««A« xxx. 20.

mind, and complain unto God, which he dares not do. \ponfon account of.

X So that it is not for you to preach the omnipotence of God « supra xxii. 26

;

to me, but rather for me to preach it to you. Pa xxxvii^T- Isa'

Iviii. 14.

TT at all time[8].
o supra xiii. 16 ; xxiii. 7 ; comp. Ps. xxxiv. 1. p instruct. p supra xii. 13—25;
ix. 4—12. q supra \i. 10; conip. xiii. 7—10; infra xlii. 7. r «««»;•« xii. 13—25

;

ix. 4—12.



458 TRANSLATION. CHAP. XXYIII. 1—6 [13—18].

a are ye vain [with]

vanity.

d supra xiii. 4, 12

;

xvi. 2, 3 ; xxi. 34

;

xxsii. 5, 9, 12, ic.

Why, then, " do

vainly'^ 'i*

ye behave so altogether

e supra xx. 29 ; xriii.

21; T. 3—5; Tiii.

11—15; xi. 20;
XT. 20—35 ; xviii.

5—21; XX. 5—29;
xxii. 19,20; xxxiv.

.24—27, ke.

f supra xxi. 8, 11

;

XX. 10 ; xviii. 12,

13, 16, 17, 19;
XT. 30, 32, 33 ; T.

4 ; i. 18, 19.

g supra \. 20 ; xt.

22; xix.29; infra

xxxiii. 18 ; xxxTi.

12 ; comp. supra

T. 4 ; Tiii. 4.

Ji supra-^Tm. 12, 13
Lam. ii. 11, 12, 19
comp. supra v. 5

XV. 23.

/3 his remainers, rem-
nants, rehcts, sur-

vivors.

supra xviii. 19 ; xx.

26.

y his widows.

k Ps. Ixsviii. 64

;

Jer. XTi. 4—7 ;

xxii. 18, 19.

I Zech. ix. 3 ; comp.
supra xxii. 24, 25

;

infra xxix. 18

;

Gen. xxii. 17, &c.

m Gren. xlv. 22

;

Josh. xxii. 8 ; 2

Kiags V. 5 ; 2

Citron, ix. 24.

n supra v. 5 ; xv.

29; XX. 15, 18,

28; Jer. xv. 13;
xvii. 3.

S hath bmlded.

supra viii. 14, 15 ;

XT. 34 ; xviii. 15,

&c.

p Isa. i. 8 ; Lam. ii.

6; comp. Isa. v<.

2 ; xxxviii. 12.

CHAPTER XXVIII. f

[Then answered Zophar, the Naamathite and

said
:]

1 [13] J Such is the portion of the wicked man
with God \

And the heritage of oppressors, which they shall

receive from the Almighty \

2 [14] If his '"children are multiplied, it is for the

sword ^

;

And his offspring shall notbe satisfied-with bread*.

3 [15] /^They that 'remain of him shall be buried

at their death.

But y their widows shall not weep^'.

4 [16] Though he heap up silver as the dust',

And, as the 'mire, prepare him raiment";

5 [17] He may prepare, but ^Ae just shall put it on.

And the silver shall the innocent divide ".

6 [18] He ^ buildeth his house like the moth",

Or like the booth which the watchman maketh ^.
§

* i.e., ye have seen and heard me proclaim the Divine omni-

potence ; why, then, do ye indulge in such vain attempts to

teach it to me ?

t Our reasons for making Zophar the speaker of our

Chap, xxviii., which comprises the last eleven verses of Chap,

xxvii., and the whole of Chap, xxviii., in the text, wiU be

found given at length in the Commentary.

J The numbers in square brackets indicate the corresponding

verses of Chap, xxvii. in the Hebrew text.

§ The booths, lodges, or huts (^'^3?) which were placed in

vineyards and gardens, and were inhabited by the watchmen

who guarded the crops, were probably intended to last only

one season, and would therefore naturally be constructed of

frail and perishable materials. See Isa. i. 8 ; Jon, iv. o ; Lev.

xxiii. 40—42. From the last of these passages it would appear

that booths, or huts (^^D) were sometimes made of the branches

and boughs of trees.

—

Editor, 1862.
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7 ri9l He mav lie down rich, '^ his wealth not t^ and it is not ga-
'- - •'

,
thered m.

wholly " gathered in * * a Eccies. xi. i ; i

^ He openeth his eyes—and " it is not.
**

52 Kmgs xi^". 35

;

8 [20] ^ Terrors 7 overtake him ^ as Tvaters •^;
^ ^£^^ ,%^.

'

In ^Ae-^^ night, a whirlwind ^stealeth him away^. '^

*^f'"JJ^^-
-^ 5

viii.

9 [211 T/«e * east wind C catcheth him up, '?andhe d supra T.o&nd.\eT.
"-

.
-^5

[17], note (n).

is gone
; e supra^y. 21 ; xriii.

^Yea, as a 'storm, doth it hurl him from his i„fra is^'ib]

place. ?!5^V ™: ^^^ b7 ; rs. Ixxm. 19.

10 [22] Then will he * cast himself upon him, and 7 reacheth,attainetii.
^ -' ^ i. ^33 ^Yie waters, or

not spare, water.

JVho from his '^ power used hastily to flee '" ;-\ Sii'^7;^on.ii.3,5.

11 [231 He will " clap ^ his hands at' him, ^^'J!'-^''^
^^^: fo.

L J 1 ' Jo ; supra xi. 18,

And " hiss h- him out of his place. i9; Exod.xii. 29,

30; 2 Kings xix.

(Here begins Chapter xxviii. in the text.) 35.

£ hath stolen.

12 [1] + Truly, there is an outlet " for silver, ff supra ^i is-, Ps.

And a place ^for gold, where they refine it^. 25; isa. xi. 2!

13 [2] Iron may be taken from the P earth, *
Ps.'xkm^T:"'"'^'

And stone "" be molten into copper^. Shftethhim.
^ ^

.
t) and he will go,

14 [31 "^ Man putteth an end to darkness :
goeth.

^T ^ ,. „., ,1, ^ y'^a, it wiU storm
Yea, 9 everything linite xsearcheth he out % (or, stormeth) huu

Even the * stone of deep-darkness and the i isa. :^Tiii. 2^; ^x.
shadow-of-death. , 5 ^'^'

. „.,
fr sitpra vi. 27.

15 [41 ^He 'breaketh awav "« rivers from him that ^^'"P''"' ^- lOj xri.
•- -J ' 13.

dwelleth hj/ them, k or, his hand.

^^ So that they are forgotten of the foot " ; §
"' iSSf chap.^'S^;'

They are emptied, they are rr removed by ST, SA^'
^

frail-man

.

« Lam. ii. 1 5 ; comp.
Prov. XI. 10.

IG [51 As for the earth, out of it cometh bread '", ^ their hands upon

^ _ _

(or, at) them.
* i.e., he has great riches at home, and also much property in o Lam. ii. 15, 16

;

other places.
ir&o!^' ^ '

^"

f i.e., the man, who used to flee from before the wicked /x upon (or, at) him.

tyrant, will take vengeance upon him when he is brought low. v for the silver.

X The numbers in square brackets now indicate the corre- « ichron.xxviii. 18-

spending verses of Chapter xxviii. in the text. Prov. xTii.3; xxvii.

§ i.e., by the foot of hira who passes over what was their bed. ~
j^j 02 jj^-c

°*

p or, dust. a [is] molten [or, one melteth stone [into] copper. Hd., 1862.] q Deut. viii. 9.

T he (or, one) hath put. <p every end, hmit, finite thing. % ^^ [•*] searching out. r Eceles. i. 13
;

vii. 25. 5 *K^ra ver. 13 [2]. »^ he (or, one) hath broken, f Isa. xix. 6. na a river. /3/3 which
[are] forgotten. w comp. Ezck. xxix. 11 ; xxxii. 13. yy have moved, move, pass, away.
V infra xxiv. 5 : Ps. civ. H.



460 TRANSLATION. CHAP. XXVIII. 17—28 [6—17].

17

18

19

20

21

9

23

24

25

26

27

28

Yet under it, it is " as stirred up fire °. *

6] He Jindeth a place, ^ whose stones are

y sapphires \
^ And which hath dust of gold.

— A path, ^which the bird-of-prey knoweth7]

not.

to as fire [which] is

stirred up. See

Commentary and
Append.

a Ezek. xsriii. 14.

j8 its stones.

y sappliire.

b infra ver. 27 [16]

and references

there.

£ and to it [aie]

dusts.

£ [the] bird-of-prey

knoweth it not.

Z and [the] vulture's

eye hath not seen it.

c infra xxsix. 29.

d supra xii. 7 ; infra

ver. 32 [21]

;

XXXV. 11.

6 [the] sons of pride.

K he hath put forth.

e sttpra ix. 5.

X hath overturned.

fi root.

V hath cleaved.

TT hath seen.

p all preciousness,

or, every rarity.

f Prov. xxiv. 4.

g supra xxvi. 8.

a hath bound.

r from weeping.

hidden-thing.

A supra xii. 22 ;

1 Cor. iv. 5 ; comp.
Isa. xlv. 3.

eProv.i. 20—23;iii.

13—20; iv. 5—
13; viii. 1—36;
ix. 1—6 : xvi. 16 ;

comp. supra xxvi.

3; xv.2,3, 8:xiii.

2, 5 ; xii. 2, 3 ; xi.

6 ; and also supra

ix. 4 : xii. 13, 16
;

infra xxxvi. 4, 5 ;

xxxvii. 16 ; Dan.
ii. 20, &c.

k Prov.iii.l3; iv.5,7

;

Eccles. vii. 23, 24.

1 infra ver. 31 [20].

^ estimation.

m infra xxxii. 13.

71 infra vers. 32 [21],

33 [221 ; Eom. xi. , • ^ . , ^ ,
. . , , ,

33 • Prov. viii. 22 ^Iso artificial fires constantly maintained by the miners.

—31. -j- i.e., when they interfere with the line of road which he
Prov. iii. 14 ; viii. . , „

10, 19 ; xvi. 16 ;
wishes to form.

Ps. xix. 9, 10 ; + i.e., every precious thing contained in those parts of the

^i^h^ftead. ^ rocks which he cuts away.

(o Or, be weighed down by, outweighed by. a at. p supra xxii. 24 ; 1 Kings, ix. 28 ;

1 Chron. xxix. 4 : Ps. xlv. 9 ; Isa. xiu. 12. q Exod. xxviii. 20 ; xxxix. 13 ; Ezek. xxviii. 13.

r supra ver. 17 [6] ; Exod. xxiv. 10; xxviii. 18 ; Lam. iv. 7, &c. s infra ver. 29 [18] ; Prov.

iii. is ; viii. 11 ; xx. 15 ; xxxi. 10. t Ezek. i. 22. /3 one cannot compare to her (See

Comment.) [Or, one cannot esteem her [as] gold. Ed. 1862.]

C Nor the vulture's '' eye hath seen '*.

8] ^ The proud wild beasts have not trodden it,

Nor the fierce-lion passed over it.

9] Upon the flinty-rock *= he putteth forth his

hand ;

He ' '^ upturneth mountains fvomtheir H-Yoots.-\

10] In the rocks he "cutteth out rivers,

And his eye ^ seeth P every precious-thing^.J

11] He^ <^bindethuprivers, ^that they trickle not,

And so bringeth forth ^ hidden-things to

light \

12] But 'Wisdom whence canshe be gotten*?

And where is the place of understanding ' ?

13] Frail-man knoweth not her x value.

Seeing she is not to be "' found in the land

of the living ".

14] Tlie deep saith :
" She is not in me !

"

And the sea saith :
" She is not with me !

"

1 5]
" Choice-gold cannot be given ^ for her

;

Nor " silver be weighed as her price.

1 6] She cannot " be valued « with fine-gold of

Ophir "

;

With the precious ' onyx, or the ' sapphire *.

17] Gold and 'crystal /^ cannot be compared

with her ;

i.e., there are under it natural, or volcanic, fires, and
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Nor « vessels " of pure-orold be qiveu in ex- ^ [is] a vesseiof fine-

f,
gold her exchange,

change for her. equivalent.

29 [18] /3 Jewels "of high price, yea 7 diamonds, "
x^xvi. le', 23';

shall not be mentioned with her ;—
f^l'^ ^9-1^^7.

S For ^/^e attraction of Wisdom is ^ above oJ^\'^f' /t- ^.
p high-thmgs (l-zek.

rubies*. xxril. I6; Prov.

80 [19] The "^ topaz of Ethiopia cannot be ^com- a Prov. xx. 15

;

J 'i-t, r, *!<»raTer.27 [161.
pared with her

;

^ diimond.

Neither shall she be '? valued with pure ^ ffold. ^ seeing that, since.

J^
~

€ more than.

31 [201 " Whence, then, M2'6:Wisdom, doth she come? J Prov. iii. 15 ;
viii.

, . 11 ; XI. 15 ; XXxi.

And where is the place of understanding '^ ? 10 ; comp. supra

32 [21] Seeing she ^is hid from the eyes of all c ExodT'xxvui. 17

;

liTMnrr« Ezek. xxviii. 13;
^^^^"»

' Eev.xxi. 20.

Yea, and from the •''fowls of heaven ^ is ? See yer. 28 [17].

;; or, weighed down
concealed ^. by, outweighed bj-.

33 [23] Destruction and Death " say

:

^ So^ ^wisdom —
" With our ears -have we heard her ^ fame. "^^^J^

^""'^ '^^

34 [23] " God P understandeth her way, ^ f^fV^^'l^S^^
•- -> •'

' X hath been hidden
" And He knoweth her place

;

esuprareT.2i[i3']

35 [24] " For HE can look unto the ends of the ^ hath been con

^^''^^'^ »
ff
supra ver. 18 [7]

"Can see what is * under <^the whole xu. 7 ;.•«/>•« ^^^

heaven
;

»- iia-^e said.

36 [25] ^ " So that He can make ei'e?i a weight for p hath understood,

, i • J ,•; j^ A supra xi. 7 ; xxyi
the Wind";* efin/rax^y. 21

''The waters also He <^meteth with a :-',/%'"^^^
/ —12 ; Proy. xv

measured 3; Zech. iy. 10

37 [26] x' " When He made a V'law for the rain ", i infra xxxyii'. 'a

" And a way for the '^ thunder-flash '"

;

„ aii'theheTveil^

"'

38 [27] " Then did He see her, and declare her
; I'^^l^'^^l^^-

" He established her, « vea, and searched <p ^ath meted.
' -^ ' k Isa. xL 12 ; comp.

her out

;

infra xxxyiii. 5.

39 [28] " But unto man He said: ?Proy. 'riii. 27-30.

" ' Behold ! the « fear of the Lord-that is t^'^^'^^
wisdom %

26.28.37.
'

^ _ w ilash of [the]

" ' And ^ to depart from evil

—

that is voices, thunders.

- ,

.

, ,
m infra xxxviii. 25.

understanding ^. a and also, likewise.

n supra iy. 6 ; xv. -i

;

* i.e., determine the weight of the wind, air, Ps- ^tix. 9, 10 ;

cxii. 72.

Ps. cxi. 10 ; Prov. i. 7 ; ix, 10 ; Eccles. xii. 13. /3 to turn, p Prov. iii. 7 ; viii. 13 ; xvi. 6, 17.
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CHAPTER XXIX.

1 And Job '^ again took up his * ^ parable, " and

said

:

2 Oh that I were as in y months past/

As in the 77 days, when God " preserved me !

8 ^ When His '^ lamp 50 ' shined upon my head,

That by its light I could walk in darkness !
^

4 As I was in the ^days of my ^ youth,

OVhen the * secret-blessing of God was upon

my tent

!

5 V When the Almighty was yet with me,

My ' children round about me !

6 ^ When my steps were bathed in ^^ milk,*

And the ^ rock '^ poured ^ me out rivers of oil !

"*

7 ^^ When Iwent forth to the gate, through the city,

And in the broad-place m prepared my seat

!

8 The " young-men saw me, " and hid themselves ;

Yea, the very-aged " rose up, aitd stood.

9 Princes ^ restrained their words.

And 7^ laid their hand p upon their mouth.^^

10 As to t/ie voice of the nobles PPthey hid

themselves.

And their tongue cleaved <^ to the roof of their

mouth.'

1

1

^ For the ear, which * heard of me, •r blessed * me

;

And the ' eye, ivhich saw me, bare me witness,

inutile] bathiug of 12 That I '^delivered the poor," xthat cried,"

And the "" fatherless, ^ that had none to

him.^

10 added to take up.

jS impressive dis-

course. See Comm.
a supra xxvii. 1

;

Numb, xxiii. 7,

18; xxiv. 3, 15,

20, 21, 23 ; Mic,

ii. 4; Hab. ii. 6.

y months of former-

time, of old.

h supra i. 1— 5.

y-y days God used
to keep me.

c supra i. 10.

S on its shining, His
lamp.

d Comp. supra xviii.

6; xxi.l7; Ps. xviii.

28 ; cxxxii. 17.

e supra x. 3 ; xxii.

28;Numb. vi. 25;

Ps. xxxi. 16, &c.

Comp. sxtpra xviii.

5,6; xxi,17,&c.

f supra V. 14 ; xii.

25 ; Deut. xxviii.

29; Isa. lix. 10.

g infra xxxiii. 25

;

Ps. Ixxxix. 45

;

Eccles. xii. l,&c.

£ lit. autumn. See

Comm.
Z, on [the] secret-

blessing of God
[being], &c.

Ji supra i. 10.

n On [the] Al-

mighty's yet [be-

ing].
_

i supra i. 2, 4, 5, &c.;

xxi. 8, 11 ; XIX.

17 ; Ps. cxxvii.

3—5 ; exxviii. 3 ;

Prov. xvii. 6

help
my steps.

QQ perhaps cream.

(See Commentary.)
Jc Comp. swpra xx.

17 ; xxi. 24 ; Cant.

V. 12 ; Gen. xlix.

11, 12, &c.

ZDeut. xxxii. 13, 14;
Ps. Ixxxi. 16.

K used to povir. X with me.

going forth to [the] gate over.

supra xix, 18 ; infra xxx. 1.

iv. 2. TT used tcxlay. p to. pp supra xxi. 5 ; infra xl. 4 ; Judg. xviii. 19 ; Prov. xxx. 32

;

Mic. vii. 16. pp they were hid. a to their palate. q Ps. xxii. 15, cxxxvii. 6 ; Ezek. iii.

26. r infra xUi. 5. r esteemed, pronounced me happy. * Gen. xxx. 13 ; Ps. Ixxii. 17, &c.

t supraV\i.S ; xx. 9, &c. ip used to deliver. u supra v. 15, 16 ; infra ver. 16 ; Ps. xxxv. 10;

Ixxxii. 3, 4 ; Prov. xxii. 22, 23. x ^^^"^E- " infra xxx. 20 ; xxxiv. 28 ; xxxv. 9, 12 ; supra

xxiv. 12 ; xxvii. 9 ; xix. 7, &c. w supra vi. 27 ; xxii. 9 ; xxiv. 3, 9 ; infra xxxi. 17, 21 j

Exod. xxii. 22, &c. i// and not one-helping to him. x Ps. Ixxii. 12.

Or, For tlie ear heard and blessed me.

And the eye saw and bare me witness, &c.

—

Editor, 1862.

* See note (1) p. 456.

m Ezek. xxxii. 14 ; Mic. vi. 7 ; Deut. xxxiii. 24. X\ on my
fi used to prepare. n supra xxxii. 4, 6, 7 ; Lev. xix. 32 ; Comp.
V and were hid, used to be hid. o Lev. xix. 32. p supra
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13 The blessinff of '^ him, that was " ready to perish, *^ C^^^] perishing.
^ '' ^ z infra xxxi. 19

;

Isa. xxvii. 13." came upon me,

And I /3 caused the * widow's heart to y sing for joy.

14 1 put on righteousness, and it ^ decked me %
My justice—as a robe or a turban''. ,

15 1 was ^ eyes to the blind,

And feet was I to the lame ^.

16 1 was a ^ father to the needy,

f And the ^ cause of them I knew not, searched I

out.*

17 And I 'brake the grinders of the wicked
;

Yea, from his very teeth, did I C pluck the v spoil*.

Bf

' *= In my ^nest I shall ^ die,

sand, shall I multiply wy
18 So I ^thought

" And, as the

days ;

" My " root is h- open to the waters ",

" And the ^ dew lieth all night on
'^ branches ^

;

" My * glory luill he ever p fresh with me,

19

20

my

And my ' bow in mine hand

strength. %
"

renew its

r2i

At 22

a used to come.

/3 used to cause.

b supra xxii. 9 ; xxir.

3, 21 ; infra xxxi.

16 ; Exod. xxii.

22, &c.

y utter a joyful, tri-

umphant, shout.

S clothed.

c Ps. cxxxii. 9 ; Tsa.

lix. 17; Ixi. 10;
Ephes. vi. 14—17.

d infra xxxi. 36.

e Numb. x. 31.

f supra iv. 4.

g infra xxxi. 18 ; Ps.
Ixviii. 5 ; Judg.
xvii. 10 ; xviii. ] 9.

£ And [as for the]

cause I used
to search it out.

h infra xxxi. 13

;

supra xxvii. 2

;

xiii. 18 ; Exod.
xxiii. 3, 6; Prov.
xxix. 7, &c.

i supra iy. 10 ; Ps.
iii. 7; Iviii. 6;
Lam. iii. W.

Z, used I to cast.

Tf or, prey.

Jc supra XX. 23

;

Numb, xi. 33; 1

Sam. xvii. 35 ; Ps.
Ixxviii. 30, 31;
cxxiv. 6.

Q said [in my heart]

;

comp. supra i. 5
(note 3).

K with.

^Jer.xlix.l6;0bad.
ver. 4; Hab. ii.

9 ; comp. Ps.
XXX, 6, 7 ; supra
iii. 25, 26.

Unto me '^men gave ear, and ''looked, §
And ^ kept silence " at my counsel.

After xmy words, ^they spake not again,

I That my speech might still " drop on them. ^ gi^e up the ghost,

expire,

* i.e., I saw justice done even to perfect strangers.

•j- See Commentary, note ^T page 257. The verses

marked B would seem to come more appropriately after those

marked A.

I See note on bow'String, infra xxx. 11.

§ i.e., looked, waited, for my advice.

17;

17;

m Gen. xxu.

xxxii. 12, &c,

n supra viii.

xviii. 16, &.C.

fi opened.

o supra viii. 17 ; xiv.

9 ; Ps. i. 3 ; Jer.

xvii. 8 ; Ezek.
xxxi. 4, 5, 7, 14,
i&C.

TT branch, q supra
15, Sac. p new.

^ Gen, xxvii. 28; Deut. xxxiii. 13; Prov. xix. 12; Hos. xiv, 5.

viii. 16 ; xv. 30, 32 ; xviii. 16, &c. r supra xix. 9 ; ix. 31 ; xvi.

s infra xxx. 11 ; Gen. xlix. 24 ; 1 Sam. ii. 4 ; Jer. li. 56. t supra xiv. 7 ; Ps. ciii. 5 ; Isa. xl. 31
a they hearkened. t waited, hoped, looked for, (p used to be silent, u supra vers. ix. 10

;

infra xxxii, 4, 6, x ™y word. i// they used not to repeat [their speech.]

V Dcut. xxxii. 2 ; Prov. v, 3; Cant. iv. 11 ; Ezek. xx. 46 j xxi. 2, &c.
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<i> used to look, wait,

hope.

a Deut. xxxii. 2 ; Ps.

Ixxii. 6; 2 Sam.
xxiii.4; Hos.vi. 3.

J sufra Ter. 19

;

Ezek. ii. 8 ; iii. 2

;

Deut. xi. 11.

cDeut. xi. 14; Prov.

xvi. 15 ; Joel ii.

23, &c.

/3 used to laugh,

smile.

d Ps. iv. 6 ; xliv. 3 ;

Ixxxix. 15 ; xc. 8
;

Prov. xvi. 15

;

comp. Neh. ii. 2,

3 ; Eccles. vii. 3.

y they used not to

make to fall.

e supra x. 15 ; xi.

15;xxii. 26; Gen.

iv. 5, 6, &e.

S I used to choose.

£ used to sit.

/ 1 Sam. ix. 22.

Z, used to dwell.

q in (or, among) the

troop.

g Isa. Ivii. 18 ; Ixi.

2,3.

B less than I with
regard to days.

h supra xix. 18
comp. xxix. 8

infra xxxii. 6,

7

Lev. xix. 32.

K have laughed at me,

i 1 Sam. xvii. 43
2 Sam. iii. 8
2 Kings viii. 13
comp. ISam.xxiv
14 ; 2 Sam. ix. 8
xvi. 9, &c.

k infra ver. 21.

X [be] to me.
ju had perished.

I Comp. supra xxiv.

10, 11 ; Lam. ii.

12, 19.

23 Yea, they '^looked for me, as for the early

rain ",

And * opened-wide their mouth, as for the

" latter-rain.

24 I /3 smiled at them—they would not believe

me ;
*

A i Yet, the ^ light of my countenance 7 they

cast not down ^-^

25 I ^ chose out their way, and ^sat at their

head-^;

Yea, I t abode as a king in the midst of his

V army,

L And as one that ^ comforteth mourners. $

CHAPTER XXX.

1 Bqt now, those ^ younger '' than myself *« hold me
in derision.

Whose fathers I disdained to set with the ' dogs

of my flock.

2 (For whereto, indeed, could the ^ strength of their

hands ^p^'ojit me 1

With them, mature-age m was lost ! § )

3
II
Who, cheerless through want and famine ',

* When by a smile I endeavoured to make them understand

that I had nothing more to say, they would not believe

me.

f Impatient though they were to hear me speak, they yet

said nothing of a nature to disturb the cheerfulness of my
countenance.

+ It is the custom among the Jews of our day for mourners

to sit on the ground, whilst he, who would comfort them, occu-

pies a seat, and this appears from the present verse to have

been the custom also in the time of Job.

§ i.e., they passed their time unprofitably, they altogether

-misspent their life.

II
This tvho (which is transposed from the second hemistich)

refers to the young men mentioned in the first hemistich of the

first verse.

—

Editor, 1862.
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« Flee into a '^ wilderness, ^ dark, waste and '^ ^^'^ M fleeing.
' ' a supra xxiv. 5 ; Ps.

desolate

;

"x. lo.

iTSNii; '^ darkness, waste-

4 Who 7 pluck up salt-wort by the ^ bushes , ness and desolation.

And f broom-roots are their breads Ibu7h.^'^'^
^^°"

5 They have been driven from ^Ae midst o/'M^CiY/; *
gg^g.^

^°S' ^^•

C Men cried after them v as after a thief ^ « J'oo* of brooms.
c Comp. Exod. xvi.

6 ^ So that theymust dwell in ^Ae '^clefts -^ofif/ie valleys, i4; Matt. iii. 4.

T \ 1 -I • ,1 .^ 1 1 „ d Comp. supra xxiv.
In A holes in the earth and rocks ^.

4, st Dan. iv. 25,

7 Among if/ie bushes they m groan '^

;

^ t^ej^l^cA to cry

Under "^ thorns they are huddled tosfether.* upon them, at

.

^
.

them.

8 ' Sons of the ^ impious, yea, sons of me^i without n as the thief.

fc e supra xxiv. 14, 16.
name , O [so as] to dwell.

They have been ^beaten out of the land. /Efod. xxxiii. 22;

9 And now Pam I become their sono:"': Jf^-^.^V. ^^o""^'^ ' Cant. 11. 14, &c.

Yea, ^ I am to them '" a by-word '". ^^ iioies of.

,_,, J11 1 t 1 o n 9 supra xxiv. 8

;

10 ihey 9 abhor me, they x stand alooi irom me", isa.ii. i9; Jer. xiii.

And ^ refrain not to ^'spit before my face ''.

^( lit!, blay.

1

1

Because He t hath loosed my bow-string \ % \ ^o™
^^'^' ^^'

and afflicted me, « Judg. six. 22

;

1111 11 T-i'ii "- ^*'^' ii- l'^

»

Therefore rr do they let loose their' bridle <»be- 2Sam. xxiii. 6;
c ^

1 Kings xxi. 10.
101 e me. ^ impious-one.

12 « Onmi/Yight hand they rise up, 'the young-brood! *
ij^pg^'^cfj^s'.

They 1^ push away my feet", Prov.x.7; Eccies.
-^ ^ J J

js . - .
viii. 10 ; Gen. xii.

And 7 raise up against me ^ their § destructive 2 ; 2 Sam, vh. 9.

jj
I supra ver. 5.

ways . p liave I been.

1 3 They ' break up my path ',[[ 'ZHt u.' 63

* So as to shelter themselves from the inclemency of the pfut! xxviii. 37

weather. f He, i.e., God. 1 Kinus ix. 7 ; Ps.

J My bow-string, fig. for my authority, dignity. [See Append.]
y[[ ^i

'

§ i.e., the ways by which they bring, or hope to bring, a I have been.

calamity or destruction upon Job. The metaphor is taken
^ ]°^^^ Tbhorred

from the causeways which used in those times to be thrown up x ^^^*^ been far.

against besieged cities. See note in Comm. on supra xix. 12,
o supra^^vs.. IZ—15,

p. 166.

—

Editor, 1862. i|/ have not withheld

11
Do all they can to impede my movements. spittle.

1^ J r^ J p Comp. Deut. xxv.

9 ; Matt. xxvi. 67 ; xxvii. 30, &c. q supra xxix. 8, 10. r supra xxix. 20 ; 1 Sam. ii. 4 ; Ps.

;xxxvii. 15 ; Jer. li. 56 ; Hos. i. 5, &e. .//•.// have they let loose. s Isa. xxxvii. 29; Ps. xxxii. 9 ;

xxxix. 1, &.C. to from my face. a On [the] right. t supra ver. 1 ; xix. 18; comp. xxix.

8 ; infra xxxii. 6, 7 ; Lev. xix. 32. /3 they have pushed. u supra v. 23 ; Prov. iii. 23. y and
have raised. c^ [the] ways of their destruction, calamity. v supra xix. 12; Isa. Ivii. 11-;

Ixii. 10 ; 2 Sam. xx. 15 ; 2 Kings xix. 32 ; Jer. xviii. 1 5 ; Ezek. iv. 2, &c. t have broken up.

w supra xix, 8 ; Isa. iii. 12 ; Lam. iii. 9 ; comp. supra iii. 23 ; Lam. iii. 7 ; Hos. ii, 6, &c.

H H
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They help on my calamity,

Though ^it is no "help to them.

14 As through a wide breach they come tipon me

;

In the tempest's stead they ^ roll themselves in!'.

1 5 " Terrors 7 are turned upon me
;

As the wind ^ they pursue ^^ my soul,

So that my safety hath passed like « a cloud ^.

teiToT5°puv°uetii^ 16 And now is my soul t poured out i within me%-

ftMcSu?'"''"'' I^ays of affliction take hold upon me^.

By ^ night my '' bones ^ are pierced through '^ in

w [it is] not helping.

a Isa. xxs. 5.

3 have rolled them-
selves.

h Isa. lix. 19; xxviii.

2 ; Ezek. xiii. 11,

13.

c supra XV. 21 ; xviii.

11, 14 ; XX. 25
;

xxvii. 20 ; Ps.

Ixxiii. 19, &c.

y hath been turned.

17

me.

And my sinews ^ take no rest ^.

18 F With great effort only can my garment be

changed

;

It girdeth me like " the collar of my tunic '.*

19 HE-j- hath cast me '^into the mire'',

p So that I am become like ^ dust and ashes "*.
%

20

21

d supra vii. 9 ; Isa.

Ix. 8; 2 Pet. ii.

17 ; comp. supra
xi. 20.

Z, poureth itself out.

r] upon, with, me.
e Ps. xlii. 4, 5.

f supra xxi. 6 ; xviii.

20 ; Ps. cxix. 53.

g supra vii. 4, 13,

14; Ps. vi. 6;
Deut. xxviii. 67.

h infra ver. 30
;

xxxiii. 19.

one hath pierced.

AC from upon me.

X he not down.

fi with greatness of

strength.

V [the] mouth of,

opening of.

i supra ii. 7 ; vii. 5

;

xix. 26.

TT to the mire (or

clay),
_

1c supra ix. 31 ; in-

fra xh 13; Ps.

xl. 2 ; Ixix. 2, 14 ;

Jer. xxxviii. 22, &c.

p so that I compai"ed

myself.

1 infra xlii. 6 ; Gen.
xviii. 27.

m supra vii. 5.

n supra xix. 7 ; xvi.

18;vi.8; vii. 7, 20;
X. 2—22,&c ; comp.
iw/ra xxxviii. 2, &c. covered, his garment sticks to, and girds, bis body as tightly
comp. supra ix. 3 ; . hi,. \ • r^ ^

i«/mxxxi.35,note». as its collar does bis neck. -\ i.e., (jxod.

p lSaTn.i.26;Mark | Alluding to the state of his skin, which in Elephantiasis

vra xix. 18 note ^^ ^aid to have very much the appearance of dried and cracked

mud. Com. supra vii. 5.

§ Thou didst raise me to the highest pitch of glory and dignity.

<' Thou art turned into a cruel-one. q supra xvi. 9, 11—14 ; ix. 17, 30, 31 ; vii. 14, &c. r comp.

"upra xvi. 14 ; xxiii. 6, &c. r Thou liatest me. s supra xix. 11 ; xvi. 9 ; xiii. 24. ^ usedst

1 o lift me up, to make me ride. t 2 Sam. xxii. 11 ; Ps. xviii. 10 ; comp. Isa. xl. 31. u Deut.

xxxii. 13 ; Isa. Iviii. 14 ; Ps. Ixvi. 12. v supra xix. 10 ; xvi. 8 ; xix. 20 ; vii. 7 ; comp. vi. 12, &c.

X cause me to return. w supra x. 9 ; comp. vii. 1, 16 ; Eecles. ix. 5. x sufra xvii. 13;

X. 21, 22 ; comp. infra xxxviii. 17 ; Lam. iii. 6 ; Isa. lix. 10 ; Ps. cxliii. 3, &c.

" I cry aloud unto Thee, but Thou dost not hear

me "

;

I ^'stand up inprayer^hut Thou regardest me not ".

^ Thou art become * cruel to me ;

By the * might of Thine hand '^ dost Thou shew

Thine ' hate towards me.

22 Thou ^ didst lift me up, on the 'wind didst make

me ride, " §

And noiv lliy wisdom dissolveth me away *".

23 Of a truth I know, that Thou wilt x bring me
back unto death '",

Even to the * house of assembly for all living

;

* i.e., owinar to the number of the sores, with which he is

1 ; infra ver. 28
;

xxxiii.5 ; Jer. xviii.

20.
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24 Howbeit, when there is prayer for them%'^ He « ^^F^i. is, i4

;

' C J .' ' XIV. 13 ; comp. VI.

9; vii. 15, 16;

Nor <" when His calamity f cometh and there is i comp. supra v\. 9.

1 1 r ii, « *. <^ when (or, if) ia
a loud-cry lor them .*

will not * put forth His hand,

25

26

28

29

His calamity, i.e.,

in calamity inflict-

ed by Him, [there

is] a loud cry, &c.

P for [the] hard of

day.

c supra xxix. 12, 13,

15 — 17 ; infra

xxxi. 16—20 ; Ps.

XXXV. 13 ; Jer.

xviii. 20; Eom.xii.

15; Heb. xiii.3.

y needy-one.

d supra xxix. 16
;

infra xxxi. 16, 19,

20; Ps. xli. 1;
Prov. xiv. 21, &o.;

comp. supra xxii.

6, 7, 9.

e supra xxix. 18 ; Ps.

XXX. 6.

ee supra iii. 26 ; iv.

5, &c.

f supra xxix. 3,

notes d, e,f.

g supra xviii. 5,

notes d and e ;

xxiii. 17.

h 1 Kings iii. 26
;

Isa. xvi. 11 ; Jer.

iv.l9;Lam.i. 20;
ii. 11 ; Cant. v. 4,

&c.

yy have been made
to boil.

5 have not been
silent.

£ days of affliction

prevented, antici-

pated, me, came
upon me before [I

expected them].

i supra i. 13—19 ; ii.

7 ; XX. 23 ; xxvii.

19—21 ; infra

xxxiv. 20, 25.

tt have gone about.

t It is not the sun, which hath given this dark hue to my l without sun.

1 . .^ . . J xi /> c J- k infra ver. 30;
skin, it IS my misery and the torce ot my disease.

Cant. i. 5 6- Lam.
iv. 8 ; V. 10.

Z,^ have risen up. I comp. supra xxix. 21—25. in comp.- supra xvii. 14 ; Jer. ii. 27.

n Isa. xliii. 20 ; xxxiv. 13 ; xxxv. 7 ; Ps. xliv. 19, &c. >; daughters of an owl. o Isa. xliii. 20 ;

Ps. cii. 6 ; Mic. i. 8. jjjj hath become black. p supra ver. 28, note k. 9 from upon me.
K my bone. q supra ver. 17 ; Ps. xxxi. 10 ; cii. 3 ; Jer. xx. 9 ; Lam. i. 13 ; comp. supra

xxi. 24. (CK hath become. r supra xxi. 12 ; Isa. xxiv. 8 ; Lam. v. 15 ; Amos. viii. 10 ; Jam.
iv. 9; comp. Ps. XXX. 11 ; Jer. xxxi. 13, &c. X of [people] weeping. fi cut to, for, my
eyes. s Matt. v. 28 ; 2 Pet. ii. 14 ; 1 John ii. 16. v strictly speaking, a young woman
whether married or unmarried. t Prov. vi. 25. tt portion of God. u supra xx. 29 ; xxvii.

13 ; Ps. xi. 6 ; Isa. xvii. 14, &c. p inheritance of [tlie] Almighty. tr from high-pla cs.

T iniquitous-man. v supra xxi. 20 ; xxiv. 20 ; ix. 22—24 ; xii. 6 ; xxi. 7—13 ; xxiv. 1, &c.

H H 2

Did I not weep ^ for him, whose lot was hard " ^.

Was not my soul grieved for the 7 needy '^ ?

Verily, I looked for good % but evil came '"

;

Yea, I hoped for light -^j but there came deep-

darkness ^.

27 My ''bowels yrboil, and ^ are not quiet,

^ So 'suddenly are days of affliction come upon me.

I " go-about blackened, hut C not by the sun *;-|-

I CCrise up, I cry aloud in the assembly ^

A "" brother am I become to " dragons,

And a companion to v young owls ".

30 My skin vv is black ^ ^ upon me,

And '^ my ^ bones are burned with heat.

31 So that my harp '«'<: is turned to mourning *,

And my lute into the voice ^ of them that weep ^

CHAPTER XXXI.

1 I M made a covenant with mine eyes *

;

How then could I look upon a " maid '

"?

2 Yet what ^ portion " hath been allotted me by

God from above "?

Or what p inheritance " by the Almighty, <^ from

on high ?

3 Should not calamity be for the "^ wicked ",

* i.e., for death and the grrave.
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X Ps, Iviii. 3 ; Isa. i.

4 ; Ezek. xiv. 5.

a swpra xiii. 27 ; vii.

12 ; xvi. 9 ; xxiii.

10;«w/rQ!xxxiv.21;

Jer. xxxii. 19, &c.

h supra xiv. 16 ; in-

fra xxxiii. 11, &c.

c Jer. ii. 5 ; Ephes.
iv. 17 ; Prov. xii.

11 ; xxviii. 19.

d Prov. i. 16 ; Isa.

lix. 7.

e supra xxvii. 4 ; xv.

5; xi. 3; ix. 21;
xvi. 17, &c.

/Lev.xix. 36;Deut.
XXV. 13—15; Prov.
xi. 1 ; IIos. xii. 7

;

Amos viii. 5.

Tp balances of righte-

ousness, justice.

g Dan. v. 27; Ps.

Ixii. 9 ; Isa. xxvi. 7.

h supraxiii. 18 ; xxiii.

7, 10 ; ix. 21 ; X.

7 ; xiii. 15 ; xxiii.

11, 12 ; xxvii. 6.

w used to turn, or,

should have turned.

i Ps. XXV. 8.

k supra xxiii. 11

;

Gen. xviii.l9; Ps.

xviii. 21 ; Isa. XXX.

11, &c.

I infra vers. 9, 27;
supra ver. 1 ; xi.

13; xxii. 22.

m supra XV. 12; xxiv.

15; 2 Pet. ii. 14;
1 John ii. 16.

n Deut. xiii. 17.

o S'upra xi. 14 ; xvi.

17 ; 1 Sam. xxiv.

11; Ps. vii. 3;
Jonah iii. 8.

a I should have
sown and another

should &c.

p Lev. xxvi. 16

;

JJeut. xxviii. 18, 30,

33, 38—40, 42 ; cf.

supra V. 5.

jS my offsprings.

q ver. 12.

r infrarer.27 ; Deut.
xi. 16.

y on account of, or,

to.

s Prov. vi. 24, 25
;

vii. 8—23 ; Jer. v.

8 ; Matt. V. 28. -

t supra xxiv. 15 ;

Gen. xii. 15—18

;

XX. 3 ; xxvi. 10
;

Exod. XX. 14

;

Numb. V. 12—27;

And ' estrangement * for the workers of ini-

quity ?

4 Doth not He see my ways ",

And number all my steps * ?

5 ' Have I walked with vanity " ?

Or hath my foot '^hasted to deceit ^ ?

6 Let Him weigh me in ''
'/'just balances^,

And then will God know mine integrity *.

7 If my step ^ had turned from ' the way *, f
And mine ' heart walked after mine eyes "*

,

Or a?i^ blot had '* cleaved to mine hands "

;

8 Then^ « when Isowed, another should have eaten^,

And/3 myproduce should have been ''rootedup^!J
9 If mine heart had been enticed * 7 by a woman *,

So that I had laid wait at my neighbour's

door ^
; §

10 Then should my wife have " ground for another,
||

I Or,

5. If I had walked with vanity,

Or my foot had hasted to deceit,

6. (Let Him weigh me in just balances

And then will God know mine integrity,)

7. If my step had turned from the way.

And &c., &c.

8. Then, when I sowed, &c., &c.

Ver. 6. is thus parenthetical, and ver. 8 forms the apodosis to ver. 5, as

well as to ver. 7. This interpretation was suggested to me by Mr. Randolph,

and is, I find, also given by Wolfssohn, though this Commentator translates

somewhat differently. See Appendix. JEditor, 1862.

* i.e., estrangement from God, which ought to be the lot of

profligate and not of chaste men. \_Estrangement is here taken

rather in the sense of the alienation of God from man, i.e.,

the disfavour of God ; whereas in the passages quoted in the

margin it is the alienation of man from God; i.e., the impiety

of man, which is spoken of. Editor, 1862].

t i.e., from the right way. See Comment.

X How then was it that I was blessed with such abundant

harvests year after year ?

§ To watch when he should be from home.

II
i.e., should have ground corn, should have had to perform

the most menial offices. [Comp. Judg. xvi. 21 ; Lam. v. 13.

Editor, 1862J.

2 Sam. xii. 9, 11, 13, 14, &c., &c. u Judg. xvi. 21 ; Lam. v. 13.
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And upon her others have bowed down "
!

1 1 For this is a «" heinous crime ''

;

Yea, it is an ''iniquity to he punished hy the

judges ''.*

12 For it is a ^fire, which consumeth even to

destruction ^,

And so should have uprooted all mine

increase ^

!

man-

a Deut. xxviii. 30 ;

2Sam.xii.ll; xvi.

21, 22 ; Jer. viii.

10, &c,

w or, a flagitious

crime.

h Gen. xxxix. 9

;

2 Sam. xii. 9, 13 ;

Ps. li. 1—4, &c.

c infra ver. 28.

d Lev. XX. 10 ; Deut.

xxii. 22 ; Numb.
T. 15—27.

e Prov. vi. 27—29.
/ Prov. vi. 32.

g supra ver. 8.

ji used to slight, re-

ject ; or, should

have slighted.

h Exod. xxi. 26, 27,

32 ; Deut. xxiv.

14 ; Jer. xxxiv. 8
—11, 14—17, &c.

y on their contend-

ing.

And if He ^ had visited me^ what could I have ^s^<praxxix.l6,l7;
Exod. xxiii. 3, 6

;

Prov. xxix. 7 ; SM-

pra xiii. 10 ; infra

xxxii. 21 ; xxxiv.

19, &c.

d should have arisen.

I shouldhavevisited.

k infra xl. 4, 5 ; xlii.

6 ; supra xxv. 4 ;

xxii. 11—17, 21
—23, &c. ; Nah. i.

6 ; comp. supra

xxiii. 4, 5 ; xiii. 3,

22, &c.

Z, my Maker in the

belly.

I supra X. 8—11

;

Ps. cxxxix. 13

—

16.

»; establish, found,

create.

6 one womb.
m infra xxxiii. 6

;

xxxiv. 19.

K use to withhold.

n supra xxii. 6, 7, 9

;

xxix. 12, 16, 17 ;

infra vers. 19, 20.

* If I had been sruilty of such a heinous crime as adultery, <' s«p'-axxu.9;xxix.
° ' 13 ; infra ver. 18 ;

even mortal judges would have sentenced me to the severest

13 If I /^had slighted the just-cause of my
servant,

Or my * maid-servant, y when they contended

with me',

14 What then could 1 have done, if God ^ had

arisen ?

answered Him ^ \

15 Did not ^He that made me in the belly',

make him,

And n fashion him in ^ a like womb *"
?

1

6

Did I '^ withhold the poor from their desire " X

Or cause the eyes of the " widow to fail \

17 Or eat my morsel myself alone ^',

And the '^ fatherless did not eat thereof?

18 Surely, from my youth, he '\ grew up with me,

as with a father *,

And, as though she had come out from my
mother's belly, * so guided 1 her. :|:

19 Could 1 endure to see one perishing without

clothing ?

^ Or the needy, without covering ' ?

punishments ; how then could God have suffered me to remain

unpunished ?

j- the fatherless.

supra xxiv. 3, 21

;

Exod. xxii. 22

—

24.

p supra XX. 21.

q supra xxii. 9 ; xxix.

12 ; infra ver. 21

;

supra vi. 27 ; xxiv.

3, 9, &c.; Exod.

xxii. 22—24 ; Matt. xxv. 35, 42 ; Luke xvi. 21. r supra xxix. 16 ; Jer. iii. 4 ; Isa. xxii. 21.

s Prov. ii. 17 ; Ps. xxxv. 14. \ or no covering to the needy. t supra xxii. 6 ; infra

xxiv. 7, 10 ; Matt. xxv. 36, 43 ; Exod xxii. 26, 27 ; Deut. xxiv. 13.
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w used to keep him-
self warm.

(3 by means of.

a Isa. X. 32 ; xi. 15;
Zeoh. ii. 9.

b supra ver. 17, and
references there,

y because, or, when,
I used to see.

c supra Y. 4 ; Prov.

xxii. 22 ; Amos
V. 12.

d infra xxxviii. 15 ;

Ps. X. 15 ; Ezek.

XXX. 21 ; comp.
supra xxii. 9 ; iv.

10 ; xxix. 17.

e comp. Numb. v.

22, 27 ; Acts. xii.

23 ; xxvui. 4—6.

I [the] calamity of

God.

J supra iii. 26 ; Ps.

cxix. 120.

g supra xiii. 11.

€ should not hare
been able.

h SM^raxxii. 11—17,

21—23 ; XV. 4.

20 Did not rather his loins bless me,

Seeing he ^ kept himself warm ^ with the fleece

of my lambs ?

If I had " shaken mine hand against the father-

less *,

y Because I saw mine help in the '^ gate ;
*

Then should my shoulder have fallen from the

blade,

Or mine ^ arm '\ have been broken from its

bone '
!
+

23 § But ^ calamity from God loas a terror to

21

99,

me /

And, by reason of His ^ Majesty, ^ I could not

do this thing ^'.

24 Did I ever make ' gold my confidence * ?

Or f to * fine-gold say: '^'-

^ Thou art my
trust

' " ?
i supra xxii. 24, 25

;

comp.i?i/raxxxvi. £5 1 Did I reioicc, because my wealth tvas great.

And because mine hand had ^ gotten much *" ?

26 '^ Did I consider the " sun, when he ^ shined.

28

29

18, 19 ; xxviii. 15

—17, 19; Prov.

xvi. 16.

k supra viii. 14.

? to the fine-gold.

I comp. supra xvii.

14, note d.

t} used I to rejoice ?

6 found, attained,

acquired.

m supra xv. 29 ; xx.

15, 28 ; xxvii. 16,

17.

K used I to see?

n Deut. iv. 19 ; xvii.

3 ; 2 Kings xvii.

16 ; xxiii. 5 ; Jer.

viii. 2.

X used to shine.

p. gomg.
o supra ver. 9.

V and my hand
kissed my mouth.

p Ps. ii. 12 ; 1 Kings
xix. 18 ; Hos.
xiii. 2.

q supraxv.\2; xviii.

4 ; xxii. 11—14.

p a judicial iniquity.

r supra ver. 11.

s Exod. xxii. 20

;

Deut. xiii. 1—11

;

xvii.3—5 ; 2 Kings
xxii. 17, &c.

a from above. t supra xxii. 11—14, 23 ; xviii. 4 ; vi. 10 ; xix. 25.

<p my hater. u 1 Sam. xxiv. 9—11, 17—19 ; 2 Sam. i. 12 ; Matt. v. 44, &c.

i// found, reached, him.

Or the glorious " moon, /^ as she moved along

;

27 So that my heart was secretly enticed ",

V And my mouth ^ kissed my hand ^ ?

This too had been p*" an iniquity for the

judge \

For I should have denied God " that is above \

Did I T rejoice at the calamity ^of him, that

hated me " ?

Or X exult, when evil ^ befell him ?

* If I had even threatened the fatherless with a blow,

because I knew the Judge would side with me, if a charge

were brought against me.

t i.e., the fore-arm.

I i.e., the bone of the upper arm, the humerus.

§ i.e., But I never acted so cruelly, for calamity, &c. Editor,

1862.

r use to rejoice.

X bestir myself.
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30 Nay, I suffered not even « my mouth to sin", ^ 7Jrfli'io- Ps.

So as to demand his hfe with a curse * l xvii. 3; xxxix. i

;

Prov. xiii. 3.

31 Did not the " men of my tent say, h Matt. v.4i; Eom.

"Oh, that we had of his flesh, we could not ei^Sam.xxiv. 4.

/3 glut ourselves therewith ^' " *
g ^tvf27 ; xix.

32 No ! in the street the stranorer 7 lodged not % 22
;
Ps. xxvii 2.

^ ^
y used not to lodge.

My doors I ^ opened to the ^ Avayfarer. e Gen. xix. 2 ; Judg.

33 Could I, ^ after the manner of man, have Hek xiii. 2.

covered my transgressions ^ j* /judg.*xix^i7.

So as to ''hide mine iniquitythroughmy self-love'; « as a man.
•• •'

. ff
supra XT. 5, 12

;

34 t Because I dreaded the great multitude '', vi. so ;
xxvii. 4

;

, n n •!• •/- 1 ver. 5 ; Ps. Ixxviii.

And the contempt of families »? terrmed me, 36,37.

^ So that I stayed within, >^ and went not out ^xix^Ts!
'

of the door"'? t i^w^mvi lO; x 7,
'f + 15; XI. 4; XVI. 17;

" 35 ^ Oh that I had one, wlio would hear ^ixiiL 10 — 12

;

xxvii. 2, 5, 6 ;

me"! xxxiii. 9, 27;

Behold t^ what I liave marked down " ! Let ^ w ^because [if i

.p^ the Almighty answer me >'
! ^-^

j ~SS;*f„
Or the book, tohich " mine '' Adversary dreaded.

Ic supra xn. 2 ; infra

hath written *"

!
||

xxxii. 9 ; Ps. ivi.

11 ; cxviii. 6;Heb.
* They found fault with me on account of the lukewarmness xiii. 6.

of my hatred towards my enemy, whilst their hatred of him
^^^j ^ 8- xiii

10-'

was so great that they could, as it were, have eaten him up. Matt. x. 22, 28, 32.

t i.e., Was I capable of covering my transgressions ? [i.e., ''

g^^ ^^
transgressions, or sins, such as those which Job has just been so that Ikept still,

enumerating. The Heb. 3)' ^2, which is commonly translated
should^ must \iave

in the A.V. transgression, or trespass, is certainly not a milder kept stiU, stayed

term than HSIsn si7i ; indeed infra xxxiv. 37, where it is T^ il°' , i j j.^
_

' -^

_

'
_ K [and] should not

translated rebellion, it would seem to designate a still graver iiave gone out.

offence. I make this remark because in Eng. transgression and '" -^"^7* -^^io
^^ '

^ "^ Exod. XII. 22.

trespass are commonly used of milder offences than those x Oh that to me

designated by the word sm. Editor, 1862.1 f^l''^''^
'^"''^] °"»

° •' -^ hstenmg to me

!

I Job does not mean to say here that he had actualhj com- ng^ipraxxx 20- xix

mitted transgressions, and had actually made a public confession 7; comp.vi. 8; vii.

of them, he merely assures his hearers that, if he had committed
3 ly— -^^^ xiV^M*

sin, he would have confessed it publicly. See Comm. pp. 286, 15 ; xvi. 21 ; xxiii.

287. Editor, 1862. ^' ^'^-
.

._^ . .
/* "^y mark ; I.e.,

§ See Commentary, note l^p° page 288, where it is argued what I have

that the vers, marked A and B might, very appropriately,
"^ritVen defln'

"'^

change places.
||

i.e., the list of His charges. o supra xiii. 18

;

xxiii. 4.

p supra xiii. 22 ; ix. 32 ; xxxiii. 5 ; xxxviii. 3 ; xl. 2, 4, 7. v [the] man of my strife.

q supra xvi. 9 ; xiii. 24 ; xxx. 21. r supra xxiii. 5 ; xiii. 23.
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z Isa. ix. 6; xxii.

22; Ezek. xii. 7,

12, &c.

w crowns to me.
a supra xxix. 14

;

Prov. xii. 4 ; xvi.

31 ; Matt, xxvii.

29.

h supra xxiii. 10.

c supra ver. 4 ; xiv.

16 ; xiii. 27

;

xxxiii. 11.

d stipra xiii. 15 ;

xxiii. 11, 12
;

xxvii. 6.

e supra xxix. 8—10,
21—25.

/3 used to cry out.

y together used to

weep.

f Isa. xxiv. 4 ; xxxiii.

9; Jer. xii. 4, 11

;

Joeli. 10;Ps.lxv.

12, 13; Isa. Iv.

12 ; Gen. iv. 12.

S strength without
silver.

£ caused [the] soul

of its owners to

breathe (be

breathed) out.

g supra xx. 19 ; xxii.

5—9; 1 Kings
xxi. 2, 6, 13, 15.

Z, gone forth.

7) thorn.

h Gen. iii. 17, 18
;

Jer. xii. 13 ; supra
ver. 8 ; Lev. xxvi.

16 ; Deut. xxviii.

18, &c. ; Mic. vi.

15 ; Isa. Iv. 13.

Q noisome-weed.

i comp. Isa. v. 2, 4.

h 2 Sam. xxiii. 1.

K from answering,

^swpravi. 10,24,29,
30;ix.l7,21—24,
30, 31 ; X. 7, 15 ;

xi. 4 ; xiii. 15, 16,

18, 23, 26; xvi.l7
;

xix. 6, 7, 28, 29 ;

xxiii. 7, 10—12
;

xxvii.2—6; xxx.20
—22; xxxi. 35—
37, and fassim

;

infra xxxiii. 9

;

xxxiv. 5 ; XXXV. 2.

m Gen. xxii. 21
;

1 Cliron. V. 14

;

Jer. XXV. 23.

n Euth iv. 19

;

1 Chron. ii. 9, 10,^

25, 27.

36 ^ Would I not bear it upon my shoulder- ?

I would bind it ^ round me as a

"diadem. **

37 The number of my steps'' would I declare

unto Him'';

As to a prince, draw near to Him \
"f

38 If my land ^ had cried out against me,

And its furrows r all had wept^,

39 If I had eaten its ^ produce without pay-

ment,

\ki Or f caused the owners thereof to breathe

out their life ^

;

40 Then^ instead of wheat, should have ^ sprung

up n thorns'',

And ^noisome-weeds, instead of barley '

!

THE WORDS OF JOB ARE ENDED

CHAPTER XXXII.

1 So these three men ceased '^ answering Job,

because he was righteous in his oivn eyes '.

2 Then was kindled the anger of Elihu, the son

of Barachel, the "" Buzite, of the family of " Ram;

1 Or, Surely, I would bear it, &c. Editor, 1862.

* The accusations brought against me by my Adversary

(i.e., God) would, I know, so clearly establish my innocence,

that, far from marking me with a brand of infamy, they would

be unto me a badge of honour.

t To my Adversary. So far from approaching Him in an

attitude of arrogant defiance, I would draw near unto Him with

the greatest deference and respect.

I See Commentary, note |^° page 288.
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ao^ainst Job was his ansrer kindled, '^because w because of hismak-

, 11- IP • ^"^' considering,

he considered himself more righteous than himself righteous

/-^ J a
more than Grod.

'jOQ . a See ver. 1, note a
;

3 And against his three friends was his anger xSfv. 5
1"

xxxv.^2!

kindled, because they had /3 found no, answer, /^ had not found an
•'

^
' answer.

and so pronounced Job wicked *. * b iv. 17—19; v. 17

;

4 Now Elihu y had delayed to speak concerning 15 ; xi. 2—4, 6,

Job, because they •]• were older than himself 12—16,' 20—35^-

Sin days. f"lo^"^-'
r"^'

•'

_

5—29 ; xxu. 5

—

5 But, when Elihu saw, that there was no answer 17, 21—23 ,- xxv.

in the mouth oi the three men, then was his 23 ; comp. xLx. a,

1 • 11 -, 28,29; xiii.4, &c.
anger kindled, y had been waiting

6 Then Elihu, the son of Barachel, the Buzite, "^'^^ ^"^"^
7?f^^' ' ' concermng Job.

took up his discourse, and said :
^ »« to, with respect

'
_

to, days.

Young am I ^ in days, and ye are very old \ c supra xv, 10.

Therefore ^ held I back, and was afraid ^
a supra xxix. s, 21,

C To ^ shew you mine 'opinion.
^ froi^ofrshtwifg'

7 I thouo^ht: Days t should speak, e supra^y.\1; infra

,
^

.

r '
vers.lO,17;xxxvi.

Seeing that a multitude of years v teach 2.

. -If V make to know.
Wisdoms f supra xii. 12, 20

;

8 But, verily, it is the ^ spirit which is in frail-man, ^ sJpra^3;infra

And the breath of the Almighty, ivhich ^giveth ^^^'^^
i4;'Proy.

him understanding ^. Omaketh them to
*"

. . understand, to

9 Multitudes are not always wise ', have imderstand-

Neither do the aged always " perceive that Ihem intciii'^^ent!

which is right \ ^ \|^^"s^ ^- "9' i^'

10 Therefore I ^ say :
'
" "* Hearken unto me

;

^ Exod. xxiii. 2;

T T 1 -11 1 • • • j>
IKmgs xix. 10,

" 1, yea 1 also, will shew mine opinion ". &c.

11 Behold! I " waited for your words

;

z- rsam^^iii!' is^f iv.

I M gave ear to your reasonings, until ye should
;^ ^^^^^j

have searched out the " matter. ^ ^"P!''' ?^i"- 4, i7,

XXI 2 ; 2»j//-axxxiii.

1.2 p But, thouqh I attended unto you, i, 3i; xxxiv. 2,
•^ '

16 ; xhi. 4.

m infra xxxiii. 1,

* Because finding no other answer (i.e., seein!? no other ,, f°„lf' a • r° ... '' stipra ver. 6 ; ttifra

means), by which they could establish the justice of God, they ver. 17; xxxvi. 2.

pronounced Job guilty. " suprajev.4.
r !=> .1 ^ I kept giving ear.

t i.e., the three friends of Job. v matters.

± Days, i.e., many days, old age, or those whose days are P ^"* ^ ^•'P* attend-
® mg unto you, and

many, old men. JSditor, 1862. behold, &c.
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u) convincing.

a snpra xxxi. 35

—

37, and passim.

(3 answering.

b supra ver. 3 ; xxi.

34 ; xvi. 2, 3 ; xiii.

4, 5 ; xii. 3, &c.

;

infra xlii. 7.

c supra xxviii. 12,

20, 21 ; XV. 2, 3,

8 ; xiii. 2 ; xii. 2
;

xi. 6 ; Jer. viii. 8.

d supra xxv. 4—6
;

XV. 14—16 ; iv.

17—19 ; xLx. 5

;

viii. 3 ; V. 17, &c.

;

infra xxxiii. 12

;

xxxiv. 10—12;
XXXV. 2 ; xxxvi.

3, 4; comp. vi. 4;
s. 2 ; xvi. 11—14,
&c.

y set in order, ar-

range, dispose, set,

direct,

e supra xxiii.4 ; infra

xxxiii. 5 ; xxxvii.

19 ; Ps. V. 3.

f supra xvi. 4, 5.

S broken.

£ words, matters.

g supra xix. 2—5
;

xvi. 2, 3 ; xiii. 2,

4 ; xii. 2, 3.

h supra vers. 4, 6,

11.

^ kept vraiting.

r) that they should

not speak.

9 .that they stood,

stopped.

i supra vers. 6, 10
;

XV. 17 ; infra xxxvi.

2.

K liave been full.

X [the] spirit of my
belly, body.

k sujpra ver. 8 ; xx.

3.

/i hath constrained

me.
I Ps. xxxix. 3 ; Jer.

XX. 9.

m supra xv. 2, 35 ;

Ps. xliv. 25, &c.

V is not opened.

Yet behold ! there tvas not one of you^ " that

convinced Job ",

Not one of you, ^ that answered his speeches ^

13 Peradventure ye will say: "We have found

out wisdom "

" It is God that thrusteth him down, not

man rf " *

14 But ivhi/ did he not 7 " direct his words unto

me?
I indeed should not have answered him with

your speeches ^'.-j"

15 J They were ^confounded; they answered no

more

;

They put away the ^ matter from them ^.
§

16 So I '' f waited ^ until they spake no longer.

Until they ^ ceased, and answered no more.

17 1, yea I also, will speak my part,

I, yea I also, will shew mine opinion \

18 For I ''am full of words
;

^ The * spirit within me m constraineth me \

19 Lo ! my "'belly
||

is as wine, which "hath no

vent :

* Peradventure ye will say : The wisest answer we could

have given Job was the one we did give him, namely, that since

his afflictions came upon him from God he must needs have

richly deserved them.

f I should not, like you, have adopted a line of argument,

which, far from being calculated to convince a man conscious

of his innocence, could only tend to exasperate him.

:|: It will be observed that in this and the next verse there is

a change of person, and that Elihu no longer addresses himself

to Job's three friends, but speaks of them. See Comm. p. 301,

note ; and comp. supra xxx. 19—24, where He, His, Thou,

Thine, &c., all refer to God. Editor, 1862.

§ Instead of bringing forward arguments against him, they

thought it quite sufficient to declare, that he was punished

because he deserved punishment, and therewith dismissed the

matter.

II
i.e., my inward parts, my mind. See supra xv. 2, 35, &c.

^Editor, 1862.
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Like " new ^bottles, 'Mt is ready to burst.*

20 1 will speak, ^ that I may be eased *

;

I will ' open my lips, and take up my dis-

course.

21 I will not now accept 7 any man's person''.

Nor will I to 77 any man use flattering words.

22 For I know not hoiv to use flattering words '

;

Nai/ for this almost must my '' Maker forgive

me.-j*

CHAPTER XXXIII.

1 So ^ hear then, O Job, my words,

And to all my speeches give ear.

2 Behold now ! I have * opened my mouth.

My tongue hath spoken in my palate '. J

3 The uprightness of my heart shall be ^ mine

eloquence ^
And 7ni/ knowledge, that my lips ^ speak

clearly. §

4 The ' Spirit of God hath made me,

And the breath of the Almighty preserveth me
alive.

Ij

5. If thou art able, C return me answer™;
" Set thi/ words in order before me, i stand

"

up.

* New bottles (wine-skins) were more likely to burst than

old ones, because as we learn from Matt. ix. 17, new and

fermenting wine only was put into them.

—

Editor, 1862.

f I shall certainly never be called upon to repent for having

applied flattering epithets to any man, on the contrary, I may

have to seek forgiveness from my Maker for having, when-

ever I thought people required correction, administered it to

them in terms calculated perhaps to hurt their feelings.

J I refrained from speaking as long as I was able, but now

that I have once begun, I must be suffered to go on.

§ I lay no claim to eloquence ; all that I can promise is, to

speak with sincerity and clearness.

II
I am a man like thyself, and so thou needest not fear to

contend with me, if thou thinkest I am wrong.

a Matt. ix. 17

;

Mark ii. 22, &c.

;

comp. Josh. is.. 13.

i// wine-skins.

w it will be cloven,

burst.

jS that [there] may
be ease to me.

h sujrra xiii. 13 ; Ps.

xxxix. 3.

c supra xi. 5 ; iii. 1

;

infra xxxiii. 2.

y a man's.

d supra xiii. 8 ; infra

xxxiv. 19 ; comp.
xiii. 8 ; 1 Sam,
XXV. 35.

yy a man.
e Ps. xii. 2, 3.

f supra iv. 17 ; infra
XXXV. 10 ; 36, 3.

g svjira xiii. 6, 17

;

xxi. 2 ; xxxii. 10
;

infra ver. 31

;

xxxiv. 2 ; xHi. 4.

h supra iii. 1 ; xi. 5 ;

xxxii. 20.

i supra vi. 30.

my speeches.

/.: supra iv. ^ ; viii.

10; Prov. viii. 6
—9.

£ have spoken.

/ Gen. ii. 7 ; infra
xxxiv. 14.

^ make to retm-n
unto me [a word,
or words] ; comp.
iifra XXXV. 4.

m infra xxxviii. 3
;

xl. 2, 7.

n supra xxiii. 4

;

xxxii. 14 ; xxxvii.

19 ; Ps. V. 3.

1] set thyself up. See
supra i. 6.

o supra xix. 18

;

XXX. 20.
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w to thy mouth.

/3 for God.
a supra xxxi. 35

—

37; XXX. 20; xxiii.

3—9; xvi. 21;

xiii.3, 18—24, &c.

h supra iv. 19 ; xiii.

12 ; 2 Cor. V. 1.

c comp. supra vs..

34 ; xiii. 21.

y my pressure, urg-

ing.

d comp. supra xxx.

21, 22 ; xxiii. 16

;

xix. 22 ; xvi. 9 ;

xiii. 24—27; vii.

17—19,&c.; infra

vers. 10, 11.

yy be heavy.

e supra xiii. 17.

d I kept hearing.

S5 to me.

f supra vi. 30 ; ix.

21 ; X. 7, 15 ; xi.

4; xvi. 17; xxiii.

10—12; xxvii. 2
—6.

g supra ix. 30, 31

;

X. 6; xiv. 16, 17,

&c.

£ for arienemy to him.

h supra xiii. 24 ; xvi.

9 ; xix. 11 ; xxx.

21.

i supra xiii. 27.

Jc supra xiii. 27 ; xiv.

16; xxxi. 4; comp.
supra vii. 12, 17
—19; X.20; xiv.

6.

Z hast not been right.

I supra iv. 17—21

;

XV. 14—16 ; XXV.

4—6 ; of. ix. 32
;

infra xxxv. 2.

t) to, against. Him.
m supra vii. 20 ; x.

2, et passim.

6 answer, declare all

His matters.

n supra ix. 3, 12 ;

xi. 10 ; xii. 14

;

Dan. iv. 35, &c.

o infra xl. 5.

90 one do not, &c.

j9 supra iv. 13—21

;

Gen. XX. 3, 6

;

xxxi. 24 ; Numb.
xii. 6 ; Dan. ii. 28.

K on [the] faUing of

deep-sleep.

q supra iv. 13.

X openeth [the] ear

of men.
(J, seal.

r Gen. xx. 3 ; xxxi.

24; 2 Kings XX. 1.

6 Behold ! I am, according « to thy words, ^ in

the stead of God " ;
*

Of ^ clay have I also been cut out.

7 Behold !
" my terror j- need not dismay thee.

Nor r mine importunity'^ 77 bear heavily upon

thee.

8 But, thou didst say in mine ' ears,

Yea, I ^ heard the sound of words liJce these :

9 " I am pure, without transgression

;

" I ani clean, neither is there iniquity ^-^in me-^.

10 ''Behold! He findeth occasions J against me ^!

" He counteth me ^ for His enemy ^

!

11 " He putteth my feet in the stocks M
" He watcheth all my ways ^'

!

"

12 Behold ! in this (I will answer thee) thou fart

not right,

For God is greater than frail-man ^§

13 Why didst thou contend v with Him*"?

For He will not '^give account for any of His

doings ".

14 But, surely, in "one wai/ God speaketh.

Yea in " two,, if ^^ man do not regard it.
||

15 In a dream, a vision of the night ^,

x^ When deep sleep falleth upon men ^

In slumberings upon the couch.

16 Then He ^ discloseth unto men,

That He will /^ decree their chastisement ''

;

* Thou hast expressed the wish, that thou mightest plead

before God ; this wish of thine is granted, for, see, here

am I in the stead of God, a substitution of persons which

ofFereth thee this great advantage, that thou needest not stand

in awe of thy opponent.

t i.e., the terror which I can inspire.

J Occasions for doing me hurt.

§ He is so great and exalted a Being, that we cannot but

conclude that His object in inflicting sufferings upon frail men,

the work of His hands, is their good, not His pleasure.

II

i.e., do not regard the first way, in which He speaketh to

him.
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17 ^So that He may lemove from man his evil

doings,

" From man the pride, luhick he concealeth *.

18 That He may keep back his soul from the pif.

And his life from /^perishing by the '^ sword.*

19 Or he is chastened with pain upon his couch %

So that the ^strife of his limbs is vehement,

20 And his appetite ^^ abhorreth bread ^,

Yea, his soul his 7 favourite food.

21 His flesh ^wasteth^ away out of sight.

So that his bones, which ^ weve not seen,

f stick out'.

22 And his soul v draweth near unto the pit *,

And his life to ^ the ' destroyers. •]*

23 Yet, if there be in his behalf an interceding

angel '",

But " one ^^ among a thousand,

To declare concerning ^Aa^ man his uprightness;!:;

24 Then HE § '^hath "compassion upon him, and

^ saith

:

" Deliver him from going down to the pit ^

;

" I have found a ''ransom."
||

25 The?i M his flesh becometh fresher than iti child-

hood *

;

He returneth to the days of his youth*.

26 He prayeth unto God, and He " accepteth him ',

So that he '^ seeth His face with p shouts-of-joy ",

* i.e., by a violent and untimely death.

t i.e., to the angels whom God chargeth to remove man from

this world. Comp. 2 Sam. xxiv. 16.

X Though among a thousand angels, who bear record to

Heaven of the deeds of man on earth below, but one be found

who can declare, that the man who is suffering from Heaven-

sent disease, has done a single good action.

§ i.e., that is God.

II
That one good action of his I accept as redeeming his

iniquities, and grant him My pardon.

r 2 Kings v. 14. s Ps. ciii. 5 ; Isa. xl. 31. v He hath accepted him.
infra xhi. 8, 9 ; 2 Kings xx. 2, 3, 5 ; comp. supra viii. 6 ; Ps. Ixvi. 17—19 ; 2

19 ; Hos. V. 15. TT hath seen. p shout-of-joj. " Ps. xhi. 4 ; xcv. 2

X in order to turn
away, remove,

w and from.

b 1 Kings xxi. 18

—

24,27—29 ; Deut.
vui. 2, 3, 16 ; Jas.

i. 12, 13.

c infra vers. 22, 24,

28, 30 ; Jonah ii.

6, &c.

j8 passing over, away,
crossing [to death].

d swpra v. 20 ; xv.

22;xix.29; xxvii.

14.

e supra xxx. 17; vii.

4, 13 ; 2 Kings xx.

1, 3, 5 ; 2 Chron.
xxxii. 24—26 ; 2
Kings i. 2, 6, 16

;

comp. also 2 Kings
XX. 12—19 with 2
Chron. xxxii. 31.

f supra xxx. 17, 30.

(33 abhorretli it,

[namely] bread.

g supra vi. 7 ; Ps.
cii. 4.

y food of desu'e.

i wasteth from sight.

h supra xvi. 8 ; xvii.

7.

£ were not seen.

2 are (lit., have been)

made high.

i supra xix. 20.

j; hath drawn near.

k supra vi. 11, 12
;

vh. 21 ; xvi. 7

;

xvii.15, 16;xix.lO.

Q the making to die.

Z 2 Sam. xxiv. 16, 17.

m supra xxii. 29, 30

;

infra xlii. 8 ; Gen.
xviii. 24—32 ; xx.

7; Isa. lix. 16;
comp. Gen. xxxix.

5, &c. ; Deut. v. 5

;

Gal. iii. 19, 20, &c.

n supra ix. 3.

QQ from, out of.

K had compassion.

o 2 Sam. xxiv. 16

;

Ps. xc. 13 ; cxxxv.
14.

X said.

p supra vers. 18, 22,

infra vers. 28, 30.

q infra xxxvi. 18

;

Ps.xlix.7,8;Ho8.
xiii. 14.

fi hath .... become
fresh more than
[in] childhood.

t supra xxii. 27
;

Chron. xxxiii. 12, 13,

; C. 2, 4, &c.
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z 1 Sam. xxvi. 23 ;

Ps.vii.8; xvm.20;
comp. Lev. xxiv.

19; Judg. i. 7;
Ps. Ixii. 12 ; Isa.

xxxiii, 1, &c.

a supra xxxi. 33, 34.

1^ said.

b Acts xxvi. 9—12

;

Jas. V. 16, &c.

c comp. supra vi.

10, 24, 29, 30 ; ix.

17, 21—24, 35;
X. 3, 7, 15 ; xiii.

15,18,23; xvi. 17;

xix. 7 ; xxiii. 7,

10—12 ; xxvii. 2,

4—6 ; and espe-

cially chap, xxxi.,

throughout which
Job most empha-
tically declares his

innocence.

d supra xxx. 13 ; Ps.

XXX. 9 ; Jer. ii. 8,

11 ; vii. 8, &c. ;

comp. Ps. li. 5

;

Ephes. ii. 3.

e supra vers. 18, 22,

24 ; infra ver. 30

;

Jonah ii. 6, &c.

w look upon.

f supra '\u.\Q; infra

Ter.30;Ps.lvi.l3.

a twice, thrice.

g supra ver. 14 ; in-

fra xl. 5 ; 2 Kings
• vi. 10 ; Neh. xiii.

20; Ps. Ixii. 11.

/3 cause to return.

h supra vers. 18, 22,

24, 28.

y to be enlightened.

i supra ver. 28 ; iii.

16 ; Ps. xUx. 19 ;

Ivi. 13.

k supra xxxii, 10
;

xxxiii. 1 ; infra

ver. 33 ; xxxiv. 2,

10,16,34; xxxvii.

14 ; comp. supra
xiii. 6, 17 ; xxi. 2.

I supra xiii. 5, 13
;

xviii. 2 ; xxi. 3,

&c. ; comp. supra
xxix. 21.

S If [there] are

words [with thee].

m sup)ra xxiii. 4.

n supra ver. 5 ; xiii.

22 ; infra xxxviii.

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

Because that He hath requited unto frail-man

according to his righteousness ''.

" He * looketh upon men f, and ^ saith *
;

" I had sinned
; yea, that which was right had I

perverted %
" Although it profited me not '^

%.

" Yet He delivered my soul from passing over

to the pit %

So that my life should '^ see the light ^"

Lo ! all these things God worketh " oftentimes ^

with man

;

To /3 bring back his soul from the pit\

7 That it may be enlightened with the

the living '.

Attend, O Job, hearken unto me*

;

Keep silence, and let me speak ^

light of

hast ought to say, return me

to pronounce thee

Mf thou

answer "
;

Speak, for ^ I delight

righteous ". §

C If not, hearken thou to me ^

;

^ Keep silence, and I will teach thee wisdom.

CHAPTER XXXIV.
And Elihu took up his discourse, and said

:

*" Hear, O ye * wise-men^ my words

;

And, 'f 'ye that have knowledge, give ear unto

me.

* i.e., the pardoned sinner.

t He maketh his confession publicly before men.

J I had sometimes sinned, not from temptation, but from

mere depravity, from actual love of sin.

§ i.e., to have been righteous. I am far from wishing to tax

thee with crimes, which thou mayest never have committed ; on

the contrary, it is my delight to think that until the time thy

afflictions came upon thee, thou didst lead a perfectly virtuous
3; xl.7.

£ I have delighted, ^6-
desired,

o comp. supra xxxii. 3 ; ix. 28, 30, 31. c, If [there are] not [words with thee]. p supra ver,

31 note k. q supra ver. 31 note I. r supra xui. 6, 17 ; xxi. 2 ; xxxui. 1, 31 ; xiii. 4.

s infra ver. 34 ; supra xxxii. 7, 9 ; infra ver. 35 ; xxxv. 16 ; xxxviii. 2, &c. k knowing-men.
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For the " ear should prove words,

Even as the palate tasteth '^ meat

Let us " choose for ourselves a manner of
reasoning ;

Let us /^ "^ consider

good.

amons^ ourselves what is

5 Surely, Job did say : "I ^^woa righteous %
" But God y hath rejected my just-cause^.

6 "Against my just-cause shall I lie^?

" ^ My '' wound is grievous without transgres-

sion'."*

7 Who is the man, that^ like Job,

Drinketh up scoffing like water * ?

8 And goeth to ^ consort with

iniquity \

And to walk with C wicked men '"?

9 For he said: " fCNoiight doth a man profit

workers of

" '?When

God".'

10 Therefore,

he delighteth

repay

O ye men of

" hearken unto me

:

'^ Far be wickedness from God ^
!

^ And iniquity from the Almighty ^

!

11 Surely, the work of a man will He
him^,

And according to a man's way, will He /^ requite

him ^.

12 Yea, verily, God cannot do wickedly.

Neither can the Almighty pervert justice ^

13 "Who hatli entrusted unto Him the

earth %

* i.e., without any transgression on my part. See note t,

p. 471.
XXV. 4—6 ; xxvii.

13—23. ^ men of wickedness. ^^ a man doth not profit. »» *«jt>ra xxi. 14, 15 ; ix. 15
—22 ; xii. 6 ; but comp. xxvii. 9, 10. r] in (on) his dehghtiug himself. n supra xxii. 26

;

xxvii. 10; Ps. exix. 16. o supra wer. 2, notes (s) and (r). 9 heart. k profane (i.e., far

[be it]), to God fi-om wickedness. See note in Append, p infra ver. 12 ; xxxvi. 23 ; snpra ver.

5 ; viii. 3 ; iv. 17—21 ; xv. 14—16 ; xxv. 4—6 ; Gen. xviii. 25 ; Deut. xxxii. 4 ; Hab. i. 13, &c.

X and [to the] Almighty from iniquity. q supra xxi. 19 ; xxxiii. 26 ; Lev. xxiv. 19 ; Judg. i.

V ; Prov. i. 31 ; Isa. iii. 10 ; Jer. xxv. 14 ; Ezek. xxii. 21 ; Hos. xii. 2, &c. fi cause him to find.

r supra vers. 10, 5, ; viii. 3, 6cc. ; infra ver. 17, &c. v who charged [the] earth upon Him ?

a Isa. 1. 4.

(1) [what one is] to

eat, or, so as to

eat. See Comm.
h supra xii. 11 ; vi.

30 ; Heb. V. 14.

e comp. supra xxix.

25.

/3 know.
d supra xviii. 2.

j8/3 have been right-

eous.

e supra xxxii. 1 ; ix.

21—24; X. 15
xxvii. 6 ; vi. 10,

24,29,30; ix.35
X. 3—7 ; xiii. 15.

18, 23 ; xvi. 17
xix. 7, 28, 29
xxiii. 7, 10—12
xxvii. 5 ; chap. 31
Cova-p. supra xi.4

y hath caused to

turn away.

f supra xxvii. 2 ; ix.

17 ; xix. 6, 7, 22

;

XXX. 20, 21; comp.
vui. 3 ; infra\eva.

10, 12, &c.

g supra . xxvii. 5
;

xiii. 15, &c.

5 my arrow; i.e., the
arrow which has

-, , T wounded me.
understanding, h supra vi. 4; xvi.

12—14 ; xiii. 28

;

tU. 5, &c. ; Ps.
xxxviii. 2.

i supra xvi. 17.

Jc supra XV. 16 ; Ps.

cix.18 ; Prov. xix.

28 ; comp. supra
XX. 12—16.

£ join, associate

with.

I Ps. i. 1 ; xxvi. 4, 5 ;

Prov. iv. 14, 15
;

Jer. IV. 17, &c

;

comp. infra vers.

36, 37 ; supra xxii.

15, 5—9 ; iv. 7—
11,17—21; V.3—
5 ; viii. 3, 6, 11—
15, 20; xi. 3, 6,

14; XT. 4—6, 12
—16, 20—35

;

xviii. 5—21 ; XX.

5—29 ; xxii. 23
;

himself with
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;// hath laid [upon
him] the whole,

&c.?
w [the] universe all

of it.

a infra xxxviii. 4, 5,

12—41 ; xxxix.

1—13, 19, 26, 27,

&C. ; supra x. 3,

8—13 ; comp. in-

fra xxxvi. 23

;

Isa. xl. 12—14,
&c.

j8 to Himself.

h swpra xxii. 3 ; in-

fra XXXV. 6— 8.

c supra xii. 10 ;

Gren. ii. 7 ; Dan.

V. 23 ; Acts xvii.

28.

d supra xii. 10 ; laa.

Ivii. 16
J

Eccles.

xii. 7.

e supra x. 9 ; xvii.

16 ; G-en. ii. 7 ; iii.

19 ; Eccles. xii. 7,

&c.

f supra vers. 2, 10,

and references

there.

g supra ver 2, and
references there.

y hating.

Ti Gen. xviii. 25 ;

supra iv. 17 ; viii.

3 ; XXV. 4, &c.

2 Sam. xxiii. 3 ;

comp. also supra

^^„ ^'^' ^^~. ' * One who holds a trust is liable to the suspicion, that lie
X. 3 ; XIX. 7 ; xxiv.

,

'^

1 ; xxvLi. 2 ; XXX. may abuse the confidence reposed in him, but nobody can
20, 21, &c. reasonably be expected to injure that which is his own. [God

i infra xl. 8 ; re- -,,,111,, • . , ,

ferences in note made the earth and all that therein is, what advantage there-

(h) and comp. su- • f^j-e would He have, if He vexed or destroyed the work of His

IX. 21 • x.l5;'xiii'. hands ? Comp. supra x. 3, 8— 13, &c. Editor, 1862.]

f If He were to consult His own interest alone, He would

take back unto Himself the spirit, and breath of life—His own
—which He has bestowed upon man.

X But God does rule ; therefore He must be most just. How
then canst thou charge Him with injustice ?

§ Seeing that it is one of the first rules in politics, that a

Sovereign can do no wrong, and consequently is beyond the
[should jg ^f. ^11 suspicion.

J saymg t ' '

I 2 Sam. xvi. 5, 7, 8,

13; Eccles. X. 20; Exod. xxii. 28 ; Acts xxiii. 3—5. e to princes. ? hath not accepted.

m Deut. x. 17 ; S Chron. xix. 7 ; Luke xx. 21 ; Acts x. 34 ; Eom. ii. 11 ; Gal. ii. 6

;

Ephes. vi. 9 ; 1 Pet. i. 17 ; supra xiii. 10 ; xxxii 21, 22 ; but comp. infra xlii. 8, 9

;

Gen. iv. 4, 5 ; Mai. i. 2, 3 ; Rom. ix. 13—18, &c. >/ and hath not recognized, acknowledged.
n supra x. 3 ; xiv. 15 ; xxxi. 15 ; irfra xxxvii. 7 ; Isa. xxix. 16 ; xlv. 9, 11, 12

;

Rotn. ix. 20. supra iv. xix. 20 ; ix. 23 ; xxi. 13 ; infra xxxvi. 20 ; Ps. Ixxiii. 18,

19 ; Isa. XXX. 13.

Or who V'hath given Him '^ the whole universe

in charge " ? *

14 If He should set His heart /^upon Himself

alo7ie *,

Then would He gather unto Himself His " breath

and His '^ spirit ;
j*

15 And all flesh would expire together,

And man unto dust return \

16 Now, if thou hast ''understanding, ^ hear this ;

^ Give ear unto the sound of my words.

17 Can indeed one, 7 who hateth justice\ rule?

How then dost thou ' condemn Him that is most
* just ? X

18 ^ Z? it meet to say unto a king :
" O thou worth-

less-man ' %
"

" Thou wicked man !
" «unto a prince ' ? ^

19 How much less to Him, that ^ '"accepteth not the

persons of princes,

Tf ]S[or '» regardeth the rich before the poor,

Because they all are the work of His hands "

!

20 In a moment they die
°

!

15, 18; xvi. 17;
xxiii. 10 — 12 ;

xxvii. 3—6; chap.

xxxi.

]c supra iv. 17 ; xv.

14—16 ; XXV. 4—
6 ; viii. 3 ; xxxiv.

12, &c. ; Deut.

xxxii. 4 ; Is. xlv.

21, &c.

d whether
there be a
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Yea, at "
"I" midnio^ht a people "> is troubled and ^ ^^^^- ^^i- ^9. 30

;

'-' * " sttpra xxTU. 20

;

passeth away, infra ver. 25.

.,,7 -li o • 1 .1 4' li^lf of, middle of
And the mighty p is removed y ^vlthout night.

Tio-nrl *
f

w are troubled [or,
^^^"^^

• made to tremble,

21 For His eyes are upon the ways of man ': ^ ^^^'^^l ^°"^ p^^^-

,
(j they cause to turn

Yea, He observeth all his '^ steps. away.

22 There is no darkness, and no ^shadow of death, ^
by) hand.

8 Where the ^workers of iniquity may hide ^ fsL/^iri. It

\

themselves ^. 2 Sam. xxiy 16 ',

Dan. u. 34, 45.

23 Surely, He doth not lay upon man so much '\ c siqira xi. ii; xiii.

,„, , . . , . , 27 ; xxiT.23 ; xxxi.
^ ihat he can enter into judgment "with 4; 2 chron. xvi.

f^ ;\ i \ ^ 9 ; Ps. exxxix. 2,^OU I
'^

3 . jer. xxxii. 19 ;

24 He^breaketh the mighty in pieces f unsearch- Heb. iv. 13.

o J ir a supra xiv. lb

;

ablv '
"f"

xxxi. 4 ; xxxiii. 11.

e supra iii. 5 ; x. 21.

And ^ setteth up others in their stead. xii. 22; xvi. 16;

25 J Thus then He doth regard their works ", J«/Ja xxxili^Y?.
'

Seeing He overturneth them in the night \ ^ Xe'£t'^':^X°t
so that they are " crushed. t'^^'e should be

„ . . .
hid) tliere [the]

26 '^ In their veri/ place ^' He striketh the wicked; workers, &c.

T j7 1 1. 1 n ^ ^ 1 t ii • y.yMBraxxxi.S; Ps.v.
*« In the place ' where men ' beheld them: ^ S; prov. x. 29, &c.

27 ^Because they '•turned away from following Him, ^
ta'xxk^5^; Je^r.

Neither considered h- any of His ways '

:

J^^^-
2^

;
^"^^^

/ •'
IX. 2, 3; comp.

28 So as to bring before Him the ' cry of the poor ; supra xxvi. 6, and
references there.

* What God requires of man is not so difficult, as to justify h supra xi. 6; Ps.

him in saying it is impossible he should do so much.
infra xxviii 39

•f-
Unsearchably, i.e., so that none can discover the means [28] ; Eccles. xii.

He employs to despatch them. , jj' ^.^^^g'^ '

X Or, in familiar language, which here seems best to convey e for [him] to go.

the sense, " So then, you see. He does regard, he"—Editor, " *°' ag^i^^t-
' ' ./ ' o » ' J supra IX. 17, 20—

;

1862. 22,32; X. 3, 7;

§ Committing their wickedness, so that every one may per- ^'"- . »
i'^'-

\^.?
ZX y XIX. / 5 XXlll.

ceive in the destruction of the wicked the finger of God. lo—12; xxvii. 2

Comp. Numb. xvi. 30— 33.
—

6, &c.
^ K supra XX. 8, 9

;

xii. 19, 21; v. 15; iv. 10 ; Ps. ii. 9 ; Ixxii. 4 ; Jer. li. 21—23. I [witli] not ( = without) search.

I supra ver. 20; ix. 5 ; xi.7— 9 ; v. 9 ; ix. 10; 2 Kings xix. 35, &.o. r} hath made (maketh)

to stand. m supra vers. 21, 22 ; xi. 11 ; and ibid. ver. 7, note (»;)• « supra ver. 20, note (a)
;

xxvii. 20 ; xi. 19 ; 2 Kings xix. 35. o supra xxi. 13 ; xxiv. 19 ; ix. 23 ; iv. 19. 9 in the

[very] place of [the] wicked, he hath struck (striketh) them. p Numb. xvi. 30—33 ; xi. 33
;

Ps. Ixxviii. 29—31 ; Acta v. 5 ; xii. 23, &c. k in [the] place of men-beholding, seers. q comp.

supra vii. 8; xx. 9. X for this [reason] that they turned away from after Him. r s^ipra

xxiii. 11, 12 ; Ps. xliv. 18 ; Ixxviii. 41 ; Isa. i. 4; comp. supra xxvii. 5, 6 ; xiii. 15 ; ix. 35 and

xxii. 21—23 ; xi. 13, 14 ; viii. 5 ; v. 8, &c. p all His ways. s note (r) ; Ps. xxviii. 5 ;

cxix. 3 ; cxxviii. 1, comp. supra ver. 21, notes c and rf, &c. t infra xxxv. 9, 12 ; supra

xxix. 12 ; xxiv. 12 ; xxvii. 9 ; comp. xxx. 20 ; xix. 7 ; Gen. iv. 10 ; Exod. ii. 23, 24, &c.

I I
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can

Eor the cry of the afflicted He heareth ''.

29 AVhen He"^giveth quietness, who then

cause trouble * \

And when He " hideth His face, who then can

behold Him 1
*

(Whether He doeth it because of a '^nation, or

because of « one man^ <" it maketh no matter

;

30 Whether because of Me reigning of an ^hypocrite -^j

Or because of the snares ")" of a people^.)

31 Surely, y what is meet to be said unto God^ is :

" I have borne my ^chastisement; ^ I will deal

corruptly no more *.

32 " ^^ More than I can see \ do Thou ^ teach me '"
; J

"If I have done iniquity", ^I will do it no more"."

33 Shall He i requite ^according to thy mind^

Because thou '^rejectest^, because thouchoosesf?

And ^ why not according to my mind * ? ^ ^ Now,

what M canst thou say 1 Speak *

!

34 Men of understanding will /^m speak for me ",

Yedi^every wise man " that heareth me will say'':
||

1 Or, Now, What thou knowest, speak ! See Append.

—

Editor, 1862.

* When in His indignation He averteth His face, who can

hope for a look of favour from Him ?

j" i.e., the snares in which they entangle others and themselves,

their corruption. See Comm.

—

Editor, 1862.

:{: Point Thou out to me any offences I may have unconsciously

committed, also such as I may be likely to commit uncon-

sciously, that I may repent me of the former, and guard against

the latter.

§ Shall He consult thee as to how He must requite the conduct

of mankind ? Before He doeth aught, shall He first ask thee,

whether thou approvest or disapprovest of His purpose ? And
14 ; xxii. 23, &c. ,

, ,
^^ V o

Z I will not add [to why thee, and not me, or any other man f

do it.]
II
They will spare me the trouble of telling thee ; they them-

and k- 2 Sam. xii.
Selves will say respecting thee :

" Job speaketh," &c.

13 ; xxiv. 17, &C. ;

Ps. li. 4, &c. t] requite it. 9 from with thee. p supra xxxiii. 12 ; xxi 22 ; infra xxxvi.

23; comp. sMjora iv. 17 ; xv. 14—16 ; xxv. 4—6; ix. 17, 21, 22 ; x. 3, 7 ; xvi. 17 ; xix. 7 ; xxvii.

2, &c. ; Isa. xl. 13 ; Rom. xi. 34, 35. k hast rejected. q Exod. xxxii. 11—14 ; Jer. xxvi.

19, &c. r Numb. xvi. 30, 31 ; 2 Kings i. 10, 12, &c. X and [why] not I. s supra xxxiii.

4, 6 ; xxxi. 15 ; XV. 9 ; comp. xii. 3 ; xiii. 2, &c. ft knowest thou to say, i.e., canst thou say.

t supra xxxiii. 5, 32 ; infra xxxviii. 3 ; xl. 2, 7 ; xlii. 4. pp. say. u comp. supra xxi. 29 ;

XV. 18, 19
J

viii. 8, 10. v hearing, hstening.

z Ps. ix. 12 ; xii. 5 ;

xxxiv. 6, &c.

a 1 Chron. xxii. 9 ;

Judg. viii. 28

;

Lev. xxvi. 6.

4/ maketh to be quiet.

b comp. supra ix.

12;xi. 10;xii.l4;

xxiii. 13 ; Isa. xliii.

13 ; Dan. iv. 35.

c supra xiii. 24 ; iii.

23 ; xxiii. 3, 8,

9 ; ix. 11 ; xxix.

3 ; Ps. xiii. 1 ;

xxvii. 9, &c.

d Isa. ii. 6 ; Jer.

XXV. 12, &c.

a a man.
e 2 Sam. xii. 10 ; 1

Kings xi. 11, &c.

w [it is] ahke, i.e.,

all one.

y3 an hypocritical,

or, impure, defiled,

profane, man. —
Ed., 1862.

/ 2 Kings xxi. 11,

12, &c.

g 2 Kings xxii. 16,

17, &c.

y [it is] to be said =
it is meet to be said.

h comp. supra xxxiii.

27,28; Prov.xxviii.

13 ; 2 Kings xxii.

19, &c.

i supra v. 17 ; Prov.

ui. 11, 12 ; Heb.
xii. 5—8.

S I will not act cor-

ruptly.

k infra xl. 4 ; xlii.

6 ; comp. supra

chap. xxxi. ; xxvii.

2— 6; xxiii. 4,7,10
—12 ; xvi. 17, &c.

IS besides [that

which] I can see.

I supra, xi. 6 ; Ps.

xix. 12.

£ instruct me.

m supra xiii. 23 ; x.

2 ; comp. vi. 24.

n supra vii. 20 ; xi.
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35 "Job speaketh V' without knowledge",
" And his words are *» without wisdom ''."

36 O my Father ! let Job be * proved ^ for ever,

7 That there may he answers against ^ iniquitous

men \*

37 For else he will add '^^ rebellion ^ to his sin%*

He will -^clap his hands among us,-|-

And ^ multiply his words against God.

CHAPTER XXXV.
1 And Elihu took up his discourse and said

:

2 »? Thinkest thou this ^to fte just.

That thou saidst: "My righteousness is

'^ greater than God's \"

3 That thou ^ saidst " What will it profit thee ' ?
"

"/*—What advantage shall I have therefrom

more than/rom my sin * V J
4 I I will ' "answer thee,

And thy friends with thee.

5 "* Look-unto the heavens, and "" consider

;

And behold the clouds, p wJiich are so

above thee ".

6 If thou o" sinnest

Him^?

high

^ wherein canst thou affect

* That, if iniquitous men, imitating the example of Job,

murmur and complain on receiving chastisement from above,

they may be told that their murmurings and grumblings will

as little avail them, as those of Job did him.

t He will exult and say, that it was owing to his finding

fault with the Divine dispensations that God released him from

his sufferings.

X Observe the change of persons in this verse, and see

Append.

—

Editor, 1862.

1^ not with know-
ledge.

a infra xxxv. 16
;

xxxviii. 2 ; xlii. 3 ;

supra viii. 2 ; xi.

2, 3; XV. 2, 3;
comp. xii. 3 ; xiii.

2, &c.

w not with intelli-

gence, wisdom.
h comp. supra i. 11,

12; ii, 3—6; X.

4—6.
/3 even to eternity.

7 on account of an-
swers, &o.

S men of iniquity.

c comp. Ps. cxl. 8.

d supra xxiii. 2 ; 1
Sam. XV. 23.

£ Bee note t, p. 471.

Z upon, over, beyond.
e supra iv. 17—19

;

viii. 3; xi.3,4, 14;
XV. 14—16 ; xxii.

23 ; XXV. 4—6
;

comp. supra ix.

17; X. 3, 7; xi.

4 ; xvi. 17 ; xix.

7 ; xxvii. 2 ; chap,
xxxi., &c.

f supra xxvii. 23
;

Ps. xlvii. 1 ; xcviii.

8 ; Isa. Iv. 12

;

Lam. ii. 15, &c.

g infra xxxv. 16

;

supra viii. 2 ; xi.

2; XV. 3, 13;
Eccles. X. 14.

t) hast thou thought,
considered.

Q for justice, i.e.,

just, right.

K more than God's.
h supra ix. 17, 21,

35 ; X. 7, 15 ; xi.

4 ; xiii. 15, 18

;

xvi. 17 ; xix. 7 ;

xxHi. 10—12
;

xxvii. 2—6; chap.
xxxi.; comp. «<^r«
vi. 10, 24, 29, 30,
&c. ; supra xxxiii.

9—12; xxiiv. 5,

11, 12.

X shouidst have said.

or sayest, art wont
to say, keepest
saying.

t supra XXI. 15
;

xxxiv. 9 ; xxxi. 2, &c. /* what shall I profit, be benefitted, k note /, s^ipra ix. 22, 24 ; x. 3 ; xii.

6 ; xxi.7— 13, &c. ; but comp. xxvii. 7—10. I supra xxxii. 3, 5, 12, 17, 20 ; xxxiii. 33. v return
thee words. m supra xxii. 12 ; infra xxxvii. 14 ; xxxvi. 24 ; Isa. xl. 26 ; Ps. viii. 3. tt seo.

p [which] have been, are, higher than thou. n supra xxii. 13—14; xviii. 4. a hast (hadst)

sinned, didst sin. o supra x\. 14; xxii. 23, &c. r what canst thou work, do (or, canst (couldst,

wouldst) thou have worked, done), against Him. p supra vii. 20 ; xxii. 13, 14, and ruf. there
;

Prov. ix. 12 ; Jer. vii. 19 ; comp. Gen. vi. 5, 6 ; Luke xv. 7, &c.

I I 2
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Or, if thy transgressions <"are numerous, what

canst thou ^ do unto Him ?

7 If thou 7 art righteous, what ^ givest thou Him " %

Or what can He « receive of thine hand ?

8 For a man like thyself is thy wickedness *,

And for a son of man, thy righteousness \

9 f When by reason of the multitude of oppressions

men cry '^,

V When they ^ cry out by reason of the ' arm of

the mighty '^,

15 • xxsiv. 9.
r> J ^

^crythey [or, make 10 And he, *^ that uttercth songs in the night ^,*

they [men]tocrT] ^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^
. ^^ Where is God, my ' Maker '

1

]_]_
X " Who teacheth us to be more than the * beasts

w hare been many,
/3 or, have done.

y hast been right-

eous.

S or, canst thou give,

or have given,

a supra xxii. 2, 3 ;

Ps, xvi, 2 (?) ;

comp, supra ix,

22 ; X, 3, 7.

£ or, have received.

b supra xv, 20, 35 ;

XX. 12—16; Ps.

vii. 15, 16 ; ii. 4
;

Prov. xxvi. 27

;

Eccles. X. 8.

c supra xxii. 3 ; xxi.

12

by reason, &c.—
Ed. 1862.

d infra ver. 12 ; su-

pra xxiv. 12

;

xxxiv. 28 ; xxvii.

9 ; Ps. ix. 12, &c,

r) cry they out, or

aloud.

e ««praxxii.9 ; xxvi.

2 ; xxxi. 22 ; infra

xxxviii. 15 ; Ps. x.

15, &c.

f supra ix. 24; xxii.8.

6 giving, uttering.

ff
supra iii. 7 ; Dan.
chap. V. ; Isa. v.

11, 12.

K hath not said,

h infra xxxvi. 3

;

xxxyii. 7; supra 14 Biit csnist THOU indeed also say, that thou, seest
xxxiii. 4; xxxii. _^. ^ .

Him not^^?§

of the earth,

" And M maketh us more wise than the fowl of

heaven '
;
"
t

"Then, they '"cry (if ^ God answer them not)

Because of the arrogancy of the evil-doers,

saying

:

13 "pin vain, surely, do tve call, God will not hear",

" Neither will the Almighty ^ regard our afflic-

tion \" ±

* i.e., when the oppressor, who spends the night in boisterous

merriment, does not say: "Where is God?" [i.e., when he

does not acknowledge the power of God, and so gives no heed

unto His commandment, " Thou shalt love thy neighbour as

22 ; X. 8—11.
i Ps. xhi. 10; Isa.

V.12 ; Ps. xxviii.5;

comp. supra xxii.

12—14 (note k).

X teaching us, caus-

ing us to learn,

more than, &c.

;{:««praiv.21;comp. thyself."

—

Editor, 1862.]
xviii.3;Ps.lxxm.22;

j Who gave us intellect and reason, that we might know we

ought not to degrade ourselves to a level with brute beasts by

taking advantage of our strength and power.

I Such words, sinful as they are, and deserving severe

punishment, are at least not altogether destitute of some shew

supra xii.7 ; Eccles.

iii. 18, 19, &e.

ft maketh us wise

more than, above.

I supra xxviii. 7, 21

;

infra xxxix. 29 ;

comp. supra xii. 7. ^
V there, in that case, ot reason.

then. § But canst thou—thou who hast admitted over and over

TT He answer. ^g^in, that thy afflictions proceed from God—canst thou say

p or, surely [it is] in that thou dost not recognize His finger in them ?

vain,

n supra xxx. 20 ; xxxi. 35 ; xix. 7 ; ix. 16 ; comp. xii. 4 ; xxiv. 1 ; Ps. xxii. 7, 8 ; xlii. 10, &c.

(T regard it. o Ps. cvi. 44. p supra xxiv. 1 ; xxii. 13, 14 ; xviii. 4 ; xv. 12 ; ix. 22 ; x. 3 ;

xxiii. 8, 9 ; Ps. x. 11 ; Ixxiii. 11 ; xciv. 7 ; supra ver. 5 ; Isa. xl. 26, 27 ; Ezek. viii. 12 ; ix. 9, &c.
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Thy cause is before Him " :
* therefore must « *«i"*« ^i"- 1^, 19

•^
, ^

—28; X. 2— 22,

thou wait for Him *. &c. ; comp. vi. 4

;

15 But now that^ with which His anger hath visited —14/ &c.' ; and

thee, is as nothing '
; f J^i /; ^^-^^1;

Yea, He ^ hath not regarded the great "^ mul- ^
^^^^- ^^?.*^: ^' c o 6 supra xiu. 15 ; Fs.

titude of thy sins \X ^- ^
'
^^^- ^^^-9;

_ -riaii/- 11- -7 comp. ri. 11, 12 ;

16 Whereiore Job p hath -' opened his mouth with vii. 6, 7, 21 ; x.

., 20, &c. ; ix. 18,
^vanity, ka.,ko.

And ^ without knowledge y hath ' multiplied his
"'"cm'^^'s—r'^'szm

^Ords. i^- 13 ; comp. ix.

17 ; xvi. 17, &c.

w hath not known, or

CHAPTER XXXVI. S'^trit
tude, &c., [or, no-

1 And Elihu ^ proceeded, and said : ticethnotataUthe

T 1 1 T Ml 1
midtitude, &c. Tli.

2 f Bear with me yet a little, and I will shew 1862.]

thee.
d Ps. V. 10.

note c.

That C I have still words ^ CC on behalf of God. j^/^P^^^;
^ . ^j 5.

3 I will take up my »? reasoning from afar, ,^^^i- 20 ;
Ps.

^
, .

^ Ixxviu. 2 ; Prov.

And will ^ ascribe righteousness to my '" Maker ". xxxi. 8, 9, &c.

4 For truly my " words are not *« false

:

^
*vm'^'2,^&c. '

^' "

'

He that is ^^ perfect in knowledge is with *3eV^'^'
^^'

thee S ^ multiplieth.
' "

^ ^
i siipra xxxiv. 37 ;

5 Behold ! God is ' mighty, yet * despiseth not Prov- 3:. 19 ; Ec-
cles. T. 3.

any S added.

Mighty M in strength and wisdom ^.
A:«.|,raxxi.3;xxxiii.

6 He will not preserve f/ie wicked alive %
f wait for me

t^ '4 [there are] still

words.

I supra xiii. 7, 8.

*- Having admitted that thy cause is before Him, for thee to ^^/o'"-

1 TT- . n • 1 1 • /. 1 • 1-1 11, V Knowledge, opin-
deny His interference in the things or this world would be a ion.

palpable contradiction. ^ gi^^. attribute.

J./-1 i-i, T • r 1 PI 1
"* supra XXXV. 10,

t Compared with the exceeding sinfulness of thy speeches, note h.

the punishment God hath inflicted upon thee is as nothing. » svpra xxxiii. 12

;

'^ ^ ° xxxiv 10 1"' 19
[Soe Append.—^rf/7or, 1862.] 23; xxxvii. '23^

± In the abundance of His mercy. He hath overlooked, to a &«• Comp. supra

**..!• i^- 17; XV. 14—
great extent, thy sins. 16 ; xxv. 4—6.

§ God hath His eye upon thee, and dealeth with thee. o supra xxxv. 14.

K falsehood.

p infra xxxvii. 16
Siipra xi. 7—9. \ perfect of knowledges, i.e., all sorts of knowledge. q supra ix. 4, 19
xii. 13, 16 ; infra ver. 22, xxxvii. 23 ; Jer. xxxii. 19 ; Dan. ii. 20 ; Isa. xxviii. 29 ; Ps. xcii. 5, &c
r supra x. 3 ; xxxiv. 19 ; Deut. xxxii. 19 ; Ps. Uii. 5, kc. fi of. * supra viii. 20 ; iv. 9—11

V. 4, 5; viii. 11—15; xv. 20—35; xviii. 5—21; xx. 5—29; xxvii. 13—23; xxxiv. 24—27
xxxvi. 12—14 ; but comp. ix. 22—24; xii. 6; xxi. 7—13; xxvii. 7—10.
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(D give, set, set up,

establish ; or,

make, do, execute;

or, grant.

a supra viii. 20 ; iv.

7 ; V. 11, 15, 16
;

Tiii. 16—19 ; xxii.

19,20; xxvii. 7—
10 ; xxxiv. 11, 28.

h supra xxxiv. 21,

notes e, d ; xvi. 9.

c comp. iii. 23 ; xiii.

24; xxix. 3; Ps.

i.6;Isa.xl.27,&c.

d 1 Sam. xvi. 1, &c.

e supra v. 11 ; 1 Sam.
ii. 8 ; Ps. cxiii. 7,

8 ; evii. 41, &c.

/3 He hath caused

them to sit. See
Append.

y have been high.

jf supra V. 11 ; Luke
i. 52 ; Ps. evii. 41.

But will "establish the right of the afflicted*.

7 He * withdraweth not His eyes from the

righteous %

But, with "^ kings ' ^ setteth He them up upon the

throne

For ever, so that they 7 are '" exalted.

8 And if the?/ are sometimes bound in fetters ^,

Sometimes caught in the cords of affliction \
9 ^^' It is that He may shew them what their

work would he,

If their transgressions should ^gain the mastery^.*

10 C So that He ^ openeth their ear to instruction,

And »? telleth them, that they should ^ shrink f
... „, from evil.

g supra xui. 27
;

xxxiii.ii;Ps.cvii. 1 1 If they hcarkeu, and serve Him"",
14, 16 ; Jer. ii. 20, ,^, , .,, t i • i • \

&c. Ihen they will ° >^ spend their ^ days in ^ pros-
Ji Ps. evii. 10.

S then (or, so) He
hath declared ( =
He declareth) to

them.

i supra xxxiii. 14

—

18 ; Gen. xx. 3—
6 ; Dan. iv. 5, 25
—27, &c. ; comp.

xcfv'i2^- pJoV m'
13 ^0 that the * ^hypocrites p in heart lay up anger,

1 Or, Thus He sheweth (= it is that He may shew) them their work,

And their transgressions, that they are about to gain the mastery.

See Append. Ilditor, 1862.

* i.e., He sends afflictions upon them for the purpose of

pointing out to them, that, if sin should once get the mastery

over them, they would abandon the virtuous life they had hitherto

led for a course of licentiousness and corruption.

j" I have here used shrink instead of the more lit. turn,

because the latter would I think generally be understood to

imply that evil had already been reached, i.e., committed,

whereas Dr. Bernard understands the meaning of the Heb. verb

to be, to turn back, when on the road to evil. Comp. infra xxxix.

22, where 2W is used much in the same sense.

—

Editor, 1862.

X If, in spite of the afflictions that are sent upon them, they

continue devoted to God, they will have a speedy deliverance

from their sufferings, and be restored to their former prosperity.

perity,

And their ^ years in pleasures.J
12 But, if they '^ hearken not, they will p- perish by

the " sword,

And " die, for '' want of knowledge.

11 ; Heb. xii. 5—
11 ; 1 Cor. xi. 32 ;

also 2 Kings xx.

(Isa. xxxviii.) 1

—

3, 5.

f make themselves

mighty, prevail.

Jc Ps. xix. 13 ; cxrx.

133 ; Kom. vi. 14.

Z, and He hath un-

covered, opened.

I infra ver. 15
;

supra xxxiii. 16
;

1 Sam. ix. 15 ;

1 Chron. xvii. 25,

&c.

t] hath said.

Q turn, or, turn back.

m infra xl. 4 ; xlii. 5,

6 ; supra \ux. 5,

6 ; xi. 14 ; xxii. 21
—23 ; Gen. xx. 7.

n infra xlii. 10 ; su-

pra viii. 6, 7; xi. 15—19; xxii. 21, 23—30 ; comp. ix. 24; xii. 6; xxi. 7—13. o supra
xxi. 13. K consume, p Ps. xc. 9 ; supra x. 5. X good, q Gen. xx. 7 ; Lev. xxvi. 14—33,
&c. ; Deut. xviii. 19. p, pass over, away. u supra xxxiii. 18 ; xv. 22 ; xix. 29 ; xxvii. 14.

V expire. r supra xxxv. 16 ; xxxiv. 35 ; iv. 21. s supra xiii. 4 ; Matt. vi. 5, 16. tt or,

impure, defiled, profane. p of heart.
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Because they "cry not out tmto Him* when He «*«?'»*« xxxiii. 9—
. , . , 1 T

12, xxxiv. 9—12,
" <" bindeth them. &c. ; comp. v.

14 Wherefore their soul '^ dieth in youth ^\ 21—23, '&c.;^Tx!

^ And their Ufe is among the y unclean \ J^; J^^V^^xxTii'

\b So then He delivereth the afflicted by his afflic- ,
2; xxx. 2i,'&c.

''

'

o supra ver. 8 ; i.

tion ^, . 14—19 ; ii. 7 ; iii.

And ^ s openeth ^his ear by chastisement*. w hatia boimd.'

16 Yea, thee also hath He removed from the '^

kxvi5^5o!&J^

'

adversary's mouthy d supravev. d, comp.
•'

_ supra XXI. 21, 23,

From ^ C ease, in whose place there was no strait- i3 ; ix. 23 ; xv.

32, 33; viii. 12,
neSS, 13; xxvii. 19—21,

n And from that which was set upon thy table, Deut. iv 26^;S
full of fatness '^

t

^^' ^^' ^^-
' """"s'' also supra xxi. 7,

17 But thou hast been full of the ^pleadinsrs of the "^c.

.
,

/3 or, while their life

Wicked : &c.

y or, sodomites.

e Gen. xiii. 12, 13Therefore judgment and justice '" lay hold upon

^"^^^
' + / supra vers. 9, 10

18 For now there is "wrath; take heed, therefore, xxxiii. le, 17
;
Ps

. 1 o cxix. 67, 71; Jer,

lest He remove thee with a blow^, § xxxi.is, i9;Heb
xii. 11, &c.

g supra rer. 10

;

* i.e., unto God, for help, or mercy, but, on the contrary, xxxiii. 16, &c.

indulge, as Job had done, in loud and bitter complaints against
^ ^i^^j^ ^^^

their Maker. See Coram.

—

Editor, 1862. h supraver.Siv.ll;

t That comfort and ease, unbroken until lately by trouble or
Heb^xi'i's—11 <t

'

distress, were the most dangerous enemies thou couldst have i supra v. 15 ; Gen.

had ; yea they were ready to devour thee, when God in His , p, ' ^ «^ q .'

mercy snatched thee from their jaws, by sending upon thee Neb. ix. 25, 26

;

these afflictions, of which thou so bitterly complainest.
Deut. xxxii. 15;

'

_

./I Lukexii.l5; comp.

X Hadst thou resigned thyself to the decrees of God, these *M;ora iii. 26 ; iv. 6.

sufferings of thine would have lasted but a moment ; but, far ^ width, roommess,

. . . . .
not anythmg-com-

from evincing resignation, thou hast indulged in hasty mur- pressed, — strait-

murings against God and His Providence, and therefore do thy ^^^\ ^*^;' strait-

«T • -11 , .1 ,
ness) under It.

afflictions still press heavily upon thee.
r] and [the] coming

S For now, owing to thy rebellion against Him, God is f'o"'" of (on) thy

,, , . , , , , r». , • . , 1
table, i.e., that

really wroth with thee ; so that these afflictions, which had which came down
their origin in the love He bore thee, now abide with thee as a "po" thy table,

^1 c If • <• was placed upon it.

token of His indignation.
j,j, L^kg xii. 19—

21 ; Isa. xxii. 13
;

Ivi. 11, 12 ; comp. Ps. Ixix. 22 ; Rom. xi. 9 ; Prov. xxx. 8, 9 ; Deut. xxxi. 20 ; xxxii. 15.

6 strife, contention, contending[s]. I supra xxxiii. 9—12 ; xxxiv. 5—9 ; xi. 4 ; ix. 17, 22
;

X. 3 ; xiii. 27 ; xvi. 17 ; xix. 7; xxvii. 2; xxx. 20, 21, &c. m supra xxi. 6; xviii. 20; Ps.

cxix. 53. n sitpra xxxiv. 11; xix. 29; Ps. Ixii. 12; Judg. i. 7, &c. o t«/ra xxxviii. 2;
xl. 2, 8 ; xiii. 3, 7, &c. p comp. supra viii. 12 ; xv. 29, 30 ; xxvii. 18—21 ; Numb. xvi. 35 ;

also IX. 23 ; xxi. 13.
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20

21

22

24

/3 When no " ransom, however great, will

turn it awayy*rom thee
;

19 Will He esteem thy * riches ? No, not * gold,

* Nor all the efforts of strength "
!

Pant not for y that night '^,*

^ Which cutteth off ivhole * nations in their

place,

f Take heed, turn thee not to that iniquity,

For thou ^ Cseemest to -^choose »? it rather than

affliction.

Behold ! God ^ is ^ exalted in His power

;

Who is >^ a * teacher like Him %

23 Who hath ^ enjoined on Him His way '
%

Or who hath ever said unto Him : " Thou hast

wrought iniquity ^ "
?

Remember that thou oughtest rather to exalt

/^ His works \

Which men "'"do contemplate

Yea, all men " '^ behold them

;

Even frail-man regardeth p them from afar,
-f

1 Or, " Nor all the might of tht/ wealth," as I believe Dr. Bernard used

to translate it.

—

Editor, 1862.

2 Or, " didst choose it," for Job actually did choose it, though he

immediately repented.

—

Editor, 1862.

* Job having repeatedly declared his great longing for death

and the grave, and even confessed the temptation he sometimes

felt to commit suicide (chap. vii. 15), Elihu warns him against

the commission of such a rash and atrocious act, reminding him

that death, which unsought comes and sweeps away whole

nations, will assuredly one day come and carry him away ; so

that there can be no occasion for him to hurry to meet it half

way.

t Instead of busying thyself with scrutinizing the dispensa-

tions of Providence, which are altogether beyond the reach of

man, thou shouldest rather contemplate the visible works of

God, and admire His wonderful power as displayed in them.

P when multitude,

or greatness, of

ransom will not

make thee turn

away [from it].

a supra xsxiii. 24

;

Ps. xlix. 7 ; Prov.

xiii. 8 ; comp. vi.

23.

I supra xxxiv. 19 ;

Ps. xlix. 6,7; Prov.

xi. 4 ; Ezek.vii.19;

Zeph. i. 18.

c Ps. xxxiii. 16, 17 ;

xliv. 3 ; Prov. xxi.

31; comp.5«*/)raix.

12,13; xi. lOjxii.

14 ; xxiii. 13, &c.

y the night.

d supra vii. 15 ; ix.

21 ; X. 1.

d [which is] to cut

off; [or, for, or,

at [the] going up
of nations, i.e.,

when nations go

up, perish. Ed.
1862.]

e supra xxxiv. 20,

25, 26; iv. 19,

20 ; 2 Kings xix.

35, &c.

e be guarded, guard 25
thyself, beware.

Z lit., didst choose.

J" supra Yii. 15 ; Jer.

viii. 3.

?; this.

9 lit. exalteth [Him-
self].

g infra ver. 26 ;

xxxvii. 23 ; supra

ver. 5 ; ix. 4, 19 ;

xii. 13, 16

;

1 Chron xxix. 11

;

Dan. ii. 20, &c.

K one instructing,

teaching.

h supra xxxiv. 32 ;

Ps. XXV. 4 ; xxvii.

11, &c. ; supra xxi.

22; xxxiv. 13, &c.;

comp. supra vers.

4, 5 ; infra xxxvii.

16, &c.

X charged uponHim.
i supra xxxiv. 13 ;

xxi. 22 ; Isa. xl.

13, 14 ; Rom. xi.

34 ; Jer. xxiii. 18.

Jc supra ix. 12 ; Dan.

iv. 35 ; Isa. xlv.

9 ; comp. supra xxxiv. 12, 17 ; viii. 3 ; iv. 17 ; infra xl. 8, &c. ; comp. also supra ix. 2, 3 ; xiv.

3, 4. fi His work. I supra v. 9—16 ; xi. 7—10 ; xxv. 2, 3 ; infra xxxvii. 14, 16, &c. ; and

comp. supra'\x. 4—13, 19 ; xii. 13—25 ; xxvi. 5—14 ; Ps. xxxiv. 3 ; Ixxxvi. 8—10, &c. m Ps.

viii. 3 ; Ixxvii. 11 ;
cxliii. 5 ; xix. 1 ; iifra xxxvii. 14. v have contemplated. n Ps. xlvi.

8, &e. TT looked upon it, have beheld it. p [it].
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26 Behold ! God is
'^

«" so oreat that we cannot " ^"P''f
^^'^- 22, 5,

° and references there.

know Ilim *
;

^ great, so that we

The " number of His years ^ is unsearchable. j supra v. 9 ; ix. 10

;

27 * When He 7 draweth up drops of water '', f ^ mpJ^x. 5 ; xix.

They distil rain ^ into His mist \ ^ ; „?«• l{-
2. 4

;

•' cu. 25—27; Isa.

28 Which the ^ clouds do « drop ^, xu. 4 ; xUii. 13

;

And ^ fpour down upon man abundantly. /3 that [tWe is] no

29 Yea, can "i any understand the spreadings of the search ^'wMiout
B clouds * search. See Ap-

' pend.

O7' the 1^ rumbling's ^ of His ' pavilion ? t 7 taketh away.

ort o T I TT 1 1 1 • Tx- N iT , .
d infra ver. 30 ; 'P9.

30 ^ -Lo ! He hath spread over it His "* ^ lightning, cxxxv. 7 -, Jer. x.

And hath covered the m offspring of the sea".
1| Eccies. i.

7.'^°'"'''

31 For by them He ^executeth judgment upon
^Toat^tomake^His'

nations ", mist, mit., 1 862.

. .
e Gen. ii. 6.

Bi/ them also He giveth food in abundance ^. ^ / «'//•« xxxvU. ii—

32 ^With i?is hands He p covereth up Me ""light- 9,37.'"
'^^^^^'

& > g supra xxvi . 8 ;

But on "^ hurling it He ^giveth it a charge ''.**
, i^'^s-.y.-^.

'=' ^
^

^ h Prov. iii. 20.

33 Its * crash telleth concerning it that it is jealous- s distu.

T) one.
anger, e thiek-cioud.

. .
i infra xxxvii. 16;

* Elihu here draws the attention of his unfortunate friend supra xxvi. 8.

to the rain, thunder, and lightnino', which were now, probably, !f

noises.

, . . , , -,
, „ ,

k infra ver. 33;
beginning to be seen or heard as the commencement of the xxxvii. 4- Ps.

tempest out of which we shall soon hear God address Himself Ixxvii. 18 ;
civ. 7.

12 Sam. xxii. 12
;

to Job. Ps.xviii.ll;xcvii.

t i.e., by evaporation from the sea, rivers, &c. 2;xxvii.5; livings

Yjjl^ \Q ]^2

i The clouds are termed the pavilion of God in Ps. xviii. 11 .
' *.. „^ ^ m mfra xxxvu. 3

;

§ At this moment it would seem it lightened. [The Heb. xxxviii. 25, 35, 36

;

word translated over it properly refers to clouds (in Heb. a sing. . y7^.
^^""

'

collective) and not to y>)atv7«0H, as over it does. The sense is, /* roots (see Coram.).

however, the same, as »at;«7/o« = clouds.

—

Editor, 1862.1 n supra ver. 27;

.1 • 1 IT 1 , or • ,. , , •
comp. Eccles. i. 7.

II
I.e., the cloud, termed the ottspring or the sea, as being v judgeth nations.

composed of drops of water derived by evaporation in great " *«/'•« xxxvii. 13 ;

measure from the sea. Exod. ix. is' aV
^ Sometimes He sends rain as a punishment, sometimes as a ^'^

;
Ezra x. 9 ;

, , . comp. Lev. xxvi.
l^lessing.

^

19 . j3eut. xxviii.

** He tosses the lightning about in His hands like a ball, yet 23 ; 1 Kings viii.

He does not throw it at random, but points out to it the precise „ j„/>).g xxxvii 'l3''-

spot it is to strike. Lev. xxvi. 3, 4

;

Isa. XXX. 23

;

Ezek. xxxiv. 26. tt by means of [His] hands. p hath covered. cr light. q supra ver.

30, note m ; comp. supra xv. 24 ; Isa. xxii. 18. r making [it] to strike. hath enjoined upon
it, charged it. r infra xxxvii. 3 ; xxxviii. 25, 35, 36. s supra ver. 29, note k.
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a supra i. 16 ; 2

Kings i. 10, 12

;

2 Sam. xxii. 14,

15 ; Ps. xviii. 13,

14 ; xcvii. 3, &e.

;

comp. Ezek. xxi.

31 ; xxii. 31
;

xxxviii. 19 ; Ps.

Ixxxix. 46.

h supra xxiii. 16 ;

Ps. xxii. 14 ;

xxxviii. 10 ; Iv. 4,

&c.

c supra'w.l^; xxi. 6.

d Exod. xix. 16
;

XX. 18.

j8 hearye attentively.

y commotion {fre-

missement) , raging,

roaring.

e supra xxxvi. 33.

f infra vers. 4, 5
;

xi. 9 ; Ps. xviii.

13 ; xxix. 3— 5,

7—9; Ixviii. 33.

g infra ver. 4 ; Hos.
xi.lO; Isa. xlii.l3;

Jer. XXV. 30, &c.

h supra xxviii. 24

;

infra xli. 11.

e supra xxxvi. 32

;

infra xxxvui. 35,

36 ; comp. supra

i. 16 ; 2 Sam. xxii.

15 ; Ps. xviii. 14

;

cxliv. 6.

5 hath directed it.

Jc supra xxxvi. 30,

32 ; xxviii. 26
;

infra xxxviii. 25,

35, 36.

« light.

Z, upon, over.

r] vrings, skirts.

[the] voice [of

God].
1 supra ver. 2

;

xxxvi. 29, 33

;

xxvi. 14 ; infra

xxxviii. 25 ; xl. 9,

&c.

m supra ver. 2, note

/•

n supra ver. 2, note

k.

K one cannot trace

them.
supra xxvi. 14

;

comp. i»/ra xxxviii.
25.

p supra xxvi. 14.

X doing.

p. and we knovr not:;

or, that we cannot
know.

q supra v. 9 ; ix. 10.

28 ; Lev. xxvi. 4. t

That it is wrath, because of iniquity a *

CHAPTER XXXVII. t

1 Yea, mine * heart " trembleth at this '^,

And leapeth from its place.

2 /^ Hear; oh, hear ye the 7 tumult" of His

^ voice

!

And the ^roaring that goeth out from His

mouth

!

3 ^ Under the whole heaven He ' ^ directeth it,

His * f lightning also C unto the v ends of the

earth.

4 After it, ^ the ' thunder "" roareth

;

He thundereth with the "voice of His majesty;

Yet though His " voice is heard, '^ none can

" trace ^ them out.

5 God thundereth with His voice ^ marvellously

;

Great-things ^ doeth He, m which we cannot

comprehend ^.

6 For to the " snow He saith : Be thou upon the

earth,

To the " gentle rain ' also, and to the ' ^ heavy

rains of His strength.

* That God sometimes gives vent to His indignation in

thunder and lightning, we see from 1 Sam. xii. 17, 18.

^^ Dr. Bernard inclines to the opinion that this verse

should rather be translated as follows :

Its crash telleth concerning it that it is jealous-anger,

That it is on account of rising wrath. (See Comm.

—

J^ote of Editor.)

f A storm (the same probably as that from which God in

the next chapter addresses Job) had apparently been gathering

during the delivery of the last few chapters (see notes * and §

in the preceding page) and may very well be supposed to have

burst forth just at this time ; and, if so, Elihu will conclude his

speech amidst thunder, lightning, and heavy rain.—See Comm.

Editor, 1862.

X i.e., the thunder and the lightning.

r infra xxxviii. 22 ; supra ix. 30. v shower of rain, s supra xxxvi. 27,

Gen. vii. 11, 12 ; Ezra x. 9, 13 ; Exod. ix. 18, 33, 34, &c. ir shower of rains.
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7 ^ And so He *shutteth up every man *" in his place, *^ ^^ C^^^^] pi^^ce of

o rr-i n TT 1 1 ^
every man He

/5 ihat ail men whom He hath ''made may seaieth [him] up.

^1 TT- b supra xxiv. 16;
^know Him. aen. vii. M-ie,

8 Then rmust the wild-beast enter into its « covert-^, J-"
^
^°"?p- ;!«i"-«

And in its ^ den-^ tabide. c .wpraxxxiY.26.
p forall [the] men of

9 From the v store-house ^* cometh the ^ whirlwind, His maketo know.

And from the 'constellations, cold. x'Sin. 4 ^6%. 3',

10 '?'/ By the f breath of God ^ is Mce produced,
9,"^2!&c.^'''

^^^'

^^ And the *« waters' breadth ^ is ^ straitened '. ^ ^^pr{^^^- 19.

y hath come,

11 Yea, M Me bright-sun weareth away the thick- cometh.

•\ ji m ^ hirking-place.
cloud. , f infra xxxviii. 40

;

It scattereth "His + lightning-cloud "";
22,

S.' ^'" '''^'

12 And it § turneth itself "^^ round about according
^
^^j//"^''

*^^''''

to His plans, »/ store-room.
^ g Jer. x. 13 ; Ps.

p That it may do whatsoever He <^commandeth cxxxv. 7; comp.

it upon the face of the world, on earth ^. a «?ra ^ x?i!" Ts

;

13 Either for ^^chastisement, or for His 'land, • g^'xing^xxiii. 5;

Or for 'kindness. He causeth it ^ to come. 11
^"/'•^ xxxviii. 31,

'
. "32; siipra ix. 9.

14 ' Give ear unto this, O Job I ^»;from, by means

"Stand still s^nd *' consider the "^wondrous-works eonegiveth.mateth,

i? /^ J I produceth, ice.
OI OOQ .

j^ ^.^p^ xxxviii. 29 ;

15 xKnowest thou when God ^'setteth the V'sun P^cxMi. 17,18.
yy or, when.

upon His cloud, « width of waters.

X [is] in a com-
1 Or, " hardened, congealed."

—

Editor, 1862. pressed-, or firm-,

mass-, or, in a nar-
* In which, as some of the ancients thought, the winds were rowed-place ; or,

confined. ^"
.

narrowness,
straitness.

•j- As supra, vers. 2, 4, 5, thunder is represented as the voice I in/m xxxviii. 30.

of God, so here wind is termed His breath.—Editor, 1862. Mserenity.bnghtness
m comp. mjra vers.

X Or, as we say, thunder-cloud.

—

Editor, 1862. 15, is, 21, 22;

§ i.e., the lightning-cloud. And this, if less elegant, would ?f^^' p^"-
J-

V [the] cloud of His
perhaps be more clear, bee Append.

—

Editor, 1862. light, lightning.

II
He sends rain, sometimes as a general chastisement, some- " comp.*j<;?raxxxvi.

times as a mark of His favour upon one particular land only, o comp.5M»raxxxvi.

sometimes, again, as a general blessing. Comp. Amos iv. 7. 29 ; infra ver. 16

;

comp. Eccles. i. 6.

ir [in] circuits, circuitously. p for their doing, that they may do. a commandeth them.

p supra xxxvi. 31, 32 ; xxxvii. 3 ; infra xxxviii. 23, 35— 37. q supra xxxvi. 31 ; infra xxxviii.

23; Gen. vii. 4, 11, 12; Ezra x. 'J, 13. ra rod. r Exod. viii. 22,23; ix. 4; x. 23

;

xi. 6, 7 ; xii. 13 ; Amos iv. 7 ; Rom. ix. 18, &c. s 1 Kings xviii. 44, 45 ; Lev. xxvi. 4 ; Deut.
xxviii. 12 ; Joel ii. 23, &c. to befall, happen to, [men]. t supra xxxiv. 16 ; xxxiii. 33,

31, 1 ; comp. xxxiv. 2, 16; xiii. 6, 17, &c. u Exod. xiv. 13. v supra xxxv. 5; xxii. 12
;

Ps. viii. 3 ; Eccles. vii. 13, &c. x infra ver. 16 ; Ps. xxvi. 7 ; cv. 2 ; cxLx. 27, &c. x lit-*

knowest thou when God setteth over them (i.e., the clouds), and maketh to shine [upon] His
cloud, [the] sun. y vers. 11, 18 ; comp. supra ix. 7. ^ light.
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o) upon them.

z supra rer. 11.

13 concerning.

a corap. supra ver.

12 ; xxxvi. 29.

j6/3 or, oscillations,

y thick-cloud.

h supra ver. 14, (x).

c supra xxxvi. 4 ; xi.

7.

I of knowledges, i.e.,

every kind of

knowledge.

th [are] warm.
£ on [his] making

stiU.

^ by means of.

d Luke xii. 55.

e supra ver. 11.

f supra ver. 11
;

xxxvi. 28—32;
XXXV. 5, &c.

?^ strong.

q poured out.

^ make us to know.

g supra xxxiii. 5

;

xxiii. 4 ; xiii. 18.

h A'M^raxxii.ll—14.

K related, recounted

with regard to

him.
X speak.

fi hath a man said,

saith a man.
i comp. supra xxv.

5.

V swallowed up.

TT have they not seen

= if, though, tUey

have not seen.

p lit. light.

(T hatha wind passed.

k supra xxvi. 13.

I Zech. iv. 12.

T with God awful

(or, fearful, ter-

rible) [is the]

glory.

m infra xl. 10 ; Ps.

Ixvi. 5 ; xciii. 1

;

xcvi. 4, 6 ; 1

Chron. xxix. 11,

&c.

And maketh it to shine '^ thereon ' ?

16 Knowest thou ought /^ of " the ^^ balancings of the

y clouds %

{Oh, the ^wondrous-works of Him that is

" perfect ^ in knowledge !)

17 Or, how thy garments ^^ grow warm,
f When he * maketh still the earth ( with a

** south-wind ?

1

8

Dost thou with him * ' beat thin the ^ clouds,

Which are ^^ firm as a '? molten mirror ?

19 ^ Teach us what we shall say concerning him*
;

For we cannot ^ order our speech '' by reason of

darkness,t
20 Shall it be '^ told of him shall I indeed

^ declare

Or /^ any say, that he is ' " destroyed % %

21 But now, "^though men see not the p sun,

Yet he is bright among the clouds

;

And, " when a wind hath passed and cleansed

them away *
^

22 Yea, by means of a north-wind—he * will come

forth— ' gold. §

But, "^the "' glory which is with God is awful.
||

* i.e., the sun.

f We are at a loss to say what hath become of the sun on

account of the darkness of the intervening clouds. [In Chap,

xxii. 11— 14, Job is represented by Eliphaz as adducing the

very same reason for calling in doubt the existence of God, so

here Elihu, by showing that the sun, when hidden from the

eyes of men by thick clouds, still shines in all his brightness

behind them, endeavours to prove that God, though unseen by

men (it may be through His being enveloped in thick clouds,

see I Kings viii. 12 ; Ps. xviii. 1 1, &c.), does not the less exist,

a Being awful in His glory.

—

Editor, 1862.]

X Could any one be simple enough to say, that the sun had

fallen from his seat, and was destroyed, because he did not see him ?

§ He will emerge from the clouds dazzling as a globe of

gold, yet as nothing is his splendour when compared with the

glory of his creator, God.

II
His (God's) glory dazzles not the eye alone, it dazzles the

mind also, and impresses it with deep awe.
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23 TAe Almighty! we ^ cannot find Him out "^ * have not found

-r-r ' 1 . .
Him.

lie IS X great m power" and ^justice,

And m the "multitude of His righteousness

He will not afflict *.t

24 Men, therefore, can onli/ fear Him "

;

But "^none eveit of the " wise in heart can see//fm.t

CHAPTER XXXVIII.

1 Then Jehovah answered Job from out the

^ storm, and said

;

2 Who is this « that -^darkeneth Mj/ counsel.

By ^ words without knowledge?

3 '' Gird up now thy loins like a man,

/3 For ' I will ask of thee, and do thou y declare

unto IMe

!

4 Where wast thou ^ when I founded the earth *
]

' Declare, if thou « hast "" understanding.

5 Who ^ determined her measures ", if thou

knowest ?

Or who " stretched over her the line 1

Q p T] Whereupon were her ^ foundations ^ settled 1

Or who *« laid her * ^ corner-stone,

7 (/^When the * morning-stars sang together'.

And all the sons of God shouted for joy '

§)

* We cannot say of Him, when, Low, and to whom, He will

reveal Himself.

t He will not afflict the sons of men willingly. Comp.

Lam. iii. 33.

X All that men can do is to worship Him with reverence and

with awe, inasmuch as their wisdom cannot enable them to see

Him.

§ That it was the custom among the Jews to celebrate the

foundation of stately edifices with songs and shouts of joy and

music, we learn from Ezra iii. 10— 13.

; Ezek.

supra
Judg.

X supra xxiii.3, 8,9 ;

ix. 11 ; xi. 7—9
;

comp. Ps. cxxxix.

7—12.

X great of power.
t/ supra ix. 4, 19

;

xii. 13, 16 ; xxxvi.

5 ; Jer. xxxii. 19 ;

Dan. ii. 20.

z supra xxxiv. 10

—

12, 17, 19 ; viii. 3 ;

iv. 17 ; xxT, 4

—

6 ; comp. supra
ix. 17, 22, 24 ; X.

3, 7; xi. 4; XTi.

17 ; xix. 7 ; xxvii.

2; xxxiii. 9—11;
xxxiv. 5, &c.

aPs. V. 7; li. 1;
Ixix. 13.

b Lam. iii. 33
xxxiii. 11

;

xxxiv. 11

;

i. 7, &c.

c supra xxviii. 39

[28] ; Ps. xix. 9,

10 ; cxi. 10 ; cxix.

72 ; Prov. i. 7 ; ix.

10 ; Eccles. xii.

13 ; comp. supra
iv. 6; XV. 4.

d supra xxiii, 8, 9
ix, 11; X. 16
comp. supra xxxv
10 ; xxii. 13, 14
1 Kings viii. 12
Ps. xcvii. 2, &c.

<o wise of heart,

e infra xl. 6 ; comp.
1 Kings xix. 11

—

13; Exod. xix.16,

18,19; XX. 18,19.
a causing to be dark,

darkening.

y infra xlii. 3.

g supra xxxv. 16
;

xxxiv. 35 ; xxxiii.

33 ; XV. 2, 3, 7—
9 ; xi. 6 ; viii. 2

;

V. 2 ; comp. xii. 2,

3 ; xiii. 2, &c.

h infra xl. 7 ; Jer. i.

17 ; 2 Kings iv. 29.

/3 and, seeing that,&c.

i irfra xl. 7 ; xlii.

4 ; supra xxxiii.

32 ; xiii. 22.

y make me to know. 5 on My founding. h comp. supra xv. 7 ; xxviii. 26. 27 ; Prov. viii.

22—31; iii. 19; Ps. cii. 25, &c. Z j»/ra ver. 18. f knowest understanding. m supra
xxxiv. 2, 10. ? put, set. n comp. Isa. xl. 12 ; supra xi. 9 ; xxviii. 25. o 2 Kings xxi. 13 ;

Isa. xxxiv. 11 ; Lam. ii. 8 ; Zech. i. 16 ; 2 Sam. viii. 2 ; Jer. xxxi. 39, &c. p 1 Sam. ii. 8
;

Ps. xxiv. 2 ; comp. supra ix. 6. r] upon what. g- Ps. civ. 5 ; Prov. viii. 29 ; Isa. li. 13, &c.
Q caused to sink. k cast (cf. the Fr. jeter las fondements). r Psa. oxviii. 22 ; cxliv. 12.
\ [the] stone of her corner. /x on [the] morning-stars singing together. s Eev. ii. 28 ;

xxii. 16. t comp. Ezra iii. 10— 13 ; Neh. xii. 27.
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hedged.

X infra ver. 10

;

su-pra\\\. 12 ; xxvi,

12 ; Gen. i. 9 ; Ps,

xxxiii. 7 ; civ. 9 ;

Prov.viii.29 ; Jer.

V. 22, &c.

4/ on its bursting

forth.

w issueth.

y infra vers. 9, 29.

a on my putting

[the] cloud.

z comp. Prov. xxx.

4 ; Ps. civ. 6

;

supra xxvi. 8

;

infra ver. 14.

h Gen. i. 2.

/3 when (or, and) I

broke, decreed, de-

termined, for it my
bound.

c supra xxvi. 12

;

Gen. i. 9 ; Prov.

viii. 29 ; Jer. v.

22, &c.

d supraveT.8; comp,
vii. 12.

y unto here.

d but thou shalt not

add [to come].

t shall one lay [his

hand] iipon [the]

pride of thy waves.

e supra xxvi. 12 ; ix.

8 ; Jer. V. 22 ; Ps.

Ixv. 7 ; Ixxxix. 9,

&c.

? since, of, thy days

(de tes jours).

f supra ix. 7 ; Gen.

i. 3 ; Ps. Ixxiv. IG.

r] [so as] to seize.

g supra xxxvii. 3 ;

xxviii. 24 ; 1 Sam.
ii. 10 ; Ps. xix. 6,

&c.

6 skirts.

h supra xxiv. 13, 15
—17.

K turneth, changeth,

herself.

i supra x. 9 ; Isa. xli.

25 ; xlv. 9, &c.

\ set themselves up,

stand.

h Ps. civ. 2 ; comp.
supra ver. 9.

I supra xxiv. 13, 15
— 17; V. 14; John
iii. 19—21; Jer.

xlix. 9 ; Obad. 5,

&c.

m Ps. X. 15 ; xxxvii.

17; Ezek. xxx. 21;
comp. supra xxii.

9.

8 And ^ fenced in the sea with doors '^,

V' When it burst forth,

—

"^ issued from the "womb?
9 « When I made the clouds its garment \
And * thick-darkness its swaddling-band

;

10 ^ When I assigned unto it My bound %

And set a bar thereon and doors '',

11 And said: " y Thus far shalt thou come, ^ but

no farther,

" f And here shall thy " proud waves be stayed'"?

12 Hast thou tever commanded the morning^?*

Hast thou caused the dawn to know its place,

13 '? That it should seize upon the ^^far-corners of

the earth,

And ?Ae wicked should be shaken out from her*?-]*

14 :{: She ''is changed as the * clay of a seal

;

And they § ^ stand forth, as though clothed with

a '' garment.
II

1

5

But from the wicked their light ^ is withholden
',

So that the high arm is broken "*.

* That is, to appear.

f Inasmuch as wicked men, such as thieves, adulterers, and

the like, are terribly afraid of day-light, as we were told in

chap. xxiv. 15— 17, and skulk away into their retreats on

perceiving the very first glimmer thereof, the light is here

described as seizing upon the earth by its corners, and shaking

the wicked, like so many crumbs, out of it, as though it were a

table-cloth. \ She, i.e., the earth.

§ They, i.e., the corners of the earth, mentioned in ver. 13.

II
The earth, which in the darkness of night appears a

shapeless mass, receives a form from light, just as clay (or as

we should say, wax) does from the impression of a seal. In

like manner, all the objects on the surface of the earth, which,

while the darkness lasts, cannot be distinguished from one

another, are decked by light with various colours, constituting

for them, so to say, a dress, by which they are as easily dis-

tinguished as human beings are by theirs.

^ Their light, i.e., the light of the morning and the dawn

(mentioned in vei\ 12), and this is said to be withholden from

the wicked, seeing that they shun it, and, greatly alarmed at

its approach, take refuge in their lurking-places. Comp.

chap. xxiv. 13.
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16 Hast thou come unto the mazes of the sea" ?
^'^^- .i^^vii. 19

;

cxxxix. 9; comp.
Or Y walked in the <" recesses 01 the deep**? swi?mxxvi.5; Jon.

1 7 Have the *gates of death been disclosed unto thee'? -^ "'e^-tu promene ?

Or canst thou see the gates of ^Ae " shadow-of- l'^Ti^^\t, cvii.

death ? is ; comp. Isa.

xxxviii. 10.

18 Hast thou understood even the /^ breadth of the c i«?;ra iH. 5 ; x. 21

;

,
f, J

xii. 22 ; xvi. 16
;

eartn . xxiv. 17 ; xxviii.

^ Declare, if thou knowest it all

!

^ l^^S^iS^.^
19 ^ 7 Which is the way /o where light dwelleth-^'? ,

p*^"*^"' ^f-•'_'-' a supra ver. 5.

And darkness—where is its ^ abode ? esMjjraTer.4.

20 ^Doubtless thou canst take fthem to '? their bound! /comp.Jv//raver.24.

And doubtless thou perceivest ^/^e '^pathways to
s surdj.

*« their house !
^^*-

, ,

J/ its bound.

21 Yes, this thou knowest^, for ^ long since /* wast pathways of.11/1 "^ ^'^^•

thou born "
! ^ supra xxxii. 4, 6,

And the number of thy days is very great' !) x li't. ^^^^[
' '

22 Hast thou come unto tfhe * treasuries of the snow, ^ ^^^ *}',''" ^°''°- (^'^

' es ne).

And Me ^treasuries oithe hail canst thou /^^behold, ^ *«?*•« ^er. 5 ;
xv.

. ^ . - . p ^5 comp. XT. 10.

2;3 Which 1 have "reserved against the time or icomp.*«^raxiT. i;

frnnhlp ' ""• ^' *^^-

uiuuuic , ^ comp. Ps. cxxxr.

^ Against the day of battle and of war ' ?* \^
'^^^' ^- ^^' ^^•

24 ^^ By what way is the "* lio^ht distributed ^ /'A' see
•^

.
-^

^ V withheld, kept

9 The east-wind spread abroad upon the earth ? back, spared, lor.

25'* Who hath "^ cut out a channel for the torrent

"

\ f '^ib^^s "^TxvSi";'

And a way for the flash of the ^ thunder^ ?
Exod.'ix is, 23',

•' &c. ; Josh. X. 11

;

26 ^ To cause it to rain '^ upon a land, it'Aere ''no i^^. xviii. 12;^
Ixxviii. 47, 48;

man w ! cxivui. 8, &c.

JJpon a wilderness * x where fAere Z5 no man '

;

^7r"where [is] the

27 To ^ water to its " fill the desert and the waste, ^ iC^J^ ^^"^'^^^

^ To cause Me grass-£?erni to sprin"^ up ". tributed?
^ ° i o i

jjj sM«ra vers. 19,

28 ^ Hath the rain a father ^ ? J 12, 13.

p doth [the] east-
1 Or less hterally. Which is the way to the dwelling-place of hght.

—

Ud., wind scatter spread

1862. [itself].

* Comp. Josh. X. 11, where we read that the armies of the «
*''t/''^«

^er. 28.

Amorites, who had taken the field against the will of God,
^ gjpra 'xxviii. 37

were destroyed by hailstones. [-6]; Ps. cxlvii.8.

t i.e., for rain, falling in torrents. 1 Other than Myself. '^ ^"^'='^'' t^""der«.
' ' ' o +

P supra xxviii. 67

[26]. <p to cause to rain, q suprav. 10 ; Ps. civ. 13, 14 ; cxlvii. 8 ; Jer. xiv. 22. r Jer. xliv. 22 ;

xlvi. 19, &c. s supra vi. 15, 19 ; Ps. cvii. 35 ; Isa. xii. 18; comp. Gen. xxi. 14, 19. x not man in

it. t comp. supra xii. 24 ; Ps. cvii. 40. i// satiate, saturate. u Prov. xxx. 16 ; comp. Ps. civ.

13. w and to cause, &c. v Ps. civ. 14 ; cxlvii.8. /3 is [there] to the rain ? x supra

vers. 25, 26 ; xxxvi. 27, 28 ; v. 10 ; xxviii. 26 ; Ps. Ixv. 0, 10 ; Ixviii. 9 ; Jer. v. 24, &c.
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Or who hath begotten the drops of dew " ?

29 w Out of whose * womb came forth the ice " ?

And the hoar-frost '' of heaven—who brought it

forth ?

30 The waters hide themselves

When the face of the deep /^ congealetli * like

a stone .

a supra xxxvi. 27 ;

Judg. vi. 37—40

;

1 Kings xvii. 1.

w out of [the] womb
of whom?

h comp. supra ver. 8.

c Ps. cxlvii. 17

;

comp. supra

xxxvii. 9, 10.

d Ps. cxlvii. 16

;

comp. supra

xxxvii. 10.

^ h^d\C't^, ^^ ^^"^^ ^^o" ^ tighten the bands of the ^ Pleiades -" ]

setteth fast, con-

gealeth.

e comp.5«tpra xxxvii.

10.

y bind, constrict.

/ supra ix. 9 ; Amos
V. 8.

g coimp. supra xxxvii.

9 ; ix. 7.

^ open, undo,

f cause to go forth.

h supra xxxvii. 9 ;

2 Kings xxiii. 5 ;

Isa. xiii. 10.

^ [every one] in its

season.

i supra ix. 9 ;

>) her sons.

k Jer. xxxi. 35, 36
;

xxxiii. 25.

set.

1 Matt. xvi. 2, 3.

K the thick-cloud.

m comp. supra vers.

12, 13 ; ix. 7 ; in-

fra ver. 37 ; 1

Kings xviii. 41,

44, 45 ; supra

xxxvi. 28, note/.

n supra xxii. 11

Or ^ loose the fetters of ^ Orion ^ 1

32 Canst thou ^ bring forth Me '' constellations Cm
their season 1

Even ' Arcturus with '? his sons— canst thou

guide them 1

33 Knowest thou the * ordinances of heaven ?

Canst thou <^determine its ' dominion over the

earth ?

34 Canst thou lift up thy voice unto ''the clouds "',

** So that an abundance of water shall ^ overhang

thee?

35 Canst thou send forth the lightnings % so that

they shall go '?
*

Or will they say unto thee: "^^Here we are^'T'

36 Who hath ^ put wisdom in h- their inward-parts ?

Or who ''''imparted understanding ^^ to their

mind?t
Jer. X. 13; li. 16. 37 Who cau '' uumbcr the clouds by wisdom?

X cover thee. ^^I'l i t^ ^ r ^

supra ver. 25; Or who Piu *iayers rangc/Ae bottlcs 01 hcavcn ".;]:

"
' 38 " When the dust flovveth into a molten-mass,

ver,

xxxvi. 30
xxxvii. 3 ; i. 16 ;

xxviii. 26 ; 2 Sam.

xxii. 15 ; Ps. xviii.

14 ; cxliv. 6.

XX behold us

!

J) comp. Ps. civ. 4 ;

cxlviii. 8.

q comp. if/fra xxxix.

And the clods ^ cleave fast together 1

11

* Whither thou directest them.

+ Havino:, in the preceding verse, so far personified the
comp. tt/jra xxxix. , ' .

, , , ^ . .

17 ; supra xxxv. ughtnings as to represent them as capable ot receiving com-

mands, and of expressing their readiness to execute them, God

now asks who it is that has imparted to them wisdom and

intelligence sufficient to justify His so representing them.

J The bottles of heaven, i.e., the clouds.

§ RosenmiiUer makes, and perhaps justly, the following verses

commence the next chapter.

ji the inward-parts.

V hath given, gave.

TT to the imagination,

mind.

r comp. Gen. xiii. 16;

XV. 5 ; infra xxxix.

2.

p can cause to lie.

s supra xxxvi. 29 ; xxxvii. 16. t comp. supraxxvi. 8. u Gen. vii. 11. a on [the] pouring out,

melting, fusing, flowing of [the] du^t. r are made to stick together.
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39 Dost " thou hunt down prey for the * lion % « ^^- ^l^^Z'- f}^ •'

_
cxlv. 15, 16 ; cxlvi.

Or X satisfy the appetite of the * young lions, 7 ;
cxUii. 9.

40 When they '*/' crouch "in their dens, *cmnp. Ps. xxxiv'.

When they ^ lie in the covert, 7 in ambush''?
^ J[j;

"^- ^^•

41 Who 3 provideth for the ' raven his food, '^ ^^- "X- 22; ^"/"--^

^
^

XXX vii. 8 ; comp.

When his young-ones -^cry aloud unto God, Amos in. 4.

When they wander for lack of meat'? *
(themselves).

u) in the dwellings,

CHAPTER XXXIX. ^
^.'^'-

p sit.

1 ^ Knowest thou f the time when the * wild-goats y for ambush.
d Ps. X. 9.

of the rock bring forth 1 s prepareth.

Watchest thou Cthe pangs of the 'hinds in travail 1
^

xll^a/;" Matt.^vi.

2 Canst thou ' number the ' months that they fulfil? ^6
;

comp. cxxxvi.
•' 25 ; cxlv. lo, lb ;

Or ""knowest thou v the time when they bring forth'? cxi vi. 7.

, . /Ps. cxlvii. 9.

3 They ** bow themselves—they ^ cast out f their g infra ver. 2.

f [the] time of [the]
young bringing-forth of

They dismiss their " pangs. /S!Sr2:'p::
4 Their *« young ones wa'x strong

;

civ. is.

, , ^ [the] bemg in pains

They ^ grow up m in the ^ plains

;

of labour, [the]

rjii i-" ,1 1 i /,
travailing, of [the]

Ihey "go lorth, and '^return no more'. hinds.

5 Who hath sent forth the ' wild-ass free ? '
^xiV.''^.'^"

^' ^'^'

And the wild-mule's bands who hath ? loosed \ ^ ^omp. supra

XX XV 111. 61 ; (Jen.

6 Whose house I have «• made the * wilderness, xiii. 16; xv. 5.

. . ,7*1 ,
Z5/(_praxxi.21;xiv.5;

And '^ his dwelling /Ae 'salt-waste. iu.6; vii.3;xxix.2.

7 He mocketh at the tumult of the city, ^ [tife]^tlme of their

And the ^r cries of the " driver he </> heedeth not. bringing forth.

n 1 bam. iv. 19.

8 X W^hat he findeth on the " mountains is his make their young
tocleaTe[thewoinb].

pasture ; Comp. Exod. xiii.

Yea, he searcheth after every green-thing. ^ is;^^xili. 8-, Jer.

9 Will the '" wild-bull be willing to serve thee 1 f .';•
^i

>
^^i^- 23.

!^ ic children.

Will he V'abide by thy "^ crib ? ^ become great (Fr.
•^ "^ grandir).

10 Canst thou «hold the "'wild-bull hy his rope ^ to ^u in the open-fiei i.

^Ae furrow'?
^Cant.ii.7;iii.5&c.

V have gone forth.

* Comp. Ps. cxlvii. 9. t i-e., give birth to. tt have not returned
' I » o Wxexa. (lit., for them-

selves), q comp. Gen. viii. 12. r supra xxiv, 5 ; xi. 12 ; vi. 5 ;
Gen. xvi, 12 ; Jer. ii. 24 ;

Hos. viii. 9 ; Ps. civ. 11, &c. ; comp. «;<;;/•« xxx. 7. p opened, undone, o- set, appointed, s supra

xxiv. 5 ; Jer. ii. 24 ; xiv.6 ; Dan. v. 21, &c. r his dwelling-places, t Jer. xvii. 6 ; Deut. xxix. 23 ;

Judg. ix. 45 ; Ezek. xlvii. 11. tt noises. u supra iii. 18, where transl. task-master ; cf. Lat.

urgeo = to drive and to oppress ; and also agere and exigere. ^ heareth not, hearkeneth not to.

X [the] searching of mountains ; i.e., what is obtained by searching the mountains, v infra xl. 20.

w Numb, xxiii. 22 ; Deut. xxxiii. 17 ; Ps. xxii. 21 ; xxix. 6 ; xcii. 10, &c. 4' dwell at. x Isa. i. 3 ;

Prov. xiv. 4. w bind. i/ comp. infra xli. 1—4 ; Isa. xxxvii. 29.

K K
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w bL?lieve, have con-

fidence, in him.

j8 that he will bring

back.

z Matt. vi. 26 ; xiii.

30.

y ostriches.

i has been exulted,

delighted, in ; has

been, is, delightful.

I [is it the] wing
[of the] stork, or

[its] feather ?

a Zech. v. 9 ; Ps.

civ. 17 ; Jer. viii. 7.

Z, leave.

j; bj means of.

Q And, but, or seeing

that, she hath for-

gotten.

h Lam. iii. 34.

K it ; i.e., every one
of the eggs.

c supra V. 23 ; infra

xl. 20.

\ One hath harden-
ed [her heart.]

d Lam. iv. 3.

[I [are] for (i.e., as)

not to her. See

Append.
e comp. ^upra vs.. 29

;

Isa. xlix. 4 ; Ixv.

23 ; Hab. ii. 13.

V for vanity, empti-

ness.

f infra ver. 22.

TT made her to for-

get.

g supra xvii. 4

;

comp. xxxviii. 36.

p not imparted to

her in (or, of) un-

derstanding.

(7 at the time.

h supra vers. 7, 22
;

infra xli. 29 ; 2
Kings xis. 21 ; Ps.

ii. 4, &c.

i Gen. xlix. 17

;

Exod. XV. 1 ; Jer.

Ii. 21 ; Hag. ii. 22.

Or will he harrow the valleys after thee X

11 Wilt thou trust in him, because his strength is

great ?

Or wilt thou leave unto him thy toil "?
*

12 Canst thou <^ rely on him /3 to bring thee back

thy seed,

And ^ gather it into thy barn ?

/13 The wing of the y ostrich ^ is goodly;

But ^is it the pinion, or the plumage, of the

stork " ?

14 No! for she must ^commit her eggs unto

the earth,

And must warm them v with the dust.

15 J '^ Yet she forgetteth that the *foot may
crush '^ them.

And that the '' wild-beast of the field may
trample on '^them.

}3 4.:|^16 ^ She hath been hardened'*; her young

are p- as though they were not hers.§

^"In vain may he her labour
||,

yet is she

without fear-^.

17 For God hath '^withholden from her wis-

dom ^,

And hath p given her no part in under-

standing ^

18 Could she '^in due time &m^ raise herself on

high,

V She might ''mock at the *horse and his rider!

* Wilt thou entrust unto him the tillage of thy ground ?

t For a Rabbinical note upon these six verses, see the end of

the Chapter.

% She might therefore be expected to be very anxious about

the fate of her eggs, but is this so ? Notwithstanding the risk

her eggs run, she is so far from being anxious, that she even

forgets they are in danger. See ver. 16.

—

Editor, 1862.

§ Having denied her wings, by which she would have been

enabled to build her nest on high, God, in His mercy, made

her callous and indifferent to her young.

II
Her labour in arranging and concealing her eggs in the

dust.
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/ 19 Dost thou <jive " mi^bt unto the horse ? * '^^: P^"'- i7 ;^ ^^ cxlvii. 10.

Dost thou V' clothe his neck with the '^rUSt- 'p make his neck to

-, . „ put on.
ling-mane J w thunder. SeeAp-

20 Makest thou him ^to leap like the ^ Tike, quiver.

b
locust 1 * '^°'^^ "' *' ^

'

^®'^-

ix. 7 ; comp. Jer.

The glory of his " snorting is y terrible !
^i-27-

21 ^ He ^ paweth in the valley, and * exulteth y tenor.

'

in his ^ strength
; ^ j^'J^^V^; 22 ; jer.

He ^rusbeth on^ to meet the C weapons! ^ jer"k '2l^'''"'"

^"

22 He '' mocketh at fear, and is not dis- / ^'^p^<^ ^er. 19,
note a.

mayed ; s goeth forth.

Neither turneth he back '7from Me 'sword! f weaplll!

23 Upon him rattleth Me quiver,
^

_

m-^^TbsV'h.
^ The flaminor spear-head and the javelin ! 24 [16], 33 [25].

^ ''
>j from [the] face of,

24 With clatter and with fury he '^ devoureth from before.

.J ,
I.

i supra xix. 29.
the ground *, e [the] flame of

And ^ cannot stand still m at the sound of [tt'JpeaSd!'''

the trumpet

!

"f
<j"iikethup.

^
.

k Jer. IV. 13 ; Hab.

25 ^ When the trumpet soundeth amain, he i- 8, 9.

.,,.,,, X cannot be steady,

Saitn, Ana ! i.e., contain himself.

And ™ from afar he scenteth the " battle, ^ tZd^7 ''[Jhe]

, The " thunder * of the ^ chieftains, and the trumpet
\

' v in [t'^^J abun-

\ ^ shouting !
<iance of [the]

26 Is it p by '^ thy "" wisdom that the hawk flieth, i ps. xxxv. 21, 25;

A lid ''spreadeth out his wings ^ towards the south? ,„ il/rallr. 29 ; lu-

27 Is it </*at thy command that the *easrle xsoareth, ^'•^^^xvi. 25.
•'

~
' M J er. via. 6 ; Zech.

And that he V'maketh his nest on high'? x.3; Rev. ix. 7,9.

28 0^1 Me " rock he dwelleth and abideth, '^

pTxxii st 4, &c'.

On the "<^ crag of the rock, and the fastness, f
""

I'CTvU. '20

;

29 Thence /^looketh he out for his "'yprey

;

Amosii. 2, &c.
* * p from, by reason of.

* Afar off his eyes behold it. q comp. Jer. viii. 7.

OA TT' u-
'

»/ 1 1,1 J <^ ^i*-> understand-
60 iLven his young ones 'suck up blood ; ing, intelligence.

And where the slain are, there Z5 he -'. + '
5[; gt&c.

*^'

* i.e., the stentorian voices.
'" .*° ^^^^] ^o^th.

^^ in accordance with,

+ i.e., one of nature's fastnesses, a lofty and inaccessible clitt. ^j. because of, thy

t Comp. Matt. xxiv. 28. ^o"**?-
^ ^

5 SM^ra IX. 26; Prov.

xxiii. 5 ; Isa. xl. 31 ; Obad. ver. 4 ; comp. supra v. 7. % maketh high [his flight, or, to fly].

^ raisethuphisnest. t Jer. xhx. 16. u comp. Obad. vers. 3, 4. v Comp. 1 Sam. xiv. 4.

w tooth. /3 he hath searched, searcheth. w swjora ix. 26; Hab. i. 8. y food. x supra

xxxvi. 25 ; 2 Kings iv. 25, &c. j/ comp. Numb, xxiii. 24. z Matt. xxiv. 28 ; Luke xvii. 37.

K K 2
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* ^W Upon this, and the five succeeding verses (vers . 1 3— 1 8),

Dr. Bernard has the following manusci-ipt note(from his own pen),

which he has kindly allowed me to transcribe. It is accompanied

by a literal translation, which is intended for the benefit of the

Rabbinical student, and which I have had the more pleasure in

making, as I feel assured that he will seldom or ever meet with

a comment in this dialect offering fewer difiiculties of construc-

tion. For my own part, however, I must say that I am dis-

posed to think, with Rosenmiiller, that the description of the

horse, contained in vers. 19—25, is a mere episode, to which

the use of the word D^D horse in ver. 18 gave rise. Dr.

Bernard's note runs thus :

—

(B) ]viri3 D'i5::p cpippp '3 pif^ip vyv oiiy xfi 6i? 'v

D'-)9Prr> (bb^3 TJ)) n"' piiD? 71?:"' pipp v"V fD?'bv ddo •^Df»

ivb if" ]i::? 03ip bv )iw , q:D '3^3 pfi'-)33 V7' ^^vv) if; 7133

)ri ©"pp? 7"p5 p^ps? iTib ifi
, p^ppp iipp? d5dv d •706 r"3 pipp

po'^i;? ii>D5pD' Pi5r ]?if'3 rifip pif^^ppn onp '7' 3ij '21 , ^d:p

]i2: 17P ii? vf'n33 TDi; lof' (Iriw) 6713? i^^bbi>:)V p-iipp? vpm

q;3 53 iipi bi ,irp3 i;37fi 3p liip 5o ,i:'p ipfi j-p ,i3ippi pifi'

P3P') ")37Pr '93 P'7Pf'3 VP) i:'P3 ]'P ^56 33 1p37' 70^31 ; ir:'p5

infti P^i? WIJPP pi? ]'P DW ]31 371;' 13 (!iPD D7pP'1 57JP'l

^IJ'^pi 706 D'piPPP PDDS f 737' 13 706 qiUP '3 PVri31— * nPIO?

Diiu ipifippi ii7: nfipp q:3 5i;3 i3 ip ni; 7P'i pf'O 7jt ii '3 p:

qpiy 7o6 in:3 ]up3 ^ii? 53 r>:77PP ip:77P rm:: 711? , ip713ji ipo

PP7f'n rfi 3ni55 i6 qiu ?'3:pi n' 565 yb 7063 ^p'Pori r'p7 ':i? 5i;

7Pi5) )'ii; uipo5 530 ui;p3 '3 7U , pp6 vn ip3 q6 p'5i; 7p:' 7o6

P7'j' p5p pi5i;p3 rp6 r'5up ,r6'73r' pno703 Pi;3D ip3 61? '3

r6r5 — otop c(\d \z> [76? 5i; opn 53 ]'3 'uiP^ /
p'-p? '5i;3

7p6 r'"3 pipp 7P6 \\zi ")pvr» 5":p P'pippr 3iPi 7Pr'P '5i6 p'p*

dhipp:' i5'pp' d7Ui , r'P76iT op7p 7o6 53 '7i>p % pio: 706

* See p. 498, note t.

t "^^T-

|. It will be observed that 07273 is in the sing., whereas

I^Tin^ is in the plur., though they both refer to a plur. noun.

Still, I believe that Dr. Bernard intevtionaUy wrote D7tt73
^

as it is found also in the copy which Mr. Randolph made from

the original for himself. Rabbinical writers are not very par-

ticular in observing grammatical rules, and Dr. Bernard no

doubt considered that he should be writing a more idiomatical

Rabbinic, if he followed in their footsteps, especially as passages

are not wanting in the Bible in which a similar construction

is found. Comp. infra xlii. 15, where the writer goes farther

still, and not content with using a sing, verb with a plur. noun,

also puts the verb, as well as three pron. affixes which occur in
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rf"-): ]2 — '3D 'Dm hv D)^vb) n)hb dp-p^s id-)P' ")Df> pipii^rn

Who is he, that can shut his eyes from seeing, that the verses,

which are comprehended under the mark (B) that has been

placed over them, namely ver. 13 to ver. 18 (inclusively), and

which declare the glory of God, and the work of His hands, in

the creation of winged things, will stand in their proper place,

either after ver. 25, by which the description of the horse is

completed, or after ver. 30, which concludes the picture of

the eagle,— and that, by means of the transposition of these

verses after this manner, the subjects will be linked together,

so that the narrations of the wonders of the Creator,—may

He be exalted !—which He has wrought in His creatures, will

be in a proper, beautiful, and acceptable order, kind after its

kind, everything which goes on all fours, according to its kind,

and every fowl, every winged thing, according to its kind
;

and, in proportion as all these are joined, kind to its kind, and

are made a whole in the mouth of the Speaker,—may His name

be blessed, exalted, and sanctified !—so will the graceful

arrangement of this discourse He sweet and pleasant to the ear

of the hearer. But, seeing that, with regard to the bird spoken

of in the six verses before us, although it has more dignity

and more strength than any other winged thing, by reason of its

size and its beauty, and the might of its power and strength, its

station is still lower than the station of any bird, small or great,

which can fly in the open firmament of heaven, inasmuch as it has

not the power of taking a high flight, nor of leaving the ground,

upon which it hops, even for one moment, so that we might

almost pronounce and say respecting it, that it is as a link in

the chain of creation, one step of the steps of the ladder of the

creation of living things, midway between everything that

moves on the earth and the fowls of heaven, therefore, the

place and station of the six verses mentioned above would,

perhaps, be most appropriate after ver. 25, after that the

descriptions of everything that moves upon the ground have

been completed, and before the descriptions of the birds, which

can spread out their wings to hover and mount above the

heights of the clouds, begin. So it seems in my humble

opinion.

—

Note of Editor.

the verse, in the masc. gend., although the persons spoken of

are women. See also note in Comra. on svpra xx. 10.

—

Editor, 1862.

* Abbreviated for ^^^\ n^*3V. ''D^ lit., according to [Me]

poorness, or wretchedness, or humility, of my opinion.—Ed., 1 862.



502 TRANSLATION. CHAP. XL. 1—7 [6—12].

a sufra xxxviii. 1.

h comp. Exod. xix.

16, 18; XX. 18;
1 Kings xix. 11,

&c. ; Ps. 1. 3 ; Nah.
i. 3, ifec.

•i^ or, tempest.

c supra xxxviii. 3

;

comp. supra xii.

18 ; 2 Kings iv.

29; ix. 1; Jer.

i. 17.

d supra xxxviii. 3 ;

««/ra xlii. 4; xxxiii.

5, 32 ; xxiii.' 4 ;

xiv. 15 ; xiii. 3,

18.19,22; ix.35,

&c.

w make Me to know.

/3 break, destroy,

annul.

e supra xxx. 20, 21

;

xxyii. 2 ; xxiv. 1,

and whole chap.
;

xxiii. 2, 10—17
;

xxi. 7— 13,23, 24,

30—34 ; xix. 6, 7,

22; xvi. 7—16,
17 ; X. 3, 15 ; ix.

22—24, &c.

y be just,bejustified,

come ont,forth,j ust.

f supra chap. xxxi.

passim ; xxvii. 3
—6 ; xxiii. 10

—

12 ; xvi. 17 ; xiii.

15; X. 15; ix. 21,

30, 35 ; vi. 10, 29,

30 ; iii. 26 ; comp.
ix. 2 ; xiv. 3, 4 ;

infra xl. 4 [xiii,

10] ; xiii. 6.

S [is] then an arm
to thee as [to]

God.

g 1 Cor. X. 22.

h supra xxxviii. 25 ;

xxvi. 14.

£ make to thunder.

i supra xxxvii. 2, 4,

5 ; Ps. xxix. 3— 5,

7—9, &c.

Z height, highness,

loftine88,exaltation,

elevation.

k Ps. xciii. 1 ; comp.
supra xxix. 14

[Ver. 1.]

[Ver. 2.]

[Ver. 3.]

[Ver. 4.]

[Ver. 5.]

[6]

"1

CHAPTER XL.

These numbers in square brackets

indicate the corresponding verses

in the Hebrew text. In the

present translation they form

Vers. 7— 1 1 in Chap. xiii.

J

1 [6] " Then Jehovah answered Job from out

the *^ storm, and said:

2 [7] " Gird up now thy loins like a man

!

'^ I will ask of thee, and do thou «" declare

unto Me

!

3 [S] Wilt thou indeed ^deny* My ^justice?

Wilt thou condemn Me, that thou mayest

y seem just-^?

4 [9] S Hast thou then an arm like God ^ \

Or canst thou '' ^ thunder with a ' voice like

Him ?

5 [10] Deck thyselfno\y with pride and C majesty*

;

Yea, »? array thyself with ^ glory and splen-

dour !

6 [11] "^ Pour out around ^Aee Me '' fury of thine

anger *"

;

And '«'« search out every " proud man, and

"^ bring him low!

7 [12] '^'^ Search out every "proud man^ and

^M humble him ! f
Yea, crush thou the wicked " where they

stand *

!

* See note in Comment, and Appendix, on supra xv. 4.

—

Editor, 1862.

t i.e., Shew the keenness of thy glance by singling out

Qj^
y 8

pu
straightway the proud man, though his pride be hidden in his

I Ps. civ. 1; supra heart {supra xxxiii. 17), and shew thy power by laying him at
XXIX.

;
XIX.

, ^j^^g prostrate. See Comm. p. 377.

—

Editor, 1862.

9 scatter.

K furies of. m supra xx. 23. kk look, discern, look out for. n supra ix. 13 ; Isa. ii. 11
—17; V. 15; X. 33, &c. ; comp. SM^ra ix. 31 ; xvi. 15. o comTp. supra xx. 6— 10; xxii. 29.

\ make him to be low, humble. p 1 Sam. ii. 7, 8 ; Ps. Ixxv. 7 ; comp. supra v. 11. ju cause

him to bow. v in their place. q supra xxxiv. 26, note^j.



TRANSLATION. CHAP. XL. 8—16 [13— 21]. 503

8 [13] " Hide them altogether in the * dust! «
J^^^p-

^^^''^ ^i^-

Bind '^ them ^ in 50?we " secret-place

!

icomp.i»/>axiii.6;

r» n ^-1 n^i -n X t n i
si/pra xvL 15 ;

ix.

9 [14] 1 hen Will 1, even 1, 7 confess unto thee, 31 ; ii. 8; Ps.

Tliat thine own right hand "^ can ^ help thee. H^' j, 10.
^"

'

10 [151 * Behold now the ^beasts which I have "^ *'^^^'' ^^"^'^ p"'"
L J sons.

made to be with thee ! /3 in the hidden-

T1 1 f
place.

^ The one J eateth grass like the ox-^. c comp. supra xW.

11 [16] Behold now his strength is in his loins ^, y or,' praLx "hee.

And his might in the C muscles ^ of his belly ! ^ eoi^P^^.^'^uy. 3

;

12 [17] "1 When he lusteth, his tail is as a ^ cedar; xvii.7; ix, 5,&c.

;

"- -^
, .

also xxxiii. 16, 17

;

The * sinews of his stones ^ are entwined ! supra v. 12—14.

13 [18] His limbs are strong-pieces of ' brass "", e Gen. i. 24, 25,

His bones, as < bars of « iron ! ;L>;ffer.i5 [20]

;

14 [191 He is ^ chief amon^? f/ie /^ works of ^^<praYi.5;jinmh.
L J c xxu. 4 ; Ps. cvi.

God't 20; Jer. 1. 11;

111 T • ^^'^- i'^- 25 ;
comp.

Let " him that would ^ dress him, ^ ap- swpra xxxix. 8.

proach him iuith his knife ! §
-^

jj^^^' -^^^l j)an'

15 [20] For ^Ae mountains P bring forth fAaV pro-
^l±,^^^,^^^,,,^

duce for him ', of-

7t comp. infra xli. 23.

And all the ' "' beasts of the field ' sport »j de&ireth, lusteth

, , .
I,

he = if, when, he
" around him.

||
desU-eth, lusteth.

i Cant. V. 15.

k supra X. 11.

9 are made (i.e., be-

come, grow) en-

16 [21] Under ^ shady-trees ' X the Other ^ lieth, twined.

I supra vi. 12

;

* Not only hast thou not unlinaited power over men, thou hast
27^^Isa.'x*l'n[L

4.

'

it not even over the brute creation. »» comp. infra xli.

4. rr^u 1 I i. 23 ; supra vi. 12.
t The elephant.

^ ^^^' ^

X He is a wonderful creature, not only on account of his ninfraxli. 27; Dan.

size, but also on account of his sagacity and intelligence, which "• ' ^'A' '
' o y o ' supra xxviu. 2

;

surpass those of all other animals, and are inferior only to the comp. Isa. xlviii.

intellect of man. ,4;^'
^«"*'

^^V"'/?'X begmnnig,chiei,oi.

§ Let him that has a mind to slaughter and dress him for ^ ways of.

food, let him try and approach him with his butcher's knife. « ^o'^P; '"A'' ''\^^-
J t r

. . . ^ V tlie dressing him,

II
As he is a graminivorous, gentle, and inoffensive animal,

i e., the one wish-

why should not man come and butcher him, as he would do ""g *» ^i;?** ^i"^-
•' p Gren. xviii. 7 ; 2

an ox, a calf, or a lamb ? Sam. xii. 4 ; xiii.

t The hippopotamus. 5, 7 ; 1 Kings xvii.
^^ ^

^
12 ; xviii. 23, 25.

TT cause to approach his knife [to him]. p bear. q supra ver. 10 ; xxxix. 8 ; Ps. cxlvii. 8 ;

1. 10, 11 ; Prov. xxvii. 25. r supra v. 22, 23 ; Ps. viii. 7 ; Isa. Ivi. 9, &c. a wild-beast of.

s comp. supra xxi. 11 ; Ps. xxix. 6. r there [where he is], f shades. t Dan. iv. 12 ; Mark
iv. 32 ; IIos. iv. 13 ; Jon. iv. 5, G, &c. % he lieth.



:ot TRANSLATION. CHAP. XL. 17 23 [22— 28].

w reed.

a comp. Isa. xix. 6,

7 ; XXXV. 7 ; supra
Tiii. 11.

h infra xli. 30.

/3 [each with] its

shade.

c Dan. iv. 12 ; Mark
iv. 32; Hos. iv. 13;

Jon. iv. 5, 6, &c.

y shades.

i hedge, fence, him
in.

d Lev. xxiii. 40 ; Tsa.

xliv. 4 ; Ezek.
xvii. 5.

I be [the] river vio-

lent [ht. oppress].

e Jer. v. 22 ; Ps.

xlvi.3; Judel3,&c.

^ he is, or would be,

confident.

J infra xh. 33, 24;
Ps. xlvi. 2, 3.

T) should break forth,

burst

g comp. Ps. cxxiv.

4,5; Lam.iii.54, &c.

h comp. supra xxxi.

1 ; 1 John ii. 16
;

Matt. V. 28.

9 can (or, must) he
(i.e., one) take

him.

K nostril.

i infra ver. 21. .

X can (or, must) he
(i.e., one), bore.

Jc infra ver. 21 ; 2
Kings xix. 28 ; Isa.

xxxvii. 29.

1 infra ver. 21 ;

comp. supra xxxix.

10.

fi cause to sink.

m supra vers. 19, 20.

V lit. a thorn,

perliaps, a barbed
hook, a barb. See

Comm. ^ci. 1862.

tr or, pierce.

« comp. supra xxxiv.

37 ; xxxf. 16.

supra viii. 5 ; ix.

15, &c.

p Ps. Iv. 21 ; Isa.

XXX. 10 ; comp.
supra ix. 4.

p cut.

2 supra v. 23 ; xxxi.

l,&c.

<7 slave of perpe-

tuity, eternity, =;-

a perpetual slave.

r supra xxxix. 9, 10 ;

Jer. xxvii. 6 ; Exod.
xxi. 6 ; Deut. xv.

17.

In the covert of the '^ reeds", and in the

* mire.

17 [2.2] /3 With their 'shade the y shady-trees * do
^ cover him ;

The ^ willows of the brook encompass him
about.

18 [2-"l] Lo !
f though the river rage", he hasteth

not

;

C Unmoved^ were he, though Jordan

*? rushed up to his mouth"!

19 [24] By his ^ eyes alone ^ can he be taken, f

By snares, his <« nostrils ' ^ bored.

20 [25] ^"- *

X Canst thou draw out the crocodile

with an hook*
^ And with a ^ rope,§ which thou might-

est /* sink into his tongue ?

21 [26] ^ Canst thou put an hook'" in his

nose?

Or with a " ring '^bore through his

22 [27]

23 [28]

cheek \

^ Will he ~ multiply " supplications

unto thee ?

Will he speak unto thee ^ soft-

things X
II

^ Will he p make a ^ covenant with

thee'?

Canst thou take him for a ^ slave for

ever *
?

1 Or, perhaps,—Or canst thou with a rope sink down his tongue? i.e.,

depress it, keep it down, as with the curb of a bridle.

—

Editor, 1862.

* A corresponding and somewhat stronger jingle is found in

tlie original.

—

Editor, 1862.

-{• It is only by placing before his eyes something enticing

and alluring that he can be subdued and mastered.

I Here Chap. xli. begins in the Auth. Ver. Its correspond-

ing verses will be indicated by the small figures which follow

the square brackets.

§ The rope being fastened to the hook.

—

Editor, 1862.

II
Will he shew his attachment to thee by fawning upon thee

like a dog ?



TRANSLATION. CHAPS. XL. 24—26 [29 31]; XLL 1— 5 [4— 8], 505

24 [29] ^ Canst thou " play with him as with ^ ^o'"?- ^^a. xi. 6—

'^ a bird * ? w tlie bird.

Or canst thou " bind him for thy jaT.^i'ii.
7!'

^'
" '

maidens'?* a supra ^er. 19;
xxxix. 10.

25 [30] ® Will companions make a. ''banquet ^^^- ^^^^^- 1*;
'- -"

* eomp. supra rer.

^of him X 14; Ti. 27.

Will they * divide him among the e Mark™!. 41.

merchants 1 ^
26 [31] ' Canst thou fill his ^skin with darts? f infra ^w. \^-ii

-,

"-
^ _

26— 30.

Or his head with 7 fish-spears '^
? 7 spear of fishes.

CHAPTER XLI.

1 [:{:4]
^^ S I will not be silent concerning his ^ je ne tairai point.

f parts, £ limbs.

Nor the matter of his C might, nor the I mights.

gracefulness of his V proportions ^. ^ arrangement, sym-

2 [5]
^^ Who hath ^ stripped ofi" the surface of ^corap.'caut. v. 16

his garment ? § li.^tveaied, un-

Into -^ his jaws, who would enter \
\ '^°[J'^^-

^^^ ^P"

3 [6] '* Who hath opened the * doors of his "^ [the] doubling of

lace {
^1

mentarj).

Round about his teeth is terror '.
swfJa\\i. \S^^^'

4 [7]
'' Bis ^ strong shields are his pride, ' "°^;p- ^^^;

^J^^-

^ ^

/^ Locked together as with a close * seal. ^ strong-things, or,

rni
-pieces, of shields.

5 [8] They " are 50 near, "^ one to another, m shut up [each one
of them].

k 1 Kings xxi. S

;

* Fasten or encage him for the amusement of thy children. Rev. xx. 3.

-j- Will companies feast upon his flesh, or traffic with it as ^ on^^toVne,

they do with the flesh of fish ?

X The numbers in square brackets indicate the corresponding

verses in the Hebi-ew text. The small figures following the

square brackets indicate, as before, the corresponding verses in

the A,V. The first three verses of this chap, according to the

Heb. text, form the last three of our chap. xli.

§ The surface of his garment i.e., his scales, which

form the uppermost layer of that close-fitting garment of his,

his skin ; who has ever been able to lift up any of them ?

II
Who would trust a limb within his jaws ?

^ i.e., his mouth. [Com\). svpra iii. 10, ''the doors of my
[mother's] womb " = the mouth of the womb ; and also Mic.

vii. 5, "the doors of thy mouth."

—

Editor, 1862 ]



506 TRANSLATION. CHAP. XLI. 6 14 [9 17].

(1) that air cannot

come.

jS made to cleave,

y man to liis brotlier.

d cannot separate

themselves.

£ [everyoueof them]
maketh light to

shine.

a see ver. 9, note d,

and comp. ver. 10.

b supra iii. 9.

c infra ver. 10.

Z save themselves,

disengage them-

selves, escape.

d Ps. xviii. 8, 15

;

supra xxxix. 20.

e Jer. i. 13 ; infra

ver. 20.

T] a blown pot.
/ 1 Sam. ii. 14

;

Ezek. xi. 3, 7, 11.

9 live-, burning,

coals.

ff
Ps. xviii. 8, 13 ; Tsa.

XXX. 33 ; comp.
Hab. iii. 5.

A supra ver. 8.

i comp. supra xxxix.

19 ; xl. 16.

Klodgeth,sojourneth,

dwelleth.

k Hab. iii. 5.

\ fallings of, i.e., the

pendulous parts of.

I supra ver. 6.

[I have cleaved.

V [every one of them
is] firm ; it cannot

be moved.

m Ps. X. 6 ; cxii. 6 ;

Prov. xii. 3, &c.

n Zech. vii. 12 ; comp.
sujira xxxviii. 30

;

xxxix. 22 ; xl. 23 ;

infra ver. 22.

o Deut. xxiv. 6.

Tc by reason of his

raising [himself]

up.

p comp. supra xl. 23.

6 [9]

7 [10]

8 [11]

9 [12]

10 [13]

11 [14]

12 [15]

13 [16]

14 [17]
25

^ That no air can come between them.

They are ^ fast joined r every one to its

fellow
;

They take hold on one another, so that

they ^ cannot be sundered.

His neesings * ^ give forth light ",

And his eyes are as the * eyelids of the

dawn.

Out of his mouth go " firebrands

;

Sparks of fire f leap out.

From his nostrils goeth forth smoke '^,

As from ' n a bubbling pot, or -^ caldron, j*

His breath would ' kindle ^ coals ^
;

Yea, a * flame goeth forth from his

mouth.

In his ' neck '^ abideth strength

;

And * before him exulteth sorrow.
:|:

The ^ folds of his flesh ^ /^ stick fast

together ;

" They are firm upon him ; they cannot

be '" moved.

His heart is as firm as a '* stone

;

Yea, firm as the ° nether millstone.

'^ At his rising the mighty are afraid^

;

1 Or, kindleth coals.—See Append. Editor, 1862.

* An old word - sneezings. When the crocodile sneezes, or

snorts, a volume of breath issues from his nostrils in the form

of steam. This was regarded as "smotie, for it seems that in

former times, as well as in our days, steam and smoke were

frequently confounded. Thus we commonly say of a horse

when reeking with sweat, that it is smoking ; and, indeed, to

reek primarily means to smoke (Fries, riecke, A.-S. recan,

Swed. roka, Germ, raucheii). But where smoke is, there there

must h^Jire, and commonly is Jtame; and hence, I think, we

may understand what is said in vers. 7— 10.

—

Editor, 1862.

•j- i.e., as steam from boiling water. [Here again steam is

called stnoke.—Ed., 1862,]

t The sorrow, or anguish, which his approach excites in

every beast, is here pei'sonified and represented as triumphantly

preceding him. See Comm.

—

Editor, 1862.



TRANSLATION. CHAP. XLI. 15—21 [18—24]. 507

'^At the "waves,* /^they are beside ^ by reason of [the]

breakers.

themselves. a Ps. evii. 26, 27;

15 [18] ^^ vHe that cometh up to him* his 3 thry'miss them-

sword shall not stand, f^""^^; ,, -,
'

y [as for thej one

Nor his spear, dart, nor coat-of-mail. reaching, attaining,

T /> n rkT 97 TT 1 •
s.

overtaking liim.

lb [lyj He accounteth ''iron ^ as straw, 5t«/mvers.24-26.
^ -T) , *> ii 1 c «««?-a xl. 18 ; xxTiii.
" Brass ^ as rotten wood. 2 ; Dan. ii. 4o

;

17 [20] '^ C The^avYow will not make him flee ; f-^^'
^^^'}}-

L- J ' 4 ; Ueut. xxvm.

Into ^ stubble n are * sling-stones turned ,
23.

. .
, ,

. ^ ^for.
^ With him.*]* d note e and snpra

18 [21] ^^ As •^ stubble *« are accounted ^ clubs ; sforwoodofrotten-

And he laugheth at the h- whiz of the
^ ^°^^'^ ^..^ 28.

iavelin ^ [the] son of a bow.
J

* . / Ps. xci. 5.

19 [22] ^^ Under him are " sharp-pointed sherds; 5- w^am xiii. 25 ; xxi.

Nai/, he spreadeth ^ sharp-things upon ,, we're, have been

14.
the mire, t .achrr^'vi

20 [231 " ' He would make the deep to ' boil p like " ''"' ''™:
L -1 • K were, have been

a pot ;
accounted.

^ Would make the sea <^like a jar-of- ;u noise.

• i. . r V pointed-things, or
Ointment. <^ pointednesses, of

21 [24] ^^ After him ^ would he cause a path to a sherd.

L J ^ TT a. sharpened-thing.

shine '11 ^ supra -ver. 9 ; Jer.
'

i. 13.

One would ^ think Me deep were hoary, p hke the pot.

a like the jar of oint'

H
ment.

r would mate a path
light, bright.

count [the] deep
1 Or, He raaketh the deep to boil, &c. Editor, 1862.

f^j. Jioariness

2 Or, Maketh the sea, &c.

After him he causeth, &c.

—

Editor, 1862.

* At the waves, which are produced by his rising out of the

water.

t Stones from a sling produce as little effect upon him, as

stubble would, if thrown at him.

+ How can he be afraidvof the javelin, when he likes to lie

upon sharp-poiuted things ?

§ He would stir the sea about (if he came into it), with the

same ease that an apothecary stirs ointment in a jar.

|]
He leaves a foamy and glistening wake behind him.

^ We consider it so imperatively necessary to state to the

reader the reasons which induced us to transfer the following

verses to another place than that which they occupy in the text,



508 TRANSLATION. CHAP. XLi. 22—25 [25, 26; xl. 32; xli. 1].

0) [he who] not his

like^upon earth.

jS dust.

a supra xl. 19 ; xxiii,

13.

b suprax]. 23 ; xxxix.

22 ; comp.ver. 13.

c supra XXXV. 5

;

xxii. 12 ; Isa. xl.

26 ; Ps. viii. 3, &c.

y he [who is] king,

&c.

d Geu. i. 26, 28.

e supra xxviii. 8.

i sons of pride.

f comp. supra ver.

15 ; si. 19.

£ remember.
X, thou wilt not add.

g comp. Nah. i. 9 j

1 Sam. xxvi. 8.

A supra xvii. 15

;

xix. 10 ; xiv. 19,

&c.

r\ hath been belied.

22 [25]

23 [26]

'^ He * whose like tliere is not upon
/3 earth " •

He, that is made Avithout dread *
f

He who seeth every thing high "
, J

y Who is ^ king over all the ^ ^ proud

beasts

(On him I call, and say)

24 [Chap. xl. 32] § ' " Put thine hand upon him{
" f Think on the battle

f thou wilt do so no raore.^ "
||

25 [Chap. xli. 1] ^ Lo! '' his hope '? is deceived;^

that we hope to be excused for quoting here our own words from

the Commentary, p. 387.

" We have already stated the reasons which induced

Wolfssohn to assign to these six verses another place than that

which they occupy in the text. To every one indeed, who
reads the last four of them in the connection in which they

there stand, it must, we should think, seem very extraordinary,

that God should first challenge man to engage with the cro-

codile, and then proceed to enter upon a minute description of

its structure, nor is Wolfssohn the only Commentator who saw

the necessity for altering their position, since Bouillier did so

likewise. There is, however, another point, which seems to us

still more extraordinary than this, namely, that an animal,

which is in reality nothing more than a monstrous reptile, should

(in the second verse of the group), be styled the king of all the

proud beasts, and be said to see every thing high ; and it is

therefore our firm belief, that the subject of the whole of the

verses under our consideration is not the crocodile, but man
generally, Job of course being more particularly had in view.

God says : He (man) &c."

* i.e., man.

f Who braves all dangers.

J Who does not hang down his head and look towards the

earth, but walks erect and regards the heavens and the heavenly

bodies.

§ The small figures indicate as before the corresponding

verses of chap. xli. in the A.V.

II

Observe the change to the 2nd pers. in this verse, and the

resumption of the 3rd in the next. Comp. supra pp. 474, 483,

noi&X.—Editor, 1862.

S His hope of conquering him.



TRANSLATION. CHAPS. XLI. 26, 27 [2, 3]; XLII. 509

Is he indeed cast down '^at

the very " sight of him ?

26 [Chap. xli. 2] ^^ To himself he is not so crueP,

that he should arouse

him

Who then is he, that can

/3 stand hefore Me '
I

Who hath 7 prevented Me,*

that I should have to

repay him '' 1

That which is under the whole

heavens^ is mine *

!

CHAPTER XLII.

27 [Chap. xli. 3]

w even at his appear-

ances.

a Heb. xii.21; Exod.
XX. 18.

b comp. supra xv.

20 ; Prov. xi. 17.

j3 set himself up.

c supra xxxiii. 13 ;

xxiii. 3, 5 ; Isa.

xlv. 9 ; 1 Sam. vi.

20 ; Ps. IxxTi. 7 ;

Nah. i. 6 ; comp,
Deut. vii. 24, &c.

y or, come beiore,

anticipated, me.

d Rom. xi. 35

;

1 Chron. xxix. 14.

l< it [is] to me.
e Gen. xiv. 19

;

Exod. xix. 5

;

Deut. X. 14

;

1 Chron. xxix. 11,

14 ; Ps. xxiv. 1

;

1. 12; Ixxxix. 11

;

comp.*«j»raxxviii.

24 ; xxxvii. 3 j

Dan. ix. 12.

DIALOGUE, t

kl^^^ We must again offer our apologies to the

reader for quoting from our Commentary. The

passage to which we would call his attention will

be found p. 390, and runs as follows :

—

" Of these eleven verses (i.e., the first eleven of this chapter),

which form a dialogue between Jehovah and Job, five (7— 11)

we have transposed from the beginning of chap, xl., for the

* i.e., prevented (anticipated) ]\Ie with a service, or to use

Paul's words in Rom. xi. 35, " Who hath first given unto

Me?"—^(//tor, 1862.

f In some parts of this dialogue, the names of the speakers

must be supplied, as they must be also, and to a much

greater extent, in the first six verses of the 63d chapter of

Isaiah, where, in a dialogue between Jehovah and the Prophet,

it is everywhere left to the common sense of the reader to

determine what is said by each. Of the first three verses of

this chapter the following is a translation :

—

(The Prophet.)

1. Who is this ethat coraeth from Edom,

f With dyed garments from Bozrah ?

e coming.

Z, djed ot garments.
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simple, but very forcible, reason, that, as they stand in the text,

they render utterly unintelligible the verses which immediately

follow them. For, how could Jehovah, immediately after Job

had (in ver. 4) expressed his great contrition and sincere

repentance for his rash and inconsiderate language, by any

possibility say (ver. 8), 'Wilt thou indeed deny My justice?

Wilt thou condemn Me, that thou mayest appear just?' and

again, chap. xlii. 3, ' Who is this, that veileth My counsel for

want of knowledge ? ' Surely, so full a confession on the part

of Job, instead of calling forth such a severe rebuke, would (as

is actually the case according to our arrangement) be much

more fittingly followed by a declaration of forgiveness and

acceptance from the lips of Jehovah."

a Gen. xviii. 14 ;

Isa. xliii. 13

;

Jer. xxxii. 17, 27

;

Matt. xix. 26 ;

Mark x. 27 ; xiv.

36 ; Luke xviii.

27.

h comp. supra ix.l2 ;

xi. 10 ; xii. 14
;

xxiii. 13 ; Jer. li.

29 ; Ps. cxv. 3 ;

cxxxv. 6 ; xxxiii.

9—11 ; Dan. iv.

35.

c supra xxxviii. 2.

ip [is] hiding.

id see note d, p. 511

;

Ps. xxxiii. 11

;

Prov. iii. 19 ; viii.

22; Jer. li. 15, &c.

w without know-
ledge.

e supra xxxv. 16

;

xxxiv. 35 ; XV. 2,

3 ; xi. 2 ; viii. 2 ;

comp. xxvi. 3.

j8 honoured, made
glorious, glorified,

y speaking.

5 to.

e like one treading.

Z, not a man with

Me.
7] tread, or, kept

treading.

trample, or, kept

trampling.

K is sprinkled, or,

kept sprinkling,

spurtling.

X My clothes, gar-

ments.

fi or, hare stained.

1 Then Job answered Jehovah, and'said:

2 I know that Thou canst do everything '',

And that no purpose of Thine can be withholden

from Thee*.

(Jehovah.)

3 ''Who is this that f veileth il/y ''counsel <^ for want

of knowledge * ?
*

This, thai is /3 glorious in his apparel,

Striding in the greatness of his might ?

(Jehovah.)

I, y that speak in righteousness,

Mighty to save.

(The Puophet.)

2. Why is there redness ^ in Thine apparel ?

For Thy garments are £ as of one that treadeth in the

wine-fat.

(Jehovah.)

3. I have trodden the wine-press alone,

And of the peoples the?-e tvas I none with Me ;

So I >; trod them down in Mine anger,

And trampled upon them in My wrath,

That their blood ^ was sprinkled upon My garments,

And all X My raiment I /^stained. &c., &c.

* i.e., who is it denies that everything is done by My counsel

(wisdom), and attributes all to chance ?
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(Job.)
w declare.

j8 seeing I could not

For this reason did I " speak so, ^ because I did ^oudeS-'thm s

more than I ; i.e.,

above, beyond, me.
not understand

;

It ivas y too wonderful for me ^

not know it.

so that I could d Ps. cxxxix. 6

;

Prov. XXX. 18

;

-9;

(Jehovah.)

' Hear now, and I will speak

;

•^I will ask of thee, and do thou ^declare unto

Me.

(Job.)

^By the ^ hearing of the ear had I heard of'^^^-'^'P^''^^^^^-
J is »' 31, note k.

Thee^

But now mine eye hath seen Thee.*

Wherefore I do reject mi/ words'.

And repent " in dust and ashes ^

supra xi. 6-

comp. XV. 8
;

xxviii. 23—28
;

xxxvi. 4 ; xxxvii.

16 ; Isa. xxviii.

29; xl. 13, 14;
Jer.xxxii. 19, &c.

;

but comp, also

supra ix. 4—10 ;

xii. 12—25 ; xxvi.

5—14.

J" supra xxxviii. 3
;

xl. 7, note d.

S make Me to know.

£ according to, at,

[the] hearing of.

g Ps. xviii. 44 ; Isa.

xi. 3, &c. ; comp.
supra xiii. 17.

Ji comp.sw^ra xxviii.

7 [j"l] Then Jehovah answered Job, and said:

8 [2] CDoth he that 'contended with the Al-

mighty stand '" corrected ?

Let 'n him, that did ' dispute with God,

'^give answer "!

9 [3] Then Job answered Jehovah, and said:

10 [4] Behold, I '^am "vile! What can I ^^ an-

swer Thee ?

* Hitherto I had only heard of Thy power and glory, and was

ignorant of the dignity of my own nature ; but now, after Thou

hast condescended to reveal Thyself to me, I am convinced that

my existence will not end with this life, and that therefore the

afflictions that have come upon me may be as a mere nothing

compared with the blessings which Thou mayest have in store

for me, when Thou shalt have brought me to my eternal home.

[I do not think that Dr. Bernard is warranted in drawing this

conclusion. See Append.

—

Editor, 1862].

f The numbers in square brackets indicate the corresponding

verses in chap. xl. according to the Hebrew text, and Auth.

Vers.
n suprayer. 4, notey.

K have been vile. o supra ver. 6. p supra xiii. 3, 22 ; xiv. 15 ; xix. 27 ; xxiii. 3—5 ; xxxi.

35—37 ; but comp. ix. 3, 14, 15, 32, 34, 35 ; xiii. 21 ; xiv. 3, &c. X return Thee.

i comp. infra ver. 10
[xl. 4] ; supra
vii. 16; 1 Thess.

iv. 8.

(t upon.

k comp. Matt. xi.

21 ; Luke X. 13

;

Dan. ix. 3 ; Jon.
iii. 6 ; comp. 2
Sara. xii. 16 ; 2
Chron. xxxiii. 12

;

xxxiv. 19, 27 ;

comp. also supra
ii. 8, 12 ; ix. 31

;

xvi. 15 ; XXX. 19.

^ [is] one-contend-

ing with [the] Al-

mighty a corrected-

man ?

I supra X. 2 ; xiii.

24 ; xvi. 9 ; xix.

11 ; XXX. 21
;

xxxi. 35, etpassim,

m supra vers. 3, 6

;

infra vers. 10, 11.

T] [the] one-arguing

with God, or,

God's arguer, dis-

puter.

Q answer it (i.e , this

question).
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X T have put.

\// to vay mouth.
2 supra xxix. 9; xxi.

5 ; Judg. xviii. 19

;

Prov. XXX. 32

;

Mic. vii. 16.

a supra xxxiii. 14 ;

comp. xxxiii. 29

;

V. 19 ; Prov. XXX.

15, 18, 21, 24, 29,
&c.

w will not speak.

/3 I will not add [to

X I lay mine hand V'upon my mouth ''.

11 [5] " Once have I spoken, but I '"will speak no

more
;

Yea, " twice but ^ I * will not again.

h comp. supra xli. 8.

y and it was.

c comp. supra xxxii.

2, 3 ; viii. 22 ; xi.

20.

Z hath been kindled.

e an established-, a
firm-, i.e., a true-,

sincere-, thing ; or

truth, sincerity.

d comp. supra xiii.

4, 7—12; xix.5,

28, 29; and also

iv. 17—21 ; XV.

14—16; XXV. 4—
6.

e comp. ix. 22—24
;

X. 3 ; xvi. 9, 11—
17 ; xix. 7 ; xxvii.

2 ; XXX. 20, 21
;

supra vers. 6, 10.

Z, so now, take, &c.

f Numb, xxiii. 1, 4,

14, 29 ; 1 Chron.
XV. 26 ; 2 Chron.
xxix. 21 ; Ezek.

xlv. 23, &c.

Tj and ye shall make
to go up, offer

up.

g supra i. 5 ; Lev.

iv. 12, 21 ; 1 Sam.
vii. 6, 9.

h comp. supra xxii.

29, 30 ; xxxiii. 23

;

Gen. XX. 7 ; xviii.

23—25 ; 1 Sam.
vii. 5, 8, 9.

i supra xiii. 8, 10;
xxxii. 21, 22

;

xxxiv. 19 ; Ps. xii.

3, &c.

6 to do with you
disgrace.

k supra ver. 12, note

d.

I supra ver. 12, note

e ; comp. supra i.

8 ; ii. 3.

m supra ver. 13, note

i ; also supra xxii.

27 ; xxxiii. 26.

supra vers. 13, 14.

12 (*7) T And it came to pass after Jehovah had

spoken these words unto Job, that Jehovah

said unto Eliphaz the Temanite: My
''wrath ^is kindled against thee, and against

thy two friends, because ye have not

spoken concerning Me ^sincerely '','|* as

hath My servant * Job.

13 (8) t Therefore, take now unto you -^seven

bullocks, and seven rams, and go ye unto

My servant Job, i and offer up a ^burnt-

offering for yourselves, and Job, My servant,

shall ^ pray for you ; for his person will I

surely * accept, so as not ^ to deal out

disgrace unto you, because ye did not

speak concerning Me ^sincerely, as did

My servant ' Job. j*

14 (9) So they went, Eliphaz the Temanite, and

Bildad the Shuhite, arid Zophar the

Naamathite, and did according as Jehovah

had spoken unto them ; and Jehovah

'"accepted the person of Job.

15 (10) And Jehovah "turned the captivity of Job,

'^ after that he had " prayed ^ for his friends;

* The numbers in round brackets indicate the corresponding

verses of chap. xiii. according to the Hebrew text and A.V.

\ Eash and sinful as were the words of Job, they were at

least sincere; but not so yours, since it was rather from a desire

to please Me that you imputed so many atrocious crimes to your

unfortunate friend, than from a conviction that your assertions

were true.

n pent. xxx. 3 ; Ps. cxxvi. 1, 4 ; Jer. xxix. 14, &c. k on his praying.

X for his friend, i.e., for every one of them.
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and Jehovah increased <^all that Job had aii that [there had
, T „ , r ^ -I

been] to Job to
had "^ twofold. double.

16 (11) Then came there unto him all his
""

TS?,""s^'jmp!

^brethren, and all his sisters, ^and all they
jer xvi^is-ZecV

that had " known him before ; and they did ^^- 1^-

,
, .,,. .,., «/ stipra xix. 13 ; vi.

"eat bread with him m his house, and i5.

*
«" mourned with him, and comforted him e^s.

^

for all the ''evil, that Jehovah had 'X^'p'^-
^^' -'

j-i7 ) -ITS* xxxvm*

^ brousrht upon him ; and thev gave unto n
;
ixxxvm. s, is.

, . .
* 1 Xings xxi. 7

;

him every one 7 a piece of money, and Eceies.ix.7; Tiii.

» J • Mt r 1 T 15> &c. ; comp.
every one ^ an "^ ear-ring * of gold. suprai. 4, is.

17 (12) So Jehovah blessed the « latter-end of Job * 1%'
; cLp! 'Eom!

more than his ^ beginning: ; ^ for he had ^"- }^r\ . , .

.

^ *^
^

w shook [their heads]
^ fourteen thousand sheep, and six thousand at Mm.

,
.

, IIP t ^ supra i. 13—19

;

camels, and a thousand yoke oi oxen, and u. 7, &c.

a thousand she-asses.
y one piece.

^°™^'

18 (13) fHe had also' ^ seven sons, and three 5??%'™%^
^ ' ' « Ezek.xvi. 12; Gen.

daughters. xxxv. 4, &c.

_, TiTT r 1 /^
e supra viii. 7; v.

ly (14) And he called the name oi 7 the first, 17—26; viu. 21,

^ Jemimah ; and the name of the second, xxil 23—287
'

« Keziah ; and the name of the third, ' '''^^ ?^* ^^''^
' was to mm.

^ Keren-happuch. / ^"i"'^ i- 3.

^ . Z and there was to

20 (lo) And i^ there were no women found in all him.

the land so fair as the daughters of Job ;
^ T ciiron. xxv?™.^

and their father gave them inheritance 3 i.e! perhaps, beau-

" among their brethren. .*if^i ^« ^^^ ^^7-
'-' K I.e., cassia.

21 (16) And Job lived after this an hundred and x i.e., horn of paint,

P ^
, • 1 . , , . or paint-box.

lorty years, and saw his sons, and his /t there was not

sons' sons, even *four generations. "beautiru^as!

22 (17) So Job died, 'old and "^ full of days. &«•
..

, ,^ '
' •'

7« Numb. xxvu. 4, 7

;

xxxvi. 8 ; Josh. XV.

18, 19.

V in [the] midst of.

* In Ezek. xvi. 12, the word apparently means nose-ring.— * comp. supra v. 2h;

r< T 1 <-./->r»
xiv. 21 ; xxi. 8

;

Editor, 1862. Ps. cxxvii. 3—5
;

cxxviii. 6, 3, 4.

Tc comp. Gen. 1. 23 ;

Prov. xvii. 6.

I supra V. 26 ; xi.

17 ; and comp. vi.

11,12; vii.7,16;

X. 20 ; xvi. 22, &c. m Gen. xxv. 8 ; xxxv. 29 ; 1 Chron. xxiii. 1 ; 2 Chron. xxiv. 15 ; comp.
Gen. xxiv. 1 j Josh, xxiii. 1 ; supra xiv. 1 ; xxxii. 6, 7. tt sated of (with) days.

L L
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C ERRATA.

Page 162, line 15 from bottom the ' in ')2'^ has dropped out.

„ 165, „ 20 „ „ /«?• -lipn!? j-mfZ ii3n^

.

„ 167, last line (note) the
"f

in ^^ipip? is broken.

„ 179, line 8 from bottom, for ^^ichile" read "while".

„ 194, ,, 20 „ ,, „ 2 Sam. v. 2 read 2 Kings v. 1.

„ 198, ,,11 „ top The Sh'vah under the 3 in mia is broken.

„ „ „ 22 „ top for "£pi^ „ D^iDiiiJ.

„ 203, ,, 6 „ bottom (of text) /or " Kehren" read "kehren".

„ 206, „ 3 „ top „ r\^r^ read nizSi.

„ 207, „ 16 „ bottom (of text) for "but" read " But'\ and for " Would"
read " would ".

„ „ „ 7 ,, ,, „ "which was" read " vfhich was".

„ 208, „ 15 „ „ „ " where " 7'ead " when ".

„ 209, ,, 18 „ top „ '3 read '? .

„ 220, „ 5 „ bottom (of text) /or " Hiph. " rea(Z " Hoph."

„ 226, „ 7 „ top The Short Cherik under the o in nnni? is almost invisible.

„ 227, „ 15 „ bottom for " till" read " till "

.

„ 251, „ 9 „ top „ ntt5>^ „ ittSy.

„ 261, ,,16 „ „ the p of pi7irn is broken.

„ 264, „ 13 „ bottom for DipO read plp3 •

„ 270, ,, 3 „ top „ '??'\cn „ 'pTi^n.

„ 281, ,, 7 ,, bottom (note), for ^•\i read ^t|, and in the foil, line the
Tsayreh under the "i in yp^ is a little indistinct.

., 286, „ 1 1 „ top for '1^1 read 't??^ .

„ 287, „ 3 „ bottom (note), for 'iD'ib read |inffi^ *.

„ 299, line 10 from bottom (note), /or nao read in^n, the "i having fallen out.

„ 301, „ 1 „ top for nsni read n2rii , though nan does occasionally (but

rarely) occur, as Gen. xix. 2, where

it has a conjunctive accent, and is

very closely connected with the

following word.

„ 307, „ 13 „ bottom (of text), /or "and" reatZ "flwd"

„ 308, „ 16 „ top, for hdt read hd?; .

„ 309, „ 16, 15, 12 from bottom, /or " Ctheeh" read " CHheev."

„ „ „ 11 from hoitom, for '^i*'W- read '^ipKD:,

„ 310, „ 11 „ top, for D'nn?p2 read O'nvrph (which was in the sheet sent to

„ 312, „ 13,18,, „ for " C'theeb" read " C'theev." [press).

„ 325, „ 10-11,, „ for "unto God" read "unto God."

„ 327, „ 21 „ „ for rh% read nVh

.

;, 335, „ 11 from bottom, /or ^nnn reac? n'nnn .

„ 337, „ 5 „ top for ^n^p". read ^in'o;

.

„ 341, „ 7 „ „ for >»,3poD read Nippn

.

„ 343, „ 10 „ „ for r^]^^r} read rr^:]ii^ . ,

„ 344, „ 17 „ „ for I'^rin read TOnn.

„ 349, „ 13 ,, bottom (of text). The Short Cherik under the ? in ia» is very
indistinct.

„ 350, „ 13 „ top /or 2ni read anj

.

„ 355, „ 8 „ bottom (of text), in the ' of ^7*1'?'? there is a speck, which looks

like a Dag., but should not be there.

„ 356, „ 22 „ top for nci read nbi

.

„ 359, „ 14 „ „ supply "Ver. 21," before i«.

„ 364, „ 12 from bottom (of notes), /or Ps. clxvii. 9, read Ps. cxlvii. 9.

„ „ 5 „ „ „ for ns^D read rirnD.

„ 366, „ 1 2 „ top for "ii 7'ead «"j| , the n having fallen out.

* See ]\ S, note *.



ERRATA AND ADDENDA. 3

Page 367, line

„ 369,

„ 3"^,

„ 380,

„ 389,

„ 392,

43,

5 from top for iw read iin

.

2 „ bottom (of note), for "i-'a read ]TI *•

20 „ top for mn: Van der Hooght 7-eads nnra .

2 „ bottom (note), for spii read '2Tp3i , the ' having fallen out.

4 „ „ for " be " read " see."

1 „ top the Short Cherik under the first Q in ^Q'? is hardly visible.

ADDENDA.
14 bottom d^icd"? (the second) is the plur. of vsjob (Xiyo-T^s), instead

(of text) of D''D''tdd'?
, the last letter D being swi/jZ?/ changed

into Q , instead of the addition of D'^ , as in the

plur. of Heb. words—the reason, no doubt, being that

in this way an apparently plur. ending d'-t- is ob-

tained, whilst a cumbersome word is avoided. We
do, however, find ]V^P"? in the Targ. of Job v. 5.

„ 53, note on w!j . It must be allowed, however, that in Ps. xxxvii. 20 we find first

i'j3 (with the accent on the u!t. sylL), and then in pause ;fe (with the

accent on the penult.), as though the pause caused a withdrawal of the

accent (but see Hitzig on the pass.). Still, this example, even if it shews that

=1375 may, jwssibly, come from nyb, does not lessen Gesenius' blunder, which

lies in comparing : wb -with : nrifj . j-

„ 80, ,, 6 from bottom. It should be noticed that the name is really rni (see

Numb. xxvi. 20), for which nni is in pause.

„ 289, „ 9, 3"ip' must, I think, be pointed yy^] , for the expression is, no doubt,

borrow^ed from Ps. Ixv. 5, 2-ip^™ innn n'Ci* , where Mendelssohn

and Ben-Z«v give i")!?. the meaning oi aiifnehmen, to admit, receive,

adopt. In the Psalm, however, ^T^n comes last—as it should, if

it = to adopt, seeing that one chooses first and adojyts afterwards

—

whilst here 3ip' comes first. But Wolfssohn very likely regarded

them as pretty nearly synonymous, like select and choose ; or else

he may, possibly, have used y)2 here in the sense of bringing near

for the sake of examination, comparison, and then it would rightly

precede the verb denoting choice ; or, lastly, his memory may have

failed him, and he may have thought he was using the words in

the same order as in the Psalm. Comp. Ben-Zev's Pref., p. xlvii,

note 26, where I call attention to a similar transposition.

„ 290, note *. In the pass, quoted from the A. V., her was, no doubt, used, because,

its being at that time either unknown \, or but recently introduced, the

choice of the Translators was limited to it (chiefly familiar), his, her, or

thereof (all of which were used where we use its), and of these her {earth

being regarded either as a fern, or a neiit.) naturally appeared the most

suitable, nay, perhaps, was deemed the only one admissible. Still, if the

Translators "thought it well, or found themselves constrained, to use her in

the latter part of the passage in question, surely they would have done better

to retrace their steps and substitute she for it, in the former part. At all

events, when its came into common use, there was no longer the slightest

excuse for allowing the inconqruity to remain. See Marsh's Lect. on the

Eng. Lang, by Smith (1862), p. 278 et seqq.

* Here the dot of the Long Cherik has fallen out from under the y, and the tail of

the ] has been broken. ] without a tail, looks very much like '

.

+ Dr. Bernard should scarcely have quoted
^^{f) in Obad., ver. 16, as having the accent on the

pcnultima, for—as the accent actually stands on the ultima, though it has very probably (i.e., if the

root be i'lb) been only transferred there, either on account of the ^ conv. (see Mason and Bernard's

Gramm., Lett, xxxv., P. S. (a), and comp. w:i , Isa. xix. 1, Amos iv. 8, viii. 12), or anomalously

(for the sake of euphony perhaps), as it not unfrequently is in the case of verbs "fs (e.g., IISO , Isa.

xxix. 9, Prov. V. C, Lara. iv. 14, na , Lam. iv. 18, &c., and see Kalisch, Part ii., §lxv. 15)—it is,

of course, impossible to ascertain precisely whether the root is ri"? or rrsh, especially as 1 conv. in

the case of the verbs >"$ , as well as in that of other verbs, by no means always drives the accent

to the ultima {e.Q., TOpi and iniT] have the accent always pe?iw?<i«ia<e).

X In Lev. XXV. 5, we do, indeed, find ITS own accord, but in the original editions of the A. V.,

it seems there was it and not its. I have just heard a little girl say, " I Mamma pet," where
the s of the genitive is similarly left out.



4 ERRATA AND ADDENDA.

Page 375, line 2 from bottom, " why did He conclude with this verse?" is literally

" why did He make to cease (or stay) His hand ?
"

„ 386, „ 14 from bottom (of text). We have a very good example here of that

disregard for genders, which distinguishes Rabbinical

writers (for numerous examples see Ben-Zev's Preface,

esp. p. xxviii., note 11), and which foreshadows, in

some sort, our almost total abandonment of them,

as applied to inanimate objects. But here it is easy

to see why Ben-Zev wrote first Ntn (masc), then
n]vbi-n (fem.), and then a^iD (masc). It is because

he sometimes uses the word p^< (fem.) sto7ie = mill-

stone, and sometimes, the more special word, n'^c

(masc). Thus «"irt refers to nbs , revbrn refers to

]2N , for just before he had been speaking of pn^
n^vbi-n , and a^iD refers again to n'jD .

ERRATA, ETC., IN TRANSLATION.

Page 402, ver. 7, 2nd hem., /or "which," read "which.'''

„ 404, ver. 8, 1st hem. Great emphasis should be laid on the "I ", but this it was not

easy to mark by the type (see, however, infra ch. xiii. 13, 1st hem.,

p. 424).

„ 407, ver. 13, 2nd hem., /or "mine," read "mine."

„ 415, ver. 29, 1st hem., /or "that," read "that."

„ 426, ver. 12, line 2, for "Yea" read " Yea."

„ last line (of text), " (But will this be so)" should come before the 1st hem. of

ver. 14 *.

„ 429, ver. 26, 2nd hem., for " shield," read " shields."

„ 446, note f, should be J, and note X, t ; i-e-> notes f and J should change places.

„ 448, ver. 19, 1st hem., for " shall see they have reason," read " shall see that they

have reason ".

„ 450, ver. 7, 2nd hem., for "judge " read "Judge".

462, ver. 7. The note of admiration at the end of this verse connects it with " Oh

that I were," &c., in ver. 2 ; but, as the verse evidently belongs rather

to what follows, a semi-colon should be substituted for the note of

admiration.

„ 462, ver. 11, 2nd hem., fur "me," read "me."

„ 467, ver. 24, 2nd hem., dele f-

„ 480, ver. 17, 2nd hem., for " How " read " Hotv."

ADDENDA.

Pa^e 455, line 5 from bottom (note), " AJaddon " would be more correctly written
"

" Awaddon," but I have left the b, as I find the word is

generally spelled with it.

459, ver. 13 [2] for "may be taken" and "be molten" we might very well sub-

stitute "is taken" and " is molten," the is being equi-

valent to the Germ. ?<-/rf7.

474, line 2, " convicted " or "confuted" would perhaps express the meaning more

accurately than " convinced," but " to convince " is frequently used in

the A. V. = "to convict," than which it is much more common.

510, marginal note 8 (the reference to which should stand before "Why"), /or
'< to," read " Why [art Thou] red as to Thy clothing ? " Cf. Ps.

cxlv. 16, where nn« thou, must be supplied before nnis, and see note

in App. on chap" xiv. 20. As for the ^ in ^^i2bb = as to, see Job

XXX. 1, xxxii. 4, 6. I translated, " why is there redness, &c."? because

we cannot well say in Eng. " why art Thou red as to &c. ?
"

* This transposition was accidentally made by the compositor in correcting the proof-sheet.

Macintosh, Printer, Great New Street, London.
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